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ABSTRACT

N
Some Aspecte of Regional - National Scientific Relationships 

in East Africa •
'ff'

■■ by Theodore R. Schlie
II
m

' This study of some aspects of regional-national scientific relationships 

in East Africa focuses on the interplay between the East Afrlcem Agricultural 

and Forestry Research Organization (EAAFRO) of the East African Community (EAC)

- and the natloncd agricultural and for6strj^*research systems of the Partner 

States which-make up the Community -- Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania. Recently,

. regior^l (in the multi-national sense) cooperation or integration has increas- 

.ingly been proposed as one way in which small developing countries can utilize 

their scarce resources, in a more effective and efficient manner and thus develop 

faster. This argument has also been used for the- creation or establishment of 

. regional scientific respar<* institutions. Despite the seeming logic and 

rationality behind these arguments, however, m'ost attempts to date have either 

failed or have not lived up to expectations. The East African Ccnmunlty, how

ever, is an existing and active regional scheme with a set of 12 regional . 

research institutions, the largest- of which is EAAFRO. There are, moreover,

, established national agricultural and^forestry research systems in each qf the 

Partner States with which EAAFRO is to dooperate and to,which BAAFRO's output -
M - \

is to be transferred. Thus there are defined organizations at -the regional 

and national levels for agricultural and forestry research, and this study 

focuses on the relationships between them.

; . ’The literature on integration theory was reviewed and summarized because 

, it was felt that it could offer some insights into these-relationships. This 

f rK.study. then attempted to take some aspects of general political and/or economic
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int^jratlon theocry and to adapt and- apply them *— car their analogs — to the
\ ■ '

• sp|cific and specialize activity of agricultural and forestry research in the 

specific regional setting of East Africa,- in the hopes that this wo^d lead to 

.. insights into and- explanations for human hehavior related to this specific

activity.

The firgf major section of this'study-covered two exercises. In one, a 

methodology for "ohjectively" measuring the direct 'benefits from EAAFRO and 

determining how they were distributed amoijg^e Partner States was developed 

■ and utilized. Involved in this exercise was an analysis of EAAFRO’s research, 

priorities and the regional or national orien-tation of those priorities, an 

analysis of the agricultural and forestry priorities of each of -the Partner 

S-tates, and comparisons between the two levels of analysis. Information for ■ 

this -exercise was obtained from national five-year development .plans, from 

.. EA^iip publications, and from' extensive- interviews with EAAFRO research officers. 

In a second exercise, a -transaction analysis was attempted whi.ch covered the 

professional visits.of EAAFRO officers to locations in the Partner States and 

of -visits of nati.onal level representatives to EAAFRO headquarters. The, results 
were then related to distance an^^tional borders in an attempt to see what 

factors might be influencing these transaction patterns.

'The second major section of this study focused on the indi-vidual national
< . * 

researcher in all Partner S-tates, The primary dependent -variable Investigated

was his general opinion toward EAAFRO, and a set-of hypothesized relationships 

- ~-,was“ tested to tiy and explain that opinion. Independent variables tested 

'^included benefits from EAAFRO, opinions toward the EAC, the opinions of rele

vant national groups toward EAAFRO, proximity to EAAFRO, knowledge about EAAFRO,

• •

the.race of the national researcher, the extent of personsEl contact transactions,.
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and the extent to Khlch EAAFRO's work complemented that of, the national re- 

' searcher. In addition, ,several propositions were tested which were related to . - ' 

the research results and scientific services which the national researcher did 

. . . or did. not receive from EA^RO. Information for this" part of the study was \
Mi-

obtained from extensive interviews with national researchers in all three 

Partner States.'.
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V

This study of sotoe aspects of regional-national scientific relationships 
East Africa' focuses on the interplay between the East 'African Agricultural 

and Fo'restify Research Organization '(EAAFRO), of the East African Community (EAC)
‘ and the national agricultural and forestry research systems of the Partner States 
which make up the Community — Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania. ..Thus, the word 
"regional" is used in this study in.the multi-national sense as opposed to cither 
the subTtiational or continental sense.

The basis for almost all theories of-regional or multi-national cooperation 
involve some aspect of the efficiencies or increased capabilities that can be 
associated with a centralization of effort. Particularly when nations are small 
and relatively lacking in sca^rce resources, it wou'td^^’seem to make sense that they 
should get together and cooperate. It is important to remember, however, that 
regionalism is usually not perceived to bd an end in itself, but a more efficient 
means to some further end. In the case of developing countries, that further 
end is soc'io-pconomic development. Recently the a.rguments for regional coopera

tion in order to overcome such obstacles to development as small national markets -- 
particularly'for Africa which has a large number of small and very poor countries — 
have been-increasing, both within developing countries and from national and inter

national aid agencies. ^ .. . , fr.

Despite the seeming logic and rationality behind the establishment .of regional 
cooperation and/br integration schemes in developing countries? most attempts to 

■ date have either failed or at least not achieved the levels of success that were
._ _ _ _ expccted_pf them,_The_ Central Africf^Common Market,, the, Maghreb Common Market,

the Latin American Free Trade-Association, ’ the Central American Common Market, 
and the Regional Co-operation for Development are fiv^examples of such schemes 
in developing countries which have either failed or have not lived up to expecta- 
tions. The East African Community is another such scheme, which is, however, st^l 
actively in existence and attempting to live up to its goals. The Pearson Com

mission, has recently described it as
...perhaps the most important cooperative arrangement, involv
ing -a common market and an impressive range of services which 
are operated jointly by the three countries. .•

Composed of the three countries of Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania — all former
colonies of Great Britain -- this regional scheme has a relatively, long history

1)
(Chairman, Commission on International Development),-Pearsi^, 'Lester B.

Partners in Development, Pfaeger Publishers, New York, 1969, p. 95.
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the time of indepeadence in the early 1960's it was fully in

countries would federate and become one Independent nation.
^ehind it, and^at

_^.jded.that the three 
Diie to. complex political.'and-socio-economic .factors, the East African Federation 
has not been achieved, and the fortunes of the East. African Comnmnity (and its

Services Organization) have shifted betweenpredecessor, ^.he East African Common
better and worse as time has gone by and econ^ic ani^political rela^onships have

n Community exists and isFor all its problems, however, the East'Afrchanged.

active in a number of- areas.'
is scientific research and development It has

between the two highly correlated
not—.c One of those areas

yet been demonstrated which way the causality 
variables of national expenditures on scientific Rfej^and per capita income —

frequently used indicator of economic development —.but the importance
Inherent in

runs

the most
of what science might do for developing countries is hard to deny, 
the terra "developing-country," however, is the implication that scientpic R&D, 
along with“number of other indicators, is at a relatively low stage of develop- 

that has been recommended for developing countries to "catch up" 
speak, is>'through the establishment- of regional — rather than 

• national-- research institutions, '^e Advisory Committee for the Application of 
Technology to Develppmeht (ACAST) of the United Nations, for example.

■ ment. One way 
in science, so to

Science and
■ has stated the following:'; .

An important goal for developing countries is the achievenent 
■ of a substantial degree, of scientific and technical independence, 

based on adequate and. vigorous national institutions.^ Until that 
stage^cah be-reached-in some countries, regional-institutes TOSt .. 
be. relied upon... Many of "the problems of developing countries to 
which science and technology can contribute are regional.

the minimum effective size of the needed research activities,
make it necessary for

-.

over,
■both as to staff and special equipment, may 
countries in the region to pool their, resources and personnel for 
combined action." Such pooling may take the form of a regional 
institute, or it may consist of a consortiumj^f^national institu
tions closely linked for cooperative action.

Emulating their broader regional economic and political counterparts, many 
establish regional scientific institutions have failed. In

s-
past attempts to
West Africa, for example, an entire set of West African Cocoa, Palm Oil, etc.

have become national institutes of Nigeria, Ghana, and otherResearch Institutes
West African nations. The East African Community, however, is currently operating

^.^ACA'^T', • "Third Report to the Economic and Social Council," United Nations,. 
Document No. E/.4178, New York, May 1966, p. 17.
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a set of 12 regional research Institutes, but by far the largest and most im- 
po^ant of these'institutes is the East African Agricultural a'nd Forestry Research 
Organization based at Muguga, 'just outsicfe of Nairobi, Kenya.Besides being 

■ ^ ' the largest of the regional institutes, all three Partner States, have established
agricultural and forestry research systems with which EAAFRO is to cooperate and 
to which EAAFRO^s results are to be transferred. Thus there are defined organiza

tions- at the regional and national levels for agricultural and forestry research, 
and this study focuses pn_the -relationships -between them.

As part of an over-all regional framework that at one point in time was to be 
an East African Federation, in a very real sense EAAFRO can be considered to be 
an integrating agent — successful or otherwise — fqjsjiagricultural and forestry 
•research in East Africa. In this situation, it was felt that integration theory

4

might offer some insights, into the^relationships between these regional and national 
This study therefore attempts to take some aspects of generalresearch systems.

political and/or economic integration theory and to adapt and apply them— or 
their analogs — to'the specific and specialized activity of agriculture and
forestry research in the specific regional setting of East Africa, in the hopes 
that this will lead to insights into and explanations for human behavior related 
to this 'speciiie activity. • . _

. The primary rationale behind most integration schemes in developing countries 
is economic rather than political, but in practice these two concepts are highly 
inter-related and the difference between them may be more of a difference in

:::^e'gree rather’thanlcind. Tfi'e—rux of the political problem in economic integra-- 
tion, for example., is that some loss of national sovereignty is inevitably'involved 
in the policy-harmonizations which are necessary to make economic integration work.

. Despite the importance of some of these politica,! factors, most of the literature 
'-•on integration focuses on economic integration. What is meant by "integration?"

^^The other institutions are as follows: the East African Veterinary Research 
Organization (EAVRO) also located at Muguga, Kenya; the East African Marine Fisheries 
Research Organization located on the island of Zahzibar; th.e East African Fresh- 
water Fisheries Research Organization located at Jinji, Uganda; the East African 
Institute for Medical Research located at Mwanza, Tanzania; the East African 
Virus Research Institute located at Entebbe, Uganda; the East African Trypan
osomiasis Research Organization located at Tororo, Uganda; the East African Malaria 
and Vector Borne Disease Research Institute located at Amani, Tanzania; the East 
African Leprosy Research Center located at Alupe, Uganda; the EastjAfrican Tuber
culosis Investigation Centre at Nairobi, Kenya; the East African Industrial Re
search Ofganization (EAIRO) located at Nairobi, Kenya; and the Tropical Pesticides 
Research Institute located at Arusha, Tanzania.
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defines it follows;OECiy
Integration is understood here as a process by w^ch dis- 

criiiination existing along national borders are progressively 
removed between two or more developing countries.•S-'** e,

Most authors-on the subject describe integration in terms of stages which repre- 
suc'cessivelir higher degrees of integration as various economic discrimina

tions are removed. The OECD list is typical:
• sent

a) the free trade atea, which implies the removal of quantitative' 
restrictions and’customs tariffs;

b) the customs union, which unifies the tariff of the countries within 
the area against outsiders;

:

c)- the common market, whire all restrictions on factor movements within 
the area are abolished; - . , •

d) the economic unfoh, where economic, monetary, fiscal, social and 
counter-cyclical policies are to'some extent harmonized;

e) the supranational utlion, where the respective governments abandon 
completely their sovereignty over the policies listed above and a 
supranational authority issues binding decisions. (OECD, op.-cit. p. 11)

The traditional economic theory of economic integration has been bjsed -on 
the work'of-Jacob Viner^^and-.the concepts of' "trade creation" and "trade diversion." 
In brief, trade creation refers to an increase of trade among the members of a’ 
customs union while trade diversion refers to a reduction of trade with the rest

The■ of the world, both of which may follow the formation of a customs union.
point is that tlie worth of any customs union would depend, upon which of these 
forces dominated the other, and from the viewpoint of free trade, trade creation 

good while- trade diversion was bad.
According to this traditional theory,’ few -- if any — integration schemes 

'*among'developing countries would qualify as being worthwhile, but it is claimed 
by most authors that this static analysis is severely limited in its application 
to developing countries. They prefer a dynamic theory which emphasizes such 
points as the existence of unemployed resources in developing countries, the 
'fevorable effects of protection on the inflow of investment capital, and the

was

^^Kahneft,-F. et al. Economic Integration Among Developing Countries, OECD Pub
lications, Paris, 196g^ p. 11).

^-Viner, Jacob, The Customs Union Issue, Carnegie Endowment for International 
Peace^ NeW'York, 1950.
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process economic growth and structural change. This dynamic approach is based 
on'^ree related assumptions:

■ T- Economic growth and .development is a major, goal of developing countries, 
and regional integration is one means' toward that end;

- Most developing countries see-industrialization as the key to future 
growth arid development;

■!

- Many developing countries vrill not have a comparative advantage in ' 
most-of their "infant industries" and .therefore will require protection 
in their industrial'sector for quite .long periods of time.

Industrialization and market protection are thus at the base of any dynamic
theoretical justification for economic integration. Re^iona1 integration is 

■ supposed to be important in that it provides for larger protected markets. This,

in turn, allows for greater possibilities for industrial specialization, for the 
obtaining of economies of- scale, for the provision of larger resources, for better

Opposed to these reasons■forterms of trade with the rest of the world, etc. 
integration, however, are several constraints or obstacles of both an economic
and non-economic nature: geographic and/or transportation difficulties between 
member countries; financial resource Jlimitations; cultural barriers; tiqie pres

sures; and vested interests. - ^

Once a regional scheme is established, Kbwever, the greatest problem likely 
to' face it is the unbalanced allocation of benefits among'the member countries. 
Developing countries are usually drawn to regional economic schemes in ffie first 
qilace because^ df”pdrceived economic benefits for their -own country,“and if these 
benefits are not evenly distributed, problems are'likely to ,arise. Unhappily, 
in the short run, some member- cowicries are' likely to benefit from regional inte

gration more than others because of the d^amics of -industrial location. The 
,•> ■ ^^rgest source of additional capital likely to be attracted to a regional scheme 

is. foreign private investment', and; this investment will almost all flow to the 
location where its profit-making potential is the greatest -- i.e., to the already 
most developed area of the entire region. To be successful, therefore, regional 
integration schemes usually attempt to intervene in the market, process through 
balanced regional investment policies or through some form of compensation arrange

ments. The latter mechanism is not likely to satisfy the poorer me^er countries 
for very long, however. .

One problem related to this issue is the difficulty of measuring the benefits 
from relionad schemes — or to try and answer the question if a particular Oountry

I
•. ^

(
1

!
I

I
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would be better gff within or outside the regional scheme. There is no generally 
acc^ted way to nieasure<rthese gains and losses, and although many a ttempts have 
been made to quantify intra-regional trade da'ta or other indicators, the general 
consensus is that all of these attempts, to date have suffered from gaps in the 
statistical information available and have not been successful." .

Political integration has been described as follows:
Political integration generally implies a relationship of 

community among'people within'the same political entity. That 
is, they are held together by mutual ties of one kind or another 
which give the group a feeling of identify and self-awareness. 
Integration, -therefore, is based on strong cohesiveness within 
a social group; and political integration l^s^resent when a 
political governmental unit of some sort is cohesive. '

lu summarizing this'integration literature; Jacob and Teune-cite ten factors, 
derived from previous research, which are considered to be significantly related 
to integration. The first of these is geographic proximity, the hypothesis being 
that the closer people are, the more that integrative relationships are likely 
to develop between them. The second is social homogeneity, the hypothesis being 
that integrative- relationships are more likely to de-velop among similar people 
than among people who are different — or who perceive themselves to be different. 
The third-factor is transactions, the ■hypothesis being that integration among ■

■ people can be measured by —and is probably promoted by — the extent of inter

action 'transactions -among them-. The fourth factor is mutual knowledge or under- 
—standingi the- hypothesis being that '^tual knowledge or under standing among “ 

people is essential for integrative relationships■ to. develop.' The* convergence 
of functional interests is the fifth factor discussed-, the hypothesis being that

_  similar functional interests are more likely than diverse functional interests
%p lead to the de-velopment of integrative relationships among people. The sixth 
factor concerns character or social cmtivations of people, the hypothesis being 
that those people with a high "affiliation motivation" are more likely to success

fully develop integrative relationships than those with high achievement or power 
motivations. Factor number seven addresses the decision-making or power structure. 
of a community, and relates such community characteristics as democratic vs. ' 
authoritarian, pluralistic vs. monolithic, or socially stratified vs. socially 
mobile to its integrative potential. The eighth factor is the influence of the

^Jacob,P.v and Teune, H., "The Integrative Process: -Guidelines for Analysis 
of the Bases of Political Community," in The Integration of Political Communities, 
Jacob and Toscano"(ed), J. B. Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia and New York, 1964; p. 4.
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felt need for sovereignty on the integrative potential of a comnuntty, in which
the greater the comnunity's need for sovereignty, the less likely it is to integrate
with other conraninities.; The effectiveness of'the. governmental unit of the in- 
■ * . *•
tegrated system in meeting the demands of the constituent peoples is the ninth ' 
factor discussed^which'affects the integration within that system,. Finally, the 
"spill-over" theory is mentioned in which one successful integrative experience 
is likely to lead to another.

One aspect crucial tO “many of the above indicators is the positive or negative 
nature of the knowledge about other people, transactions with other people, etc.
If these factors have negative connotations associated with them, the tendency 

. will be.toward'disintegration, eAnother aspect is that many of these variables 
are inter-related. Proximity, for example, should influence-transactions, and 
proximity, transactions, and homogeneity should all influence'mutual knowledge 
or understanding. ' ;

The first exercise to be.reported in this study concerns the development and 
. utilization of a methodology for "objectively" measuring the benefits .from EAAFRO 

and determining how they are distributed among the. Partner States of the East 
.. African'Community. It was found to be helpful throughout this study to distinguish 

between Research Result’s- and Scientific'Services in addressing EAAFRO's direct ■ 
scientific outputs. For the purposes of this study, "research" is characterized 

_ by .its experimental nature.and by work being done for one's self; "services"
Tj '

also scientific in nature, but are usually more routine- work and are done for 
one else—i.e., for someone else's research. ' .

are-

some-
. !'

The methodology used was.fairly simple; In one analysis, EAAFRO's research 
projects and scientific services were first ranked in priority order on the basis 

, - '^^^criterfa which pflected EAAFRO's own priorities — the amount of EAAFRO man

power time and effort devoted- to ea^ project and service. Secondly, each EAAFRO 
research project was examined and ranked for 1) the EAAFRO activity in Kenya,
Uganda, or Tanzania that it generated; 2) the EAAFRO involvement with or coopera

tion from Kenya, Uganda, or Tanzania that it, generated; and 3) the applicability 
of it in Kenya, Uganda, or Tanzania. In addition,- the origins of the projects 
were investigated insofar as possible, and the different.Partner State,-EAAFRO, 
or foreign sources of impetus for beginning them were identified.

any input that Specialist Committees had into the selection process which 
chose -^hese projects was noted. Thirdly, a subjective judgment was.made on the 
basis of the above variables of the regionality of the project — i.e..

On a related
matter,

whether
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the-^oject was oriented toward the entire East African region, oj toward, one 
or twq'of the Partner States only. Each ,EAAFRO service, was also examined and 
pranked for-1) the EAAFRO involvement with or cooperation from Kenya, Uganda, or 
Tanzania that it generated; 2) the applicability of it in Kenya, Uganda, and 
Tanzania; and 3) the utilization of it in Kenya, Uganda, and Tanza:hi.a,

Information upon which this analysis'was based was-obtained from EAAERO 
publications such as Annual'Reports and a Newsletter, hut the most important source 
of information was an'extehsive interview given to almost all EAAFRO research 
officers in late 1971. This interview consisted of in-depth questions on all the 
different projects and services the EAAFRO officer might be working on, including 

', aspects of collaboration with thS^national level, field siteh in the Partner States, 
applicability in the region, communication patterns with the Partner States, etc.

The-results showed that EAAFRO's Class I highest priority projects included 
work on sugar-cane breeding, softwoods breeding, sorghum, breeding, maize breeding, 
and a virus survey; Class II priority projects included work on millet breeding, 
.water resources/land use, hardwood and softwood decay, and basic herbarium re- 

. search; Class III priority projects included work on groundwater resources,
•soil fertility and maize, the propogation of horticultural crops, a tobacco virus, 
a rice nematode, rangeland compensatory .livestock growth, rangeland livestock

■; nutrient requirements, softwood insects, softwood root rot disease, and sorghum/
on rangeland silage.priority projects included worl|

1- ' -janeeland cultivation techniques, water, requirements of Selected crops, pulp and ■

millet agronomy;- Class- IV

i-
paper log storage, utilization of charcoal Tjy-products, wooly aphid, nematodes on 
selected crops, bean nematodes,- horticultural Cuttings in quarantine, chemical 

^^ntrol of sugar-cane diseases, and basic herbarium research again; the lowest .

. ' Class V priority projects included work on trace elements in soils, seed beds,
the pin hole borer, cypress canker disease, and livestock body composition predic-

f' : ' ■ ■

tion -techniques.
The results of the regionality analysis sKowed that there was only a slight 

' bias in Kenya-'s favor in the orientation of EAAFRO’s top two priority class pro

jects. In the three lower pribrlty classes, however, a definite bias toward Kenya 
appeared, with the most projects being oriented toward Kenya, the least toward 
Uganda, and Tanzania falling in between. In interpreting these results, it 

. appears that both EAAFRO's location in Kenya and the greater capabilities of Kenya's 
national^ research system contribute to,EAAFRO’s orientation toward Kenya. The

■ ■
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capabiiities of Uganda's national research system are fairly high as well, but 
what seei^ to-.affect EAAFRO's low orientation toward it is the fact that Kenya 

ecolb^cally similar to each’other than either are to

' V

anql^rTanzania are more 
Uganda, so that "regional" projects affecting at least two of the Partner States 

■ ‘•."ttore often than not are oriented toward Kenya and’Tanzania and not toward Uganda.
The capabilities of Tanzania's national research system appear to-be very low, 
and much of Tanzania is relatively far away and isolated. Yet, EAAFRO is still 
more oriented toward Tanzania than Uganda.

The results of the analysis of EAAFRO services showed that the highest Class I 
priority services included the Plant Quarantine Service, the EAAFRO/EAVRO Library, 
the East African Literature Service^ and the Herbarium plant identification ser

vices; Class II services inciuded the arn^Orm forecasting service, the East African 
Agricultural and Forestry'journal, statistical advice,- the Machinery Coordination 
Service, and liaison and advisory services on cereals; Class III services included 
chemical analyses of soil, and plant, and feed and animal samples; Class IV services 
included Fungi, Insect, Virus, and Nematode reference collections; and Class V 
services included carcass analysis technique training,, providing experimental 
livestock, and providing experimental quarantine facilities.

Most of the scientific services were highly applicable in all Partner States. 
This seems to be inhere.nt in the nature of scientific services, that they deal 
with basic information, analytical, or advisory services that can apply across'
■the board to all Partner States. The utilization of some of these services, 
'however, does seem to be'affected "by location aod_distance. Seirvices such as t3ie- 
library or statistical'advice are-either limited to-EAAFRO-headquarters or are

In sum, it would appeardependent upon a great deal of facerto-face interaction.
.'to be-correct, to say-that EAAFRO's scientific services are oriented in theory 

• to the-, entire region, but due to location and distance effects some are utilized 
in Kenya more than in.the other two Partner States.

In a second exercise relevant to this methodology, the agricultural and
forestry priorities of the Partner States were "objectively" determined from

Information on planned.detailed analyses of their 5-year development plans.
• agricultural and forestry development expenditures, on agricultural and forestry
R&D budget plans, and on agricultural and forestry production afthe times the . 
plans were developed and expected — or target — goals for such production^ was 
used to develop'these national priorities. TOereas EAAFRO priorities usually 
identified the particular aspects'of the product research t1iat it was doing —
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e.g., sugar-cane breeding — national priorities are limited to the product it

self sine* those are the terms in which production figures and targets,, as well 
as other data, are given. . • - .

The results show that Kenya's Class I.top priorities concern Rangeland/Live- 
-stock. Maize, Sugar Cane, Tea, and Plantation Softwoods; the Class priorities 
concern Dairy development. Coffee, Horticultural Crops (Pineapples), Rice, and 
Wheat; the Class III priorities■concern Cotton, and Phyrsthrum; Class IV priorities 
concern Sisal, Legumes, 0iL Seeds, Potatoes, Wattle, Cashew Nuts, Coconuts, Tobacco, 
Farm Mechanization, and Indigenous hardwoods; Class V priorities concern Water 
Resources/Land Use and all other crops i^ntioned but never specifically designated 
for ^y purpose, siich as sorghum an^ millet, barley, oats,'*pSultry, pigs, etc. .

Uganda's Class I highest priorities concern cotton, sugar, and tea; Class II 
concerns coffee, tobacco, and beef development; Class III concerns horticultural 
crops, plantation .softwoods, water resources/land use, dairy development, and farm 
mechanization; Class IV concerns groundnuts, cocoa, kenaf, rice, beans, maize,

* . and sorghUm/millet; and Class V concerns silk, sim-sim, and all others.
Tanzania's Class-I highest priorities concern Cotton, Wheat, Dairy Development,

■ Softwoods, Tea, and Flue-Cured Tobacco; Class II concern Sugar, Sisal, and Maize; 
Class III concern Cashewnuts, Coffee, Rice,•Groundnuts and Oil Seeds/Beans, Horti-

■ -cultural Crops, Rangeland Development, Beef Development, Hardwoods; Class IV con

cern Coconuts, Kenaf, Farm Me'chanization, Water Resources/Land Use, Pyrethrum, - 
■V -and Fire-Cured TobaCco; and Class V concern Sorghxim/Millet, Bananas, and all others.
——- - Final-ly-the-agricu-ltural- and' forestr.y. priorities of. the Partner .il_tate^were. .

compared in several ways with EAAFRO's own research priorities. The first com

parison looked at the Balance of National Interest in each of EAAFRO's priority 
Tcln^^s -- as- distinguished from an earlier discussion of the orientation toward 
the region or nations of eaCh'of EAAFRO's priority classes. What is immediately 
apparent when EAAFRO's top two priority classes are examined*in this way is that 
some of the projects — particularly sorghum and millet breeding — are of common 
disinterest to all three Partner States. When these are eliminated from considera

tion, it appears that both Kenya and Tanzania exhibit more interest in EAAFRO's 
top priority projects than Uganda, due principally to their greater pr'iorities 
assigned to maize and softwoods. The only project in the top two classes that

.  shows a' common, high priority interest on the part of all Partner States' is Sugar
Cane Breeding.' ,In priority classes III to V, this pattern of regional imbalance
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la-reinforced, e:icept that Kenya displays even more interest in,those,EAAFRO 
projects than does Tanzania due to a greater interest in rangeland and rice

,j^,.research... - " . ■ "
■ A second comparison is made in which the national priorities are all listed' 

and the research priorities of EAAFRO and "other" research Institutions are then 
filled in. In this way, research gaps for the different Partner States were noted. 
"Other" research institutions included the Tea Research Institute, the.Coffee Re

search Foundation, a'nd other research that was going on in East Africa with a 
regional orientation. The results of this comparison shows that Kenya's top two 
priority classes are reasonably well covered by existing research in East Africa;

■ Uganda's top two priority classes are also reasonably well covered; Tanzania has 
some gaps in the coverage of its top priority classes with respect to flue-cured - • 
tobacco and sisal, but in'the latter case it is doubtful that more research is 
desired since sisal is a declining crop. But what is observed from this com

parison, is that non-EAAFRO regional research activities'on cotton, wheat, tea,
. and coffee are providing much more of an impact on the top priority agricultural
■ and forestry products of the Partner States than EAAFRO is. This coverage may 
be more appafen't than real, however. Although the Cotton Research Corporati.on 
pretty well covers-cotton research in all three Partner States, both the supposedly 
regional Tea Research Institute and Coffee Research Foundation are located in 
Kenya and their efforts^are Kea-vily Oriented around their headquarters. "A second 
Canadian wheat research team has arrived in Tanzania, but most of the work to date

- -- - on-wheat—ha s-also-taken -placfe-in-Kenya I -Therefore, there might well be a cbn-
stractive role that EAAFRO could play in this regard to perhaps expand the range 
^f the research that is already being conducted on wheat, coffee, and tea and 

. ' ' hOL. ensure that the.results from work done in Kenya are widely disseminated and 
applied in Uganda and Tanzania.

Ri examining the lower priority classes of the Partner States, most of the 
gaps seem to concern new crops or activities, which qre-opportunities for which 
research is especially important.* Some of these crops which EAAFRO might consider 
include cashewnuts, coconuts, cocoa, kenaf, legumes, oilcrops, etc.

The second exercise to be reported in this study was a transaction analysis 
of the professional visits of EAAFRO officers to locations in the Partner States 
and of the visits of national level representatives from each of the Partner 
States to EAAFRO headquarters at Muguga. . As was pointed out earlier, the ideal 

' _ situation for any multivnational institution — and certainly for EAAFRO — would
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■ be that over a period of years each participating country should receive approxi- 
IjT^jual benefits from it — ^..e., if one were to travel on'a straight line 

in any direction aWay from EAAFRO to the borders p.f the East African Community, 
the'benefits from EAAFRO would .not decrease, even as distance increased and nationa.1 
borders were crossed.

mate

A different situation would be expected to occur in nature — what geographers 
call "isotropic conidLtions• a featureless plain with an even distribution of re

sources and equal ease sjf movement'in all directions. Under these conditions,
■ the normally expected relationship between distance and benefits would be a fairly
regular and decreasing linear Or curvi-linear function. But .neither of the above 
situations may conform to the real,world. In discussing "Tlfe concept of territoriality 
as it relates to human beings, Soja states.,the following:

One major-dimension of territoriality, therefore, appears to 
be the existence of an identifiable, disruption of a distance- 
ordered regularity in activity patterns caused by social as opposed 
to physical phenomena (such as environmental barriers). Assuming 
some form of social organization exists, we can also infer that 
these disruptions will shape and channel spatial interaction even 
under isotropic conditions... l-Jhat is essentially being proposed 
is that territoriality produces discontinuities and "plateaus" in.

• normally expected patterns of spatial interaction and activity... 
abrupt dro'ps' in activity at particular, points arid broad distance 
zones in which the intensity' of activity is approximately, the same 
throughput._(Soja, og. cit., pp. 26-27)

The "social phenomena" in the case of this study are the national borders Of 
' Uganda'and Tanzania that one would have to cross traveling in a straight-line 
south and north-west from EAAFRO before the edges of the East African Community
were reached. -

It is very difficult to measure the benefits from a research institution in 
. ’ a country, let alone .at a particular place in the country, and therefore we use 

measurable-indicators that are logically associated with benefits that can be 
counted and ordered in some fashion. In this case we are using personal visit 
transactions from EAAFRO to the Partner States and from the Partner States to 
fiAAFRO to test if any of the three distance-benefits relationship patterns described 
above fit the situation in East Africa. Under idealized isotropic conditions 
and with no social boundaries or territoriality, nature would expect that EAAFRO's 
benefits and transactions would regularly decrease as distance increased; EAAFRO

'V.a

^^Soja, Edward,W., "The Political Organization of-Space," Association of American 
-Geographers, Resource Paper No. 8, 1971, p.- 26.

i
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- would probably claim that their efforts are approaching a situation in which 
theiiT^nefits and'transactions remain relatively constant as distance increases 
and as "national borders .are crossed; Uganda and Tanzania might claim that terri

toriality does make a difference and that although .EAAFRO's benefits and trans-
t

i actions might remain relatively constant as distance increases within Kenya, that
their national borders are.crossed there is a sharp drop-off of benefits 

and transactions from EAAFRO.,
as soon as

!

The data for this, exercise was obtained from the EAAFRO monthly Newsletter, 
which listed the scientific visits that EAAFRO officers made to national locations 
in the Partner States and also the visitors to EAAFRO headquarters at Muguga.

^ Although this data was not entirely satisfactory, it did-nafllow an analysis to be 
made and some conclusions to be drawn. Although it is obvious from, the results 
that Uganda and Tanzania do not have nearly as many transactions with EAAFRO as 
Kenya does, it does not appear that this is caused by the effect of crossing a 
national border. And although it is just as obvious that East Africa is far from 
being, an -"isotropic plain," it does appear that in the case of EAAFRO visits to 
national locations;thdt distance is one of the operating factors. The other factor
'that seems to 1)e.,operati.ng here, and completely dominates the pattern of visits 
to EAAFRO headquarters, is the effect of. popul.ation/goyer'nment centers. Nairobi,

«r • '

of course is the popiflation, industrial, governmental, and cultural center of
-  —East-Afr-iea,-and with-EAAFRO being so close, transactions with it dominate both

patterns. But smaller centers of population and other functions are found in the 
' Kampala-Entebbe metropolitan area of Uganda and the Dar es Salaam and Arusha met

ropolitan areas of Tanzania, and significant, number^ of transactions are also 
recorded for these centers.

Both of the exercises described above have operated at the levels of the in

stitution or Partner’State. A second major section of this study, however, operates 
at the level of indi-widual national scientists working in the agricultural and 
^restry research systems o&>the Partner States. . These national researchers, 
it was felt, formed a unique set of Respondents who could provide valuable and 

' pertinent information with their opinions toward and perceptions of and inter

actions with EAAFRO in order to answer the following research question: How is 
the regional research institution of EAAFRO relating to national agricultural 
and forestry ^research systems in Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania, and what:are son^e 
of the factorinfluencing those relationships?

y

i

%'
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-eM of the reasons for selecting EAAFRO as the regional focus, of this study 
was the. fact, that definable national counterparts did exist. Not only did they 
e^st, but there were official* and‘doctmiented historical relationships between 
EAAFRO and national research systems. The primary relationship was that regional 

• EAAFRO would do the miore fundamehtai research in a particular field'of agriculture, 
the national (territorial) systems would do the more applied research in the same 
field, and somewhere in the middle these different levels would overlap, implying 
the transfer of results or technology between them. For example, the following 
statement was made in 1952:

It is, however, possible'to make a broad definition pf the 
functional relationship ^.between the regional orf^izatiph and the 
territorial departnmnt working in the same general subject. There 
are three main stages in sciencel firstly, there is fnndamental or • 
.long-range research which is designed to discover new principles; 
secondly, there is the technological stage in which a new principle 
is tested in a variety of local conditions in order to determine how 
far it is applicable and to adapt the technique tp local circumstances; 
thirdly comes the application of the new principle in farming, modi- 
cfne, industry or whatever the subject may be. The regional res.eatch 
.organization is concerned with the first two, the fundamental and 
technological stages; it is not usually concerned with the applica- ' 
tipn tb'.practice. The territorial department, on-the other hand, is,* 
primarily, concerned with the application of the new knowledge and 
all the executive work which is thereby entailed, but it has also 
to take ,a large share in the technological stage of the trial in 

’ locat“condiirionsy-:It:.is,.:thus,.Jri_the second or technological stage_,,-^— 
that the functions overlap and there is need for the—closest colla
boration.1

8)
This distinction of functions has, of course, many variants.

Although this functional relationship has evolved^ over the years, the basic idea 
has remained the same.
^^The principal dependent variable in this section of the study was the 

general reaction or response opinions that individual national researchers had 
toward EAAFRO, positive or negative, as measured on a continuum scale. The 
attempt here was to get at what these national researchers feel about EAAFRO 
rather than what they might "objectively" conclude after going through some

'internalized reasoning process, since it was thought that these feelings might
In particular.be a much more important factor in regional-national relationships, 

it is these initial reactions of people toward an institution such as EAAFRO
■

8^ *’* *
■'Worthi^ton, E.B., A Survey of Research and Scientific Services in East Africa,

East'African Commission, Nairobi, 1952, p. 14.

• i
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* whic^^^seeTn to do much^ to create a public mood or feeling toward -it -

that can greatly, influence the success of a multi-national institution — 
^^ospecially when the people are in positions perceived to be credible and when 
the reaction receives publicity through the newspaper or other media. In addition, 

■ individual opinions are the only real way to get at V7hat people perceive or believe
about EAAFRO. Earlier, an "objective" methodology was’used to analyze the balance 
of the distribution of EAAITlO's benefits among the Partner States, but the extent 
to which any such methodology can be used to counteract people's beliefs is very 
limited. And any such methodology is also usually limited to printed or verbal 

. information that may be relatively superficial. If a multinational institution" 
such as EAAFRO is going to realfy be" examined and understood, somewhere along- 
the line knowledgable national’p'^ple are going to have to be'asked to react 
or respond to it at the gut level, and that reaction or response is going to have 
to be followed up with probing questions about the real usefulness of EAAFRO 
research and EAAFRO services and other such issues — along with the reasons 

. •- why. ■ .

-,.a factor

Using the integration literature, the following eight propositions \/ere there

fore developed to be tested in this study;- . ,

1. The degree of positiveness of the general reaction/response opinions 
“■ of national, researchers toward EAAFRO will be directly related to

their'perceptions of the Benefits they have received from EAAFRO in
------ , ------------ the past --_i.e.,_to__the amount of_Jlesearch-Results_and/.or.'Scientific.

Services and/or Experimental Collaboration' and/or Institution- 
Building and/or-Interpersonal Relations and/or Publishing benefits, 
dependent in some cases on an External Scientific Aid parameter as 
described. , , , ,

■V

2. The degree of positiveness of the general reaction/response opinions 
that national researchers have tov7ard EAAFRO will be directly related

, to their general reaction/response opinions toward the EAC.

3. The degree of positiveness Of the general reaction/response opinions 
that national researchers have toward EAAFRO will be directly 
related to the opinions their relevant national groups have toward 
EAAFRO.

4. The degree of positiveness of the gOneral reaction/response opinions 
that national researchers have toward EAAFRO will be directly re
lated to their Proximity to EAAFRO.

5. The degree of positiveness of the general reaction/response opinions 
that national researchers have toward EAAFRO will be directly re-

'lated to the extent of their Knowledge of EAAFRO.
A
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_  6. The degree of positiveness of the general reaction/response opinions
\ that national researohers have toward EAAFROjJill be directly re

lated to the Race of tl\e national researcher.

7. The degree of positiveness of the general reaction/response opinions, 
that national researchers have toward EAAFRO will be directly re
lated to the amount of Personal Contact Transactions-they have with 
EAAFRO research officers.

8. The degree of’positiveness of the general reaction/response opinions 
that national-researchers have toward EAAFRO will be directly re
lated to the extent that EAApRO's scientific work Complements their 

. own.

In addition to these propositions, a number of the variables — e.g., Knowledge 
of EAAFRO, Personal Contact Transactions, etc. — should be directly related to 
the length of time a national researcher has been working in East Africa or at 
his stations, and these propositions are also tested.

The-independent variables above are also most probably inter-dependent .amongst 
For example, it might well be true that Proximity, Racial Homogeneity,themselves.

and Personal Contact Transactions all interact upon Knowledge of EAAFRO in in-
• fluencing the General Reaction/Response Opinion of the individual national re

searcher toward EAAFRO'^s has been suggested in the integration literature, and 
many other interaction combinations could be logically proposed, 
combinations are .also tested in this study, particularly ones which involve

—.—Proximity and-Knowledge-pf -EAAFRO. 9) -  -- ■_
Since the principal designated outputs of a scientific research institution 

■' are research results and/or scientific services, further propositions are de-veloped 
below which address the responses of the national- researchers to whether or not 
they received these benefits from EAAFRO, and these are also tested in this study:

9.. The-perceived utilization of the EAAPRO output benefits of re
search results and/or scientific services by national researchers 
will be directly related to their perceptions of the relevance of 
EAAFRO's projects and services and/or the competence of EAAFRO's 
scientific work and/or the success of EAAFRO's information/tech- 
nology transfer-effort.

Some of these

•V

The perceived utilization of the EAAFRO output benefits of re
search .results and/or scientific services by national researchers 
will be directly related to the extent of their experience .at 
their national station and/or to the extent that EAAFRO's scienti
fic work complements their own.

10.

9), Altliiough the issue of ti^'be and tribalism is very significant for the African- 
citizen of East Africa and :^or national integration, it was not felt that this was 
an Important factor for the African national researcher with respect to his rela
tionships with EAAFRO. Although there are significant tribal-based problems within 
Kenya and Uganda, there seems to-be no similar probjem directly related' to East 
Africa-.. -At the regional level, the tribal issue seems to be subsumed in that of 
which Partner State is benefittlng or not benefitting from'the Community.
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11. The perceived utilization of the EAAFRO output benefits of re- 
""X. search results and/or scientific servlces^by-national researchers

. will be directly related to^the capacity of the national institu
tion of Which they are a part to utilize those results and/or- 
services. .

1%. The perceptions of national researchers about the relevance and 
the applied nature of EMFRO's scientific work will be directly ' 
inter-related.

The perceived .success of-EMFRO's information or technology transfer 
efforts by national researchers will-be directly related to their 
Proximity to EAAFRO and/or to the amount of Personal Contact Trans
actions they.have had with EAAFRO officers.

The results .for this s.ection^of the study were basefi^n extensive interviews 
with as many-national researchers in all ^rtner States as it was possible to see.

13.

When completed, 165 national researchers had been interviewed, 75 from Kenya,
44 from Uganda, and 46 from Tanzania, representing about 75% of the total number. 
The national researchers who were not interviewed were missed for random reasons

The wealth ofwhich should not interject any systematic bias into the results, 
detailed material that came out of these interviews is summarized below.

this data in order to determineChi' square frequency tests were performed on 
the significance of'the relationships hypothesized above, and they were performed 
for the total sample and for citizen, non-citizen,.'Kenyan, Ugandan,' and Tanzanian
sub-samples. Jn_manyXcases,_the positive responses were not large or-varied--- 

the full range’.^of cells and attain required expected values.
E-yen then,, some of the

; enough to cover
and/or column categories had to be combined, 

statistical results should be interpreted with some caution.

>
so row

• ‘

The criteria-chosen for accepting or rejecting the relationships being 
'—-Efested-was if the chi square was significant at a level of .05 or less. The fol- 

lo^ng propos'itions are therefore supported by this study:
i. The degree of positiveness of the general opinion of national 

researchers toward, EAAFRO. (as measured by thei'r agreement or 
disagreement with a statement about EAAFRO being "truly regional,

- East African") is directly related to the amount of Experimental 
Collaboration benefits they have received form EAAFRO in the 

^ past.* (x2 = 14.20193, df = 3, p =..0026)■h'

2. The degree of positiveness of the general reaction/response
opinions that national researchers have toward EAAFRQ (as measured 
by their direct favorable-unfavorable responses) is directly 
related to their general reaction/response opinions toward 

> ■ the EAC. (X^ = 5.80938, df =1, p = .0159)

*The External Scientific Aad parameter did not appear to affect this relationship 
or even to.■ be^operative in this case.

4.'^
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H
,5. The degree of positivengss of the general reactidn/response

opinions'that national researchers have toward EAAFRO (as measured 
^ hy their direct favorable-unfayorable responses) is directly

related to the extent of their Knowledge of E(^RO (as measured . 
by the number of EAAFRO officers they were able to name).
(X2 =10-24862, df = 4, p = .0364)

10. (a) The perceived utilization of the EAAFRO output benefit of
search results by national researchers is directly related to 
the-.extent that EAAFRO’s scientific work complements their own.
(X2 = 10.67571. df-= 2, p = .0048) ■'
(b) The perceived-utilization of the -E.AAFR0 output benefit of scientific 
services by national researchers is directly related to the extent , 
of their experience at their national station. (x2 = 27.58310, df = 12, 
p = ,006A)

In addition to the explititl’y stated propositions which were supported by 
■ the statistical results, a number of,,inter-relationships befejeen indicator measures 

. also received significant -support. Some of these significant relationships are 
not surprising; others are: -

- The general-reaction/response opinions of national researchers 
toward EAAFRO (as measured on a five level favorable-unfavorable 
scale) were found to be s-ignificantly related to the perceived 
success of EAAFRO's information or technology transfer efforts;
(X2 = 7.30647, df = 2, p = .0259)

■- The,composite scores of benefits received by national researchers, 
from EAAFRO were, found to be significantly related to the critical 
size .of the national institute where the natiorral researchers were 
located; (X^ = 39.21621, df = 4, p = .0000)

-^—The-indicator measure for Objective Knowledge.- the-number of
EAAFRO officers known by the national researcher — was found to be ' 
.significantly related to the national researcher's perception of 
his own knowledge about EAAFRO; (X^ = 35.89935, df = 4, p = .0000)

- The national-researcher's perception of his own knowledge about 
EAAFRO was found to be significantly related to whether he had ever

I

re-

I'
3

i-

■>

6

!'

I
■

%!

Utilized the result's of EAAFRO research in his own scientific work 
or not; (X^ = 15.13808, df = 4, p = .0044') ^

- The number of EAAFRO officers a national researcher considers to 
be his "personal friends" was found to-be significantly related to
the length of time he had been at his national station; (x2 = 9.22548, 
df = 3, p,= .0264)
- Whether or not a national researcher had ever engaged in experi
mental collaboration with an EAAFRO research officer was found to 
be significantly related to the extent that EAAFRO's scientific 
work complemented his own; (X2 = 26.07964, df = 2, p = .0000)

>- f
5-

- The number of EAAFRO officers a national researcher considers to 
be his "personal friends" was found to be significantly related 'to 
thu extent that EAAFRO's scientific work complemented his ownj

= 9'.38475, df = 2, p = .0092)
- The amount of personal contac 

EAAFRO officers was found, to be significantly related to
his proximity to. EAAFRO. (x2 = 17.72168, df = 4 p = .0014)

t

transactions a national researcher

ir”'rr
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In attempting to interpret the above results for the general opinions which 
nationaf^r^searchers have toward EAAFRO, not too much of a positive nature can 

'be said. It appears'that favorable opinions about ^he larger framework within 
-which'EAAFEO is located, greater knowledge about EAAFRO, and higher perceptions 
.of EAAFRO's success in transferring information and results to themselves may 
influence national researchers to have favorable general opinions toward EAAFRO 
itself. It also appears that the experience of having collaborated with EAAFRO 
researches on joint experimenfa'l projects may influence national researchers 
to agree- that EAAFRO truly is a regional. East African institution. What may 
be more interesting is the interpretations that might be given to all of the

. relationships that did not turn out ^o be significant.
The over-all lack of -influence which potential EAAFRO benefits appear to 

have on general opinions toward EAAFRO may not be so surprising. Despite the 
official pronouncements ,of the functional relationships between regional and ,

■- -  national research which implies more fundamental and more applied research at
the respective different levels in the same field and the transfer of results 
in between, the results, from the national interviews clearly show that this is in 
fact occurring only In a, limited number of cases, maize breeding being the best 
example. Much "of the research done at regional and national levels.-- fundamental 
or applied -- is in different fields, and so there is little national utilization 
of EAAFRO research results and little experimental collaboration between them..
With the one exception of the East African Literature Service', the different 

‘ scientific services which EAAFRO offers also effectively reach ^nly a very limited 
number of national researchers. Of the remaining potential benefits from EAAFRO, 
institution-building is limited to the four national stations where decentralized 
divis'ions are located. The extent of interpersonal relations, as measured by the 
number'of EAAFRO officers'national researchers considered to be friends, was not 
as great as might have been expected due perhaps to racial.or proximity factors 
or the newness of many national researchers to research in East Africa. Finally, 
for whatever reason or reasons, only a very few national researchers have pub

lished in the East African Agricultural and Forestry Journal.

Therefore, it appears that a situation exists in East Africa in which the 
benefits from EAAFRO do not generally flow to the national agricultural and 
forestry research systems. There are exceptions, of course, but instead oE work

ing togethei;>,on agricultural and forestry problems, the regional and national levels 
of research are working separately. This situation obviously inins counter to the

d;- '■ ■
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^ ' official pronouncements oi how EAAFRO and national agricultural and forestry
researoh^systems are supposed to be working together, and brijiga.. into question 

„ the centralization pf efforts argument that-lies behind EAAFRO and other regional 
institutions.Indeed,. if a regional institution is not going to handle the 
entire job or function that it is set up to accomplish and national institutions 
•are established to do "the same'types of jobs or functions, then some analog of the 

• more fundamental research at regional level and more applied research at national 
level probably exists to justify or rationalize the existence of comparable in

stitutions which might be accused of duplicating efforts.
from this study, to other regional-national institutions, therefore, might be the 
examination of how much these supposedly complementary instiitution levels are 
actually complementing each other in'^terms of the greater centralization, 
specialization, etc.,arguments for the existence-of regional institutions.

In the absence of widespread benefits from EAAFRO upon which to base their 
opinions, it is perhaps not surprising that proposition 2 was supported and that 
the general opinions of national researchers toward the EAC seemed to influence 
their general opinions toward EAAFRO. The fact that this relationship is supported

One of the carry-overs

.!
greater

i

suggests that EAAFRO, as part of the East African Goramunity, has behind 
. orable hopes agd expiations of the’national researchers, 

and to do better.

it th'e fav-
who want it to succeed' 

It does not appear that national researchers are satisfied
To the contrary', many complaints and qualifica-. .  ■ With eitfiiFEAAFRO or the EAC.

tions about pieces of EAAFRO's performance were continually raised,
' favorable'opinions were being given; "politics" sums up their fears that the' 

EAC may be broken up due to conflicts between the governments of the Partner 
-States.

even as

But although fears, qualifications, and complaints were raised, they 
. w^_r,e-4^ually — particularly for African national researchers, it seemed — placed 

- in the,;^context of wanting’.the EAC, and EAAFRO, to improve and succeed.
-Contrary to what was predicted in propositions 3 and 6, the Partner State 

the researchers were working in or their race did not 
influence on their general opinions toward EAAFRO.'

appear to have any significant 
The bases for both of these

P.t-Opositions were found in the integration literature, but they were also heavily 
supported by-conventional wisdom and/or public opinion that appeared to be quite 
strong in.East Africa. One would have thought, for example, from past assertions 
-by Tanzania that Kenya was-«'dpminating regional arrangements and profiting, the 
most from them, that researchers from Tanzania would have had the most unfavorable •

jv

10) Indeed, the "fears," for the future of the Community reflect both its perilous
V ^ P^'^haps greater strength

than many people had suspected, vmile this study was being carried out in late 
■ 1972, relations between Tanzania and Uganda deteriorated to the point
Where border^incidents and alleged "invasions" were- occurring to the west of Lake 

• Victoria. Still the Conraunity has somehow managed to survive.
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* . opinions toward EMFRO, that researchers from Kenya would have had the most. •

. favorable ."TrhJ that researchers from Uganda would have fallen somewhere in 
One: might also have thought, from EAAFRO's image and reputation

" that African citizen national-research^gjptjld 
have had a more unfavorable opinion toward EAAFRO and ..European non-citizens 
a more favorable opinion. Neither one of these.suppositions appear to be true.

between.

• as.a "wliitn man's institution.

-This is not to say that -the Partner. State the national researcher was working
There were.a few national■ in or his race made no difference .at ali, however.

researchers from Tanzania and Uganda who continually made remarks about Kenya 
benefitting more from EAAFRO than their country’^and about EAAITIO not understanding

slighting their country throughout their' interviews, but'tWes’d were only a 
The racial factor, while again felt only by a few African national re

searchers, seemed to be felt more deeply and more bitterly by Kenyans, and was 
'repeated in their responses to many interview questions. Response, patterns 
-based on race also turned out to be different on some issues' such as whether

or

few.

.EAAFRO was doing enough applied - as opposed to fundamental -^^r^earch.
' The proximity variable was not related to the opinions of national researchers

toward EAAFRO as hypothesized in proposition 4, and did not appear to have as
'ri'

-- much influence on'any aspect of regional-national relationships, as might have
Likewise, the personal contact transactions and scientific com--been expected.

plementarity with EAAFRO variables V7ere not related to the opinions of national
_,_5esearchers toward EAAFRO as hypotviesize’d in propositions 7 and 8. Other than

to note that this was the way they turned out, no comments are able to.be offered. . 
The one other hypothesized .relationship (proposition 5) that was statistically 
supported was that of the national researcher's knowledge about EAAFRO, as ob

jectively measured' by the number of EAAFRO officers he was able to name^ and his 
Opinion toward EAAFrO. Agai'n, no comment is .able tg be offered on why this re

lationship was supported, . '

Of all the non-hypothesized relationships tested with respect to the opinions 
of national researchers toward EAAFRO, only one - with the perceived success of

1

■;

.1EAAFRO's' information or technology transfer effort - proved to be significantly
It was a bit surprising that the perceived relevance of EAAFRO's . r-supported.

.scientific work,'or the popntacly.related issue of applied vs fundamental research
' H

were not the variables significantly related to the general opinions, if ^yv'were 
As hasobeen noted, the needs of developing countries are so great that theto be

"N.

i
-• i

e
' i

' i
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■ , . concepts of relevant and applied research have' perhaps become 
in our awSt^^eness and thinking.

over-emphasized

What seemed to be more important to the national 
-researchers in.influencing their^qpinipns toward EA^fTlO (since-competence was 
generally perceived to be fairly high ) was EAAFRO's information or technology 
^transfer efforts. At least this seemed to be the case particularly for non

citizens. The fact that the critical size of. the national station where the 
national researchef was located.was not significantly related to his opinion ■

■ toward EAAFRO may reflect .,that although researchers'at the smaller, less'chpable 
national.institutions may be less able to absorb and utilize some of EAAFRO's 
potential benefits like research results or scientific services than researchers

, ^ at larger and more capable national ire titutions, they do ndetf'and therefore appre

ciate whatever benefits they do receive. The^final indicator measure that 
not related to the opinions.which national researchers have toward EAAFRO was the

was

- length of time they had been at their national station.
-- - As mentioned earlier, the other indicator measure for the opinions of national

researchers toward EAAFRO that concerned their agreement or disagreement with 
.a statement aboA EAAFRO being a truly regional institution did not significantly 
relate to their direct favorable-unfavorable responses toward EAAFRO. This former 
indicator did, however,-significantly relate to one.of the. potential benefits
from EAAFRO - whether or not the national researcher had collaborated with EAAFRO 
officers on any joint experimental projects. This relationship seemed to be
most important for citizen national researchers, but it is really difficult to ' 

" say how important it is in view of the limited positive response.

Since research results and scientific services are probably the two most 
important direct outputs and benefits of any scientific research institution, 

■ someTivterpretation of these results will also be summarized, 
sipns, 'three basin processes of all research institutions

In previous discus- 
were described: the

process of selecting projects to work on; the process of doing the scientific work; 
and.the process of. transferring the results. If done well, these processes would
respectively result in relevant projects selected, competent work being done on 
them, and successful transfer .of the results to an intended received; if a break

down occurred at any point- in this chain of events, results and services could not
be utilized. Perceptions about EAAFRO's performance of these three functions by 
national researchers were hypothesized to be related to their utilization of EAAFRO 

^^®search restijts-and/or scientific services in proposition 9. None of these re-
. lationships were significantly supported by the statistical analyses performed.
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-. One other possible breakdown factor was hypot'hesized in proposition 11 - the
capacity of^:^le national institution where the researcher was located to' utilize 
EAAFRO results or ,services might be so lew as to preclude this’ from happening.

■ 'This relationship was not statistically supported either.

i
a

. -In light of previous discussions, this result is not,so surprising either if 
if iS' recognized that EAAf'RO and national agricultural and forestry research sys

tems are, with a few exceptions, generally working in different agricultural areas.

. Therefore, national researchers may-believe that EAAFRO is selecting relevant pro

jects, doing competent scientific work, and successfully transferring the’results
I

I to some unknown colleagues - and be located at a relatively strong national re

search station - and still not have personally utilized EAAFRO •r-eiSearch results 
This interpretation is supported by the^fact that, the 

two intervening variables explicitly mentioned in proposition 10 - the length of 
time the national researcher has been at his station and the 

■ EAAFRO's scientific work complements that of the national 
cantly related to, respectively, the utilization of scientific services and the 
utilization of research results from EAAFRO. These relationships also 
certain, amount of logical sense in that scientific complementarity would seem to ■■ 
be a natural requirement for the utilization of research results, 
sarily for the utilization of

of_time a national researcher had been at his national station would

;;
or scientific services.s3!'

31 extent.to which
researcher - are signifi-

make a

II but not neces-
>!

more general scientific services; and the greater3
i
1

seem to logically, have given him a greater opportunity to uttUze the general 
scientific services.■j

but would not necessarily,"however, have given him 
opportunity to utilize research results if he and EAAFRO were not working in the 
same field.

any-more

1
As-fc.i{id of a check on some of the above tests, the composite score of the

was also

■a

»s

amount of -all six benefits received by national researchers from EAAFRO 
tested for significance with a number of other variables.I

i
It was a bit surprising 

that the only relationship to he significantly supported with the composite benefits
-a

a national researcher received from EAAFRO was the critical size of the national 
institute where he was located.i

This fact is an important point to remember with 
respect to how the different Partner States organize their own agricultural and 

, forestry research systemg. -
I
I
::;S

Some additional comments might be made at this point on some of the charae- 
, teristics of scientific services alluded to earlier as opposed to scientific

)
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■ research. ' Although some scientific services are pore related to some agricultural 
research fields than other's, in general scientific services can provide'aid ’ 
across the board e.gv., the East African Literature Service’provides scientific

r

‘ ' 'information in all fields of agricultural research. The output from scientific
research, on the other hand, even if it is of a more fundamental nature so that 
the' results be'utilized in further applied research, is of direct use’onlycan

to other researchers in the same field. Therefore, it seems.appropriate that 
EAAFRO might consider the''emphasis-it places, on providing scientific services to 
national research systems since 1) with the exceptions of the East African Litera

ture Service and the Plant Quarantine Service, it does not’appear that much time 
' or effort has been expended on them; 2) at least some of the a§4:^ntific services 
already offered on a limited scale are urgently needed and would be greatly 
appreciated by national researchers; and 3) it appears that the provision of 

^ across-the-board scientific services might be a very appropriate function for 
l^a regional institution like EAAFRO to carry out. Unlike,scientific research, 

no Partner State could claim that thes'e service benefits were intended more for 
one State than another. Problems of providing some scientific services over large 
distances V70uld still remain, but much more could be done in this area. If one 
wished to speculate on the future and wished'to emphasize this point to the ex

treme, one might expect that as national agricultural and forestry research systems 
inevitably become stronger that EAAFRO might find its logical role in the region 
becoming more of a provider of expensive but routine scientific services and less^ 
of a doer of research. Such a development would totally change the character of 
EAAFRO, however, since top-quaHty researchers want to do experimental research, 
and it is by no means ce.rtain that this is desirable.

--A'lthpugh other significant results were indicated in j:he previously reported 
chi' square'test, th'e most important ones have been summarized above. It is by 
no means felt that this study has definitively answered all qt any of the questions 
concerning multi-national scientific integration or the relationships between 
regional and national agricultural and forestry research systems in East Africa, 
but it is hoped that some good questions were raised and some useful insights 
gained into this complex phenomena.

'i'- ■ ■
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. ^ ' ' This ,§JCudy is concerned with the concept of Vregionalism" in developing
countries and''this introductory chapter presents the. case for research ,on ■ 
scientific regionalism.in-East Africa'. ■ The word "region," however^ has been 
used in different ways and it is necessary to make-clear what is meant by 
th‘e.-term in this,,study. Jn a sub-national sense, a region is a part of a' 
nation which exhibits enough differentiating characteristics from the, re

mainder so as to be to some extent identifiable. Thus in the United States 
there is an area associated %ith-the Mid-West region or the Great Lakes 
region, and in smaller countries there may also be sub-national "regions."

.A regional organization in this sense would refer to a decentralization of 
' effort which is generally justified in terms of an increased ability of 
organization to deal with the more localized aspects of its specific jnission.
In other instances, "regional" is used in a supra- or multi-national sense 
to refer to two or more (usually smaller) nations which have enough shared char-- , 

'acteristics -- natural or artificial to be identified collectively as a 
- region. In'Africa, for example, there are regional areas associated with the 
terms North Africa, West Africa, Central Africa, and East Africa. Regional 
organizations in this sense would refer- to a centralization of effort which 
is generally justified in terms of increased efficiency or quality or scope of 
effort.. The United Nations has gone one step further with the term "regional"

the

' 'i' '

by using-it in a continental-wide sense.
Sommissions for Asia, Africa, Europe, and Latin America, 
term''"regional" will be used in the multi-national sense, although not-on a 
continental-wide scale.

Thus there are "regional" Economic 
In this paper, the

Each Africa, .for example,, is a. region-which is composed 
-Uganda, and Kenya.ef the three nations of Tanzania,

■ When all the theories of regionalism or multi-nationdl integration are
• -■ ■

summarized, one basic claim emerges: The multi-national whole is greater than
the sum of its'national parts. Particularly when smaller nations are relatively 
lacking in scarce resources, it would seem to make sense that they should get 
together; Organizationally, one large firm, public agency, or research institute

-1-

1) Tanzania is composed of what was formerly Tanganyika and Zanzibar.
2) Sometimes, East Africa is used in a larger sense to refer to the three

• ' countries mentioned above, plus Somalia, Ethiopia, Rvjanda, Burundi, Zambia, J
and Malawi, In other cases, "Greater East Africa" is used to refer to this 
larger region.-^’'

» -
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serving ai^entire region wuld seem to offer such advantages as less duplica

tion of effort, a
increased potential for'specialization over separate.—

more economical use of natural and human resources, and an
and smaller -- organi-

za’tions in each nation. , ' •
It is important to Remember that regionalism is not a goal in itself, 

however; It is a means to some further end — and, hopefully,,a more efficient 
. For the developing countries, this goal is most often that of economicmeans

development, although the political" influence associated with'such concepts as
In Economic Cooperation in Africa -PanrAfricanism have also been mentioned. 

Retrospect and Prospects, Green and Krishna state: /

Economic integration cannot be viewed as.an abstract goal in 
itself. It has — and will — become a serious possibility or an 
attained reality only when it is and, even more critical, is seen 
to be relevant to the attainment" of other economic objectives ...•
The two major economic challenges confronting African states to 
which economic integration should be relevant are; allowing a more • 
rapid rate of economic development and providing a basis for 
lessened inequality in international economic relations. (Green 
& Krishna, Op cit, p. 90)

The report of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) . 
on Economic Integration-Among Developing Countries states that.its "basic
assumption" is
. _ _ _ ... that-a development effort in developing countries is

inevitable and that the primary objective of international policy 
in this, field should be to minimize the cost of this effort.

' (Kahnert, F., et al. Economic Integration Among Developing Countries.
"OECD publications, Paris, 1969, p. 127)

Arguments for regional integration, particularly in Africa, usually begin with 
a statement about the lack of viability of small, poor nations, followed by 
regionalism.as one solution to their problems\ The OECD Report begins as
follows: .

The unsatisfactory outcome of the first development decade (which 
has occasioned almost worldwide disappointment) is now giving rise 
to an awareness that most off the under-developed countries are too 
small to be able to create modern, viable industrial structures within 

' their national frameworks... Hence the necessity for such countries 
.■ to follow the example of the European. Economic Community in pooling

3) "The- interest in co-operation has also been reinforced by political con-' 
siderations, the central theme of which is the desire to present a collective 
African fronf^in".mabt'ers affecting the continent as a whole." (Green, R.H-. & 
Krishna, K.G.V.,- Economic Cooperation in Africa-Retrospect and Prospect. 
Oxfofd University Press, London, 1967, p. 1). ■
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I their resources and co-ordinating their development in a movement 

toward^regional solidarity. (Ibid, p. 9)^ - '

The attention of international ^d-national aid agencies has also in

creasingly been drawn to a regional approach for their efforts, African 
nations may propose plans^ and projects for development, but external 
sources of finance many times decide which projects will be implemented and 
if multi-national projects are favored, these will be' the ones supported. 
Since-about 1963, for example, the United States has begun to argue that a 
regional approach to economic aid is a more effective way to promote develop

ment than a national approach. 'In 1966, the Kerry Report — named after 
•'Edward M. Kerry, U.S. ambassador to-Ethiopia at the time -- wfes^^submitted 
to the U.S. Agency for International Development (AID) and was later_adopted 
as the official aid policy for Africa. This report concluded that regional 
aid projects were more beneficial than those to small nations, and direct 

' U.S. aid was subsequently cut from 24 to 10 African regions/countries on the

I
4

I
r
I
i:

n
i

»

4) Some other examples are: "Someone has remarked that Africa has the highest 
rate of frontiers to total area of any continent. Whether this is so or not,

•-it certainly contains ”a. number of states which are very small in terms of 
population and natniral resources.. . decolonization has so far resulted in the 
fragmentation of an already over-divided continent." (Robson, Peter, Economic 
Integration in Africa, nSeorge Allen and Unwin Ltd., London, 1968, p. 66) "In 
the first place, Africa has come to be dotted with the largest number of 

- :^sovereign'naCions of any continent.. The viability, either politically or
^economically, of up to a score of the very small nations is, at best, a dubious 
proposition." (Green & Krishna, op cit, p. 7) "Most developing countries'

■ internal markets are simply too small to allow operating and manufacturing 
efficiencies." The solution to this-problem, Rolfe says, is regional economic 
organization. "The possibilities of effective regional economic organizations 
are~conjectural, and depend in large measure on the speed with which political 
■difficulties can be overcome..." (Rolf, Sidney E., The International Corporation. 
Report to. the XKII Congress of the International Chamber of Commerce-, Istanbul,
31 May - 7 June 1969, pp. 38 & 39) "To the extent that pro|ress depends on the 
division of labor and consequently on the size of market, reasonable market 
size-is a concomitant of reasonably rapid development. This is especially true 
in the light of African economic nationalism, which, by and large, obstructs 
economic integration into larger unit^. Individual African markets are now 
extremely small... The general smalln^s of African markets and their natural 
complementarity are necessary and sufficient economic reasons for urging that 
African states (with possible exceptions such as the U.A.R. or Nigeria) combine 
their efforts, wherever possible, to atain greater economic viability." (Report 
of the Commissiop on International Development, Lester B. Pearson, Chairman, 
Partners in Develonment. Praeger Publishers, New York, 1969, p. 277) "What makes
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■ Jjasis of its recommendations. France has also adopted the position of supporting 
regionai^feroupings

nery Report" and in'subsequent statements by the Ministry of Development and 
Cooperation.

I ifamong her ex-colonies, a policy which was favored in the "Jean-
I

5)
Great Britain, due perhaps to some unfortunate experiences 

.‘.-with federations prompted by her in developing areas,
i'

■ 1seems to be more passive 
in this respect. She has expressed the belief that attempting to push regionalism

Iaaa from the outside is counter-productive, and although the Ministry of Overseas 
Development does advocate economic cooperation among adjacent" sterling area 
states in Africa, it makes few grants or loans on this basis. Two of the most 
important international aid agencies for Africa are the European Development 
Fund of the European Economic Conugunity and the International Bank for Recon

struction and Development '(IBRD). The former organization endorsed economic

If

ii

S

4

{
regionalism in its Second Fund provisions for 1964-68, but little has been 
done in this direction;

A

S
IBM) has supported regionalism, particularly in the' 

(Green & Krishna, op. cit, pp. 77-79)I
transport and power development at,eas.

3

• black Africa different from other developing areas such as Asia is that it is 
still relatively thinly populated and divided into small units, liany African 
countries have, less- than ten people per square mile, and only six (Nigeria, 
Ethiopia, Congo (Kinshasa), Sudan, Tanzania^nd Kenya) have more than 10 mn 
people. In some ways this is an advantage.. .\\ On the other hand low population 
"density means that the cost per head of providing public-services such as 
roads is high, and there are few large markets to generate self-sustaining

^ industrialization. "The market problem is made even worse by the balkanization 
of many African states. Nigeria, for example, has a larger'population than- 
the 15 ex-French territories put together... Nevertheless new industries are 
vital. And they need reasonable sized markets — which rules out a good deal 

. of Africa. The obyious answer is 'for the countries' to do their industrializa
tion on a regional basis." (The Economist. January 30, 1971, pp. 52 & 53)

- 5) One reason for this, which has been referred to in the above footnote, is
• that Trancophonic, African nations are very, very small -- even for Africa.

6) Federations in Central Africa, Malaysia, and the West Indies have all 
broken up soon after their establishment with the help and encouragement of 
Great Britain. The experience in East Africa is discussed in Appendix 1.
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. ‘ Indeed, a most recent and entailed report on foreign aid, sponsored by
IBRD and wfTEl^en by the Coiranission on International Development with Eester 

, Pearson as Chairman, although not discussing; regionalism under'a specific 
' ■ 'heading, leaves no"doubt that it considers the approach very important:

Filially, international agencies have an important part to 
^ • .-play in facilitating (regional integration among developing countries.'; 

The potential gains from closer cooperation\of this kind are very 
large, and in many cases some form of economic integration seems 
indispensible to economic viability, (Pearson Commission, op cit,

• p. 214) , "

h

i
!
s

I

t

Regional integration is also strengthened by multi-lateral
investment projects which possess great intrinsic economic merit_
We would urge aid-givers to give special attention in theia^id 
allocation to projects which have the effect of strengthening old, 
or forging new, economic-links among-groups^of developing countries. • 
(Ibid, pp. 95 6= 96) ■ ■

;;
£
r

(
■■'1

We recommend that- bilateral donors and international agencies 
^ provide financial assistance to institutions such as development

banks and'clearing and payments unions which are designed to-promote 
trade among developing countries on a regional scale. (Ibid, p. 95)

The case most generally made for subregional cooperation in 
Africa rests on the assump.tion that, industrial development is a 
major policy of Afritan.countries, and that at present and for many 
years to corns industrialization must be-based on import substitution... 
By-basing import,substitution on-regional rather than national markets, 
integration should increase the growth fate of manufactured output. 
(Ibid, p, 279)

r
!

. >■.

■ ■ ■r
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1

I
There,is a qualification, however:

Yet it would be a mistake to assume that, all'development problems 
• can be solved through integration. The usefulness of integration and 

the configuration of subgroupings within the region will vary 
.’according to the nature of the problems and the sectors wherein they 
■ fall'... '. Integration’is-not a universal remedy for all ills and will 
require a certain level of development, extensive coordinating ex
perience, .and increased degrees of political cohesion. (Ibid, p. 280)

The United Nations has also advocated the regional approach to development in 
developing countries. To quote just one example, the Economic Commission 
for Africa has stated the following:

The Economic Commission for Africa has sought to encourage the 
creation of a subregional framework for co-operation, so as to

5
il • j
r'

i
I
4

i
,7) As has been mentioned previously, a "region" in the United Nations termo-' 
nology refers tp. a continent-wide area-, while "sub-region" is used to repre
sent what is the focus of interest in this p.aper. -

:
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1 increase the nuinber of countries participating in each grouping 
and to provide'a basis 'for co-operation in trade as well as in 
other fields. At its seventh session, in 1965, it recommended 

' through its.resolution 142(VII) the early establishment at'the 
subregional level of intergovernmental machinery responsible for 

’ the harmonization of economic and social development in the sub- 
. regions of North, West, Eastern, and Central Africa. These sub- 

• divisions of the'African region are regarded as viable economic 
units within which economic and particularly-industrial de-yelopment 
could be planned.on an. integrated basis. (Department of Economic 
and Social Affairs, Economic Co-operation and Integration in Africa; 
Three Case Studies. United Nations, ST/ECA/109, New York, 1969,

' -l-V

r:

pp. 1 & .2)
The logic of statistics does support the argument for regionalism. 

Population figures for 1967 show that of <S(i;snon-i especially in Africa.
Communist developing countries.in Asia, Africa, and Latin America, of them

■■■Al

had an average population of only 3.2 million, and that 31 of those countries
were in Africa. Furthermore, smallness measured in terms of purchasing power 

_ Lor Gross National Product (GNP) in Africa is just-as extreme. All 94 de

veloping countries in 1964 had an average GNP of $2.8 billion, and the 
smallest' 53 of these countries had an average GNP of only $0.4 billion! 
Twenty-eight of this latter group of countries vjefe in Africa, with an average 
GNP of $0.3 billion'. (OECD-, 1969, pp. .51 & 52) With these facts- in mind, 
it is not surprising that many regional economic schemes have been tried; . 
but their success has not matched the hopes that brought them into existence. -

■ 'Ll' ■■

5:
Many, such as the West African' Customs Union or the Central ^^rican Federa-

Others are.running"into difficulties or are at too ' .

Besides East Africa,
f ■■ tlon, have ceased to exist.

early and nebulous a stage to discuss meaningfully, 
which will be discussed throughout later, chapters of this paper, there areI
five btKers.schemes which might be mentioned briefly: the Central African 
Common Market, the Maghreb. Cbmmon Market, the Latin American Free Trade
Association, the Central American Common Market, and the Regional Co-operation 

9)
for Development (RCD). '

fi;

l;
I
s Most of these schemes are large in terms of geo

graphic area, but with the exceptions of LAFTA and RCD, tliey are still re

latively EDiall in terms of population and GNP. OECD sums up :these five schemes 
as follows:

I

s

8) Before "experts" in developed countries criticize regional results in de- - 
veloping countries too much, however, it might be well to remember the Civil 
War and other disintegrative events in'^he United States, the French seces
sionist-movement in Canada, the long and violent history of Ireland and England, 
or the difficulties of the European Economic Community today.
9) Other sch^es which might be mentioned are the Association of South East

■ Asian Nations, the 'i^b Common Market, the West African Iron and Steel Community,
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In conclusion, it can be said that even those we "have ejcamined, 
which—ar 
velopin^ 
p. 133)..

re the'most advanced of the integration schemes in the d.e--
world, are still far from reaching their objectives. (OECD, -op. cit.

The Central 'African Customs and Economic Union (Union Douaniere et
Economique de I'Afrique Centrale — UDEAC) was composed of the countries 
of‘.Gabon, Chad, Congo (Brazziville), the Central African Republic, and the 
Federal Republic of Cameroon. With the exception-of'Cameroon, the other 
countries had formed "French Equatorial Africa" since. 1910 and thus some
measure of, integration (common services such as posts and telegraph) had

This "federation" broke up in' 1956 over the 
issue of territorial distribution of federal revenue, but thei,qountries were 
so small that cooperation wa_s_ deemed essential and in 1959 -- after agree-

been developed among them.

ment had been reached on a revenue allocation formula — the convention 
^ establishing the Equatorial Customs Union was signed. In 1961, Cameroon
began to be integrated into the customs union, and this eventually resulted 
in the Treaty establishing UDEAC in 1966. Most of the decision-making power 
in this union resides in the Steering Committee, which is composed of the
Finance Ministers and one other member from.each nation — plus advisors, — 
•and which is under the authority of the Conference of Heads'of-States. Inter

state trade within the union has been growing relatively fast, although • 
differences in the tariff hndinternal tax structures remain. Industries

■ '1'. - .1

!
■!

serving the entire union are granted "taxe unique" status which exempts them 
from all import duties and internal indirect taxes, and which grants them,a 
lower direct tax rate-than non-union industries must pay. Until the treaty 
in 1966, this status, and some ad hoc agreements which took place as they were 
made-ne.cfssary by events were the only measures at all related to industrial

Since the' treaty, the coordination of all 
economic activities — development plans, transport policy,, industrial develop

ment, etc. — is supposed to,have been regulated by rather complex procedures. 
Although the UdEAC is not yet as important as the East African Community, it

coordination within the union.

the Carribean Free Trade Association, the Andean group or Andean Common Market, 
and others. .

10) Chad was an original member of UDEAC, but withdrew in 1968, along with 
. the Central African Republic, to join Congo (Kinshasa) — now Zaire — in the 
Union of Central African States. The Central Afri^n Republic rejoined UDEAC 
the same year.

r-'
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, ■ preceded the letter with anpver-all, written framework for cooperation.'^^?

^ • ^(Ibid, ppj, 58-63X^
. In North Africa, the Islamic countries of Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia,

' and'Libya^^^ formed what was known aS the "Maghreb" groupj "But except for.
some coordination of common services a Maghreb Common Market was an ideal 

, rather flian a reality'. Long before independence, the desirability of a uni-- 
fied Maghreb had been expressed, but the form which this unity should take was 
never, defined. A Conference for the Unification of the Arab Maghreb was held 
in Tangier in 1958 and suggestions and proposals were made to this end, 
but nothing ever came of them. A difference in political' ideologies and 
border disputes over natural resources seems to have been at least partly 
responsible for this failure. The Economic Commission for Africa strongly 
supported regionalism in North Africa, and a sub-regional office in Tangier 
was opened in 1963.
^an'd Committees and Commissions functioned at various times, but only limited 
•progress was ever made in the one-area of‘CommOn services. Except for 
Tunisia, inter-state trade among the Maghreb was virtually negligible and 

" no' agreement on its promotion, or on the coordination of economic and indus

trial activity, was ever reached. (Ibid, pp. 64-68) At present, the Maghreb

•• ••.V

Various Co-ordinating Missions and Councils of Ministers

‘ '!■

could be considered a failure.' ..a
was established in 5The Latin-American-F-ree -Trade Association (LAFTA)

1960 by the Treaty of Montevideo. • The original countries involved were 
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru,.and Uruguay, while Colombia 
and Ecuador joined in 1961, Venezuela in 1966, and Boli-via in 1967. As is
apparent, LAFTA is the largest regional scheme among developing countries.
By 1973.,_al-^inter-state trade within LAFTA was to be freed of tariffs, 
though■ there-.have been'rsome .declarations of further integratibn measures, free

Al-

■■j

• 11) For more information on this and subsequent regional groupings, the OECD
publication referred to provides a good summary. See also Green & Krishna, 
op cit, pp. 36-41 & 110-112.
12) More.recent events have seen the announcement by Libya, the Sudan, and 
the United Arab Republic of their intention to federate, and the formal federa
tion of Libya, the United Arab Republic, and Syria.
13) For a further discussion of both LAFTA and the Central American Common 
Market, see "Economic Integration in Latin America" by Noberto Gonzales in 
.the; Appendices, of Green & Krishna, op cit, pp, 145-148.

I
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• . . trade-was' the only concrete goal established in the Treaty. The establ'ish- 

inent of a "cSs^on external'tariff, the freedom of movement of capital and 
labor, and the balancedicoordination of regional_investment and economic 

, expansion were not provided for. The intention to coordinate industrial 
policies through "complementation agreements" was stated in the Treaty, but 
very few of these agreements have been signed. Inter-state trade within the 
region has increased, but it is liot apparent that the regional agreement was 
primarily responsible. A certain amount of industrial specialization has 
also taken,place, but no new industries have been set up to serve the regional 

LAFTA has experienced difficulties because of the determination ofmarket.

, some countries to preserve protected market sectors and becau^e^f economic 
disparities between member countries. These difficulties have been one of 

■' the reasons for the formation of sub-regional groups'within LAFTA. Beginning

' in 1965, a group of Andean countries began to explore the possibilities of 
sub-regional free trade and joint natural resource exploitation, and there 
has been a recent agreement to form ah Andean Common Market composed of 
Chile,' Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, and Columbia. (Ibid, pp. 68-72)

The movement toward free trade and economic cooperation in Central America*, 
began in the 1950-'s. In 4.958, the first free trade treaty of the Central 
American Common Market (CACM) was signed by the five countries of Costa .Rica,

- El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and-Nicaragua, but this was.overtaken by ' 
the General Treaty of Central American Economic Integration of 1960. Even 
in regional scope, the area and popuLation of-CACM is still very small, but 
a certain degree of successful integration has been achieved. By 1966, free 
trade in the region was. virtually completed and since 1959 a common external 
tariffr-has been gradually applied to most external imports, although not as 
■fast as was originally hop'ed. Freedom of capital movement within the region 
has been established, but labor movement across national bqundries is still 
restricted. There has been a considerable rise in the- exports of manufactured 
goods of member countries, and most of this has gone to other member countries. 
Theorise has largely been caused tjy increased competition in established 
industrial sectors and the .establishment of new industries -- both facilitated 
by the common market. This increase in industrialization, however, has not 
been ev^ly spread among member countries, and one of the biggest problems 
CACM faces is the .instability of its members. Several schemes to coordinate 
the location of-industry so as to balance development and benefit t^e poorer 
countries have been tried, but this has become an ad hoc, project by project

■■ >!■
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. . matter-xjhich sometimes has broken down.^^^
, regional speci^alization in certain common services, but not in others 1

Finally, there has been some
Centers

for scientific res^r^'at^ civil se^ice training have, been set up; ^e Pan- 
-American highway exists and intergrative road link-ups are proceeding; a
Central American Bank for Economic Integration has been founded -- but other
potential common services"have made no progress.. (Ibid, pp. 72-76)

Economic cooperation between the Regional Co-operation for Development 
‘ (RCD) countries of Iran, Pakistapj .and Turkey, dates b'ack to the Baghdad 

Pactimilitary alliance of 1955 and the Central Treaty Organization (CENTO) 
of 1959. These previous arrangements did not have economic cooperation as 
.their main objective, but transport and telecommunications serVicifes were 
achieved on a regional basis and the preconditions for closer economic 
cooperatp.on were created. RCD . then took over these and other CENTO services 
'related to the economic field. RCD was not actually an economic integration 
icheme, because there was no provision made for the abolishment of regional 
trade restrictions, but it did aim at a number of other regional goals. 
Cooperation on regional investment'projects was one of these primary goals. 
Working committees under the Regional Planning Council, which was composed 

. of the heads of the three'national planning organizations, prepared recom

mendations for the allocation of joint industrial projects which were viable 
- only bn a-reglonal basis. At least three — and perhaps four other --such 

projects are being implemented. Other major common service agreements were 
reached for a regional airline, shipping line, cultural institute, petroleum 
organization, etc. Inter-state trade within^he region has been rising, but 
is 'still at a very low level due to the essentially competitive nature of the 
natiCHSHTeconomies,^^^ (Ibid, pp. 76-78) ^

The Subject of this paper, however, involves only a small part of the 
total picture of i:;cgionalism — regional scientific research and development 
(R&D) institutions. .This is a subject of interest in its own right, but it 
is hoped that any progress in understanding made on this limited topic will 
also have applications to regionalism in a broader sense. The studies of

1

a.

■ ■' 'n-.

lA) Each country has its own petrol refinery, for example, there is excess 
capacity in each refineryj and regional trade in petroleum products is re-' 
stricted. (OECD, op cit, p. 7A)

_15)' Several fed'eration schemes could have also been mentioned and 'discussed 
briefly. OECD covers Cameroon, Malaysia, Nigeria,'and Pakistan (Ibid, 
78-86), and Green .and Krishna mention Nigeria..(op cit, pp. 38 &-39)

I
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■ of economic integration in developing countries haveMnade the point that while 
' wide-ranging and\general regional schemes may fail, may not be feasible, or 

may be a long way off due to political or other reasons, that cooperation on 
a limited basis -- on certain projects or institutions that avoid head-on 
conflict over unresolved political or economic issues -- may offer a more

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . >r- ' ■

realistic hope for success. And, as the "spill-over" theory of integration 
, - points out (which will be discussed in a later chapter of this paper), multi

national agreement in one functipnalatea may make agreement in another 
functional area easier.

It has-not yet been proven which way the causality runs between the two 
highly correlated variables of national ^penditures on scientifieJpK® and 
■per capita income (the most frequently.used indicator of economic development), 
but the importance of science'to developing countries in such areas as the 
"Green Revolution," discovering new uses for indigenous agricultural products, 
.-or-jdeveloping new technologies for the processing-of indigenous natural re-
■ sources cannot be denied. Although ^enditures in developing countries on 
R&D are o'ften surperceded by more pressing human and economic development 

at least some of the political leaders in them also recognizeproblem^,

the importance of science to'development. For example, the late Minister of 
Economic Development and Planning in Kenya, Tom Mboya, addressed a meeting of 
scientists in East Africa as' follows:

The subject of your 'seminar — research in the biological sciences — 
is really one limb on the all-encompassing body of truth. But“it is 

• a limb that is very close to us and to our needs. To us in''Afr.ica it
has vivid application. Biology in the purest sense, which of course 
includes zoology, is a study well attuned to Africa. 'In this context, 
we are rich ii? raw material. We stand to gain greatly from findings 
and^fheir consequences and to offer a great deal to the whole world of 
.science.outside. }(East African Institute of Social and Cultural 
Affairs, Research Priorities^for East Africa. East African Press Ltd., 
Nairobi, 1966, p. 8)

Inherent in the term "developing country," however, is the implication that 
scientific R&D, along with a number of other indicators, is at a relatively

■ '.I-.

16)Indeed, the Frazer Report uses this as one of its arguments for the continuatibn 
of United Kingdom support for R&D in East Africa: "It is not at all easy for 
Colonial Territories with their resources as yet undeveloped, to make an adequate 
contribution to research programmes or projects, the results of which can only 
be felt in the long term. Indeed, one of the reasons why they are reluctant 
to spend a great deel of money on even short-term research is because the calls 
-on their available funds'are so often for. immediately productive economic pro
jects designed to raise the standard of living of their peoples at the earliest 
possible moment." (Frazer, Prof. A.C., Cha’irman, "Report of the Commission ._ 
on the Most Suitable Structure for the Management, Direction and Financing of 
Research on an East African Basis,'.'. Government Printer, Nairobi, 1961, p. 74)
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This fact, and its consequences, are aptly summed 
the World Plan of Action for the'

, ' ■ .low stage of development.
up in a "Draft^ptroductory- Statement for 

^ .Application of Science .andtechnology to Development," which was prepared 
' '^^Ay. a group of consultants from the University of Sussex for the Advisory

■

Committee on the Application of Science and Technology to Development (ACAST) 
of the' United Nations: " , ,

The advanced countries have found that science and technology are 
extremely powerful tools which help them achieve their national objec
tives. As a consequence, -large 'resources-'amounting' in many advanced 
countries to 2 and even 3 per cent'of GNP are currently allocated for 
research and development. Many times this amount are additionally 
spent in applying the results 'of this R&D.

By contrast, modem science has not been pursued to thq^^me 
extent in the developing countries'. This has had far reaching effects 
not only on their ability to develop- indigenous technology appropriate . 
to their local needs, but also in their ability to"absorb foreign 
technology. It has also meant that they have been unable to capitalise 
on the social role^of science as a modernizing force. The world view 
of science which implies that the laws of nature can be understood 
and that this knowledge can be used-is still alien to a large-segment 
of people in the developing countries. (Department of Economic and 
Social Affairs, "Science and Technology for Development: Proposals for 
the Second United Nations Development Decade," United Nations, ST/ 
ECA/133, New York^ -1970, pp. 19-20) . ,' 'i'- '

_ _  _  J3ne way-the developing countries to "catch up" in science, so to
speak, has been perceived as the development of regional, multi-national

■ scientific institutions, and so the treridi toward regionalism has also found
In its third report to. %

expression in recommendations for such organizations; 
the Economic and Social Council, ACAST stated the following:

An important goal for developing, countries is the achievement of 
a substantial degree of scientific and technical independence, based 
-o'lTad^quate and vigorous national institutions. Until that stage 
can be-reached in some-countries, regional institutes must be relied 
upon... Many of the problems of developing countries to which science 
and technology can contribute are regional. Moreover, the minimum 
effective size of the needed research acti-vities, both as to staff 
and special equipment, may make it necessary for countries in the 
region, to. pool their resources and personnel for combined action, 
pooling may take the form of a regional institute, or it may consist 
of a consortium of national institutions closely linked for cooperative 

(ACAST, !*^ird Report to the Economic and Social Council,"

Such

i
action.
United Nations, E/4178, New York, May 1966, p. 17)!-

UNESCO makes the matter seem much more urgent:
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Whether nations in_any region choose this, or some other formu-
importance of tackling this- 
Scientific institutions through-

" out the, world. ate growing rapidly. A nation's ability to keep pace, 
or to catch up, may well 'rest on the degree to v^ich co-operative 
multi-lateral programmes can be formalized. (UNESCO, "Contributions'

, to Stage II of the World Plan of Action for the Application of Science 
‘ •" and Technology tO'’Development - Sector No. 1: Science and Technology 

Policies and Institutions," UNESCp/NS/ROD/191 prov, 1, .Paris, 20 
February' 1970, p. 92)
Etaulating their broader regional.economic and political counterparts, 

many regional science institutions -- despite their seeming rationality — 
have failed to remain regional. In West Africa, for example, an entire set 

, , of West African Cocoa, Palm Oil, etc. Research Institutes hav«>*become national 
institutes of Nigeria, Ghana, or other West African nations. There is good 
reason to believe that the regional research institute for the Central American 
Common Market has become a national — Guatamalan -- institute in fact, if not 
in name, and that the same thing has happened to a regional CENTO research 
institute in Iran. Despite’all the words being written on the concept, how

ever, the state of the art of regional scientific organization is not very 
advanced. . UNESCO states: ' ■ .

Although the-general desirability of regional science pro
grammes has been formally recognized, at'least since the Lagos Con- 

- —ference in-1964, there has been no definite study,of the factors
which must be considered or the techniques ^diich might be employed.
(UNESCO, op cit, pp. 90-91)

' Hopefully,' this study will contribute something to this field;
The East African Community (EAC) is an existing and viable regional grouping 

of the three countries of Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania. The Pearson Commission

tion of regional-co-operation, the 
questfton soon cannot be overlooked.’
la

has .J^e^cribed EAC as .

... perhaps-the most important cooperative arrangement, involving 
a common market and an impressive range of services which are operated 
jointly by the three countries. (Pearson Commission, op cit, p. 95)

All former colonies of Great Britain, the three countries at one time had
intended to federate and become one independent nation. In a statement issued 
by'the indigenous political leaders of the three territories on June 5, 1963, 
this was explicitly stated:

We, the leaders of the people and governments of East Africa 
assembled in Nairobi- on 5 June 1963, pledge outselves to the Political,
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■ ■ Federation of-East Africa... (Hughes. A.J.. East Africa: The Search
• for UnrtvV Pensuiu Boolcs Ltd., Middlesex, 1963, p. 265)

ForTeasons that are discilssed fully in Appendix I, the federation did not 
■ t?ke place; but the'dynamics of regional cooperation have continued up to 
this day and one of the aspects of this cooperation has been a set of 12 
regional scientific R&d'ins^titutes which appear tp be working on a regiorial- 

These institutes range from the Industral to the Leprosy Re- 
• search Organization, but of the 12, this study will focus on the,East African 
Agricultural and Forestry Research Organization (EAAFRO). This institute has 
by far the largest budget and the largest number of scientists working for it, 
reflecting agriculture's.importance in the region, and, more implant, all 

■ three countries in the region have national agricultural and forestry research 
systems with which EAiffRO is to cooperate and to which'EAAFRO's results are

Thus, there are defined organizations at the regional and

I

wide -basis.
i
f
5

to be transferred.
national levels^ and this study will focus on the interrelationships between

M

them.

In Chapter III of this study, a summary of the state-of-the-art of political 
and economic integration theory is presented. Some of this literature was 
hrginally written with developing countries- and even East Africa - in mind; 
some V7as written in more general; terms. ■ None of it was written in the context 
of agricultural and forestry'research systems, institutions, or personnel. 
Although, as was just stated, 'the focus of this study is the relationships 
-between regional and national agricultural and forestry research systems in •

f

I
3:

I
4

i East Africa, EAAFRO was and is a multi-national institution in a multi-national 
established to integrate the three'British colonial territories

is

\ system that was
of Keny^lSJganda, and Tanzania in certain functional areas,^and at one point
in’hiEtory--this regional syAtem was to have become an over-all East African 

In a real sense, therefore, EAAFRO can be considered to have
’3

aa Federation.
played the role of an.integrating agent for agricultural and forestry research 
in East Africa - whether it has successfully played this role or not is a dif-

iI
a
g In this situation, it was felt that integration theory might 

offer some insights into the relationships between regional and national 
agricultural and forestry research systems in East Africa. This study attempts 
to take some aspects of general integration theory and to apply them - or their 

specific and specialized functional activity in a specific

ferent matter.
a
-g
i

.. analogs - to a

©
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■ , multi-national regipn. Although this attempt involves the adaptation of 
.general integrh^tion theory to a specific functional activity which may be 
different from-the•original purposes for which the theory was developed, 
it is hoped that this utilization of adapted theory can lead to insights 
intp and explanations for human behavior relating to this specific activity.

Two of the important issues related to integration and discussed in Chapter 
III are benefits from the multi-national sys"tem to the member states of the 

■ multi-national grouping and transactions between the multi-national system
In Chapter IV, therefore, the issue of the balance of

-W

and the member states, 
the benefits from regional EAAFRO among the Partner States of the East AfricanI-
Community is addressed. .A methodology is followed in which the4jdisearch 
priorities in agriculture and forestry of the different Partner States as 
analyzed from their national five^ryear development plans, are compared with 
EAAFRO's Own research priorities, as developed from interviews with EAAFRO 
research officers and EAAFRO publications. The purpose here is both to de

velop and run through a methodology which might more objectively determine 
the balance of a.;?regional research institution's project portfolio benefits, 
and to see if a qualitative assessment can be made of the influence of vsri- 
.ables such as proximity oir this balance^ Chapter V, on the other hand, ad

dress the relationships between transactions and proximity in quantitative' 
terms. Using some theory from political geography in which the effects of 
distance on transactions are hypothesized under isotropic conditions and. 
under conditions where social boundries•(e.g.,■ national borders) are crossed, 
three models are developed of possible relationships between EAAFRO-Partner 
State transactions and distance. These models are then tested using data 
concetilih^transactions of the scientific visits of EAAFRO officers to loca

tions' in the Partner States and of the visits-of Partner State officials and 
representatives to EAAFRO headqtiarters. '

The subject matter in chapters IV and V operates at the level of the 
Partner State or the institution. Chapters VI, VII, and VIII, however, operate 
at the level of the individual..;^ in this case, the individual national researcher. 
In Chapter VI, propositions are developed which relate to the opinions, per

ceptions, arid reported interactions of national researchers toward, about, 
and with EAAFRO. These propositions are once again based principally on 

■ general economic,and political integration theory as summarized in Chapter III.

■ ':i'
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i ;

In order £0 obtain the,data to test these propositions, 165 national re

searchers in theNpational agricultural and forestry research systems of 
■Kenya!| Uganda, atid, Tanzania-were inte^iewed,. This national'interview 
instrument and how it relates-to the propositional variables is also covered 
in Chapter VI. The results of the information obtained from the national 
interviews are presented-in tabular forin and discussed in Chapter VII. Insbfar 

' as possible, non-statistical inferences, about the results are also.discussed 
in this chapter. In cases where, the.data was amenable to' statistical analysis, 
however, chi square tests were performed to test certain propositional re

lationships, and the results of these tests are presented in Chapter VIII. 
Chap.ter Vlil then concludes with some summarizing interpretations evalu- 

. ations of what may have been learned in this study.^
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■. The primary rationale 'behind Host integration schemes in developing
!?

^ countries

to separate the two concepts —
-tw^y is economic — not political — but in practice it is very hard

•<-v

The concern of African countries Hith Integrationf like that of 
countries elsewhere, derives not only from economic considerations,

‘ __ but, in part, fro^. political and social factors as well, which cannot 
easily bo disentangled from each other, . (Hobswi, op.cit., p. li)

i

i
Economic integration is a political- issue since the rate amd direction of economic 
development is an important politl^ goal in developing countries, and political is

integration is an ecopomic issue insofar as it implies economic integration as 
weU. In the appendices of Green and Krishna, All Mazrui claims that economic and

but a difference in degree;’•political integration are not a difference in kind, 
that political integration is'more comprehensive and. includes economic integration 
Hi-thin it — that a federation homally includes a common siarket. (Green &

. Krishna, op.cit., p. I3I) There is a difference of opinion as to whether poli

tical or economic integration. should come first.' Host authors^ ^ seem to argue,
■atj^st with respect to Africa, that economic cooperation would be a means to 
achieving eventual political integration. The conventional wisdom argues that

-

African countries are not yet ready to unify politically and will not be so for
an indefinite period, but that this need.not act as a barrier to cooperati<m in 

Kas^i,, however, speculates -that political integration nay 
be easier if there has been no economic cooperation! Citing the example of Easf 
Africa, he states:

I
the .economic field.

The East African Common Karket and Common Services Organization 
have formed a cooperative framework for competl-tdve relationships.'' 
Such a situation-can have, a greater potential for acute and divisive 

'—-J^^kries than complete absence of cooperation. Indeed, such 'family 
■ rivalries' cm provoke greater passions than rivalry with a distant 

enemy. (lbid,.p. I32) .
'

i

The crux of the political problem in economic integration is that 
loss of national sovereignty Is involved. Although some small measure of economic 
-cooperation night be feasible without political links between cooperating coun-tries, 
substantial gains require national governmental involvement in some durable multi- - 
national arrangement and a consequent loss of sovereignty. OECD states the 
following:

some

i
1

Integration requires the participating^governments to relinquish their 
freedom of action over progressively wider areas of ecraiomic and social 

—policy.. (OECD, op.cit. , p. 39) . '

They also quote a "prevailing view" of Boblnson (Robinson, E.A;G. (ed), Economic

,^)sep, for example. Green 4-Krishna, op.cit., pp, 5 & 18

-
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It. CtMsetiiiences' of the Size of Natldns, London, I963, p. xjcf) as follows!

. If S~group of countries are to gain, they oust he prepared from '
_ the first to recognize and accept significant losses of individual sover
eignty over- the^ economic affairs. That is the price of their gain. 
(Ibid, p. 40) 2)

i

I•*-v

I.-4

II

IThis is jv particularly important problem in newly-lndependeirt countries which 
WOTe treated for years as the property of colonial powers. A groifth of national 

■ - ccmsoiousness — although perhaps not as important to the independence struggle 
as "anti-colonialism" ~ has been deliberately fostered by Indigenous 
ments anxious to establish viable and Integrated nations. National consolidation 
has usually received a high priority} the immediate concerns are for a national 
identity, national institutions, and national development to keep promises 
made before independence. A national government must have effective control of 
a country before integration or cooperation with other countries can be implemented. 
This does not mean that regional econo^o integration is impossible in newly- 
Independent African countries, but J^t the issue of national sovereignty 
after independence may place very real limits on it.

A very obvious danger is that the promise of greater economic growth for the 
' T^- region in the future may be.heavily discounted in comparison with political ad- 

, vantages to promoting national .economic growth now. . For economic cooperation
_ to work, however, policy harmonization between cooperating cpuntries is required

. in a number of areas. Exchange rates between the countries should not create dis- - 
torticns,which would interfere with trade flows, for example, or growth porioles 

, (inflaticm cr deflation) should not conflict to cause balance of payments diffi

culties. As the cooperative interd^endence or integration..betHeen countries 
increases, more policy mattCTS require harmonization with a consequent loss of 
national^^Boi^eignty. '

The political-economic interface of integration may also be complicated 
•by differences in political and/or economic Ideologies. Nations try to evolve an 
economic system which reflects their political philosophies, and although it is

among coopera-

'

j
igovem-
f
I

■

s

80 soon •i

I
i

5

i
I
i
i/'

I

probably not necessary for an identity of political viewpoint to exist 
ting nations, it is also true that fundamental differences in such viewpoints will 
be very difficult to overcome.3)'

•i

IA commitment to total laissez faire on the part

2) a1so, "Effective economic Integration demands a willingness to coooerate intimately 
with other countries, perhaps to the extent of accepting a substantial measure of

^ dependence . . . Economic gains from integration will thus have a price in terms 
of a reduction-of flexibility and autoncmy," (Robson, op.cit,, pp, 302-303) 
"Integration Involves a conscious surrender or at least pooling of a meas^e of 
national sovereignty in pollcy formulation and executlcn," (Green & Krishna, op.

p. 53)
3) ni-t is a counsel of despair to argue that Identity of political purposes, social 
philosophies fed.internal economic systems is a prerequisite for meaningful

I
&

i

i

t;

(continued) I
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■ of one 02^ more coopei^Ung countries would effectively preclude any attempt to
industeWl locations among them, for example. Generally speaking, dlf- 'balance

• ferent dominant’philosophies of socialism apd private en-^erprise'might also find 
themselves incompatible for technical as well as Ideological reasons. IPolitical

problems also, but these difficulties are usually indications"style!!, may cause
of more basic political and^economic differences, • The danger is that political 
differences will lead to bickering and destroy the mutual goodwill and trust 
necessary for nations to cooperate peonomlCally.l*’) (Green i Krishnaj op,cit.,

s

i
pp. 102-104) ,

fiDespite some of these aspects of political factors involved in economic
integration, most authors- on the subject concentrate almost enti^'y on economic 

5) What is meant by economic integration, or just integration? OECD

I

issues, 
defines it aa follows*

3Integration is understood here as a process by which discriminations 
existing along national borders are progressively removed between two or 

developing countries-. (CECD‘, op.cit., p. ll)

_OECD emphasizes.a dynamic process instead of a static state of affairs and oon- 
, centrates on national borders which produce discontinuities in trade, the flow 
of factors of production, and other economic relationships, Robson defines inte

gration as a situation hav^g two characteristics* l) the facllitatloi of speolall- 
zation and exchange between independent member countries by means of the 'elimination 
or,-reductipn of -trade barriers} and 2) economic discrimination against non-member
countries.. He. .emphasizes’that._in.tegration is the static "result of a process" of
progressive adjustments made with the above characteristics in mind, (Robsen, 
op.cit,, pp. 25 & 26) Whichever definitional point of view is taken, most authors 
reoognlze~vhrious :'stages" of integration which represent successively higher

5

I
more

I' "Cs
1
I
K

I

I
3

• 3)(oont. ) economic'integration. Equally, however, it is a counsel of folly to 
■ assume that a formal demonstration of joint community gains from economic integra

tion is either adequate to overcome, or even basically relevant to overcoming, 
political or political econcmic reservations." (Green & Krishna, op.cit,, p. 102)

**')Hazrul says, "The main risk involved is that cUsa^eement on some non-econcmic 
issue — e.g., .the Commander-In-Chief of the armed'forces — might become so 
politicadly explosive as to put even economic cooperation in serious jeopardy." 
(Ibid, p. 132)

5)"The matter is complicated by the fact that political considerations are inti- 
mately involved both in the conception and in the execution of integration 
schemes and that purely eccnomic reasoning is inadequate. However, there is" 
no alternative to examing first the economic side’ of the question, spelling out 
later some of the political conditions needed to realize the economic benefits," 
(OECD, op.cit., p. 15)

I
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dasrees of Integration as various eoonoalc dlscrlnlnatlons are removed. The OECD 
•list Is typlcali-—■ ■ '

a) the free 'txade area; which Implies the removal of .iiuantltatlve re- 
. - ■ ' strlctlons and custrans tariffs;

h) ^the customs union, which unifies the tariff of the countries within ..
■ ■'"the area against outsiders;

c) the common market, where all restrictions on factor movensits within
the area are abolished; ’ -

d) the economic union, where econranic, monetary, fiscal, social and counter
cyclical policies are to some eoftent harmonized;

-e) the supranational union, where the respective governments“a^don 
, completely their sovereignty over the policies lis 
supranational authority issues binding decisions.®

• P. 11)
As in all such arbitrary classification schemes, the boundaries between stages can 
be somewhat vague and real-world economic regions may fall in between them. OECD 

. excludes from, their definition of integration projects of Intemationeil cooperation 
on infrastructure development — such as the development of International river 
rbasins ~ on the grounds that such cooperation' is made obligatory by a fact of 
-geography, (ibid, p. 12?) Other authors, as will be discussed lafer, state that 

lUch projects — because they are .obligatory "— are good ones to start with in a 
strategy for Integrating coun-tries economically.

•Traditional economic theory of economic integration is usually 'based on the
work of Jacob Viner (The Customs Union Issue, Carnegie Endowment for Internaticaial

■

Peaqg, New York, 1950) or elaborations and refinements of it. - In an attempt to 
demonstrate the invalidity of the previously generally accepted view that customs 
unions were good because they increased free tresde, Viner introduced the concepts 
of "-trade creation" and’"-trade diversion." Trade creation was defined as a shift 
in trade from a high-cost to a low-cost producer, and trade diversion was a shift 
in the opposite direction ~ frcm a low-cost to.high-cost producer.

! i
;;li

I
I
I

I
ed above and a 

(OECD, op,clt.,

i

I
I;

i

(•

1

3-

Or, put
£

•^^Green and Krishna present the same fine stages, with much the same definitions, 
except that they call the last s-Cage "economic integration" instead of "supra
national union," (Green & Krishna, op.oit., p, 86) Robson includes only the 
first four s-tages in his list, with the sane names and much the same definitions, 
(Robson, op.oit,, p. 25) J

7)Far' example, "The removal of tariffs makes possible the replacement of high cost 
■ domestic production of one member by lower cost production from another which was 
prevented beforehand by, the existence of duties. After integration, each country 
will expand the production of commodities can manufacture at lower cost. , This 
is trade creation. It results in an Increase in the Incraae of the-nembers of -Uie 

^ a common external tariff prevents trade frcsi lower-cost
producefs outside the union, theeffect is negative. "In other words A's demand 
is diverted from a lower-cost producer, which is the rest of the world, to a higher 

. (continued)

?
s
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I i

:■. anoth^ way, •
!

Trad^.creatlon refers to an increase of trade among the nemters'of 
^ a customs union, anfi trade diversion to-a reduction of trade with the 
rest of the world, both of which nay-follow the remoTOl of trade harriers 

. between the members of a union, (Bobson, op.cit., p. 27)

•^v

I,
Acccaraing- to Viner's theory,^the effect of a customs union on the welfare of the
world — and the welfare of the member countries -- would depend ,csi which of these

From the viewpoint of free trade, of course, tradefarces was predominant, 
creation was good and trade diversion- was bad.I

According to this creatlcsi vs. diversion criterion, few integration schemes 
among developing coun-tries would prdbably qualify as offering opportunities for 
gain.®) This -tradlticaial,' static theory has, however, several liSl^atlons which 
make it largely irrelevant in comparison with later, dynamic theories. OECD, 
for exatmple, identifies "three basic shortCOTiings. 
distribution of income — the gap between rich and poor, developed and developing, 
etc, — is not taken into account, and ye.t this is precisely the object of the 
integration effort! Questions such as whether -trade diversion from developed 
ooim-tries to other developing countires — even given a decline in temporary 

[;x world economic efficiency- -- is a negative-development frcmi the point of view of

ii:

%
is-I ..9) First of eJ-l, the world-wide

S';-,

i!
-i

- ' developing coun-tries are not considered in -traditional theory. Yet, a -trade
-diverting industry in a developing country which is based on resources which were 
previously unutilized can si^lficantly increase that country's real income. A 
second and related shortcoming concerns the fact that txade^iversion may lie the 
only—and therefore inevitable ~ course open to a developing country. Establishing 
the beginning of industrial growth may only be possible by. import substitution, 
even if this is inefficient on the -world market. At least some growth would be 
aohieveiTih^his way where none would take place otherwise, aSid often at no sacri
fice of alternative .uses'of resources. Besides, in the absence of trade-diverting

I
10)

S

' 7)(cont.) cost producer within the union. This is,, trade diversion. It results
in a reduction in world income, and, given -the terms of trade, in the income of 
the members of the union." (Hobson, op.cit., pp, 27-28)

8) nThe general conclusion is that in terms of the criterion of gain of traditional 
theory, a customs union among typical less-developed countries would be likely 
to offer small opportunities of gain." (Robson, op.cit,, p. 32)

9) c£CD, op.cit., pp. 16-18. See also Robson, op.cit., pp. 27-37-
10)'iThe alfemative to this strategy woifLd be to produce competitively for export 

taarke-ts but the scope for exxiansicn in this direction seems at present fairly 
, . , 'liraite!r. " OECD, op.cit,, p. 17) There are contradictory viewpoints on this 

issue, however. See, for example. The International Corporation, op.cit.)

A
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.e national level in 
tional theory according 

to OECD^is that it\s a. static "and short-term analysis when the benefits of inte- 
, gration are likely to b.e long term and:- dynhmio --

regional schemes^ trade diversion might well take place at ^h 
any case. The -thi^ and' mo^t importan-t shortcoming of tradit

Attention has therefore to be paid to -the long-run effects economic 
•integration is likely tP have, and the evaluation of integration in a sta
tic framework is likely to be not only incomplete, but also largely beside 
the point, particularly from- the point of view of developing countries. 
(OECD, op.cit.,pp. 17-18)

Ho'bson, in addition to some of the points made by OECD, mentions some
If an integration scheme producesother inconsistencies in traditional theory, 

gains.only through trade creation — which is essentially based on ^ values of 
free trade — then why .should not .'total free -trade be the goal and -the protective 
tariffs of indi'vidual countries and a customs union both be completely done away 
with? Under such circumstances, economies of scale could be achieved by any coun-try
regardless of the size of its domestic market because of export possibilities. 
(■Robson, op.cit., p. 37) Even disregarding this somewhat extreme logical conclusion 
to the free'trade argument, Robson says that trade .creation vs. trade dlverslcra is
not an adequate measirce of integration gains and losses 'because no account is

''Sn production costs of different commodities 
in the different countries. Trade creation is a gain because costs are lowered.

■ El' '.taken-of the. size of the differences
.

while trade diversion is a loss'because coqts are raised. If is necessary not'
only to consider the volume of created and diverted -trade therefore, but also the 
amount of cost change on each unit of such.trade. Theoretically, in the limiting • 

of demand elasticities being zero and supply elasticities being infinite, 
this should be possible by multiplying the volume of created'^d diverted trade 
in each category by the fall or rise in cost of that category,^but in other cases 
such'an analys-is becomes" very ccaplex with added factors of interoommodity sub

stitution and consumption effects, and the results are less ob-vious. (ibid, pp.
• 29-30) Robson also mentions that trade creation is thought to be likely to result 

under Conditions where member countries have little external trade in proportion 
to their internal production, and most of that external trade is amtxigst them

selves. In a typical developing, country however, there is a large external -trade 
relative to domestic production and that -trade is generally not with other developing 
countries which might form a regional integration scheme. Trade creation is also- 
thought to be more likely the higher tha-T each member's pre-integration duties 
were on the others' products, but the bulk of exports of developing countries 
are ^Imary-products which generally are' not protected and the bulk of imports 
to developing countries are intermediate and capi-tal goods which are not produced 
at all in many developing countries, (ibid, p. 32) Therefore, Robsrai also can

case
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¥¥ccjnclude.fhe followingi

eTa^ditional theory of custoas unions is only of limited appll- 
cahlllty fhr unders-^dlng the rationale- and problems of Integration in 
less-developed couhtiies in terms -of -Its’ criterion of gain . . , , It 

■ ' is evident that the central criterion of benefit in the static model which 
turns on the distinction between trade diversion and trade creation, is 

- inappropriate,11) (Ibid, pp. 56-57)

The "dyiaamlc” approach to economic integration not only draws different 
conclusions for developing countries, but relies on different assumptions of the 
real world.^2) jn contrast to stetid theories, different questions and Issues 
axe raised*

Th

^ •
i-

f;.

I

Among the arguments employed by this group of eccmcailsthv^^) leading 
notions include ’the need to consider changes other than purely marginal 
ones operating within the "existing structure, since it is contended that 
the problem is one of fostering structural transformation of these economiesj 
a disposition to interpret comparative' advantage as something which is not 
only changing but which can forcibly be changed* emphasis on the existence 
of unemployed resources which the traditlonaJ. theory disregards; emphasis 
csi a persistent trend towards external imbalance, dramatically portrayed 
in the statistical estimation of the 'trade gap'; arguments for reducing 
e^ort dependence in the interests of promoting domestic stability; and 
in particular the favourable effects of protection on the inflow of capital. 
Their analysis is-also typified by its emphasis on a range of factors, not 

• readily susceptible tb the" tools of economic analysis, such as the contri
bution which industriallKation can make to the development of new skills and 
.growth facilitating changes in personal,attitudes, andvby its refusal to 
rule'out pm:ely sociological considerations.^^) (ibid, pp. 34-35)

s

i

!
i

■ H'-

• ii)Hobscin also ci'tes the lapk of attention to economies of scale and to the distri-' 
bution of benefits within the integration scheme as limitations to traditidnal. 
theory. He qualifies his criticisms smewhat, however, by saying that traditional 
thecn^ does have some relevance in that the basic source of gain from dynamic 
integration is also the-contribution which economic specialisation can make to' 
efflciency>i- but within the integration scheme. (Robson, op. cit., pp. 57-58) 
Perhaps the essential xlifference is that the traditional trade creation and trade 
diversion cja-terion, focuses on world-wide efficiency and welfare, while more 
dynamic criteria focus on efficiency and welfare .for the region.

- ^2)so]je of assumptions of traditional theory are listed as follows* "It thus 
deals with a situation in which the inputs of factors of production, the state 
of technical, knowledge, tastes and the form of economic organization are all 
-treated- as constant or as autonomous variables.' Trade within each country is 
assumed to be perfectly competitive, and external economies and diseconomies are 
disregarded, so that domestic founds for interference .with the operation of the 
price system can be ignored. Full employment is Implied. Problems of adjustment 
which in practice would'be involved in the formation of a customs union are dis
regarded." (Robson, op.cit,, p. 27)

^3)Nurkse, H^dal,

; Just one example of siany of this type of argument in the policy-making field -
be provided by the Raisman Commission cpnceriiing I^st Africa* "... the growth 
of industry under protection, displacing imports,. ,‘d^s not simply divert

productive use to another ^ually (or perhaps) less productive, 
as may happen when protection is applied in a highly developed coun-try. It draws 

. ,into employment labour which would- otherwise be largely unproductive, 'brings in.
■ -('coat^ued)

i-
I.
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r{ ■

Rather than.deal vlth actual trade'flows and an actual degree of competitiveness ■ f
• Of complementaritj^among develc^ing'countries — which In many cases is the result' 

of coltmial history and-not an indication of futtire potential.— a dynamic approach 
economic growth and structinral changej rai input's of factors of production.

i.';;

I
■ focuses on
particuinrly capi'tal and labor, which are variable and whose nature and effeo^^ve- 

, ness are‘bound iq) with the natfire of productim. There are, however, some assump

tions behind the dynamic argumwt which can be summarized in three related steps.

fe
I:
I'
f
I
f'"

at. least one of which has already been mentiraedi.
I
r

I
l) Econranic growth and development is a major goal of developing countries, 

and regional integration is onp means toward that endj

-■ 2) Kbst developing countries see industrialization as the k'dy^to future 
growth and development;

3) Many developing countries will not have a comparative advantage in
most of their "Infant industries" and therefore will require protection 
in their industrial sector for quite long periods of time.^5)

The first step has been discussed briefly in Chapter I and needs no fmther ex

planation, but a few words should be mentioned about the latter steps.
In a-purely economic sense,ithe priority given to industrialization may or

on xhe economist and his point of •view regarding 
this con'troverslal question. In theoretical terms, Robson suggests that a "com\^

■ -Himity welfare function" night be defined which would include the utility from the 
"collective consumption of industrial production," In order to then maximize the 
region^ s. real Inoome.^^^ — i-. e,, utility enjoyed from both private'and public 
consumption — industrial protection should be carried (on a regional basis) to 
the point where the marginal collective utility derived from the collective con

sumption e&Ticqiestio industry is equal to the marginal. excess ppivata cost of 
protected industrial production.' -(ibid, p. 38) It is doubtful, however, if such 
a theory could be explained to — let alone convince — policy-makers in any 

- coun-try. Rhat is more often the case is an argument that equates industrialization 
with,modernization; that industrialization is an'important stimulus to a whole set 

■ of socially desirable 'v^iables which are the essence of development rather than
(OECD, op.cit., p, 12; Robson, cip.clt., p. 38)

'i.

s'
ft
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1
I

^ may not be justified, depending {'

I
?•
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I
a .17)just econranlc growth;
-a

I ^^)capi'tal from abroad, aiid generally stimulates activity." Quoted in Robson, op.cit 
,P. 35.

15)oecd explicitly defines these as its assumptions — see OECD, op.cit., p. 127. 
Robson also generally accepts .these assumptions, but does not clearly define them 
as such.

, ^^^But not necessarily the real product — i.e., total production of privately 
, appropriable goods and services— of the region, since maximizing real income 

- may require the sacrifice of some real product to the collective consumption of 
industrial production, (Robson, op.cit., p. 38)
For the clearest discussion of "grorth versus; develqpnentj" see Growth

• r

-V':
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i If 'one accepts a; policy of Industrialization, however, there Is still argu- 
on the (lueaHra whether it-should he directed towards import suhstituticm 

(which implies regional, protection against external imports — the third step) or
The OECD study, while not exploring the reasons and

, intot

.. export markets, or both, 
arguments behind this controversy, (see Ch. 11, Footnote lO) states the following!

:r
The main rationale 'for economic integration id that it widens the 

scope for and reduces the cost of import substitution. (OECD, op.cit.,
• - pp. 12-13)^8)

Protection, therefore, is at the base of any dynamic theoretical justification 
for regional economic integration —

Basing the case for Integration on a prior case for protection does 
have a very important theoretical advantage which must at this point be 
noted. This is that it provides a logical foundation for regional Integra
tion which is otherwise lacking. If .there Is no case for protection, 
there is in terns of pure theory, no case for Integration, (Hobson, op. 
cit,, p. 36)

Economic integration, therefore, is seen as' a means to undertake industrialization 
'■ ■ more economically — through protection of regional-based import substitution

-Industries -- and thus to accelerate economic growth and development. Thus, it 
, . ^ is no .longer necessaxy .,to as^ss integration schemes in terms of trade creation 

' and trade diversion --- against the ideal of world-wide free trade — but in t^s 
of the developmentai situation that would jwo^bly result if integration did not 
take' place. Integration can then produce gains from trade diversion if that 
diversion on a regional basis is handled more efficiently than would' occur other- 

' wise or if it stimulated regional eboncwlo growth and development in the long i^. 
How does regional economic integration work to prbdude economic growth 

and developmejit in the long run? General lists of factors perceived by authors 
to be important can be'found in .almost every work on th/ subject. For example, 
in The Common Market Snd Development in East. Africa, Philip Ndegwa sayst

i
s

E

!
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I
I
I
a
s
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s
1

I In conclusion, customs unions or common markets are important today 
for underdeveloped countries, not only because of the ^eater possibilities 
they offer for specialization, economies of scale, better terms of trade, 
tnit also in general higher rates of development and industrialization. 
(Ndegwa, Philip, The Common Market and Development in East Africa. East

»
S

^7)(cont.) Without Dfivelopment, Clower, R.H., et.al., Northwestern University 
Press, Evanston, Illinois, I966,

■^®)a1so, "They are iddely accepted in many less developed countrl^'s as justifying
protection for the purpose of accelerating Industrial development which, initially, 
must rest on the development of Industries which produce substitutes for imparts." 
(Robson, op,cit

I
i
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Afrits Institute of Social'Hesearoh, Nadrotil, 1965# p. 91)^^^-

' Behind elII of tiles'^, arguments,- fiowever, Is a crucial definitive factor of regional • 
Integration schemes --.the larger size of the wapket, OECD says ---

The main rationale for economic Integifetion Is that larger markets 
■ §re superior to smaller markets from the point of view of factor effi- 
•ci^Oy, .(OSCD.-op.cit,, p. 19)20)

s
':r\

i
. Harket size has to be conceived of In terms of "effective monetary demand" or as 

a function of two variables — population and. per.capita income. In some developing 
countries, the latter variable is usually the problem, but a smaJ.1 population size 
also plagues many AftiCEUi coim-tries. .In either case, regional schemes hope to 
increase the' size of the market.

i}

An increase in market size .should result in an improvement in factor effi-
i
i

3

clency in industrial production — largely through'economies of scale and speciali

zation. Robson describes a "three-fold effect" on the operation of individual
4

■' indus-tries resulting from the enlargesment of the market as follows:
1 J

19) 0'ther general lists include factors such as the better opportunity to mobilize 
; -capital from both external and internal sources,' diversification of economic

,, activity, less duplication of productive activity, and help in political,.
.. . social, and cultural uni'flcatioh' (Green.&'Krlshna, op.cit., p, 13); "Economic

integration helps in overcoming the barriers of size, limited capital availability, 
and the sheer impossibility of at-talning any effective division of labour within 
a tlny 'eoonomlc unit . . . promoting a wide r^ge of economically viable acti- 
Yities" , *. can enabletihem “African nation^ to employ their resources-to 
the jiaximum possible advantage ... integration also con-tributes towards 
greater economic stabili-fcy by reducing the dependence on a very limited number 
of primary products . . .' (ibid, pp. 21-22)?. "In the case of increasing -., 
the rate of economic development contributions may be at-tained byi making new 
lines of production economically possible, allowing greater specialization 

. leading to increased efficiency, providing markets and resource bases (or
other'ecoffemic factor?) large enough to provide significant ^economies of scale," 
(ibid, p,. 9P)? "1*1 principle, -these /economic benefits/ may be derived from 
number of different sources. These include: (l) the specialization of produc
tion according to comparative advantage which is the bagis of the classical 

. ' case for the gains from trade; (ii) economies of scale; (lit) -changes in-the
terms of trade; (iv) forced changes in efficiency due to increased competition; 
and (v) a change in the rate of economic growth;" (Robson, op.cit., p. 26) 
"Integration is seen as a means of helping to overcome the disadvan-tages of 
small size and_Of-making possible a greater rate of economic growth and develop
ment, Integration makes it possible on a 'basis of reciprocity, to exploit 
economies of scale and to -take ad'vantage of differences in canparative ad- 
•van-tage in the production of commodities. Furthermore, wider markets may make 
it possible to attract more foreign capi-tal and to increase employment. Other.- 

. advantage.? Include the diversification of output which, it is hoped, may contri- 
■bute to econcmic Stability as well as to growth." (ibid, p. 12)

20) see also, "The crucial factor in African economic advancement is the continuous 
expansion and integration of the African market." (Green and Krishna, op.cit.,
-u, 21)
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’ 'in the flrst place, as'the size of the market Increases, larger 
plants may be built vhere costs can be lowered'by so doing. In the second 
place, sT^dening of the market for particular products nay make it possible 

^ to reduce the variety of products in individual plants and to lengthen 
“productive.‘runs. In the third, place, „in’a larger market,^ productive pro- 
; cesses formerly Integrated iii a single plant can be separated in indivi
dual plants. An increase- in the size of.the market can thus make possible 

.‘the establishra.ent of larger plants and also horizontal and v^ical spe
cialization, fion which economies of scale cam be derived. (Robson, op. 
cit., p. 30) . ■ .

^ .

Economies of scal.e can exist in-both .a technological and economic sense.
The technological optimum size of a market depends on the technology iised in the 
productive process and on intra-lndu§try. specialization, and is therefore different 
for..each industry and difficult to ascertain.
nlcal size of a market is reached,, the optimum size economically may still be 
further off. One reason for this .is that some share of the benefits of larger

But, even if the^gptiaum tech-

markets is expected to be derived from competitlonj therefore, the total market
Often,must be at least-a multiple of-twice the technologically optimal size, 

however, competition is incompatible with “the size of even the regional market for 
certain industries, and competitive benefits are sacrificed to the necessity of 

” monopoly guarantees to atteact the necessary industrial investment. There are 
' othet, non-technological ecdnoaies of scale which, must also be considered. These 
economies occur in such areas as administration and the utillza.tion of skilled

Ci':

manpower, jhe a.bility to pwch^e inputs and sell outputs in greater quantity and 
by more sophisticated techniques — e.g., market research ~ and the resources 
to sipport extensive services, such as maintenance, and ancillary creative input

These economies areorganizations such as research and development laboratories, 
not affected by the productive technology employed, and are usually beyond the 
means of~smaller industrial organizations. ^2) There are Also ..some adverse effects
of, iarge-sOaie production, however, which may negate any gains from economies of

For example, with this-centralization of sotivliy, marketing and distribu-scale,

tiOn costs may grow dlspropcrtionately with the increase in output. Transport

costs, particularly in developing countries whete the transport Infrastructure 
may be weak, may be much higher at one central l^ge-scale plant than for many

21) shlp-bullding technology, fcr example, would demand a technologically larger 
market than- the textile industry technology. • But technologies — contrary to 
the belief of many individuals ~ are not fixed factors in the production 
process, Th# new emphasis oh "appropriate technology" (sometimes called inter
mediate technology), which is defined as technology which is tn harmony with.its

• environment, in the United Nations and other organizations is a move toward 
technologies for develcping countries which are oriented toward small-scale 

, production and labor-intensiveness, See the discussion in paragraph 43, page 26 
of "Science and Technology for Development — Proposals for the Second United 
Nations Develop.ment Decade," op.cit. ' '''

22) ThB trend toward the establishment of •!industrial parks" in which'a member of 
different small-scale Industries get together and purchase some materia^^to^
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£■snaller-'scaied plants scattered throughout the region. • Therefore, although nany 
. economists talto-H^f or granted-that the economic size of Industrial plants'Is' 
necessarily large and that therefore national markets are too small In many de- 

■ velqplng countries to support them, strre and more economists are beginning to 
question this vlev, OECD statesi

On hailance. It Is very difficult to say how Important the benefits, 
due to economies of-scale-may be that can be expected frcsa Integration 
among developing countries, (OEGD‘, op.clt., p, 22)

In some industries, the large markets of a region are undoubtedly a necessary 
condition for their economic operatlonj In other Indus-trles this may not be the 
case.'

i
■Economies of scale can also be an important factor in another area of re

gional integration besides Indus-try —^'that of common public services and admini

stration, Indeed, most successful examples of regional cooperation are ^ common 
services such as regional air lines arid other transportation services, posts and 
teleSomraimlcations,23) and acientiflo research. More difficult and controvers'ial 
common services would be in education and military fields, and a very advanced
degree of integration would seem to be necessary to overcome political obstacles 

■ r\- ■ ' - . ■■

“'facing-them. - . . .

i

E
s

Specialization, according, to OECD, could occur in regional schemes of 
developing countries in-three waysi (l) Member countries could specialize in 
broad categories of agriculture, heavy Industry, etc.; They could specialize 
in certain industries within the industrial sectorj or (3) They could spedialize, 
in components of an industrial process — vertical or horizontal specialization, 
(ibid, pp. 22-23). The first type is not likely to be acceptable to the coun-try 
assigned teragrj-culture and the third type will -take some time and developmental 
progress before-lt can take place'in developing comtries, but the second type 
holds some promise for developing regions. This inter-industry speclallzatim is 
'based an the doctrine of comparative advantage in classical economic -trade theory, 
which states that each country will tend to produce those products for which it has 
the greatest superiority or the least inferiority. The superiority/inferiority 
is based on differences in resource endowment among different countries which 
contributes to different factor prices. This traditional theory, however, has 
llml-ted- relevance to developing regions. In the first place, it assumes full

I

I
%
I
J;

s
I
s

22)(cbnt. ) common, and’ support seirvlces such as maintenance or reseeirch in common, 
is Intended to at least partially solve this problem.

^^hxeen and Krishna say that such successful’common services are characterized by 
minimum overheads for central management, repair and maintenance facility re- 
qulrempnts, and capi-tal equipment which adds, less to unit costs when.spread over 
a broader econcHlc base of. operations, . (Green and Krishna, op.cit.-, p. 91)

X
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employment Md perfect competition, Where market prices reflect opportunity -costs . 
and'can thus be usei^to measure superlorlty/inferlarlty. This assumption Is not 
necessarily support^ by expert,ence. More important is that the benefits from 
comparative advantage cannot be great if the' differences in resource endowments 
between countries is small. In general, developing countries exhibit a number 

■ of common cTiaracterlstios, such as a scarcity of capital and an abundance of
ployed unskilled labor, and are more factor-competitive than factcr-complementary,. 

Thus, specialization nay not occur automatically.just because a regional scheme is 
established; planning within a framework of an accepted regional Investment 
policy may be necessary, (ibid, pp. 22-23.)

"Economies of scale and specialization are ways in which eecmoc^^integration 
^^^rks within the region. There is, however, one external factor which should bo 
favorably stlmiaated by the larger markets of the region — that of private foreign 
investment —

s
E

■ I

s
I

unem

I

The one area in which an integration process might cle^ly improve 
, . '-"the flow of Investment finance is that of private foreign capital.

(Ibid, p, 28)

There is some, tendency in the literature on economic Integration to regard the ,

.. Stall market size of many developing countries as the constraint to developmental 
'projects; that if integration occurs and investment opportunities are created, ,

■ -investment will automatically take place. Unfortunately, this is not always true.
A small market is only one of several constraints facing developing countries,^ 
and usx^ly'not the'most important

... in many developing countries the availability of capital and 
in particular the availability of foreign exchange may’Well be the main 
constraint on growth, ('ibid, p. 129)

For three sources of potential'investment finance — local private, local public,
• 24)

and foreign public —. the effects of economic integration are likely to be ambiguous;

s

;e

i

one —

I

24)to the extent that economic integration improves real income in the region, local 
private savings should also increase. But the distribution of these savings 
among member countries and among different categories of recipients with dif- 

■ ferent savings- habits can make this source of savings unreliabjLe, Similarly, 
local public revenues of member -countries will be adversely affected by the re
duction or abolishment of customs duties on intra-regional trade, but may also 
be aided if a rise in economic activity produces greater internal taxation 
revenues. Investment from foreign public sources might be increased if developing 
regions werp. able to wield more bargaining power vis-a-vis the aid donor or if 
the aid donor made it a'policy to give priority to regional schemes. The former 

, situation is likely to occur only if a complete- political union is achieved in 
the region — an unlikely possibility — and although the latter situation has 
occurred (see the reference to the Korrey Report and U.S, aid policy to Afrfca in 
Chapter E) in the past, if priorities are simply changed and total aid is not ' 
increased, the initial benefits-to developing regions come at the expense of 
other developing countries and are likely to even out in the long run as more 
developing countries join In regional schemes. ■ (OECD, cp.cit., pp. 27-28)
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but private-foreign investors who iW fornerly viewed productim in many developing 
’cpvsitries as unfeasible because of small markets are likely to be favorably 
Impressed by regional•^v groupings. A sufficient market size is, of course, not a 
sufficient condition" for'prlvaVe foreign, investment, but it is,a necessary and
important'one.

Thb .xaae for economic Integration then, rests on the two pillars of indus

trialization through a policy of import substitution and a subsequent expansion of 
trade between member countries which are specializing in producing these various 
substitute products,
nltude of gains from a regional scheme in developing countries. These-gains should 
be larger the stronger the preference for industry,', the more steeply the private 
cost of industrial development rises with the rate of industrial deveS^nent, the 
■greater the differences of productlort cost ratios in member countries, the larger 
the economies of scale, and the more that "dynamic" gains associated with industriali

zation are made possible. (Robson, op,cit., pp, 39-^). He goes on to say that 
in the'African case, a start can be made in evaluating potential regional schemes 

. by analyzing their dependences on Imparts from ou-tside Africa and then estimating 
the possibilities of impart substitution and the extent to which integration would 
raffect the scale of it and the benefits from it. Looking at African Imports for 
.1962,' for instance, he (not very surprisingly) notes the high proportion of manu

factured’ imports and suggests -that the qppartunities for gain from regional-induced 
import substitution of manufactured goods might be expected to be considerable.
There is some danger in an uncritical analysis of import data, however, becaus'e 
.seme of these imports may depend on raw materials or technologies not yet avail- - 
able in Africa, (ibid, pp. 84-87) - ,

Moreover, a structure and facilities for expanded intra-r^lonal trade in 
developing countries also must, be developed — not just industry.' Although many 
authors contend that trade of manufactured products among developing countries 
meikes more sense than from a developing to a developed country,the general 
lack of trade among developing countrles^^) is recognized as a "wide-spread 
phenomenon," One of the principal causes of this, of course, is that under 
.colcmial rule the development of African territories was guided by the requirements 
of the colonial power concerned (albeit, perhaps, with the best of Intaitlcns).

I

Robson mentions five-factors which would determine the mag-

*■

25)". . . underde'veloped ooun-tries are more likely to find markets for their manu- _- 
factured gopds in other underdeveloped countries, rather than in the developed 

■ -industrial coqntrieb where competition is keen and tastes are sophisticated."' 
(Ndegwa, op.clt., p. 47)

^^^Hdegwa says it is only estimated to be 10^‘of total, world trade. (Ibid, p. 125)

!
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In general,. African colonies supplied raw materials to the industrial econdnies 
, of‘the European colonizers aujd served ks a narket outlet for the latter’s manu- 
‘factured productsT^ade routes and facilities and transportatico and communica

tions systems, Here-thus'developed from a colony -^o the Ehiropean ruler — not. 
'(usuaily). hetween colonies. Hestrictlons were not always placed on trade between 
.developing colonies, but neither was this trade encouraged ot facilitated ~ 
except in a few cases where colonies of the same power were adjacent, and then 

. these were only based on administrative ccmvenience or econoaio goals of the
In this atmosphere, the bulk -of colonial trade became tied up withcolonizer.

the colonial ruler. (Green and Krishna, op.cit., p. 4)
This^ls an example of but one of meiny obstacles which may lie in the path of 

economic integration. Before going cai to others, the place of agricig^ure ~ the 
presently most Important economic s.ector for most developing countries — in an 
integration scheme which is dominated by industrial'considerations must be mentioned 
briefly. o'eCD simply does not d^l with this subject in any great detail, and 
mentions ^hat this is true for "almost all" the•literature on economic Integra- 
tlSi. They contend that the appropriate producticm technologies in agriculture 
vary so much between ~ and sometimes within — countries that meaningful generali- 
za-tions about the effects of ecmomic Integration would be extremely difficult. 
”(OECD, 'op.cit., p. 13)..' In looking at his aggregate Import figur.es for Africa, 
Hobson allows that although the over-all proportion of a^icultural compared to 
total Impcsrts is not that large, 'in certain Jfood sectors such ^ wheat, maize, 
rice, i^eat, fish, sugar, etc. there are possible gains froa integration — ,

. ' Par a variety of reasons,, statistics of aggregate import dependence •..
obviously greatly exaggerate the possible opportunities of gains from 
integration in agriculture. It is neither possible, -nor, on economic 
grounds, would it be desirable -to replace much of these imports, but where 
su^y^dan be readily expanded and the African product 1% a good substi- 

' tute.for the imported product, Inter-coimtry differences in the conditions 
of agrlcifltinral.production may offer substantial gains from the abolition 
of trade barriers. (Robson, op.cit., p. 85) -s

*•,1.

■ a

Green and Krishna state that regional gains from specialization from existing 
• ■ production sectors would probably be most significant in agrlciature. (Green & 

Krishna, op.cit., p. 90) In different ecological zones of Africa, the optimal . 
agricultural use of land varies widely, and short-run gains from increased agri

cultural specialization and •trade should be considerable. Even proportionally 
small gains nay be significant in terns of real inccsae because agriculture accounts 
for such a large proportion of economic activity. For example, in West Africa, 
the inland savanna area is very suitable for certain grains and livestock produc

tion, while the coastal area is more suited for most -tree and root crops. In 
another instance concerning East Africa, Ugandan specialization in maize, sugar, 
tobacco and vegetable oils, Kenyan specialization in dairy products, vegetables.
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and Tanssanlan speolalizat^-on in sugar, vegetable oils, and wheat isand meat,
mentioned as a means of speeding rur^ development in each country. Andther

be in the area of agrioultui^ exportspotential gain frc^^ntegratlOT might 
both .their pronotion..and. coordination through cpmmt^ty agreement q_uota8. (ibid, 
p. 9?r.sea also Robson, op.oit., p. 86)'

Ho^natter how economically sound such arguments appear, agricultural inte

gration aiid'trade among African developing countries is very difficult politically --

•^v

Precisely because the majority, of all African labour forces are
engaged in agriculture and because .the incomes of most farmers are extremely 
low,.no'African government can lightly disregard any opportunity for 
raising agricultural output. Rural development is seen as difficult enough 
without foregoing domestic opportunities in favour of Imports whether foreign 
-or African. (Green k Krishna, op.cit., pp, 96-9?) •'

Robson also mentions some obstacles to agricultural integration! the desire for 
national self-sufficiency in food production; transportation problems; and faulty 
national agricultural policies in general. (Robscm, op.cit., p; 65) It therefore 
seems that most of the attention in economic integration will continue to be placed
on Industrialization. . '

Any realistic assessment of the p.otentlsl for eooooralo integration in a 
r^lon must consider relevant constraints or obstacles of both an econcmic and non- ■ ^ 

Green and Krishna list some of these major constraints! financialepon.omic nature.
capacity, real resource' availability, geographic compatibility, institutional 
capacity, temporal requirements, and national political and policy considerations. 
(Green .AKrishna, op.cit., p. 99) Geographic realities often place limits on the 
viable membership of regional schemes and on the scope of joint cooperation, within 
them. Although there are some cases where non-contiguous states may he able to 
cooperate, geographic — as well as operational or economic --- non-contiguity

As has been referred tousually maires^econcffllc integration very difficult, 
earlier, financial resources available in developing regions may also effectively 

■ block integrative action. To some degree, any regional integration scheme is 
' going to need investment for administrative facilities, trade and transport infra

structure, and directly productive firms and factories in order to "take off."
These expenditures vdll not be possible unless additional funds are found. Beyond 
the financial capacity of a developing region, there is a "capacity" to do anything — 
even when investment funds are available — in a given time period. For example,
only so much Construction can be done in a year. A major constraint in this 
respect is said to..be a general lack of qualified manpower, but sometimes even

importahf (and often over-looked) is the lnstltuti<Hial capacity of a developingmore 
region —

27)For example, Chad and Sudan are geographically contiguous but not operationally 
sp because the cost of transport between them is too great.
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The creation of a'body of knowledge, experience, procedures, lines 
of communication and working patterns within an Institution requires •

^ " time and directed effort not merely funds and staff. The same holds 
true for raditqal expansion of activities especially if these differ in 
kind as well .as quantity, from those previously carried out. (ibid, p, lOl)

Cultural barriers may also operate to Inhibit integration. In Africa, for example, 
-integratiorq.between anglophonic and franoophonic states has not succeeded even 
though they may be contiguous and complementary.2®) Besides cultural barriers, 
■national political opposition can be expected because of the necessary loss of 
sovweighty. -

i

Belated to all of the above non-economic constraints to regional integra

tion is the factor of time. All constraints are less serious in the long- than 
in the-short-run; all obstacles can be overcome if enough time is available, • 
But time itself is a scarce resource, and often integration schemes are under 
pressure to show some results quickly. In part this pressin:e may be due to a 
desire to reinvest anticipated gains at the ecirllest possible moment, but. it 
probabljr also stems from the psychological and political necessity to visibly 
demonsirate signs of development facing most govemmnnts in developing countries. 
Time, is important in another sense —

The longer agreements are delayed the more national policies of 
agricultural self-sufficiency and home m^ket industriall2ation will 
create productive units which would be gravely threatened in an eco-^ 
nomio union and. therefore constitute vested interests against it. (ibid, 
p. 26)29;

■ C
* »,

. '.'7- ,■

Vested Interes-ts —' established firms and other econcsmic institutions — are one 
of the constraints to regional integration usually based on economics. In many “ 
cases, the advantages frran the regional market cannot be reeilized if any (or 
many) of the comteies already has plants in a particular branch of industry 
and decides to keep them, , Small and relatively inefficient plants desired for 
national markets will probably be imable to face competition from regional-based 
plants, and would naturally be opposed to integration. If one member country's 
plant has an advantage already in scale or efficiency or the capacity for capital 
expansiwi, the other countries will rationally fear for their own plants in a 
regional scheme. Even if all national plants are suboptimal, but equally so, 
they may fear the entry ef strong international firms into the regional market.
The less Innovating and less technically efficient, the weaker financially, the 
less involved in the local economy, and the more dependent on cheap local labor 
a firm is, the more likely it will be a vested interest against economic integration.

2®)This is true particularly in Vest Africa, See the mention of the West African 
Iron and Steel Clemmunity later oh in this Chapter, Perhaps the best case of non- 
cooperation between ."naturally", compatible ex-French and ex-British colonies is 
Senegal and,Gambia,

29)see also Bobson, op,oit,, pp. 303-304 on this point.
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The converse. Is also likely to he the case. In the case of primary export pro— 
ducters, they Hill benefit from the regional market if their output is able to be 
sold regionally at prices higher than exist on the vorld market. Commodities 
vhose Horld market is-glutted Or whose prere:giort processing Is. hampered by 
foreign.duties are likely‘to benefit from regional trade and protection ~ parti

cularly If, member countries are at all complementary rather than competitive.
Rrimary ccmmodities which are clearly oriented for the world market, however, will 

, fare less favorably with regional Integration, Benoits are unlikely while wage 
and tax costs are likely to rise with the .increase in economic activity. The 
reaction of commercial and trading Interests to economic integration also depends 

■ on the specific situation. Importers and skiers of foreign goods can expect 
to be hurt by a policy of regional import substitution, but an effectiV^regional 
scheme which increases economic activity-may also boost imports of sophisticated 
and complex capital equipment and consumers' durables, (Green and Krishna, op.
Oit., pp. 80-82)

Although the first problem of any regional integration scheme in developing 
cotmtries is to increase Industrial activity, the most important obstacle to or
constraint oh continued regional cohesion arises as' a result of that Increase_

the .unbalanced-allocation of, regional .benefits among member countries. 30) Develo

ping countries are not usually diawn to regional- economic schemes out of a concern 
for the region as a whole so much am for their own country, 
can be assumed to have this concem for its own gains, then some arrangement for 
a balanced distribution of regional benefits will be necessary. This usually be- 
ccmies a crucial “issue because such gains as industrlEil build-up or Income and .

^ product gains are not evenly distributed among member countries but follow a well-
known tendency to cluster in specific ar.eas — at least in the short run. 3^) Indeed, 
in the short’TSur'some member countries may even be worse off within a regional 
scheme .than they h^e before so that 'the/ would be better off outside!

If each member country

A cental theme of these aneQ,yse3 has been the proposition that 
except in favorable circumstances, natural farces c^erating within a 
free trade area or customs union may tend to produce an inequitable dis
tribution of its benefits in the absence of countervailing policy : 
sures. This is because it is believed that within a" single market

mea- 
. area.

3 /"Yet, one of the major difficulties is to achieve equitable distribution of bene- i 
^fits which, in practice, means an acceptable regiwjallzatlon of industrial develop- !
ment." (Pearson Commissicai, op.cit., p.279). "One of the major difficulties in - ^
maintaining and. promoting integration hitherto has centered on arranging an 
equitable distribution of benefits ~ which in practice means an acceptable 
distribution-of Industrial development," (Robson, op.cit. , p.30l) "Grises 
usually arise.because the distribution of gains resulting from integration is 
felt to be inequitable." (Green &Jrishna, op.cit., p.68) "One of the crucial 
are^ where the.partner countries can effectively demonstrate that they, are 
Hilling to see this scheme through to success concerns the distribution of bene- 
flts.lnside the Integration area." (OSGD, op.cit., p.131)

3^)sea next page .

i
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Ithe growth of manufacturing iifd\istry and Its de^ienctent economic.actlvi- 
• ties, tends to become highly localized. Moreover, this process is thought 

umujAtively, so that increasing inequality is generated.
.ciS;-, ■g.hz) •

, . This problem is particularly likely to develop wh.ere regional Integration
involves the grouping of countries at different stages of development — the re- 
la'tlvely riclrand relatively poor -- where market fcsrces direct the benefits of 
integration mainly toward the former.32) Until at sane point where external dis

economies or other cost-increasing factors develop due to an over-rconcentration of

'' tJ operate c 
(Robscni, op■^v

€

%
ecOTomic activity, the factors of production'-- both capital and labor — will be 
attracted to growth areas where their efficiency will be -higher if regional inte

gration involves, the freedom of factor nobility across national borderSj^Obviously 
ss OECD says.

I';
i!

I!

i:..
From the point of view of the partner country tha-t loses factors of 

production, this is a serious and undesirable phenomenon. (OECD, op.cit.,
p. 25) 5

OECD mentions that the.loss of local capital from the poorer regional countries 
• is not likely to be tha-fc? great because the bulJc of investment capital in these 
countries is in the public sector and will not follow market criteria of maximum 
^^onoaio efficiency, but tiiat B'ay,;De besidd the point. -Foreign, private, invest

ment — the principal capi-tal gain from regional integration — will concentrate
If the

i
I'in these maximum efficiency clusters, and not in the poorer countries, 

products from this industrial concentration are later sold throughout the region, 
problems of capital outflow and balance of payments difficulties in the poorer 
countries could easily become acute.33) The migration of labor (which may be un-

t

P
3l)lf each.member country would have a similarly attractive, industrial growth point 

within lts'TnBl>territory,- acceptance of industrial concentration, in certain areas 
would be 'enl^c.ed, but -then region^ gains cannot be realized by the abolishment 
of-trade res-trictions alone.- (OECD, op.cit., p.24)

•32)The Pearson Commission says* "Integration is hampered, of course, by a tendency 
'for centers of development.to attract resources from the poorer areas and so im
pose a further strain on their extremely limited resources." (The Pearson Cojimis- 
slon, op.cit., p.280) Also, "most Investmen-ts have tended to concentrate in a' 
fe)r countries, whose infrastructure may be best suited to productive ends. The 
fears and loss of production and amployment to the most advanced areas of -the 
region have been expressed in Latin America and elsewhere." (Rolfe, op.cit,, p.40)

. . 33)lt is both the concentration of industry and -the resulting trade patterns that
produce the unequal dis-tribution of regional benefits. Although the concentration 
of indus-try aspect has been s-tressed and is discussed further, the resia-tant 
trade patterns produce' the most immediate problems. In speaking about the Euro
pean HtodnoaltS Community experience, the Pearsai Comiiission saysi "The experience 
in Hestem Europe, where significant progress has been made toward a customs 
union and a free trade area, suggests the contribution such arrangements can make 

, to accelerated development. Without exception they have been followed by rapid 
growth of trade aramg nemberycoun-fcries. Furthermore, a high and growing pro
portion of such trade tCTds to be in manufactured products, which illustrates 
the great stimulus to industrialization provided by enlarged markets. The universal

■ (continued) ,
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or under-employ^) frraj the pocirtt countries may seem leas serious 
blessing — but it is g loss of that part of the population which is most likely 
to be enterpr£sih;g and dynamic. These "backwash" or"polaTization? effects, as 
leading development econoaists refer,to. them, atce limited,by several factors which 

' ■ -r in line ~ should produce industrial centers in each countryi the location of 
fixed, Mtural resources in several countries; the limits of population mobilityj 
costs of distribution of the manufactured product; and national

— or even a

or regional policy.
, Moreoyer, there are "spread’' or "trickledown" effects — the process by which eco

nomic activity will tend to spread frem. the relatively richer to the relatively 
poorer country. The most important of these is the increase of the richer country's 
purchases ~ both raw materials and consumer goods — from the poorer country, 
whiph can be expected to the extent that this demand can be net in'^e the region. 
Also, the emigrant labor force is-likely to transfer soae of its income back to 
the poorer country, and eventually labor costs and internal diseconcmiea in the

S

richer growth area should make, the pomrer countries more attractive as industrial 
locations. The only trouble is that besides being uncertain, these spread effects 
are likely to be both too slow in materializing and too weak to have an effect on 
the intra-regional distribution of benefits gap'— OECD cites studies of Southern 

^ .Italy and the Southern United States as cases in point — and time, as has been 
, mentioned, is a politically scarce resource in developing countries.

IhS-J-Jittial location of industry in a, region can be de.termined by a variety 
of historical and_eo.ohonic reasons, but on'oe the process of industrial concentration

P

has started it is very difficult to decentralize. New industries tend to locate 
where* indusirial activity is already taking place so as to teke advantage of ex

ternal economies, which are advantages cumulatively created by industrialization, 
not pre-existing to it. 3^)

I
>

Robson includes such advantages as the availability

33)(.cont.) problem arising in such preferentiali
. ^ ^ - trading arrangements is that they
tend to generate unequal benefits and costs among member countries. It is ■ 
essential for the creation and long-run stability of regional trade that raechan- 
isms be devised to ensure

!

an equitable distribution of benefits generated by 
expanded trade." (Peatrson Commission, op.oit., p. 95)

^^^Robson
I:1

, j modem location theory cites, four factors which determine
industrial location: natural resources, nearness to markets, transportation 
ctets, and external econcmiles, "Of these, external economies are generally 
thought to play a dominant role where secondary manufacturing industry is c«:- 
cemed — whose development provides a major part of the case for regional 

. Integration." (Robson,: op.cit,, p,42) OEXID cites factors such as . . external 
^ costs due to proximity, of supplies and customers,

; ^ier communications, established infrastructure," but places no priority 
^por^oe on them. (OECD, op.olt,, p,24) Green £ Krishna claim that a nearness 
to distributed, is not m Importarit

^ econMies of plant and market size, of available 
S^th?eSstsncr«f“°^'?®'wn°^ Presence of other manufacturing plants, and

t
I
I
a

i
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of -puijlic -utiilty services, a skilled or seai-skiUed labor force, and the presence 
Ivice industries in banking, finance, and distribution in hisof subsidiary and-ser' 

list of external economies vhich indirectly reduce .costs and Influence location. 
As these factors reinforce each other, nbn-ectaraic, social fddillties cone to be

•^v

provide in the growth area and the process feeds upon itself and Bakes it In- 
^ -'creasingly-'aifflcult for-Industries to operate elsewh^e. The exanple of Nairobi

in East Africa is a striking case in pointi

The original settlement oved its location in the midst of an unpre
possessing swampy plain to the accident that it was a convenient place 
for construction of the Uganda Railway to stop while the engineering dif
ficulties of building over the escarpment into the Great Rift Valley of 

"Eaist Africa were tackled. Later on, it became the seat first of local, 
'and then of central administration. An inflow of labour, capi't^ and in
dustry followed, and the Nairobi region has become today Kenya’s major 
pole of development and a preferred location for new industries serving 
the whole of the East African market. (Robson, op.cit.,.p.43)

A regional integration scheme must, therefore. Intervene somehow into the natural 
market process which- would concentrate a disproportionate share of the benefits 

■ of integration in a few (or even one) locations if it is to survive politically.
^indeed, as the Pearson Commission implies, there is something of an almost moral 

-'-Xof spiritual (quality to this necessity as well*

But the very concept- ofr»integration Involves some measure of re
distribution of resources for the benefit of all. participants. ' It 
implies solidarity and concern for both its members and the group as a 
i^hole. (Pearson Commission, op.cit., p.280) ,

. When faced with a crisis-caused by this unequal dis-trlbuiion of integration 
benefits, three resolution strategies (or combinations -thereof) would seem to be 
open to the regioni l) to dismantle.all or part of the integration schemej 2) to 
make some- chants in joint policies and institutions aimed at altering the location 
of economic activityii and 3) to add new areas of integration which are seen as

(Green and Krishna, op.citpcirticularly valuable by the poorer member countries. 
p.68) The third alternative, of course, would be much the better from a regional

• f

point of view — using the crisis to actually expand the Integration effort — 
but opportunities in this direction may be limited, and what is needed to calm the 
dissenting member countries is firm assurances rather than mere possibilities of 
balanced regional development.

Host writers seem to eigree that there are two principal mechanisms for re- ' 
-distributing the benefi-ts of Integration! compensation and a regional Investment 
policy,35) Although direct Incrane transfers as ccapensation from richer to poorer

(

is

35)foj. example, ". . , the distribution of benefits Inside the integration area.
There are two main means of achieving this, Ohe is'eui agreed regional investment 
policy that is seen'to be implemented and endorsed 'by all member governments and 
the second one is a scheme for compensating those partners that will still be left 
with a less than fair share of the overall benefits." (OBCD.op.clt,, p.l3l) See 
also Green A Krishna, <q).clt., p,29 and Robson, op.oit., pp. ^ - •' &

{
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• »
to the short run survival of the regional- scheme,' *“ member countries may be necessary

■ it Ife'doubtful If these alone are^sufflcient in the long run. As'Green and Krishna

say,;

.The Heaker eoohomies want eocmonio growth points — 
subsidies. (Green and Krishna, op.cit,, p. 29)

■’ not revocable

if every aeiber country wants to industrialize, then there must be some kind of -
an eccnomlcally equitablelocational planning of industrial investment to ensure 

(not necessarily even) and politically aco^table distribution of these regional
much of the regional advantages from economies of 
possible. To a.certain extent such'a policy of balanced

benefits which preserves as 
scale arid specialization as 
investment will be "uneconomical" for the region as a whole, but auch^fects may 

to lower average transport costs from producer to consumer forbe exaggerated due 
decentralized industries.3^)

If a regional investment policy is to be effective,- there are certain guide- 
One requirement is that it should be as comprehensive 

as possible. It is huch easier to share the benefits of regional'integration if 
a wide-spread'package deal rather than one specific Industry is considered.37) 

^.Comprehensiveness might include not only the industrial sector, but other areas 
■ *^'of investment also, auch^as agriculture, 6ommon services, education-,- etc.

to balance’ the allocation of industry, the

lines that it should follow.

Thus,

if it is impossible in the short run 
poorS countries might be the recipients of ^vestment in regional transportation

3^)There is also the "moral" argument in favor of balanced investment, plus the fact 
that there generally axe social diseconomies — slurnsj une^loyment, crime, etc. 
_ if Industrial concentration is too much, too quickly. (OECD, op.cit., p.W)

37)". . . ad hoc political discussions on ea'ch industry
Africanjxm and Steel Community —' is both tine consuming and peculiarly sus
ceptible to^olarization of Interests between proposed plant site economies 
and others-.'(Green &-.Krishna-,-op.cit., p,9‘t-) Green and Krishna advocate 
"A continuous process of industry by industry lecation decisions (including 
private investor choices) on basically technical and economic considerations 

' but -within the framework of an overall formula for distributing industrial 
sector acti-vity, ..." (ibid, p.9^)

Kest

The West African Iron i Steel Community project grew out of the results 
of a West African Industrial Integration Conference held at Bamako (Mali). 
Although a draft treaty was signe<l and a provisional council appointed in 
1965, OECD describes it as "still too much in the project phase to make a 
detailed discussion .... a useful undertaking." (OECD, op.cit., p.52) The 
Case for a. regional-based Industry is econcsiically strong, but Green and Krishna 
identify three factors which have delayed progressi l) Nigeria's insistence 
on her own, 111-cdnsldered plans; 2) the bsisio studies did not cover Guinea 
adeqtiately-or. Mauritania at all, both of which have -rich Iron deposits; and 3) 
wi-th just one indus-fcry and three plants to allocate, the agreement of non-re
cipient states has been difficult. "Had several industries been presented for 
allocation at Bamako with fully- detailed studies, a rather more suocessftil 

. series of functional aigreements could probably have been concluded much more
rapidly." (Green and Krishna,'op.cit., p.41) -
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faclWties ar; oth^er common s^vices. UsVially, a regional investment policy has ■

to ije aimed at allocalAng neW economic activities rather than existing ones,
" \

« Although relocating Industries or,other economic activity is possible,it is 
generally-very difficult and -agreemerit among member countries is milch more likely 
to be reached in allocating potential investments.

Such agreement is a second requirement mentioned, A minimum condition for 
obtaining an investment agreement would probably be that no country's industrial' 
development should be harmed by r^ional pbllqy, and the maximum condition that’ 
investment benefits should be completely balanced by that policy. In the former • 
case, however, a strong commitment to the reglOT is not likely to develop among 
the poorer-countries, and in the latter case, aui.over-eimphasis on complet^telance — 
besides making planning Impossible because no one can predict the exact future 
effects of Investment — will probably result in no policy agreement ever being 
reached. Some form of agreement on the allocation and promotion of economic 
activity among the member comtries of a region is necessary, but such a policy 
should remSin flexible and need not take the form of a rigid allocation list. 39) 

Agreement on a regional Investment policy is difficult enough in itself, 
but.ltmiist also be enforced to be effective, and this presents more difficulties.
If .^he bulk .of investment fuqds ^a.frOT regional public sources, implementing such 
a policy is easy; the r^iofi simply Invests where it has a^eed to do so. Foreign .

- governments might also be‘ persuaded to support it with aid, but foreign private 
Investment -- expected to form the largest part of any increase in regional invest

ment — is a more difficult problem.. Foreign investors will want to locate in-the 
most' economically desirable setting — which, as we have seen, is likely to be in 
the already relatively well-off coimtry or countries ~ and they always have the 
alternative of ^t-^vesting at all if their conditions axe not met,^*^^ A regional 
investment policy la.-Ulus much- easier recommended than it Is carried out. In all 
the regicaial schemes surveyeid by OECD, none was found to have a working regional 
investment policy. (OECD, op.cit., pp. 43-46)

38) in the East African Cwnmunity, some of the common service activity and the main 
headquarters for the Community itself have been moved frcm Kenya to Tanzania 
and Uganda in an effort to balance investment, but this, does not appear to have 
happened with industry,

39) Green and Krishna state that an extensive pre-study allocation of specific indus
tries can lead to benefits much more uneven than, and different from, what waS

- eni^saged, and cites rthq. Kampala Agreement in East Africa as a case in point. • 
(Green and Krishna, op.cit., p.93)

^®)lt would take a politically brave developing country to turn away an Investor 
because such a field^^ted been allocated to another member country of the region, 
particularly when the investor says, "I want to invest in country X or I won't 
invest at alii" -
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Nevertheless, . if a regional nicket ie deemed attractive and cost differences
2 ■between altemative^^ocations ar.e'narginal or expected to be t«aporary, the invest

ment site-choice of private investors can be influmced.^^^ It may, however, be-
I
&

'■'i

coae' necessary to use fiscal policy as a means of influencing the location of new 
industries in accordance’ with agreed-upon 'balanced development policy. Differential 

■ tax rates dm'd other investment concessions and incentives could be used. Hegiorial 
development corporations or development banks could be created with loan and Invest-

A system of

£ ■f
ftft

ft Ki
t-;.

i-il j'r.

ia sent policies aimed at financing balanced ^investment activity, 
industrial licensing and even the establishment of some fiscal barriers to trade ii

s "code of trading oonduct" are more extreme measures of influencing locationalor a I
I

I
Si choice:

The case against allocating Industries without examination of economic 
considerations is irrefutable, as is the claim that- one cannot simply order 
private investors' to build at an arbitrary location. However, the spread of 

material location, the. critical Importanoe of industrial development 
■ caused, rather, than causing, economies and the significance of market access, 
'investment incentives, and public sector capital suggest there is substantial 
.scope for economically viable,’ politically acceptable, and foreign invest
ment inducing allocation policies .within African econcadc communities.
(Green and Krishna, op.cit,, p.95)
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i .ft But not all the problpms. resuiting from'a regional integration scheme can be 
solved by a regional investment policy — particularly in the short run — and so 

sort of’compenis’atlon arrangement may also be necessary. The purpose of such IS some

arrangements is more to help member countries over (hopefully) temporary discon- 
tinuitii caused by* the regional scheme than it is to provide long-term solutions 
to basic development problems. For example, it has been mentioned previously that 
if the intra-regional trade within a common m'axket replaces mdch of the imports

a
a Ift si
ft

I
ft

i
15:
S
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into member-oouQtries which were formerly subject to customs duties, then there 
might weli be a-serious loss of public revenue for some developing countries which 
are already hard-pressed to raise funds. ‘Eventually, of course, the expectation 
-is that regional integration will result in increased economic activity which can 
then be taxed to make up this loss of revenue, but this will be true only for the 

tries .which receive the industrial investment and then not until some years in

ft
s:

I
I
ft

4
ft
f
fts
ft i- cojm

^Ocreen & Krishna say that promotion missions Influenced the location of Nytil in 
.Uganda and radio and alminium plants in Tanzania mor’o so than cost evaluatlonB 
of comparative locations, which (they isply) might have favored Kenya. (Green & 

^ Krishna, op.cit,, p.95)
^2)«a regional investment 'bank may be able to make soma contribution to the aohleve- 

■ ment of regional 'balance but this is hardly likely to be great unless finance is 
a limiting factor in relation to the projects, or unless the bank has special 
resources from which projects in lagging regions can be subsidized." (Hobson,

. op.cit., p.307)
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IS
'A

-th^foEurel • Fot^sii aid might thus, be required for shert-run ccmpensatlwi, but the 
” i^ger term redistribution argument Is that countries gaining revenue from In-

tic^ should compensate those vhlch have lost revenue, because the Ii
I

creased Income
former's"gain Is a dlrett resiilt of th.e latterls loss.’ OECD,suggests that a con

venient system of compensation for this Inequity night be to establish a direct
I

fJ
ffi:

- income tax,.Qr sales tax at the source of regioneil production and to distribute ..the 
revenue In proportion to .the Importing country's consumpticai of the goods in question. I

K

I
43)

I

(OECD, op.cit., pp.48-49) '

Another related teraporary problem that night face a developing country is a
Previous to a

fg

general rise In retail prices resulting from higher import prices, 
common market arrangement, if any country had a loner average tariff than the new 

• external tariff, the prices of all goods still imported from ^^ide the
I
f:comi&oti

region could be expected to rise, and the opposite would be true for any country 
■which previously had a higher average tariff. Some form of compensation to Iseer 
the prices in the farmer case might be considered, (ibid, p.47)

; After tariffs between member countries are removed, the increased level of

i

;

I
jicompetition within the region may adversely affect the level of eoonanlc activity

In the case where such aneffeet is due 
po^ibly very old and previously

sand. employment in some member countries.
^.y' to a country's inefficient-industrial, sector 
r detected by high tariffs — a’compentotloh system might aim at easing the transition ^ 

.. . by allowing Icnger-time periods for tariff reduction or seme oteer similar means.
Vhere the adverse effect of competition is due to the smallness or low stage of

■•If

Ii
i iIf

Idevelopment of the.member country's industrial sector, however, more long-t^
. efforts' to spread industrial development are necessary. There are other kinds of 
Bhort-tem problems that can face member countries of regional, integration schemes, 
and a wide variety of compensatory arrangenehts can be devised in some kind of 
"package-dealf^o satisfy legitimate complaints, (ibid, pp. 48-49)

One difAculty, .in the whole question of redistribution, however, is that 
there is no generally accepted way of measuring the gains and losses from regional 
integration in order to euiswer the crucial question, "Mould country X have been 

.better off outside the regional scheme?" Individual member countries may have an 
accurate "sense" of whether and why they are benefittlng or losing from regional, 
integration, but attempts to quantify this "sense" in order to enter into ^gaining 
with other member countries aimed at resolving complaints have not been generally 
accepted by all bEirgalners to. reflect -the truth of the situation,^) Although

i|

I'
I-'-

I I
Is

!
EiI a

s

i
3
1-

^3)Both UDSAC and the East African Community presently have an income tax on 
regional-based industries which is used partly for.compensation and partly to 
pay for cesnaon services. In the UDSAC, this is the "tax unique" (See Ch.ll) 
which is distributed to the consuming countries. The East African Community 
situation is discussed in Appendix i.

^)"Dynanic viability is basically an issue of the benefit/cost ratio of economic
(continued)
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attCTpts have >een made both to’quanUfy the overall effects of integration on the 
regi<ai^.5) and, of the gains, and,losses to individual nemher.countries, any such- 
assessnents always fun\up against one overwhelsing obstaclet

The fundamaatal probldn is, of, course,, that one needs to compare the 
-situation as i-t'obtains in the integr^ion area wi-th a hypothetical 
that would obtain had integration not taken place. (OECD, op.cit,, p.l33)

In .«rder to do this, one would have to assess the effects, which resulted from the 
regional scheae and the alternative opportunities member countries could have taken 
outside it, an almost impossible -task,to acWeve given that different people would 

* have to agree on the results,*^6) Alternatively, most quantitative attempts have 
selected indicators of progress towards theuultlmate objective of econeealc integra

tion — faster economic groirth and then linked these indicators and ^jglr per

formance wi-th integration.
For example, one most obvious attempt would be to conpare the rate of growth 

of real product in a country before and after integration, or the extrapolated 
trend of-the pre-integration period to the actual performance after integration.
But due -to the dependency, of developing coun-trles on extra-regional export proceeds, 
the long-term nature of integration benefits, and the lack of reliability of required 
.data,, such attempts have been, erratic Md inconclusive. Another widely used indi

cator for‘assessing the effects of regional schemes is the development of intra- 
regional trade. East Africa has been the focus of study in many of these studies^^^ 
and the on-goir.g debate among authors has been -stimulating, but although trade 
figures d<j indicate -the growth of econmic interdependence among the coun-trles of 
the region, they are not in themselves a good measure of the gains and losses from

one

^^(cont,) integration as seen by the member or prospective member s-tates . . . gains 
received but not fully recognized, e.g., service and commercial sector incomes 
accruing, frST^ion but overlooked in the absence of adequate inter-territorial 
payments,and regional accounts data, do not form an effective basis for preserving 
Integration. The reverse holds true of costs .... The fact that government 
estimates — usually guesstimates -r-of the economic effects of integration, rather 

. than actual effects, govern political decisions creates a case for more, not less, 
effor-ts to prepaire accurate regional eind territcrlal benefit/cost balance sh\pe-ts. 
From a technical point of view, they are useful tools in analyzing policy alterna
tives and programme implemen-tation. Politically, as well, they form a safer basis 
for constant and agreed-upon change than erroneous guesses or ignorance." (Green &. 
Krishna, op.cit,, p.60)

^5)see Robson’s discussion of approaches based on explanations of the level aind
compositicm of.-industry in diffesent countries and on a more direct projection of 

. -a country's Gross Domestic Product and commodity demands, op.cit,, pp. 89-93.
^)Hobson

regional schemes are the gains and losses — both static and long-term — that 
would be involved for them in -the break-up of the scheme. These may be somewhat 
more manageable to, answer, but are still subject to considerable difficulties. 
(Robson, op.cit.,- pp, I3O-I31)

^7)see Ghai, Dharara, "Territorial Distribution of the Benefits A Costs of-the E^t 
African Cemmon Market," in Federation in East Africa. G. Leya and P.. Robson (1

(continued;

suggests that 'more Impnrtant questions for member countries of existing

ed).
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integration arid their distribution. To naJce such an asaessaent, effective protection 
rates must Tbe knonn-Md tariff sianietures in the absence of integration assumedj and ' 
this infomation is ij^ually not .available in developing'countries. A third indicator 
involves the identification of those industrial investments vhich are related to 
integration and those vhich are not, and their location. The locational balance of 
Industries'which are "shiftable" .— i.e., located in one member country and e:^orting 
to the others, but would be located in the others if their markets were protected —
as opposed to those industries which are clesorly regional-based — i.e., the industry 
would not be able to exist in any national market if the others were protected — is

Again, most of theperhaps the most promising approach to the asses^ent problem, 
studies-using this technique have focused on East Africa,^) and the ensuing debate 
has highlighted the difficiiities involved in reaching agreement on the identifica

tion process used. Although this approach is static and does not t^e account of 
future benefits or cumulative past effects, it does’ point toward the correction 
of regional imbalances and might be used as the basis for a regional investment 
policy and/or a compensation arrangement. Clear-cut results are not yet available, 

• however,' and a lot of work needs to be done yet. As OECD says for all of these 
methods,

. - The general conclusion that emerges f^om^thls summary is that not only 
the methodologically ideal criterion is laclcirig, but also that the partial • 
assesqments^ade so far in practice all suffer from 
statistical infamatlon, (OECD, op.cit.', p. 97)^9)

Tl^ above discussions of constraints and obstacles to regional integxai^cm 
serve to ^phasize at least one important conclusion for what might be regarded as' 
a "strategy" for successi the necessity of a planned (as'opposed to lalssez faire).

the existing gaps in

directed, and coordinated scheme which progressively harmonizes wider and wider areas

^'(cont.) Nairobi, 1965* Hazlewood', "Arthur, "The East African Common Marketi 
Importance and Effects," Bulletin of ifie Oxford University Institute of Economics 
and Statistics, Vol.28, No,l, February, 1966i and Wood, fi.N., "The East African 
•Common Karketi A Reassessment," Bulletin of the Oxford llhlverslty Institute of 
Economics and Statistics, Vol.28, Ho,3, November I966, .

^)see Brown,,
■ Yorkshire Bulletin of Economic & Social Research, Hay & November, I96I1 Hassell,
• bTp " ^

A.J,, "Economic Separation versus a Common Karket in Developing Qountries,"s
s

. East African Econoaic Union1-an Evaluation and some Implications for Policy,
Rand Corporation Kemcrandum Ri — 3380 ~ RC,'December, 19p3; Newlyn, W.T
& Losses in the East African Common Harket," Yorkshire Bulletin of Economic &
Social Research. V0I.I7, N6.2, November, I965? and Hazlewood, A., "The 'Shlftability* 
of Industry & the Meaisurement of Gains 4 Losses in the East'Africain Common Market,"

-- '• Bulletin of the Oxford>'Universlty Institute of Econorais & Statistics. Vol.28, No.2,
Hay, 1966,

• f
"Gains• t

if

T

49)Robson says, "No satisfactory estimates of "the benefits and costs of the East -;
Africa CoBjiion Hcirket have yet been made, mainly because although in a static ;
framework the factors on which these values depend are clear enough, the . cost and j 
demand data necessary for adequate'quantification are not available." . (Robson, op. ° ■<] 

9(^97^^^ 13^148*^ discussion of these assessment studies, see OECD, |

: -V.
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Even before any regional scheme begins, it 
me such policies, and as the scheme develops progressively.

of national economic and social policy, 
is necessary to harmonlsse-no 
Hi.d« areas of deolslon-maldng need to be brought under an agreed-upon regional'policy 
umbrella In order for an Image of dynamic progress 'to be built up and’ confidence In

stilled In the region's durability. (0EX3D, op.cit., pp. I3O-I3IJ Green & Krishna,
. - op.cltl , p.99) -‘There are several elements In such a s-trategy which'might be men-

-^0

tloned, the first of which Is the desirability of a Binding treaty or constitution 
for the region^ scheme 1 .

4 * '

... a •treaty framework setting out a definite list of rights, ob
ligations and powers — but with provisions for revision and review at 
stated intervals — is at least beneficial 'and possibly necessary to a 
co-ordinated approach to regional affairs and to preventing erosion 
programmes or of mutual confidence within an Ill-defined structure. (Green 
and Krishna, op.cit., pp.64-65)

Such a treaty recognizes the political basis of any economic integration scheme,
- and firm and clear relationships between' nation and region should be negotiated 

and es-tabllshed vil-th the political participation of all national legislative and 
executive bodies. A, careful balance between flexibility and specificity must be
maln’ta.ined“throughout such’a treaty. Vagueness and a lack of commitment to agreed, 
principles are. to be avoided In fa-i^ar.^of specifying powers and duties, rights and 
obligations, and procedures for adoption, creation, or- modification of policies and 
programs and for arbitrating or adjudicating disputes. On the other hand, a certain 
amount of flexibility is always required in resol-ving issues and crises In a manner 
which is polifically accep'table to Individual member countries and preserves -as . 
much as possible of -the economic benefi-ts of regionalism at the same tine, (ibid, 
pp.104-108) •

A related question which often arises is whether it is better to attempt a 
■ ' widespread and comprehensive integration.scheme right fran the beginning or to con

centrate on the dynamics- of integration, beginning with limited marginal activities 
and bepeflts and building up to a full economic union. There are some dangers to the 
latter "piecemeal" approach in that real Integra-tlon may never get off the ground —

. all that may develop is a series of over-lapping and uncoordinated agreements among 
various groupings of nations. Also, a large and impressive regional scheme at -the' 
outset may be valued as a symbol of the desired unity and as an inbuilt dynamic 
stimulus to the future Integration process. Nevertheless, this former approach is 
us'uallyJLlmlted by the reality that all prospective member-nations must agree to 

,the regional scheme.before it can be es-tablished. Agreement on a wide range of ' 
regional activities may well be impossible to achieve, and the strained relations 
between countries involved' in bitter negotiations nay ~ In fact — hinder further
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progress. (Robson, op.cit., p.305)‘ > The process of integration, however, should 
not, ho' appr^ched froai either of the^ two extreme alternatives — total integration 

is possible'and potentially valuable to begin by agreeing on '< or none at ajll. It
market -integration and'the ■;Locatl5h of cer.tain specified Activities within each

full economic union.By dwelling on this issue ofcountry without creating a 
extremes, the-really critical Issues of regional Integration are being ignored! I

Neither of these approaches is helpful because of the resulting 
shift in emphasis from the'crucial issues, i.e., whether the scope for . 
Integration exists, and whether adequate-preparatlon^ls being^made^to 
facilitate integration . . . . . . . ^ _

I
•»

iacxxirax.e .... Hhat'ls important, however, is that there
should be an agreed time-table which indicates bott the pace at which 
integration is to be achieved, and .also the manner in which its coverage 
is to bo extended." (Green 4 Krishna, op.olt., pp. 20 4 22)

* „ Another element that must be considered in a strategy of regional integration 
is the institutional framework which must be set up to handle the shared respon-

Hhlle preliminary negotiations canslbllitles and activities of,the region, 
identify-.objecUves and possibilities for regional integration, once independent

of economic integration, the actual process can only

iK;

. countries agree on a measure 
be facilitated by suitable institutions. These can- range from periodic meetings 
of heads of state. or specific,ministers to large, continuously functioning secr^ 
tarlats for specific regional activities. *The range and responsibilities of 
regional institutions would depend on the degree of integration which has been 
agreed upon, but even a minimum scheme would require a variety of technical, ad

ministrative, and policy formulating InstituUons to avoid conflicts and sustain 
progress once the scheme has been initiated.

Green & Krishna states

}

i ■6''An overall decision-making body linked to an administrative and 
reseaxSTbeoretariat appears most satisfactory for ensuring^ coordination 
and continuity among-major decisions, (ibid, p.64) S^vl

• 50)"The danger in attempting and falling to reach initial •agreement on areas with 
high levels of integration costs or of interest conflicts is not simply that 
time and effort axe wasted. Rather, it is the risk of creating a cumulative 
pattern of disagreement and a growing belief.that there are no areas in which 
accepta'Aie joint solutions can be achieved, -Much of the pessimism and un- 
certainty surrounding the future of East African Community in December 19o5 
sprang precisely from the growth' of such patterns. To attempt to Integrate 
too much can result in Integrating nothing." (Green and Krishna, op; cic., p. 63)

\ 51 )''Contrary to the impression scmetiaes given both by economists and by politicians
a complete^qustoas union is far from the most crucial.element. Production for 
and trade^within a regional market is quite conpatlble with separate tariff 
systems so long as .a minimum rate is imposed by each state on those commodities 
the economic community wishes to protect. This is especially true while the •* 
process of integration is proceeding." (Green 4 Krishna, op.cit., p.93)

:- -——;——•^.
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Varieties of executive pollcy-fonnuiatlon bodies at the highest regional levels, ^ 
usu^ly maintain strrag links with national governments for setting broad pcaicy,

-v but at-lower levels ihe amount of power which daxegiaml secretariat h^ often 
beccaes an issue. Once r^onai'instltutlcna-have ieen created; they may begin to 
form an entity of their own and even vested interests of their own which reflect a 
regional and^cpllectlve rather than national and insular—outlook. Inevitably, 
such regional institutions will have an effect on substantive policies-and decisions 
— not just on technical procedural or implementation questions — and the premises 
used by them may be very'different ftom those of any oqe.nenber country. Hhether 
-this is a good thing or not depends on a member natiai's view of its

a' i
fri:

r:a

own sovereignty .

and how much authority it can give over to siipra-national institutions and techno
crats.

.j'i

1 'There are obvious economic and technical advantages to the regi^
• whole in liaving decisions and policies made for the bepeflt of the collective whole, 
but as has been mentioned time and time again, the political acceptance of member 
countries is essential for a regional scheme.^2)

as a
ii

s i
Somewhat off-setting the tendency 

for most-any organization to take on a life of its own, and a vested Interest in 
that life, is the fact that regional institutions will have 
the exception of outsiders ~ by people from the member countries, 
staff people may be expected to fundtlon as professionals or "technoorate" — 
immune-to national pressures and Jestralnts - they may psychologically have diffi

culties in either formulating or carrying out policy that does not benefit their 
- - -  own home country. '

.!#

s

i
R'

to be staffed — with
Although these •4

S4
fi;,

;!

R! . , ..J

"Technocrats" refers more to the dlspaissionata nature of a person'eind the 
over-riding import^ce of rationality in his decision-making rather than his close'

- relation with technology per se (although this type of oharaoter- is thought to be 
a product of technology), but the mcre technical institutional sections in a regional 
secretariat mi^t^e emphasized brieny. The relevance of detailed "statistical data 
in making decisions -- both regional and national ~

Ry;’'

1:
has already been noted, as well 

Before regional Integration 
up to assess the integrative poten

tial of a region, and later on to formulate specific projects which would relate to

it"-
R
S:i

as the extreme lack of such data in developing countries; 
can begin, technical study groups should be set

R'-
^ about the European Commissicsi of the European Economic

C^mity^--a strong regional secretariat — C3reen & Krishna state: "It has
f giving force in the advancement of the European Community 

and 1ms ^een remarkably effective in combining a Community interest based tech nic^, approach to individual issues with skillful ^“tL of“ SoS 5 JsSL 
y. such as to ensure substantial gains to each of the Six. On the oth^ h^d 

- tes come under vehement attack free, Prance for acting ;s S it w«e“ S^nJl 
cabinet or government in the econonic sphere." (Gr^n .1 £lsJh^“i,?elSTio9,

II;
»l

t
fj

s
3<'
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I
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region^ goals. .Technical hbdies and staffs of technical escperts are thus an ex- 
tremely''inportiit part-<tf any regional secretariat.Some form of regional

^ judicial institution outside the secretariat would also appear to bo necessary. _ _

• No natter, how precise and legally binding a reglbnal treaty is made, conflicts 
over Interpretations may arise among member countries vhlch must be resolved ^ 
accordance wlth'agroed-upon procedures so that they do.not lead to a breakup of 

--the region.

“i

. One problem of regional institutions which is likely to arise is how their
costs should be divided up among member'countries.— if outside aid agencies cannot 
be found to provide support. There would natur^ly be a reluctance on the part of 
any nember-couhtry.to substantially help pay for any regional project it ^e3^ 
only of marginal or delayed benefit to it, but it would be hi^ielessly complex and 

^ time consuming for any regional Institution to negotiate each part of its budget
Separately with each individual member country or to’separately set up and finance 
the requisite institutions for each project, A simple solution is to apportion the 
costs of the whole integration scheme among member countries according' to an agreed 
formula and’ then spend it where and as needed, bht a perhaps more palatable solution 
would be-to have a "core" budget to which all member countries would contribute on. 
an a^eed-upon ’basis, and then havei-gupplementary budgets for specific projects 
which would be supported by member countries according to their anticipated gain.

_ _ _ (Green & Krishna; op.clt..' ’

The essence of econcnlo integration is the harmonization of national develqp- 
ment plan3^>flthl'n the region. ^Discussions and negotiations on regional integration 
stand a better chance of success if 'national plans, have not beki finalized. In

was

certain cases, regional cooperation on a limited number of measures may be possible 
after national plans^ve been, separately formulated, but these are likely to be 
marginal gains Mnstea^. of maximal and there will be a permanent element of dis

continuity in the integration process. A complete merger of national planning formu

lation and implementation, at least in the initial stages of integration, nay be 
politically unacceptable, however, as the sovereignty costs of giving up control of 
central economic policy decisions is extremely high. In that event. Green and Krishna 
Identify three areas where coordination and the partial unification of national plans 
nay be possible! First, national plans could Include sections or regional programs 
and these relevant sections could be prepared jointly; second, national plans could 

the inter-relation of projects, examining the spill-over effects in the r^lon as

^ ^ ^:

_ •_I
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■ be coordinated before puUicatlon to avoJ.d obvious duplications!, rg^lve obvious 
• conflicts; and-fiU obvious gapsj and, third, certain sectors of the economy could

The more actively and the earlier these areas of•be planned at the regional level,
national plan harmcaiizatlon ire pihbued, the more nearly regional, development 
planning is approached in substance, even if the plans are published in the 
of individual^ m^ber states. (Green & Krishna, op.clt,, pp.20 & 66-6?)

Initial projects for regional planning should be in areas where a broad 
joint interest exists along with a nlnimum probablp conflict of national interests

names

4* ■

• over the distribution of benefl-ts and a-ninimiim loss of national soverbignty. New 
ventures and Investments — particularly those which would be econraaically unfeasible 
on a national .basis — are more likely to exhibit these ohziraoterlstics, although 
specific cases will depend on -the specific economic history and structure'^ the 
region. Infrastructure development in public services and utilities for the region 
are often areas in which the very nature of the proj.ect necessitates regional coopera

tion and planning and which can provide the basis for further regional development. 
Regional adyantages of econonles of scale and specialization will be operative not 
only in industry, but also in the large-scale operation of these public utilities
and slices — transport, communications, power, water development, etc. Transport 
and communications links between.meaber coun-txies are particularly impor-tant because 
if they are non-existent or inefficient, Intra-regional trade and exchanges — the 
■basis of economj.cJjitegratlon_-- will be^^h even in the absence of tariffsS'^^
(Robson, op.oit., pp.56 & 88-89; Green and Krishna

J
1

1

, op.clt,, pp. 24 & 63)
The most, important first step in harmonizing national development plans, would 

be-the full, 'frank, and continuous exchange of information among member countries ■'

' as to their general objectives and specific programs._ One reason why conflicts may
develop among member countries is a reluctance to discuss frankly the national
interests they. have> No countJTr will knowingly make decisions it vieOs, on balance, 
as being harmful to its Int^ests, so a dialogue and debate based on frank expres
sions of national Interest may prove to be more fruitfiil and nay arouse less hostility ~ 
than attempts to conceal those true interests or talk around a conflict. In fact,
the concealment of real conflicts is likely to lead to an over-estimation of the 
differences involved and to prevent compromise or trade-off solutions. Instfead,
acrimonious debate often ensues over petty grievances which only maximizes suspicions 
and hostilities without getting at the underlying Issues, Particularly when crises

S' .

"Within both+ 4. 4. 4.U bhe Economic Community of Eastern Africa many routes impor
tant to the development of significant treida (and therefore of viable large-scale 

.production based joint markets) are literally non-existent or of such poor quali
ty and lifflited. capacity as to have virtually the same effect.'! (Green & Krishna,

latter and thus at a bar.galnlng disadvantage.

L
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develop In an integration scheme -- as ,they are 'bound to do — attempts to "buy 
tlae"v,cn: postpone the crisis by denying its existence are not normally useful,

^ '"■'Only if the basic contrbversy can be more easily resolved at a later date is this 
strat^y.Hise, and more often it is the reverse which’ is true -7-. "basic" controvert 
sles only’ be'ooae accentuated over time and meanwhile the atmosphere for integration 

■ becomes pro^essively bitter. (Green 4 Krishna, op.cit., pp. 23, 6O-6I and 67-68).-
Another area of regional activity where national policies have to be haraonlzed 

to at l^st some extent is in the fiscal and monetary field. Misdirected and un

coordinated policies applying to taxes-, exchange 'rates, balance of payments problems, 
etc,, can be just as much an obstacle to Intra-regloiial trade as direct restrictions 
or a lacH of transport links, and scsae form of regional financial institution might 
be required to handle trade and payments problems. If free trade within an integra

tion scheme is going to be mutually advants^eous, then widely divergent price levels 
and movements and economically Irrational flows of. goods based on tax or subsidy
rates -r and not production costs —' must be prevented.

Che problem in taxing has already been referred to — the distribution of 
-customs revenue among the member countries of a region, The concept of free trade 
within-a region almost surely requires that customs duties in member countries be 
substantially the. same on at least some products^S) — otherwise imports would enter
the boiintry with the lowest t^iff and then be transferred duty-free to the other
countries. Even whena.common market tariff is imposed for the whole region, imports
for the entire region nay enter and duties be collected at the most convenient part
of entry and then bo re-exported to other countries in the region. For developing
countries which are heavily dependent cn customs duties for t.heir public revenue,
this can become quite a divisive issue and Green and Krishna suggest that the best

<56)
African Customs Union of Francophonic best Africa broke up over it,-'^'

Besldpq import .duties, national domestic taxation policies -4 particularly in 
relation to investment concessions — must be harmonized. For example, if one member 
'country unilaterally lowers its tax rate on industry and this is effective in 
attracting industry, another member country often suffers the loss. This is bound 
to lead to mutually competitive incentives of a similar nature in all member countries, 

. ^ leaving-them all worse off euid with Industry the only winner, 5?) Moreover, if there

- 55)sea Footnote 5I*
56)"The interior states-believed — probably correctly — that the method of allocating 

customs collected at the porta worked to their disadvantage because goods declared 
^ for the coastal states' were subsequently re-exported to the interior ones, especially 

in return for- cattle amd fish sold in coastal state markets," (Green 4 Krishna, op, 
oit,, p.39)

•5^^Note — this is not to' say -that an agreed-upon policy for regional investment should 
not tise such taxation incentives to influence the location of industry. In that 
case, the policies Sire harmonized;' in the above case, the action is unilateral.
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Me large 4Iffe(i;enees of taxation on certain products In nesiber countries, snuggling 
revenue in' the higher-levy state hIU fall anyway, as well as • ■’ Is^ bound to rise Md

^ bringing all the attendant problens-that go along .with enforcing an unpopular law. 
(Ndegwa, op.clt., p.98| ..Robscn, op.clti', p,47) ‘ As Robson statesi

Thus, for a conblnatlco of reasons relating to econonic efficiency, 
adfflinistratlve considerations, effective regional integration 

noraally requires scae degree of harmonization of internal taratlra, both 
as to methods and rates, if Integration gains are to be optimized, (Robson, 
op.clt,, p.48) ‘

It must be added, however, that such harmonizatim runs Into the oft-repeated problem 
of national sovereignty by reducing thq freedom of member countries 
taxes"as they-please.

There are also several reasons why the monetary policies of member countries 
must at least be harmonized ~ If there is not to be' a omplete monetary union ~ if 
the benefits of regional integration are to be obtained.58) investment in the regicn 
of a long-term nature will require some assurance that the region's economic rela- 
tiwis will not be disturbed for some'minimal period of time and that freedom of 
payments at stable rates of exchange will exist at least for current ~ and preferably | 

■ also for capital ~ transacticns, (ibid, p.49) - ' *

to manipulate

Essential to any subs^tial expansion of trade within newly formed 
African economic coamunities■is sraie form of clearing or payments union, ' 
This need not— for-various reasons probably cannot — Imply speedy adop
tion of- c^unlty currencies, common central banks, or pooling or external

, What is essential is free intra-community convertibUlty of communi
ty currencies (at least on current account) at fixfed and realistic ex
change rates and with a minimum of red tape cxr exchange commission charges, 
(Green i Krishna, qp.cit., p.98) ^

If exchange^MtSs among member countries are fluctuating, of course, regionally-based

principle, the monetary arrangements which accompany market integration may range 
_ from complete autonomy to complete integration. One end of the spectrum would be 

represented by the case of complete autonomy where each econcmic unit has its 
currency and autonomous mmetary authority ...; The other end of the spectrum is

a COTplete monetary union with a single monetary authority, a ccamoh 
cuCTency and pooled and unallocated rpseive of external assets. Between these two 

^extremes a number of variants is. conceivable. ..." (Robson, op.citT, p
essential, however, full economic union can offer advantages in minimizing 

® "" ®op-e°tlon and administrative costs — arid in potential efficiency^
" taSaiicer regional fraeign exchange reserves to meet Bhort;:.Li

P<98) For example, Robson says that the
-a^inlstratlve costs of the East African Currency Board were very low and that sur-

hS^St^^nd Sle^f ^“dar yeM to assist in financing the seasonal
?? 4? 1 “ export crops, and then were moved out again once the season

ovn

\ '
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production" units Mill not "be able to price their goods bound for. other aeaber
countries with any^,d^ee of confidence, and more speculatica will be encouraged 
instead of produotlv^investaent. If exchange rates axe not realistic within the
regie?!,, they can be just m auch a barrier ter intra-reglonal .trade as a tariff. If 
other neaber countries should have overvalued exchange rates, for example, exports 

-• from the r'eglonal-based industry will be discouraged and imports from non-aeaber- 
countries encouraged, (OECD, op.olt,, p.37) Moreover, -identical foreign exchange 
control measures will have to be used by all member coun-tries in order to prevent 
citizens or firms of one member country from using another member country as a 
channel for external payments to their own country's disad-van-tage, (Green 4 Krishna, 
op.cit., P.-98)

The problem is that "these req.uirenents of stable and harmonized monetary 
policies often conflict with short-run problems which develop as a result of inte

gration. After integration occurs and intra-regional tariffs are either lowered or 
done away with, changed competitive positions and -trade diversion — both inside and 
outside the region ~ are likely to bring about new" -trade patterns and to cause some 

-member countrl^ severe bailance of paymen-ts problems.It is therefore very dif

ficult to set "realistic" exchange rates which will remain -that way, and the member 
■ countries affected will be sorely tempted to change the rates or to use more direct 
measifres such as trade res-trictlons in an effort to solve their problem. Therefore, 
some arrangement for clearing-eind settling short-term intra-reglonal imbalances i^y 
be needed along wi-th a system of credi-ts from member countries with a net regional 
trade surplus to those with a net deficit. However, indefinite credit should not be 
X>rovided to a coun-try in persistent deficit. -Therefore, such arrangements should 
only be made on a short-term batsls and should -not be autcasatica-Uy renewed, and

/•

they should not hinder any basic adjustments which countries may have to make in 
to restoi«\he im"balance to ^uilibrlum. (Green 4 Krishna, bp.clt,.order

Hobson, cp.cit., P..53)
P.98j•N-.

Harmonization of natiaial monetary credit policies — expansionary or de

flationary — within the region is also required, If separate national currencies 
exist, a member country which followed a much more expansionary policy than other

. . . . member countries.would find its imports from them rising as its incomes rose faster
than theirs, and a loss of foreign exchange and possibly capital to them would result. 
Even if a common currency and central bank exists, agreement on national credit 
.policies still must be reached because a more -vigorous development effort on -the 
part of one member country — financed by expanded credit—can only be done at 

, the expense of a similar loss of credit to other member coun-trles. Since almost
all developing countries are anxious for development and the credits to finance it, 
such a policy will probably not be acceptable if it is followed unilaterally and

^^^Thls has already been discussed somewhat in the section on ccmpensatlon.
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not agreed to beforehand. (Robson, op.clt,, pp. 50-51) Once again, however, such.
hamon'lfcatlon means that member countries must give up control over' one of their, 
primary means of flna^lng•^v

their own development, and this will not be done easily. 
In conclusion, then., as Green and -Krishna statei

Economic Integration is most usefully viewed as a dynamic process 
depdn.dent on the past and present of the relevant economies, on their 
economic needs and objectives, and on the progress of the very econcalc 
ctianges integration is designed to promote. Initially the challenge is 
one of creating a body of unified econosic activities within a joint 
policy and institutional frame, meeting'the criteria of short-run viability 
and longer-nm capacity for expansion. Subsequently challenges take the 
form of expansion related to economic change to maintain the relevance of 
and joint returns, from integration- and crisis resolution usually involving 
expansion, restructuring, or — in the case of serious previous iUlpcalcu- 
Ihtions — contraction designed to adjust nationally unacceptable"distri
bution of gain and cost patterns. (Green & Krishna, qp.cit., ppi57-58)

■

The most difficult periods in theeconcaic integration-process are in its initiation 
and early phases when gains are unlikely to be large. In practically all fields of 
regional'activity, it is impossible to demonstrate the advantages of integration in

. a short period of tine. Therefore, if there was only a token acceptance of the re

gional concept to start with, integration will not work. Time, however, is,on the
side of a functioning integration scheme if it is used to further the inter-dependence 
of national economies, as well to increase the gains from regional integration aid 
national recognition of^^their existence, A random collection of cooperative projects
or policies is not enough, ho.weverj regional activities must play a coordinated role 
in moving the member nations ever closer together, in laying the basis for further 
Integration. As habits and outlooks associate with the region develop, and as 
regional administrative and operating bodies make more and more-decisions in a
competent fashion, a "culture" of regionality can grovr among the peoples of the 
member countries Md furth^ the. process along. At some point — due to the economic 
structural and political changes which have taken place — the process will beccxne 
iixeversable unless extreme forces should intervene. The decision to withdraw ' ' 
would cause more difficulties for the country concerned — as well, of course, as 
.to the remaining members — than it would be worth and the country would remain in 
the region even if dissatisfied over some issue, (ibid, pp, 23, 62, & 69) ■

A favorable "climate" for economic integration emerges for a group of 
_ . nations when they begin to distinguish between policies which are national in scope 

and those which must be carried out in cooperation with others in order for them to 
be effective. One of thO factors contributing to this climate is often thought to 
be the previous experiences with multi-national integration that 
On the one hand, it is suggested that the chances for successful Imtegratiai are 
improved if there has been no prevJ.ous integrative experience, 
that any previous experience had to be/bad

a coun-try tes had.

This view assumes 
~ since Otherwise it would still be

^3 ' . ■ V., ^ ................
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successfully pfc^essihg — and would therefcare complicate future integration 
attempts'; Even acceptiS^this assumption, however, a previously had e3q)erlence 
»with integration could have taught the affected countries a lesson so that future 
attempts Will ^ able to work out solutions to the form^ prohleas. Experience of
any kind relevMt to Integration should also increase the capacity of the region 
to operate joint institutions and policies. As was mentioned earlier, this kind 
of r^lonal organizational "know-how" cannot be created overnight. And-close past 
links — short of actual integration, perhaps — need not have been harmful to the* 
countries concerned, and these usually facilitate the formation of integration 
schemes. In Africa, for example, it is not irrelevant that all the members of 
UDEAC were formerly-colonies of Prance and likewise that all the members ofcdihe
East African Community were formerly colonies of Great Britain* nor that attempts 
to Integrate former French and former English colonies in Best Africa, in even such 
limited schemes as the West African Iron and Steel Ccmimunlty, have largely failed. 
(Ibid, pp. 19 & 57) For.better or worse, however, the colonial experience in Africa 
has def^itely influenced integration eff^ts today. Green and Krishna succinctly ' 
describe the colonial orientation welli

In a sense, colonial-African economic ccmmunlties were highly 
technocratic.although the powfers of the 'technocrats' to intervene in 
market operations -i- usually highly oligopolistic not free ~ were 
limited. Administrative efficiency, short-term economic viability and 
faclli-tation of metropolitan trade, inves-tment and-— sometimes — settle
ment were its goals, , , , Pre-independence economic groupings were de-. 
signed by .colonial states with the intentiqp of benefitting either in
fluential economic groups in the economic.area centered on the metropo
litan power or settlers and businessmen in the colonies affected and 
also with a view to reducing administrative.and other colonial govern
ment costs. The eoontealc policies pursued tended to combine significant 
preferenoesJL^th formal and de facto) for metropolitan trade and in- 
yestnent with » basically laissez faire Intenlal programme usually leading 
to heavy-territctrial and sectoral concentration of economic activity 
(Ibid,~ppT- 59-&-72)- -

- It has been the tendency in Africa ~ at least until recently — to idealize 
regionalism and to regard it as an inevitable means to development or political 
Influence in the wcsrld. To do so, however, is unrealistic. Tangible economic gains 
in the foreseeable future may be a more materialistic and less "ideal" basis for 
regional integration, bat they are also far more solid. The two basic elements are
an accepted goal — substantial economic benefits to all participating countries 
over any beyond what they coild expect as separate nations — and a time-table of 
action to reach that goal, with the sooner that benefits can be expected the better. 
Provided with an Institutlcaial framework and the necessary support, such a regional”

* '*
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(Ibid, pp. 12 & 61-62) The questionscheme may have.a good chance for success,
of'to''vhat geographtiTN^xtent an integration scheme should aspire can be answered- 

•> partiaUy in the above., terms. The wider such a scheme is — both area-wise and 
in-the’number of countries-(which axe likely to 1)6 at different s-tages of develop

ment) ~ .the greater is its potential for stimulating developmentj also, however, 
the greater the difficulties with transport links, vested interests, regional plan

ning and investment^ compensation, etc, and the longer it will take -to produce signi

ficant gains, ' . . -

■'-V

■f' '

Vith specific gains in the foreseeable-future outlined, it should be easier 
to achieve mass public support within each country of the region for the scheme — 
a factor'which has not been men-tloned yet but which can be of vital Imp^j^ce.^^)
Green and Krishna suggest that an "integratlcm lobby" made up of politically sig

nificant figures in each country should carry on a- campaign for integration, mobili-. _
zing popular support and pressuring national goveihmen-ts to make definite and posi

tive commitments to it, (ibid, p,^7) In many cases, past integration attempts have 
been established by a colonial power or'— after independence — by an indigenous . 
elite. The support of the peoples Involved has either been taken for granted or ig- 
nore'd, and many, schemes have reportedly failed for this reason. In East Africa it

self, the -idea of federation — which is discussed further in Appendix t- — always 
receive public support from heads of s-tate, parliamen-tarians, leading civil ser-. 
vants, and influential prl-Tate citizens and interest groups, but federation as a 
working proposition was never debated in dep-th in the na-tional parliaments nor 
were the views of -the peoples sought on this vi-tal matter, (ibid, pp,9-i0)-

The role of one last external element in the process.of economic integration
Private foreign inVes-tment has already

even be-
“ foreign aid — will be briefly, discussed,
been dlscussedr^JUt foreign-aid is also impor-tant to regional success'^- 
fore the regional -scheme is' established. This -is because indlvidxuil coimtries which
receive substantial amounts of foreign aid in relation to their neighbors may 

■ justifiably fear that part of this aid would be dlver-ted to other member countries 
in a regional integration scheme and thus hesitate about joining. Their feaurs Have 
two real basesj special links with a former colonial power may be severed or

^^)’'In many -vital respects the EEG was built on the accep-tance of a general goal, as 
well as a time-table of action to reach that goal. There was also a simultaneous., 
formulation of an institutional pattern to support slmul-taneous action on many 
fronts and to deal with problems as they arose. By contrast, African attemp-ts 
lacked both a time-table and -the requisite institutions to deal with problems. It 
is now widely,recognized that both are necessary to put cooperative endeavor on a 
firmer footing." (Green and Krishna, og. elt., pp. 4-5)

^^)"The success of integration also depends on the effective mobilization of-support 
within each country. (Green 4 Krishna, op.cit,, p.47)
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loosened by joining Bin Integration soheie and foreign aid from this source would 
4hen' f^lj and one of'^O^e primary uses of foreign aid to a region in its early ,

” stages would-be for compensatioh -!■! which .would autcmaticaily go to the weaker 
members.' '(OECD, op.cit., p.l35l Green .t Krishna, op.cit,, p.76)

In order to support integration efforts, therefore, aid donors cem at least 
commit thems^Ves not to decrease their total aid to the region and might under- 
tak.e to temporarily increase it in. order to help regional schemes over their 

. initi^ hinjdles.^^) Besides using such aid for direct cranpensatiOT to the weaker 
member countries of the region, it could be used in a regional Investment policy 
designed to expand economic activity in those' same countries, to improve the re

gional tran.sport and canmunlcations systems so necessary ,to intxa-region%^jxade, 
or to provide technical assistance in the compilation of I^lc statistical data 
for the preparation and planning of regional projects, Ald'donors can further 
support regional efforts 'by channelling more of their aid -tarough regional insti- 

■ tutions, such as development banks, which reflect regional policies, and by en- 
couraging their private investors to also help and support regional objectives. 
(6E!GD, op.cit., pp. 136-1375 Green & Krishna^ op.cit., pp.75 & 86)

The discuBsion will now turn to some factors which from pas.t experience 
and research have been linked with-the contept of political integration. - As 
was mentioned previously, economic and political integration overlap somevjhat 
and economic is often included within political,integration; yet the two 
approaches focus on different variables or on different aspects of the same 
variable; •

4' ■

It is unlikely that full agreement on the term "political integration" 
can be reached and neither is it necessary — but an understanding of the 
different meatiirtgsxof it which are being used today is essential, Jacob and 

, Teune state: '

Political integration generally implies a relationship 
, of community among people within the same political entity. 

That is, they are held together by mutual ties of one kind or 
another which give the group a feeling of identify and self- 
awareness. Integration, therefore, is based on strong co
hesiveness within a social group; and political integration 
is present when a political governmental unit of some sort is 
cohesive. (Jacob, Philip and Teune, Henry, "The Integrative 
Process: Guidelines for’analysis of the Bases^of Political 
Community," in The Integration of Political Communities.
Jacob and Toscano (ed), J.B. Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia 

- and New York, 1964'; o.' 4).

63)ihis latter strategy results in a dilemma because in the absence of a total 
increaise in foreign aid, an aid increase to a region means a decrease to sane 

ether developing coun'try, which may be just as deserving.
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Central to this integrative relationship i^ the collective action of people 
functioning together as a coherent social group to promote mutual interests. 
Both-'the range and kind of^i^nctions in which they engage are important in any 
analysis of integration. If is probab'iy not very usofuj, however, to, .conceive 
of some level of cohesiveness above which integration begins^^^ or of political 
jlntegration as a .specific condition which does or does not exist. Integration 
is a relative concept rather than an absolute one, and a relation of more or 
less integrated or a dynamic focus on progressions-of events leading to more 
or"less integration should prove to be the more ,useful; (Ibid, pp. 5-8)

■ Jacob and Teune cite ten factors, derived from previous research, which 
are considered to.be significantly related to integration, and each of these 
will be discussed briefly along with some possible indicators mentioned whlch^**^" 
might be used in measuring them. The first of these is geographic proximity:

The hypothesis is that the closer people live together 
geographically, the more likely are integrative relationships to 
develop among them; and the closer'communities are to each other, 
the greater the likelihood of their political integration. (Ibid, 
pp. 16-17)
There are several indicators which might be used to measure this variable: 

distance,"travel time by available transport (which more realistically reflects 
the possibility of physical contact between people), the co^’of such transport, 
or the number of intervening'opportunities or choice points along the way

. (e;g., intersections, shopping centers, etc.). Proximity, in other words, is

not necessarily just a function of distance, but also technology, the population 
density, or"some combination of these indices. (Ibid, p. 18)

i :a
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Homogeneity is the second factor that Jacob and Teune mention:

The hypothesis is that social homogeneity will contribute 
strongly to thg.'feasibility of political integration and, con
versely, that cofitaunities whose members are very different from 
one another will'-have a ve'ry hard' time achieving or maintaining 
political integration. (Ibid, p. 18)

■iI
3 i

• In other words, the more that people in different communities at any level are
!re successful attempts will be to build integrative relationships

among them. Indica^tors which have been used in the past to measure homogeneity 
include income, education, status or class, religion, race, language, ethnic

f
3 ii
a

-■ 64) Jacob & Teune point out that the concept of a "threshold of integration"
might be relevant as that point where a group of people becomes sufficiently . 
integrated to be considered a community. Where that point is, however, is an arbitrary 
decision. "The degree of cohesiveness necessary for political integration is 
ultimately made, evident in each case by whether a social group ' jells' and 
holds together as an identifiable and functioning political unit." (Jacob &
Teune, bp oit, p. 8) . -

;?
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i
identification, attitudes, values, and clB racter. All of these reflect,an ob

jective tneasufe of hOTnogeneity, however,■ when what may be more important is a 
subjective ."feeling" of homogeneity among the peoples j:oncerned. One suggested 
approach,to ge,t at this aspect of perceived homogeneity'is’to use the’concept of 
social distance -- one's readiness to associate with others in a variety of 
situations— in.analysing people's expressions toward one another and toward 
outside groups. (Ibid, p. 19)

Transactions is a third factor relating to' politcal integration;
In the most general terms, the hypothesis holds that cohesiveness 

among individuals and among communities of'individuals can be measured 
by — and is probably promoted by — the extent of mutual relationship 
or Interaction among them. (Ibid, p. 23)

There are a tremendous range of transa'ctions which might be investigated, but 
so far the research which has been done has been concerned with communications 
(mail, telephone., etc.), trade (exchange of goods and services'), and human 

..mobility (the frequency of persons' movements or personal contacts). One very 
important parameter (among others) which might be mentioned here is the reward 
or p'enalty associated with'such transactions — i.e. , rewarding, transactions

?

will promote integration while unrewarding (or penalizing) transactions will do 
Jacob and Teune approach this idea through the concept of coststhe opposite.

of transactions-  ali transactions have costs V7hich may differentially benefit
. .one cpmrminity over •another. . .

The fourth factor is mutual knowledge about each other among members of 
. potentially integratable communities:

The hypothesis here is that mutual knowledge or understanding 
. among people and groups of people is essential to their, functioning 

together effectively as a political community,' (Ibid, p. 27)’°^'

It is possibJ.e-j-.|^or example, for neighbors to geographically live next
•The level of communities involved is one 

parameter that qualifies this hypothesis; much more knowledge by the public 
might be required at the local level to coordinate municipal police and fire 
departments than to negotiate a military alliance at the multi-national level.
The quality — rewarding or unrewarding — of the associations which produced the 
mutual knowledge is once again important, particularly as this knowledge relates 
to. group stereotypes which are considered desirable or undesirable. The accuracy

;

door and. ne-ver know each other.

5

i
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65) One problem which continually keeps arising when a large number of factors 
are allegedly influencing the ,same dependent variable is'whether they are acting 
independently, in combination, or in sequence through one another upon the 
phenomenon being studied. A good case can be made that geographic proximity, 
homogeneity , and-transactions all increase greater mutual knowledge and under- 

- ;standing, and thereby influence political integration. ''
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of this’knowledge or these stereotypes may be Irrelevant — It is what people 
think,they .know a.nd how they evaluate it which may influence their integrative 
tendencies.. Attitudes,"ini^ges, perceived stereotypes, and other similar indicators 
can therefore be used to measure this-factor.(Ibid, pp.<27-29)

The convergence of functional interests among communities is the fifth
These are interests for which people are prepared to devote a 

major effort and from which they expect a substantial reward

i

factor, discussed.

. . The proposition to test is whether the functional interests - 
of the bulk of a comnunity are sufficiently similar so that they 
will be advanced by the development of common political ties. 
Conversely, sharp diversity of functional interests within any 
society might be expected to limit the possibility of any corporate 
action . .■• integration would be viewed ‘as dependent on the extent 
to which the dominant functional interests are shared in each com- 
munity and thus could be advanced by inter-community agreement, or 
association. (Ibid, p. 29)

{
Functional interests may easily change, however, and are not a very lasting basis

These interests, moreover, are often not so much an *
for political integration, 
expression of the community as of a particular interest group which has political

(
Ji

1

influence within the community. And once again, it is the perceptions of these 
interests rather than the reality which are important. Appropriate indicators 
of functional interests could therefore be found among the goals expressed by 
organized interest groups a.nd the policies and actions undertaken by them to

- - achieve those goals, although there are problems in measuring these indicators
in terms of their poweror intensity. (Ibid, pp. 29-31)

A more abstract and elusive factor concerns a community's "character" or 
social motivations^^^
'separateness in relation to other communities, 
acquired through cultural inheritance and learning, and would be somewhat similar 
to "achievement motivation" and its hypothesized effects on economic development. 
One hypothesis might be .that comnmnities characterized by "affiliation motivation" 
as opposed to either achievement or power motivations would be more disposed

><-

5

i
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•1

v'

which would tend to dispose it toward integration of
Such a characteri-stic. would be

-j

67)

l!'

'i' toward political integration, but Jacob and Teune say that there has been no
The indicators for measuring achievement•evidence yet of such a direct link, 

motivation have already been developed by McClelland and include — among others -- 
expressions of aspirations and beliefs found in children*s stories. Another

■•.'i

66) "... a set of behavioral dispositions so pervasive and compelling that ' 
the whole group will tend to act in a distinctive manner." (Jacob & Teune, op.

, cit, p. 32)
67) See McClelland, David G., The Achieving Society, Van Nostrand, Princeton, 1961.
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approach along this line might be to mejSSure a community's tendency toward 
optirarshi .or pessimism'or its hopes and fears on a self^anchoring scale, and then- 
to try and correlate £Eg\^findings with measures of integrative disposition.

” (Ibidf pp. 32-34) . - .' 'I ; '

' Factor .number seven is'the structural framework of the community, where 
the system of,decision-making — the power structure — or the organization of 
polit-ical action is related to the integrative potential of a community. Counter 
hypotheses can be proposed for pluralistic vs. monolithic communities, for hifer- 

. archial vs. egalitarian decision-making, or for socially stratified vs, socially 
mobile systems.
an increase in participation in the political p;:ocess would lead toward greater 
consensus a.nd cohesion, while an authoritarian theory would say the opposi^.'

.. Spine of the indicators which might be used to measure, such a factor, include the 
amount of day-to-day decision-making done by top leaders^, the degree of hierarchy 
of the power structure, the amount of accountability by the' decisibn-maker(s) to

A democratic theory, for example, would tend to believe that

others, the amount of political opposition tolerated, the degree of political 
A logical variation of this line of thinking is that similar.mobility, etc.

political structures are likely to have similar ideologies and that communities
with similar ideologies (e.g., all democracies or all totalitarian states) are

likely to successfully-integrate than, communities with different ideologiesmore

(^g., a democracy and a totalitarian state), but there is some doubt about the 
relevancy and/or the accuracy of this view. (Ibid, pp. 36-38)

The eighth factor mentioned was discussed earlier in this chapter -- 
the sovereignty -- dependency status of a community:-

As for the influence of sovereignty upon inter-community rela
tions, it is commonly held to be a major hurdle to'integration. In 
the study of international relations, it is widely asserted that the 
more soVefh'ign the state, the less disposed it will be to cooperate 
with others and in particular the more intensely it will oppohe 
political arrangements that encroach upon its autonomy. (Ibid, p. 41)

• This assertion, however, is far from being proved, and a case could be made for 
hypothesizing that it is only those communities which are self-assured about 
their own sovereignty which will be able to cooperate with others. There are 
some objective indicators for measuring this factor, such as the extent to which 
decisions are subject to review by any higher political authority outside the 
community, but the subjective consciousness of sovereignty as a critical issue — 
the felt need for it — may'be more important to integration than the objective

' . 68)- See, for’encample, Cerntril, Hadley & Free, Lloyd A., "Hopes and Fears for
- . Self and Country: The Self-Anchoring Striving Scale in Cross Cultural Research,"

The American Behavioral Scientist. Vol. 6, No. 2 (Supplement), October, 1962.
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reality of the situation. Such'indicators might include the amount of attention 
devjote'd-to sovereignty in a cpmmunity or its sensitivity to'violations — or 
claims of violations'-^of its sovereignty. (Ibid, p. 42)

The effectiveness of the community government in me’eting the demands and 
expectations of its people directly affects the dggree of political integration 

. within that political unit, at whatever level it may be, according to the ninth 
factor on Jacob and Teune's list. Effectiveness can be measured by both objective 
and subjective indicators, but one must be careful that they reflect the actual 

- feelings of the people concerned. This, might'be.done by comparing what people 
expect from the government against what they believe they are receiving — thus 
"self-anchoring" the measure in each community.' More subjective indicators 
might attempt to get at the s.ame factor through more abstract feelings of*"^ll- 
being or beliefs in a better future. (Ibid, p. 43)

The final factor mentioned by Jacob and Teune is~previous integrative
Briefly stated;experience — or the "spill-over" theory.

Under the .spill-over effect, once any agreement is made,
, it enhances the propensity of the partners to make further agree- 

. ments. (Deutsch, Karl W., "Transaction Flows as Indicators of 
Political'Cohesion," in The Integration of Political Communities,

. Jacob 6t Tpscano (ed), J.B. Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia and 
New York, 1964b, p. 95) ' ' , '

This' theory must be qualified by the nature of the- previous integrative exper-
.  iences or agreements. If-they v;ere rewarding, then they might-contribute to a

generalized habit of integration; if not — or if they were penalizing -- the 
opposite effect might occur. The nature of the role which the experience or, 
agreement plays within the communities is another factor .which might influence 

' general integrdtive-tendencies. This is known as the■■Rol'e-Differentiation
Theory and it simply proposes that communities may integrate certain functional 
activities but not others, depending on the role those functions plaV in their -

5

t
69)- One of the most explicit references to the spillov er-theory, and to the 
relation between regional cooperation in science and regionalism in general, 
was recently provided by the United States Secretary of State, the Hon. William 
P. Rogers, in an opening address to the 12th Meeting of the Panel on Science and 
Technology of the House Committee on Science and Astronautics on 26 January, 1971, 
entitled "U.S. Foreign Policy in a Technological Age":

"Because the problems dealt with by science usually have a low specific 
gravity in political terms, scientific cooperation is often possible where 
political cooperation is not.

ffI

■This habit of cooperation is a good one to keep. If it is kept, it
will surely have, spillover effect in increasing' the constructive role of 
international organizations, in establishing new patterns of international 
cooperation, and in strengthening observance of international law."
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their lives. . For/example, municipalities may agree on having a common sewer 
system'but balk at a common educational system; nations may agree in trade 
-relations but balk at'’m^itary alliances. At the municipal level, this latter 

"* view is supported by the-work' of James Tospanp^^^ in the metropolitan area of 
• Philadelphia.. (Jacob & Teune, op cit, pp. 44-45)

^ In an .article in the same book entitled "The Influence of ..Values in 
Political Integration," Jacob claims that although transactions, institutions, 
structures, functions, etc. are all factors which may influence political integra- 

■ tion, they all do so through individual..hunmn'decisions -- the ultimate filter 
through which all external factors must pass before influencing political events. 
Political behavior is assumed to be fundamental-lya process of decision-making, 
the result,.of the complex of human choices, and that geographic, social,

.. political phenomena such as proximity or transactions are meaningful only as they 
influenpe the actions of politically relevant persons;—Jacob is concerned with 
the people who decide whether to integrate or not rather than the characteristics 
which do or do not tend, to accompany.integration. (Jacob, Philip E., "The Influence 
.of Values in‘-Political , Integration," in The Integration of Political Communities, 
Jacob & Toscano' (ed), J. B. Lippipcott & Co.; Philadelphia and New York, 1964, 

212-214) • . ' ,

Jacob's theory relating values and political integration proceeds from 
the above assumption. He claims that there are three important factors which 
affect human decisions: the individual's own personality structure; the 
expectations of the people around him concerning his role; and the characteristic 
behavior ’patterns of his culture and community —

, One effect of these factors is to introduce into the process of
human decision-making a "normative compone'nt" — that is an imperative 
to make choices, not only in terms of what a person may directly want, 
but in tefms^of standards, of what he has come to regard as legitimate 
or proper... .These criteria'by .vJhich the propriety of action is judged, 
we identify as "values" -'- or more precisely, "normative values'.'.

_ (Ibid, p. 211)
Values, therefore, influence both political policy and the community's response 
to it, with respect to integration as well as other issues.

pp.

tw..

/

%

70) Toscano, James V.5 "Transaction Flow Analysis in Metropolitan Areas: Some 
Preliminary Explorations," in The Integration of Political Communities, Jacob &

■ Toscano, (ed), J.B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia and New York, 1964.

71) Within a community, political decisions often attempt to reconcile divergent 
values in such a way as to, safeguard the decision-maker and keep the community , 
cohesi-ve. In a situation of radical social change, however,-modern and tradi- 
tionaT values are often irreconcilable and polittSa'l decisions end up leading to 
disintegration —^ hopefully followed by.a new' integration based on the modern 
values. Jacob also'defines social norms as valueswhich have permeated widely 
throughout the community. These promote integration within the community, but
cati^ often obstruct integration between different communities. (Jacob, op cit, p. 212)

.

4.
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Consequently, there are at least two ways in which values relate to
tirst, as has been indicated previously, there must be

- the values ■

political ‘integration, 
somg, degree of compatibility of values among integrating communities -

••0

sfiared have.to be great enough tb overcome community differences. Secondly,' 
however,' as'Jqcob points out, the values of the communities' leaders — indepen

dent from the community — are important as they are conducive to the process of 
' integration or interfere with it.

72)
• By using a definition of values which focuses on th&i'r normative quality, 

Jacob claims, to-identify one vital element which-distinguishes them from concepts 
such as "goals", "motives", "needs", "interests", "beliefs", or "impulses" -- 
legitimacy — and thus makes the definition operational. (Ibid, pp. 220-221)
This normative element of claims of legitimacy or Illegitimacy usually is fo»ir^ 
in statements which have a judgmental quality about them — simple declarations 
of approval of disappro^l, statements of what should ot ought to be, or expressions 
of shame, guilt, or demand for punishment directed either toward one's self or, 
more customarily, at other persons. And it is what the individual decision-maker 
indicates is legitimate which is the focus of Jacob's attention. This may or . 
may not be different -from the values of the community at large or the smaller 
social groups within.the community with which he associates. (Ibid, pp. 225-226)

The values of "planners"--in a community require special consideration be

cause the planning function has become a center for decision-making in many mOdern 
communities;

*' ■

Within the docisiOn-making processes of government, planners 
are pre-eminently the custodians of integration. They are expected- 
on the one hand to pull together the disparate elements of social . 
behavior within their community into rational, coordinated series 

, of actions which will produce desired outcomes ... On £he other hand, 
broad-gauged planners, alert to*factors, which impinge on their com
munities from-thg outside -as well as from V7ithin, should be unusually 
sensitive fo the injperatives'''of interdependence which, press for closer 
inter-comiriunity relationships. (Ibid, pp. 239-240)^ '

72) "The definition of values as 'the normative standards by which human beings 
are influenced in their choice among the alternative courses of action which they 
perceive'...." (Jacob, op cit. p. 220)

73) This passage again brings to mind the paradox referred‘to in footnote 71 that ,
by making .the community more stable, cohesive, and viable one is also probably 
making it.,more difficult to integrate with other communities. In effect, nation
building is opposed to multi-national regionalism -- unless the nation perceives 
its survival to be related to the region. This situation and the position of key 
planners or, decision-makers in a community has suggested a theory of integration 
(in some cases) by deviants wKich runs counter to most other theories. In this 
theory, "Integration*then comes about on a broad scale as a result of a kind of 
conspiracy of deviators within existing political communities." (Jacob, op cit. 
p. 246) In each community, there is only a minority of individuals who hold 
integration values. They become united, however, and when they each come into 

. positions of power in their respective communities theycarry out their intentions 
to integrate.

fi-

No examples of this theory were given.
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’ Looking at the actions of such an individual, and then deducing his values regard

ing integration is very susceptible to misinterpretation by the observer, 
pressiohs and judgmental'sJa^tements made privately to small groups or shared in 
confidence with an interviewer probably give S; better indication of the individual's 
values. ' Consistency in value-laden statements before public and private audiences 
or .audiences with different interests may indicate that the values are genuine.

' Particularly difficult and critical decisions are often the best cases to examine 
for values. In these instances, the individual i^iust usually establish priorities 
among conflicting values and clarify his true fee'lings. A "self-anchoring" approach 
to identifying values is valuable, particularly in cross-cultural studies.

Ex-»

f
I
I

I
I

This

approach uses the individual's own scale of rewards' and punishments, and then the 
importance of ,a value'to him is measured by the degree to which he strives te>w!> 
obtain reward or avoid punishment on behalf, of it. Another approach to measuring 

‘ the relative importance of values is to determine■the willingness of the individual 
to sacrifice one value when it conflicts with another. (Ibid, pp. 231-235)

Although it is the values of the individual decisionmaker which directly 
affect -integrative behavior, Jacob says that the individual's personality and 
life experience, the values of the community at large, and the values of the 
social groups within-the community,with which he associates all influence his own 
values and therefore his behavior. Moreover, it is usually in the areas of value

I

;

overlap between the individual, his social groups,,, and the community that the most 
's'ighificant values emerge --

Hence it is appropriate in political analysis to turn to data 
Which^Kill contain"indices of values held in common by the makers of 
policy, their important reference groups, and the general political 

, community. (Ibid, p. 229)
One important source of data which might be used to measure group or community 
values is public ratiorializations or justifications of decisions -- especially 

^ controversial ones. Even though a ".rationalization" or "justification" suggests 
that the individual may be expressing values he thinks, others will have rather 
than his own, this in itself is valuable insofar as it indicates the importance 
which he believes the community places on this normative value --

... it indicates the estimate made by the policy-maker of 
what are socially potent norms in the society which have to be taken 
into account if decisions are to have a social impact...it is a 
measure of-the regard in which the decision maker holds the social 
norms and therefore a clue, though not a decisive one, to the part 
which the external social norms played in the original formulation 
of the. decision. (Ibid., p.. 230)

"Content analysis" has been one of the most important techniques used to deter

mine and measure values,in this way.

1

fl-

i’
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74) „:la another article^ • Teune claims that the known facts and many theories
about political integration can be explained by psychological learning theory, 

be assumed tha^t^^titudes. values, personality traits, etc. — "disposi-^"it can,

tional characteristics’!— of people will influence- their behavior with respect
to integration as well as other issues, but how such dispositions are acquired 

^ . and'how they.'cihange are questions which learning theory attempts'to explain.
In essence, they are acquired or changed by past experience and the resultant 
"learning", and its major'principles are outlined in-Stimulus-Response terms.

In brief, stimulus-response psycliology utilizes three basic conceptual 
: the stimulus which confronts the indivual; his response to thatoccurrences

stimulus; and-the reinforcement which follows that response, 
tion or principle of this theory is as follows:

The major proposi-

Reward_Eeinforcements associated with a particular response tend 
to increase the likelihood of that response occurring again with 
relation to the same or similar stimuli; Punishment reinforce
ments associated with a particular response tend to decrease the 
likelihood of that response occurring again with relation to the 
same or similar stimuli.

Other major principles are as follows:
In or^er for learning to occur, the response must follow (or 

. accompany) the^.stimulus ip a relatively short period of time,
• and 'the.,reinfQrcement must also folUn-J. the response in a re

latively short period of time.

The rate of learning will be more rapid the more distinct and/or 
intense the stimulus is.

Learning — and the strength of the- behavioral habit which has 
been 'learned — is directly related to the fijequency, the con
tiguity, and the intensity of the reinforcement.

Learndd responses gr habits which are subsequently punished or 
not reinforced are extinguished. (Teune, op cit. pp. 255-257)

■74). Teune, Henry, "The Learning of Integrative Habits", in The Integration of 
Political Communities. Jacob and Toscano (ed), J.B. Lippincott and Co., Phila
delphia and New York, 1964.

. 75) "The major point of this presentation is that knowH facts about political
integration can be explained by a'psychological theory — learning theory. These 
psychological factors will be similar for political integration at any level.
In short, they are highly generalized statements about human behavior of v/hich 
political integration is a part....

"That dispositional characteristics influence behavior is a tautological 
issue, Hov; dispbsitions are acquired and how they change is a question of 
theoretical importance. A fairly well-defined and confirmed "theory" (or if a 
more rigorous definition of theory is held, a well-defined "conceptualization") 
which attempts to'explain how dispositions are acquired and how they change is 
learning theory, Dispositions are acquired largely as a fesult of past'experience 
or learning. The conditions necessary for dispositions to be acquired are con
tained in certain statements of stimulus-response (S-R) learning theory." (Teune, 

-r:'-,op cit,:pp..::-248::'6r253)-r—..  ' .
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According to Teune, poetical integration is a group — rather than 
. individual. — level dispositional te™. It can be used when certain stimuli 
are responded to in a Tiihj.lar fashion by a majority or at least a significant 

^number of people of the group, or when groups of,peo,ple respond tcj, .each other 
as relevant- stimuli. (Ibid, p. 257) One indicator of the degree of political 
integration with^in or among communities might then be the proportion of people 
"identifying" with certain political symbols —

- . "identification" may be defined as. a learned pattern to respond
to one set of stimuli as the most relevant for that range of activities. 
(Ibid, p. 270)

Identification is a learned drive which is often rewarded so much and so long 
that the stimuli which produce it become rewards in themselves — what Teune - 
calls the process of political socialization. When a "substantial" portion of 

■' the people in a community has learned that political identification is rewarding 
or has become identified with a specific set of political stimuli, then this can 
be called ,a "political community." (Ibid, pp. 270-271) When alterations in 
political stimuli or when severe changes in the reward pattern occur, however, 
shifts in political identification will follow. Particularly in the case of 
consistent, severe, or widespread deprivations such as depressions or wars, there 

■ are often changes in identification^with political communities. (Ibid, pp. 277-278) 
Some of the theories and factors mentioned- previously as being related to 

political integration can be adequately explained also in stimulus-response terms. 
The spillover theory, for example, involves two principles of learning theory — 
frequency of association and the generalization of stintuli. Assuming that the, 
previous iritegr.ative experience was revjarding, the more frequent such associations

i

' become the more integration should become a "habit" — agreement.-in one area ^ 
can be generalized to agreements in'others. ' The effect of homogeneity of communities 
on integration could be caused by'similarities in the communities I response con-
ditioning which would facilitate the inter-community transfer of stimuli or 
■symbols and ,lead to shared values. Integration as a result'of a rational cal

culation of benefits or rewards, and therefore dependent on the effectiveness of 
the integration-level government, is simply the assertion that changes in reward 
reinforcement will change integrative behavior, and that if there is no reward, 
integration may vanish.

^at makes a nation a nation, or a people a people, or a region a region? 
Most writers on political integration have concentrated on the national level--> 
because of the importance of the nation state in, the world today. Yet, many 
concepts of integration are applicable at other levels of government — from 
the multi-national.region.up to world government or down to the integration 

—of municipalities in a met:popolitan area. If one takes a systems approach,

I

S

i

■

i
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I®
insights 'into a .system under consideration''at one level may be gained from the
study of■similar systems at different levels. Therefore, although the principal
theoretical w.ork on integ'rah^on by Karl Deutsch, Nationalism and Social Communica-
tl'on (Technology Thress of M.-I.T.. and John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1963), is
'written for the national level, lie himself has used the concepts developed in this

76)

•a

work to.suggest v^ays of studying integration at other levels 
be discussed-here for possible application at the regional level.

Deutsch surveys past work on "nationality” and the "nation" and says that 
most serious writers do not consider these concepts to .have any basis in biology 
or race, but that somehow common relationships to the physical environment and. 
past events evolve and are transmitted in terms.of ■"our" country and "our" history. 
Many further suggest that similar or complementary elements inside the minds'OiiJ^ 
individual citizens of the country —values, thoughts, feelings — and inter

locking habits and memories lead to interlocking role relationships which form 
the basis of any social group. A common attachment to political symbols is one 
such element often cited. These interlocking role relationships are then linked 
to social institutions which are themselves elements of nations. All of these 

. elements combine to' form "structures" in v/hich the mutually reinforcing pattern 
of the whole is more 'important than any single element. Higher-order structures 
or configurations of society ha-ii'e come''to be called "cultures" or "collective" 
personalities" by different writers, but there is little agreement about the 
reality of what is being described. These societal .patterns are related to the 
personality of individual citizens and are involved with terms like "conscious- 

. ness" and '"wills." Nationalism, nationality, and the nation are concepts which 
ape historical in origin and development and which are somewhat.vague — everyone 
knows that they mean, but no one can define them exactly.

Deutsch begini§~Ris theory of^communication and integration by defining 
several kinds of groupings of people,. A society, for example, is a group of 
people who have learned to work together based on a division of labor:

' ....we may see society as based on the division of labor, carried
on in each case through' specific combinations of social institutions 
and technology. (Deutsch, 1963, p. 21)

if the division of labor becomes more intense and/or elaborate, a society may 
develop occupational groups, castes (which’are occupational groups bounded by 
cultural farriers), or classes. Any one society is bounded by relative'dis

continuities where the extent of the division of labor abruptly drops, but two

and his work will

a
Si

. ^
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■
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76) Deutsch, Karl, "Communications Theory and Political Integration," in The 
Integration, of Political Communities, Jacob and Toscano (ed) J. B. Lippincott 

Philadelphia and New York, 1964a.& Co • j
iB:
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' or more societies may develop.a larger order division of labor among them and
form a,kind,of "great society," and if one carries the analogy-far enough —

and free trade do —
•■«.

as 4ihe classical economic~3^ctrines of coraparative advantage 
it is possible fb speak of a,"world-society." (Ibid, pp. ?1 &'61)

Whereas societies thus produce and distribute goods and services, Deutsch
that, "cultures" produce, select, and channel information:

A cotranon culture, th^_ is a common set of stable, habitual 
preferences and priorities^ men's attention, and behavior, as well.

'as in their thoughts and feelings. Many of these preferences may 
involve comraunication...we found culture based,on the community of 
communication, consisting of socially sfereotyped patterns of 
behavior, including habits of language and thought; and carried 
on through various’forms of social learping, particularly through 
methods of child rearing standardized in this culture. (Ibid, pp. 62 & 21)

■Sometimes these patterns of culture are called "national character" -- 
visible configuration of values, of rules for distinguishing between do's and 
don't's, good and bad, beautiful and ugly, interesting or indifferent-, etc. A

says

'

the in-

" society produces a transportation infrastructure and a printing press; a culture
A. society builds physical walls; aproduces 9 traffic code and an alphabet.

A society '*coinraunicates" in terms of tangible goods andculture imposes taboos, 
servicesf a culture "communicates" patterns of information — patterns about how
to arrange objects in spaice, patterns,.of action, patterns of preference (morality 
or taste), or patterns of codes and symbols which contain information about other

. patterns. 1
"Culture" and "community" are terms which Deutsch says can be used inter

changeably-, since they describe the same phenomenon; yet the terms stress different
Insofar as a- culture facilitates I

aspects of the phenomenon which are important, 
communication within it, it also forms a community.-

77)
But "culture’^ emphasizes 

configur^ilioii^of preferences and values and institutions divorced from 
living.human beings; a,."community"'emphasizes the communication process and the 
living individuals who carry the culture in their minds. (Ibid, pp. 62-63)

.There can be no community or culture without society -- without work and

more the I

products — and there can be no division of labor in a society without some com-
The difference between a society and a community.munication of information, 

however, can' be crucial to issues and problems of "nationality". It is possible •

for different communities to live in one society, exchanging specialized goods 
and services but developing few channels of communication and exchanging little

Many events — e.g., depressions or "booms" — may be similarly
It is also

information.

experienced but not shared by the'communities in such a society.
1

77) Particular cultures may develop a pattern of extrd;ne Interlocking roles — 
Cigi, male-female, father and child, master and slave -- which inhibit communica
tion between them to a narrov; range of subjects permitted by the culture. ' 
(Deutsch, 1963, p. 63)
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possible for one coomunity to have within,it very disparate occupational or
economic^classes-which experience quite different ways of life, but share their
experiences vicariously^tWough communication. (Ibid, pp. 69-70)

A community then- is made up of complejnentary habits and coimsunications
facilities and it requires equipment to do a job. -The job is the storage, recall,
transmission, respmbination, and reapplication of information, and-the equipment
includes memories, symbols, habits, libraries, school systems, etc.

' • A larger group of persons linked by such complementary habits
and facilities of communication we may call a. people. (Ibid, p. 70)

This larger group called "people" will take the form of individuals from different

ft
ii
ft
i*• •

classes and occupations aligning themselves around a center and a leading group
The primary basis of this aligg;g.ent

.

along social,, economic, and political lines, 
is the complementarity of communications habits which unites the members of the li

ti.
-

Often, the complementaritygroup through more intensive social communication, 
of economic and social preferences links the individuals to the center and leading

The use of - industrialism and the .market economy has made the economicgroup as well.
links —■ and also psychological links which are related to a need to succeed or
achieve — much more important. (Ibid, p. 75) .

"people" merges into a "nationality" as large numbers 
of individuals from lower and-middle -classes align and link themselves to geogra;phic 

and leading social groups through channels of social communication and
Such an alignment offers tp its members the possibility of

In the modern era, a

centers 
economic intercourse. -

>•
upvjard social mobility from one link to another, a claim to a privileged position.

It does.so mainly by emphasizing the
■.v'ft

and greater opportunities and security, 
nationality's preferences and peculiarities and by lessening the competition from 

Where the division of .labor in a society is competitive and strati-
1

the outside.
fied, nationality-can, thus restrict horizontal competition and substitution from 
the outside, and at the same, time enhance vertical substitution and mobility 
within'the nationality by eliminating or lessening internal, linguistic, racial.
class' or caste barriers. Communications patterns in a nationality thus gain 
significance and power from the barriers and patterns which exist in it —

Once the pressures of uprooting and.insecurity are then added 
to these horizontal and vertical barriers, the stage is set for the rise 
of the political movement of modern nationalism -- that is, for the 
vast effort to convert the channels of culture into stormladders for 
the masses of individuals to social advancement and economic privilege. 
(Ibid, p. 77)

The key to when a "people" becomes a "nationality" is an attempt by nationalists 
to gain and exercise power .through the force of nationalism — a people striving

Such power can befor some measure of control over the behavior of its members, 
exercised informally through social arrangements, the pressure of group opinion.

i
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and the' prestige of national symbols, or,(inore strongly through formal social and
.political organizations, education and economic institutions,.or the machinery of 
gayernment.. These instfufei|nts of power" function by strengthening and elaborating - -

those channels -of coiranunication', behayior preferences, apd political and economic 
'linkages which support and mak^ up the nationality. Once a nationality has acquired 
this power and control over its members, it considers itself a "nation" and is
recognized as such by others. Finally, when the nation -is successful in putting
into operation a state governmental organization, it has become sovereign and is 
a "nation-state." (Ibid, pp. 78-79) - ■

This evolution of integration levels has onejjcommon factor which Deutsch 
has. emphasized — social communication: .

.What we are interested in here is the observable ability of ^ " 
certain groups of men and wonien to share with each other a wide range" 
of whatever might be in their minds, and their observable inability 
.to share these things nearly as widely with outsiders....It is these 
concepts of information, of the capacity of a eomniunications system, 
and of the complementarity of its parts, which would be helpful in 
the field of social science. For all cooperation among human beings 
requires at least some degree of communication. 'The richer their 
cooperation in producing tangible goods and services, in developing « 
highly organized societies, and in developing and sharing intangible 
treasures of knowledge, art, and values, the greater their need for 
rich, varied, quick, and accurate c.oiranunicafion. We cannot measure 
directly the. piety, beauty, courage, or steadfastness of human beings, 
but we can measure to a significant extent the- ranges and kinds of 

-- -messages which they can transmit to each other, the speed and accuracy
with which they can do so, and the price in effort and in lost: informa
tion which they have to pay. (Ibid, p. 65)

Deutsch.goes on to summarize how social coiranunication interacts witha group 
of people to promote integration and unity as it progresses.from a culture to
a nation:

The coiiimnicativc facilities of a society include a socially 
standardizedsystem of symbols which is a language, and any number of 
auxiliary codes, such as alphabets, systems of writing, painting, 
calculating, etc. They inclu.de information stored in the living 
memories, associations, habits, and preferences of its members, and 

' in its material facilities for the storage of information, such as 
libraries, statues, signposts, and the like; and a good deal more.
Some of these facilities, individual and social, also deal with'the 
treatment of information, its recall from’storage or memory, its 
transmission and recombination to new patterns. Taken all.together, 
they Include, therefore, in particular the elements of that which 
anthropologists call culture. If these elements are in fact suffi
ciently complementary, they will add up to an integrated pattern or 
configuration of communicating, remembering, and acting, that is, to ■ 
a.culture in the sense of the citations quoted earlier in our discussion; . 
and the individuals who have these complementary habits, vocabularies,

■ and facilities are what we call a people.

tf ■
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It is now clear why.all the usual descriptions of a people 
in terms of a community of languagesj or character, or memories,-or

For what counts is not thepast-history, are open to exception.
presence or absencg^f any single'factor, but merely the presence 
of sufficient comraunrcation facilities with enough complementarity 
to produce the overall result'.''-The Swiss may speak four different 
languages and still act as one people, for each of them has enough 
learned habits, preferences, symbols, memories, patterns of land- 
■holding- and^social stratification, events in history, and personal 
'associations, all of which together permit him to communicate 
effectively with other Swiss than with the speakers of 'his own 
■language who belong to other peoples. (Ibid, pp. 70-71)

■o

more

Whjit Deutsch proposes is a functional definition,'of national integration based 
on."performance tests" which are of great value to the researcher because the 
variables can be observed and measured. In short,-members of an integrated 
group have the- ability to communicate more effectively and over a wider rangfe«>J?* 
of subjects with one another than with outsiders. This result, however, can be 
achieved by a variety of functionally equivalent arrangements and one must be 
careful about assigning too much importance to the most obvious communications 

This is what holds people together from within.. Nationality, culturedevices.

and communication are concepts inextricably bound to the daily lives of indi-
viduals, and yet are relatiyefy independent of them in that they can — and must —
be exercised only within the context of a group.

' .Deutsch suggests that social cbiiiniuification. could therefore be tested and 
measured before .certain politica1 decisions are taken. Within one people, the 

and effectiveness of social communication bem^een different classes.range

religions, races, castes, etc. can indicate how integrated it is. Many different
concepts and te'chniques from different disciplines can be applied to specific 
situations — patterns of land settlement, transport traffic,, languages and 
dialects,.major marl^t areas, classes or castes, social institutions, distribu- 

. tion of skills aniTire^tth, etc. can all be plotted on a map of the nation (or
region):

The res.ult might well be a nap of overlapping blusters, together 
•:-7ith indications of the volume of actual communication and traffic 
between them. The patterns of migration and mobility, the movement 
of students to school, the number of readers of newspapers and listeners 
to radios, the movements of workers seeking employment and of farmers 
going to market, as well as the main patterns of informal communica
tion should eventually appear on such a map. (Ibid, pp. 43-A4)

This type of exercise cannot give a definite judgment about attempts to unify 
or integrate a nation or region, but it can provide a background of the conditions 
and potential difficulties v^hich such attempts will have to face.
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An essential element in any social ^science theory is the development
of meaningful operational indices for the va'riables under consideration.

theories'regarding the relationship between social -

t:
i

In
-8

further .developing his prev^^c 
communication and political integration, Deutsch has used transaction flows as

ous

£He has called this researchquantitative indicators of social coramunicatiori. 
technique "essentially a performance approach in the study of integration," and 

- “says the: followihg'v

if
i

The preceding disucssion has suggested that we could improve 
biir appraisal of the mutual relevance of political units to one 
another and of their potential cohesion by'using as quantitative 
indicators the measurements of the flow of certain transactions 
between them." (Deutsch, Karl, "Transaction Flows as Indicators of 
Political Cohesion," in The Integration of Political Communities, 
Jacob & Toscano (ed), J.B. Lippincott and Co., Philadelphia and 
Kew Yorft, 1964b, p. 75).-

i

Deutsch considers transactions to be those ordinary and daily acts of interaction
Communities can then be conceivedwhich can be counted, measured, and analyzed, 

of at least partly in terms of the probability of mutual transactions between £

residents — the probability being that transactions within the community will 
be more frequent and more important than those external to the community. The , 
"salience"-of a relationship in an individual's l^e can be measured by the amount 
of. time and resources he spends on that relationship; and this opens the way for 
Studying transactions in a community:

Transactions are therefore the first step to salience. The 
study of the quantitative densities is the first step toward estimat
ing the degree to which people are connected with each other. (Deutsch, ^ 
1964 a, p. 51). . . . - .

The second step in studying transactions is to measure their covariance. 
C6variance refers to the jointness of the rewards or.penalties among the partners 
of the transaction. A theory of how this covariance works and relates to integra-

If there are

a

;

i
4

.,^;tion makes use of the reinforcement concept from learning theory.
a significant number of salient, transactions which produce joint revrards, all the S

people involved will like them, and if these transactions are visible, identifi

able, and distinguishable, an image of a "communi.ty" may begin tS* form around 
■them. As this process repeats and reinforces itself, a sense of belonging may 
develop among the people experiencing the jointly rewarding transaction and become 
patriotism_^ or nationalism or some other term signifying that the individual has 
identifiecT with the community. I'Then this psychological identification has gone 
far enough, the individual will retain that identification even if the rewards 
cease and penalties begin. The rewards must return again at some future time, 
however, because if they cease forever the community identification may break.

■ ’:i

Moreover, in the learning process they must occur relatively early — before the 
and they must be strong and frequent enough to initiate the habit.

!

(f

I

penalties
Ij
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Deutsch offers two hypotheses' which concern ^transaction covariance and which are 
based on experiments with ratsr ' . '

^ • ''The first hypothesis that follows would hold that if people
^ ^ have experienced a high level of transactions, with "substantial joint 

rewards at one time, they may be'quite willing, to .accept'joint depri
vations 'at a later time, provided joint rewards come again still later 
...The second hypothesis, still generalized from the rats.and the 
cheese, is tha,t a group of people taught to identify with each other 
by means of Initial joint rewards but then reinforced by a probabilistic 
mixture of joint rewards and joint deprivations will show greater co
hesion and greater strength of habit than a. group of people who have 
experienced nothing but joint rewards. (Ibid,- p. 55) .

This theory, which begins with transactions and then goes on to concepts of 
joint rewards and deprivations, psychological responses to those reinforcements, 
and the resultant integrative attitudes toward the community, can be measured a,t,., ' 
every step along the way Deutsch contends. Responses to rewards, identification,

. perceptions, etc. can be measured through attitude sampling and confirmed from 
observed community voting and political behavior. The point should be made once 
again here that the actual and.perceived covariance of transaction rewards and 
penalties may be two different things — the perception may be totally unrealistic 
and still crucially important. . ,

Transaction flows then establish the "mutual relevance" of the units in- 
volved on the assumption that having much .to. do with one another is the essence 
of "relevance" and therefore are a measure of "acculturation, assimulation,.and 
integration." (Ibid,- p.69) But-transactions are not always pleasant or beneficial- 
and elaborate social barriers may be combined with transactions to prevent the 
■subsequent development of human or social relationships — e.g,, between master 
and servant. Transaction theory is really based on the following three steps:

(1) The higher the transaction levels between two groups, the J" 
more salient each becomes to the other; however, salience
may be positive Or negative. ^

(2) The higher the levels of mutually indulging transactions, the 
higher the positive salience; the higher the levels of mutually

- depriving transactions, the higher the negative salience.

■

(3) The higher the positive salience, the higher the probability 
for cooperation and integration; the. higher the negative” 
salience, the higher the probability for disintegration and 
conflict. (Toscano, James V., "Transaction Flow Analysis in 
Metropolita'n Areas: Some Prelininary Explorations," in The 
Integration of Political Communities, Jacob & Toscano (ed),
J. B. Lippincott &Co., Philadelphia and New York, 1964, p. 102).

A study of transaction flows may. look at whether they a re on the increase or 
decrease, and sdinetimes may compare their progress with that of a comparable 
set of communities about whom there is greater past knowledge. There is cer

tainly more than one kind of transaction, and if they happen to be moving in

If
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opposite directions a situation of'"crosS'-^ressure" occurs. Integration will 
take place only if most major transactions are moving in the same, positive 
direction. Otherwise, di^ntegtation or stagnation with slight fluctuations 
My occur; (Deutsch, l-964b, pp. 85 89) , • .

Most of Deutsch's examples of transaction indicators have been used at

. ..

the national level,but at least some may be applicable also at the ..regional
Deutsch characterizes

r " - - - 1
level. The first of these mentioned is the flow of mail'.
communities, with a high as opposed to low mail volume' in terms of literacy, the
opportunity for political action, etc. The Dome'stic to Foreign mail ratio 
be ah indicator pf national vs. foreign preoccupation in a nation. Wh 
specific way this transaction is used, communications via mail correspondence 
can be charted over time and/qr from one place to another.

can

atever the

(Ibid, pp.
Telephone calls are another transaction for which data can be obtained 

One way of using this data which Deutsch describes is to takefairly .easily.
the number of telephone calls between any two cities which are considered reprer
sentative of -an integrated area, and by using a formula which takes into account 
the number of telephones in each city and the distance between them, to predict
the number of phone transactions between other pairs' of cities in the same area

Actual figures.but which are dividfed by national, language, or other boundaries.
'then be compared .against predicted on'es in or^er to'see the effect of those 

boundaries.

• *• can

(Ibid, p. 82)

Some other traTisactions would include the movement of people and the 
movement of goods between two or more communities, 
however,'are. often not correlated V7ith other transactions, and human mobility

com-

Immigration or other travel 
moving beMeen communities and whether

Economic trade indicators.

,is seen as more important because integrative learning depep.ds on hvman 
munication more so than commodity communication, 
figures could indTcat&'hov? many people are 
it is a temporary movement o'r a permanent'change in residence. (Ibid, p. 85 & 89) 79)

78) See Deutsch, Karl-, and Isard, Walter, "A Note on a Generalized Concept of 
Effective Distance," Behavioral Science, Vol. 6, October 1961, pp. 308-311 for 
a further discussion of this technique.

79) Within a community, local communications transactions can be subjected to 
content analysis for indications of that community's distribution of attention 
beb/een itself and other communities, as well as for favorable or unfavorable 
judgments and value patterns applied to those other communities. (Deutsch, 
Karl, 1964 b, p. 83)

./
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I'
' In the case where many differenUkinds of transactions are measured, the 

queatioh ,of weighting’the more important transactions in order to reach'some 
aggregate .measure of aTl\pf them arises.. When different intficators are forced 

“ into a single“weighted index, however, there is a danger that different people 
will 'add’and v?eigh the same indicators differently, resulting in'as many indexes 

The covariance between different transactions and their

i.v-

E
S'
I
Sr

as tjiere are people, 
trends should be carefully analyzed, but Deutsch concludes that —

'E
il:

The time is not yet ripe for a single numerical index for trans
actions V7hich would yield significantly more information than its com
ponents or which would at least yield, tlje same information as its com
ponents with some degree of economy. (Ibid, p. 87)

If such a single, index for transactions is desired, Deutsch adds, it might 
be developed in terms of attention percentage or time investment, which w^d”

4*'

I '
if

K
e;
E

require estimates of the total attention span of an individual or group plus
These estimatesthat part of the total span taken up by integrative partners.

and computations, however, would be extremely difficult. (Ibid, p. 88)
One example of a study v;hich makes use of social communication and trans-

80)
action concepts is a geographical analysis of modernization by Edward Soja . __ 
an attempt to examine the patterns of areal differentiations caused by modernizing 
forces', the evaluation of these patterns, and their relevance to the general study 
Of modernization in developing areas.through social communications:

The fundamental premise of the study’is that geographical patterns
of modernization reflect the relative extent of social mobilization. . . . .
throughout the state-area and, by association, are closely linked to 
the development of a national netoork of social communications ..

. Whereas social mobilization is the fundameatal process behind the ■ 
transition to, modernity, the network of social’ communications is the 
grid or matrix over which modernization takes place. Social communica
tions is a comprehensive term which includes all as'pects of interpersonal 
contact, ranging from a weekly social meeting to the growth of markets 

. and a motie'rtis.economy. ■ Anything which broadens the information field 
of an individual promotes social communications. (Soja, op cit, p. 3)

f
.v-

1s

■i

II
k

i

i

t

The study also relates integration to transaction flow analysis:
Transaction flow analysis provides another tool with great 

potential for analyzing the flow of information and the pattern of
areas. It supplies a means

iif
Igreater-than-expected interaction between 

for determining the salient linkages within a given system — con
nections between units vjhich indicate that a high level of mutual 
awareness and relevance exists.. This structure of salient transaction 
flow is the primary skeletal glue which holds the system together and 

~ provides the basis for successful territorial integration. (Ibid, p. 117) f;
§
IIn brief, Soja identified nine broad "indicators" of modernization And 

chose 25 specific "key variables" related to these indicators for which data
i'5

80) Soja, Edward, The Geography of Modernization in Kenya, Syracuse University 
Press,' Syracuse, 1968,

I;
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The 35 admihistratlve districts which existed in Kenya 
■ ■a‘ L9.63 boundary'change, plus Nairobi were then ranked according to each

' was available in Kenya, 
prior to
variable and .a matrix of'Sph^arman Rank Correlation coefficients was derived from 
tills data, • Using this matrix, the variables were then sul^:jected to a form of 
multi-va'riate analysis called the principal components technique which is 
designed to syntljesize a large number of variables into a small number of under- 

' lying I'dimension's" based on the statistical interrelationships of the variables, 
and thus .provide a simpler — and yet graphic — description of the phenomenon

■» * ' being studied.
When the average rank correlation coefficients of each variable with all

others were tabulated, five of the first six —. total numbers of radios, telephones, 
postal traffic., and Swahili and English per capita newspaper circulation — ^re

(Ibid, p. 75)direct measures of communication.
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One of. the na jor .points made' in Chapter 'III is that the menber states
proin a jBUlti-ilational groupingv^expect equal-or proportionally fair-1, e 

portioned, according to the contributloifs of the nenber states-beneflts from 
•any multi-national arrangement. Many of the regional groupings cited lirlefiy 
in Chapter II have floundered or have not achieved the results expected of 
them for just this r^on that one (or perhaps tuo) member .state has believed 
she vas not receiving a fair share of the benefits from the regional system 
and therefore pulled out of or otherKise disrupted, it. The recent history 
of the .East African Community and its predecessor regional organizations as 
described in Appendix I to this study shows the,same trend as disputes mainly 
over the econraiic benefits of the common market trade arrangements have caused

• f

The same kind of problem seems to under- 
In reading the debates of

problems between TMzauila and Kenya.
. lie EAAFBO's relationships with the Partner States.

- - the East African Legislative Assembly over EAAFRO appropriations, one is
Struck by the charges from Tanzania and Uganda that they are not receiving 
as much of the benefits from this institution, as Kenya is. To be sure,
there were some charges that EAAFRO research was not benefitting anyone and that 
the institution should be entirely scrapped, but most of the critical dis

cussion centered, around the unequally lalahced distribution of EAAFRO's benefits.
In order to understand some of the feelings that may lie behind these 

kinds of critical remarks about EAAFRO, which seem to be'reflective of the gen-

.y

. y
eral informed opinion in the Partner States, sraoe background is necessary. 

■Before Horld War^IIi the East African Agricultural and Forestry Research 
Organization was not located in Kenya, but in Tanganyika at Amani, the present 
site of the East African Malaria and Vector Borne Diseases Research Institute.

? After World Wax II,_±he.,oolonial government of Kenya "generously" offered some 
'■-'free.land to EAAFRO if i:t wanted to move to .Kenya, which it did. The organi

zation flourished at its present sl't'e at Kuguga, only .18 ^iles fro* Nairobi- 
the colonial center for all of East Afrlca-and in an ecological environment 
generally similar to the "White Highlands" where’European settlers were engaged 
pi large-scale, modemized'agriculture. These were the days in which racial 
tensions between African and European were probably most explicitly defined

^Although the direct contributions of the Partner States to the General Fund 
Services of the EAC, which includes the Community's research institutions, are ' 
not equal , this inequality was .intended to be a redis^tributive de'vlce among the • 
Pax^tner S^tates to cqmpensa^te those States which had benefitted the least- or may 
have even been harmed-from ■the activities of ■the Community. Therefore, it is un
doubtedly correct to say that an equal distribution of the benefits of EAAFRO's 
agricultural and forestry research and services among the Partner Ststes, over a 
period of years, would be the .ideal situation frea ,the EAG's ppin^^^ view.

.)
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and Khen the' modern antl-aolonial forces,were 'beginning to emerge, Rightly.
or wrongly, EAAFBO beoraae Identified as a "white man's institution", and it is 

^^ind at least some of EAAFRO's problems. Now thatthis legacy that lies 
independence has come.to 'all of i^st Africa..but the-er^triate EMrc^eans axe . 
still around at EAAFRO and principally on Kenyan farms, l^sanla and-to a lesser
extent^Uganda/toye a ready basis for criticism and the indigenous Kenya govern
ment is unfortunately caught in a position of being on the defensive about this 
regional institution that is located in their-country -through-no ac-tion of their

+ • ■ ' own, , , • .

■ One aspect of this issue of benefits mentioned in Chapter III was the des

irability of having some "objective" way of measuring them and determining what 
the dis-tribution "really" was. If would be very difficult to measure the^^ene- 
fit" that accrues to a country from the outputs of a scientific research insti

tution, but in this chap-ter a methodology is developed and utilized which attempts 
to determine the balance of scientific research and scientific service benefi-ts 
among Kenya; Uganda and -Tanzania.

In preliminary discussions out at EAAFRO, it was found to be very helpful 
to distinguish between Research Results end Scientific Services in talking about 

• . EAAFRO's direct scientific outputs. For the purposes of this study, "research" 
is characterized by i-fcs ej:periuental'nature and by work being done for one's 
own purposes; "services" are cJ.so scientific in nature, but are usually more 
routine work and are done for someone'else's purposes--!.e., for someone else's 
research. Figure IV. 1 on the following page points out the relationships be- 
tween EAAFRO 'and national agricultural and forestry research systems in East 

' afrlca with respect to the flow of these research.and service ou-tpu.ts. These 
EAAFRO outputs can be inputs into national agricultural and forestry research 
systems to subsequently flow -to national minis-tries or final utilizers, but they 
can also be inputs to pther^, non-governmental agricultural research institutes 
in East Africa or inputs that flow direc-tly -to national ministries or final 
utilizers.

i

> .

EAAFRO Priorities
The methodology used in this chapter was fairly simple. First of all, 

EAAFRO *5 research projects and services were raJaked in priority o^er on -the 
basis of criteria which reflected EAAE'RO's own prloritles--the amount of Ban

ff-

Other"-includes national-universities, where some research is done in the 
Faculty of Agriculture, private research institutions such as the Tea Research 
institute or Coffee Research Foundation, and private firms which are conducting 
some research by themselves or in cooperation with EAAFRO. There are no "other" 
forestry research institutions in East Africa. i

t
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‘ power tine and effort devoted to each activity, both currently when the study 
was done Etod previously if the activity had passed its peak effort. One . 
qualification should, howe^, be noted.' Several EAAFRO activities are largely 
si^ported by external aid, and there Is a legltlnate question'If these activities 
reflect'EAAFRO's .priorities or those of the donor country or international

Since it was Impossible to resolve this issue satisfaotorally, it wasagency.,

assumed -that these aid activities were the result of—at the very, least—
EAAFRO .acquiescence after negotiations, emd that, they did reflect EAAFRO pri

orities. Attempts were made to utilize other criteria, in ranking EAAFRO 
activities according to their own priorities, but none worked out. Monetary 
expenditures on each project or service, for example, would be one obvious 
criteria, but. the BAG budget for EAAFRO was broken down in categories such as,^ 
salaries, expenses, transport and traveling expenses, etc.^

The activity portfolio outlined in the chapter was taken at a specific 
‘ point in time—late 1971 and, early 1972—and so the analysis may suffer from 
this time coistralnt—i. e., it nay be charged that the results obtained are 

■ valid only for this one point in time and that simOar analyses performed-for 
previous portfolios would lead to different priority conclusions. This, in

deed, .may be a consideration to. keep in mind. Nevertlieless, there are several 
reasons’-why-this-tIme-cOnstraint Should not. detract too much from the .results.

' First of all, almost all of the major activities of EAAFRO go back in time-,
«ily a very few are of recent origin. At the same time, a reading of previous 

' , • Annual Reports and Newsletters reveals only one area where EAAFRO activites
might have been curtailed just prior to late 1971, and that is in the Animal 
lioduction Division. Secondly, with the growth of nationalistic pressures 
upon EAAFRO, they sboudd have been ever more aware and concerned about a 
balanced portfolio and keeping- all three countries satisfied. And, indeed, 
this author found awareness and concern for this fac-tor to be very high among 
the EAAFRO administration and research officers._ If there Is any error in this 
analysis due to tine constraint, it is likely to favor EAAFRO rather than hurt 
it.

V

\,.

Secondly, each EAAFRO research project was examined and ranked for
1) . the EAAFRO activity in Kenya, Uganda, or Tanzania that it generated}
2) the EAAFRO involvement with or cooperation from Kenya, Uganda, or Tanzania

(S'

^Estimates of l^endlture of the East African Community for the Year 1971-1972,
EAC, 1971, :PP. 108-109.
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that it generated? and the .3) applicability of« it in Kenya, Uganda, 
In addition, -^the origins of

or Tanzania.
■,lhe projects were Investigated insofar as possible, 

and Jhe different Partner Sta^ or. EAAFRO or foreign sources of Inpetus for 
.beginning «ie .projects were checked off. ' In a related- issue’, any input'that 
Specialist Ccnuaittees had into the project selection process of EUFHO of the

Thirdly, a subjective judgement was made on the

a

particular project.was noted, 
basis of -the above variables of the orien-tation of the project toward -the entire
region or'toward Kenya, Uganda, or Tanzanla-its reglonallty. Each EAAFHO 
scientific service was also examined aiid ranked for l) -the EAAFRO involvement

and Tanzania that it generated? 2) thewith or cooperation froa Kenya, Uganda,
applicability of it in Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania? and 3) the utilization of i^
in Kenya, Uganda', and Tanzania.

' A certain amount of logic had to be used in approaching the variables
EAAFRO has to bo locatedwhich were used to measure a project's "regional!ty",

someplace, for erample, and wherever that place was there was going to be a 
certain amount of scientific a.otivity that is normally performed at a head-

Field sites away from headquarters thatquartefs-e.g., laboratory analyses, 
were involved in a particular project, however, were used as an indicator 
measure of the distcibution of EEi^RO activity for that project. It was not 
just the existence of a field site, however, \ut how important that field site

The "applicability” of a

r •

and how much EtU^-RO activity took place there.!■ ■was
research project was measured principally by an ecological "locale specific" 
characteristic that was attributed to the subject matter of the research. - .

Particularly in agricultural research, it was discovert that, reasearch 
carried out on a particular crop, at a particular altitude, with a particular 

' - rainfall pattern, or under particular soil conditions might not be applicable 
'Only a few miles awa^T'di^e the altitude, rainfall pattern, or soil conditions 

different. In addition to this ecological constraint on the applicability

r
5
a
e'

a

IS
were

of research projec-ts, people cons-tralnts were considered as well,
' the people for which the particular research crop was intended just did not 

desire or utilize it despite its ecological applicability in their area, 
be noted, however, that "applica-bllity" does not include a consideration of sub

s' jeetive national priorities among crops or agricultural reseaxch-thafaspect is 
' discussed later. Origins of EAAFRO projects. Insofar as they could be determined

In some cases.
I

It should ■■;)

I

many years after some of .them had begun, were also thought to be an impor-tant 
characteristic affecting the projects' regionality. Different sources of im

petus in initiating particular EAAFRO projects that were considered were in-
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foreign sources particularly scientific aid sources, or
tes sources. - There could, of course, he ncaro than

temal EiAKlO sources, 
one or nore Of the Partner-Stai
one-source, hehind.the initiat'ion of a particular, pro ject. The Specialist Com- 
Bittee system-is discussed later in this'study, hut briefly’these committees

expliciUy charged to have national representation on them and to make recom

mendations on the projects vhich PAAFRO should select to carry out in a particular
in the selection activity of,

I Ia
K-;

V

I

I
are* S

I
The extent.of this national participation 

particular EAAFRO.projects is what is noted inithis chapter.
field.i n

S

i The EAAFRQ IntervleTf

Although EAAFRO publications such as the Annual Reports and the Newsletter
were important sources of information Ih carrying out this part of the study,

the extensive interview given to almost all of the 
EAAFRO's staff in late 1971. Besides the specific Information

i
it

-■ - the most important source was f¥'

research officers on
items discussed above, the EAAFRO interview was .given to enable this author to 
ea-^Ti a general working.knowledge of all EAAFRO's activities.
to know wha-t EAAFRO was doing before interviews were attempted at the national
level, . becaus_e„tn.the natipnal ijn-tervlew5.th^ rela.ttpnG^^^^ of the na-tlpnal
officer to EAAFRO work and personalities woiild be explored quite extensively.

’ in order to administer-this-Tnational interview properly, in. order to gain credi

bility with the national responden-ts, and in order to intelligently evaluate,
■ -follow-up, and interpret their responses, it was necessary to know.EAAFRO's - 
activities and how they might be relating to 6r linking up with national re-

It was necessary

I
s
II -
3s , ^
1ai

search systems. ^
The actual EAA™_i^terview is- shown below. An original version was pilot

'^ tested on four EAAFRO officers before this.one was used for the remainder. It

.'.n

a
fa probably should be pointed out that -these questions actually evolved in this

period of months while talking with'these same officers onauthor's mind over a
an exploratory, unstructured basis. Kany of the questions did not provide useful 

' data for direct measurement purposes and some overlapped with others, but they 
did provide additional insights and information that was quite useful and so they 
were left in. Also, the instrument was not used rigidly~follow-up questions were

the wcxrdlng was changed if a question ;■ asked depending upon -the- initial response,
was not understood, the- carder of questions was changed if a Respondent inad

vertantly jumped ahead, etc. The objective was to gain as much useful tafomation . 
as possible, and the instrument proved to be relatively'successful, interviews 

from one-and-a-half :to three hours, and there was hardly any indication

i:

s»■

3

lasted

that the EAAFRO officers resented this as an imposition on their time. On the rI
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contrary, after the careful preparation ttis author had gone through in gaining 
permission at all levels for conducting the study and the tine, spent in gaining 
the confidence of key peopi^^o at the site, most of the officers IntervieHed seemed ■ ■

to recognize that they were members of a somewhat controversial institution•in a 
‘fluid political envlronraent, and—ha-vlng gained their trust—wanted^o tell what 
they knew and felt.

. *■ Intxoductlont •'

••a-

As you may have heard, my name is Ted Schlie and I'm from the Institute 
for Development Studies at the University of Nairobi — cin institute which is 
part of the University and supplies some teaphing..services but which is more 
■research oriented than the regular university department, I an being sponsored 
over here by grants from the National Science Foundation and the Ford Foundation — 
tteough the Council for Iritersocietal Studies of Northwestern University — from 
the United States in doing this research for my Ph.D. dissertation in Industoal 
Engineering and Management Sciences from Northwestern University. ,

My principal interest over here is the relationships between the multi
national research institutes of the East African Community and the counterpart 
scientific systems of the Partner States, which make up the Community (if they 

■ exist) ~ particularly between the East African Agriculture and Forestry Re
search Organization and the national agricultural and forestry systems of 

. Kenya, Uganda,'and Tanzania. Since last February when I arrived, I have been 
working on ba'ckground studies and acquainting myself with the East African re
search situation. I have talked at length with Dr. Starnes, Dr, Kajisu, Dr.

_ Hangatl, and Tecwyn -Jones — among others ---.as well as with peoule. at the.
national levels and I believe that the,.results of my research will be useful- 
to both regional arid national level decision-makers in agricultural aind forestry 
research.

4’ ■

- -5^
The main part of my data will involve interviewing national agricultural 

and forestry researchers in (hopefully) all three Partner States, but in order 
- for me to fqllow-up their responses with further questions and to intellig'ently ' 

interpret those” responsesj I must know a- great deal about EAAFRO and how it 
works, Tnerefore, I am'li'oing to-be asking you some questions, about the natijre 
of your scientific work here and your linkages with national researchers and 
institutes. Dr. Majisu, the Communications and Research Secretariat of the EAC, 
and the Kenya Govdroment.have all given their permission for me to do this. I 
doubt if there are My questions which you .will be hesitant about answering, but 
in any case all the information will be strictly, confidential and will not be 
attributed to or identified with anyone without their permission.

-N.

Are there any questions you would like to Usk me before we begin? 

Then first I would like to get some background information from you —
(Questions one through six-were either asked or noted. In Ho. 1, the location of 
the interview was noted since seme of EAAFRO's officers were stationed at de
centralized points throughout East Africa, Question No, 2 concerned the Respon
dent's name, being very careful to get the spelling correct, and Question No. 3 
concerned his rank or title and the EAAFRO Division he was in. In Question 
No, 4, the Respondent's citizenship was asked and the race — African, Asian or 
European-(i. e,, white) -r and sex were noted. Several aspects'of educational 
background were ascertained in question No. 5.' For all respondents, the highest 
degree and the date and place of receiving that highest degree were asked, and
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‘respondents' vho vere citizens of East Africa-'and had a degree higher than a BSc 
were also asked the same information about thdir BSc education. Question No, 6 
was asked” toji'etefmine the length of total research experience of the Respondent, 
the length' of research experifence at EAAFRO, research experience elsewhere in 
Africa, and Where and what the Respondept was doing just prior to joining EAAFRO, 
Obviously,, some,of the questions in No, 6 overlapped and many times npt all of 
them had t'o be asked directly,)

7. , Nhat are the ten^ of''your employment here in connection with external 
scientific,aid — that is, are you supported at all by any external sources, 
and if so by who, how, and in what proportion?

,• 8. Approximately what percentage of your time is teken up by administrative
duties as opposed to your actual scientific work Here?

9. Could you now give me a brief description of your, scientific work?
(Note on No. 9« As the description proceeds, arrange the work into specific 
projects and services — if the respondent does not do so himself -- and use 
follow-up questions to ensure that each project or service has a specific 
goal. Vi’hen the respondent is finished, sum up his response in terms of project 
and service titles which he is asked to agree with or change. If it is not 

- clear from his previous remarks, determine whether these items are of major ca: 
minor importance, the dates when they began, and.dates when they are expected 
to finish — if there are any!) ‘ ■

If we call "research" work that you do which is connected with an experiment 
you are involved in, and "services" work which you do for scxaeone else's experi
ment, approximately what percentage of your scientific work is research and how 

- - - muoh.l.s-services?“- - - -  - ’ . . . . . . 7^ ' '

>1

Using the commonly held definitions of fundamental or basic research and of 
• applied research, approximately -what percentage of your research work is “ 

fundamental and what percentage applied? (Notei do not use the "development" 
category unless the respondent specifically wants to use it. If he presses 
-fpr definitional guidelines, stress that he should answer on the basis' of what 
he thinks according to his own definitions.) '

10. 'Beginning with the first project on 
people at this institute also working on it? (Note on No. lOi Get the names 
of other researchers,‘^orflyxthe numbers of lab assistants or technicians, etc. 
working full or part time on it.)

11. Are there any people from the naticmal level collaborating on this project? 
Who are they? Where are they from? How are they collaborating with you? How

' and when do you communicate with them? etc. etc. (Note on No. Ill A lot of 
follow-up questions have to be asked on this question to get all the informa
tion straight. There is a good chance that answers to other questions will 
come up here, so take note of them to use later. This question is very de
tailed and can be quite time-consuming, so it is necessary to approach it 
carefully with the respondent,)

■ 12. How and where will the results of this project be potentially utilizable 
in East Africa? Here is a map of East Africa if you would care to use it. Is 
it possible for you to indicate the importance of this utilizabillty in 
quantitative way for the three countries? If not, can you indicate the 

"importance in terms such as "Very Important," "Important," and "Hot So Impor
tant?" (Note on Ho, 12: A quantitative indicator of importance

.r'

, are there any' othertiUe

I

S

I

%

some

can be the

r-.
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amount of seral-arid land or the number of acres of plantation forest a country 
ftas, depending on the specific project.' Examples like this are given to the 
respondent and he is pressed to answer in some Quantitative way if at all' 
possible.)’ ^ '

13. Have there been-any results from thia_ project _yet? Have-they been 
municated tp anyone at the-national, level yet? To. whom? From where? Wow 
were they communicated? Uhen and how many times? etc, (Note on No, 13j If 
there is national collaboration on this project, much of this information may 
have already been glVen in response to No, 11, but It is asked anyway in case 
any new information ooines out.)

Have any of these results been actually utilized yef as fair as you know ~ in 
’■ other -experiments or in the field? By whom? Erpm ;where? ■ When? In what way? 

etc, etc..

- V-'

com-

. 14. (Note on No. 14j If the respondent has a large proportion of administra
tive duties — See No. 8 — such as the-Head, of a-Division does, this question 
is skipped and’NoV 21 is asked instead when its turn comes.) I would like to 
explore this matter of personal visits a little further — how many tines in the 
jiast two years have you visited national institutes, field sites, etc. in con
nection with this project? Who? Where were they from? How often have they 
"come aind how long did they stay? etc.

Finally, can you approximate how often you communicate by correspondence and 
by telephone with ainy national level people concerned with this project in 
Kenya, Uganda, or Tanzania? (Note on No. 14i Much .of. this information may — 
once again —_-have been given in response to earlier questions,)

. "I'S.—How^was -this-project originally saeoted'Vb be worked on? (Note on No. 15i
If not included'in the response, follow-ups on the date and originator of the 

- ;-.?lr^ ihitiative,_ the relationship of -the.actual process to the official
selection committee process, and the existence and extent of external scientific 
aid influence are asked.)

(G’eneral Note: Questions 10 - I5 are repeated for-each project on a separate 
response form sheet.)

16. 
this

Are there any other people at this Institute also working on providing 
service? (See Note to No. 10)

"—
1"7t'' Are there any people from .the national level collaborating on providing 
— not utilizing! — this service? - Who are they? V/here are they from? How 
are they collaborating? How and when do you co.mmunicate with'-them? etc,
(See note to No, ll)

18. What types of scientific work is -this service potentially applicable to? 
Where in East Africa is this work being done — or likely to be done — at 
the national level?

title

t

I

i (f
19. Do you have any quantitative ways of measuring this seirvice — either on a 
'national, national institute, or national researcher basis? If not, can you 
indicate the importance of this service for the three countries in terms such 
as "Very Important," "Important," and ."Not So Important?" ■ (See note to No. 12)

20. (See note to No, 14) Hpw many times in the past two years have you visited 
national institutes, field sites, etc. in connection wi-th providing this service? 
Where did you go? ' How long did you stay? When were these visits? etc.

' '■m
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In the past two years, has ahyone from the national level vislted^you here — 
at this institute — and in connection with this service? Who? here were ■ 
tihey from? 'How-often -- and how long did they stay?

Can you approximate how often you have communicated by correspondence or by ■ 
telephone witK any national 'level people cofioemed with this service in Kenya, 
Uganda, ^or Tahzsinia? (See note to No, 14)

.

■».

21. . (Note to No. 21j This question is only for administrators — respondents 
who have answered, questions 14 and 20 do not have to'answer this one.) How 
many times in the past two years have you visited national institutes, field 
sites, - etc; in connection with any project or services or administrative duties? 
Where- did you go? Who did you see? What for? When did you' go and how long 
did you stay? etc.

»■ In the past two years, has anyone from the national',level-visited you here — 
at' this institute — in connection with any projects, services, or administra
tive duties?

Can you approximate how often you communicate by correspondence and by phone 
with all natidnal■level people conneoted'wlth any projects, services, or 
administrative duties in Kenya, Uganda, or Tanzania? (See note to No. 14)

22. Can you list by name all of the national level researchers you personally 
■ 'know and where they are from? They can be in any scientific field — not just 

your own. Are any of these personal friends as well as colleagues? Are any of 
these classmates?' From where? (Note to No. 22: These researchers can be in 
national institutes,, universities, ministries, etc. — as long as they are 
connected' with research,- If the respondent has been in East Africa a long 
time, he inayjoiow more national researchers than it is practicable for him to 
list. In this case, approximate numbers from -each coun-try or national depart
ment which he knows are asked for,-and then, hf is asked to list only the per
sonal friends and classmates.)

V

' 23. Are you a member or have you attended — any of the Specialist Committee 
■ meetings? Which one(s)? When did it last meet? How often does it usually 

meet? Where? For hcA lo;^g? What types of people — besides specialized 
scientists — were ,there? etc. How effective do you think it is and why?
(Note to Ho. 23: It is unnecessary to ask for some of -the factml data if 
it has been obtained from other respondents.) . , _

.24, What improvements do you think could be made at either the regional or 
national levels in ordefTb-improve the relationships between EAAFRO and the 
three coun-tries? (Note to,No. '24: The problem should be imnlicit in the 
improvement, but if it isn't,, follow-up'questions are asked,X

^ 25. What d-oes the term "science policyv mean to you?

At the moment there are no national science policies and no regional science 
policy in East Africa. If there were, however, what do you think the rela
tionships should be between regional and national science policies?

As a scientist, what role do you think scientists should play-— as.
' opposed to ttet of an economist, politician, planner, etc, — in the formula
tion of science policy -- either regional or national?

27. How has external scientific or technological aid affected science and 
research in -East Africa in the past? How would you like to see it operate in 
the future? (Note to Ho, ■27( Follow-up questions are used to get at -the 
s-trategy of the aid operation — not just general s-tatemen-ts about the amount.)

26.

jL
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I
The .EAAFRO officers who were Interviewed and their Division ot positlm 

shown'''beioH in Table-1^. 1. In addition to the 37 EiAFRO officer's listed,

■ Table IV.1 - EAIAFRO Research Officer Interviewed

•'o

are

DIVISICM OR POSITICN-OFFICER

Director. ■■ G. Starnes 
, B.H. Ma'oisu
T. Jones 
H..G. Dyson 
i). Griffin 
T.- Oiembo 
J. Nigunda 
F. Owino
F. Kangati

Difector/Deputy. Director^
Forestry, Head of Division 
.Forestry
• ■ 'n

t1

It

Deputy Directcfr
Physics and Chemistry, Head of Division 
and Head of Physics Section 
Physics and Chemistry

tt

Physics and Chemistry, Head of 
Chemistry Section

Plant. Pathology and Hematology,
Head of Division 

Plant Pathology and Hematology

H. Taylor 
S. Cooke 
J. Osbourne .

■ K.R. -Bockyf

H. Y. Kulkami 
D. Taylor 
J. Guthrie- 
■R.P. Kahn

_n

n

Plant Quarantine Service^ 
Head of Service 

Plant Quarantine Service
Sugar Cane Breeding, Head of 

■ Division

J.L. Kachecheba 
B. Inniss

nI.S, Mkwawa 
•M. Slmbwa-Bunnya
H.P. Ledger

tt

Animal Production, Head of 
Division

••-w.-' c, Karue 
L. Darrak 
L. Petprs

tl

Maize Genetlps, Head of Division
Sorghum and Millet, Head of 

Division - 
Sorghum and MilletJ. Overman 

J, Kem 
L. Allison

tl

ft

^Dr. Starnes resigned as Director of EAAFRO and left during the period when this 
study took place} he was replaced by Dr. Kajlsu who had been Deputy Director,

^Officially, the Plant Quarantine Service is part of the Plant Pathology and 
Hematology Division,
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/ DIVISICH OR FCSITiatOFFICER
s■a Field TarfAls OfficerK. lihigham 

V- Judy
C. Kabuy'e 
J.B. Gillet't 
H.A. Hanid ^ 
P. J. -Greenway ‘
S.D. Hiuto
O.H. -Hohamedali 

.D.N, Lazarus •

■Herbarium, Botanist-l^-rcharge 
Herbarim

Machinery Coordinating Service
Librariem „
Acting Librarian*+•

there vere two officers in the Statistics Division and one in the Physics 
and Chemist:^ Division who it was impossible to interview, With those 
ceptions, it is believed that all EAAFRO officers who were part of the or

ganization in late 1971-early 1972 were Interviewed.
A profile of those EAAFRO officers Interviewed is shown in Figures IV.2- 

In Figure IV.2, the large responsibilities thatIV. 8 on the ,foloiring pages, 
foreigners still had in the operations of EAAFRO is apparent—25 officers 
wffl:e not- East African Citizens as compared to .l2 who were. Scientists frcsn
the United States and the United Kinsdom constituted the bulk of the foreign 
contingent with 11 and 10 officers^respectively. All of the United States.

_ officers were-fully supported under foreign aid—one by -the Rockefeller
Foundation, seven by a Participating Agency Service Agreement (PASA) of USAID 
with the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and three through a USAID agreement

Q

With -the Institute for IhtOTiatidnal Education. . Seven of the ten officers 
from -the U.K. were "topped off" by the U.K. Government under -the Over Seas 
Aid Scheme (OSAS), In this scheme, the EAC is responsible for -the’base salaries 
of the officers-and-<the U.K. Government for the remainder, which is from v to 

' -I- of their total salaries, plus fringe-benefits. One U.K. officer was under a
special arrangement where the U.K, Government ultimately paid his entire salary, 
and -two U.K. officers were paid entirely by the EAC.

Amongst the EAAFRO officers who were citizens of East Africa, Kenya 
dominated as the country of origin with seven officers—Uganda and Tanzania 
had two and three, respectively. Horeo-ver, as the Africanization process has 
•progressed, both the current Director and Deputy Director are citizens of Kenya. 
In Figure IV.3, the racial breakdown of the EAAFRO officers reflects the results

i

!

I

I

E

I
is

^ow semi-retiied.
'^O.N. Hbhamedall resigned as Librarian at EAAFRO and left during the period when 
this study took place, and D.N. Lazarus was named Acting Librarian.
®In this latter arrangement, the EAC apparently pays the base salary for these three 
positions into a trust fund administered -by the Regional' Office of AID for re
gional research expenses or something.
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Figure IV. 6-Iotal Experience in Research
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. iC

shoKn in Figitte IV.2—EAAFRO is still a fca:eign, vhite man's institution by 
a ratio of ^out tvo to onS7\^ Only ono officer out of 37 vas female—Figure 
IV A

The educational qualiflcatiohs of the EAAFRO officers shown in Figure IV.5 
seem to he quite high—20 officers had their Ph.D;, 5 had an MA or HSc,, seven 
-had BSc or BA, Eind four had diploma degrees. Four of the 20 Ph.D. 's were 
Africansj the remainder were Europe^s. likewise,, the amount of research ex- 

,• perience of the EAAFRO officers, shown, in Figure IV,6,.also seems quite impressive.. 
Only nine of the 37 had less than five years of research experience. Interestingly, 
eight of those nine were recent university graduates—four of them were Africans, 
and four of th^, were from the United S.tates working on the USAID cereals projfec^ts. 
Experience at EAAFRO—^Figure IV.7'r-however, was understandably much less, with 

. almost all officers ranging between one and ten years.
The last figure—Figure IV.8—shows the educational background of the EAAFRO 

officers who are citizens of,East Africa. Eleven of the 17, degrees obtained 
were obtained in J^st Africa--ten at Kakerere University and one at the University 
of Nairobi. Three degrees were obtained in the United States, only one in the 
U.K., and one each in Canada and India.

0 '

- i

“'i

1

■i

'.■..'■•I

RESULTS
1

The entire methodological "exercise of arriving at eIuPRO research and 
service priorities, and the reglonallty of EAAFRO research projects, is included 
as Appendix II.to,this study. The results will only be. summarized here, as 
sho-nTi in Tables IV.2, IV.3, and IV.4 on subsequent pages. In interpreting these 
tables, a number of different symbols are used. Numerical symbols are used 

. ' in a few instances in—the.Activity/Field Site column when specific numbers^were 
"■wteilable,. It was mate, often the case, houever, tliat'general answers were 
given to questions concemlrig national-level relationships on particular projects, 
and these -lent themselves more readily to subjective judgements represented by 
the following symbols used in all three tablest H=High} H'Mediums L^iowj 0=Zero, 
Nothing.- These symbols should be interpreted relatively within a particular pro

ject, and not between projects--!, e., the indicator under consideration nay be 
ranked High-for one Partner S-tate compared to Heduim or Low for the others on the 
same project, but a ranking of High for one Partner State in one project should ' 
not be compared to any ranking for any Partner State in aiiy other project! The ■ 
Zero symbol, however, does indicate that there was no amount of -the specific in

dicator, as compared with some—however little' that "some" night be. Check narks

•:£

I
: y

s
3
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columns to ^indicate the presence of a significant 
tlon of the project. Question marks were used when

were also used In the Or 
Impetus to the original 
It wasn'.t clear whether ariof the variable applied to-amy ’of the Partner States,

Iglns

sel«

and N.A. followed' by dash marks Indicates that the IndlcatOT Is Not Applicable 
•for'that particular; projeot. H, H, and L have a special meaning In the Specialist 

. Committee column—H indicates that the Specialist Committee System seemed to,op

erate as It Is officially descri'bed; H indicates that the System was consulted 
on'project selection after the fact and gave their approval}'L indicates that some 
other apparatus was used to formally signify national-level approval} and 0 in

dicates there was or seemed to be little or no’ role at all played by the Specialist 
Coranittee systan—or other regional mechanism—in the project selecUon proceSi”. , 
The Orientation Column tries to sum up all the previous indicators and gives each 
project one of -the following classifications: R = Regional Oriented; k, u, or 

. t = more oriented toward, respectively, Kenya, Uganda, or Tanzania, but still some 
regional basis' for the project; K, U, or T = strongly oriented toward, respec- 

■ tively Kenya, Uganda,, or Tanzania; and X = little or no regional or national or- 
ientation,-

Table IV.4 on EAAPRO‘s scientific services follows much the same pattern.
•V • - - *..

The columns on Involvement/Cooperation and Applicability refer to the same
•• _ indicators ^previously discussed for Tables IV. 2 auid IV. 3^ It was found to be easier

to estimate measures of Utilization—how much the individual Partner States 
actually used the service—in the case of Scientifuc Services, however, so. this 
indicator is added to Table IV.4, Aotl-vities/Field Sites, on the other hand, 
dfid not seen' to apply to Services nearly as much as it did to- Research). Projects 
so that indicator was dropped. The in'teiaial EAAFRO, foreign, or national origins 

■^ 'of Scientific Services^ere not sought because many of the services began with 
the establishment of. EAAFRO and most of the others evolved out of EAAFRO's own 
research requirements; the Specialist Committee system was designed to select 
research projec-ts—not services; and the regional or-national orientation of the 

• service was found to be redundant with the Utilization •variable—therefore all 
these indicators were not included in Table IV.4.

yi

. e-

&• In examining Table IV.2, the following description of-the priority classi

fications were used;
Class I (Highest Priority)-One to -three full-time^ EAAFRO research

^•'Full-'time'' means that the officer has only one major project he is working on — 
he. may have, other, minor project activities as well, however.
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officers plus extensive suppcarting ^-l^f involvedj projects in operation 
four years or mordj .

twOTFull-tijae and/or part-time EAAFRO officers plus 
varying support stafrinvolved; projects in operation far varying 
lengths of time greater than one-two yes^; . ’

class fll-One full-time or a few part-time EAAFRO officers plus varying 
support .staff involved; projects of relatively recent origin Md could 
Become mofe.-inportant in the future;
class IV-One part-time EAAFRO officer plus some support;staff involved;

- these are very minor projects hut still seem to be EAAFRO projects 
as opposed to: those in Class V; -

, Class V-One part-time EAAFRO officer involved; these are very minor 
projects, some of which appear to be of personal interest to the 
EAAFRO officer. • '

ICla& Il-One or
I
i

i
I?
I
i
I
I
§In examining the highest priority, Class I research projects shown in Table 

IV.2' certain trends begin to appear. Kenya appears to have more Activity/Field 
Sites than either Uganda or Tanzania do, and the projects in Class I appear to

II
i

Ibe,more applicable to Kenya (with the exception of sorghum bree^jjjg) than to
Th'^e is no national-level Involv'^ent (cooperation)either Uganda or Tanzania, 

at all on- two of the five projects in Class I, and in the remaining three the 
amount of thi.s variable is very' great in the case, of Kenya and Uganda as compared

j:-..

E¥
to that of T'anzania,. Pour out of these five'projects had at least part of their 
origins from internal EAAFRO sources. Only two of thcm~Sugar Cane Breeding and 

..the Legirae-Virus Survsy--see!nod to have had part of their origins from all three
■ Partner States. Two projects .had part of their origins from foreign sources, 

and in both of these cases there does not seem to have been any initiative frora^ 
the Partner States.' Sorghum Breeding, in fact, scores very low on Applicability
and Tnvolvenent/Cooperation, and only slightly better on Aotlvity/Pield Sites due- . 
-to the Variety Trials Program. Although maize is the most important food crop 
ijj^Kenya and Tanzania, and one of the most important food crops in Uganda, the 
applicability of the results of the Kaize Breeding program is more relevant 
to Kenya than to the 'others because of the locale specific nature of the reoiU.tant 

' varieties and the capability of their national program to utilize the resultant 
■breeding methods. This latter factor—Kenya's relatively greater capabilities 
in this area—hais been par'tly caused by the location of.the EAAFRO Maize Genetics

■ e- Division on the same site as their national maize breeding program, and this con-
. ' dltion also is partly responsible for the relatively greater amount of Acti-vity/

Field Si-tes and Involveaent/Coopera-tion that is assigned to Kenya. Kenya seems 
■ to have.had a special national interest involved in the origins of the Softwoods- 
Tree Breeding Project, and this is also reflective of the greater Applicability
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io and Actlvity/^ield Sites that she enjoys. The official Specialist Committee 
system.4'ar‘project selectiorT^ams to have operated In only one case—Sugar 
Cane'Sreeding--Hher& It did, hoHever, operate as :it was officially desorihed.
In three cases this .system did not iterate at all,- and one case was uncertain.

Overall.in Class I, the Sugar-Cane Breeding and Legume-Virus Survey 
projects seem to be resonably regionally oriented; the Softwbods-Ttee Breeding 
and Kalze Breeding projects are oriented more toward .Kenya than to the other two 
Partner States, but still do have some regional-basts; and there seems to be 
no basis at all for the sorghum breeding project in Kenya, little in Tanzania, 
and only slightlymore in Uganda. The project selection process in Class I seems ^ 
to be more oriented toward internal EAAFRO and foreign origins, although there. 
are two very regional cases in which all three Partner States seat to have orig- 

• Inally participated.
In Class II research projects, the Basic Research in the Herbaurium on 

taionomic revisions is in a case by itself—the activity is done entirely within 
the Herbarium with no national involvement or cooperation; as basic research on 
plant classifications It is fundamentally applicable' to all Partner States; and 
it is an on-going project in any Herbarium that keeps ite plant collection up- 
to-date; wi-thout specific origins Or going -through any selection process. For ' 
the other three projects in Class II, as a group there do not seem to be any re- 

^ markable national differences with respect to Aotivity/Field Sites, Involvement/ 
Cooperation, or Applicability. Millet Breeding again displays a r)llatlvely low 
ratiig in these three •variables and its origins axe from internal EAAFRO and 
'Foreign sources. The origins of the water catchment area project (Water Resources/ 
Land Use) axe sonewhat obscure, and although Acti-yity/Pield Sites and Involvement/ 
Cot^eration are more OriSfted toward Kenya tten the other Partner States, this was
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due to situations beyond EAAFRO's con-tr.ol—the' original design did call for 
field sites in fecooperation with both Uganda and Tanzania.• Although the appll- 

. cability of the results of this project will be somewhat locale specific to Kenya,
the issue of water recources/land use does seem to be crucial in all Partner States 'i'-

and the teohnigues developed in this project should be applicable in all of them.
^ The work on Decay in Hardwoods arid Softwoods specifically originated with Tan- 

zanla and Uganda, and although the principal activity and cooperation has been 
with those two coun'tries, the resul'ts on softwood decay should also be very 
applicable to Kenya,
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/iI Overall .in Class .II, the work on Hard and Softwoods-Deoay, and Basle Re-
sonahly regionally orientedj the work on Hater■Oi searoh-Herharim seems to hej?eas 

ResoircpeVl'and Use seems to be ^iented niOTe towards Kenya but still has some 
-regional basis j-and the Millet Breeding project' has some basis only in Uganda

I;
I-

I
I

and is not regional or national oriented. The Specialist Committee system seaned 
to. have clearly operated only in the case of one project in C^ss II, and that only
involved after-the-fact approval.

About half of the projects in Class III do not involve any Activity/Fleld 
Sites of Involvement/Cooperation on the part of any' of the Partner States. In 
one case—Groundwater Resources—ccnsideration of these variables is not

••I;
^1'c

!
appropriate yet because the project is in such an early stage, and in another 
case—Softvoods-Root Rot—whether there was any national level Involvement/

The two projects on Rangeland research took
s

I
a

.Cooperation or not was not clear.
.place'oh EAAFRO's own.Athi River Ranch without any national involvement} the
project on the Propagation of Horticultural and other crops takes place entirely 
within the Quarantine Station, and the Sorghum/iliUet Agronomy Project displays 
the general low level of national Interest that has already oh^cterized these 

The Kdize-Soil Fertility project has had much greater activity in and

it

r.-_' V

crops.
invoivement with Kenya than Tanzania, witih Uganda coming' somewhere in the . middle 
but EAAFRO also displayed a lack of interest in this project for a time due to

f I%

fs 'a manpower shortage. Tanzania was the sole cooperator and had the only field site 
for the Tobacco-'Virus.project, and a personal problem appeared to have been respon
sible for Uganda's low'scores for the Rice-Nematode project. There was national- 
level aotivity/field sites for both the Softwoods-Insect and Softwoods-Root Rot 
proje'cts in all three Paxtoer States, but no indication of relative amounts among 1 
them. The Involvement/Cop'^ration
bit' shaky. It was repar’ted. that there was more formal cooperation on this project 
with Uganda and Tanzania than Kenya, because the latter's Forest Department was 
so close and capable that they didn't need to cooperate whereas the o'thers did.
One suspects, however, that- informal cooperation'with the Kenya Forest Department

•'
H
II
S

indicator measxrre for Softwoods-Insect is a

'
:K

■was ^uite high.
In the Applicability columns for Class III p'rojeots, Ground'water Resources 

^ has a higher score for Kenya and Tanzania because of their larger amounts of semi- 
' arid land, although such resources are also important even in the high-rainfall 
areas of Ug^da. This project has part of its origins within EAAFRO and part from 
all three Partner States through the.mechanism of the national Chief Research 
Officers—not the Specialist Conuaittee system.'^ The Maize-Soil Fertility project

I

I

»'l
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appeared.to have heea selected as an EAAFBO project through the Specialist Coa- 
mlttee systea as officlaiay\described, but in this case—interestingly enough— 
the weakness, of the Specialist Conmlttee system was apparmt and the project failed 
oh'a regional'tesls, Speciallsf-Comnittees have no real power—they can allocate 
no funds. They can only advise the EAC and the national governments on-.'what they 

' should do, and in this case the national governments decided they couldn’t afford 
' to carry out their part of the project. The applicability of the results should 
be,slightly higher in Kenya because most of the cooperative testing is going on 
there,, but in any case they probably won't be that important for awhile, 
three countries should be equally receptive to the results of the Horticultural 
Propagation project in the Quarantine Station, except for the fact that beca^ise^ " 
of Kenya's closeness to the Station the results will be slightly more applicable 

• there; "The Tobacco-Virus project was specifically requested by Tanzania and seems
- to have a'greater applicability there because that is the principal location of

the disease. ' The "Ijce-Nematode project is an interesting one because its origin 
is a case of a response to a crisis. Except-for the personality problem referred 
to earlier, activity and cooperation would probably have been high, from all three 
Partner S-fetes, and the ap^cability is lower in the case of Uganda only because 
of the lack of-confirmation of the extent'.pf the nematode in that country. The 

_ - two Rangeland projects are. no-t very applicable in Uganda, as compared with i^-
zania and Kenya, bebause;of the relatively less amount of ecological rangeland

In both cases, the overall orientation of the Animal Production Division 
■ toward rangeland research apparently was discussed by -the Specialist Committee 
System, but these specific projects were only approved after the fact. It is in- 
teres-ting to note that, according to reliable sources, it was Uganda ’which in

fluenced the Kasawo-Comnjission to recraunend that the functions of this Animal 
Production Division become a national responsiblity. After the subsequent 
deterioration of the Division in the absence of any clear-cut decision on -the matter, 
there were only two main projec-ts that remained.. The applicability of the two 
projects on softwoodsiin Class II is once again greater for Kenya, although the 
origins are not clear, and the Sorghua/Millet Agronesny project exhibits the same 
characteristics discussed above for -these crops.

Overall, it would seem that only the Groundwa-ter Resources and Rloe-Hematode 
projec-ts in Class III are reasonably regionally oriented; four of them—Maize .Soil 
Fertility, Horticultirral Proagation-Quasrantine, Softwoods-Insect, and Softwoods-' 
Root Rot—are more oriented -toward Kenya but still have some regional basis; 
two of .them concerning Rangeland sxe oriented toward Kenya and Tanzania, but not

•a ...
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Uganda; tho To^cco-Virus project is heavily oriented tovards Xan2sanla| and the 
- Sorghum/Hlilet A^onany jjroject is neither regionally nor nationally oritoted.
T^e official Specialist Co^ittee system appeeired to have operated effectively 
■only once,-and -then couldn'-t implement its selection. ' It approved, two projects 
after-the-fact, but otherwise it was not apparent that it operated at all.

- In Class I-Vr^inany of the projects listed involve crops or activities that
have-already been discussed wi-th regard to Table I, or they are oriented towards 
problem-requeste from specific Partner S-tates. ' Hi-th regard to -the Bangeland- 
Silage project, the previous general discussions "on rangeland apply. In the case 
of the Rangeland-Cxitivatlon project, however, there is'qui-te extensive Involvement/ 
Cooperation with the Kenya wheat breeding sta-tion at two field sl-tes, and some - 

■ cooperation ■with Tanzania at one field site. This project was, in fact directly > 
initiated by the Kenya station and it did not appear to involve the official 
Specialist Committee system at all. The applicability of the results of -the Hater 
Requlremen-ts for Selected Crops project is somewhat related to the need to con

serve water and the amount, of semi-arid land in a coun-try, and therefore Kenya 
and Tanzania ■ score higher -than Uganda on this project. All of the Activity/Field 
Sites and Involvement/Cooperation also occur in or with Kenya and—to a lesser 
ex-ten-t—Tanzania. The project seamed to originate with EAAFRO, but it was re

portedly approved'by the Natural Resources Research Council of the BAG, The 
Pulp aind Paper Industry project was specifically initiated by Kenya; it is princi

pally applicable in Kenya which is the only Par-tner State to have ad'vanced plans 
for such an industrj'-j and -the only field si-te and cooperation occur in and with.

■0

f

Just about the exact same thing’ Is true with respect to Uganda in theKenya.

'Charcoal/Steel Industry Project, ^he Softwood-Hooly Aphid project i-s another
case of a respons^ejfeo^ crisis. The initiative for this project cane from both 

•' EAAFRO and the Kenya Forest Depar-baent when the insect pest was disoov&ed on
forests around Kuguga,' but cooperation and da-ta from field sites in all Pax-tner
S-tates,. was immediately for-thooiing. The applicability of this softwood project, 
however, is higher for Kenya. In the case of the Nematode Survey on Bean,
Ci-trus, and Banana, the lack of any Acti-vity Field Sites or Involvement/Cooperation 
in Uganda is probably due to the personality problem that -was referred -to earlier. 
It ■was reported that all three Partner States, as well as EAAFRO, were Involved in 
the origins of the survey—although not the specific crops listed—and the resul-ts 
should also-be highly applicable in Uganda. The particular Bean Nematode project,

, however, was directly initiated by Kenya, and although it could have some applicat 
bility in Uganda and Tanzania, all the field sites and cooperation are in and with 
Kenya, The Horticultural Cutti^s-Quarantine Project measures shown are due 'to 'the 
same influences that were previously discussed for the other Quarantine project
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■a is Abtivity/^ield Sites only in Uganda, and noin Class. II"; Although thi 
national level Inyolvement/C^operation at all, the applicability of the Sugar- 
Cane Chemical Control project'stiU^dmains.^ high ^ all'Partner States-. Its or
igins :come from within EAAFRO. And, finally, the Basic Research-Herbarium pro- 

. , -aeot in-'Class IV-does do some plant collecting in all of the Partner States,
■ but the little cooperation that exists appears to be. with Kenya and Tanzania,

“the results, however, are fundfimentally applicable' -to all of East Africa.
Overall in Class IV it would seem that'the‘Nematode Survey of Beans, Citrus, 

and Bananas project and the Sugar-Cane-Chemical Control and Basic Research-Herb
arium projects are reasonably regionally oriented; that three projects on Range-- 
leind-Culti-ra-t'ion, Softwood-Wooly Aphid, and Horticultural Cuttings-Quarantine 
are more oriented towards Kenya but stiU have sane regional basis; that two

*
-t

j-

projects on RaPgeland-Silage and Water Requirements are* oriented toward Kenya 
■and Ibnzania and not Uganda; and that two' projects—Pulp and Paper Industry 
and Bean Nemat^e~are strongly oriented toward Kenya and one—Charcoal/Steel 
Industry—twoard Uganda^ The- official Specialist Committee system appeared to 
operate as" it is officially described in two cases, and was consulted for approval 
aft^-the-fact in two other cases.' In; another case this system was not applic.^- 
hble, and in the remaining projects it did not appear to have operated at all.

The remaining five projects are in the lowest category of EAAFRO pricrittes, 
and it will only be pointed out that one of them—Mechanical Cultivation-Seed 

- Bed—is reasonably regionally oriented; that two are oriented toward Kenya and 
toward Tanzania, but still have some regional basis; and that one is 

strongly oriented toward UgMda. Host of these projects were in very, initial 
stages and hadn't gone -through -the Specialist Committee system yet.

In. looking at the resul-ts of this analysis as shown in the Orientation column 
of Table: IV,2, it is apparent that there is a slight bias to Kenya's favor to the 
top two .priority classes of EAAFRO research projects. With -the exception of the 
Sorghum and Millet Breeding Projects, which have little or no regional or national 
'basis, all of the remaining seven projects have.some regional bsisis and four 
seem to be principally regionally oriented. When the remaining lower priority 
classes are examined, however, it does seen ■that there is a definite bias to
ward Kenya to EAAFRO's projects over both Uganda and Tanzania, but that Tan
zania is definitely higher on the scale than Uganda. In other words, the balance 
(or imbalance.) of EAAFRO's research projects, particularly in the mid- and lower- 
prlorlty' classes, is mostly to favor of Kenya, then Tanzania to the middle, and 
least to favor of Uganda'.
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* Another interpretation of the resi£Lts in' Table IV.2 is provided by examining 
all of the projects when they are grouped accordW to EAAFRO Division rather 
priority classification, as'is\phown in Table IV.3. The Sugar'Cane Breeding 
Division, is, of course, dominated by that one principal project.’ Exc^t in the 
case of Inv'olveraent/Cooperatlon with Tanzania, the division is pretty well balanced 
across, the. board,, and it seems to have the best Specialist Committee operations.
The Forestry Division is dominated by softwood projects* and'this-, tends to bias 
it toward- Kenya-oriented projects. Only <me of their projects is reasonably

* regionally oriented, and three others are largely priented toward specific
Partner States—two toward Uganda and one toward Kenya, nevertheless, this Di- 

. vision also seems to.have a relatively active Specialist Committee with only
project in whith the Specialist Committee was rot utilized at all, and that 

was a very' special response to crisis case. The other Indicators seem to be fairly—
* well-balanced among the Partner States, given the bias toi.^xd softwoods mentioned 

.“above. The Sorghum ahd Millet Division can be characterized by a heavy foreign
influence In the origins of its project selection, and little—if any— interest 
frwn any of the Pother States. Vhat little activity there is at the national 
level is included in the'yariety Trials Program—vrhioh . is mainly concerned with 
maize—and the applicability that does exist is. confined to parts of Uganda and 
Tanzania.' The Maize Cenetics Division is'composed entirely of the maize breeding

•- - project, and,.-althQugh_it alsoL seems to have had a dominant'foreign influence
^ in its selection, it is reasonably regionally oriented.- Its location just next

to the Kenya national Maize breeding program does give that country some advantage, 
however. The Pi^t Pathology and Nematology Division is principally doing some 
basic survey work and responding to specific problems As they arise. In the 
latter category, one of the problems was a .crisis that potentially existed on a 
regional basis, but tKe'o^her,two problems were largely oriented toward speeific 
Partner States—one toward 'Kenya and one towsird Tanzania. Activity/Field Sites 
in and Involvement/Cooperation with Uganda seems to have been relativel-y-low,

' but Applicability and Origins seems to be reasonably well-balanced among /the Part

ner States. It is doubtful that this Division utilized the Specialist Committee 
system at all, Uganda definitely scores lower in the Physios and Chamlstry .

^ Division. Only two of its projects are reasonably regionally oriented, and the 
remainder are-ail oriented more towards Kenya and—to a lesser extent—Tanzania.

Many of the projects in this Division seem to have had their origins from within '
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EA^HO,. .although a few- have been through the Specialist Conusittee system. Both 
projects''in the Plant Quarantine Services are done entirely at the Quarantine 
•Station. ■ they„were both selected internally according to tlje perceived needs 
of the Service without going through the Specialist Committee system, The

slight bias toward Kenya of these projects is caused solely by the location 
- ■ ■ * ' - 

of the Service within Kenya. The Animal Production Division is oriented to

ward rang eland research, which means it is oriented towards Kenya and Tanzania. 
Activity/Field Sites and Involvement/Cooperatlrai with all Partner States is very 
low, however. Finally, the basic research peii’crmed by the Herbarium is regional 
in nature due to its fundamental applicability to all of East Africa.

A simna^ of the reported reasons behind the distribution of these, variables 
of EAAFRO's research projects would have to begin with the effects of location. - 

. Having the headquarters of EAAFRO located in Kenya does seem to have contributed 

. in many instances to the slight Kenya bias in project's which still have some
regional basis. Those projects which are principally oriented toward one specific 
Partner State dp not seem, to depend on distance or location, but are a direct 
result of a specific problem in a request from that Partner State. Another 
factor that seems to have contributed to this bias is the capacity and willing- 
.n'ess. of the Kenya national .agrlcultjnral'arid forestry research system to cooperatei 
In the case of Tanzania, there would appear to be both a national feeling of 

' laicoopgrativeness jiith EAAFRO in some cases but not in pthOTs and a general con

straint of a relative lack of capacity in their national agricultural and fcrestry 
research system to cooperate on EAAFRO projects which should be applicable to 
their country.Tanzania is also the largest Partner State and transport facilities 
are relatively poor, so location and distance'work'against such relationships 
also. The case pfU^Mda is more complicated. Both a general willingness and 
capacity to cooperate, with EAAFRO appeared to be evident, but EAAFRO seems to 
be the least oriented towards Uganda of any of the Partner States, Partly this 
is probably because Tanzania and Kenya are more ecologically similar to each 
other than either are to Uganda, so that "regional" projects affecting at least 
two of the Partner States more often than not cire oriented toward. Kenya and Tan

zania and not toward Uganda. Uganda's border is also further away than Tanzania's, 
. and, although it is a much smaller country, transportation .facilities are also 
relatively poor here. Although there are too few cases to generalize from, both 
location/^stance effects and the willingness of national'research systems to

i.

10
Although the S-tandlng'Technical Committee on Plant Impoccts and Exports does not 

seem to have been active research project selection, it reportedly is active— 
and relatively effective—in developing recommendations and setting policy for 
the Plant Quarantine Service,
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cooperate seem to be at lep-st paxtlailly overcome in response to crises
critical in one Partner State than another.

even
-a though the crisis Ba:y be more o 

note oi caution—this paragraph'is, based on raw data provided by EAAFRO sources 
only^ The natipnal viewpoint will, be provided in following chapters. ■ '

The priorities shown in Table IV.4 regarding EAAFHO’s scientific services 
Me also .based on EAAFRO's manpower commitments to those services. In looking 
at-the results shown in Th.ble IV. 4, several trends are evident. Firstly, most 
of these' services are highly applicable in all Partner States, and the ex

ceptions do not seem to fit into any particular patt'enri the eixmyworm does not 
seem to be critical threat in Uganda; -there is no Field Trials Officer in

One
ii

)>

v

TABLE IV.4i A SUKIiARY. OF BAAFRO SGIENTIFIG SERVICES

Involvc-i'-'.pp.t/' 
• Coop-.'cci tier;Scif-nr.ific So-rvi.ce /b 1 i cabili'tv Utiliznblon

K U T K U T K U T
ir
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I.l Quaircntina 
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II M 11 H L 11
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11 II L
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H 11 11
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H II 11
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Kenya to perform a liaison functicn with, the Kenya cereals program| the analyses
of feed Md animal samples and the provision of 'experimental animals services are

these services have been oriented towards ft'
I:-not as applicable to Uganda beci^se

rangeland experiments^ and Uganda} lias relal^fvely little rangeland; and the provi-.
out experiments is largely applicable only

?ft

slon of quarantine facilities to carry 
in Ken: I

I
Pot the most part, the services

g^aliy applicabre in nature, dealing with basic information, analytical, 
or-advisory services that all Partner States should need.

One of the principal factors that affects the national Involvement/Cooperation 
with and Utilization of these Services is EAAPRO's location and the distance from 

The slight edge given to Kenya for the Pl^t Quar^tine Service in 
both these veo^lables, for example, is due to Kenya's ability to take advantage 
of this service for unplanned plant arrivals at her airport, which is relatively 
qlose to the Quarantine Station. Although there is no national Involvement/ 
gooperation in the operations of the joint EAAFRO/EAVRO Library, the national 
Utilization of the Library's services is heavily oriented in Kenya's favor because 

must utilize these services usually at the Library itself — which means that
The services of the ,Statistics, Division ^ilso seem

because the facilities are located there.
)> are

g;
i
iS

it, however.

i
f
I
ft

one
distance'is a goveiming, factor.
to be heavily .Oriented towards Kenya at least partly because of the distance 
factor, '.The relationship that’seems to be neb'essary for the provision 
of this service is one of a great deal.of interaction betweeen the national 

. . -. . level recipient and-the EAAPRO provider — a relationship that is more difficult

i:-.. V
ft
ft

■i I
Ss
I■j

This effect is reinforced by communications^ to develop over greater distances.
difficulties and by the'fact that internal E.UFRO demands on this statistical

i
I

It may also be true, however, that — particularly inservice are quite heavy, 
the case.of Tanzania — a national research system may have less of a capacity or

S

efforts are chaotic and disorganized anyway.^need for this service if_i±^own 
The-sllght edge that Kenya has, over the other .two Partner States in the Utiliza-. 
tion of the Virus Reference Collection, the Provision of Experimental Animals, and

i: ¥
the Provislop of Quarantine Facilities services also seems to be due to the loca

tion factor, but these services are very low In importance anyway.
Host of the .other imbalances seem to be more reasonable. The reason Uganda 

reportedly doesn't utilize the Herbarium's services or the Soil and Plant 
Analyses service is that she has the capacity to carry these out herself. Since 
the armyworm does,not usually invade Uganda, there is less need for her to utilize, 
the Armyworm Forecasting Service, and since the main EAAFRO cereals unit of interest 
— the Maize Genetics Division — is located at the same site as Kenya's national 
maize breeding program, there was no need to create a special Field Trials Officer 
■fOT liaison with Kenya. There is the one case of the Forest Insect Reference 
Collection where both the Involvement/Coopesratton and Utilization variables are

!

ft

?

t

I
?
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. relatively low for Tanzania and where the cause would appear to he a hostile 
attitude on the part of. Tanzania. . This reflects some similar cases in Forestry 

“ Research Projects,' but, again, it must-be remembered that these resuits are based 
on law data from .EAAFRO sources^^^ly.

In sum, it would appear to be fair to say that EAAFRO's scientific services

I

I

I
I r

. are generally oriented in theory to the entire region, but due,to location and 
distance effects, some.'qf- the most Important ones £ire utilized in Kenya mote 
than, in the other two Partner States.

Before this part of the chapter is completed, a few concluding remarks about 
the EAAPRO Interview are in order. Many of the interview questions concerning 
conmimicatio'ns details, the national utilization of research results, etc. 
did not wcjrk out as usable indicators in quantitative terms. Nevertheless, 
they did, at timfes; provide additional information cai EAAFRO’s projects and ser

vices, and several generalizations can' be made. Communication from EAAFRO Head- 
■ quarters is much easier tc Kenya than to either Uganda or Tanzania, obviously 
because of the location factor. Telephone calls are possible ~ although sometimes 
difficult — in Kenya and are utilized as a medium of communication. Telephone 
calls to Uganda or Tanzania are very difficult and only rarely attempted. In the

a ■

g

I
Vr

i
i'.-

?'

i

I

? l.'- -,' V
case of Kenya, the nation's-capital — Nairobi — and governmental ministries 

- are only a half hour drive, so face-to-face communication can be and is utilized 
much more than can be done with either Tanzania or Uganda, Letters through the

_____ ;„_p_ostal_system,.ar,e-..tha,..prinoipal means of EAAFR: canmunication with Tanzania and - -
.^Uganda, but these can- take varying periods of time to be delivered, and once 

arrived, a letter Can be easily ignored or caught up in a bureaucratic tangle.
There were so few EAAFRO research projects that had some definite interim or 

final results, that results from answers to this question cannot be stated conclusively. 
Nevertheless, it does appear that outside of personal written communication of 
the.,^esults to national-levSl^collaborators or cooperators, the only means used 
to disseminate this information,in general is through the East African Agricultural 
and Fwestry Journal, Although .the Journal is .widely read in East Africa, there 

.. . is a time lag between the results and their publication, and little — if any — .
atte.Tipt appears to be made to caiununicate results directly to specific national 
researchers who might be working in the same area. General or public relations 

“■ fbriented stories about EAAFRO activities appear in.the monthly EAAFRO Newsletter, 
but this is not‘the same thing.

Another question that stood out because of the lack of .response to it was the 
' one on actual instances of national level utilization of EAAFRO research results.

The potential utilization or applicability of research results was usually canmented on 
quite extensively by EAAFRO officers, but responses about actual utilization were 
much less frequent.

i'
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V-- 130. sThe question that asked EAAFRO respondents the names of all the natlcmal- 
level researchers they knen did not work oui,because the number of possibilities 
was too gr^t'for memories to recall. Officers with much e;q)erience in East , 
Afri<!d claimed to know up t^OO such people, but couldn't, of course, name them, 
all. Recent tumOTers of expatriate scientific .personnel in the Partner States was 
a ccsiplicating factor — some of the names mentioned were last heard of two or 
three years past. ‘ Race did not appear to be an Important factor in the response 
to this question ~ i. e., in only a very few dases did it appear that EAAFRO , 
white expatriate officers knew almost only white expatriate national researchers, 
or that EAAFRO African officers knew almost only .national African officers.

EAAFRO officers who had been in East Africa for only short periods of 
time didn't know as many national-level researchers,’ of course, 'and researchers -

-t-*
.r-;■’a

is

£

>
s

I
who had had“national level experience in one of the Partner States before coming 
to EAAFRO tended to know more researchers in that Partner State th^ in the others. 
EAAFRO officers who were stationed at decentralized locations in Uganda and Kenya 
also knew more national researchers in those Partner States due to that factor. 
Finally, for those EAAFRO officers who were citizens of one' of the Partner States, 
this factor also seemed to influence the number of researchers they knew from that 
coimtry. Overall, it appeared that more Kenyan ttian Teinzanian or Ugandan national 
researchers were known’by EAAFRO officers, but then there are more Kenyan national 
researchers to know — as wili .be pointed blit in more detail in subsequent chapters 

_of-±his study. And,,.,it did. not appear tha-t location or distance had. much to 
■do with this Kenya bias. Instead, it appeared that Outside of the collaborative/ 
cooperative arrangements that existed with national researchers, there was a 
general lack of Jaiowledge of who national researchers were -- even those located 
only 18 miles away in Nairobi. , . ‘

The Specialist CaiuElttee System is discussed in more detail in subsequent 
■ .^chapters, and it willTOTSy be.commented on briefly here. According to the 

comments of the EAAFRO officers, .only three of the Specialist Srauulttees — in 
Forestry, Agricultural Engineering, and Sugar Cane Breeding fields — are perceived 
to be active in the project selectlm process in their fields. A fourth, the Standing 
Committee on Plant Imports and Expor-ts — is reportedly active and effective in 
setting policy for the Pleint Quaanntlne Service, but not in project selection.
The Sugar Cane Specialist Committee appeared as well to have -the most power in 
impiementlrig i-ts project selection decisions. The Agricultural Engineering and 
Sugar.^eane Specialist Committees, in addition were the only -two which reportedly 
had significant ncn-scientific representation from industry, which may have been 
an important factop. The remainder of the Specialist Canmlttees mentioned — 
Insecticides and Entomology, Soil Fertility, Crop Nutrition, Agricultural Boteuiy,

t'
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^ Md Animal Nutrition, Breeding, 'and Pliysiology — Here in varying s'tates of 
activity, but all appeared, to function more as scientific conferences to report 
research results than to make dec^ions on .project selection. Many of the EAAFRO 
officabs conceined still .perc^ved, these.Specialist Committees to be important 
for. that very.reason, however, and.were sorry that gceie Had becrane to-tally inactive.

Finally, this section of the chapter will discuss- some of the important themes 
which appeared in fhe-responses-of EAAFRO officers to the question on improvements 
needed to make EAAPRO-national'scientific relationships better. Interes-tingly 
enough, only two officers thought that relations c^d be Improved if there were more
resources ~ manpower — in their division so' they- could meet national requests 
for service better, and this was for the Herbarium. The lack of similar responses
in the more applied -research oriented divisions of .EAAFRO when a lack of resources'
is a common domplaint of scientific research in developing coun'tries in general 

^ would seem to indicate to this author that EAAFRO officers recognize that this is 
not the real answer to-the problems of regional-national tela-tlonships. Neither
dp they seem to. think that public relations ’ types of activities would improve 
this situation. Only two officers again made comments to this effect, and they 
were mere concerned with the special characteristics of the Quarantine Service and 

. the need to fully enforce quarantine regulations.
Most of the major themes repeated sugges-t the officers’ belief that 

. ficial remedies will hot Improve regional-national relationships.
- provement they woiild suggest is. greatly increased face-to-face communication with 

national researchers.

super-.
One major im-

The need for personal contacts, better liaison, travel 
funds, etc. is often repeated, but mainly with the-idea- of letting the national 
researchers know what FAAFRO is doing — i.e., one-way communication down. The 
need'for EAAFRO officers- to learn sanething about what is going on in’ national

^research is not usually^^luded in their comments about the lack of communication.
,- Problems with Tanzania seem to have stimulated two major themes

The general uncooperative and sometimes 
hostile at'titude of Tanzania is often cited — they don't send represen-tatives to 
our meetings, they don't answer our letters, they don't even tell us what they ' 
wMt us to dp, etc. The Improvement needed for these complaints is a change in Tan
zania's attitude.

on national
attitude and national capabilities. even

There is no thought mentioned that EAAFRO might be doing something ’ 
fir to Improve relationships with Tanzania when their attitude is at fault. Only two

■: officers — b'oth African ~ suggested that there were problems with regards to 
EAAFRO's attitudes toward .the Partner States, and that improvements were need.ed 
thteraa-lly. They- oited a tendency for EAAFRO officers to look down on national-
researchers -- especially in Tanzaniaand to tell them what to do rather than 
listen. Tanzania was often cited again because of the lack of !

a capacity to have I

t " ' ■' '■ "■■■ ■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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any kind of relationship, with EAAFHO, Their system was not only chaotic and 
dlsorgaiiizsff, their researchers just didn't have the capacity to utilize 
EA^RO's work or cooperate?^' This was particularly stressed with respect to 

sugar cane.and maize. And, ohce again,” the only Improvemmt possible'was 
for Tanzania to straighten Itself out—EAAFRO could no nothing to improve 
relationships vm!til- that happened.

. A less widespread theme, but still important, was that EAAFRO did need ,.... ^

to do more work on what the Partner States really needed and wanted. These 
officers—mainly African—made remarks that' some work was done only because 
it interested the EAAFRO officer doing it, and there were e^licit admissions 
that EAAFRO was too oriented towards Kenya. These officers were less certain 

. about how to 'omprove this situation, but several did mention the need to de

centralize EAAFRO's operations so that more activity would take place in 
Tanzania and Uganda.- One coijnter theme was that the Partner States also needed 
,to pay more attention to work EAAFRO officers had done specifically at their 
request.

V

, The final- major theme concerned the chaotic bureaucratic mess of the EAC 
which affwted EAAFRO adversely and—implicitly—kept it from going ahead and 
satisfying the needs .and desires of the Partner States. -There was some taking 
into account of the problems caused by the move of EAC headquarters from 
Nairobi to Arusha (Tanzania), but all kinds of EAAFRO officer were in agree- 

^ ment in wishing that the EAC would get organized. The need for some kind of per

son or directorate in charge of research was mentioned so that decisions could
. be made instead of interminably delayed. Kore direction from the EAC in choosing

projects—with a national veto power only—was another related improvement 
suggested to the implementation of the recommendations of the Specialist Con- 
.mlttee system.

Ovttall, the pertiaps natural tehdency was for EAAFRO officers to' seek 
improvements in regional-national scientific relationships from the Partner 
States beneath them or the EAC above them—and not from within their own in- 

• stitution. This was coupled with a "thls-is-a-fact-of-life-and-what-can-you- 
do-about-it" attitude toward the location and dis-tan.ca effects that they recog- ' 
nized to exist from being located in Kenya.
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NATIONAL PRIORITIES
■ The seotmd major effort involved in the methodology for "objectively" 

determining the balance of EAAFRO*s direct output benefits among the Partner
. r-'
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"i'
States is.the determination of the different'Partner States* own agrioiatural 
arid forestry priorities.

3

JEhe primary source of information for this effort 
wa§ the national ^year development pls^s of each of the Partner States, 
Although. there may "be some difficulties in equating plans developed -firi: dif

ferent five-year periods, the discrepancy is not believed large enough to

-0 I--V

M
I
Si;. Significantly affect the following interpretations.

• national priorities, certainly the national development plans are the logical
I2and primary source of informatlont

;? And in order to assess

i;
g;V

Three different types of information were Sought in the plans*
(1) The overall agricultural and forestry development expenditure 

plans} . .
the agricultural and forestry R&D budget plans; and 
data-on agricultural or forestry production at the times the 
plans were developed and expected, or target, goals for such 
production.

„ This au'^or would contend that any one of these measures by' itself night
prove to be misleading, and that a judicious interpretation of a combination of 
all three measures KO\iid more accurately reflect reality. For example, a 
consideration Of only,the first measure above might reflect a country's 
"opportunity-seeking"'priorities, but not its "potential disaster prevention" 
priorities. An already extremely valuable natural resource or resource 
developed through past governmental investments might not be perceived as a- 

- ‘good'focus for further developmental investment, but might well be a highest
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priority focus for research if some disease or insect pest threatened what 
. was already there. 13I In another case, examining, only the country's R&D IS-

t
republic of Kenya, Development Plan, 1970-197rii Government Printer, •
Nairobi, 1969) Republic of Uganda, Uganda’s Elan Ill-Third Five-Year 
Development Plan 4971vfe-1975/6. Government Printer.' Kampala. 1972; The ^

•V-United Republic of- Tanzania, Tanzania Second Five-Year Plan for Economic 
and Social Development'1st July 1969-30tH June 197^. Government Printer.

■ Par -Cs Salaam—Volume 11'General Analysis. 1969; Volume III The Programmes, 
19691 Volume nil Regional Perspectives. 1970; Volume IVi Survey of the High 
and Kiddle Level Kanpower Renuireraents and Resources. 1969.

12
As it turned out, however, it was impossible to develop national priorities 
for scientific services.

f;

it:5
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13Tanzania's national plan explicitly recognizes this difficulty1 "The crop 
policies are composed of two elements; a set of production alms and a set 
of Government actions designed to achieve these aims. These two elements are 
inter-related but it is useful to distinguish between then. The output of 
some crops can be rapidly increased with very little Government contribution 
(e.g., 'Cashowsl, whereas others require support from the whole range of in
struments which the Government can use to encourage agricultural expansion. 
Equally, a; particular form of public action (e.g., research to combat Coffee 
Berry Disease) may bo of high priority although little

i
isor no increase in pro

duction is aimed at for the crop in question." (The United Republic of Tan
zania, Volume I, op. dt.. p. 42) *■
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budget 'plans’(the'second measv^s above) might pe misleading since^ if the research 
uere already being done by some other non-natioi^ bodyi it would be only pru

dent for the counti^y not to duplicate, it. Therefore, a combination of all'' 
three of the above measures will be used as indicators of national priorities 
in E^iculture and fOTestry.

. When appropriate, foreign aid support will- be included in these measures.
It could be argued that in many cases foreign aid represents the perceived pri

orities of the donor country as to what the needs of the recipient developing 
country aire, rather than the priorities of the developing country itself. 
Nevertheless, since most foreign aid is applied to projects which the develop

ing countries at least agree upon, to seme extent this aid is a national gov- 
e^ental resource that can reflect their ovrn priorities as well. Therefore, 
if foreign aid funds are included in development plans and devoted to specific 
projects or subjects in agriculture or forestry,, they will be Included in these 
measures, In the category of overall agricultural and forestry'development 
expenditures, it should also be noted that manufacturing expenditures were in

cluded- for processing or other operatons directly related to particular agri

cultural-products. As in the case of EAAFR'O priorities, the subject matter of 
particular national priorities centered around specific crops or other ag- 
riculturSl products, with exceptions for such non-corp-speclfic functional 
areas as farm mechanization or water resources/land use planning. Whereas 
EWFHO priorities usually identified particular aspects of the crop research that 
EMFRO -was doing-e.g., sugar can breeding, legumes-vlrus survey-national pri

orities' are usually limited to the crop of product since those are the terms in 
which production figures and targets and other::data are given.

vJThe entire, detailed effort that was'gone through to arrive at national "

In this chapterTables
IV.5, IV.6, a^ IV.7 suiamarize the results for Kenya, Uganda, and Tan^ia.
In explanation of the figures, development expenditures were Included only when 
they were specifiisally designated for an item or.items in the Table—general 
or all-purpose expenditures are not included. The principal criterion for de-

(> ■,

priorities is included in this study as Appendix III,

»termlning the rankings was,column 1, Central Government Development Expenditures 
(excluding research), but other criteria shown such as research expenditures, 
expected gross value, expected rate of Increase, e^Qjpeted export value,, or ,

, expected Industrial value, wete also deemed to be relevant to determining
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I
national pricarries and entered Into the judgments. And finally, the nour 
quantifiable development plah^discussions "of the specific topics Inevitably 
played a part In ainriving at-the .final'decisions. (Fot a more thorough ex- 

■ planation' of'the tables, footnoted are included which refer to the detailed 
Information given in Appendix III.)

In summary fbrin, Kenya's Class I top priorities concern Rapgeland/ 
Livestock, Kaize, Sugar Cane, Tea, and Plantation Softwoods; the Class II 
priorities concern Dairy development. Coffee, Horticultural Crops (Pineapples), 
Rice, and Wheat; the Class III priorities concern Cotton, and Pyrethrum;
Class IV priorities concern Sisal, Legumes, Oil Seeds, Potatoes, Hattie, Cashew 
Nuts, Coconuts, Tobacco, Farm Mechanization, and Indigenous hardwoods; Class Vw> 
priorities concern Water Resources/Land Use and all other crops mentioned 

• but never specifically designated for any purposes, such as sorghim and millet,
- barley, oats, poultry, pigs, etc.

A summary of Uganda's national aigricultural priorities, similar to Kenya's, 
shows that Uganda's Class I highest priorities concern cotton, sugar, and tea; 
Class il. concerns coffee, tobacco, and beef development; Class III ccmcems 
horticultuTai crops, plantation softwoods, water resouroes/land use, dairy 
development, and form mechanization; Class IV concerns groundnuts, cocoa, 
kenaf, rice, beans, maize, and sorghum/millet; and Class V concerns silk, sim- 
Sim, and All others.

The analysis of Tanzania's national agricultural priorities—similar to 
those for Kenya and Uganda—was the hardest one for distlngirlshlng between pri

ority classes, -but the results are as followsi The Class I highest priorities 
concern Cotton, Wheat, Dairy Development, Softwoods, Tea, and Flue-Cured To

bacco; Class II conoem-Spgar, Sisal, and Maize; Class III,concern Cashewnpts, 
Coffee, Rice, Groundnuts and Ofl Seeds/Beans,- Horticultural Crops, Rangeland 
Development,. Beef Development, Hardwoods; Class IV concern Coconuts, Kenaf,- 
Farm Kechainization, Water Hesources/Leind Use, Pyrethrum, -and Fire-Cured To

bacco; and Class V concern Sorshum/Hillet, Bananas, and all other.

f

i

,->f

j

•'x

14.
This analysis and the resultant priorities are.generally supported by a 
IBAID. Appendix to their own study on Agricultural Research Need of Tanzania, 
"Agricultural Aspects.of the Second Five-Year Plan," Appendix B. In partic
ular, the development expenditure figures agree pretty closely with those in 
Table U2. See H.B. Sprague, et al. The Agricultural Research Heeds of Tanzauila’, 
United States Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C., April 
1971, pp. 179-188. .

tf-
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5
■9 Footnotes Proiii Table IV. 5

fa) i5.2 million from Table 8; plus'i4.2 million from land, adjudication, see 
■ ■ . Table-5'.. '•

^ (b) See Table 5 and the discussion of maize

. • (c) This figure is taken from Table 5i but see the discussion on siigar cane
to note that the expenditures could be as high as I>5,6 million.

(d) See Table 5. ' . •

(e) See the discussion of forestry development expenditures.

(f) See the discussion on dairy development expenditures.

(g) See the discussion on Irrigation.

(h) See Table 9.

(i) See footnote (a) in Table 9.

(j>. See Table 6 and,Table 11.

(k) This- figure is for total "Cattle for Slaughter" and so may be too high.

(l) ' This is expected revenue^ to the government from sawi timber, which may 
not be comparable with the,other figures.

(ra) "Pineapples and Other Fruits" plus "Vegetables" in Table 11.

. (n) See Table 12.■

• • • (o) This figure is for total "Meat Products" and so is too high.

(p) "Wood Products" only from Table 12j "Paper and Printing" is not included.

-^- ■'(4) See Table 13. .

(r) This figure is for total "Meat Processing" and so is too high.

(s) "Grain Milling" and "Bakery Products" industries in Table I3 includes 
■ both wheat and maize. In the absence of any indication of the relative
proportions of these .grains, the total figure of 1.4.2 million is divided 
in half.

(t) Includes both the "Sugar" and the "Confectionary" industries listed in
■ Table-13.

(u) "Wood Products'; "Furniture and Fixtures," and "Pulp and Paper"• industries
■ in Table I3 are included. See the discussion of Table I3.

'A-
I
i.
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• i.

0

•Fdotnotes from-Table IV. 6
\•^v

•<
■ (a) ' This does’not Include general expenditures on animal health or animal 

husbandry. ' ' .
^ • t

(bX Pruitsjand Vegetables.

(o) This-does not include irrigation projects in order to be consistent with 
the analysis for Kenya. In Kenya's.case, irrigation .projects were identi
fied with specific crops; in Uganda's case, m'dsfof the Irrigation pro
jects have the objective of developing irrigation techniq^ues and no 
specific crops are mentioned. . .

(d) Others,- which vrere barely mentioned,- included- wheat, pasture grasses, 
hardwoods, hides and skins, cassava, pl^tains (bananas), pyrethrum, 
senna, bagarua, pigs, goats, bee-keeping, and poultry.

-(e) See Table 23 Tot Rural Product Expenditures and Table 25 tor Manufacturing 
.. Expenditure.s.

(f) Includes .the 2.0 m. shs. allocated to citrus in Table 23.

(g) 1.2n, shs. for the National College of Agricultural Mechanization is 
include^in this figure.

(h) See Table 23 for Rural Products research expenditures, and Table 26
: _forJIater.JResources-ressarch expenditures. •

(i) See Table 24.

(j) This figure is in-terras of '000 bales.

(k) See Table 22.'
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£

■ Footnotes From Table IV.70

■ (a) , Includes ^pes.

(b) See Tables 35, 36, 37, 38, and 39. ,

(6) See Table 30.

(d) See Discussion of Table JO.

(e) Only, for selected horticultural crops.

.(f) See Tables 40 and 41.

(g) 31.2 in. shs'. in the Parastatal investment in general forestry activities
.without being able to distinguish between hardwoods and softwoods.

"(h) See the discussion. just prior to this Table. .. .

(i) An additional 33 m. shs. Is to be allowed for cotton ginneries and tea 
factories.

(j) An-additional 51 m. .shs. is to be allowed for farm machin^ for cotton, 
coffee, maize, wheat, and tobacco,

(k) 3e^ the discussion just prior ,,to Table 30.

i

P .

•a.
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• A Compajctscm of- NatlonaJ.-and EAAFRO Priorities

!

s
■4

TaMes IV.8,9,10, and 11 on the following pages are used to compare the 
national agricultural‘ahd forestry priorities of Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania,
.as ^lyzed from their respective national development plans, to EAAFHO's own 
•^research priorities. • In Table IY.8, EURO's research projects are listed in 
their order, of priority, just as they were previously,' ' The national priorities 
that Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania place on that project—as analyzed above—

A final column labeled the Balance of National
w>-

;
i?
if
!'■

5
s

are then listed across the'^Ta'Ble.
Intere.st attempts to summarize which Partner State or States appear to have 
m-ore of an interest in the project due to their own priorities. Arabic number 
symbols are used instead of’Roman Numerals to indicate the national priorities

The symbols

I
*

S
a

hut the highest priority is still indicated by the number one. 
used in the final column have much the same meaning as they did in previous 
tehlesi R means that all three countries are interested in this project to 
about the same de.grse(noto that this common interest can be high or low) or 
that the-interest is regionally balanced; k,u, and t mean that, respectively,

interested in this project than the

r

. •■*{

;-vi

Kehya.7' Uganda, - or Tanzania is slightly more
other Partner State or States, but that there is still some regional balance' 
to it; K,U, and T mean that, respectively, Kenya, Uganda, or, Tanzania is much 
more interested in this Pro jec't than the other Partner State or States, and that 
regional imbalance is fairly great. ^

In looking at EAAFRO's highest priority Glass I projects, the first thing 
noticeable is that two-ofM^e five projects' in this class are of medium to very 
low -Driority in all three Partner States! Nqne of the national development ' 
plans has much of anything to say about sorghum, and legumes—although men

tioned and -discussed—are not assigned to a high priority. Therefore, two of 
. the projects in Class I that have regionally balanced interest in then actually 
are balanced because of a common low or dis-interest on the part of the Partner

I
i;
4

{
i't i

}

4'I
I
ft
ft

4
Is

: ' ^^ct^^tinations of capital and small letters-e.g., K,t-refer to oombinatiOTs of
meanings-e.g,, Kenya has much interest in a project, Tanzania has slight in
terest, aind Uganda hais no interest at all.

•if

ft■i-

i
ft

-i . '
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i
Table IV,8

. " A co:^AP.isc;t-Of eaatro md. !7atio;:;.l priorities 
.BY EA?.J?,0 TKOIECTS ITJ PEICRITY ORDER'‘-I

Balance of
Kenya'.?. Uganda's Tanzania's National 
Priorities Priorities Priorities Interest

j:a.'.fro Research Projects 
In Order ■of lTUu-KO' Frjeritiss

1,1 Sugar Cane Breeding 
r<2 Softwoods - I.r'eccUng
1.3 Sorghun Bree:'ir..j
1.4 Itaize Bfeeaii-.g
T.5 —nr, - '.'irut Survev

■ 1 2 R1
1 1 ■Jc,t' ■ 3 .

55 R4
1 2 k,t4
4 3 . R■ 4

II. 1 Millet brcc.itng ' .
II. 2 V.'ator F.e.scui'c^e.s/Iand Use
11.3 Hard S .Soitw:.OGS - Decay
11.4 Ersic r-csorx'fh - licrl-.riuT.

5 5 R4
5 4■ 3 u

2.5 2 krt4
t!A

-• 11-1.3 Grcur.d.-.;£tcr I c.sources .
. III.2- Mjiite - Siol Ecrtility

III.3 .Eorticultura;. Prcrogaticr. - Quarantine 
III..7 Tcbaccc - Viiu;, '
111.5 Rice - Ncu.-itode 

_-»3:iI.G • Pu,:-.;:c;’a'-i-d — Ccur’ep.s.atb:-y Orewth
III. 7 Ra:;v-u-.'.£i!irj - Rui'.ilent i.'iuvir-.r.e^'.ts

Scfuwuods - 3n;;cct 
Fc.it.';-,v;odu - i-.qol i’oU

3 III.10 Scrc ;..:rV:-:j iet Acironruv ______ _ ^__ ^
—...TV.d.-- •E.-r:-;Cjel-;.n-.V---- SVlac;;.; - ---- -

It's2' lu-.-.gcja-'.-d - Cultivation 
IS?. 3 Kotor Ren.,;irc-r;.a;it:-, - .tolactcd Crops 
IV.4 Pul;-, ar.cl l-vrer In.-lu.stry

Gh.orcccil/Steol .Ir.-iustry - 
'3V.6 .Scftvcodr. - '.:ooly .CphiC 
IV.7 Eeaig, Citrus h.-ino.na - Rer.atode 
IV. S Hear, r !!.:-;-ctode
IV. 9. -I'-outicul I v.ral Cuttings - Ou.trentiiie

IV. 10 Su;!.=.r Cano - Chc:iicaI~?io3t-rcl
u-Yu.^-1 ic Res,.‘.-crh - Hurh-riv.r.v.r
V. 2
V..3 Natural Fewest - Pin Hole Ecrer 

So..itv;ooc:D - Cypress Canr.er \
P.a:.;.e-3 and - Eodv Ccr.ro--.ition

- 5 43 .. u
1 2 k,t4
2 3 R3
4 12 u,t ■
2 3 k4

31 K,t5
1 3 K,t5

■; iii.S 
:v III.9

1 1 k,t3 1
11 h7t3
5-...5, 4 - R
31 - N,t

K,t ■ ■
5 •

1 35
V -45 3 u

X K
IV. 5 X u. 1 k,t1 3

? R? ?
3 32 R

32 R3
21 r R1

KA.
V;;:eat - Tract Elements 
..Koebanized Cultivation - Seed Fed

12 K,T5
44 R31:

35 :t5
. V.4 1 • k,t1 3

V.5 1 3 i:,t5
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States. Of the’ three retnaitiing projects* in Class I, Kenya and Tanzania seem to 
_—have more interest,in .too of .tHem, Softwood Tree Breeding and Maize Breeding, 

than Uganda does. Both these presets are given a high priority, by both Kenya 
and Tanzania, however, - Only one Class. T project. Sugar Cane Breeding, exhibits 
a regionally balarice'd and high priority interest from all Partner States.

Of the three eligible projects in Class II, only one of them. Millet Breeding, 
' exhibits regionally baiaheed interest by the Partner States, but this is again 

another case^ of their common disinterest as shown by the low priority they all
a-ssigned.to this crop.- Uganda seems to be more interested in water resources/ 
land use research than Tanzania or Kenya, but even their assigned priority is 
not high. The national priority scores for the Hard and Softooods-Decay projects 
.are the averages of ;the s’Sp'arate hardwood and softwood priorities. While the 
effect of the inclusion of hardwoods has been to lower the national priority 
scores from their higher softwoods level, the balance of interest in this forestry 

, research has stayed the same: Kenya and Tanzania appear to be more interested 
in this project than Uganda. Although the latter too projects exhibit some im- 

‘balance in the national Interest shown,in them, there is still some common regional 
. interest shown. *

Class III projects nearly all exhibit some degree of national interest im

balance.- The-only, exceptions are the common'disinterest already shown for 
„s.orghum and millet,, Sorghum/Millet Agronomy, and the common medium-to-high 

. interest shown for horticultural crops: Horticultural Propagation. In projects 
on crops or activities V7hich have already been commented on, the work on Ground- 
water Resources again appears to be of more interest to Uganda than to Kenya or
Tanzania; the Soil Fertility work V7ith Maize again^dppears to be of more interest 
to Kenya and Tanzania than to Uganda; and the-too softwoods projects on insect 
defoliators and root rot diSEa-ae also again appear to be of more interest to 
KenyS-'and Tanzania than'to Uganda. Tobacco is a‘research subject that only has 
a medium EAAFRO priority, but both Uganda and Tanzania have assigned it a high 
priority and are thus more interested in it than Kenya is. Rice, on the other 

more

Kenya exhibits a much greater interest' 
in the rangeland research Projects than does Uganda, with Tanzania in the middle.

Most-of the_national priority bases for Class IV projects have already been 
discussed above. In the case of project IV.3, Water Requirements - Selected Crops, 
the national pr-iorities for water resources research were used instead of averaging

hand, is another medium EAAFRO priority item in which Kenya appears to be 
interested than either Uganda or Tanzania.
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, the priorities for the four crops investigated in this project, 
cause the.discussion of the project in Appendix II seemed 
towards the 'heed to conaervE^^ater in the dryer areas of East Africa than to. 
the,specific; crops, themselves, B.oth projects IV.'4 and ly.S.'are’oriented toward 
industrial rather than agricultural or forestry priorities, so the national

However, Kenya

This was be- 
to orient it more

priorities developed in this chapter are not applicable to them.
f ' ^

hSd allocated quite “a substantial sum of money to developing 
■industry in the Broderick Falls area in their Development Plan, and thiS appeared 
to be a quite high priority project for them._ Tanzania and Uganda, on the other 
hand, otjly mentioned the general opportunity for developing such an industry, but 
allocated no funds and had no specific plans.

a pulp and paper

Therefore, it is indicated for
project ;IV.4, ^Ip and-Pafer Industry, that Kenya appears to be much more intefe^ed 
in it than either Uganda or Tanzania. Similarly, Uganda's Development Plan is 

, the only one which discusses the need for a charcoal/steel industry. No money 
^ is allocated, however, and so Uganda's interest in this project is still probably

quite low. Therefore, Uganda is indicated to be only slightly more interested 
in this project than are Tanzania and- Kenya, 
nematode- survey v^hich. has focused on bean, citrus, and banana 
to score by-averaging priorities for the individual

The national priorities for the 
are impossible

crops. It is believed, however, . 
that , these national priorities V70uld be tov7 in all'cases and so the national

• interest would be regionally balanced.
crops are used for the Bean-Nematode project instead of the soya bean or legume 
priorities, because it is the vegetable bean for canning and export that 
to be the subject of this project.

The national priorities for horticultural

seems

^ Class V EAAFRO projects are so insignificant that the national interest in 
them is not so important. The only project concerning wheat is in this class, 

-and both Kenya and Tanzania appear to have a much greater interest in this crop

-than Uganda does. All three countries appear -to have a medium-'to-low interest
in mechanized cultivation. Although this is the only research project EA.AFRO
carries out in this area, it should be remembered that the services of the Machinery 
Coordinating Unit are quite extensive. National priorities for hardwoods are
used for the Natural Forest project, because the tvjo terms almost always refer 
to the same conditions. Tanzania appears to have more interest in these indi

genous natural forest hardwoods than do either Kenya or Uganda, although even 
'Tanzania's priority is still only at a medium level.
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i
Suinraing up Table .IV.8, .when those project® in the top two priority classes 

that are of cptmon disinterest are eliminated from consideration, if appears 
that l^th Kenya and Tanzania ^hibif 
.projects than Uganda, due principally to‘their greater priorities assigned to 
softwoods and maize. The only project in these classes which exhibits

0

more interest in EAAFRO.'s top priority

a coiiMon
high priority interfest on the part of all Partner States is Sugar Cane Breeding.
In Class III, this regional imbalance is reinforced, and' due to the greater Kenyan

P -

interest in rangeland research and rice, Kenya appears to have more interest in 
these medium-priority EAAFRO projects than Tanzania'does, 
still appears to have more interest in this class than Uganda, 
is also true in Classes IV gnd V.

Tanzania, however. 
Much the same

Therefore, two points can be made: Based on . ,

an analysis of national agricultural and forestry priorities from their Development ' 
Plans, .(1) some of EAAFRO's top priority research projects do not seem to be of

«
much, interest to any of the Partner States,'and (2) Kenya'and Tanzania exhibit 
more interest in EAAFRO's projects than Uganda, with Kenya's interest becoming 
more disproportionately greater as the EAAFRO priority level 'goes down.

Another, perhaps better, way to summarize these results is to examine
All of EAAFRO's research projects have been combined into

-v
Table IV.9 below.

■<s

Table, IV. 9-
\

A Coir.pari.'-cn of Er.;.rKO and UaVicnel Priorities 
_ _ _ _ _ _ By Priori i ins_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •

Balcnco of 
national

Priority
Cl £.5.9

Zl-C-i'S.0 Ke.'carch 
Po-.'i

Kenya

Prio:-itie!j Frioritic;- Fr.iox-itie.s
Uyaiida Tanzania

Interest

X for'in 
Sorzham c. nillet- 
r.i:r.:;£.0,?.:id
Sue:-.- C.-.r:-^ _
t-.3ter .Ke~ourC‘is/ 

Land Ur.c 
."aize
Eortioultvral Crops

es_____________
Tob.-Gzo 

■ Kice
Ka.r.dvoods___________
K-.ff.t
Perm Mechanization 
Other

3 1 k,t
5 . ' 4 5 •R

II
■ 1 5 3 K,t

1 1 2 R I
I

5 3 4 u
III 1 4 ' 2 Jj.t

2 3 3 R
le 4 4 3 R

ft* 4 2 1 u,t
IV ,• 2 4 3 ):

4 5 3 t
2 5 1 . K.,T-.

V 4- 3 4 R
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if .

Research Foci and ranked once-again Into five ptiority classes on the basis of 
the manpower devoted to the research projects on each particu,lar focus. Thus, 
four qr'more EAAFRO officers were working pn softwoods oriented projects; three • 
to four officers were working on Sorghum and Millet, Rangeland, and Sugar Cane 
projects; one-and-a-half to three officers were working on Water Resources/Land 

. Use^ Maize," Horticultural Crops, arid Legumes; one officer was working on Tobacco, 
Rice, and Hardwoods; and less than one officer was working on Wheat and Farm 
Mechanization. The conclusions from Table IV.9 are much the same as from Table IV.8, 
except that a greater interest on the part of Kenya' is' shown more in the top than 
the medium priority projects due to the combining of relatively many medium to 
low priority EAAFRO pte.jectS"into a Class II priority focus;

Table IV.10 simply rearranges EAAFRO's projects and their national priority 
scores into EAAFRO divisions. In several cases, where there are only a few pro

jects in a division which all concern the same crop or activity, that one factor 
dominates the balance of national interest in the whole division. Thus, the 
entire Sugar Cane Division exhibits high'interest from all Partner States; the 
entire Sorghum and Millet Division exhibits low interest from all“Partner States; 
the entire Maize Genetics Division is of more interest to Kenya and Tanzania than 
to Uganda, but still exhibits some regional interest; the entire Plant Quarantine 
Service research exhibits medium interest from all Partner'States; and the entire 

“-Animal Production Division 'exhibits great interest from Kenya, less from Tanzania, 
and even less from Uganda. In the Forestry Division, the dominance of projects 
oriented tovjards softvzoods has influenced the greater interest exhibited by Kenya 
and Tanzania. The, Plant Pathology and Hematology and the Physics and Chemistry 
Divisions both do work on a variety of crops and/or activities, and both divisions 
also seem to exhibit a reasonably well-balanced interest from among the Partner 
States.

Table IV.11 on a.subsequent page attempts to compare regional and national 
agriculture^priorities from the national viewpoint; i.e., the national priorities 
as analyzed in this chapter are listed and the EAAtRO research priority assigned 
to the particular focus in Table IV.9 is then shown along side. If the national 
crop or activity is not covered at all by EAAFRO, the symbol 0 (zero) is used; 
otherwise, numbers are used to represent the Roman nuneral priority classes.

' „'I£ any other regional oriented research agency or group besides EAAFRO is doing

I

i

V

research in the specific crop or activity, that is also indicated, since what 
will.be looked for in this table are gaps where no regional institution is doing 
research on a crop or activity of some interest to the individual Partner States.

!i
If

■ .j

ft
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In examining Table IV.ll, it appears that; Kenya’s Class l’ top priority needs, 
are.reasonably well covered. EAAFRO is doing medium to high priority work in 
four o£ the five areas, and^^e remaining crop, tea, is covered bythe Tea Re

search Institute of East Afrida-, which i^ locate4 right in Kenya at Kericho. 
Uganda’s three top priority crops also seem covered, but perhaps to a lesser 
de_gree. EAAFRO is marking on only one of them — sugar cane — and cotton is 
well covered by the Cotton Research Corporation's research unit at Namulonge. .

But although the Tea Research Institute of East Africa does
a regional basis, their efforts are heavily oriented'towards their headquarters 
location- in Kenya. Tanzania definitely has some gaps for its top priority 
Flue-cured tobacco is 
on it.

I

i

try to do work on

crops.

^ priority crop for EAAFRO,' and no one else is working 
Similarly, wheat is a low priority crop for EAAFRO; and although a

Canadian aid team has been attempting to do wheat research on a regional basis, 
so far most of their efforts have been confined to Kenya... The Tea Research 

same limitations in Tanzania as were described above 
for Uganda. The -Cotton Research Corporation does have
Institute suffers from the

a strong research unit 
stationed at Ukipiguru in Tanzania, so that is reasonably well covered, and re

search V70rk on Dairy topics would be more appropriately done by EAVRO. 
Tanzania's six top priority crops or -activities, however, EAAFRO is doing 
high priority work on- only one of them: softwoods'.

Out of
some

In the Partner States’ Class II priorities, few gaps seem apparent.
^ Horticultural Crops and Rice for Kenya are only medium or Icn^ priorities for 

EAAFRO, blit there is some work being done.

Both

The Canadian wheat research unit at
i

Hjoro is adequately covering that crop; EAVRO would more appropriately be con- 
.cerned with beef research, and the Coffee Research Foundation located-at.Ruiru 
in Kenya should cover that crop reasonably-well. In Uganda's Class II priori- 
_^es, the tobacco gap'lS^es again and, although the Coffee Research Foundation 
is meant to be a, regional institution, -it is heavily 
wKere it is located.

i

oriented towards Kenya
Two of Tanzania’s three Class II priority crops. Sugar and 

Maize, are'being worked on by EAAFRO, and the third, sisal, is 
' that is still important to Tanzania.

a declining crop 
notMore research on sisal, however, would 

likely be advocated even by Tanzania, because its future is not bright.
For Class III, Kenya’s medium priorities on cotton and pyrethrum are par

tially covered by a small unit of the Cotton Research Corporation stationed 
there and national research on pyrethrum. Four of Uganda’s' five Class III 
priorities are-worked on by EAAFRO, although Farm Mechanization is a very low

t .

t-
i
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S‘''
• priority fdr EAAFRO, and no one else is working on it. 

• • > The International Hydro-
logical Decade of the United Nations is also doing some work in East Africa on 
water^resources/lahd use. ’■Cah|iewnuts research is Tanzania's largest gap in 
Clas% III; neither "EAAFRO nor-anprie else is working on this.'crop. Cof.fee, is 
covered to'some'extent by the Coffee^Research Foundation, although this institu- .

I'
It
&■

F'I:SI.
tlon is heavily ori^ented toward Kenya.- With the exception of beef, which EAVRO 
should be covering tb some extent, all the remaining crops or activities. Rice, 
Legumes/Oil Crops, Horticultural Crops, Rangeland, .and Hardwoods,

•to some degree by EAAFRO, although its priorities for'Rice and Hardwoods are low. 
In the medium-to-high national priorities of the three"Partner States,

is
ititare worked on

g
rtherefore, there seem to be only a few gaps that.-might need filling: research on 

pyrethrum and c_ashewnuts' for, respectively, Kenya and Tanzania, might be 
sidered; and it could be very important that work being done on coffee,' tea,

‘ and wheat by other regionally-oriented institutions be

COtl-

iexpanded or the results 
Many Class IV

national priorities concern new crops or activities which cannot be considered
be distributed to ensure that they operate pn regional basis. Ik

§
to bp nearly as important to the nation as the already established or proven 
successful ones.

k:
Nevertheless, these new crops or activities are mentioned in 

the development plans and some are allocated small sums, of funding; they repre- f
iJ;

sent-■opportunities fo.r which research is especially important. In examining 
Class IV, some of the crops listed oji which no EAAFRO or other agency research 

^ is being done are as follows; Potatoes, Wattle, Cashewnuts, Coconuts, Cocoa, and 
Kenaf. Work on these crops might be considered. EAAFRO is already doing some 
medium-priority-work on Legumes/Oil Crops, and this might well be expanded also.

IS

& ■

s
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a

As^has'beea pointed out'^ the previous chapter, the ideal situation for , 
any nulti-national ihslitution vould iJe 'tHat over-a p^icd^ of^yea^. 
clpating country should receive equal or proportionally fair—sccording to its

Although the direct contributionscontribution-rbenefiits from that institution, 
of the Partner States to. the General Piuid Services of the Blast African Com—,

Buinity (SAC), which supports the Community's research.institutions, are not 
^ equal,- this inequality was perceived—and intended--.to be a redistributive 

device among the Partner States, compensating those States which had benefited 
the least—or may have even been harmed—from the operations of the Community. 
With this in mind, it is probably correct to say thact an eqi;ial distribution 
of the .benefits of.agricultural and forestry research among the Partner States, 
•over a period of years, would be the ideal situation from p EAC point of view, 
"where.neither geographic distance nor national boundaries affected that dis

tribution—i.e. ,' if one were to travel on a straight line in any direction away 
from EAAFRO.to’ the border of tS^^.ional Community, the benefits from EAAFflO 
would not decrease, even'as national boundaries were crossed. (See Figure V.l) 

Figure v'.2 (a^ on the subsequent .page is intended to be representation of 
The ddstanCe from piAAFRO—in all directions—I that idealized si-tuatipn. 

is plotted bn the abscissa.EAAFRO is located in Kenya, about 18 miles ncrth-
west .of Nairobi at Muguga—See Figure V.l. In order to understand Figure V.l and ' 
V.2, one has to imagine three lines all drawn outward from EAAFRO to the furthest

A ratio scale of EAAFRO's Benefits/

S--

I; away points in Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania.
Aotiv4.ties is plotted on the ordinate,- and as one travels outward along ary of 
these lines in V.2(a) this value would not-change as the distance from EAAFRO 

the TaHzani-an and Ugandan borders- are crossed. This is only^ 
as long as one stayed, withlh East Africa, however—the tail ends of the curves 
off to the right represents a small amount of scientific beneflts/activities

increases or asi

ff

from EAAFRO'which accrues to countries outside of East Africa,I
I,
i-
I ^Obviously this Idealized situation does not represent physical, ecological 

reality. . At any particular distance away from SiAFRO, one might find him- 
■ self in semi-desert areas, on snow-covered mountains,or in the middle of

But the
si
!» .. Lake Victoria where the.benefits from EAAFRO would approach zero.

operating yariable in this case <iE hot distance per se but physical and eco
logical conditions at that particular distance.

- ■f'
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I /
i: The phrase "Benefits/Activities" is used for the ordinate scale instead

very difficult to measure the benefits from a 
alone the benefits at a given distance away

of just "Benefits'”' because it 
scientific research institute,, let

'.V

Therefore, w’e instead use measurable indicators whic'H corefrom that institute, 
logically associated with benefits — e.g., activities that can be counted and

g

ordered In some fashioW Not all ElAFRO activities, of course, can logically 
■be expected to fit the idealized conditions of FigureV.2(d) For example, most — 

. if not all — laboratory work will have to be done at the central headijuarters
But if a research project on some aspect of soils was

c

I
laboratories at Kuguga. 
underway, one could expect that the range and number of soil samples frcm, or
field sites in, each Paxtaer-State should, approach equality — depending, perhaps' . 
on the range of" different soil types in each of the three countries.

Figure V,2(b)represents what geographers would call "isotropic conditions"
within East Africa — ,a featureless plain with an even distribution of resources

Under these conditions, the2)
aind equal ease of movement in all directions, 
normally expected relationship betwem distance and activities would be a fairly 
regular and- decreasing linear or scm'fe'kind of curvilinear functional relationship 
as shown. But neither of the situations pictured inV.2 (a) or(b) may conform to 
the reali-ty of the real world. In discussing the concept of territoriality as it 
relates to human beings,' Soja suggests the followingi ■

_ _ One major-dimensicn-of-territoriality, therefore, appears to
be the existence of an indentifiable disruption of a distance-ordered 
regularity in activity patterns caused by social as opposed to physi
cal phenomena (such'as envirohmfedtal barriers). Assuming some form 
of social organization.exists, we can also infer that these disruptions 
Hill shape and channel spatial interaction even under isotropic condi
tions.... What is essentially being proposed is that territoriality"' 
produces discontinuities and "plateaus” in normally expected patterns 
of spatial interadtpinsand activity,. .abrupt drops in activity at parti- 

'■w/ cular points and broad, distance zones in. yhich the intensity of activity 
is approxiiTiately the same throughout, .(Soja, op.cit., pp. 26-2?)

■1

.. -v

5-

V

\
■!

iS

f'
s ' This situation is pictured in Figure V.1(c).As one travels away from 

EAAFRO along the solid line within Kenya, the rate'of EAAFEO’s benefits/activities 
should remain constant until the Kenyan border is crossed into Ethiopia/Somalia 
at just over 500 miles away, where it then drops off'sharply to almost nothing. 
fGoing towards the furthest away point in Uganda, the benefit/aotivity rate re

mains at the same constant value while one stays within Kenya, but when the 
. Ugandan border is crossed at-a distance of about 200 miles it decreases suddenly

. •

i

^)EdHard V, Soja, "The Political Organization ofSpace," Association of American 
Geographers, Resource Paper No. 8, 1971, p, 26.
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i

I 0

and leVels’off a-saln-somewhS^ in the nlddle-untll the Zaire/Sudan border
vhere, it drops off sharply agakns to'almost-nothihs. Going sputh-

distance of about 90 miles where the 
decreases suddenly and levels off as one

K

is crossed3
f. ward, the Tanzanian border is crossed at a
t

benefits/a'ctivitieg'rate similarly 
tiravels through Tanzania, until the Mozambique bord® is crossed ..at a distance 
of about 740 miles. Under the idealized isotropic conditions and with no social

would expect iViAPRO^s activities/benefits

If
%
5'

boundaries or territoriality, nature
distributed according to Figure V.2 (b), the BAG, .mFRO, and other EAC

claim that~although they aren’t perfect
of their activities/benefits more neaift:^

1

to be
research institutions would, probablyO:I

i
in their efforfel-the total distribution 
approaches Figure V.2(a)-the goal toward which they are striving, and Uganda

that the reality of SAAfRO’s activities/and Tanzania would probably claim 
benefits distribution looks more like Figure V.2 (c) and that it doesn'ta

even come close to equality..S
EAAFRO's benefits/aotivities dis-Which of these alternative patterns

closely approximates is th^question that this chapter addresses.
as an indicator of

. -w
tribution most
The general theory of transaction analysis and its use

as expounded by Karl Deutsch and others, has been dis- 
important transactions betweeh

It
, po].itical integration, 

cussed in Chapter III.
EAAFRO and the Partner SUtes

In this 'ctopter,
of the East African Community will be analyzed 

indication of the balance of EAAFRO's activities/benefits

some

to provide an
i the Partner States of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania'.SLmong
1

I
i
i

I
;K

t

3

p —
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Although many possible taansactlons hetwOen EAAFRO and national aericulture 
and f arestiy systOTs in the Piiitner States ware initially considered, most of them 
proved^ to be unfeasible —• phona cal^s, far example, were so difficult to Tanzania 
and Uganda that .they Hsre very rarely utlllzedj postal correspcHidenco coiiH not
be measured from EAAFRO IntervieH responses, and EAC permission was not granted 
to.gb through files I-*any other indicators that depended upon EAAFRO intervieH 
responses — such as aisklng EAAFRO officers to name all the natlonil researchers'

1

. ^ they could -- also proved to be unsatisfactory measures. Fortunately, two more 
objective transactlcxi indicators Here found in the EAAFRO Newsletter! monthly 
lists of '•Safaris'' and "Visiters.'' Under "Safaris;? the research-associated visits 
of EAAFRO officers to nation^'locations were listed; under "Visitors," -the peopig^j, 
who ■visited EAAFRO headquarters at Muguga and where they came from were listed.
In a later chapter, the importance of personail-con-tact -- as opposed to telephone 
or written media messages -- in the technology or information' transfer process 
is discussed, and it is just as likely that personal contact is by far -the most 
•important way to develop personal or social, as well as scientific, relationships.

t:

S
rl-

Therefore, • these two personal contaht measures are likely to be among the best 
possible indicators for this transaction analysis.

, Thla is not to say that the data friM the EAAFRO Newsletter, is without 
fa'ult, especially in the case of EAAFRO safari vlsi-ts to national locations. For 
oheTihing, it is probably the case that short visits to national locations in 

^ Kenya close to EAAFRO headquarters were simply not all listed becatise they were 
regarded as an.ordinary; every-day activity rather than m official "Safari" 
to distant places or across national borders. Therefore, the number of EAAFRO 
research visits to Kenya sites is probably undor-stated, ' On the other hand, the 
factor of time is not taJien^nto account in this indicator — i. e., a visit of 
two-days would logically seeja to be more important tten a visit of two hours, 
but there is no way to tell from the da'ta how long the visits were. Since safaris 
to Uganda and Tanzania, and the more distant parts of Kenya, would probably 
tend to last longer than the ones close to headquarters, the Impcartance. Gf the 
ylslts to Uganda and Tanzania is probably understated.

Also, this da'ta is presented in the form of safaris — i.e., trips — and 
^whereas an EAAI’RO officer night make one trip to one nearby Kenya location and 
ancther ■trip to ano'ther such location, he would tend to make one longer ■trip to

4:
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Uganda or Tanzania and visit saVeral loedtidns en route.' Since all of the locations 
or institutions yisited on these longer trips were listedi this difficulty was 
overccne hy aeasuring t'fie''^um'ber of tines individual locations or institutions were 
Hsited and not just the numhef of trips, A riujnber of cttfferent institutions, 
however, can.exist in one geographic area or location, and the scores for all such 
institutions or; places include in an area are all added together to fora the 
score for that particular location. -

Two aajcr prohleas were resolved with difficulty. In a few instances.
Instead of listing specific EAAFRO officers ai; specific places visited, the News

letter used phrases like '•aeabers of the Animal Production Dlvisltai" and "visited 
forestry areas jn Kenya and Uganda," The number ’of these instances was not large 
relative, to. the total number of people and places listed, but since they se'Sald 
,to disproportionately fall into the Animal Production and Forestry Divisions, a 
ccapensating factor for’them was taken, into account.^) Another difficulty was 
that a few specific places aentloned couH'simply not be found! Since there were

again a very few cases of.this and they seemed to be reasonably distributed among 
the Partner States and SAAFHO^'Divisions, these cases were simply dropped.

An unresolvable problan was presented by EAAFRO’s decentralized divisions
located at different national research stations. In the case of the Sugar Cane . 
Breeding, and Sorghum and Killet Di’/is'ions, some visite these officers made to 
—national locations outside of- the ones in which they were stationed did appear in 
the Newsletter. No visits like this were recorded for the Maize Genetics Division, 
however, and this probably was a natter that they weren't reported-as such rather 
tten they didn't happen. Being stationed at these national locations full-time 
did not count as a visit. Visits from E.AAFRO headquarters to these particular 
naticaial locations did count, howeveri. no natter whether the Intended object of 
the visit was tha^lational institution or the decentralized division lofcated th«e. 
It is also, likely that' vlslts by officers 'fron units like the Machinery Coordination 
Unit went unrepccted, and there is nothing that could be done in those cases.

'The distances used in this-chapter are straight line, "as-the-crow-flles",! ...
!!
!.rather than road distances. Part of the reason for this was that alternative 

routes, were possible in some cases, depending on Jiow many places were being visited 
on a particular safari. And if two sltes*|^for example, were being visited on one 
trip, should the distance traveled be divided between them or what? In order to 
avoid all these questions — and the difficulty of measuring road distances to 
out-of-the->ray places from naps, the straight-line distance concept of the' isotropic 
■plain was used.

i'

I

^)Dne officer was assumed to be Involved, and a few — not all — of the major 
product areas concerned- were assumed to. have been visited.
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With the above q^uallficatlona in mind, it'^ras still felt that the data did provide
aotivitles/benefits. The numericalIndication of the balance of EAAFRO'sa some

results' fOT .each of the P^ner Statesi by EAAFRO Division, axe shown in Table Y.l:

Table V.l;■

SAAPRO Safaris to national Location -;i
1.

By SAAFRO Division

Total Visits 
for Division

. Visits toi 
Uganda , Tansanla'-

EAAFRO Division
Kenya

31.91012Admlnistration

<W>'
10624775 .Animal Production

26 18343114Forestry

862449 .: ^ , 13Physics &• Chemistry

1019Sugar Cane Breeding-

i.

Pl^t Pathology and 
Hematology 16 49627

■ ^

«
8 915 Sorghum and Millet

T

l^alze Genetics

.1' Plant Quarantine

817Herbarium

312Machinery Coordinator

4 1253Statistician

15 2712ArmyHorm

Total for 
Country 118 525105: 302

'V;

4r— 'm
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‘ All of these results are for the Newsletter J)eriod Iton January 1970 to April 1972 
— the period Khen copies of all Newsletters were available to this author. In 
terms ..of coimtay totals, Ken^. locations ware visited just about three times as 
much* as locations in Uganda or Tanzania -- 302 visits ;to Kenya., 'to 105 .visits to 
Uganda and Il8 visits to .Tanzania.' In terns of Division totals, ..the Forestry 
DlvlsiOTi stands out with the greatest number of visits- — 183, aoaro tten one-third 
of the to-tal — wl-th -the Animal Production (106) and Physics and •Chemistry (86) 
fiivisions being the other significant contributors.. .Since the time when most of 
these transactions took place, however, the Animal Production Division has almost 
gene out. of existence in the wake of the Uasawo Report, so the Forestry Dl-visi<xi 
is probably currently even more ou-tstanding in making -visi-ts to national loca

tions. There may be, of course, logical reasons for this in that scmie sc^tifie* 
research requires more field work than others.

• Fotes-try is also one of -the prime contributors to the imbalance of EAAFRO visits
" to Kenya locations. Almost all of the divisions show this bias, but it is most 
marked for Fores-try, Animal Production, and Physics and Chemistry. This.bias 
may reflect distance, but it alsp'fairly well reflects the anedyses in the previous 
chapters' which showed that ~ for one reason or another — much of ^e research 
work in these divisions-was more oriented towar d Kenya than the o-ther Partner 
S-tatesV 'Cne should note, however,“ that even-wi-th the Kenya Imbalance that the 
Forestry-Di-vision alone accounts for almost half of the -total EAAFRO vist-ts to 
Uganda, and that the Forestry and Animal Produotlcn Division together account 
for almost half of the -total EAAFRO -visits -to Teuizania.

The tb-tal nmber of visl-ts to each coun-try is broken down by locations 
and,the approximate distances to get-to them in kilometers in Table V.2 on the 
following pages. All of the different ins.titutipns, towns, or places included 
-within a given locatitsTare listed -underneath It. The locations wi-thln a ootmtxy 
Se presented-in distance'order — the. shortest distance appearing first.

Table V.2

5

)

P

f ... ->f

Number of EAAFRO Visits
to Different National Locations

KenyaI• «-
Nalrobi-Metrc^oli-tan Area

Includes the University of Nairobij all 
govemaent Ministries Including Agriculture 
and'Forestryj East African Ketaorologlcal 
Department} Jkst African Industrial Research 

.Organization} Kenya National Agrioultutal 
Laberatories} Rulru Coffee Research Founda
tion} Kerita and Uplands Forest S-tations} 
U3ATD and other foreign aid agencies}
UNESCO, IBRD, and all international agencies}

approximately 25 Km. 25 -visits

-:.F



I161. ai;Table V.2-Contlnued JgsKenya ■
JJairobi Metropolitan Ax^' (coat. )- 

, ■ liinuruj KUoiyu; Kabetej jclvate , ■, 
flxms'j' etc.

I;
I
i

Thika -
.. includes Kehya Horticultural He- 

searoh Station, Kenya Csumersj

Machakos -
Includes Katumanl Ajricultural Research ^ .
Station, forest station}

Aberdeers - •
■ Inoludes'^tfEK" Kinangop forest station;

Kinaie fdrest; Kinakia forest/water 
.catohraent area; Halvasha; National

■ Animal Husbandry Research Station

Narok -

approximately 60 Km, 12 visits
» ■,

SftS
ft

80 Km.n 7 visits

II
#

80 Km. 40 visits
■

ri

i80 Km. 10 visits

Nakuru - _ ^
•includes Akira and Cole Ranches; Lanet 
Beef Research Station; Njoro Wheat Re
search Station; %erton College} Kehya ■

... ...Pyrethinim Research Station; Molo; ■El-, 
burgon, Likia,' and londiani Forest 
StatlbnsT^c.

Keekorok -
Kasai Kara Game Reserve 

Kt. Kenya
, includes Chogoria, Kiandongoro, Zaina, 

Rogati, Cheko, and Hcmbe forest ar.easj 
Ontuliii and Hanyuki forest station's; 
Nyeri; Keru; ESBuT^bu agricultural 
research station; Kwe’a Irrigation Scheme; 
Hanyuki; Kalkipla district ranches; etc.

Kericbo -
includes Tea Research Institute;
'Klsli, Agricultural research station.

Amboselli -
Amboselli National Game Park 

ladoret-'-
inciudes Elgeyo, Kaptagat, Habkol, Turbo, 
and VJes-t Rift Valley Forests} .East African 
Tanniisan.d Extract Co.

Maralal -
Maralal forest areas

130 Km, 42 visits I
iH

'

s
f140 Km. 2 visits
i
I
i

160 Km. 37 visits

I

I
i

170 Km. 25 visits

I
t

I
f

s5 210 Km. 1 visit*. f
g
i*

240 Km. 23 visits fi

I
\ g
itn 270 Km. 1 visit w

Kisumu - t1 280 Km. 7 visits
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Table V,2-Continued
■ ,, Kenya (cent.) '^

Kisunu (c<itit.)
liicliides. Kibos Sugar Res^xch 

"Station}. Chemelil and Kutoonl 
Sugar-Coapanies} Akero Irriga
tion Soheae; Humias Sugar Soheaei 
Kakamega Agricultural Hesearch 

- ■' Station. ■■■■“■

Kltale -
Kenya Kation2il Agricultural 
Research Station; Nzola and 
Mt. -.Elgon Forests.

Garissa - .

approxiaately 310 Km. 19 visits

360 Kia.tl
1 visile 

1 visit
Galole - 380 Kin. 

450 Km,Kallndl -
includes Galana Ranch; Jllore Forest 
S-tation;

Kcalbasa - . . ; ^
Includes Kwale Forest StatlohV'
Coast Agricultural Research'
Station.-

LaBu-^' ,

17 visits

460 Km. 18 visits

If 490 Km. 2 visits
iKandera - 1820 Ka. 2 visits

■^Uganda I jI

Tororo -
includes Mt, Elgon forest areas; 
East African -Trypanosomiasis 
Research Organization.

tl . 350 Km. 7 visits

Jlnja- _ _ _ ^
- includes Kakira Sugar Estates;
Lugazi Sugar. Estates; ’■

Serere -
Serere 'Agricultural Research 
Station.

Koroto -
Atuaatek (Karamoja) Water Catch
ment Area;

IT '

" Kampala Metropolitan Area -
includes Entebbe and all government 
Ministries,- including Agriculture' 
and Forestry; Kakerere University; 
feuanda Agricultural Research Station! 
hamulonge Cotton Research Station; 
Hakawa Forest Research Staticsi; East 
Mrlcan Virus Research Institute;

. CommonHealth Biological Control Center;

420 Kb. 9 visits

460 Km. 14 visits

If 480 Km. 6 visits

n 480 Km. 38 visits

>■

■t'. . . .“I. .
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Table V.2-Cmitlnued

Uganda (cent.)
■ Kas^di -■ „

includes forest statltosj 
MurcMson Falls National Panic-. '

Gulu - . . .
includes.N^hem Begion forest
stations; PAO Beef Project; •

•
Ifbaraxa -

includes south-western Uganda; 
forest stations.

0

" -approxinately 63O Km. 8 visits

650 fia.n
5 visits

660 Kn. 3 visits

Port Portaa -
includes vest.em Uganda forest 
stations.; Queen Elizabeth Na
tional Park;

Arua -
' West Nile Region Forest S-tations.

730 Kn. 8 visits .

.790 Km. 9 visits

TanMniai
Serengettl - . . , . ‘

includes Serengetti Natio^-l ^ark; 
Serengettl Research Institute;

220 Km. 5 visits

Arusha-Hoshl - '
- -includes Kilimanjaro forest areas" 

and stations; Arusla National Park; 
Tropical Pesti.cidqs Research Insti- 
tute; Lyamunga Agricultural Research 
Station; etc.

250 Km. 28 visits '. H

Kbulu -■ 330 Km. 

380 Km.

3 visits
' Basotu -

Basotu Wheat Scha-ne;

Hwanza -
Ukiriguru Agricultyiral Research. 
Station;

Lushoto -
Forestry Utilization Station; 

Bukoba -
Includes West Lake R^ion; Bvikoba 
Cooperative Union; etc.

Tanga - .
includes Kllngano Agricultural 
Research Station; Tanga Region;

Tabcra - ,

• 1 visit

‘!f30 Kn. 7 visits

VtO Km. 4 visits

It 520 Km. 8 visits

520 Km. 5 visits

600 Km. 

600 Km.

ft 1 visit
Mpwapva -

. inoLuaes Kpwapwa Livestock Research 
Station; Ilonga Agricultural Research ' 
Station (Kilosa); Dodoma;

« 19 visits
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Table Y.2-Contin]^al
\

Tanzania (oont,) , .
Horcgoro, -

Faculty of Agriculture, 
frnlverstty- of T&r es Salaam* ■'

Dar es Salaam 4 •
includes all goye^ent Minlsteies, 
including Agriculture and Forestry* 
University of Ear es Salaam; Kibate 
sugar research station; USAID; etc,;

+

Irlnga -
includes Kllombelo Agricultural 
Research and Training Institute 
(KATRIN) - Ifctsra-; Kilonbelo Sugar 
Estates; Sa.o-Hill forest areas; 
Ruaha National Park.

. approximately 640 Km. 10 visits

700 Kia.r* 13 visits

• ■ • 760 Km.W-. 13 visits

Wi*

Ubeya -
- Includes Kbeya forestry areas;

Nordic asricultural research 
station;

A geographic picture of Table 2 iS:sbovm in Figure 1 on the following page, in 
which the size _of the circle surrounding the location is roughly proportional to 
the amount of visits that location received from EAAFRO.

Figures 2,' 3, and 4 on the following pages graph the number of EAAFRO visits 
each country,.against_the_dislance_fiom EAAFRO of each particular location. 

■^Huch experimentation, 100 kilometer distance intervals were selected for the ab

scissa, and the fqlloTdng Table is the basis for these Figures;

Table 3

n 930 Km. 1 visit

-.f

After

Humber of EAAFRO Visits to National Locations
a^lOO K.m. Distance Intervals

' Distance in Kilometers

0-100 1-20Q 2-300 3-400 4-500 5-600 6-700 7-800 8-900 9-1,0
Kenya , 94 ^ 106 32 21 37 0 0 0 1 0

■ Uganda 0 65 16 ■ 170 0 7 0 0 ■ 0

'’Tanzania 0 ' 40 33 2611 13 30 0 1

Since EAAFRO is located in Kenya and the closest points in Tanzania and Uganda are a 
approximately I50 and 320 kilometers B.v&y, the graph for Kenya is superimposed in 
aashod lines on the graphs of Uganda and Tanzania in order to bo able to see how 
distance and national boundaries interact in affecting the number of EAAFRO visits 
to national locations.

— ,
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■ Figure V.3-EAAFR0 Visits ^ Pi&ferent Hatipnal Locations
- a
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In-examining Figures V.4,5, and 6 although it is obvious that Kenya locations 
are visited mcsre than, locations in Uganda and Tanzaniai this may be due as much to

It is also obvious that Bast Africa

SB

a Ii
the factor "of distance as-^anythlng else. 
ls->far from; the "-isotropic plain,"' described in mi earlier phapter and that ecolo
gical or-pop'uiatlon center factors at certain dis-tances may account for differences 
in the number of BAAFRO visits, For ex mple, the Arusha-Moshl area to Tanzania 

- is a fertile agricCiltural belt and that interval of from 2-300 kilometers receives 
• about the same number of visits frraii EAA^O to Tanzania as well as Kenya. Just 

past Arusha-Hoshi, however, one runs into a stretch of .dryer and less fertile land 
that could do much to explain the relative lack of visi'ts to 'the 3~^0 kilometer

Is
e

I
S

•JB

interval to Tanzania. The most striking thing in Figure V.5 for Uganda is the 
concentration of visits to the h-500 kilone'ter interval, which is mostly due tee* 
the presence of the Kampala metropolitan area to that belt. Not only are all the 

• government minls'trles and departments located there, but two of the three principal 
“ agricultural research stations are located to that area, as is all of the forestry

research. The third principal agricultural research station is not in the same 
area, but happens to be in the same 4-500 kilometer interval. Practically all of

3

I
r y the PLAAFRO -visits to greater distance locations are made by fores-try officers to 

forests in" the western areas of Uganda. Therefore, although there is a great 
imbalance between the number of EAAFRO visits to Kenya and the number to Uganda and 
Tanzania, it is difficult to determine if this is due to the effect of national 
boundaries or of distance.

The data on "Visitors'* to EAAFRO also suffers frpm certain limitations..
■ For one thing, it includes only those visiters who signed the guest book, and from 
personal experience this au-thor knows that-frequent visitors from close by do not 
usually bother to sign it. Therefore, the number of visitors from, for example, 
the Kenya Forest Research Station located only two miles away is likely tp be 

^unders-tated. This tota also only covers visitors to EAAFRO headquarters at Muguga—
. there is no .account made for visitors to EAAFRO's decentralized divisions.

Among all the people listed as visitors, cer-tain categories were excluded 
from-consideration in the data analysisi foreigners were included only if they 
were "permanently" s-tationed to East Africa — foreign visiters were not; East 
African Gcamunity people were included only if they were members of a Community 
research organization — EAC administrators were not.

The overall results of the Visitors data are shown in Table V.4 on the following 
page. The pattern shown to the pre-vlous pages on EAAFRO visits to national locations 
is even more pronounced here — Kenya provides more ■than four times as many vlsi'tora 

• to EAAFRO as do either Uganda or Tanzania. The imbalance to the number of East 
African Govemmenta.l'persesmol is particularly s-tarUcing, The imbalance from 
East African unl’yersities and scientific research organizations isn't quite as

#

I

I;>

I
i:

I
I

?:

$t
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bad, although, still pronounced, and the imbalance frcra Foreign Aid Organizations 
can perhaps .bo plained, by the.'fact that most of the IntemAtional aid oarganlzations 
— and scsne,of“the national

a

•‘=^^or the entire region are located in Nairobi, 
aren't many visitors..from private industa^. to being Hith, but.'that imbalance also 
can be explained by the fact that most industry in'East Africa is located in Nairobi.

There

Tal>le V.4^ .
, National Visitors to EAAFRO Headaii«rtera

By Type of Organization^^' .

Kenya'

■

Uganda Tanzania
, East African Governmental 

(excluding govemment^^searoh)

East African Ihiiversities
(and other educational institutions)

Scientific Research Organizations

. Foreign. Aid Organisations 
(national and international)

Private Indus'^

Other...

4 2

2437 14

55 13 23
r

46 1 6

14 0 1
>

.. 8 3 2

..TOTAbS 207 45 ' ■ 48
Table V.5 below lists the national locations from which these visitors

came and their approximate distances in kilometers. The places included 
in each location shown in Table V.2 are also included here.

f

Table V.-5

IJumber of Visitors from Different 
National Locations to EAAFRO

KenyaI
Nairobi He-tropolitan Area -

■ Thlka - 
Nakuru -

^ Ht. Kenya -
■ Kericho -
Eldoret - .

Klsumu

approximately 25 Kra.
60 Kin. 

120 Km. 
160 lOn. 
170 Km. 
240 Km. 
280 Km, .

170 visits 
1 visit , 
7 visits
4 visits
5 VlBlts
3 Visits
4 Visits

n

tf

n

n

tf

;^)i
numbers of individual visitors listed here, several groups of

SSsI'Si ITool.
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Table ■ V. 5- C onbinued
;1 a

Kenya (cont.)- 
KiUle - 
Koa'basa - 

Uganda I 
- tcxraro - 

■ Serere - 
Kampala Metropolitan Area - . 
Giilu - 

TanzaniaI
Serengetti- - - ,

Axusha-Koshi - 
, Hwan'za - 

Kpwa;p>ia - '
Hotrogoro - ■
Dar es Salaam - 
Iringa - 
KUeya - -

10 visits 
, 3 visits

a^oximdtely 310 Km.
i»60..Kn’i

1"“

■ X visit 
2 visits 
41 visits 
1 visit

350 Km. 
460 Kin. 

■ . 480 Km. 
" . '650 Km.

tf
^ •:

n

H

3 visits
14 visits^
3 visits
2 visits
4 visits
15 visits
3 visits
4 visits

• 220 Km. 
25b Km. 
430 Km. 
600 Km. 
640 Km. 
700 Km. 
760 Km. 
930 Km.

fl •

R

*1

n
f > ■

M

n• \vi. .
I--..*-*/

I

A geographic picture of Table V. 5 is again shown in Figure V.7 .on the folloHing page,
in which the size of the circle surrounding Jihe nationalJ.ocatlon-J.s-xopgliLy_pro!7-j:._ -..
portional to the numher of visitors to FAAFRO that came from there.

•Graphs will not he drawn for this data because of the obvious overwhelming 
effect of population centers on the national locations of visitors to EAAFRO — 
i.e,, 170 out of 207 visitors from Kenya come from the Nairobi metropolitan area;

‘4l out of 45 visitors-lrcai^ Uganda c_<®e from the Kampala metropolitan area! and
'29' out of 48 visitors frcsn Tanzania come frcsn.the Arusha-Hoshi and the Car es

. . r ■
Salaam areas. It is probably true that Noirobi's closeness to EAAFRO is an impor

tant factcar in its predominance over other national capitols as a source of visitors 
.to EAAFRO, but it is difficult to say that either national borders or distauice 
affects the number of visitors from other national locations. There is more of a 
cmcentration of these transactions in Uganda in the Kampala metropolitan area 
than ,in Tanzania where they are more spread out.
_ In summarizing the results of this chapter, it is apparent that Kenya is a

partner to a great many more personal contact transactions with RAAFRO than either 
Tanzania or Uganda. Nairobi's location only approximately 25 kilometers away is 
undoubtedly an advantage in the oyerwhelmlng number of transactions in which it 
participates, but the effect of it being the-population/industrlal/govemmental 
center for the entire region also undoubtedly plays a part. Other pqpulatlcn
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■ ■ FIGURE Y.7-Vislts from National Locations to EAAFRO
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centers that exhibit more tran^ctions than othbn areas in the countries ccncemed 
■ ■, axe the Kainpala'jixea in-Uganda arid the Arusha-Moshi and Dar es Salaam areas In 

Tanzania.^ In all iocations, dls^ce undoubtedly plays some part ,in the nmber 
of transactions,- but i“t is not possible to '&y that national-borders dp. . '■
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The second section of this research concerns perceptions and other
• - t.

forms of.data from the national .level -- from governmental agricultural and 
" forestry research, systems in Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania. As has been pointed 

out in earlier chapters-, the crucial factor which politically makes or breaks 
a multi-national arrangement or institution is whether or not-each nation.in 
the arrangement believes that she is receiving an equal or fair share of the 
benefits from'that arrangement and its institutions. The objective truth about 
the distribution of benefits — if it could ever be determined, which is doubt

ful — is not as important in this case as what people ‘believe or perceive to 
be the truth! fae focus of this research study is the relationships between 
regional and' national scientific research systems in agriculture and forestry 
in East Africa, and thf.s.-ohapter,wil 1 structure the variables and propositions 
that were tested with respect to‘^dividual agricultural and forestry research 
scientists-in the three Partner States!

f
t

1

i

f

h

!2

!s
•• I

ii
i

a There are 12 scientific research Institutions In the East African Coaiaunlty, 
of uhlch EAAFRO — the East African Agriculture and Pores-try Research Organization •— 

■ is only one,^^ EAAIBO Is by far -the Ingest of ■these Institutions, however, In 
.>r terns of both scientific manpower an’d'i'-ts 'budget allocation — reflecting the 

Importance of agriculture in the East African econcEj-es — and this Is one reason 
EAAFRO was “tljs Institiitlonal subject of this study, Ano'ther reason was that 
sizable national research sys-teas existed in the fields of agriculture and forestry, 
Jbjut ..npt in ~ for exampljtLr.-.freshwater, vector=bame. diseasos,

Kot only did these national systems exist, but -there were official and 
documented his-torloal relationships between -them and EAAFRO. Those foraal functional 
relationships were first stated by B, F. Keen, Director of EAAFRO, at the time it 
moved fros Amanl in Tanganyika to Huguga in Kenya just after Rorld War II. In the 
following quotatlcai, "Res^jch^Organiza-tlcn" refers to EAAFRO i

It is desirable, however, -to set out Clearly the respective functions 
of the Research Organization and the territorial Departmen-ts In the three 
phases of the sequence. The first ;phase, basic research. Is normally-the 
respcuslrbllity of -the Research Orgsuiization, because the men engaged on It

I

t
Ii
ii
Is
p.

f
I ^^The other EAC research institutes are as follows 1 the East African TTo-terinary 

Research Organization (SAYRO), also at Kuguga, Kenya|...tha East African Karine 
frPlsheries Hes^ch OrEaniza-tion (EAMFO) at Zanzibari the East African freshwater 

Fisheries Research Organization) EAFPRO at Jinja, Ugandai -the East African 
institute for Medical Research at Kwanza, Tanzaniai the East African Virus Re
search Institute (EAVai) at Entebbe, Uganda} -the East African Trypanosomiasis 

-Research Crganlza-tioa (EATRO) at Tororo, Uganda} -the East African Leprosy Be- 
search. Centra at Alupo, a^ost directly on the Kenya-Uganda border} the Eas-i 
African Tuberculosis Investlration Gen-tre at Nairobi} the East African Industrial 
Research Organization (EAIRO) in Pfalrobi} and the Tropical Pesticides Research 
Institute at Arusha, Tanzania,. In addition, the East African Hetecrologlcal 
Dej^tnent carries on research ■throughout East Africa but has its research head- 
qu^ters in Nairobi,

ip
p

!:
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II need to be physicists, chealsts, plant physiologists and the like rather 

. than agticulturallB.ts, • The third stage 1^, obviously, the .responsibility 
'of the terioltorlal DepartmentSi whose administrative oorganization is de
signed, and whose agrlcuDtpal, foorestr^ and veteorlnary officers ore 
-trained, for the task of ^troduoing: proved and tested results into 

. practice. To do this, they nust have available the results from .'the 
seccad’ or technological s-^e,' Siailaxly, the Besearch Organization nust 
carry any results of Its basic researches into the technological stage, 
.otherBise thes^ results might remain little more than scien-tific onriosi- 
ties, 'Therefore^, as the Departments and the Organizatioi are eq.ually 

. Interested in the technological stage, there are many opportunities for 
joint investigation and teamwork by the specialist officers in the De
partments and the research staff of the teganlzatlcai.2,

The same theae was echoed in 1952 by the Scientific Secretary, to the East African 
High Commiesicai, Hr. E..-S. Horthingtoni

It is, however, possible to make a broad definition of the funotlouM. 
relationship between the regional argahlzatlon and the territorial depart- 

‘ ment'wcrklhg in the same general subject. There ars three main .stages in
- soiencej firstly, there Is fundamen-tal or lc»g-range' research which Is

designed to discover new principlesj secondly, there is the technological 
stage in which a new principle is tested in a variety of local conditions 
In order.to determine how..fa^it is applicable and to su3apt the tochniq.ue 
to. local oIrcuastanceBj thirdly comes the application of the new principle 

• In faming, mediclrie, industry or whatever the subject may be. The re
gional research crganizaticai is ccucemed with the first two, -the funda- 
mentel and technological stages;' it Is not usually concerned wi'th the 

' ■s:^iication to practice; The tOErit'orlal dctpartaent, on the other hand,
^ is primarily concerned with the application of the new knowledge and all 

the executive work which Is thereby entailed, but it has also to take a
. . ; large share in the technologiceJ. stage-of the trial in local conditions.

It is thus in the second or technological stage that the functions overlap 
and there is need for the closest collaboration. ,

This dlstinotlca of functionsj has,-of course, many variants.

By 1961, the report of the Frazer Ccoimissiott ~ the recoanendatlcms of which 
served as the basis for the present regional xeseaxch administrative set-ip — 
pea^geived the functicnal relationship between regional and national research 'i^o 'be 
as foUowsi

I
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.
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i iE^t African research is organized on the basis of inter-territorial 

auid territorial research groups. They are. ccaplementary to each other and 
it is essential that they should work together. Both groiqjs may undertake

2) b. a. Kecm, "The East African Agricultural and Fcrestry Research Organization —
^ Its Origin and Objects," Erinted by East African Standard Limited, Nairobi, no

^ date. pp. 7=^.
3) e. B. Hcrthingtcn, A Survey of Research and Scientific Sarvicea in East Africa. 

19^7-19,56. East African High Comaissica, JJairobi,' 1952, p,147 ' Kr. Worthington
■ also stated the following about the tearrltorial role in scientific researchi 

"Nevertheless most torrltoriairaepartaonta of agriculture, veterinary services, 
medical ser’/ices, e-tc. find it necessary to maintain groups of specialist offloars 
for routine wcark and for investigations of a shart-tem kind 'en problems with 
which the department is directly concerned. ” (ibid, p.l4).

5
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Bhcert-'tera and long-tera work ... in g&ieral, the territorial research 
. ^oupa are more' concemoa with Inmediate plcohleas and give Invaluable 
hsslsiancfi in fi^d work to the intertepriltoidal research groups, which 
should' ccncentrste thelr~^farts BBlnly’.oa longer-term studies. The 
tOTitoriSl research services also provide the link wlth^ the, ertensim 

• services which are respraisihle for the application of' the research ' • 
findings.^') • .

In a 1966 publication.bn-Research Services in East Africa, it was statwl thati

^e principal functions of EAAERO are to undertake research work 
that is either .longer-termed than is easily undertaken by the Territorial 
Dspartaents of Agriculture and Forestry, cr which reiiulres highly special
ized;, equipment or Research Officers, which can only be justified in a 
central East African laboratory. ■ E.4AFR0 is only canoemed with problsis 
of local interest when specially invited by a- Territorial Department 
and its functiraTthen is to supplement and supply the background -to the 
work of the territorial research workers.5)

£

;>*

I'
I

(>

.*

g
i: The most recent annual report of EAAFRO includes most of the above functional role 

description, but adds the following1

. . . EAAFRO is not an advisory organization as such, though solenti- 
flc advice and guidance ara -readily ^ven by the research staff on re
quest to national and other research workers .... research at EAAFRO 
is as much coacorh^ Xflth the solutim of problems as it is with the 
acquioition of new knowledge, and also that much of the research ccn- 
slsts of projects carried out with the cooperation of other research 

■ institutes.W
There has been, therefore, a certain amount of concern shown for the research 
relationships' between EAAFRO and national agricultural and forestry research 
systems, and there has also been some ambiguity and confusion about what role 
EAAFRO should play vis-a-yis these national systems and vice-versa.

3is-
I

5s

I

'There is yet another roason why EAAFRO was the regional instltutlca-chosen 
for this study. It is n^o^seOTet that regional scientific research — and EAAFRO 
in-particular — tes been a relatively contxovqrslal ccamcn service of the Coamunlty, 
COe need wily read the 'Hansard of the Eb,ot African Le^slative Assembly debates co - 
appropriations for EAC research institu-tlons to become aware of tMs situation.
National sources in TanBanla.and Uganda tove made'cljalms that EAAFRO is mainly 
wcrking for the benefit of Kenya, and sources in all three Partner States ceoplaln 
about the cost of their coatrlbutlcjns -to it compared with the benefits they psr- 

'^oelve their coun-taries to be receiving. In I969, .a Harking Party ca Research 
Priorities and Research Admlnlstratlcn under the Chairmanship of Prof, David Hasawo 
of the University of Nairobi studied and reported on the research instltutlKiB of

^^Repert of the Coreaissloh on the Host Suitable S-trueture for the Hanageaent, Direction,
and Financing of Kasearch on an East African Basis, Prof, A. G. Fraser, Chairman,
Government Prlntor, Nairobi,' 196l,' p. "25. ^ “ .

. 5)£ast African Academy, Research Services
House, Nalrobii 1966, ~

^ 6)eaafro,

g-

•V

:;;1

in East Africa. East African P»bltehing 

Record or Research - Annual Report I969, East African Coamunlty,Nairobi, 1970,
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the East African Coamvoilty. This "Ha^wo Hepoort" has remained confidential, ■ 
and has not hoen Inplamentod vhlle a further report aa the finiicial

has teen prepared and Is holng ccnsidered.- 
I system have teen existing in this state of 

flux and uncertainty since that time, hut it.vould-seea likely that at least sene 
changes will he made in the EAC's research system during the, next few years. It 
ls.h(^d that, the results of this study will ha of some use to natimal and re-

S ihowever,
implications of the Ha^wo Hejicrt 
EAAFHQ, ^ -Uie whole ^EAC xoseaxm

\ ■

hi*

h-

gimal decision-makers concerned with this issue.
Although natlmal ninisterlal people were consulted about what the important 

variables ,were, in their opinion, for this section of‘the study, the subject
national-level research scientists and/or administrators of the

I

I Respondents were
■ rank of resEBreh ■ofEicaS: cr above in governmental agricultural or forestry research 
institutions in all three Partner States of the Community. It Is realized that 
.the real-world people who are crucial to the cmtlnued existence of regioaaal 
.scientific activities may not be working national-level scientists but the poli

tical decision-makers in the national ministries conoemed. 
the opinions and perceptions of these people, however, even If clearance and access 
could have been gained, which is ■unlikely, might have elicited responses more 

• dependent on ^\aUonal political cr soolo-ocmomic factors th^ national scientific 
research factors. (See Figure vi.l.beldw) 'This is oot to say that naticsial political .

3
■$

To have focused cm
V-

relationships are unlnpcrtant — they are. Indeed, one of-the most important factors 
•' for the EAC and also, therefore, for EAAERO ~ but ra-thor ttot this author was not 

the appropriate persm to Investlga-te such relationships between independent 
Africiin govemmen-ts. Insofar as these, political relationships influence and affect 
reglonal-naticsial scientific relatimships, however, they are one of the important 
variables investigated frea the viewpoint of the national-level researcher.

The actual farmaiJLs also not the subject of this study. Ctae problem which 
iwsearch institutes in general face is the tendency to judge than by an Increase 
in production (or sesae o-fcher-neasiro such as life-expectancy) in which they played 

. an instncneatal role — e.g., the value of the research which developed a new breed 
of maize is not likely to be widely appreciated until maize production has multi
plied X times. Between the final research result and the u-tillzation of it, however, 
are any number of factors. which r- in agriculture — are the responsibility of 'the 
"extension" services or other agencies in the national minls-txles. Therefore, it 
would be highly unreliable to form ooncluslcns about agricultural research on the 
basis of opinions expressed by actual farmers, since it often seems to be the case 
that it is the extension services which have been ■the "bottlenecks" in ■the utilization

'S'
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FlCTre VI. 1'
■a

3e--RelatlCT3hl-p8 ’betweenlhvtlonal Ministries of ACTlculture/Forestry and
■ Hotrklng National-Agrlcultut^^cxesfcy Scientists ' '*•

Respon

i» Othea: national 
political or soclo- 
scqncQlc factors

National Ministries' 
'Perceptions of 
EAAFRO's Operations

Opinions of 
National Hlnlstrles^^ 
about EAAFRO

-46—^->
ii

EAAFRO'S 
‘ Operations'a) T \k

National Scientists' 
Perceptions of 
EAAPaO's Operations

Opinions of 
Natural Scientists 
about EAAFRO

-?•
/1

Public
Relations
activities^)

Other Scientific 
or personal factors1

"Pperations" Includes not only the actual scientific experimental hotIc 
. dcme by EAAFRO, but all operations — e. g., InforBation searchii^, comuni- 

catlon and/or transfer of results c^eratlons, etc, ~ connected wi-th its 
primary funotlon^’oF'iladertaRing research in the fields of agriculture - 
and forestry. .

a)

"Public Relations Activities" are those RUFRO activities (which nay or 
Bhy not exist) which are not directly connected with EAAiBO's functions or 
operations, but which seek to publicize or e:^laln them,

t)

tf -
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pjJocesSV

What this author was trying to do was answer the following research question:'
titution of EAAFRO relating to national agriculture"How is the regional research .jns 

and forestry research systems in'Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania, and what are some of the 
factors causing these relationships?". Scientists and administrators from’national 
agricultural and forestry research Institutions form a unique set of Respondents to 
help-'in answering it,' .it was expected that more so than any other group of people, 
they, should be aware of what EAAPRO was doing and the worth of its activities. Being 
professionally committed to scientific objectivity, they were expected to be more 
inclined to give objective and honest responses'and opinions, and being experimentally 

and effect oriented they were also expected to be better able to explain and 
for tbe-if'-responses and opinions. Finally, an analysis of their-col-

*

I

I

i;

cause

give reasons
■ lective responses and opinions were expected to carry some weight with the political 1

decision-makers in governmental ministries and secretariates, and it is these latter
Political factors are notpeople for whom this study should be a useful input.

ignored in this study, but they are only investigated insofar as they affect scienti-' 
fic relationships, as revealed through the responses and opinions of the national- 
level Respondent's.

In Chapter III of this study, many of the general theories on economic and 
political integration in developed and de'veloping countries were summarized. In 
this chapter, adaptations or analogues of specific general theories are presented 

.__ „n-propositional form with reference"^o the regional and national agricultural and . 
forestry research communities in East Africa. Measurements of the variables con

tained in these propositions were obtained principally through an interview instru

ment which is, also discussed in this chapter. Where possible, chi square statistical 
tests'were performed on the data to test these propositions, and the results and 
their interpretations are_p«sented in the following chapters.

Economic or political integration - or any other form of integration - fs 
not the primary focus' of this study.

& 'r-

•' 4-

Nevertheless, EAAFRO is one regional institution

\

7) The traditional view is that it is not the function of an agricultural research 
institute to ensure that its research results are being applied by the farmers 

^ of the country, but it is their responsibility to see that their results are fully 
, ' transferred "to the extension services, and it is the responsibility of the ex

tension services to transfer these results to the farmer and to feed-back to the 
research institution information on how those results worked in actual practice. 
This close functional relationship between agricultural research and extension 
services in sometimes hot recognized in the organizational design of national 
ministries, however. There are some calls for putting agricultural science policy, 
agricultural research, and extension services under one organizational umbrella 

^ ^ ^ Between Research and Planning in Development," by Ian
Livingston, Economic Research Bureau, University of Dar es Salaam).

I
1

I
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:i
» in a regional' system that- was established to integrate the three British colonial 

territories of^Kenya, Uganda.'"ahd Tanganyika In certain limited functional areas, 
and at* one point in history was ..to have become an East Agrican-Federation.* 
EAAFRO, therefore", in a real sense has been and is an integrating agent for agri- 
(^^ural and forestry research in East Africa (with no implication as to the

failure of its integrative function). In this situation,-it was felt 
that integration theory might offer srane insights into the primary focus of

r:

r- ■

"Xi':

\!

success or

" this s-tudy - the relationships between EAAFRO and national agriculture and
The attempt here is to take generalforestry research systems in East Africa.

- theory and apply it to a specific and specialized functional activity which is 
somewhat different from the original purpose for which the theory was developed, 
and to see if it can lead to insights into and explanations for human behavior -

i

K

‘relating to the specific' activity.
“ Figure VI.2 below is the basic model for this section of the study, 
primary dependent-variable is the general reactibn or response opinions that 
individual national researchers have about EAAFRO, positive or negative as 
measured on a continuuin scale.

. researchers feel about EAAFRO rather than what they might "objectively" conclude 
after g;oing through some internalized reasoning process, since it is thought that

- -these-f-eel'ings-are-amuch-mote important factor in regional-national relationships.
- In particular, it is these initial reactions of people to an institution such as 

EAAFRO which seem to do much to create a public mood or feeling toward it - a 
factor that can greatly influence the success -of a multi-national institution 
especially when the people are in positions perceived to be credible and when the 
reaction receives publicity through the newspaper or other media.

The

.4

The attempt here is to get at what these national

;>
.V

f

1

In addition.i'

individual opinions arsTihe only real way to get at what people perceive or believe
"objective"- methodology was used to analyze the

'5-

about EAAFRO.. In Chapter IV, an 
balance of the distribution of EAAFRO's benefits among the Partner States, but the

:■

V
:'r

be used to counteract people's beliefsI extent to which any such methodology can 
•is vefy limited. And any such methodology is also usually limited to printed ori

k.
If a multinational inverbal information that may be relatively superficial, 

stitution such as EAAFRO is going to really be examined and understood, somewhere
along the -line knowledgable national people are going to have to be asked to react'ii

*See the Appendix to this study on "A Short History of Regionalism in East Africa."

.zz.
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i >
National Opinions Toward EAAFRO- ■ i'i^ure VI.2 -•*

•»

External
Scientific

Aid
Parameter

Amount of
a^ Research .Results
b) Scientific Services
c) Experimental

Collaboration
d) institution -

building
e) Inter-personai

relations

c

other
Factors

f) Publishing/ General
Reaction/Response

Opinions
toward
EAAFRO

lienefits from F.AAFROr-7rr
General Reaction/.
Response Opinions 

■ ■ ' tovjard EAC
A V. - -.f

Opinions of Relevant
National Groups 
toward EAAFRO

[ Proximi^

^ I Knov7ledge of E.AAFRo|
1 l>

I RaciaV-Homogeneity |—----- :----------

I Personal Contact Transaction^}-

1 Scientific Complementarity
r'

V
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or respond to-it at the gut level, and that reaction or response is going to have 
to be foHowed up with probing-'^estions about the real usefulness of EAAFRO 
research and EAAFRO services - agd other such is.sues - along with the reasons why.

As shown in'Figure VI.2, the general opinion^ of national level researchers 
about EAAFRO are expected to vary along a positive-negative continuum, and the .

: relationships^ of the'possible explanatory independent variables shown with the 
dependent variable form the basis for this section o-f the study. The importance 

" . of the benefits from.a multirnational institution to Its-acceptance and support 
by the member states which make up the multi-national grouping has already been 
stressed. Most of the benefits discussed in this context, however, operate at

VI.2 shows a series of benefits that might 
accrue to individual national level researchers in East Africa from EAAFRO. One 
general hypothesis then is that the existence and amount of these benefits that 
the national research'receives from EAAFRO will directly influence his general 
opinion about that institution.

Research results are, of courses the principal output of any research in-

a

levelT^^^'ISile Figurethe national

, J' 4- ^ .

stitutiori , and these should flow to the national researcher alone the lines of 
Figure IV.1 in'Chapter IV .and -- officially -- according to the criteria estab

lished-in the functional relationship statements quoted earlier in this chapter.-

•*8) For example, in speaking of the smaller and less scienti-f-ically developed 
^ countries of Europe, UNESCO says; "It is therefore only natural that the smaller ' 

countries of Europe would require to be satisfied, before embarking upon or pursuing 
such ventures of European scientific research cooperationj that the institution 
chosen as the_^vehiclc for such cooperation be so designed that the participating 
states, can count'on a level of expenditure which is both moderate and predictable, 
and on operational methods which secure reasonable scientific returns to all partici
pants, Certainly, this twofold problem of reasonable, cost and of reasonable return 
must,be solved.... (UNEg^5r''Seience Policy and the European States. Conference of 
Miftisters of the European Member States Responsible for Science Policy, Paris, 22-27 
June 1970, p. 153.) In another UNESCO document dealing directly with developing 
-countries, the following "tenet" of regional science programmes is mentioned: 
principle of-national distribution. No nation would, or should agree to a regional 
science plan that diminishes the quality and effectiveness Of the scientific pro
gramme within its borders. On the contrary, each nation should benefit by marked 
improvement of its scientific and technical infrastructure as well as improved 
science services supplied by regional institutions." (UNESCO, "Contribution of 

^UNESCO to Stage II of the World Plan of Action for the Application of Science and 
Technology, to Development," UNESCO/NS/ROU/191 prey. 1, Paris, February 1970, p. 91). 
Some of the advantages which regional science should give the developing countries, 
UNESCO says, are "(i) Having all Scientific and Technological activities performed 
for the country at the highest level, of quality; (ii) Having within the country one 
or more internationally recognized centres of scientific excellence; (iii) Decreasing 
dependence on scientific and technological capabilities outside the region; (iv) Ob
taining these benefits .without an outflow of cash or increased reliance on foreign 
aid." (Ibid, p. 91) .

"The

I
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i

' ^ Scientific services are another output of research institutions, and eight 
scientific services that ■EAAFRO'f^otentially 
investigated:

East African Literature Service, the Herbarium's plant identification service.
Statistical advisory services, the Machinery Coordination service. Chemical

» •* ' - . . 9)
Analyses, arid^miscellaneous Reference Collection services.

■ External scientific aid might, however, be a parameter operating in the case
' *of specific EAAFRO projects or services supported by it.- The impact of this aid

on EAAFRO is considerable. Table VI, 1 below shows that approximately 307. of the

offered to national researchers were
the Plant Quarantine Servicei:_ the joint EAAFRO/EAVRO. Library, the ■

Tahl'e" VI. 1 - Natural Resources Research --
Source of Contribution for 1969-70*

Amount in ShillingsContributor

East African Community 
General Fund .

Rents and Sundry Revenue 
Partner States_

Kenya .

Uganda

Tanzania

^ United Kingdom Government 
. Direct Grants
Over-Sea? Aid Scheme 
Research Schemes 

Other Foreign Sources
•v-'U.S. Dept, of Agriculture 

U.S.A.I.D.

RockefeHer Foundation 
WHO

& ■ ■

8,644,741.80

3,375,213.61-rf J
i

. 140,311.89 
140,311.89 

■ 140,311.89

141,903.17

'255,284.97

3,805,723.80

134,077.33

519,993.94

266,499.96

33,767.42

17,602,141.67

*Taken from East African Community, Financial Statements for 1969/70 and Reports 
^thereon by the Auditor-General and Accountant-General (General Fund Services), 

EAC, Arusha, a971.

TOTAL

9) In comparing this list with Table IV.4, several differences can be noted:
Armyworn Forecasting Service is left out beca.use this output goes only and directly 
to farmers;"the Liaison and Advisory Assistance services to national Cereals programs 
are also left out because they were not operationally distinguishable from cereals 
research results; Soil and Plant Analyses and Feed and Animal Analyses are combined 
into one category called "Chemical Analyses" — in practice, national veterinary

the

. '
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, funds supp^lied to the five regional research institutions under the National
Res outers Research Council of^he EAC (EAAFgO, EAVRO, TPRI, EAFFO, and EAMFO -- 
See footnote No. l)'caine from foreign sources, and most of this aid went to 
EAAFRO. There’ar.e effects which this parameter could have on a national-
level researcher.. Firstly, he might appreciate the work' that is being done, but 
identify it, more with" the foreign source of funds rather than EAAFRO and respond 
accordingly. Second, he might resent foreign aid in general and/or scientific 

♦ aid In particular because of a perceived loss of indigenous control over the 
activity .and respond accordingly. And, finally, he might believe that some of 
the aid funds would haye gone to his own national research system if EAAFRO 
hadn't received them and respond accordingly.

There are additional benefits from EAAFRO that an individual national-level 
•researcher might receive. First of all, there might be actual collaboration on 
"joint scientific experiments between himself and EAAFRO researchers. In cases 
where the collaboration is such that the national-level researcher merely utilises 
the results of some of E-AAFRO's research e.xperiments or scientific services in 

‘his own scientific research, this is already included in the above two benefits. 
Collaboration in this context refers more to those cooperative situations where 
"BAAPRO arid national level researchers are'actively working together on a joint “ 
project. Always with the qualification that these EAAFRO activities are really 
beneficial -- and not divisive -- experiences, this cooperation should be a 
benefit to the national-level collaborator.

Another benefit shown in Figure 'VI.2 is labeled "Institution-Building." 
Decentralized divisions of EAAFRO exist which carry out research on specific crops 
at certain national research institutions, and which involve EAAFRO research 
officers stationed fut^;^rime at those institutions.
bhing different from Eijj^rimental Collaboration. In some cases, the EAAFRO 
division is working in cooperation with national projects at those stations — 
e.g., maize -- and in some cases it is not -- e_g., sorghum and millet -- but in 
either-case this situation might be perceived as. an EAAFRO institution-building 
activity by the national-level researchers at those particular national institu

tions. "Institution-building" is a difficult concept to define, but what is 
meant-by it. in this study is the contribution that an individual or unit makes

This benefit is some-

researchers wefe not subjects of this study and so only Soi.l and Plant Analyses 
were really considered;.-all four reference collections were considered together 
as "Miscellaneous Reference Collections," and the three lowest priority services 
were dropped because they were so unimportant.
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to. the total institution of which he or it is a part. Part of this contribution 
can -be in the- form of physiol buildings or equipment, or in the form of research 
results which add"to the reputation of' the institution, „but there is qqmething
more than that - - an individual or unit may be isolated in their building with
their equipment doing their research rather than interacting with the rest of the 
institution and contributing to those intangible but important institutional 
qualities of harmony, morale, spirit, etc.^*^^

■ There are three decentralized divisions of pAAFRO:- The Sorghum and Millet 
Division at Serere Research Station in Uganda, the Maize Genetics Division at 
Kitale National Agr^ultural.Research Station in Kenya, and the Sugar Cane 
Breeding Division with a breeding station at the Coast (Mtwapa) Research Stati'oif 
in Kenya^^^

■a

and a Sugar Cane Disease unit at Kawanda Research Station in Uganda. 
The extent of the potential institution-building in each particular place might 
best be indicated by the number of full-time EAAFRO officers working in these
divisions. At the time when the EAAFRO interviews were carried out, there were 
four officers stationed at Serpre in Sorghum and Millet, one stationed at Kitale 
in maizei and one each stationed at Mtwapa, Kawanda, and Kibaha in Sugar Cane 
Breeding. Since tv70 of these decentralized, divisions — Sorghum and Millet and • 
Maize Genetics -- are, however, almost entirely supported by external scientific 
aid, this parameter must be kept in mind.

Another possible benefit to the individual national-level scientific re

searcher from EAAFRO might be positive interpersonal relations between EAAFRO 
researchers and himself. These positive interpersonal relationships could range 
all the way from professional respect for a scientific colleague up to_ very 
warm and personal friendships 'The existence of "Old Boys Networks” of expatriate 
researchers -- particul^ly in colonial days — which combined professional and 
social relationships is one aspect of this benefit which will be discussed 
further.

—r>f

Finally, a highly valued personal benefit for any researcher -- regional 
or national -- is to have his papers published. Not only are there the rewards of

1

■1

10) This is the only institution-building benefit of EAAFRO that was found. It was 
bel-ieved.for awhile that there might be a second way in which EAAFRO helped to build 
up the national scientific and technological infrastructure — through the training 
of national researchers. It now appears, however, that EAAFRO has no formal training

’ program for national researchers, although some training does go on informally. •

11) The Coast-Research Station is the temporary site of the regional sugar cane
- breeding project while the permanent site at Kibaha'(Tanzania) is under construction.

) -
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prestige and reputation amongst, one's professional peers, but these may easily 
be tran^afcable into monetaryTt^ other material rewards later on. The East 
African Agricultural.-and Forestry Journal, is published quarterly as an EAAFRO 
service, and some'of its articles are written by national-level researchers.
Even if there were, no other benefits from EAAFRQ of use to an individual national- 
level researcher, hi's'opinion of EAAFRO might be very positive if they had pub

lished his work or were going to do so.'
In Summary then, one of the principal propositions being investigated in 

this section of the study — as shorn in Figure VI.2 -- can be stated as follows:
1. The degree of positiveness of the general reaction/response opinions 

of nationai'-T^searchers toward EAAFRO will be directly related to 
their perceptions of the benefits they have received from EA^RO in . •wsS'

•. the past — i.e., to the amount of Research Results and/or Scientific ' 
Services and/or Experimental Collaboration and/or Institution-.
Building and/or Interpersonal Relations and/or Publishing benefits,

“ dependent in some cases on an External Scientific Aid parameter as
described.

It should perhaps be noted here that these benefits from'EAAFRO are not neces- 
.sarily independent of each other.'-For example, both Experimental Collaboration 
and Institution-Building probably influence Inter-Personal Relations with the 
EAAFRO officers involved in the collaboration or working in their decentralized
di-visions, . _ _ _ _

-----—.There-are-severalialternative-hypotheses . mentioned in the integration-litera.- .

ture, however, which are relevant to explanations of the general opinion of indi

vidual national-level researchers toward EAAFRO. It has been pointed out in this 
literature on integration, for example, that an individual's opinion toward any 
one specific integrative acti-vity or institution may be-influenced by ■his .opinion

or in-
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f-■toward the larger integrative framework within which the specific action 
sti'tution exists. The regional research institutions in East Africa are all part 
of the East African Cbramunity, and.the general opinions of national-level scientific 
researchers^ toward EAAFRO may be. directly related to their opinions toward 
the Community in general.

The list of benefits in Figure VI.2 were all outputs of EAAFRO, but as has 
been mentioned earlier, there may be other sources of benefits which may influence 
the opinions the individual national researcher has toward EAAFRO and these other 
sources must be considered. In talking about attitudes and values which indi-viduals
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ahave toward integration, Philip Jacob says that an individual's personality and 
life experience', the attitudes afiTValues of the" social groups within the com

munity af*large, and the* attitudes ^nd values-pf the social group? within the ,

community with whicli "he associates will "all influence his own attitudes and 
12)

values. In^East AErifa, the attitudes and values which the Partner States 
■■ (or the national ministries of agriculture and/or forestry) or other relevant 
social or ethnic groups (or relevant individuals' within them)\hold toward EAAFRO 
"and the EAC in general may also be influencing the national researcher's general 
opinion toward EAAFRO.

Proximity is another explanatory independent variable, that might be directly 
affecting the opinions that national researchers have toward EAAFRO. The natural 
effect of distance under isotropic conditions was discussed in Chapter V. To 
a great'extent, proximity is a function of geographic distance and the transporta- 

. tioti time needed to travel that distance. Distance also affects other modes of 
communication in that, for example, phone calls or mail service may>t6ke longer 
or be less reliable at greater distances. Another apsect of proximity is the

r . - . -
-■ -y existence of alternative choice points between EAAFRO and the individual national 

researcher. 1-Iany of these aspects of proximity and distance are discussed further 
with respect 'to other variables.

Another factor that integration theory suggests might be influencing opinions 
^hat national researchers hold toward EAAFRO is knowledge about this regional in

stitution. As with many of these variables, however, the effect depends upon 
, the positive or negative nature of the association — i.e.,.knowledge about
EAAFRO could either be favorable or unfavorable knowledge, which would probably

There are many indicatorsaffect a general opinion toward EAAFRO the same way. 
that one might use to measurS^noxjledge of EAAFRO, but some of the most important 
would-be knowledge about what kind of research EAAFRO is doing and who EAAFRO
professional personnel are.

Homogeneity or social homogeneity is anothejr factor mentioned in Chapter III, 
and although many possible indicators were listed to measure this variable, the one • 
that is most relevant in the East African context is Racial Homogeneity. Although

iMny people in East Africa might prefer to think that race doesn't matter or that 
whites — are not the objects of a certain amount of resentmentEuropeans - — i.n

and hostility from Africans because of past history and the general present situation
• >

12) Philip E. Jacob, "The Influence of Values in PhTitical Integration," in The 
Integration of Political Communities. op cit.'p. 228.

■■ 'v
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» of relative wealtfi and expertise/power, this is not true, even in the case>of 
Actually, -it .isn't entir^y racial -- there is a certain "colonial 

tality" that not- all “Europeans have which 'i-s perhaps more important 
existence of this factor-was most explicitly expressed by an African EAAFRO 
officer during'Some exploratory questions vd\en he was trying to explain some of 
the deeper reasons behind some of EAAFRO's difficulties with the Partner States. 
According to this source, as some of the national governments Africanized their 
own research staffs, they found that EAAFRO was hiring ,s6me of the very same 
Europeans they had just let go. EAAFRO, in other words, was remaining a white 
man's institution. Moreover, some of the first Europeans -to be let go were the 

that the Africans liked the least because of their racial attitudes, and

science.

The,,men

p

ones

apparently some of these were among the officers that EAAFRO had hired. It 
■takes nt> extra-perceptive observer in East Africa to see that still today there 

' are Europeans — scientists and non-scientists -r who are racially prejudiced
against Africans and that this factor affects all aspects of socio-economic life.

In addition to examining the influence that a national researcher's race 
might hao^e on his general opinions toward EAAFRO, the status of new indigenous 
African and old ex-patriate "Old Boys Networks" in the scientific community of 
East Africa should be an important factor in the'relationship between EAAFRO

_ _ and-national agricultural and forestry research systems. These "Old Boys. Net-
,jiorks" are particularly relevant in the context of the official functional 
inter-relationships between regional and national research systems as documented 
at the beginning of this chapter - i.e., if a system in v;hich the more basic 
research<in a particular field is performed regionally and the more applied re

search in the same field is performed nationally is to succeed, there must be 
communication and informatioiPbr technology transfer between regional and national 
levels.

In 1961, the Frazer Commission reported that of 80 regional scientists in 
East Africa in 1960, one vras African, one was Asian, and 78 were Europeans -- 
mostly expatriates from Britain. Likewise, of 54 trained technicians in regional 
research, there were no Afrdpans, three Asians, and 51 Europeans -- again mostly 
gjcpatriates from Britain. (Frazer Report, pp. 35 and 38) The dominance of 
British expatriate influence on science in East Africa has had many consequences 
for the present, not the least of which is the effect of an "Old Boys Network."
"Old Boys" are -- strictly speaking — classmates who have graduated from the same--
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educational institution and .who keep in touch in much the same manner as an 
alumni association. In colonial Eaet^Africa, however, European scientists often 
formed informal associations along professional'and racial lines, informal net-

■ works of British expatriates who often knew -- or had heard of — one another 
even before coming out to East Africa and, in the restricted social culture of. 
Colonial East Africa, became (if they weren't already) social as well as profes

sional acquaintances. These networks were relatively effe.ctive in transmitting 
information-among the "Old Boys" in East Africa and other .colonial territories 
all over the world. If one scientist didn't know the answer to some problem, he 
knew, who he could contact to find out more about it. And, as some have observed, 
sometimes a lot more scientific' information gets communicated over a whiskey -

or on a golf course than at a scientific conference.
6ut with independence and increasing numbers of scientifically trained East

■ Africans being graduated, the Old Boys Network of the expatriates has begun to 
break down. All three Partner States and the Community itself are committed to 
Africanization, but differential rates 'of. Africanization have occurred in the 
three countries due to the still limited supply of trained African scientists
and other circumstances. Events have occurred which have affected this process -- 
for example in Tanzania where a dispute between the-government and British expa- 
triates_over their pensions led .many of the latter to quit in the mid- to late-
19/o's.

a

As more Africans enter research positions in East Africa, a new "old Boys 
. Network" of African scientists may emerge among regional and national agricultural 

• and forestry institutes, perhaps around a nucleus of Makerere University graduates. 
In the present stage of transition this may not have developed far enough to be 
an effective means of scienfx£Ic''communication throughout East Africa, but the 
extent of such a network was investigated in .the study.

In addition to the analysis of transactions at the level of EAAFRO and the 
Parnter States wh'ich was performed in Chapter V, transactions between EAAFRO and
■individual na'tional researchers might also be an important influence on the general .

Once again, however.■opinions which those national researchers have toward EAAFRO. 
thip transactions variable will focus on Personal Contact Transactions because
of the importance- of personal contacts to communications and information or tech

nology transfer. Information and/or technology transfer or dissemination is a 
complex problem and deserving of research in its own right. This study will not' 
begin to attempt to cover this area, but Figure VI.3 below should give some idea of

. j-f■.r.v
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° the scope of t^ ■pToblem, Eight different loci of transfer are shown in Figure 
VI.3, all''of which have many ex^Jjles In this study, the
a, b, .c, d, or e 'loci could be operating wifch respect to the- relationships'between

in the real world.f

r; I
EAAFRO and national agricultural and forestry research systems in East Africa, 
depending on- the specific situation. What is of importance is that to transfer

ft
I
I
fFigure VI.3
I
iScience - Technology - Utilization Topology Model*

f'iI s
Science Body of KnOHledge .1i:;

Xd)t;
(h) 1;

Technology State of the Art
\ IAi

Practical_ 
Weed & Use

Utilization
ITime. -> I
I
I*Taken from the Introduction to Factors- in the Transfer of Technology. William 

‘-'^Hr'Gruber and Donald GT‘>Ianquis (ed.), MIT Press, Cambridge, r969,^p. 5.

either scientific information' or technology, some form of communication must take 
place. Multi-national scientific efforts in Europe depend on cooperation and 
conmun^cation^^ UNESCO states, and adds the following:

In addition to the rather slow means of formal international communi-
' cation in fundamental_ research -- i.e., the publication of results in the

, . literature — faster m^hods, such as personal letters, the circulation'bf
manuscripts,, the telegraph, telex, and telephone, are increasingly employed 
to speed up the flow of information. At least within the more rapidly 
expanding fields, the significance of such rapid and efficient personal 
contact! can hardly be o-.^errated. . (UNESCO, June 1970, p. 140)
Although there are many forms of communications transactions, the most impor-

In an article in Factors in the 
Tom Burns explores some thoughts along .these lines. What 

.is to be transferred, he says, is an idea or piece of information which is able 
to generate its subsequent utilization — to be transmissable, however, it must

J;i

I I

:
'i I

I
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(
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%
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tant seems to be the mobility of scientists. 
Transfer of Technology,■%

V-

I
I

13) Tom Burns, "Models, Images, and Myths," in Factors In the Transfer of Tech- 
nology, GrUber and Marquis (ed.), MIT Press, Cambridge, 1969.

I
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<C i.ir;These are the .“ be given an appropriate form in words, symbols, drawings, etc.

In the^T^t, the planned transfer of ideas or informa- 
technologies has tended to concentrate on these mechanical "gimmicks"

l-imechanisma''of transfer, 
tion or

SP- li
Iwhich record, store,'retrieve, disseminate, etc,, the technology

'...'all the thinking which has gone into attempts to expedite md, 
widen"theirange of communication processes is implicit with the notion 

reified object which is transferred from one set of 
different set of .individuals or

|i
I

• of some real or
' individuals or institutions to a 
institutions...

Technology transfer is still envisaged as the passage of dise^odied 
"ideas and method," endowed with some quasi-independence in the manner 
of genes, from one.state of existence or from one milieu, or from one

(Burns, pp. 13-15)

li
it:

g
f? -

order of quantity, to another.

Burnes emphasizes
It is that the mechanism of tech

nological transfer is one of agents, not a.gencies; of the movement of 
people among establishments, rather than of. the routing of information 
through communications systems ... . that people (the "huMn factor ) ■ 
accomplish technology transfer,;:not merely in the sense of communica
tion or transfer process itself involving the displacement of persons 
rather than concepts, but requiring carriage-by scientists and engineers 
rather than by publications or other messages. (Burns, pp. 12 and 21)

... a simplej clarifying notion.
■-r'-

&

-.-tf

The movement of people who are scientifically or technically, trained into situations 
iidiere their corap^eScrin^^ field can be utilized in adjacent -

. ferent -- fields; or the movement from a research activity to a 
mands a scientific search for alternative solutions in a

- but dif-
task which de

similar technical area
S5

■ but with different objectives and institutional circumstances — these are
general examples of technology transfer by people who might be called "consul-

thus considers technology transfer to be a matter of
that institutional means must be devised to

tants Although Burns
scientists' mobility, he al.so .says 
facilitate and expedite this mobility, here he claims to run into an inevitable 

• contradiction, however, because any institutional means so devised will, eventually.

4

14)
act as a barrier to the objective it was designed to achieve.

V''

i

13) Tom Burns, "iiodels, Images, and Myths," in Factors in the Transfer of Tech^-^ 
<’"nology, Bruber and Marquis (ed.), HIT Press, Cambridge, 1969,
14) Indeed' this is what has happened in the past, he claims, as institutional 
confines have grown up around such activities as academic research, engineering

organized into systematic modes of understanding, or to exploiting the physical or 
social environment, is also that which interposes the constraints and barriers to 
the transfer of innovation from one system to another... It is 
framework which interposes immaterial but effective constraints on

and methods between them in the manner which was possible in the past 
and metnods formulations and administrative mech-

'V

-ti

of ideas
~alsumed as feasible in so many of ,

anisms designed to facilitate it now." (Ibid, p. 20)
I?
I
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Admittedly, 'the idea that th^.mobility of scientists is a key point in infor

mation of technology transfer is not all that new. The Frazer Report, which formed 
the basis for East African research institutes, stated the following in 1961;

A research organization cannot thrive for long in isolation. . 
Continual interchange of ideas with other research organizations, col^ 
leges and universities is essential. This cannot be achieved mdrely by 

'circulation of scientific publication's, although good library facilities 
are especially important to isolated institutes. Contact with other 
scie'ntists at a personal level is necessary r.. frequent exchange of 
people and ideas between one research group and another, 
exchange that gives rise to new ideas and facilitates progress.

UNESCO also confiras-ndIB‘'^pprtafice of this factor:

*
Ift
ft
I
?-
ft
I
ft
ft

It is this
S

I
Wf*

Even more important, perhaps, than the free and efficient flow 
of information is the mobility of European scientists engaged in funda- 

‘ mental research. Improved facilities for travel and communication,
„ especially in the last two decades, have immensely increased the mobility 

of scientists. It is generally acknowledged that increased mobility of 
researchers often parallels increased creativity. International exchanges 
tend to favour the spreading of valid scienti'fic ideas and concepts, and 
thereby to limit the dangers ofiantellectua'l in-breeding -- dangers to 

■ which the smaller countries, and more especially the smaller research
(UNESCO,

ft

S'

-i.

ft
and education centres, are otherwise particularly exposed. 
June 1970, p. .142) ' ft

E

Personal, face-to-face visits and communications between EAAFRO and national-
=;

level researchers may therefore be a very important factor in this study influencing.
general opinions of national researchers toward EAAFRO. The personal visits 

of EAAFRO researchers to national institutions should be of special importance 
■ . because — apart from the inforumtion or technology that may be transferred — 

such visits may convey a feeling of EAAFRO interest and concern for what the, 
national institute is doing. Visits of national researchers to EAAFRO headquarters 
at Muguga and meetings betwe^EAAFRO and national researchers at scientific con

ferences or seminars V70uld also be forms of Personal Contact transactions to

f

ft

{
measure.

;■

One special form of personal contact betv/een regional and national researchers 
which will'also be examined is the EAAFRO officer who is an official liaison agent. 
There are two kinds of official liaison agents which EAAFRO has- at present; a 
(^Coordinator" for the East African Machinery Coordinating Unit and two Field Trials 
Officers working with the cereals breeding programs in Uganda and Tanzania.

■ does no research on agricultural machinery itself, so the Coordinator is mainly 
cbncefhe'd with liaison between the three Partner States on all aspects of farm 
and -farm products processing mechanization in East Africa, The Coordinator nmkes

j;
i-

i

E.AAFR0(
5
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.tw6 to four trips’arpjind each of the Partner. States in a year, visiting from 
seven to twelve' machinery-connectgd^a^icultural organizations
As he does 50, he carries- information from' place 'to place and puts pfeople in touch 
with each other concernitig their problems and potential solutions. Many of the 

, people thejCoordinator dealsjwith, however, are not scientists in national agri

cultural and forestry research institutes but working engineers and managers on 
actual farms. ' • -

The EAAFRO Maize Genetics division stationed at Kitale'Research Station (Kenya) 
does research on'developing new breeding methodologies for high-yielding varieties 
of maize in East Africa. and„the Sorghum and Millet Division ’at Serere Research 
Station (Uganda) does breeding and agronomic work in these crops. Once the 
varieities have been developed, however, they must be field tested under the dif- 
•ferent'soil, altitude, and rainfall conditions that exist in thethree Partner

in each country.

States. In order to ensure that there are adequate.field testing programs in
Tanzania and Uganda, EAAFRO stationed full-time Field Trials Officers in their .

The Field Trials Officer to Tanzania was stationed at.-.Ministries of Agriculture.
the Ministry in Dar es Salaam in 1970, and the Field Trials Officer to Uganda

These officers are supposed to• was stationed at Serere Research Station in 1971.
develop the Variety Trials Programs in these too countries and serve as the mech-

• anism for maintaining contact,between the regional breeding and these national
testing programs. ■

The final independent variable shown back in Figure VI.2 was labeled Scientific 
Complementarity. This refers back to the discussion of the "convergence of func

tional interest" in Chapter III, and is adapted here to the research the individual 
national researcher is carrying out and how much TAAFRO's research program comple

ments i1^. With limited resource^ EAAFRO cannot be doing experimental research in- 
every field or on every agricultural crop. Therefore, one would expect to find some 
national researchers in fields where EAAFRO was doing little or no research -- 
e.g., cotton - and some in fields where EAAFRO was doing quite a lot - e.g 
woods. The more work EAAFRO is doing which complements what the national researcher 
is doing — e.g., working on-the same crop, the same control process, etc. -- the 
morS'he might be influenced in his general opinions toward EA.AFR0.

The propositions for the renaining seven independent variables shown on Figure 
VI.2, other than the one concerning benefits from EAAFRO, are listed below;

soft-• >
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° 2. The degree of p'ositiveness of the general reaction/response opinions 
that national researchers ha^, toward EAAFRO will be directly related 
to their general reaction/response.opinions toward the EAC. -

3. The degree of positiveness of the general-reaction/response opinions that 
national researchers have toward.EAAFRO will be directly related to the 
opinions.'their relevant national groups have toward EAAFRO.

4. 'The degree of positiveness of the general reaction/response opinions that
national researchers have toward EAAFRO will be directly related to their 

^ Ihroximity to EAAFRO. . • ,

5. The degree of positiveness of thS general reaction/y^^ponse opinions that 
national researchers have toward EAAFRO will be dir^tly related to the 
extent of their"Kno^dge of EAAFRO.

6. The degree of positiveness of the general reaction/response opinions that 
. national researchers have tovjard EAAFRO will be directly related to the

Race of the national researcher. • .

7. The degree of positiveness of the general reaction/response opinions that 
national researchers have toward EAAFRO will be directly related to the-

’amount of Personal Contact Transactions they have with EAAFRO research 
officers. -

8. The degree of positiveness of the g^eneral reaction/response opinions that 
national researchers have toward EAAFRQ:Will be directly related to the 
extent that' EAAFRO's' Scientific work Complements their own.

o

*

In addition to these propositions, a number of the variables - e.g.. Knowledge of- 
EAAFRO, Personal Contact Transactions, etc. - should be directly related to the 
length of time a national r.ese'archer has been working in East Africa or at his 
station, and these propositions are also tested.

Finally, the two-way arrows between the independent variables in Figure VI.2
refer to. the fact that many of-_the^e variables are most probably inter-dependent 

For example, it might well be true that Proximity, Racialamongst tTle'mselves.
Hemogeneity, and Personal Contact Transactions all interact upon Knowledge of EAAFRO
in influencing the-General Reaction/Response Opinion of the individual national 
researcher toward EAAFRO as has been suggested in the integration literature, 
many other interaction combinations could be logically proposed.

and

Some of these

15) ^The hypothesis here is that mutual knowledge or understanding among people and 
groups'of people is essential to their functioning together as a political community 
As a matter of fact, the argument for the integrative influence of all three of the 

‘"'■previously-discussed-factors •— proximity, homogeneity, and transactions — rests 
upon an assumption that they will induce greater mutual acquaintance and under
standing which in turn.will encourage a community association. (Jacob & Teune, 
op cit, p. 27) ,
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combinations are^also tested in' this study, particularly ones which involve Proxi

mity and Kjiowledge of EAAFRO.
Sinoe the principal designated outputs of a scientific research^institution 

are research resultsrand/or scientific services, the responses of the national 
researchers to whether or not they received any of these output benefits are 

' examined'further in this'’study. In Figure VI.4 below, a very simplif ied picture 
of the important processes which any scientific research institution must perform 

' ts shown .■ . ■

I

j

i!

Figure VI.4
The Impcartant Processes of any Scientific

Research Instltutlm and Their Intended Results

Intended to Result In . . .Process

—
Eele'vant and/oor '"good" reseaxch 
projects and services for the insti

tution to work on.

r* Project Selection 
■ Process

- -.f

The necessary 
resource inpu-fcs' 
to conduct scien- 

-“tific work — nen, 
equi'pBent. etc.

f

i ..

r

f Research results and scientific ser

vices — a.mixture of successes and 
failures with as great a share of 
successes as possible.

''
i

Scientific liork 
Process

r

S
i

Transfer of -the relevant and success- 
fvjl research results and scientific 
services to the .intended receiver.

j Infomatlon or 
Technology Transfer 

Process

I

k
f:
a ft"
's

A fatal break-down could occur in any of these process steps and negate everything 
done currently before or after.I

For example, if irrelevant or trivial research 
projects or services are selected to work on, it will make no difference how good .

i

the actual research or service work is or how well the results are transferred to 
the intended receiver; similarly, even if the projects or services selected are

J
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relevant and "good," and the institute is able to transfer an^ results it gets, 
this will be of no consequeifte unless the scientific work-process 
produce some results; and finally,^ the most relevant projects selected and the best 

'y. r^ults obtainable are no-good-within the institute — they inusf be transferred
to some intended receiver, whether it be a peasant fanner, an industrial plant, or 
another Research ‘institution.

is able to

Perceptions of national researchers about these three processes as they are 
performed-within-EAAFRO form the basis of Figure VI.5, which seeks to explain why 
EAAFRO research results and/or scientific services are not being utilized -- if 
such is the case — by national researchers. If there is a breakdown, however, it 
may not necessarily occur withitt-BliSFRO.. Given that EAAFRO has selected relevant 
projects, has produced some good research results, and has transferred those re

sults to a national research system or researcher, the flow process may still end 
there in failure if the national research system or researcher does nofhave the' 

-^^^acity to utilize those results. EAAFRO cannot be said to be. in any direct way 
at fault if this is the case, and it was pointed out in another part of this study 
that-maiiy EAAFRO officers thought that, this variable was crucial in East Africa,

Figure VI.5
Sena Factors Affecting the National Utilization

of EAAFEO Research Results auid Scientific -Services

Petreelyed Relevance 
of EAAFRO*8 Research 
Projects and Sclentl- 
flo Services_ _ _ _ _

Extent of 
Experience in 
East Africa

Scientific 
Conplenentarity 
with EAAFRO -

Perceived Coapetence 
of EAAFRO's 
Scientific VerkI

Perceived Utilizatim 
BAA^M Research 

Results and/cr 

Scientific Services

Perceivei^Suooess 
of EAAFRois Infor- 
nation or Technology 
Transfer___________

of
->6

T
Critical Size of 
National Research 
Institution
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But they.are not alone in this reasoning.particularly in the case of Tanzania.
The Frazer Report referred to, this factor^itK(1961: i

I
r

I<■

We have heen luroressed vflth the dlfflcniltles that arise when terri- 
.torial research is inadequately developed In any particular fieldi under 
such circumstances the ipterterritorlal research group finds Itself lao- 

“ ■ , lated -and thus' i^hle to cooperate effectively with people in the terri
tories, (Frazer Report, p. 25)

Even in Europe this problem can exist according to UNESCOi
' 4- • -

In this ccnnexion, a question well worth discussing,' ; . is the situation 
of the smaller and the scientifically less advanced countries in Europe, 
Scaaetlnes, in fact, the anomalous situation is reached, in which the country 
which is least preparsd-Si-the national level — and which 'therefore steinds 
in greatest need of banefit fton the communal actlvi-ties ~ finds itself, 
on the contrary, unable to assimila-te the resul-ts of these activities,
(UNESCO,-June 1970, p. 152)

4 ‘ .

This idea is expressed a.t the Ins-titute as well as the national level in 
":i,j;ho concept of "critical size," The basic idea is that-above some crlticai thresh- ■ 
“‘"holdi the whole of a rescarpH ins-titution becomes greater than the sum of l-bs 

scientific parts -r that tea sciea'tists warMng separately and in different loca

tions will not accomplish as much as those same ten sctentls-ts working and Inter- 
Roting in one insti-tution. There is the creative stouli frcsi scientific interaction 
of course, but also the organizational and resource (equipment, technical manpower, 
library, etc,) efficiencies which accrue to research institutes above the critical 

. threshold. It is possible for & research Instltu-te to become too large and c<aiplex 
and for inefficiencies and "red ■tapo" to set in, but it is doubted that 'this is 'the 
cause of any such inefficiencies in national research institutes in East Africa.
The actual critical size of any Institiite may vary frcm scientific field to sclenti- . 
fip field or fecm situation to situa'tion, but at some point ~ acccarding to -this 
theory — i-t^wiU reach "-take-off” and there "Hill be a slarp jump in scientific 
productivity.

There are too important intervening variables operating here for the individual 
national r-esearc.her, however — the nature of his own scientific work and the extent 
to which it is complemented by EAAFRO research results or scientific services, and

1
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16) Sin^e this discussion might seem 
stitutionds as it approaches critical size,-the more its researchers will be able 
to utilize EAAFRO's results and services, and, therefore, the more positive their 
general opinions toward EAAFRO would be, it should be pointed out that there is a

This counter-hypothesis reasons that individual 
researchers in the smaller and less capable national research institutions will 
need and therefore appreciate, in particular, EAAFRO's scientific services more than 
those'national researchers in the larger and more capable institutions, or that an
inverse relationship exists between critical size and the general opinion of the 
national researcher toward EAAFRO.

to indicate that the larger the national in- f

■:

reasonable counter-argument to this. f
2
*

•;
2 R

(:■
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the extent of his research experience in'East Africa. Clearly the opportunities 
for utilizing thes^ EAAFSt) benefits of results and services are greater for the 
national researchers who have a-greater scientific cfmiplementarity with EAAFRO.
^‘nd, just as clearly, the tiaftional researcher who has not been involved in research 
in East Africa for very long may not have had a chance to utilize EAAFRO's research 
results or scientific's_ervices ySt. ,

The above discussions on Figure VI.5 can therefore be summarized in the follow-

'v-

ing propositions:
9. The perceived utilization of the EAAFRO output benefits of research re

sults and/or scientific services by national researchers will be directly 
.related to their perceptions of the relevance of EAAFRO's projects and 
services and/or the competence’ of EAAFRO's scientific work and/or the 
success of EAAFRO's information/technology transfer effort.

10. The perceived utilization of the EAAFRO output benefits of research re
sults and/or scientific ser\’ices by national researchers will be directly 
related to the extent of their experience at their national station 
and/or to the extent that EAAFRO's scientific work complements their own.

. The perceived utilization of the-H^,FR0 output benefits of research 
results and/or scientific-services by national researchers will be 
directly relat_ed to the capacity of the national institution of which 
they are a part to utilize those results and/or services.

The perceived relevance of EAAFRO's research and services by national re

searchers is thought to be an important variable, perhaps influencing other vari

ables, ^ it is examined a bit further in this study. Figure VI.6 below examines 
the perceived relevance of EAAFRO's research projects and scientific services in 
more, detail. One variable that might be affecting this perceived relevance — and 
vice-versa — is the perception of the national researcher about the "applied

>}

11

—Figure VI.6
Some Factors Affectlfe the Perceived Relevance 

of EAAFRO's Pro.iects and Services
. i

Perceived Applied Kature 
of EAAFRO Research Projects

Other

Factors 1
Perceived Relevance of 

EAAFRO's

Research Projects 
and/or

Scientific Services

3
Effectiveness 
of 'Specialist 
CoaHltteo Systea

Katicaial
Science
Policies

s
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nature" of EAAFRO's research projects. . It is a very difficult task to operationally, 
categorize research into^uhdamehtal/basjlc/pufe and app.lied categories because of 
the confusion surrounding the terms,bt^ it is usually possible to compare re- 

,^1, ' ;j^earch projects-and judge .whether one is more fundamental or more applied than , ” 
another. The official functional relationships between regional and national re- 
sear.ch systetM^ quoted'earlier in,-this chapter thus expresses the viewpoint that
regional res.earch should be of a more fundamental nature, that territorial research 
should.be of a more practical and applied nature, and that at the boundary in be

tween these two extremes there would be some overlap between regional and terri-
This viewpoint has changed somewhat as territories became nations.torial research, 

but much of it remains.
The literature that exists also suggests" that the more fundamental research 

may be more appropriate for regional schemes than the more applied research.
UNESCO endorses the statement that fundamental or basic- research constitutes ’

...,,a most suitable choice for intra-European'cooperation.
’ for both the political and the scientific points of view. (UNESCO,

■ June 1970, p. 133) -

•They'"’argue that fundamental research is essentially international anyway — ignoring 
national boundaries with a common s.cientific language and special lines of communi- 
'cati'or. among scientists of different nationalities.- And the impact and effects of 
fundamental scientific discoveries are felt ... almost all over‘the-world. In a 
Europe divided into different Eastern and Western ideological and socio-economic 

■ systems, moreover, cooperative schemes in applied “research crossing this division 
have failed to materialize. Such applied research is usually supported by partners 
who are willing to invest their money only if they share in the industrial exploita

tion of the research results. However, ' '

The field of knowledge covered—bj? the basic sciences in broad enough 
to allcgj,.-roora for areas in which communication between scientists, and the 
publication of research results,'could take place free from all restrictions

0

■-SiSr--

l’^)ui:fSC0 has categorized research according to the following temasi
1. Fundamental research (oriented or non-oriented) i Any activity directed 

towards the increase of scientific knowledge or the discovery of new 
fields of investigation, without any specific practical ohjectivej
Applied research I Any activity directed towar^ 
fic lajowledge, with a specific practical ala/4n

3. Experimental Dev^onmenti Systematic use of the results of fundamental 
and applied research and of empirical knowledge directed towards the 
introduction'of new'matexials, products, devices, processes and me-thods 
or -the improvement of existing ones, Including the development of pro- 
.totypes and pilot plants;

It would appear from the discussions in the first section of this study that only 
a very few of SAAFRO's research projects night he considered "fundamental research,"

many people in developing countries are refer
ring to the final category of expertaental development when they speak of applied

the Increase of sblentl- 
vlew} •

':ir
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“ thus permitting optimal collaboration in research between countries with 
different ^socio-economic systemsT\. (Ibid., p. 133)
One of ttie recurring themes about spieritific-research in developing countries, 

however, concerns the importance of its being "applied research." For example, the 
World Plan of Action for the Applicaton of Science and Technology to Development

}

<•

states the following:
Another generalization is that the research-and development infra- 

• structure in developing countries should be weighted towards the practical 
problems'of production and application rather than towards basic or funda
mental work in pure research or science.18)
In developing countries fundamental research is usually thought to be a luxury

that cannot be afforded. Research that isn't perceived to be immediately applicable
to some national problem is often attacked as being a waste of money, and opinions
toward EAAFRO may’even be affected by perceptions regarding this quality of their
work. This is an issue on which many people can become very excited, with accusa-

^ tions of science for science's sake while people are starving, and. that sort of
thing. And in the past, when scientists were given much more freedom in running

. ■>» ■ ' ■ • **

their research operations, such accusations may have-had some merit — and may still
have some today. Yet, the inherent contradiction exists for a regional research
institute that research of the most practical and problem-solving nature may often
be applicable — and of interest — to only one Partner State.

^What Figure VI.6 is meant to suggest is not only that perceptions about the
applied nature of EAAFRO research affects perceptions about its relevance, but also
the reverse — that perceptions of relevance may be affecting perceptions of the

■ applied hatupe of re'search — i.e., that the distinction between relevant and

applied research is not being made. For example, -if pyrethrum were to be considered

a very potentially important cfdp'^r East Africa and if no scientific research on .

pyrethrum were being done elsewhere- in the worl.d, then' one call imagine some very
relevant and valuable scientific research being done on the .fundamental nature of
the plant, with no'specific practical objective in mind — what might be called
"mission-oriented fundamental research." And, it is also possible to imagine that
some extremely irrelevant applied scientific research could be done in East Africa
on t^g practical problems of igloo construction.

■w

o

i-

S

i

18) Economic and Social Council, World Plan of Action for the Application of Science 
and Technology to Development. United Nations, New ’York, 1971, p. 44.

■u"
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^ The theoretical project selection process for Community research organiza- 
- and EAATRO in particular‘—"isNiescribed as follows in EAAFRO's Annual 

Report for 1969:
. tions -

f ' t
S

Research requirements are first discussed "by the Specialist Research 
Committees., which may. be standing or ad hoc, and which are convened and 
chaired by EAAFRO specialists. These Specialist Committees are composed 
■of research workers in the appropriate disciplines ....

.The recommendations of these committees are submitted for approval to 
■ the appropriate Research Coordinating Committees .... - ■

■The recommendations of the Coordinating Committees are duly considered 
by the Research Council, but the implementation of the'programs approved 
by the Council is dependent on financial provision being granted by the 
East African Legislative Assembly. (EAAFRO, 1970, pp. 2-3).

As originally envisaged by the Frazer Commission, it was the function of the Co

ordinating Committees to determine research priorities, and so the point was empha- 
'.sized that territorial representation was essential:

s
4

I'i

s
a

... if coordination Is to he -fully successful, it is" essential 
ttet the Territories should he represented hy senior technical officers 
having authority to iaplement agreen^ts which -the Coaaittee may arrive 

(Frazer Report, p. 51)

Today it is- still pointed out hy EAAFRO tha-t the' aemhership of these Coordinating 
Ccsmaittees includes

f at

i
. . . the appropriate Directors or Commissioner of Agriculture and 

Veterinary Services, the Chief Conservators of Forests and representatives
^ ‘ (EAAF'RO,

f
% of the wildlife organisations of tho three National Governments. 

1970. p. 3) ‘

- There are only four coordinating committees, however, in fields which are connected 
with EAAFRO interests! AgriciflJtoe, Animal Industry, Forestry, and Wildlife. 
Therefore-''-- particularly for the Agricultural Coordinating Committee which en- 
ccoipassos a wide variety of subjects — in order for the Coordinating Craamittees 
to be able to function properly, 'the Frazer CcEamission deemed it necessary that 
they, should have the power to appoint Specialist Subcommittees vd'th the following 
terms of references:

(a) to report upon •the scientific and technical issues Involved 
in problems submitted to it either by tho Coordinating Com
mittee or by I'ts own members j and

(b) to recommend problems for incluslcm in territorial or inter- 
territorial research programmes. (Frazer Report, p, 52)

In 1969, HAAFRO scientists wer.e respcmsihle for convening and etetring the following
Specialist Research Canmltteosi Agricultural Botany, Agricultural Meteorology,

O
%

i
>
?;
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Agricultural- Machinery,' -Pasture Research, Rangeland Research, Herbicides, Ento- 

, mology and Ins'etticides-, Coffee, SugarNcane, Soil Fertility, Forestry, Wildlife, 
and Statistics. (EAAFRO, 1970, pp. 2-3) ' * „ ’

It was the intention of the Frazer Report that the "coordinating machinery'
> described above would keep ths- regional research institutes in touch with the needs 
of the three territories. This machinery, however, seems to have functioned at 
varying rates of effectiveness. The starting point of the-project selection 
process is the Specialist Committees, and they have met at. different frequencies, 
at different sites, with different agendas, for different lengths of time, and 
with different membersh-ips., . There seems to also have been different philosophical 
perceptions of their objectives — some have functioned as active and searching 
bodies, including many different elements from national organizations in order to 
-arrive at a broad consensus, of what research should be undertaken in a certain 
field; others have functioned as more of a narrowly -scientific group — closed 
meetings of scientific specialists who read strictly scientific papers and produce 
a. scientific report. ^In cases where thei-Specialist Committee has been active in 

- recommending research.priorities based on national discussions, the Coordinating 
, Committee also appears either to be actively functioning or more or less going 

along with the Specialist Coiranittee's recommendations; in other cases, the Co

ordinating Committees seem to.have become inactive. There has been some indication 
that- the Specialist Committees have suspended operations in the wake of the 
Wasavio Report referred to earlier, but this is not true in all cases and their 
-previous operations were not all the same anyway.

Another^important factor here is the presence of absence of a national science 
policy.. As UNESCO said for European scientific cooperation:

. No European country^carT^easonably hope to draw significant and 
lasting benefits from regional scientific cooperation if its particip- 
pation has not been planned and coordinated within the framework of a 
purposeful and integrated national science policy. (UNESCO, June 1970,
P. 136)

This theme has-been echoed for the developing countries and East Africa by UNESCO 
aind by people associated with regional research in East Africa. Its'main thrust 
is ttet national representatives in regional groups such as Specialist Committees 
will not .be able J:o express their national interest in a concerted and coordinated 
fashion unless they have a' national science policy to guide them. This factor, 
hovrever, is not a differentiating one in East Africa as yet because none of the 
three countries can be said to have a national science policy at present. Na

tional efforts to this end are taking place, however — with Uganda probably the

:r:t'
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furtrhest and Kenya the^Ieast advanced -- and this factor could be of importance 
. in the future. ' - \-

One proposition from Figure VI.6 will be tested as follows:
12. The perceptions of national researchers about the relevance and the 

applied nature of EAAFRO's scientific work will be directly inter-related.
In addition, the roles of different Specialist Committees will be investigated 
with respect to their possible impact on EAAFRO's project selection process.

’Another important variable was thought to be the perceived-success of EAAFRO's 
’information or technology transfer efforts by national researchers. The two most 
important variables thought to be influencing it - Proximity-and Personal Contact 
Transactions - have already been discussed, so the proposition can be directly 
-stated as follov7s:

13. * The perceived success of EAAFRO's infommtion or technology transfer 
efforts by national researchers will be directly related-to their 
Proximity to EAAFRO and/oi* to the amount of- Personal Contact Trans
actions they have had with EAAFRO officers.

. ■

'-S-

■ The llational Interview-

■ Before going into the interview itself, a few brief points should be mentioned
in general. The interview was pilot tested on only five national researchers at 
the National Agricultural Laboratories in Nairobii'Kenya, in December of 1971.
Much experience had been previously gained, however, in administering a — in 
some respects — similar interview to EAAFRO regional research officers, and this 

■ interviewer felt quite comfortable with the national one. Also, in view of time 
constraints imposed by approaching holidays and a field trip to Uganda scheduled 
•for the first part of January, 1972, it was decided that the limited number of 
pilot tests V7as enough of a basis to proceed on. And with one exception it did 
turn out to be a successful intervfei-? — eliciting the information wanted and 
arranged feo keep most of the- national researchers interested in the questions and 
in the final output to’come from the study.

The interview ftself was relatively long -- from one to three-and-a-half 
hours depending -on how much relevant experience and interest the national re

searcher had, with most Respondents taking about two hours. Thus, a maximum of 
four interviews in a day could be managed, but-usually three was the limit due to' 
scheduling problems on the one hand, and this interviewer's attention span and 

. fatigue on the other. For several reasons, it was decided rather early not to 
• even attempt to use a tape recorder for these interviews. The subject matter in 

the questions was often quite sensitive, involving infornmtion, opinions and 
perceptions of scientific colleagues and other research institutions, and it was
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often, quite difficult, to.build a rapport of trust and confidence even without a 
recordefr With the rec.order on it was feit that it would always be in .the back 
of the,national researchers’ minds, even though .they might give their permission 
^r its use. In'any event,- using the recorder would have been impossible without ■

" secretarial assistance for transcribing the tapes, and even then some of the_
actfents would .hkve made this operation extremely difficult.

■ It was originally estimated that there were only, about 130 national research 
officers.in agriculture and forestry in East Africa,— about 70'ih_Kenya, 30 in 
Uganda, and 30 in Tanzania — and so it was decided to try'to interview as many 
of them as possible rather than taking a random sample. One reason for this was 
that in order to keep the numbers rea.sonably high at least half of them would have 
to be interviewed anyway, and doing the entire set didn't seem to be that much 
more work cgnpared with what had already been invested in time, diplomacy, and back

ground studjles. And, if one were to travel long distances to national research 
jatations. it seemed wasteful to talk to only half the officers there — some of the 
more isolated stations haying as few as two research officers — instead of all of 
them.-y As it turned-out, the numbers, of research officers in Kenya and Uganda 
were under-estimated, but the study has followed through on this intention. Any 
results that do,, come.out of the study should be more conclusive if they are based 
on 70-807. of the total national research officer population rather than a random 
sample of 507. — assuming the mis sing 20-307. are absent due to factors such as ■ 
being oiTleave which should have no relation to their responses.

The decision to use a personal interview for gathering the data rather than 
some other instrument such as a questionnaire was also based on several considera

tions. No matter how firm the assurance of confidentiality given in the introduc

tion, it was felt that the national jce^earcher v70uld be much more free in talking 
about sensitive issues than in writing.down his answers and signing his name.
And, indeed, this did seem to be the case when-several Respondents would preface 
their remarks with phra.ses such as "Just between you and me . . ."or "This is 
off the record now . ..." A colleague in the Institute for Development Studies 
also advised against the use of a questionnaire because of the lose of control 
over it by the interviewer. He cautioned that the intelligent Respondent had a 
tendency to spend, more time in thinking about why a certain question was asked 
in a questionnaire —i^d perhaps deciding that it was a stupid question and ig

noring it — rather tl»(i thinking about his ansv/er. A personally administered 
interview could help to keep the Respondent on the right track, so to speak. But 
the most important reason for this decision to use the personal Interview was

'V- •
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' aihe need fear foHdw-iup que3tlonB ~ both to obtain In full the desired Infanaatioa 
and to check, on'whether the ques-Schj had been understood correctly. And the follow

up questiras werOf - Indeed, necessary f ex 'theses reasons, and in addition helped to 
•aalntaln a acre 'conversational ataospher'e.^®^

administering the interview, the first sheet of the EAAFRO Interview 
■ was also used at- the national level for writing down most of the background 
InfcnaatlCQ about the national researcher,, since it was ewUy dttpllcated and 
'sefeaed to work well for-this purpose. This background sheet covered questiras one 
through nine, •- Questions 10 through 35 were written on 3x5 cards and asked fTcaa 
thqa, and the responses were written down on plain, lined paper. In this way there 
was no set space for any question and as nuch space could be U3e(^a3 the given ^ 
informatlm required — without crowding or writing between tha^ines ,— before 
going on to the next question. The use of cards also seemed to give the national 
■res&rcher scoethlng physical to focus on in those awkward moments when the last 
part oi his answer was. still being written down and he had nothing to do but wait — 
and watch the next’ card being slowly turned over.

’Sr'-

.» .

t... -

• p- «•
Vlth these general points out of the way, the interview i-tself will be • 

presen'ted below -with -the actual words of the in’teiyiower single-spaced to indi- 
ca-te quotatioh, and remarks on the particular" questicn following it.

The typical introduotloa to the interview went as follows*

Hello, tir./Dr,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , lou have seen the memo which Kr./Er,
(Offleer-ln-Chargo) has seat around, but let me explain a lit-tle bit more 

•about who I am a^ what I'm doing here before we begin this exercise.I
Ky name is Ted Schlle, and at the mcnent I'm TJith the Institute for 

Developsient Studies at the University of Nairobi. I'm over here on-graa-ts 
from Ford Ecrundatlca _and National Science Foundation in the States to do 

‘ my own PhD re3oarch..i2i.3ack-lla the States, I'm at Northwestern University 
-V^in a Department of Industrial Engineering and Hanageaeait Sciences where we 

have a group of people ■who are interested in all -the aspects of scientific 
research -- except that we .don't actually do that typo of research ourselves, 
Vi'e're interested in the organization of research, in i-ts management and 
administration, in technology transfer and dissemination of information — 
that,type of thing. •

if

f

s ff

i

•'^Ono danger, of course, is that in asking follow-up questions new elemaits are added 
■to. the responses of -these Hespeadents and not -fco -the others.

■ ^WKany of the African Respondents ora working on their own HSc or PhD research, and 
this helped to gain a certain amount of eapa-bhy.

'■i ' '' .................................' ............................ -■■ ■ - ....................................................................................... -.............................................- -............................. 1 ................ -................,.......- ................................................. , ■
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About tHO*and-a-half years ago I Has working for the Office for 
^ Science and Technology of the Unlted Nations in New York, which is where 

■ I fIrgt beeaae really interested in this issue of regional research Insti- 
tut^r^^) Because at that tii^, all of the reports I had to deal with 
had sections in thlm about thtJse regional research institute's positive 
reoci!inenda:tlons'that they should be established in develc^ing countries,' 
Their arguaents were usually based on an economic principle of a more 
efficient- use of searce national resoxrrces, but none of the authors really ■ 
knew much about these institutes -- about the problems they faced or how 

- they operated. Some of then were talking about pontlnental-widei insti- . 
tutlOTs, others about saaller groupings of countries like the 3ast African 

•> Comaunlty, but no-studies or references were able to .be cited and, in
fact, no r^il work has beai done on them. And, there aren't very many of 
these Iristitutlcns around -- Bast Africa is pro'bably the only place in 

where a set of these nulti-natipnad institutions

f

the developing world

. So I decided that this would be a worthwhile topic for me to do my 
own research on, and other people thought so too I was able to sell 

‘ the idea to the granting agencies and airived out here last February,
^ dboufa year ago. ■ ' .0

~TSST Since then, I have been doing most of my work out at Muguga, trying 
to get a feel for the situation ^ 2^st Africa feon EAAFBO's'point of , 
view, but I have also made a trip to Uganda last July to talk to people 
in the Department of Agriculture- and the National Research Council and 
get their ideas of what I should be looking at, and their permission to 
do the rcs^ch, and I- have aade a similar trip to Bar es SaJ^am and, .23-1 

• of. .op-rrse, have talked to the national people right there in Nairobi,

..--y

2^)These ooanents are intended both to gain s-ta-fcure and legitimacy, and to honestly 
explain how this author did end up working on this research project. Many ' 
researchers did Inquire, about this lai-ter factor when this ejq)lanatlon was not 
included.

2.2)lf the national researcher seemed to indicate some interest in this last re
mark, this author wont on to mention how the CACM industrial research institute 
in Gua-tamala and the CBiTO institute in Iran really weren't working out} how 
the French system of research s-tatlons in -their former colonies was still 
centralized in Paris; andrUow; BUR-ATOM was also having trouble in the developed 
parb'of the w.prld. - , . . "

23)This paragraph would be for a Respondent in Uganda — a suitable shift in 
emphasis is made, foe Responden-ts in Kenya or Tanzania. The purpose of this 
paragraph was to convey to the national.researcher that this was not just 
another quick trip research job — that this author had been on the scene 
for at least a year and apprec'.ated the need for getting to know the situation 
— from both regional and national viewpoints- — before he began the actual 
da-ta gathering. The conveying of this sense of appreciation -that £h,st Africa 

«-Has not the United S-tates and that one must be in East Africa fca: a certain ■ 
length of -time in order to unders-tand the complexities of the situation was 
very Impcartant because many researchers — indigenous and ex-pa-triate -- are 
quite cynical about the foreign "expert" or researcher who flies in and 
flies out and «—■ they feel only touches the surface.
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Hov that I have talked to.these people an<f Ijavo dcae sene 'background 
■ stiidylng of, the situation, I feel that I knoK nhat are the important 

variables 1 vfant to be looking.^, and you are the people I aa asking 
™for InfOrEation. It is my intenWon to give this interview to as many 
nationad agricultural-‘and forestry researohi officers in Kenya, .Uganda, 
and Tanzania as possible, I am talking to you because, on the one hand, - "
I can't talk to the-farm or — there are too many intervening variables 
between research and him. And on the other hand, although I lave talked 
to -them to get. their -ideas. I'm afraid that the responses of the Ministry 
people would be too politically oriented for what I want. But I am', hoping; 
that you national scientis-ts^ should be able to give relatively well-informed 

. , and objective information,

&

I
'?•

r
ft-

■Vi

*

IDecisions on regiaml research organizations will," of course, be made 
by political decision-makers, and I perceive my study to be an input to 
■them — both in the national minls-tries and the Cc«nin.unity secretariats —. 
in making the decisitms regarding regional research that will be made in 
the next few years? provided, of-course, that they want to use my results. 
Copies -pf my flnail report will be .made a-vailable in any case. 25)

•-p S

i-
• This in-tervlew then. Involves a certain amount of background Infor- 

maticn about you and your work, and then some personal opinicsis and per
ceptions regarding how you and your work link together with EAAFRO people 
and their work. As.this does involve personal opinions and perceptions, 
till of your aas-wers — as will those of everybody, else ~ -will be strictly 
confidential. No response will-be Identifiable or attributable to any 
specific person — I an more Interested in over-all patterns of answers 
ra-ther than Indi-vidual responses. .

' 26)
- .Do. you have any q.ucstions about me before we begin? '

The-interview then began as follows?
1. Institute - Name and'location?

This Infcmation -was filled in by the interviewer before the in-torview begem.
The location will be the 'basis for figuring out the geographic dis-tance from 
the Respondent's institute to SUFRO headg.uarter6 at Kuguga — the indicator for 
the Proximity'Variable. - ' •

The Distance away from EAAPRO is the most feasible indicator for this vari

able, and"one very good geographical representation of all the possible regional 
national relationships that might exist for-a particular crop are shown in Figure 
VI.7 for sugar cane.. Although it makes sense that a national research institute 
“500 miles away from EAAFRO would have much less opportunity to develop a wide

o
it

■■m
i?

-1 .-:V

6;

'‘i:

ca

•^^'This was another question often asked by the Respondents when this explana-tlon 
wasH^t included ~ "Why ask me?"

^^Once again, due to their past experience vdth foreign researchers, it was felt 
to be necessary to assure the researchers that the results of this project 
would be available to.the relevant people in East Africa and not looked up oa 

■ sme llbrai^. shelf in America, See also commen-ts which end the In-terview on 
this point,

•2.6)usually there were no questions. The matter of research clearance from the
government was usually taken for granted once the Offlcer-in-Gharge had expressed 

eatisfactloa -irith -that requirement. (See the. remarks following Question #2)

I
I

his own
'f'r
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Figure VI .-7
■a‘

The East'African S Cane- Breeding Programme* i

. . . ” New national sugat 
. -cane project - Kinyala

• ,•
Sf'v Hew National Sugar Cane. ’■ 

Project - MumiasV- ■ , EAAFRO nisMae 
Testing Station - Kawaada

Uganda Sugar Cane Research - Kawah
&

MaJcerere University,

Varle 
Statl

Testing \
- Kituzas^'''-^

Sugar Cane Estates/

i lEAKDA KENYA

Variety Testing 
Statipn 
Kakaniega

Sugar I lane Research 
Unit - Kibos

H

\
o Lugazij

Kahira K^n^la/Ente le

•• EAAFRO 
Headquarters«

*Kairohiiake
Victoria

TS.. -i^^ngo Bay
Muguga

National 
Agricultural 
.aborator ies- 

Nairobi, ///■

.} Sugar Estates 
Miwani 
Chemell 
liuhuronTanzania /\ 

Sugar Cane 
Research - 
at EATPRI -I 
Arusha '

\iamisi i
EAAFRO Sugar

g Cane Breeding Pro
gram (temporary)- 
Mtwapa

tu.

TANZANIA

Bar es Salaam
EAAFRO Sugar Cane ' 

''Breeding Programme 
(Permanent)- Kihaha

Lw

Tanganyika 
Planting Co, - 
Hoshi

0
i

Sugar Cane Estates 
Kilombelo

■i

Vajriety Testing 
Station - IfaJcara

^1

uy
J;

!
. , '•Thia figure was obtained from the office of Hr. Simhwa-Bunnyn, EAAFRO Officer in charge 

of the Sugar Cane Disease Unit Station in Uganda. (■

•V
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range of relational linkages with it thSn another national'research institute 
only five or 50 miles away, there is one^l^her aspect of Proximity that is con

sidered in a later question and-that is the presence,of alternative choiqe points. 
’SThe most likely case for the'existence'of this type of situation occurs in Uganda 
where' the Faculty of Ag;riculture at Makerere University might logically be a con- 
venient alternative to. EAAFRO for Kawanda and Namulonge Research Stations. If this 
is so, then their "Proximity" to EAAFRO is less than what would be indicated by 
distance alone. . -

4
i

i
1

. *
V- ■ ■

s
■s

\'A
Name of Respondent

The names of the research officers at a particular statiop were obtained from 
the Officer-in-Charge of that station in the normal introductory meeting with

2.;?
I

'k
M
I

him when the project was generally explained and the cooperation needed was out

lined. The. typical case was that the Officer-in-Charge would send around a brief 
. memo to all-research officers about the project and that it had official clearance, 
'.'^^^nd 'that he hq^gd^fhey xrould cooperate. It .^as then up to this author to meet the 

various officers — tea time proved a goodness for this and arrange appolnt- 
mea-ts^to meet with them. After the introduction above, the interview usually 

■ began by spelling out the national researcher's name to be sure that it had been 
received currsctly from the Cfficer-in-Gharge. This-vas particularly important

m

I
S
ft

ft
ft
ip for the African names, and^gave both the Respondent and the Interviewer something 

easy to do in getting the interview started'. And, with some of the difficult 
African names; this question often provided the opportunity for a few relaxing 
laughs.

S
I
a
■e

Ehat_is„your official rank or title — and what organizational division 
or section are you in here at this institute? -

This-question was mainly for general information purposes, but it was also 
' thought thatJ.i might be important later in identifying specific types of naticml 
organizational divisions which responded- in dlffermt ways to questions about 
EAAFRO.

-3.

-:V-

i
I
ft.
If

4. lou are a citizen of ... ?

'

i

As part of question No. 4, the race and sex of the Respondent were also 
observed and recorded. The racial information provided the indicator for the
'variable^cif RacieJ. Htaogenelty and the categories used were the main ones used 
in East Africa — African, Asian, and European. 27) The nationality of nationals
27) European is synonomous with white,. African with black, and the Asian with the' 
Indian/Pakistani/Goan people which immigrated to East Africa. Other racial identf^ 
ties were written out as they were apparent.

I
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researchers who were cifi’izens o£ East Afi^ca — Kenya," Uganda, or Tanzania — 
was used as the> indicator for-the Opinion^ of Relevant National Groups yariables.

^‘It was felt that there was'no feasible-way to-measure "national attitudes," but 
• if the general opinions toward EAAFRO of national researchers who were citizens of 
E'ast.Africa-clustere'd together Around their nationality — in any order — that 
should have indicated that "national attitudes" of some kind were operating, 
information on the national researcher's sex is hot related to.any variable and is

2
<■

In
K

SI
3 Thes
II
3;

f

I
I
I

only to be used in developing a general profile of the population of Respondents.
which you have? Where a_nd when did28)

5. What is the highest degree 
you receive this? '

This infomation was elicited just 'in case the academic level of the national t;
3
.■SS:

f

researchers should significantly relate to other variables, but it was not hypo-
«

thesiz'ed that this should necessarily be so. If the Respondent wa's African or 
Asian, and if the information had not already been gained above, the following

I
D

3.
additional question was asked; . '

Where did you receive your BSc education? What years were you there?
. It was expected that many of these indigenous national researchers would have been 

‘ educated at Makerere University — or the .University of East Africa as it V7as 
formerly called — and this information was to be used in attempting to see if a 
new "Old Boys Network" of indigenous scientists in East Africa was beginning to 
develrfp around Makerere graduates.

29)
How long have you been doing research?
How long have you been at this institute?

If the respondent indicated above that he had done research at other institutes 
in East Africa besides the present one, he was then 'asked:

Have you done researctTwolJ 
if'Yes, Where? .When? DoS

• and if the answer to this was No, he was asked;
Where did you work prior to coming to this institute? How long were you 

there? Doing what?
Some of this information was used only in developing a profile of these national 
research Respondents, but the appropriate specific information was also used as 
indica£Brs for the Research Experience and for the Critical Size indicators for the

*

. ■ y

II
6
5
3

3
6.i

I
I
I

elsewhere in East Africa? 
uHhat? • .

Ill

I

e

28) In the British education system, post-BSc "Diploma" degrees in forestry, ento
mology, etc. were included in this information.
29) The national researcher was allowed to include research for academic degrees in 
this measure of experience as long as he considered it to have been research. This 
was particularly necessary in those cases where African research officers were

1'working on their MSc or PhD research at the national, stations, either in addition to 
or incorporated with their .national research.

I
I

1;;: K

I
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Research Experience and-for the Critical Size of the National Institute variables. 
In the latter cas^e, que^ions were askeSN^n pilot testing on other potential 
indicators — the previous year's budget and the total number of publications 

V' ^‘coming out of an institute '— but these proved to be unfeasible as indicators.
<-

Differences between capital and operating expenditures and the impact of foreign 
technical aid reduced the usefulness of the budgetary measure, and one ex-patriate 
by himself Who had been in East Africa for many years might have more publications 
than a ■ large institute where many of the research officers-were relatively new 
Africans. Likewise, indicators regarding scientific equipment and facilities might 
vary according to the type of experimental work being done and not reflect the 
institute's critical size, It was deci'ded that there were really two dimensions 
which meaningfully reflected the critical size of any institute — the number of 
research officers there and the continuity of the work being done there. There

fore, the- combination indicator used was the total number of men-years of research 
officer work'experience at'a certain institute, which could be derived from this 
background data. A later question, NO. 10,. was asked only to*-guard against the 
pbsJfibility that recent sharp fluctuations in the size of staff at an institute had 
occurred which might throw this measure off — a possibility that had to.be tak’en 
into account'in the light of the Tanzanian experience in the mid- and late-1960's 
when many ex-patriates left due to a dispute over pension benefits. '

i

f
I
4

a

|i

I
j

I
ft;s
■I-

B
7. f.Are you at all supported by any external scientific or technical aid? 

If Yes, What is the. aid source or schoae? About wliat proportion of 
your salary, benefits, e<iuiiaent, etc, cone under this aid?

If ths^answor was No, it was assumed that the Respcsident was entirely 
supported by the naticeial govemnent of the Partner State, and the question was 
often answered in those teiias. —Part, of the reason for asking this question —
and Certain others later on — was to attempt to neasuro the extent of the in- 

• fluence which foreign technical aid playo in research in Blast Africa, j-’hls is 
a Batter of general •Interest and will be the subject of a separate analysis and 
paper by this author

4^
8. In terms of your duties hero, is it possible for you to categorize 

then in terms of a rough percentage of how much is administration 
and how much is the actual scientific work?

"Scientific'work" was deliberately used instead of "scientific research" 
because a three-way categoriM.tion of reseau:oh, services and administration was 
desired — see the next'question, Ho. 9. A definition of "administration" and 
what it was or Included was avoided* instead, if asked, it was stressed that — 
with the ffiie limitation regarding services — it was wha t they felt was "adraini-

ff-

I?
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B^ration" which couiiigd. This got axound a. definitional ptrohlem for which it was •
solutiOT^- The anouht of administrative work afelt there was'no consistent 

national researcher h^_ was thought to be' of infeest inasmuch as it might rela-te 
to the nature and amount of contacts he would have with EAAFRO, but since the 

0 two questions dlto't work out well, this proposition was dropped.
9. Could you please now give me a brief description of your scientific 

work, in terms of projects and project objectives if possible?
■ ' Once .again ''scientific work" was used instead of "scientific research,"

but if the national researcher only, mentioned research-oriented projects, the
following question was askedi . .

Do you do any work of a' service nature? That is, scientific wora 
which is pertaps more routine, and is done for some other purpose besides 

experimental research? You can include scientific advisory ser-your own 
. vices in this category.

o After-enough follow-up questlon.s to reasonably ensure that the' national researcher's 
• " range of scientific activities was fully ca\'cred, the research projects and 

' scientific services .were summed up in titles hy'the interviewer — which was 
-= ■'^usuAUy possible even in cases, where thd replies were fragmented and in bits 

and pieces — and read aloud for his appro-/al«
‘ Now.th.en, psrhars wo could sum,up your work by saying that you have a

reooraroh project on • (title) . . . and do a service of (title) . . . . 
Would you agree with tnat'.-'

If he didn't agree, of course, it ^ras changed to meet hlo objections.
There were a few reasons why tine was spent on this work description

when it may not seem to be directly related to a study of regional-national
One was that the information gained oonld be used to 

indicator for the Scientific Complementarity with EAAFRO variable.
scientific work with the v/ork going on at

scientific,relationships.

develop an
Comparing the national researcher's 
EAAFR.0^ this author could, rank the respondents as -follows; H — High, M -

/ In addition,Medium, and L = Low, scientific co'mplementarity with EAAFRO. 
rapport with the'national researcher was aided by this particular discussion, 
giving the interviewer a chance to express interest in him and his work, 
national researcher also became used to talking in ansvjering this question in

the interviewer understood what he meant, and

/

The
~i

e:yplaining what he said 
in giving reasons for and justifying vdiat he was doing. The ease he gained in 
talking about his own work — where he was usually on firm and familiar ground 
was well worth the time spent, it is believed, because when subsequent questions 
proved to be more complicated and ambiguous for him, he could still try and

so that

answer rather than just giving up.

r::.;
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After this the-Respondent was asked the foUowlngi
Taking only your sclen'GMc work now,- about how much — in rough 

percentages -- of your tine ls_ spent on the research work and how- much 
on the service' w,ork? ' ' . ' ’

As mentioned earlier, the administration and service categories were often con- 
» fused and'the services answer was often given as a fraction of the administrative 

duties.-

A final aspect of this question was as follows:
‘using your cnm definitions of what is called.fimdamental research 

and applied research, is it possible for you to categorize your own re- 
- search"work in terms of rough percentages of how much is of an applied 

nature? . ■ . - ' ■'

This was a difficult question for many national researchers to answer, but once 
■ they were able to do so they found it much easier to answer a later question 
' regarding a\AFRO's research, which was more important to the study. In many cases, 

-.- the interviewer had tq add the following comments to the above question in order

•5-

i

■ O

m ■
to elicit a response:

Now I realize that these are not good categories, but they're used 
so Much we're kind of stuck with then. But they mean different things to 
diffcarcnt people, and they're essentially undeflnable in operational terms
_ that's why I'm stressing that you should use your own definitions,
it's what ;wi th1-rJ: that I'-n after — how much of your research, in your 

rind, is"'fiMdamental and how much is applied?

. .• V

«|

kith this urging, it wan usually possible to get a response from even the'most
hesitant and unsure of natimal researchers.

Is the present number of research officers here at this institute 
about its normal or usual size — or have there been recent changes?

10,

This question was asked only to Cfficers-in Charge of research stations,- 
and i-ts purpose was to verify_ih^ indicator that iras used to measure the Critical 
Size of^the National Institute -variable — the capacity of the receiving national 
institute to utilize HAAPRO research resxJ.ts,

Up to this, point, EAAFRO had been mentioned only briefly in the intro

duction — no, questions as yet pertained to EtAFRO and it was hoped that the 
IntroductoKy-references to 2AAFR0 would have momentarily left the national re

searcher's mind as he discussed his own work and answered the previous questions. 
Some instructions prefaced the next question:

Now as I mentioned at the beginning, thero are a certain number of 
opinion and perception questions, and all of these will follow the.same 
general pattern in which there will be five categories or levels-30; of

t....

30)' A five-level range of responses was chosen on the advice of Dr, Joseph Ashcroft 
of the Institute for Development Studies at tlie Unversity of Nairobi on the basis 
of psychological studies which sho"wed that people have trouble making choices of 
this nature when more than five or six levels of answers are involved.
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-aanswers ranging from a^v'efy high answer mentioned first, then a high, 
then a middle or^medium ansv/er, then'TXpw, and finally a very low answer. 
The. specific \70rds for‘each level of answer will be mentioned with the 
question, but this general pattern willbe the same throughout.-<•-

■ 'V- ■

. And then, since these' questions are not the type of question which 
easily be answered in abs.olute terras, after.you have placed your

reason or reasons
can
“answer in one of the categories', I will askr you for the 
why you answered the way you did. This will give you a chance to explain ■ 
your answer, or to qualify it — to raention the if*s, and's and but's.

The reasons^behind the answer were just as important as the ^answer- itsejf in many 
Besides, information related to other variables, if a question was misun-cases.

derstood it usually came out in the reasons and the confusion co.uld.be cleared 
And, if the statistical results of this study were not significant, it wasup.

expected that the explanations could still provide some worthwhile information.
The principal indicator question to measure the major dependent variable of

-:^eheral reaction/response opinions toward E/'iAFRO, was then immediately asked;
il. khat is your immediate reaction A. Very Favorable
to the East African Agricultural and B. ' Favorable.

..Ecyrestry Research..Organization -- or '„C. Neutral

.^EAAFRO as it's called? Would you say D. Unfavorable
your immediate reaction is _ . E. Very Unfavorable

(X. Doesn't have any reaction 
or opinion

■y. Doesn't want to answer)

o

Is there, any. specific reason or 
reasons why you answered the way you
did?31) 32)

Although the X and Y categccries were available, they hardly ever liad to bo used 
as most Respondents ventured an' opinion aftca? a suitable period of Kciiting. The 
reascsi after the answer p;covided a good escape valve for the national researchers, 
and besides the other uses mentioned abovo, it is doubtful if scrao Respondents 

' would have answered at all if they couldn* t have explained "why” and seen that 
their explanations were being witten down along with their answer. It must be 
stressed that the question referred to EAAKRO in genial, Many national researchers 
based their reactions on_ the division or divisions of EAAFRO they were most 

. familiar with, however, in their explanations.
12. In general, how much would you say 
you know about — about its
people, its programs, what it does, etc,?
Voifici you say you know ...

"Vhy?"'

''' ■ ^■^-’prom now on in this paper, this question will bo abbreviated to just "Why?"
^^^X and Y, categories axe not read aloud to the Respondents *— they are just used 

by the intorvlewer, when apprcpriato, In the remainder of these types of 
questions, X and Y will not be shown — but the option of using them is still 
there. One technique which seamed to help in as):ing those kinds of questions 
involved the xise of the Interviowar's arm. VJhon going over the answers from "Very 
Favarablef to "Very Unfavorable" as above, thei Jiand was moved hcirisontally as each 
step ■was read' out, each time a little hit lower dora. The national researcher's 
.eyes seemed: to^fopus on this movement and he seemed more easily able-to-grasp the

A, Almost Everything
B, Quite a Lot
C, Some
D, Just a Little
E, Almost Nothing

I
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There were two principal rea^s for asking this q.uestion. First of all, 
this perceived knwledge Is one of the In^catdjk to he used ^ a measure of the 
Knowledge of EiAFRO vsxlahle. Secondly,- however,_ the answers to (luestKm Ho. 12 

usrful. In reassurihg.national researchers ~ particularly the ones who an-
hased on.their self-

» . vere
swcred "Sraao" of lower — that their opinions and perceptions, 
lotted incoaplete knowledge, wore still worthwhile.. The following sentences 
were used after questicm No. 12 as a preface to the remalnded? of the opinion and

perception q^uestlonsj
Now the reason ! asked^you about this knowledge-you have right now 

is that all. of your answers will he Interpreted in this light. I ^w 
■ know that vou tUini: j[ou know only scse/jiist a little/almost nothing* 

about S.1AfSo7 hut I still vfant you to try and answer the remaining 
* Questions on the basis of what you do know or think you know.

imtirpssions atid ■Derceut^c^.^s and opinions I*m afteJ: ---not your
opnpisteir<ioou.ment0d'odn“oTusions. After all, if you and everybody hero 
"knoK" eveiythink about there vould be little or no use in ne

starting this project! -^3/ - .

■

It's your
o

even
The next three questicns all' tried to explore the national researcher's 

initial reaction/respc-nse to EAAFRO frcsn slightly different points of vlewi
A. Strongly Agree
B. Agree
C. are Neutral
D. Disagree
E. Strongly Disagree

f-
s

f How do you react to the follow^g .. 
statementt ^'EA/iFTiO is a truly regicmaa.
East African institution." Uould you 
say that you ...

"Why?"
14. Are there any particular projects or prc^prams c£ EAAFRO which stand 
out in your aind as having been of benefit to Kenya/Uganda/Tanzania?* 
What are they and why?

1-3!
5

i
i Alternatively, are there any particular projects cr programs of

mind because they have not been of benefit' EAAFRO which stand outja your
,.to Kenya/Uganda/Taazani^ What are they and why?r

15, It has been estimated that the Government of Kenya directly contri
buted approximately two million shillings/Uganda directly contributed 
approximately one millions ohlUlngs/'i'jinEania dlrooply contributed approxi
mately one million and five hundred thousand slttllings* to EAAF’HO's budget 

-in -fls'cal year 1970-71. . How how-much of this amount — if any — would 
you prefer to see taken away from' EAAFRO and applied to Kenya's/Uganda’s/ 
Tanzania's* own national agrictatural and forestry research program?

"Why?"
' Question'No. 13 is attempting to get at the extent to which the widely-held, 

or a-t least widely expressed, belief that eApRO is more oriented toward solving

I

4

I
/?■

3

3^)as can be gathered frea the tone of this paragraph, it was found in pilot 
testing that these scientist Respondents were very reluctant to express (es
pecially critical) reactions or opinions based cn their incomplete knowledge 
of the situation, . Still, almost all of them did try after this reassurance.

fuse-the correct alternative for the pcortloular Rrapoadent.

4_ _ - . . . '. . . . . ' . . . . . .
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Kenya's problems -- vihere it is located — than to solving Uganda's or Tanzania's 
is held among national researchers, "ih^s Regionality Statement question will be 
used as another measure of the general opinions toward EAAFRO dependeftt variable.. 

Question No. 14 was first tested and used in the following form:
H^at percentage ofiE^FRO's total program do you think has been of 

benefit, to Kenya/Uganda'/tanzania?'* "V/hy?"

What percentage of EAAFRO's total program do you think has not 
. .been of benefit to Kenya/Uganda/Tanzania?* "Why?"

■ Somehow, the pilot testing did not catch the problems fnherfeht in this question.

<■

and it was changed to its present form after about half of the Ugandan researchers 
It was' found that many national researchers simply would not 

The absolute nature of a number answer to
had been interviewed.
or could not give percentage answers, 
the question of "percentage of EAAFRO's total program" when they didn't know EAAFRO's 
total program conflicted too: much vjith- their sense of caution in'answering questionso

'' . they werenlt sure about.- Many of those who did try and answer did so by mentioning
the,projects which they thought had been of benefit to Uganda, and this led to 

. .■_ .the present form of the question .which'did^WOrk better.
. Question Ho. 15 tries to get at the same general, opinions by setting up a 

i hypothetica.1 resource allocation situation — based on real monetary estimates -- 
in which the worth of EAAFRO is directly compared to the worth of what the national 
researchers perceive could be done with that money in the nation's own research 
programs. In some ways, this gets to the heart of the matter because the willing

ness to spend national money on a regional research institute should be the ulti

mate test of vdiether,. the Partner States of the EAG really want these regional 
institutes or if they are merely relics from a colonial past. Most of the national 
researchers ansv;ered this question ^fter some thought, but a few viould not answer 
until they^iiere given additional information on the c.ontributions of the other 
Partner States of on the size-of EAAFRO's total'budget. Since it would seem that 
different criteria my have been used by these researchers in answering, their 
responses to this question may not be measuring the same variables.

All three of the measures used in those three questions were to be used as 
additional measures of the general reaction/respOnse opinions of the national re- 
searcITors toward EAAFRO, but only those from Question 13 will be tested for reasons 
given above. The information from Question 14 above, however, along with answers 
to the recurrent question of ll/hy?" after many of these opinion/perception questions, 
may be used to develop another indicator for the Knov/ledge of EAAFRO variable.
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The next question, was asked only of'Tl^spondents 
search Station (Uganda), Kawanda-Agricultural Research Station (Uganda),-Kitale 

National Agricultural Research Station (Kenya),- and Coast Agricultural Research 
Station (Kenya) where EAAFRO has decentralized divisions placed at these national 
institutes:

. 16. In this next question I'm going to be re-ferring to a concept called 
"institution-building." By this, I mean "the contribution that a person 
or Uhit makes to the total institution of which he oj; it iS .a' part. Now 

’ ■ part of this contribution can come from the scientific research this person 
or unit produces, but this is something more than that -- it's also the 
interaction with the rest of the institution, the part the person or unit 
plays in helping out on problems, tliat sort of thing.

Nor then, in your opinion, how much has
, which is

based‘here at this institute, contributed to 
, the building up of this institution,’ (name)
Agricultural Research Station? Would you 

■ say it has contributed ....
■ ’Why?"

This “tiuestion provided the measure for the Institution- Building variable, one 
of EAAFRO's potential benefits discussed earlier.
‘ Question-No. 17 was used for a couple of purposes:

17. To the best of your knowledge, is EAAFRO doing any experime'nta 1 
research in your own field o.f

If Yes, What — in brief -- are they doing?
Are. there any other projects in your field that you think EAAFRO 

. should be v/orking on -- either in addition to or rather than the ones 
they are already viorking on?

at-Serere Agricultural Re-

■'v-

A. Very Much
B. Quite a lot
C. Some
D. Just a little
E. Almost Nothing

the EAAFRO Division on

?

If Yes, What -- in brief -- are they, and why should EAAFRO be working
on them?

I£.Ji!o, Do you think EAAFRO should be doing auy_ experimental research 
in your field? . .

If Yes, What projects and why?
If No, Why not?

If there v:as some correct knowledge of EAAFRO's research activities in the national 
researcher's field that hadn't yet surfaced, this.was to be taken into account in 
the development of the Knowledge of EAAFRO measure referred to earlier. The ■ 
answers —■_ or lack of them — could also be used to check on judgments made by 
this author in developing the Scientific Complementarity with EAAFRO indicator 
referred to earlier. The last parts to question No. 17 on specific research pro

jects which EAAEEO "should" be doing was asked just to gain more information.
. ^

X'

:
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18. Are you. collaboratin-s with EAAFHp or EAAFRO researchers off any Joint
so-l^ the past? -

If ^es, (and for ^ch instance of .coUahoratlon) Who was this colla- 
horation with, and. on what, project? What was the nature of the’collahocca-.<T 
tloni — what did he/they do and what did you do? When did this coUa- 
horation take place? Who initiated the collahoratlca, cr how did it 
start? .WhaA- heans of communication were used to carry cai the coUahora- 
tion? - r .

'0

projects — or hSve you dceie

'v- ■

19.. Have you personally ever used the results of any EAAFRO experimental 
research- in your o\m research? By results I mean techniques, and metho
dologies that they may have developed,•as well as data results.

If Yes, What kind of research results were these, and how did you 
use them in your work? How were these results communicated to you?
And finally, hoW useful were those _ 
results, to you in year own work?
Hauld you say they ware of . . .

"Why?" .

A. Very Great Use
B. Much Use
C. Some Use
D. LitUe Use‘
E. Ho Use

a

-4^

* Question No. 18 explored different aspects of research collaboration between EAAFRO 
and_na.)-ion'al researchers,- and the responses to-it are used as the measure for the 
Experimental Collaboration variable -- another one of EAAFRO's potential benefits.

■ Similarly, question No. 19 inquired about the^utilization of EAAFRO's research 
results -- what might be expected to be their most important benefit -r and these

■ responses are used as the measure for the Research Results variable. There may , 
be some overlap in these questions in that collaboration may mean a mutual utiliza

tion of each others vjork, but any such overlapping information elicited in response
to one question was bypassed in the others.

.The principal measure for the Perceived Relevance of EAAFRO's Research Projects . 
and Scientific Services was provided in Question No. 20;

20. Befq.te, I asked you about~EiAFRO projects which have been of benefits 
to Kanya/Uganda/Tan'zania,,V' I am now more concerned with EAAFRO's current 
projects or programs and the relevance of their project selection process.

A. Very Great Relevance
B. Much Relevance
C. Some Relevance
D. Little Relevance
E. No Relevance

In your opinion, hovj relevant to 
Kenya/Uganda/Tanzania-- are the current 
research projects which EAAFRO has 
selected to work on? Would you say 
that they are of . . .

^ 'Vhy?"
In pilot testing, there was some overlap and confusion beteeen this question and

It might also bequestion No. 14,. which is the reason for the prefacing remark, 
mentioned here that if reasons on the "IJhy?" part of the question begin to be
repeated, that "Why? — Other than reasons you've already mentioned," was used.

A further check on the answer to this question is provided in a second part

of it

■ 1
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Again, befoise I'^asked you aboutr%speci£ic projects in your field 
wy.ch you thought EAAFRO should be working on. Now, in the whole field 
o'F agriculture or forestry'^ are there-anv-general project areas which

think" EAAFRO should'be working on — either in addition to or rather'v'- • you _ _ _ _
than what they are doing -- which would perhaps be of more relevance to 
Kenya/Uganda/Tanzsnia?* ,

» . ’Vhy^" . ■

. The second general institute process after project selection was the actual
doing of jihe scientific work itself, as was outlined earlier. _ .

A. Very Competent
B. Competent
C. Just about Average
D. Incompetent
E. Very Incompetent

■■ 21. In your opinion, hov;^competent
— in terms' of scientific quality -- 
is the research which EAAFRO officers 
are doing? Would you say that they
are. . .

"Why?"

And ,the.third general institute process was the transferring or disseminating of 
the results of experimental research^and scientific services:-

A. Very Successful 
Successful 
Just about Average

D. Unsuccessful
E. Very Unsuccessful

fj

. 22. In your opinion, how successful 
•do you think EAAFRO is in transferring B. 
pr disseminating the results of its ■ A G. 
scientific research to national 
scientists -- like yourself --_or to 

, other national people in the ministries 
and so forth —' not; to the farmer or ’ ' 
final utilizerl Would you say E/iAFRO is . .

’Vhy?" • .

These qtfestions provided m.easures for, respectively, the Perceived Competence of 
EAAFRO's Scientific Work and the Perceived Success of E.AAFRO's Information or 
Technology Transfer variables. ' ■ _

The last qUfcstion is follov/ed up by asking a series of questions about the 
’ three specific printed means of communication which EAAFRO uses to disseminate 

infonnationt.^_the EA.AFRO Hewsletter7^f°nthly cyclostyled two-page summary of 
some interesting research news and activities .(such as visits); the EAAFRO Annual 
Report -- Record of Research, which gives fairly detailed susnnaries of the year's 
scientific work; 'and the EAAFRO Agricultural and Forestry .Journal, a quarterly

!SS-

34)
publication for research done anyi'Jhere in East Africa.

Do you — or have you ever -- read the EAiAFRO Hewsletter/Annual'23.
Repijjjrt/Jpurnal?*

af Yes, About how often or how regularly or how thoroughly do you 
read this Kewsletter/Annua1 Report/Journal?*

34) Because the EAAFRO Journal disseminates scientific information from any source 
-- not just for FAAFRO -- throughout East Africa, there is a strong case for con
sidering this to be an EAAFRO service and including it in question No. 25. Since 
it does disseminate its own scientific information, however, it will be included 
here.
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How good doiynji'find this Nev7s- 
letter/Annual Report/Journal* as 
means of di&Seminating information \ 
to you? Ob you find it to be . . ...

Why?" . -

. It should be noted that, since the Newsletter, for example, is not intended to 
disseminate, detailed scientifao.-"information but rather more of the feature high

lights and social activities of EAAFRO, that the,last part of the above question 
was worded "as a means of disseminating information" and not "as. a means of 
disseminating scientific information" or "scientific results!" In this way it 
was hoped that the national researcher would be free to apply whatever criteria 
he wanted in answering the last part and would then explain his criteria in 
answering "iihy?". As a final wrap up to this question, it was then asked;

Have there been any other special kinds of reports or documents 
— written publications of any kind from EAAFRO which you^have come 
.into contact with v.'hich conveyed scientific information to you?

If Yes, Wliat vjere. they and how often do or did you come into contact 
• -with them? How useful were they?

-In this part it v;as intended that any other'wfitten means of communication for 
disseminating scientific information from EAAFRO should be identified.

Question .Ko.. 24 referred to E.A.AFR0's,-fundamental vs. applied research balance:
24. Now once again using your ovm definitions of .v;hat is fundamental and 
what is applied research, in your opinion — and on the basis of what you 
do know -- v;hat percentage of EAAFRO's research program do you consider to 
lie of a fundamental nature apd what percentage of an applied nature?

Now, do you think- this _ _ _ _ _
research is about right for E/V\FR0 the way it is, or do you think it 
should be^ changed?

If about right, Why?
If it should be changectrT“?i;ich way and Why?

The percepfibn of how much applied research EAAFRO do-ing is used as a self

anchoring basis for opinions on what the balance of fundamental vs. applied re

search for EAAFRO should Thus the measure of the nuiriber of national researchers
who think EAAFRO-^s research should be more applied or more fundamental or is about 
right can be derived.

EAAFRO provides several scientific services v;hich theoretically are available 
to national researchers, and the following questions are asked about each of the 
following services: the East African Literature Service; the EAAFRO Library 
(direct use and inter-library loan service); Chemical Analyses service; Statistical 
Advisory services;, the East Africa Herbarium (plant identification service); the 
East African Plant Quarantine Service (plant imports and exports); the EAAFRO

A. Very Good
B. Good
C. Just about Average 

. D. Not so Good
.E. No Good at Ali

0

■

Wi

o

balance of fundamental and applied
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Machinery® Coordination ser\’ij:6; and'finally a number of Miscellaneous Reference
Collections of such^things as Viruses, manatees, etc. (identification service).

25. ScM there are a nu'mier of services which EAAFRO offers., and I'm 
. going to be asking you a few questions on each of them.

service? -

■c.

V

Have you ever used the .

■■ If Yes, About how often or how regularly do you use it?
if Yes, How useful do you find 

this service: Do you find it of ...
"Ifty?"

A. Very Great Use ,
B. Much Use . -
C. Some Use ' ' ' •
D. Little Use
E. No Use

If Yes or No, And finally, is. there any other alternative source 
from where you do -- Or could — receive this service? Or haven't you 
needed it?

^ A total score•from all of these services is used.as the measure for the amount of 
•_^he Scientific Services variable. The last part of this question was asked to 
-^^fi^tify alternative choice points for obtaining the same service as offered by 
EAAFRO, such as Kakcrere University for Ugandan .Respondents.

The main question regarding personal, face-to-face contact transactions 
with EAAFRO researchers was the following:

25. lias anyone ftcia lilAFRO visited here, at this institute, in the 
past two years?
^ If 10.9, nho were they? Hob many visits liave they made? Hoh long 

did they stay with you? Was this just a general visit on their part or 
was it fpr a specific scientific roascai?

The two-year tiiso span was chosen because it seeaed a reasonable length of tine
If,however, 

years ~

>
!;

to expect national'researchers to be able to reaember such visits,
'the Respondent had been doing research in East Africa for less than two 
which was often,,the case, especially for the African Respondents — the two-year 
qu^ificatlon was dropped altogether. Also, if national researchers volunteered 
inf carnation about visits prior to the previous two years, this iiifOrraation 

.also recorded.

-

vas

The emphasis on the "visited you’" sonetlnes had to bo explained 
in terns of the criteria that general, look-around visits were to be included ~ 
as well, o^course, as the specific scientific visits to the national researcher ~ 
if the EAAfSo visitor did call

I

on them and dW speak with them, for however short 
The national researchers at Serere, Kawanda, Kltale, 

. and Coast research stations — where EAAFRO has decentralized divisions — could 
not taolude those SAAi’RO officers who were stationed there full-tine, but all 
ware renlnded that, visits from E,\APRO officers-of the decentralized divisions 
count as long as those officers were not from tholx.own station.

i. a time, but not if he didn't.

did
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The second part of this question was^as follows:
Have you ever^visited EAAFRO - Huguga? '

If Y.es/How many visits have-you imde? _ When were they and- how long 
. did you stay? Were these-general visits, or did you see specific people 
about scientific matters?. What specific people?

Originally, thd two-year time span'was also applied to this part of the question, 
but it V7as found in testing that most national researchers had been to Muguga so 
few times that they could remember the details of the visits very,far back in time.

for Personal Contact Transactions, but a final

-V

Sr"-y- ■
' - -t,

These were the main measures 
part was added on to question No. 26 to find out in general how much face-to-face
contact was supplied by scientific meetings, conferences, seminars, etc. not held 
at Muguga or at the Respondent's institute;

Have you met EAAFRO people at other conferences, seminars, meetings.
0 etc.?

If Yes, l-That kind of m-eeting were they? l-Jhere and when were they
held?

A measure of the effects of Official EAAERO Liaison Agents was provided by 
. the perceptions of appropriate national researchers to these man and their 
ppsitions. The first-part of question No. 27 refers to the Field Trials Officers 
and was thus asked only in Uganda and Tanzania:

27. Recently, EAAFRO has established a new 
position of Field Trials Officer in Uganda/
Tan^nia’-- to see that their cereals varieties 
are adequately field tested at the Variety 
Trial Centers. How do you,regard this new 
position of the Field Trials Officer?
Wo-uld you say you regard it . . .

"Why?"

The emphasis was placed on the "pos-ifci0.n" to try and distinguish the liaison function 
from the perso'h filling the position. - • .

The questions concerning tlje Machinery Coordinator were more indirect. In

formation regarding this service had already been gained from question No. 25 
regarding scientific services and so the following questions v/ere really supple

mentary and even slightly repititious;
- Do you have any direct connection with agricultural or forestry machinery 

in j^ur own scientific work?
if Yes, What kinds of machinery and in what way are you connected with 

it? Have you ever had important problems with this machinery in which you 
needed or could have used some advice or guidance? What kinds of problems 
were these?

Very Favorably 
Favorably 
Neutral 
Unfavorably 
Very Unfavorably

A.
B;
C.
D.
E.

i

1
I

/;

I

I
'--.v'-rV'-
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contact with Mr, Dick Minto ofFinally, have you ever' corae i
35) -V ■ .

If Yes, Has he ever assisted you in any way with regard^tomachinery?
. Could you explain how he has assisted you and how useful his assistance 
was?

Unlike the recency of the position of Field Trials Officer, the Machinery Coor

dinator has been part of EAAFRO since 1962 when the High Commission was replaced 
by the Cpirmon Services Organization and the regional East African-Machinery 
T'esting Unit was broken up into separate national units.
and coordination which is included in this position, however, is.done with regard

LJltO

EAAFRO?
<•

Much of the liaison

to actual agricultural machinery utilization and not to national agricultural 
research stations — i.e. , for state-run farms and agricultural settlement schemes. 

Therefore, rather than ask for opinions about the positionplowing matches, etc. 
of Machinery Coordinatorthese question's sought to find out how much connectionu

g national agricultural research had with agricultural machinery and with Mr. Minto, 
the'actual Machinery Coordinator.
-- • "^Question No. 28 once again,, includes the measures for several
variables:

‘ 28. Now; -would you please name a§, many EAAFRO-research officers or admini
strators as you can? Let's'see, you've already mentioned ■ • •

Would you consider any-of these people you mentioned to be personal - 
fj^ends as V7ell as scientific colleagues? Which ones?

Did any of these people you mentioned go to school or college or 
university with you? V/hfeh ones?

These questions are directly related to the discussion of the functions of a 
scientific "Old Boys Network" in East Africa. Although the number'of EAAFRO re

search officers or administrators—a—national researcher could name was undoubtedly 
influenced’.Somewhat by h'is ability to. remember names, a’lmost all of the researchers 

- interviewed uniformly complained about their inability to do this, and this 
quantitative measure is to be kept as one measure of the Knowledge of EAAFRO vari

able. The number^of "friends" a national researcher has among EAAFRO Officers 
will provide the measure of the Inter-personal Relations variable, and the 
existence of common educational experiences V7ith EAAFRO officers will be explored 
in the context of assessing the extent of an indigenous scientific "Old Boys 
Network" in East Africa. ■

35) Mr. Minto is EAAFRO Machinery Coordinator. ■

f:.,
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Information providedx/ih’response to this question is also to be used in a 
general discussion "of the effects of the R^ial Homogeneity variable on personal

and interpersonal.relations with EAAFRO officers. All names were recorded," 
- and no tiention was made in the question of past or present staff, but only those

officers recently or currently oVEAAFRO's staff at that time were counted for the
All national researchers were reminded that officers at EAAFRO's

I
:^n(^acts■j:

■ ■

I
i

indicator measure.
decentralized divisions were included in this question, and that even EAAFRO 

. officers at the same station — Serere, Kawanda, Kitale, atid the Coast — could be
mentioned.

In .the second part of this question,, the definition of what was a "personal
If he asked about it, hefriend" v/as left up to the national researcher again, 

was told "friends" were those people who considered to be personal friends ac-
V

’4

In the last part of the question, thecording to his own feelings about them.
i^nitiai question was asked in terms of "school-nates," but in testing it was dis- 
covered, that this usually referred only to secondary school and not to "university-

o%

matesj! in the British system. Therefore, ' the-wording above was used instead to 
avoid any 'confusion. - _ -

I Question No. 29 is to be used as the indicator for the Rubbishing variable —
the final EAAFRO potential benefit considered:

29. Have you ever had any articles of your own published in the EAAFRO 
Agricultural and Forestry Journal?

■;S'

If Yes, How many, and when v?ere they published?
The official functions.of “the Specialist Committees which operate under 

Ei\AFRO in the process of project selection for- EAAFRO have been described earlier. 
. Information from question No. 30 is to be used in investigating the effectiveness 

of the Specialist Committee System:
30. Are you a member of any of the Specialist Committees which operate 
under EAAFRO, or have you attended any of'their meetings?

If Yes, Which Committee or Committees?
For each.committee. How many meetings hSve you attended, and where and 

and'when did they meet?
And finally, what is your opinion of A, 

the,#:ffeotiveness of this Committee and 
its meetings? Would you say it V7as of...

In what ways was. it effective, or 
ineffective, and why?

This question departed a bit from the usual format of the five-level answers in 
that criteria for judging "effectiveness" vjere deliberately left vague until the

r.,!

I
f

f
■ ^I

Very Great Effectiveness 
B. Much Effectiveness 
C-. Some Effectiveness
D. Little Effectiveness
E. No Effectiveness

3
3
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\
answer level had^been'chosen, and then the .Respondent was asked to identify his 
own criteria-^- "in what ways" -- mi^explain why.

RX;
If the Respondent did not 

mention the"*project -selection for EAARRO‘criterion at all,, but instead referred- 
to other criteria such as a good means of conrmmication, getting to know people

K

I^Sr^-

Iin the same, field, etc., theji it was assumed that this Committee was not 
forming this decision-making function.

per-

If this criterion was mentioned,'- hov7ever — 
singly or in combination with others — then the.perceived- level of effectiveness 
of the particular Specialist Committee could be one measure-for 'the Effectiveness

f- .

*

I
iof the Specialist Committee system.

.EAAFRO, however, is only one institution -- a small'part -- of the total East 
African Community. - The responses to question Ko. 31 are to be used as the I

measure

for the national researcher's general reaction/response opinions toward the EAC; <
1

yi. -l-Zhat is your reaction to the 
East African Community in general? 
Would you say that your reaction
is . . .

A. Very Favorable
B. Favorable
C. Neutral
D. Unfavorable
E. Very" Unfavorable

it

• • ’Vhy?"

- 'Sometimes the emphasis on the "East African Community in general" had to be re

peated if the national research indicated he was only thinking of EAAFRO or 
of the EAg'.s’ other scientific institutions.

Question No. 32 referred to no specific variable but instead tried to elicit 
any pertinent information that somehow hadn't come out yet;

Are there any specific improvements that you can think of which could 
be made either at the regional EAAFRO level, or at the national level, in 
all or any of the.Partner States, which would improve relationships in 
agricultural ^nd forestry research, betv7een the two levels?

Ofteh the answers to this question repeated points made earlier, but new facets of 
. these points did emerge and somHtipes brand new ideas .v;ere mentioned.

Tho.-fer.Bining. interview questions were not directly related to this study, 
but will be dealt V7ith in other papers by this author, 
follows:

i

!32.
;

These questions V7ere as

33,. Now .do you think external scientific or technical aid — not foreign 
aid in general, just the technical aid — has-affected science and research 
here in East Africa, of in Kenya/Uganda/Tanzania,* or in developing countries 
in general? I'm not so much concerned V7ith the amount here, or that-it's 

^een responsible for establishing most of these institutions in East Africa 
-,- I'm more'concerned about the strategy behind the aid — the way it's 
been given, the way it^s been applied,the v7ay it's been used, that sort of 
thing. I-;hat are some of the good and bad points about-this aid that you 
can think of?

4-
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34. ^ihat do'yP'C'Jrtderstand to meant by the tepn "science policy?"
Not what a, science.policy sIiouTd^e, but just what is this animal?
^Jhat doas it include ojr encompass? , . .

Ndw at the moment there really are.n't national science policies in •
•. any of the Partner states — although efforts are being made in this

direction — and likewj.se there certainly isn't a regional science policy 
for trie East-African Corraunity. But if these policies were to develop and 
come into existence, what do you think the relationships should be between 

■3 a regional policy for the Community on the one hand, and the national 
• ■ policies for the Partner States on the other? Hen/ should, they work together?

How should they fit together? ' . • •

35. As a scientist, what role do you think scientists should play in the 
formulation of a science policy, as opposed — say -n to-the role of a 
planner, statistician, politician, economist, sociologist, and so 
forth? And why?

=ir'

p -

Closing remarks of the interview attempted to thank the national researcher
•fc

■and'to keep him interested .in the project, both in case it was necessary to talk 
to’hin again about this, study or for any other reason,, and to leave him with a 
positive feeling to mention the experience to some national colleagues who had 
i^t yet been interviewed:

!>

..a

• That's it -r we're all done. Thank you very much for your tine -- 
1 just hope the final output of this study will hav.e been worth all of 
the t-ime you and your colleagues are giving,.-me.

In case you are interested in the final report, I will be sending 
a copy to Mr./Dr. (Officer-in-Chargw) for your library here -- as well.

^as to the ministry -- so you will be able to see how it ail comes out 
if you wish.

• Thank you again -- and Good Day.
In summing up this chapter. Table VI.2 below will list the proposition 

■ numbers as expressed in this chapter, the Variables involved in' each chapter,
in Heas:^ing the specific variables, and the number of 

the question in the national interview from which the .information for the indi

cator measure is derived.

the Indicators to be used

<3
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•fl Table VI.2 - Supanarv of Propositions^ Variables, Indicator 
‘ Measures, and Inst^ment Items' I-W

■4

. Proposition 
iHuraber

■ Name's and'. 
Status of 

• Variables ' ‘

National Inter
view Question 

Number '
.1

J
I?

Indicator Measures

Dependent Variable:
- General Opinion tovjard 

E&AFRO

1.
a) Direct question of ■ ■ 
favorable-unfavorable reaction
b) Agreement with regionality 
statement

11

j13
.r:

Independent Variables: ,
- Research'Results Util

ized Benefit
- Scientific Services 
Utilized Benefit

■HR
a) Direct question to that 
effect
a) Direct question to that 
effect for eight scientific 
services and a composite 
ranking of utilization scores

a)- Direct question' to that 
effect"-

19
s

25 ,

Ia I.
'2:

- Existence-of Experi
mental Collaboration, 
benefit

18 ;

4
4

I
I
J

a),-Direct question to that 16} —-..Existence of Institu
tion Building Benefit effect 

- Interpersonal-Rela

tions Benefit
a) Number of E.AAFRO officer 
"friends"
a) Number of articles published 
in Journal

28

29■- Publishing Benefit
4

tf; Parameters:
- External' Scientific 

aid

B
4a) Content analysis of Rer- 

spondent discussions
19,25,18,16

I

R

I"'^Dependent Variables: 
- General Opinion 

toward EAAFRO

2.
See A\>ove ' See Above

ii Independent Variable: 
‘ - General Opinion

toward EAC
I Ra) Direct question of favorable- 

unfavorable reaction
32

I

i
i

Î
3

'•

I

I
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■S:

Names and- 
Status’ of^ 
Variables ■

National Inter
view Question 
Number

N-
■’

I
B

Proposition
Number Indi^tor Measures

-»
Dependent Variable: 
- General Opinion ■ 

toward EAAFROB;
See Above See above

i
Independent- Variable:
- Opinions of Relevant 

National Groups

Ji
a) Clustering of East 
African citizens' by 
nationality

4 ii

K-
7iii'

i If 4. . Depe^ndent Variable: 
- General Opinion 

toward EAAFRO
f:■ See Above See above
I

•Independent Variable: 
- Proximity , •■ 0 a) Geographic distance of 

national station from 
EAAFRO headquarters

1 i4
v;

I
Dependent Variable: 
- General Opinion 

tovfard EAAFRO

■5
See Above See above

*

Independent Variable: 
- Knowledge of EAAFRO■s

a) Perceived Knowledge - 
direct question to that 
effect

b) Objective Knowledge - 
number of EAAFRO officers 
known

'■i 12

28

6. Dependent Variable: 
- General Opinion 

“toward EAAFRO 'I S^e Above See above

Independent Variable: 
- Racial Homageneity a) Observed race of 

national rdsearcher
4

i

7. ■ Dependent Variable: 
General Opinion 
toward EAAFRO

SeesAbove See above ;?

Independent Variable: 
- Personal Contact 
Transactions

(
a) Number of EAAFRO visits 
to national researcher and 

. number of national researcher 
visits to EAAFRO

26

s. i
3<
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0

Names and 
Status of 
■Variables

National Inter
view Question 
• Number

Proposition 
'■g.uji!ber

•!
Indicator Measures

'v- ■

■ ' Dependent Variable: 
- General Opinion 

tov7ard EAAFRO

8.
See Above See above

Independent Variable: 
Scientific Comple
mentarity, with EAAFRO

a) Content analysis of 
national researchers' 
work compared with that 
of E-^AFRO

9f

9. .Dependent Variables: 
-■Jlesearch Results 

Utilized _ •
- Scientific Services 

Utilized

■f

See aboveSee Above
o

See aboveSee Above

Independent Variables: - ’
- Perceived Relevance of. -a) Direct question to

that effect
-. 20

EAAFRO s Projects £<
Services

- Perceived Competence of a) jjirect questiorf to
that-effect

21
EvAFRO's Scientific V

i
work

- Perceived Success of a) Direct question to that 
EAAFRO's Transfer 
Effort

22
effect

10.- Depend^t Variables;
- Research Results 

■Utilized
- Scientific Services ’ ^S&e Above
Utilized ,. ■

See aboveSee Above

See aSive

Independent Variables:
- Extent of Experienced 

at National Station
- Scientific Complemen

tarity with EAAFRO .

a) Direct question to that
effect

See Above

6

See above
. .•.

11. Dependent Variables:
-' Research Results 
Utilized

- Scientific Services 
Utilized

Independent Variable: 
-Critical Size of 
National: Institute

See Above See above

See Above see above

a) Number of man-years of 
research experience at the 
national institute

6 ,
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■fl

National Inter
view Question 

■ HumBer

Name's and 
Status' of 
Variables

%Proposition
Number I'

I
#

I
f
I

Indicator Hea'sures
'v- . ■

Inter-Related VaViables: See Above
- Perceived.Relevance
- "^of EAAFRO's Project's

of Services
- Perceived Applied 
Nature of EAAFRO's 
Scientific Work

See above12.

f

■a) Direct 'question to that 
effect based on self- 
anchored perception - ■ ■

& 24
I

i;i f
Is

i Dependent Variable:
- Perceived Success of 

EAAFRO's Transfer 
Efforts

13.
'3 See above ■See Above
V;i

Is
f}

I

!

I;

Independent Variables:
- Proximity
- Personal Contact 
Transactions

.SSS-.,- -
<^ee' Above 
See Above

See above 
see aboveI

.f

s:
.s
3:; i‘1

s

f
f
'1:

I

I
• 5

r

I:
I i'r;

■fe

3'^

)
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In this chapter, the respite of the interviews with national researchers 
as outlined in the preceding chapter wjll be presented in tabular form and dis- 

'^‘cusseir- Insofar as it'is possible,- interpretations, of this raw data’as it 
relates- to propositions or variables identified also in the preceding chapter, 
will be attempted,'but the statistical analysis will be covered in the subse

quent — and final — chapter of this study.
The following national researchers were 

Institute

Western Research 6< Training Ins'titute,
Ukiriguru

interviewed as part of this study;
> 'CountryName
TanzaniaHamed, A. S.

ItII• Mwasyoge, A. A. : 
Walton, I. 
Langham, R. 

-i^-Xinwubuva. N. -

IIir

O 1111

IIIt

— II11
■ Jacksen-, A. 
BaranCanda, J. 
Ebbels, D.
Stiver, G. A- - ,

Nikolov, N.

II.11 “

11II

'll II

II.tl

It11Samki, J. 
Dave,

Lee, B.
Percy, H. 
Sharraa, R. D. 
Newell, C. '

TlII

tlIt

tlII

IIIt

IICentral Resea^h^& Training Institute, 
Ilonga

IIIIManyafu, J. 1. 
Kirkby, R. A. 
Finlay, R. C. 
Hepworty, H. 
Oommen, D. K. 
Tapola,

Vieweg, B. .

IIII ::<
IIIt ij

II11

tlII

tlIt

tlKATRIN*

* Kiloinbero Agricultural Training and Research Institute, Ifakara
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Ii Name

. Wilms, 'W.
. Ringb, D. F. P.

■ . '^irk, A.
Masseri, Z. T. 
Robinson, P. 
■Gyurk, S.
Nandra, S. S. 
Dancho, E.
Chande, S. B. ■ 
Sharma, Y- K.’ 
Dargie, G. 

•-S^'-Eid, S. A. - 
E>-Gindy, M. 
JD.'.&innor, M. J. 
Davis, W, E. P.

■* Semuguruka,.13., . . 
Mosha, A. S. 
Bujulu, J. 
McFaden, D. 
Pfefferle, m'.

Kalisti, B. A. 
Nyonyi, J.

Institute Country

KATRIH* ■ Tanzania
- ■

■’i:
II ti

i
It tiI

Research & Training Institute, Mlingano III
tl II

It tt

j
I

II M

tl tt

Research & Training Institute, Lyamungu tt

II It

1 * II It
.• .a. --

II If

II II

X'
tl II;5-
tt II

I II . II

II It
i

S It It

tt It

tl It

It II

f II tl
i
X

i r.
Bitarakv;ate-,'''A. L. M... 
Habonga-Mwisaka, J. 
Oloya, M.
Karani, P. K.
White, R. G.
Hafulira, T.

Hulindvja, D.
Huaka, A.

Wakavja Forest Station, Kampala- . Ugandaa • It

It ft

Forestry Department, Entebbe 
Kawanda Agricultural Research Station

It

I
It■xr It

s It It

It . It

* Kilombero Agricultural.Training and Research.InWtute, Ifakara
■

I

«- :-
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'A-•^v

' InstfcLute Country ’Name

Sangooba, t’. N.
Kavuma, J. B. K.
Mwoga, V.- N. 
•Byaruhanga, E. K. 
Floras, G.
McNutt, D. N.

• Kyeyune-Sendagi, A. L. 
Rubaihayo, E. B. 
Mukasa, S. K.

7Foster> H. L.
Hyiira, Z. M. ■ ’

^ _ Matovu, SI'
‘Kibirige-Sebunya, I. . 

-• ■ Machado, V.

Gridley, H. E.
Thorp, T. -K. ■

Reed, K.
Innes, N. L.

■

Brown, S. J.
Tollervey, F. E. 
Arnold, M. H.

■ Jones, E.
Fielding, J.
White, PV'"'

Fonesca, E.
Ogwang, J.
Bayuni’rwe-Butsya, E. 
Koma-Alimo, F. X. 
Davis, J. C.
Jones, G. B.

,1'
<■

‘V ■ {
‘Kawanda Agricultural'Research Station Uganda

■'■'f

J
-■'r

■:r

. O
I

' Namulonge. Agricultural Research Station*
-1

f-
■it

■i 1
;?

;5,
5

Serere Agricyjltural Research Station

:•

II

* Formerly the Namulonge Cotton Research Station of the Cotton Research Corp
oration. It was handed over to the Uganda Government in January, 1972.

>
J
<

■1

ir—
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. InstituteName Country ,s ■fI BerahOj E. K.- 
V.>njala, S, H.

P Hirji, N._ H.- ■
• Laboke, E.

McHalter, A.. R.
. . Otim, J.

Wanyeki, F. H. N. 
Sang, F. K. A. 
De'Pauw, R.
Patel, V. P.'

•fc

Owino, M. G.

, Ongoma, GB.

‘McMillan, A. D.

_ POulson, K. K. 
Cormack, M. W. 
Helgason, S. B. 
Goldson, J. R. 
Adenya, H. L. 
SeiF>; A. A._. 
Warui, C. M. 
Ottaro, W. G. 

'Mwakha, E. ' 
Fibagaya, G. A. 
Bungey,

Obura, S. B.
Ouma, E. H. 0.

.Se.rere Agricultural Research Station ' Uganda
'v'- ■

II . II
tl II

M It

II IIi:

It ' If

Forest Department, Muguga- Kenya
tl It -

Plant Breeding Station, Njoro tt

It tl

'J 'll It

(11 It
-- iIt tl

tl II

II II ;
I ^11i tl

Coast Agricultural Research Station, Mtwapa ’*
v>-

i 11 tt

iItI tt

5
Mombasa Port Authority 

Pyrethrum Research Station, Molo
It

7-,

It

II It

Nyanza AgrJ^ltural Research Station, Kisii , " 
National Sugar Station, Kibps

■■

y y
It

II tl 1

J
4 II tl

Makat^ni, J. B. S.

tl III-
Western Agricultural Research Station, 
Kakamega

II

I
Pede»?en, A. ‘ 
Larkin," P.

i II II

National Agricultural Research Station, 
Kitale

II

■ ■ Chabeda, A. E.' 0. It II

■2

■Je
f 4 ^ _
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'Institute .Name Country •>

National Agricultural- Research Station, Kenya

<■

• Boonman, J. G.

Kitale

Atja 1 la, J-, j. 
Odhiatnbo, J. F. 
AuilirJandara, S. W. 
Oraolo, E.

■Allan, A. Y.
Keya, N. C. 0. 
Cooper, P.

Nyamu, -iN. K. 
Sheldrick, R. D.

- Huigai, P.'^M.

Maroa, S. M. 
■'-Mhnyua, J. K.

Ogada, F.

Edwards ,-G";- H. • 
Thairu, D. M. 
Shamala, M.

ft

n

n

It
V

u M

II

i
It

It

£>i OI .. 'r.
% II

I
I

- -
II

11

tl

•j
ri

tl7’I
National Agricultural Laboratories, 
Nairobi

tl

1
I:
I
i

I

IIWaihenya,- K.
,, Muturi, S. N.
•Gachoka, J. F.
Oloo, G*. W.
Harris, "Dr’

Muthigani, P.

Nyandat, N. N.
Wafflbugu, W.'
Ondicki, J. J.
Robinson, R. A. 

«•
Kori, J.
Michieka 

. Bakker, W. 
Robertson, D. G.'

:II

II

i: It

i
II

.1

S II

II

f
I
I

tlp

It

II

II

s tl

tl

fl
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institute .Name

'v'- . ■ Shah, L. P.

!* Country ’

• National Agricultural Laboratories, 
Nairobi

Kenya

‘‘Ramos, A. H.'' 
Muriru, N. 
Njugun?, S. K.

■ Rens, G. R. 
Hinga, G.
Brown, K. J. 
Likimani, P. E. 
Nje.roge,-, I.

11

It

II \ '
It

It

II

II

II

o
- Embu Agricultura'l Research Station, EmbuRubui, A. M.

Njeru, N. If

Makau, B.
_ . V

National Horticultural Research Station, 
fhika ■ j,

Waithaka, J. H. G. 
‘ Warui, J. Nt- ■ 

Maganjo, M. 
Gachanja, S. P. 
Gathungu, C. N. 
Shalitin, G. 
.Ballestrem, G.

II

11.

II

If

II

If

II

. It is estimated that approximately 74% of all the national researchers in 
East Africa in early 1972.were, in fact7 :nterviewed - 70% of those in Kenya, 
887, of those in Uganda, and 71%, of those in Tanzania - see Table VII. 1 below.

Table VII.1 - Rational Interviews, in East Africa
\

Number of
National Researchers 

 Interviewed

Total Number of 
National Researchers 

in Late 1972

Percentage of 
Total

Interviewed

Kenya-
Uganda
Tanzania

' 75 107 70%
44 50 88%
46 63 71%

East Africa 165 220 74%

&
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VJith one exception, the natipnal researchers not interT,(iewed were missed 
for totailly random reasons and so their absence should not interject any 
systematic bias intovthese results. ReseTr^ers in all three Fartner States -- 

•I both African and European were missed because they were gone, when this author 
arrived to do the interviewing'or-because it turned out to be unfeasible due to 
time^ and rescurcp constraints to get to the last single research station. In 
this latter respect, Uganda proved to be easier than either Tanzania or Kenya ' 
because almost all its researchers were concentrated in three or-four stations; 
Kenya had 6y far the largest number of researchers in its national-system, 
with many of them concentrated in the main stations but also some widely scattered 
at different small testing stations; Tanzania proved to be difficult not only 
because of the widespread -locations at greater distances with relatively poor 
roads in between, but also because of the lack of organization evident at several
national stafions.

- .-i^g^anted by the Tanzanian Forest .Department;' and so the responses of that entire 
■ —segment of national researchers could not be included.

In addition, permissio^^to conduct this research was .not

Nevertheless, it is felt 
that the 165 extensive interviews conducted forjn.an accurate and comprehensive 
picture of the national relationships in all three Partner States with E-^AFRO.

^ Lists of the researchers in the total national agricultural and forestry 
research systems were obtained from national ministry officials once the.ir 
interest and cooperation was gained. From these lists and on-the-scene infor

mation frgm the individual stations, a breakdown of those national researchers 
not interviewed is also possible:

Tanzania:

' Mlingano 
Ilonga 
Katrin 
Lyamungu 
Ukiriguru 
Mtwara 
Mbeya

5 out of 7 interviewed 
7 out of 10 interviewed 

—4.^out of 6 interviewed
14 out of 15 interviewed
15 out of 16 interviewed 
0 out of 6 interviewed 
0 out of _3^ interviewed

45 out of 63 interviewed = 717.

i3

-Uganda:

‘Forestry Department 
Namulonge 
Kawanda 
Sere re

4 out of 5 interviewed 
8 out of 8 interviewed 

18 out of 23 interviewed 
14 out of lA interviewed
44 out of 50 interviewed = 887.

I
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Kenya:

2 out of 4 interviewed 
8 out of 12 interviewed
3 out of 4 interviewed 

Mombasa.'(Port Authority) 1 out of 2 interviewed 
Molo 
Kisii 
Kibos 
Kakamega 
Kitale.
NAL 
Embu 
Katumani 
01 Joro Ofok 
iKika.

Forestry Department 
Njoro ' ...
Mtwapa

'v- ■

2 out of 3 interviewed
1 out of 1 interviewed
4 out of 4 interviewed • -
2 out of 2 interviews 
18 out of 21 interviewed/' 
24 out of 39 interviewed
2 out of 2 interviewe.d . 
0 out of 2 interviewed 
0 out of 1 interviewed 
8 out of interviewed

4

75 out of 107 interviewed = 70%•fc

0
'K.

:.4n:-the case of Tanzania, both Mtwara and Mbeya stations are- located in the 
"e^reme.southern portion of the country near the border of Portugese 
Mozambiq.ue where a war of liberation was being pursued. Mtwara was located 
in a restricted'area and permission was not granted to travel there, and it 
was-jstrongly advised that Mbeya should also be avoided although it was con

sidered safe. In Kenya, two of the smallest stations - Katumani and 01. Joro 
Orok - were missed because of time constraints, and a relatively low percent

age of the Researchers at Kenya's National Agricultural Laboratories were not 
interviewed for the same reason.

The approximate straight-line distances of these national stations from 
EAAFRO headquarters'at Muguga were measured and computed as follows:

Tanzania:

430 kilometers ’ • 
630 kilometers,
780 kilometers 
520 kilometers 
250 kilometers

Ukiriguru 
Ilonga 
KATRIN 
Mlingano 
Lyaraungu

/•

Uganda:

Forestry Department 
(Kampala)

Namulonge 
Kawanda (Kampala) 
Serere

480 kilometers 
480 kilometers 
480 kilometers 
460 kilometers
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Kenya:

Fqrestry'Department 
^(Muguga)

Kjoro
Coast (Mtwap'a)

2 kilometers 
120 kilomete'rs 
460 kilometers 

Mombasa (Port Authority) 460 kilometers 
Molo '

• Kisii.
Kibos

•V

£
140 kilometers
210 kilometers 
280 kilometers 
260 kilometers 
310 kilometers 
25 kilometers 

130 kilometers 
60 kilometers

yi':;
Kakamega
Kitale
NAL (Nairobi) 
Embu'
Thika

4

y.

"For ranking the proximity variable, distance intervals of 150 kilometers are. 
used in Table VII.2 below. !

The locations of these national institutes are
f)

3
--- ';y . \Table,,VII. 2 - Proximity of National Researchers ' to EAAFRO

'!5=r t

Distance From-EAAFRO (kilometers)Number of National 
Resgardhers From - 301-4500-150 151-300 451-600 >600 Total

Kenya 
Uganda 
Tanzania 

TOTAL

46" 7 ■ 18 4 75

■44 44

14 16 5 11 46i-i

46 21 34 53 11 165

f,

i shown in Figure VII. 1 on Jthe following page.
'3 T)ie results of the citizenship variable for national researchers 'are shown 

'below in Table- VII.3. Two-thirds of Kgn^^'s national researcher respondents 
indigenous citi?ens as compared to only slightly over one-half for Uganda and

were
^ i

slightly over one-third for Tanzania. In Tanzania and Kenya, these different 
situations seemed to be the result of conscious decisions made at the national

3,

policy level. Tanzania seemed to feel that it was more important to Africanize 
the administrative and decision-making positions in the government than the
scientific research positions, and so capable indigenous researchers were fre

quently profited to these administrative positions.
31

In Kenya, the indigenous 
researchers were left in those scientific positions and the Africanization I

of other positions had to depend on. some other source of trained manpower.
In Uganda, there did not seem to be any conscious policy pattern in action on 
this point.

S

<
■r

- - - 1- - -

3
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p Flr:ure VII. 1-Locatlons of National Agricultural and forestry Research

Instl-tutions Visited' in East Africa
O
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i
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I
lEANDA • KEUXA

Serere
i

ffiitalo EAAFRO
(Muguga)Kaiaiilcnge

Kakaraega
KAos ,• , Molo .
J Hjbro

/ .Thika
® .Nairobi , 

(Capital)

Ki'siiLake- -
Victoria

Lyanun^ Htwapa
Hraatasa

Mlingano .
TAKZANIA

Ht

%

Bar Es Salaam 
) (Capital)Iloi^a 'f

KAfiJIN

*...r
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Table VII-3 - Gitizenship of National Researchers in Eas't Africai 0
“5

:
i

Iv-;
Y

Citizenshipc ■c
No.-, of si. 
Nations1 
Researchers 

from -

Foreign* TOTALIndigenous
F.

Total
Foreign

West
Ger.Uga. Can. India Others VFKen. Tanz. UK

f
12 4 1 2 6 25 75j 50Kenya

Uganda
Tanzania

■f.

- '.19 ■ 4418 125i
& 467 3313 7 3 313 ■S:
ft *:■

ft 4 6 77 16550 25 13 43 11 13TOTAL
ii

ft o I;Most of-the foreign researchers cane from the UK, which reflects the perva-
.-.iMiai-•

siW^fluence of the ex-colonial ruler that is' evident in many developing coun-
.1

tries-. But while Tanzania and Kenya have broadened their foreign sources to in- 
■ elude researchers from places like Canada, West Germany, or India, Uganda still 
seems to rely almost entirely on British manpower in this area. The different

* • - -a- - •
nationalities represented' in the category of Other Foreigners in Table VII.3

!

ft;

I also reflect the different ideological and economic ways in which Tanzania and
Tanzania has obtained<-other foreignKenya are trying to develop their societies: 

researchers, from Bulgaria, Hungary, the United Arab Republic, Yugoslavia, and■Jf

"i

Finland; Kenya has obtained other foreign researchers from the II.S.A., Denmark, 
the Netherlands, and fsrael. There was only one U.S. citizen interviewed at 
th^ national level, which is perhaps reflective of the regional oriented aid 
policy of the U.S.A. referred to earlielY”^

Of the 43 British citizens working as n'ational-level researchers in East 
Africa, 21 are employees of the Cotton Research Corporation (CRC)— a private 
research organization for the cotton industry. Fifteen other British citizens 
are fully or partially supported by the British government under ODA or OSAS

The 11 researchers from Canada were all part of a vrfieat pro'ject

S'
ft.- -c,;:

ft
Y

I
ft

a

i t5| aid schemes.a .‘.ft

1)
The Overseas Development Administration (ODA) aid scheme paid the entire 

- salaries of the researcher, vjhile the Overseas Aid Scheme (OSAS) only "topped 
^ off" the base salary paid by the East African government. Only CRC or other 

private British citizens were stationed in Tanzania -- all British government 
aid had been rejected by Tanzania following Britain's decision to sell arras to 
South Africa.

fta
1'i 'i
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fully supported by CIDA, and six researchers were involved in volunteer'schemes 
which cost the East African coiihtry little or-ncjthing.’'^ Although the few re

searchers from other foreign developed countries'were, supported to a large ex-.
governments, t-he researchers from India, Nigeria,- the UAR", 

Bulgaria, etc. were paid entirely by the East African government in which they 
worked.

■ The racial composition of the national research officer work force in

'I

<■

tent ^ their own

East Africa, sljown below in Table VII.4 reflects the citizenship pattern with 
slight deviations due to the ambiguous position of many Asians (i.e."

Some of the Asians had become citizens of the East African country
Indian

nationaIs).

Table VII.4 - Race of National Researchers in East Africa
-

Race-)
fember ,of National 
Rgeafehers From - ^ ArabAfrican Asian European Total

49Kenya• 
Uganda 
Tanzania 

TOTAL

5 -21 75

24 4 16 • 44

14 4 ■ 26 2 46

■ 87 .13 63 2 165

1
j

in which they were residing, but others had retained their British passports.
All of the British European researchers were expatriates of relatively recent 
arrival in East Africa rather than second or third generation settlers who also 
might have opted for East African citizenship.

There were four female research officers out of the 165 interviewed in 
these national research systems - three-Afripan female officers in Uganda and 
one Asian female officer in Kenya. This disproportionately low-number of females 
is probably reflective of the greater educational opportunities that males have

;

1

had in a situation where the' capacity of the educational system at the secondary

The numbers are too small to predictand university levels was sharply limited, 
any trend, but'the fact that three of the four females came from and worked in
Uganda where education, was traditionally the strongest is probably not accidental.

2) N !
CIDA is the Canadian International Development Agency. The four volunteer 

schemas were as follows: Eritains Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO); Canada's 
" University Service Overseas (CUSO); the U.S, Peace Corps; and a volunteer 

program from Finland.

Ir.VViS-.
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One way measuring the quality of the national research systems in
officers have — shown

s.

I ■

East Africa is by the highest■academic-degrees-fh^ir
b^low in Table VII.5. TSie vast majority of the national researchers inter- 

'vviewed^all into the MSc/PGD ' or BBc categories ia alT three Partner States.
In Tanzania,' there is also the tendency to have some, research officers with

? J ' ' ' '
only agricultural diplomas or even no‘degree at all. This seems to have occurred

i
c:; ■ 
«

%
in situations where there was a crucial qualified manpower shortage and field 
officers with long experience in research were available'. . --

Table VII.5 Degree Qualifications of National Researchers in~East Africa
■»

3,
Highest Degree Achieved

4 iNumber of National 
Researchers From.,- llSc/PGD* TotalBSc Diploma NonePh.D.r

#' a
317541 24 2

'Dganda •
83

ff' 44175 - 22'i; 1i
. 12 •- 466 36 19 - -.-vTanzania 

. .. 
TOTAL 53 ■ 3 16519 82 8

f
'.TV:

I i
*Posf Graduate Diploma * i

The educational background of citizens of East Africa is shown below in 
Table VII.6, ijicluding the universities of foreign countries in which academic

In terms of total numbers of degrees, two patterns 
1) the relatively low number of citizen researcher degrees in

f
£

idegrees were obtained, 
stand out:

!

MTanzania'and relatively high number in Kenya; and 2) the absence of any citizen
The first patternresearcher Ph.D. degrees in all the national research systen\s. 

is once again reflective of the nationar~^lircics toward Africanization and 3:

scientific manpower noted earlier,,and the second is most, probably the result If
IIagain of a conscious decision by national governments to forego the greater 

training and qualifications o'f a Ph.D. for the immediate presence of an adequate- 
Several national researchers noted -- some with bitterness —ly trained MSc.

that government policy was to educate indigenous researchers only to the IBc
It seei?^ to be' the feeling that Ph.D. training was only necessary for 

fundamental or academic research which the countries did not want anyway.
level.

>
3
<

33

33
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Table VII.6 - Educational-Sackground of NatlonaT~^searchers Who Are
St'H 
fc;.;

'4
IEast African Citizens•v

Kf
00Kenya Citizens.University o^ 

Foreign Country.. 
from Which 
Degree v.-as Obtained

Uganda Citizens lanyania Citizens
•c.

HSc To- MSc
FGD

To
tal

MSc/

PGP
To- lo-/

PhD PGP BSc Dip tal PhD BSc Dip PhD BSc - Dip tal tal
■»

Makerere University
University of 

Nairobi

32 19 21 2 16 18 3 42
3 3 1 1 4

Canada 3 1 4 1 1 5
U. K. 5 1 6 6 3 9 1 1 16
Chechoslovakia 1 1 • 1 ■ 1 2

ill.U.S.S'.'fe.^0 8 8 8
Aus tralia?^' 2 -2 2
U.S.A. 6 9 615 ■3 9 24
India 3 3 4 4 1 1 8
Mew Zealand 1 1 2 1 1 3
Yugoslavia 1 1 1

1Ethiopia 1 1 1 1 2
1East Germany 1 1 2 2

Israel 1 1 1 If
IBulgaria 1 1 1

U.A.R. 1 1 1
#Pakistan 1 1 1

Metherlands 1 1 1

7 1Totals 300 40 1 71 0 14 27 0 41 0 4 12 124

3) Degrees from the U.S.S.R and Eastern European countries are the equivalent of the 
Western degrees listed in this table.

I
-I

IPv

f9‘

•S-r
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In referring to the sources of the educat^>n for citizen national re-
,,searchers, Makerere Ohiversity is once again the. dominant ^indigenous institu-i 
tiotJ^ior all three Partner States, as would be expected from its past history.
For foreign sources of educat.ion, Kenya seems, to have followed the most active 

I* ■; •' .
and widespread policy of getting its citizerft trained abroad. The U.S.A. was
the most utilized foreign_country, but many socialist countries as we.ll a^ the 
U.K., Canada,-"etc. also educated Kenya researchers. In the cage of .Uganda, 
a sizable number of citizen researchers were educated abroad, but almost all 
in either the U.K. or the U.S.A. In Tanzania, there were only a few citizen 
researchers educated abroad, .and not more than one in any single country.
One perhaps surprising observation is that the U.K. did not dominate the for

eign sources of‘scientific education as one might have thought t^ ex-coloniala
f^ler- would.
. r - .

■-m^pilnolher indicator of the quality of these national scientific research
systems in East Africa is the total research e.xperience which the 

. have had--it- see Table VII.7 below.
researchers

The results shown in Table VII.'7 for Tanzania

Table VII.7 - Total Research Experience' of National Researchers' in East Africa

Total Experience in Years
Number of National 
Researchers Jhrom - 10 Total6-101-2 3-51

7524 121614 9-Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

TOTAL

441013 113 7

4611 172 11 5

16546 393419 27

are somewhat misleading, however, in that their relatively large number of re

searchers W’ith greater than 10 years of experience is partly composed of field
officers v7ho have been acting as research officers because of their long ex

perience and the shortage of trained manpower, and partly of foreign Cotton 
Research Corporation and Canadian \lheat Team researchers. In fact, in all three 
Partner. States-the re|earchers with the most experience tend to be foreign
ex-patriates because indigenous citizens have been really encouraged in this 

^ direction only since independence.

». ■
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Another indicator to be considered is.the research experience at the national
—Table VII.8;below. This in

dicator shows far less^research; experience due mainly to the impact of foreign,'
'"■ Tablfe’VII.8

I
institute where the researcher I^as located 5

5'■1

i; - Research Experience at the National Institute Where Located i;
i

Experience atNumber of National 
Researchers from -

'lational Institute in Years
t.

<1 1-2 . >103-5 6-10 ■ Total*
f. '23Kenya. 

Uganda 
Tanzania

21 i ' ■ '7515 15

4 14 12 11 3 44

11 22 9 2 2 46
TOTAL 38 57 36 28 6 165

fJ
% _ex-patriates .whose total research experience is relatively high, but whose 

tulffi^f in East Africa is quite rapid compared to indigenous citizens whose 
home is there. Uganda, however, seems to stand out. with the relatively high 
proportion 6f its researchers with more than three years of experience at
their national station and the relatively-low proportion with less than 
year, ol experience. " Tliis-may be due to two factors;

one

1) the effect Of Makerere 
University in producing greater numbers of indigenous Ugandan researchers atf T

an earlier po^t in time; and 2) the fact that there are only three national 
agricultural research stations in Uganda so that transfers among them might 
be less than in Kenya or Tanzania.

The critical size of a national institute was to be a measure of that 
institute'■.s capacity to utilize the research and service outputs of EAAFRO, 
and the indicator for that variable was-^'~tre. the number of man-years of re

search experience at" a particular institute.' Since some .research officers 
were missed at some of the national stations, they were taken into account
by assigning them the average- experience at that institute of those officers 
who were interviewed, 
below in Table.VII.9.

■

SThe approximate total and average scores are shown 
Outside of two exceptions which had to be handled

II'
'V

differently, the instit.utes were ranked for critical size according to this 
indicator ^as shown. The two exceptions were Lyamungu in Tanzania, which had 

^ an artificially high score due to the presence of field officers with long
years of experience at Lysmungu but who were actually not researchers; and

V

'At
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table .VII.9 - Critical Size of Kational Research Institutes ill East AfricaI ’a

i';

i ^National Institute- ■* Approxipiate-Total
ManrYears Experience

.. Average '-1 
Experience

Rank •
Classificationj-

'V-'
I ~NAL (Kenya).

Kawanda? (Uganda) ^ -■ 
Kitale (Kenya) 
Namulonge (Uganda)

•f

Serere.(Uganda)

Uganda Forest. Dept. 
(Uganda)

Ukiriguru . (Tanzania)

Thika (Kenya)

Jjljoro (Kenya)

' ^ Forest Dept.
Mlffigano (Tanzania)

Ilonga (Tanzania)
■_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Mtwapa (Kenya)
KATRIK (Tanzania)
Molo (Kenya)
Lyamungu (Tanzania)* 
Kibos (Kenya). 
Kakamega (Kenya)

Embu (Kenya)

Kisii (Kenya)
Mombasa (Kenya)

123 4.18 1!
■ 114 4.95 1

■S'. ■il 67 3.18 2i 46 5.75 2
<?

38 2.72 2I
32 6.-5 3

S’

I
31 1.96 3
31 3.21

2.45.

0.87

3
31 3 '

4 3
19 2.8 4

. 14 ■ ::'.1.36 
3.16

4E 13 4I:
10 1.62 4'■5

■1.:

» 7 2.12

4.41.
4 .

3 ■61.75 4I 6 41.37

I 5 2.25 5
2‘ ' 1 5
1 1.25 , 5 .

■

1 1 5

* See explanation in discussion for these cases.
Ei:

1..1a the Kenya Forest Department which had a higher total number of man-years
experience than would have been indicated by the,averaging score. In looking

■1..

at Table VII.9, one should note that only one Tanzanian institute Ukiriguru — 
falls intoI the^top three classifications, while all four of Uganda's do and 
all of Kenya's principal stations do.

si
..'E-r

On the other hand, only Kenya has a 
number of those very small testing stations that fall into the lowest classi

fication.

:
>
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Information gained from the national researchers' descriptions of their 
own work was used to rapk how much EAAFRO's w5?l^ complemented their own.
Work on the same agricultural product — e.g., maize'— and, to a lesser degree, 

'v'- in ti^'same functional area •— t.g_. , plant breeding -- were utilized as in- 
"dicators of complementarity, and on this basis all of the national researchers 
interviewed, were categorized in terms "of High, Medium, or Low Scientific Com-

The

■».

plementarity with EAAFRO. 
relatively high number of researchers in all three Partner States in the Low

The results are shown below in Table VII.10.

Table VII.10 - The Scientific Complementarity of Rational Researchers
to the Work pf EAAFRO

Humbet of National 
Researchers from -

Scientific Complementarity
■ High- Medium Low Total

24 18”jgiS' Kenya 
Uganda 
■Tahianla 

TOTAL

33 75

11 10 23 44

8 ■ 11 27 46

43 . 39 83 165
■»

Category can perhaps be explained by the fact that large numbers of national
researchers are working on cotton, wheat, sesame, potatoes, horticultural 
crops, etc.— crops that are basically not dealt with by EAAFRO. 
cases.

In these
there seeiiE to be a complete di-yision of labor along'^ricultural product 

lines, rather than the functional division described earlier where EAAFRO does

»■

0

i the more fundamental research and the Pa-rtner States do the more applied. 
Only in the casesVf maize, sugar cane, and‘some disease aspects of legumes 
do active, complementary EAAFRO and national research programs exist.s The fields that the natrional researchers interviewed were engaged in 
are listed below in Table VII.11.

1
»

The total number here does not necessarily 
correspond to the total number of national researchers interviewed because- 
administrators are left out of this list and some researchers were engaged 
in roore.^than one research field.

I
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Table VI-I-. 11 - Re‘search Fields of National Researchers in East* Africa
a

TanzaniaUganda-‘•VKenya

14.pastures - breeding
- agronomy 

a
- fodder-crdps
- systems
- physiology 

10 potatoes - breeding
- pathology
- agronomy
- soil fertility

12- cotton - agronomy •

- breeding
- soil fertility
- entomology
- fibre quality
- breeding
- agronomy
- soil fertility 

4 maize - breeding
- soil fertility
- agronomy 

4 legumes- breeding
- agronomy
- pathology 

2 rice - agronomy
- soil.fertility 

2 coconuts - breeding
- s_9il fertility 

2 horticulUira).' crops-trials 
2 soil fertility (in general)
2 stored products - entomology 
2 agricultural economics 
1 pastures (general)
1 citrus .(general)
1 coffee (general)

10 cotton t breeding
- soil fertility
- enfotology
- agronomy
- physiology 

5 sesame - breeding
- agronomy
- entomology ■

- soil fertility 
5 legumes - breeding

• - entomology
4 coffee - breeding 

• - pathology
- entomology
- agronomy

4-forestry - breeding
- utilization
- entomology

4 soil fertility (general) 
2 cocoa' - agronomy

- pathology 
2 maize - breeding 
2 pastures (gener^al^
1 bananas - soil fertility
1 sugar cane - breeding
1 groundnuts - breeding
1 livestock - breeding
1 stored products -

entomology

■S'. ■

6 wheat

9 maize - breeding *
, physiology . 

.iw^grpnomy
- .soil'fertility
- breeding
- agronomy

i

- pathology 
5 citrus - agronomy

- soil fertility 
5 sugar cane - breeding

- pathology
- entomology 

, - agronomy
5 horticultural crops 

(general)

3 legumes - .agronomy
- entomology 

• 3 macademia nuts (general)
3 pyrethrum - breeding 

- pathology

6 wheat

V

1 statistics- agronomy 
\

2 cashews (general)
.2 soil surveys (general) 
2 cotton - breeding

- entomology

I
■
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Table VII.11 - Research Fields of National Researchers in East Africa (continued)
'a

\
Uganda TanzaniaKenya

‘'v- ■ ■

2.forestry - breeding 
p T pathology

S’.

2 stored products - entomology 
2 oil seeds - agronomy 
2 non-citrus fruits (general)
1 sunflower - breeding 
1' rice - entomology 
1 soil fertiligy (general)

{)

■ .ritpte distributions of the gene.ral opinions toward EAAFRO which national re- 
seafcliers'gave in response to question 11 — the principal dependent variable — 
are shown bglow in Table VII.12.- Generally favorable' to neutral opinions toward 
EAAFRO are shown, with generally, similar patterns in all Partner States. Since 
the opi,nions of national researchers, who are citizens of East Africa may be much 
more important to the future of EAAFRO and the East African Community than the 
opinions of expatriates, the response patterns for these two groups are distinguished- 
in Table VII.li,and for appropriate subsequent interview data. No significantly 
different patterns of responses'would seem to emerge whe.i the data is broken down 
in this V7ay, 'hov;ever — neither the total citizen or expatriate patterns or the 
individual Partner State patterns for these two classes of national researchers 
seems to significa.ntly depart from the general pattern.

E

I

5
The reasons •t;hat national researchers gave for responding .the way they did

could be categorized in several ways, but in the first instance they were divided 
into positive and negative comments. Any single national researcher could give 
more than one reason for responding the way he did, and the positive or negative

f!

nature of the comments did not necessarily correspond to the nature of their initial 
response — i.e., many neptive comments were added on as qualifications to positive 
reasons 
categories:

f

«
■i-r

I
. The'positive reasons were able to be grouped into the following principal

the Official Economic argument — the theoretical economic-scientific 
justifications for a centralization of effort, involving aspects such 
as the ability of the regional operation to do more expensive work on 
a larger scale, to avoid duplication of effort. etc..;
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Table VII.12 - General Opinions Toward EAAFRO
<c

Reactttfti/Responses to-EMFRO' 'Number of 
National,
Resejftidhers Favorable

from'r

\
Very

Favorable ■ Neutral Unfavorable Unfavorable Answer Total

NoVery
■L'

j"

'f
14 2 75■ Kenya 

Uganda ■ 
Tanzania 
Total

■• 15' 141 . 2 fi
5?

1 44-230 74

467. 20 1-2 25* 4 i"
i1651 10624 91- 33
t;
■P

ip
Citizen Re-

t'!'
‘a
I
'I
I
•iH

searchers'

501 19 227Kenya

• Ugand"a;_,, ■ ' ■
Tanzati^^ - _ 

Total

10 ..
21 . ■ 252

1 13i.5 51
3'.% 1 2 881653■ • 13

1 V
_ V ■rj;

V'i

i AEx-Patriate 
’ • Researchers* 1

I 5':
1 2514 55Kenya

Uganda
I

1 1922 9 5 ■ ;>■

$
i

6 3314 15 7Tanzania

8 7738 17 311Total

'fi
the Political Idealism argumeat-'^^^the feeling or belief that it is 
somehow '‘gdod" for the, three Partner States in East Africa to be 
working togetherj to be coordinating efforts, to be developing to

gether, to be unified — not for any particular economic or political 
benefit, but for its own sake;
the Benefits argument -- the citation of general or specific EAAFRO
research or services that had been of benefit to the region or the 

ff-
Partner State.

Some positive version of the Official Economic argument was mentioned by 
32 national researchers in explaining their general opinions toward EAAFRO;

f
ts
m
ftm

ft
is
i
fi
ft-
ft
ft
I
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19 mentioned the Political Idealism argument; and 99 .mentioned‘*t^le Benefits 
argument. There appears to-be no significant national, or citizenship pattern 
in the distribution of the Official Economic ar^ment, but with one exception 
t5he Political Idealism.argument is utilized solely by citi'zfens of East Africa -- 
9 from Kenya, 7 from Uganda, and 2 -from Tanzania. . Specific service benefits 
given aspppsitive reasons for general‘opinions toward EAAFRO were mentioned by 
27 researchers'from Kenya, 12 from Uganda, and 14 from Tanzania. Reinforcing 
some conclusions from the previous section about the'regional orientation of 
certain specific services of EAAFRO, although the quarantine service, is speci

fically and positively referred to by 13 national researchers — the highest 
■number of any single service — nine of them are from Kenya. Similarly', of the 
eight positive references to EAAFRO's statistical services, six were from Kenya. 
Other services prominently referred to in all three Partner States were the 
Literature Service and virus and nematode identification a.nd advice. Specific 
-re^arch benefits given as positive reasons for opinions toward EAAFRO 
wer.e''mentioned by 10 researchers from Kenya, 10 from Uganda, but only one from 
Tanzania. EAAFP.O's work on maize genetics w.as •the’-tnost-mentioned research in 
this context, V7ith the remaining references being split up among the work on 
sorghum and millet, sugar cane, armyworm,'virus diseasesj soil physics, crop 
water requirements, and forestry.

Other positive comments cited by national researchers as reasons for their 
general opinions toward EAAFRO included good cooperation/communication/contact 
with EAAFRO researchers; the higher scientific qualifications of EAAFRO's staff;

-S-.

the Journal as actual or potential publisher of their work; and the more funda

mental nature of work EAAFRO was doing. Since many of these aspects of EAAFRO 
are-dealt with more specifically in later interview questions, discussions of 
them will be deferred.

The most frequently mentioned negative comment about EAAFRO given in the 
context of justifying why a national researcher reacted to CAAFRO the way he 
did was the lack of personal contact with EAAFRO. This was not only the most 
important negative reason given, but it was also cited in all three Partner
States and by national researchers only 25, as well as several hundred, kilo

meters away. J,-nvolved in this lack of personal contact was a feeling or im- 
. pression — often implicit — that EAAFRO didn't care aj f what was happening 

• ^ at national institutes. Negative comments about the generM or specific lack
of usefulness of EAAFRO's work were also prominently mentioned by national

r-S
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researchers in all three Partner’States. Of the specific types of EAAFRO re

search mentioned in this context, only the sorghum/t^
. one

let work attracted more than
^ refer^ce, and this was significant for a subsequent variable because those ■;

• .few"national researchers were stationed'af the same location as this decentralized 
EAAFRO unit the Serere.. Research Station* in Uganda -- and vrere quite vehement 
in their negative feelings toward the work that was being done by it. Negative 
comments concerning a lack of knowledge about EAAFRO- were mentioned by some- 
national researchers as reasons why they couldn't respond with a more favorable 
opinion toward EAAFRO than they'did. There were usually two implicit implications 
behind this type of reason: 1) their own lack of knowledge was EAAFRO's' fault 
and 2) they vrould have preferred to have' responded more favorably.

■S-.

Ten national
researchers also mentioned "politics" as a .negative reason for responding the 
way they did to EAAFRO. In a.real sense, this negative reason-was'directed more 
at the/governments of the Partner States than toward EAAFRO or the-East African 
Coramunityl" During the period when this ’research, took place, Tanzania and Uganda
V7ere having obvious political differences, centered-around the January 1971 coup 
o,f General Idi Amin in Uganda, which, had brought some EAC activities to a stand

still and t^ireatened its future. This was only an addition, however, to a prior 
series o'f economic differences, principally between Tanzania and Kenya, in which 1

separate national currencies had replaced a .common East African currency, in 
which trade restrictions between the Partner States were raised, and in which 
travel between Partner States was also made more difficult. Just before the 
national interviev;ing took place, in fact, a dispute over the management (or 

, mismanagement) of the East'African Airways had raised new concerns in this area. 
This entire atmosphere, of insecurity, fear, and hostility between the Partner 
States is what these nqtional researchers we"re”r^erring to in blaming "politics" 
for their general opinions toward EAAFRO. Surprisingly, .only five national 
researchers -- two from Uganda and three from Tanzania — made negative remarks 
about Kenya receiving more benefits than their own country, and only three — 
all from Kenya -- made negative racial remarks about EAAFRO still being a "white 
man's institution."

• #*
Several themesrtbegin to appear in the reasons national researchers gave 

for. expl'aining their general opinions toward EAAFRO — themes that will be 
repeated in the discussions of the answers to subsequent interview questions 
and themes that cannot all be quantified. These themes are as follows:

;
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1. The importances of scientific ser\^iees outputs from KAAKi^O as compared to 
research results. Speciffo scientific services^w^e mentioned two-and-a- 
half tiMS as much as specific research results as" positive reasons for.

■' , . the general opinions of national researchers toward EAAFRO;
2. The ambiguous response,to EAAFRO's decentralized Sorghum and Millet Division

located at Sefere Agricultural Research Institute in Uganda. It must.be 
remembered that any of EAAFRO's outputs or activities can tend to foster.a 
negative as well'as a positive opinion' toward EAAFRO ih an output-or activity 
is perceived to be useless oir even damaging by the national researcher. 
Although EAAFRO's-sorghum and millet unit produced some general admiration 
throughout Uganda, especially for past successful work on sorghum breeding, 
at Serere itself some significant hostility was expressed toward the current 
operations and personnel of the unit by national researchers; . v.

3. The -naJtipna 1 researchers in Uganda -- both citizens and expatriates — 
generalTy appear to know more and have thought more about their relationship

-e. ■

with EAAFRO than those in Kenya or Tanzania. ..Referring back to Table VII.8, 
_ Uganda's researchers appear to be proportionally more stable and settled at

In Tanzania, both the citizen and expatriate
V

their national institutes, 
researcher has been subject to frequent locational or job changes due to
national policy that may have had nothing, to do with agriculture or re

search, and manjs- of their stations are relatively isolated from the rest 
of East Africa. In Kenya, a successful attempt to greatly expand the 
national research system has resulted in a large number of relatively young 
and inexperienced indigenous university graduates as national researchers.
In addition, some of Kenya's researchers are spread out at very small 
testing stations, some.of which are in remote^ocations and relatively

In Uganda, the indigenous researchers have had more experience, 
— i.e., there has not been as great-a surge of new indigenous graduates 
recently joining the national research system — probably due to Uganda's 
past colonial history and the presence of Makerere University. Moreover, 
they have been concentrated in the past at two principal stations — 
Kawanda and Serei^e — where greater interaction among themselves and with

isolated.

EAAFRO and/or Ugandan national figures might have fostered these kinds of 
-.-considerations. The East African headquarters of the Cotton Research Cor- 
. poration had been located at Namulbnge, which is one reason that expatriates •
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in Uganda ^Iso appear to ^lave had more experience at their station than 
those in Kenya or Tanzania';

4.,;^ Perhaps somewhat related to the above theme is-the qualitative feeling that ,'
•V ■ the'citizen national researchers.—. particularly in Uganda — had more of a 

sympathy or hope for the ideals of .East African unity as symbolized by the 
East African Community or-EAAFRO than the expatriates. All but one of the 
national researchers who positively mentioned the Political Idealism argu

ment in expidining their reaction/response to EAAFRO, for example, were .

East African citizens. Even when negative reactions to or comments about EAAFRO 
were mentioned by many of the African researchers, they seemed to.be -given 
more in sorrow than a cynical or calcula'tingly detached way. Many of the 
negative remarks about national politics seemed to emerge in this fashion.

5. Ttie extent of the lack of. perceived knowledge about EAAFRO by national re- 
. .^archers will become more' apparent in the discussions of subsequent inter- 

questions, but it already begins to appear here, especially in the form

i

I
■?4

■4
■j

],a
■■x

I
of a lack of personal contact with EAAFRO researchers.
The answers of national researchers to'question 12 of how much they "knew" 

about EAAFRO are shown below in "Table VII. 1-3.#■

In all three Partner, States, there 
were -relatively few national researchers who felt'that they knew "AlmcS t everything"
or "Quite a lot" about EAAFRO -- most thought they knew "Some" or "Just a little." 
When the responses are broken down according to'citizens and expatriates, there 
again seems to be no apparent significant differences between the patterns ex

cept that expatriates from Tanzania seem to believe they know less about EAAFRO 
than other groups.

.But there was a very emphatic expression of opinion by the national re

searchers in all three Partner States thairT)'vthey didn't know very much about 
EAAFRO, 2) it was .EAAFRO's fault, and 3) they'wanted to knfw more;

'}

-I
i
i

Among the
negative reasons given in explaining their responses to this question, the national 
researchers, particularly in Kenya and Tanzania but less so in Uganda, strongly 
expressed the feeling that EAAFRO wasn't communicating or publicizing what they 
were doing — that EAAFRO wasn't trying to relate to them. Even many of those 
who answered relatively high on the scale qualified their response by adding 
that ■d;hoir knowledge was restricted to their own 'field only. Only a very few 

. researchers — two from Uganda and one from Tanzania — said their low level 
of knowledge was due to EAAFRO's bias towards Kenya, and one researcher from 
Kenya reasoned that his lack of knowledge was because EAAFRO was staffed by 
foreign whites. - • •

'S

s.

s
3
<
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Table VII. 13 —aPereeived Self-ktiowledge of National Researchers about. EAAFRO

Perceived, Self-knovrledge ..■.Number of 
National

’■ Researchers Every- 
. from -

Almost Quite Just
Almost 

Some Little Nothing
Noa a

thing Lot Answer Totals

36 ■ 18Kenya , 
Uganda 
Tanzania 

Total

1- 10 9 1 .75

1 9 25 9 44
^ 4 .3 19 16 5 3 . 46
2 22 . 80 43 14 4 165

Citizen Re
searchers

7Kegya

Tatizafes 
Total

23 13 6 1 50

5 ' 12 7 25

8'2 3 13

1 14 •43 23 . 6 . 1 • 88

Ex-Patriate
Researchers

«

1 13Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

Total

3 5 3 25

4 13 2 19

1 11 13 5 3 33

■ 1 8 37 . 20 8 3 7.7

There were other reasons mentioned forr-havijjg little knowledge that did not 
directly blame EAAFRO. Several expatriate researchers in all three .Partner States
who V7ere working on cotton or wheat suggested that the low level of knowledge
might be due to the fact that thfey were working on different agricultural crops 
than EAAFRO was. A few researchers suggested it'was because of their short 
length of time in East Africa, a few -- four from Uganda and one from Tanzania .— 
suggested it might^be the national government's or their own fault, and only 
a very-few suggested that distance was a factor. '

... Among those who gave positive reasons for knowing what they did about 
EAAFRO, personal contacts and friendships were mentioned by a few researchers
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frpra each Partner State. A sipif-icant reason for knowledge' in Uganda and Kenya 
was the presence of decentralized EAAFRO units, btltyagain 
negative remarks made about the sorghum and millet ynit at Serere in this 

. e<^ntext.^5rTour Specialist Committees were mentioned as positive reasons — 
Forestry,-Entomology and Insecticides, Sugar Cane, and Soil Fertility — but 
all but two^of ..these remarks cdme from Keriya researchers. Finally, two re

searchers had worked at EAAFRO for a time, and two had Worked for the national

there. Were some

f.

Chief Research Officer, and therefore thought they knew more about EAAFRO.
Interview question 13 tried to directly address the national researchers'

perceptions about the balance of EAAFRO's benefits among the Partner States in 
order to obtain another measure that closely and directly related to their 
gener^ opinions toward EAAFRO. The national researchers were asked to respond 
to ^her statement thaf "EAAFRO was a truly regional. East African institution," 
and their answers are shown below in Table VII.14.' According to the patterns 
shown^j^'does appear that Kenya researchers proportionally perceived EAAFRO 
to be more regional than those in Uganda or Tanzania, and that Tanzanian re

searchers propijrtionally perceived EAAFRO to be less regional than the others. 
More researchers from Tanzania and Uganda were neutral or disagreed with the 
statement‘than agreed, with it. Most of the people who are in the No Answer
category thought the question referred to "truly East African" as opposed to 
international or foreign, and so their answers did not reflect the correct 
variable.

In examining the response patterns of citizen and expatriate national 
researchers, it seems that expatriate researchers in all three countries pro

portionally perceive EAAFRO to be less regional than do citizen researchers.
The over-all majority of those who agree io-T-a-hJe VII. 14 over those who are 
neutral or disagree is^-due largely to the impact of Kenya citizen-researchers.

In the explanatory remarks that follov;ed the responses, 12 researchers 
■from Kenya, 15 from Uganda, and ,14 from Tanzania specifically mentioned that 
EAAFRO was of more benefit to Kenya than the othbr two countries — and this 
explanation was about evenly divided between citizen and expatriate researchers 
in all three Partner States. One researcher from Kenya thought EAAFRO was 
of more benefit to Uganda because of the sorghum-and millet unit located at 
Serere, but this was the only case where a reversal like this occurred.
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Table VII. 14 - Eelfceiv.ed Regional'ity of EAAFRO

, Perceived Ragionallty. -HumbSr of.
KSt'ional'i?’' 

Researchers, 
from -

it
-•n.1

i' /•
-Strongly

f . Agree .. Agree- • Neutral .
Strongly No

Disagree Disagree Answer Total
I ■

5 9Kenya 
Uganda 
Tanzania .. 

Total

40 ■ 14 5 7 75

2 16 12 11 3- - 44*
2 ■ 9 16 12 ■7 ~ ■ ■ 46

13 65' 42 28 0" 17 165

Citizen Re
searchers

8 ■ 4 -28Keaya.

. Uga;^^ ; ■ ■ 1
Tanzania

Total _ ^10

5 5 .. 50

12 6 4 2 25

1 4 -5 2 1 13

,10' :44 16 0 8 88

. Ex-Patriatd- 
Researchers

Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

Total

1 12 9 1 2 25

4 6 7 1 19

1 5 11 10 6 33

26'■ 3 21 18 0 9 77

•<

Reflecting the over-all pattern establtshedvabove, Kenya researchers stated 
many more positive reasVns in explaining their responses than did researchers 
from Uganda or Tanzania. For example, 11 researchers from Kenya positively 
reasoned that EAAFRO's operation^ -- such as the sorghum and millet unit at 
Serere, which was most often referred to -- were'spread out around East Africa 
and that EA.AFR0 was' therefore regional while seven negatively reasoned that 
EAAFRO's operations^were so concentrated in Kenya that it couldn't be so regional. 
This pattern was reversed in the other two Partner States -- seven from Uganda 
responded positively on this point, but 13 responded negatively 
Tanzania responded positively and seven negatively. The n’egati

on^

.VjS'^asons in
one from
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terms of EAAF&'s operational’activities were cJLijsely related to reasons given

most of EAAFRO's woA
'''N'

was located in Kenya and 
■ • , was therefore of no use to Uganda.or .Tanzania, Once again in this case, more' 

■ researchers .from Kenya mentioned that EAAFRO's work was of regional interest

in terms of benefits — f.e • >■4

3'
than those who didn't,-' and the reverse.Vas true in Uganda and Tanzania.

Some national researchers explained their response to this question ins
terms of specific research or services of EAAFRO — positively or negatively. 
EAAFRO's maize work was ixjsitiyely mentioned by some national researchdrs but

The Plant Quarantine Service
3

was also cited in a negative context by a few. 
was also positively mentioned by some national researchers, most of them from

Other activities that received some scattered 
mention were the army^rorm research and forecasting, forestry research, sugar 
reg,earch, agro-meteorology.work,-and virus research. '

Sahe .nature of EAAFRO's professional staff was referred to in interesting
Five officers from Keijya and two from

Kenya, and negatively by a few.

ways- in connection with this question.
Uganda c.oninepted favorably about EAAFRO's reg-ionality because its staff came
from all.three Partner States. _0n the other hand, three officers from Kenya 
and twoi.from Uganda made unfavorable remarks in this context about the amount 
of expatriates on EAAFRO's staff, and'one officer from Tanzania remarked nega

tively that EAAFRO's staff vjas almost all-from Kenya. One officer in each of 
the three countfies made positive comments about EAAFRO's regionality because 
all three countries financed it; one officer from Uganda and one from Tanzania 
made positive comments about EAAFRO meetings being held in their countries; 
two of.ficers from Kenya'and one from Uganda thought that the distance factor 
made'EAAFRO less regional.

As mentioned earlier in Chapter VI, question 14, whith asked for particular 
projects or programs of EAAFRO which stood out in the. national researchers' 
minds because they had or had not been of benefit to the Partner State they 
worked in, grew out of an unsuccessful question which was changed to its present 
form midway during the Uganda interviews. Although the results cannot be in- 
.cluded in any statistical analysis. Table VII,15 below does show some interesting 
data. (Note tha6“one officer could have answered with more than one example, so 
-that the numbers do not add up.)

About three-quarters of the national officers interviewed (125 — 57 from 
Kenya, 32 from Uganda, and 36 from Tanzania) could not or would not answer any

3;
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■Si
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Table VII>15 - Specific EAAFRO Proiects/Prosrams that Stand-Out
to National Researchers

0

1
Number^of National Researchers fromEAAFRO Division 

• of Seivic^that 
. specific p'ro-

ject/program is- ' Was of 
included in ? Benefit

Tanzania ^ ■ ••UgandaKenya

Was of Was Not 
of Benefit Be.nefit of Benefit

Was of 
Benefit of Benefit

Was NotWas Not
■

1Plant Pathology 18 
Sorghum & Millet ■ ,5 
Maize Genetics 16 
Forestry

■physics & Chera. 15 
Sugar Cane 
Animal Prod.

5 51

2 13 15 3

,1 11 5 2

2 9 5 2 315

23 3 3
■£

1 6 1

2 1 1

Services:

Armyws^ Fo re - 
casts

Plant Quaf-an-^' 
tine

V

- 14 3 7 •

19 3 8 1 3

6 1 8 13■ Others

36Unable to ansv.'er 19 13 32 2257

specific EAAFRO project/program which they thought had not been of benefit to 
the Partner State they worked in. fine must qualify this seeming national vote 
of confidence for EAAFRO, however, by noting the scientist's professional caution 
against making absolutist cs'^^tements for the record and remarks which indicated 
their uncertainty'that whatever examples .t-he^ might be thinking of in that con

text could perhapsMie of benefit in ways they didn't know about .or perhaps be 
of benefit in.the future. The other side of this coin is, of course, that one- 

. third of the national officers interviewed (54 -- 19 from Kenya, 13 from Uganda, 
and 22 from Tanzania) could not answer any specific EAAFRO project/program that 
stood out in their mind because it had been of benefit to the country they worked
in.

Maize Gen^ics was the EAAFRO division and .project/program most often 
mentioned as being of benefit, by 16 officers from Kenya, 11 from Uganda, and 
five from Tanzania, but the Plant Pathology and Forestry .divisions were not

..e-

Ji.
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far behind. The few negative remarks made about Maize Genetics concerned the 
assertions that Kenya's national maize program was'^oing the important work 

_ in .this area — not EAAFRO — and the. inappropriateness of Kenya's higher •.

. ■ a'l.titude' for breeding maize to grow in Tanzania. No specific reasons were
given for the two negative, answers in the Plant Pathology division.
Forestry division received the- highest number of negative answers for which

The.

no specific reasons were apparent. Some of the general reasons cited for 
EAAFRO activities'which were not of benefit were poor results from- the.activity 
or results that were not applicable under local conditions, activities that 
only duplicated what the national programs were doing anyway, etc.

The general pattern operating in Table VII.15 at least for EAAFRO projects/ 
programs that were of benefit is that Kenya would have the most answers, followed 
by ^anda and Tanzania in varying, order. The exceptions to this pattern are-. 
oxplaj^ble. The larger number of national officers from Uganda- who believed 
that' tSbr sorghum and millet division stood out as being of benefit were pro-

'7'

bably influenced by the fact that this division is located in Uganda and the
• '♦f

, _ extensive publicity that was given to the development of the new Sereena sor

ghum hybrid.
the people didn't like the new hybrid as a food.

The few negative answers for this division were made because
There was practically no 

mention of millet in either context. The pattern for sugar cane, where Uganda 
dominates once a^ain, is more puzzling. The Animal Production division seems 
to be regarded as being of benefit only in Kenya.

Among E-AAFRO's scientific services' specifically mentioned in this context.
the Araj-v/ork Forecasting,and Plant Quarantine services received the highest 
numbers of.national researchers' comments. The relatively low number of 
Ugandan officers who thought the armyworm "fore^sts stood out as being of 
benefit is probably because the armjn-jorm is less of a pest in that’country, 
and the ^blicity the forecasts were receiving during the armyworm outbreak 
season probably made all national officers relatively more aware of this

I

J

service. The few officers who referred to the Plant Quarantine services as 
pot being beneficial did so because of the tight restrictions that the regu

lations placed ot^their ability to import plant material. It was a bit sur

prising, that the East African Literature Service V7asn't mentioned more often 
.in response to this question; it received no negative comments, but only six 
officers from Tanzania and two each from Kenya and Uganda specifically said 
it stood out 'as being of benefit.

I
5

A
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Question 15 again tried to' get .at the opinions of the national researchers 
toward, the regionality of EAAFRO through the setting up of a hypothetical re- 

. source ^location trade-off situation. “In this situation, the national re^ 
Searcher could take away any amount of the funds contributed to EAAFRO the, 
previous year by the Partner S,tate in which he was working and apply that amount 
to the national agricultural and forestry system cff which he was a part. • The 
results are shown below in Table-VII.16. The pattern shown seems to be generally 
similar in all three Partner States and among citizen and expatriate researchers 
in all three Partner States -i- over half (91) of. the national researchers would

Table VII.16 - Trade-off Funding Allocation by National Researchers

V.
*.
ft
I
I
I-
ft
ft
Tft-

Ii
Number of Would leave Take away Take away
Nationaljj it all wit'ti only up 1/3 to 2/3
.Researchers . EAAFRO to l/3 ■ '

Take away Would No Total
2/3 to take it Answer
everything 'all 

awayfrom'-,

ftKenya 
Uganda 
Tanzania 29 • 

Total ., *■ 91

40 -

--22'f

5 7 1 3 19 75

I83 7 3 1 44
f:

3 3 11 46 ft
11 15 8 9 31 165

I:I
Citizen Re
searchers ft

ft:29 3 6Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

Total

1 2 9 50

ft:12 ■ 2 7 3 1 25

10 ' 2 IS;1 13 ^

51 7 13 ■ft:4 4 9 88

6:I,
-ft-Ex-:;patriate

Researchers
ft;
•ft.:
:ft':

11Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

Total

2 1 1 10 25

10 1 ft'1 • 4 2 1 19

19 1 2 11 33

K40 4 2 4 5 22 77/?• 3i:
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leave all their recent national contri'butions with 
This tendency to leave all the''.funds .with ^FRO was 
•Tanzania w^^e 29 out -of 35. answering .would have done so. ..Uganda had the most 
national researchers (21) prepared to take money uway, perhaps because their

FRO and not take any away.^F 
ts efeibpecially strong in

own national ijesearch program'was.'un'able to' supply them with funds for the ' 
facilities and equipment they needed. Of the remaining researchers, the largest 
group (31) is made up of those who wouldn't or couldn't give, an answer to this
question, and. this group is characterized by two^ puzzling anomolies: ’1) over 
two-thirds of the people who couldn't or wouldn't answer this question were 
expatriates, when expatriates make up less than half of the total national re

searchers interviewed, and aU of the citizen researchers who wouldn't or 
couldn't answer came from Kenya; 2) both Kenya and Tanzania had sizable numbers

r.

]•'*
of researchars (19 and 11, respectively) who couldn't Or wouldn't answer, but ’’ 
Uganda 'paLy,had One!
the firsfanomoly — expatriates seemed to be sensitive to answering a .question 
that involved.a specific.

r The.only explanat,ion able to be offered is for part of

if hypothetical, internal -political decision by 
the Partner States as newly independent developing countries and they wished

even

to avoid it., Many of those who did decline^ to answer did so on- three grounds: 
1) their lack of knowledge about EAAFRO; 2) the question was too political to 
answer; and 3) they just couldn't handle a hypothetical question like this.
The remaining natiortSl researchers (43) would have taken various amounts ofi:

money away from EAAFRO and applied.it to their own national research programs.
But once again, qualifications and reasons added to the 91 

leave all the money with EA.AFRO present a different picture and leave EAAFRO 
little cause to be self,-satisfied.

f:

answers to
3

Of the 91 national researchers who would
have left all their recet^t .-national contributions with EAAFRO instead of taking 
all or part of it away and applying it to their own national research programs,

some way- only 19 did so because they thought EAAFRO deserved it in 
(10 from Kenya, six from Uganda, and three from Tanzania;

- 11 did so because the amount involved was so small they didn't think 
it would make any difference (two from Kenya,' six from Uganda, three 
from Tanzania)^I

- 11 did so because of the unorganized state of the national 
system -- i.e

research

it wasn't that EAAFRO .was so deserving but that the 
national system was so bad (three from Kenya, one from Uganda, and

• >

d
1
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I seven from Tanzania,.reflecting, the chaotic state of that country's 
research system referred to' earfier);

-c;14 wanted to leave it" there so EAAFKO could be -impEdved (two from Kenya, 
four' from Uganda, and seven from Tanz.ania);

- seven wanted to leave it there only .betuuse they would lose more than 
gain by pulling out (five from Kenya, one each from Uganda and Tanzania);

- six had idealistic or theoretical reasons that a regional organization 
should do a bdtter job than national ones.(two from Kenya, one. from.\ 
Uganda, and three from Tanzania);

*- six took the fatalistic approach that the decision to fund the amounts 
.mentioned had been made, so it must have been correct (two from each 
Partner State);

-^jSix would let EAAFRO keep it all because their own national research 
..'programs were not short of funds (five from Kenya and one from Uganda);
- qJU?Cboth from Konya) would let EAAFRO keep it all because it needed 

the funds so badly; and
- two (both from Kenya again) would leave all the funds there because 

they wanted to keep all EAC activities going.
Of the 43'national'researchers who wanted to take away all or part of 

the recent contributions to EAAFRO of the Partner State they were working in 
and apply it to the^r own national research programs,

- 18 viould do so because their national research program needed the 
funds more, than EAAFRO did or could' use those funds more productively 
than EAAFRO would (sgven from Kenya, nine from Uganda, and two fSom 
Tgnzania);

- 14 would do so because EAAFRO's benefiE§'“wte.ren't worth the cost (two
from Kenya, ten from-Uganda, and two from Tanzania); ’ '

- one (from Kenya) because Kenya was self-sufficient and didn't need
EAAFRO. ' ,
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The national pictures that are reinforced here is of Kenya having relatively 
higher research capabilities and funds; Uganda having relatively high research
capabilities but little funds; and Tanzania having relatively little capability 
and little funds.

3'-
f < ,

The .situation at Serere National Research Station in Uganda 
was. aggravated by the perceived wealth and wastefulness of the EAAFRO sorghum 
and millet division there, which was, however, more a USAID than an EAAFRO

s
I

characteristic. •
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Question'“16 on institution-building was asked only -at the national agri-
decentral^ed icultural research stations'where EAAFRO 

Se'rere and Kawanda stations in Uganda, and Kitale and Coast stations .in Kenya-, 
^e results are shown below in Table'VII. 17. The.over-all relatively negative 
opinions (^-.the national researchers at Kawanda toward the EAAFRO sugar-cane 
disease unit located there is' somewhat surprising since the single EAAFRO

divisions were located:
-i

i

.1

i

«■.

officer in charge of the unit is a Ugandan citizen who formerly was a national 
research officer^stationed at Kawanda. An examination of the reasons^given 
by the Kawanda researchers for answering the way they did presents a more positive 
picture, however.- Eight of the Kawanda-researchers who gave middle tb low 
opinions did so because the sugar cane disease unit was so young and therefore

a

Table VII.17 - Perceived Institution-Building Contributions pf EAAFRO 
- by National Res'earchers at Affected Stations-

o

Perceived Institution-BuildingNumber of - 
National 
Researchers 

from -

Quite Just -■_ . -.r

Almost
Nothing

NoVery
Much " lot- Vo Some Little'

- a a
TotalsAnswer

' - 24 6 1 185'-vKawanda

143 5 4 1 -. 1Serere

1 31 1Coast

8 3 186 1Kitale

Totals 53 ■9 18 10 - 4 57

Citizen'Re
searchers

V- 3 1 . 124 3 1
Kawanda

9Serere 2 5 2

1 1 2Coast

6 1 ■ ■ 2 12Kitale 3

Totals 5 ■ 42 3514 7 3

EXfPatrfate
Researchers

1 1 3 1 6Kawanda

1 2 1 • 1 5Serere

Coast 1 1

Kitale

Totals

3 2 1 6

4 4 3 4 2 1 18
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hadn't been abi% to contribute■much-yet to the building up of their own in-
that way^b^3 no sugar cane researchstitution; an additional three answered

on at Kawanda to which the EAAfrO unit.might .Contribute. Only four
ause

' ■ Itewanda researchers gave negative reasons for their low opinions — three thought5
3
3

the EAAFROpunit was isolated from the rest of Kawanda, even though it was located 
there, and one" didn't think the unit was doing good work. Of the positive

mentioned, two Kawanda researchers said that-the unit was helping them

5

|. reasons

out in their own research', one said the unit contributed to Kawanda simply
thought the unit's staff wasbecause people identified it as part of Kawanda, 

capable,_snd one thought sugar was going, to be an important crop in the future.
?; one

Expatriat^researchers at Kawanda seem to have a lower opinion of the EAAFRO 
unit than do the citizen researchers, but it is difficult to judge how signi-

-'I.

ficant the difference is, . . ■

■ 'T^f-irst glance at the results from Serere research station.would indicate 
. that the EAAFRO sorghum and millet division located' there fares somewhat better 

in the bpiniop of the Serere researchers, but again.pe reasons given for having 
- the opinions present a somewhat different picture. ■ Of the opinions given, 

by far t,he largest number — seven — were because of the past work of Hugh

5:

Doggett on developing a new sorghum hybrid and the world-wide acclaim'that had
The past nature of this work was emphasized and.thereby been given to Serere.

, three^additional Serere researchers mentioned that although the pastmoreover

work of this EAAFRO division had contributed to the Serere station, they now■;

I
had to give a low opinion of its contribution because of their current staff. 
Only one Serere researcher thought the division was contributing through its 
good'scientific wopk; only two mentioned the division's cooperation or help;

contributedthree thought the apdemic qualificationsof^he division's staff 
to Serere's capabilities; and finally, two mentioned the buildings that were
.built for the EAAFRO division but were a fixed addition to.Serere's physical 

It also seems that the expatriate researchers had a lowerinfrastructure.

opinion of the EAAFRO division at Serere than the citizen researchers did,
but this seemed to be related to the high opinion Held by the latter group

For most of the citizen researchers. Dr. Doggett's work
s;

toward Dr. Doggett.
and-Its subsequent world-wide recognition seemed to be the one achievement in

'■ agricultural research in Uganda that they could be proud of and identify with, 
and this achievement dominated over any critical feelings they might have about

1
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the current situation. Although the' expatriate researchers, on the other hand, 
had heard of Dr. Doggett's work arid admired it, most"'^ them hadn't been at 
Serere^long enough to know him and they were from England where'many such

Therefore, their
critical feelings about the current situation with the sorghum and millet division 
dominated their responses to this- question.

Only two national researchers at the Coast Agricultural Research Station 
in Kenya answered this question about EAAFRO's Sugar Cane Breeding Division', 
located there, and their answers' and reasons were directly opposite one another. 
The one theme that seemed to be responsible here again was the racial theme 
real or imagined racially related problems between the African citizen researcher 
and the white expatriate EAAFRO officer in charge of the division seemed to lie 
behind^^t.he low opinion* of that division's contribution to the Coast, station, 
while the white expatriate researcher working for the Kenya Government based 
his higlv^SpInion on other criteria such as the scientific contribution of the 
division to the Coast station. • . .

EAAFRO's Maize Genetics Division located' at Kitale National Agricultural 
Station in Kenya received a very positive response on this question from the 

■ national-researchers there, from both citizen and expatriates alike. Ten'

Kitale researchers thought it contributed to their station through the good 
scientific work it^as doing; six thought it contributed through cooperation 
or helping out in some way; two thought it added to Kitale's reputation; and 
two thought it contributed through the,addition of physical buildings to the 
station. Only three negative remarks were made -- one that this division was 
isolated.from the rest of the station, one that the maize research results were 
from Kenya's national program, not EAAFRO's, "ahJ~bne that the division was 
suspect because it -was connected with foreign aid.'

The indicator for only one variable was included in Question 17, although 
more information was involved. A subjective evaluation of the amount of infor

mation about EAAFRO projects and services expressed by national researchers 
primarily in response to questions 14 and 17 was supposed to provide one 
indicator- of the knejjjledge of EAAFRO variajlle, .but it turned out in practice 
that there was not enough information of this type•expressed to be able to 
do.so. Therefore, the number of EAAFRO officers known by national researchers 
as expressed in question 28 will be used as the sole objective indicator 
measure of this variable.
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Part of tHis guestion, howeyeri-also involved an opinion as to whether 

EAAFRO should or should not be_^oing more work in the^l^spondent's own field, 
and the§e answers might be of’»interest. -- see Table> VII. 18 below.. .

■ ■ \ ^ ' ■ ' • ■ - ' '• ' ■ 
Table VII. 18 - Kat-ional-Opinions-on Scientific Fields in Which EAAFRO 

Shoulfl/Should Not Be Boing More Work

1

P
«. ■

EAAFRO Should Be Doing More Work.in
Ento
mology
& Stored Horti-

Cotton Cereals Products culture Wheat try

Pas
tures/ 

Fores-. Animal

: Number 
1 of Natte^pji 

al Resiarch- 
: ers from -

Plant . ■ ■

Path-
Nutri- Soils ology Othgrs Totals 
tion . •

404 4 2 3 4 3 1523Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

83 2 6 1 251 3 1

6" 251". 4 ■ 2 1 ■ ■ 12 4' 31

29• 6 6 6 14 7 90**7 9• Totals
i

EAAFRO Should Not Be Doing More Work'in.. . -.f

4 4 122 3 1 3 5 35 .1Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

41 1 1910 1 2

2 1 169 1 3 ;

6 5 17 70**20 4 5 1 6 1 5Totals
tr

* Others includes sesame,' oil seeds, sunflower, groundnuts, general agronomy, rice,
coffee, sugar, general plant physiology, livestock, potatoes, pyrethrum, legumes, etc. 

** Five respondents did not answer.

In some fields, the national researchers are fairly evenly divided about 
whether or not EAAFRO should be doing more work, the inclination that more work 
in the field might be needed or helpful competing with a possessivejiess feeling 
that the national -research program is already doing quite well so why should 
there be any duplication of effort or why should any credit be shared. Work on 
cereals (principally Saize), general entomology and stored products, wheat, 
pastures/animal nutrition, general plant pathology, potatoes (Kenya only), live

stock, etc. falls into this category. In other fields, the balance is heavily 
• weighted one way or the other — that EAAFRO should or should not be doing more 
work.\ National cotton researchers, for example, are heavily against EAAFRO

I
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entering this field at all since the"^Cotton ReseareIr\Corporation is already 
adequately covering it. Although the emphasis is not as great because the
, - ‘V ■ ■ '* . ■ * _ '.. ,

numl^ers iri%Blved are much smaller^ national pyrethrum researchers:'— all' from 
Kenya*.— feel the same way. National" researchers-on horticultural crops, 
forestry, soils, ..legumes,* rice, sugar, etd.j'on the other hand, do think that 
EAAFRO should do more in those fields.

Both in questipn 17 and question 20, national researchers were asked\to 
name specif id projects or work that EAAFRO sho.uld be doing but wasn't, within 
(question 17) and outside (question 20) of their own field. The results to 
these two questions are combined below in Table. VII.19 to give some idea of 
what fields national researchers might like to see EAAFRO move into. Too much
emphasis should not bq placed on these results because some national researchers 

0 ' ' - •
responded with more than one project in the same field and more than one project 
but in:.-=^^£erent fields, in broad and narrow perspectives, etc. — and some of 
the responses seemed to be projects .that just came to mind rather than having 
been carefully- thought through and considered. - Neverthe'less, far more projects 
were mentioned in the soils field than any other, with livestock, horticulture,

. and coffee’tields following. There are a few fields in which; only one of the 
Partner States is interested in a new product —.e.g., Kenya researchers in oil 
seeds, Ugandan'researchers in sesame — and a few general fields not related 
to any particular product -- e.g., plant physiology, plant pathology. Projects 
in some of the most important fields in East Africa -- e.g., maize/cereals, 
forestry — were not mentioned much at all, leading to the speculation that 
these-fields may be relatively well covered in East Africa. Looking at the 
"Others" category and'the totals, the low number^f responses from Tanzania 
shown in Table VII.19 is-striking. It seemed as ,if the imagination of the 
national researchers in Tanzania was relatively stifled in terms of what 
■projects — within or outside their own field — they thought EAAFRO should be 
working on. Whereas some researchers from Kenya and Uganda responded with 
new and unique items EAAFRO night investigate,' no researchers from Tanzania 
did, and many traditional items that either or both Kenyan and Ugandan re

searchers mentionet^were not mentioned at all by .Tanzanian researchers.

i'
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Table VII. 19 - Fields of Suggested Pro1ects.4qiich EAAFRO Should Undertake

\
!}: <■

1. . Fiel^feof 
. __Research

••' Number of-National Officers .from'V-I Kenya Uganda Tanzania Total

f; 10-‘Soils “ ■

'Livestock

Horticulture .

Coffee • ■

Pastures/animal

nutation
Arid Lands

Oil seeds

giant physiology

. ' ?faSfe>3thorogy
EriESSblogy/ 
stored products

>Jheat 
Sugar

Maize/cereals 
Forestry 
Tea

Sesame 
Pyrethrum 
Potatoes 
Others* '

Totals

4 23'I
8 6 14

V

5 13/3 ■5( 4
-i

5 li •2 4I

t 5 5 . •10
8 2 10

ri
9 9
4 1 3 8

I 4 1 3 8r

2 1 .4 7
>f 5 2 7

6 1 7
2 2 4

43 1
3 1 4

4 4
■3 3
3 3i’

12 8 20
91 50 28 169

*Includes grapes, sisal, kenaf, mushrooms, barley, sunflower cotton, tobacco,
legumes, floriculture, etc. -— fields mentioned by only one or two national

J

4

researchers

i
Experimental coUaboration with EAAFRO is the first potential benefit 

the national researchers responded to, as addressed in question 18. The 
results are shown in Table VII.20 below.

i
The most striking result shown is

the fact that only 35 out of 165 national researchers in East Africa have ever

■;
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collaborated^with EAAFRO researchers in. joint'experimental efforts, 
national researchers whojiad collaborated, onlfXive came froi Tanzania while

. respectively dfeme from'.Kenya “and Uganda i- which aghin possibly in- . ’

^ . '^J-.dicat^ the relative stability and'capability of their research systems
pared to^that of Tanzania. Jhe. pattern of collaboration does not appear to 
be influenced by the citizenship of the'national researcher, however. Roughly

similar patterns exist for both citizen and expatriate researcher collaboration 
in Table VII.20*

Table VII.20

Of the 35
1^;

w

t
icom-

I
P;

- Rational Experimental Collaboration with EAAFRO

Number of 
National Re
searchers 
^rqm - .

Past or 
Present.

Super
vision 

Cqllabora- of VTC's 
tion only*

No
Collabora

tion
No

Answer Tota Is" ■
' ms£ -
-trssr
Uganda

. Tanzania..
Totals

16.^ - 5 ■ 54 75
14 2 28. 44

1325 36 3 46
35 -9 . 118 3 165

*
^'',1i'

Citizen Re
searchers i:-'.

Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

Totals

^ 10 4 36 50 3

(

i
If
3

7 1 17 25
2 ,11 13

19 5y 64 88

Expatriate
Researcliers

-fKenya. 
Uganda 
Tanzania

6 1 18 25
7 ' 1 11 19 1

13 2 25 3 33
Totals 16 4 3

I
54 3 77

*In these cases,'^the national researcher only supervised the trials of 
at their stations.

new

These trials.plant varieties developed by EAAFRO located
"'were conducted at various locations throughout 
■variety under local conditions.

3
East Africa to test the 

If cooperative research activity in carrying 
J was judged to be collaboration; if super-

new
ir.-

out
these trials was involved, then this I-

3:
vision of the trial sites 
collaboration but these

was all that was involved, this was judged not to be 
cases are put in a column by themselves in Table VII.20.
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Of the current collaborative experimental acti\^ties,' seven'were taking 
place in the field of maiz^ breeding, six_^in forestry, six in soil chemistry 

plant pathology,- three in sugar_oanfi; breeding, and 
in soil, physics.. ■ Kenyan researchers dominated the collaboration in maize

•^v

one

breeding; Ugandan reseajrdhers dominated the'collaboration in forestry, and 
collaboration in the remaining fields was roughly balanced between two or three 
of the Partner States. Of the past collaborative experimental activities,, 
four took place in the field of soil physics and agro meteorology, two in coffee
pathology, two in potato virology, and one in the armyworm investigation. 
Kenyan researchers were the sole collaborators,in tte potato virus and army- 
worm cases, while both Kenyan and Ugandan researchers took part in the other 
collaborations.

a. second potential"benefit from EAAFRO -- research results -- was addressed 
and re^^^ed to in question 19, and the results are shown in Table VII.21 
below. ■ Once again, the most striking result shown is that only 48 out of 
165 nationa.l_researchers had ever utilized research work resU'lts done by

Half of those 48, however, had found thoseEAAFRO in their own research.
EAAFRO results to be of Very Great Use to them, and only four found the re

sults to be of Little or No Use. Looking at the national patterns, the same 
trend occurs for research results as did for experimental collaboration, i.e., 
slightly more Kenyan researchers respond than Ugandan, and the number of
Tanzanian researchers lags far behind. Proportionally, however, more Ugandan 
researchers have utilized EAAFRO research results than either Kenyan or!

t

Tanzanian. Patterns of the perceived usefulness of the results are roughly 
similar for Kenya and-Uganda, with more than half of their responses in the 
Very Great Use category.^ahd practically all their responses in the.top three 
categories. Tanzania's pattern in this respect is more evenly distributed, 
with only one response of Very Great Use and the remaining responses 
evenly distributed among the various categories. Still, even in this case

3

more

s
I most of the responses are in the top three categories.

Ho Use responses that were given were because the EAAFRO results, for various 
reasons, had just cfot worked out for the national researcher and his own work. 
The few national researchers who had utilized EAAFRO research results in their 
own work but couldn't venture an opinion as to its usefulness were in situations 
where their work was still undem^ay and it was too early .to judge how useful 
the EAAFRO input would be.

The few Little or
s
I
;v
i
3
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Table VII.21 National Research Utilization of EAAFRO Research Results

o

\
Had Used EAAFRO Research. ResultsNumber- of

Not Used 
Sub EAAFRO 

Use Use Answer Total Results Answer Totals

National Very
Researchers.^ GreatS^Buch Some Little No- ' No 
from - . .Use Use . Use

No

13 4“

10 3

1 3 2 .
24 10- 6

2 2 21 54Keoya

Uganda

Tanzania

75ii:
2 1 1 17 27 44a

1 2 2 . 10 33 46 .3

i
1

Tcftals 1 4 483 114 3 165

Citizen Re-
£:a searchers

12 1 1Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

1 15 35 50I 16^52,1

. ■ 7,. 1 . . -
1 .9 25

I
.

2 11 13

1=8^ 4Totals 2 261 1 - 62 88

■- . w■Expatriate 
, Researchers <r

Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

Totals

1 I 3
5' 1

1 1 6 19 25

1 1 8 11 19

2 2 2 2 ■ 8 22 3 33

6 6 4- 2 1 3 22 52 3 77

The four Little or No Use responses all came in different fields; plant 
pathology, statistical methodology,* agro meteorology, and animal production. 
Most of the national utilizations in the top three categories were- from EAAFRO's 
soils research: eight cases in soil physics/agro^fteteorology, six in soil 
chemistry/fertility, and 'four in methodologies for soil analyses.* Eleven cases- 
of national utilization in the top three categories were from EAAFRO's maize 
research; five from animal production research; three each from forestry, coffee 
and coffee berry disease, and sorghum research; and one or two cases each from 
sugar cane,, statistical methodologies, plant quarantine and oil seeds research. 
Four national researcjigrs (three from Uganda and one from Kenya) were able to 
respond to-this question with two cases in which they had utilized EAAFRO re

search results in their own work. In all four instances, the fields involved

i.

*An aspect of research utilization rather than service utilization.

S'
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in the two cases were" the same 'and-the usefulness ratings were.all in the top
In ranking these four national reseor^ers according to their 

were all put “intp the highest category if they ,

three categories.
pon^ses''to question, they

weren’t there already,.
res

*

The perceptions of the national-researchers of the relevance of.EAAFRO's 
current research to the Partner States was measured in question 20. The results 
are shown below in Table VII.22. One of the most noticeable aspects of the tptals 

^sBbwn below is the almost complete lack of responses in the Little and Np Relevance.

Table VII.22 - Perceived Relevance of EAAFRO Research

«■.

EAAFRO research perceived to be ofNumber of
National
Researchers

Very
Great_ _  ^ Much

from - ti Relevance Relevance
Little

Relevance Relevance Answer Totals
No NoSome

Relevance

Kenya ' -11

Uganda 
Tanzania •_ 2rf 
Totals

22 27 7515,

441 311 227

46217 13 '3

4 51 16539 .5120 .

-V'
Citizen Re
searchers

18 5016 106Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

Totals

211 256 6

41 13' 1 7

24 8828 112 23

Ex-Patriate
Researchers

9 256 5,. 5Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

Totals

1 1911 11 5

6 ■ 2 17 332 5

27 778 17 22 3

categories, and the relatively high number of national researchers who couldn't 
or wouldn't venture an opinion on this issue. Mos't of the national -researchers in 
this.latter category did not answer on the grounds that they didn't know enough 
about EAAFRO to justify having an opinion of this sort, which may imply that they 
held unfavorable impressions about EAAFRO on this matter but didn't want to express

/J-
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them without some Evidence to back up^their opinion. It is interesting that 
Uganda had so few researchers Who couldn't or wouldn^^Nventure an opinion on 
this issue,^hile Tanzania, in proportional terms, had"so many. Once again, •

■ this^situation seetra to reflect the conditions of the national research systems 
in the three Partner State§, where-Uganda appears to be the most stable and .ex
perienced, Kenya the largest but also less experienced due to recent staff ex

pansion related to Africanization and less stable, and Tanzania the least stable 
^^^^and capable of all. ' • , . .

Even if all of the national researchers who couldn't or wouldn't answer 
did fall into_the lower two categories in Table VII.24, however, most national 
researchers judge EAAFRO's research to be of at least "Some Relevance" and it would 
be difficult to severely question EAAFRO's relevance, as many people in East 
Africa fended to do, from these results. (This is not to say that the nationals 
researeh«g_ .didn't believe that the relevance of EAAFRO's res'earch should or could 
•be improve^however.) There also do not-seem to be any significant differences 
in the national patterns of responses .to this ques,tion, op .in the patterns of 
citizen as opposed to expatriate national researchers.. Kenya's responses peak 
in the Much Relevance category, while Uganda's and Tanzania's peak one category 
lower at Some Relevance, and other minor differences occur, but nothing seems 
outstanding.

Most of the expressed reasons why national researchers responded the way they 
did centered around particular EAAFRO research projects or services which were used 
as examples to justify the response. The relevance of. EAAFRO's'maize research was 
mentioned the most often — by eight national researchers from Kenya, seven from 
Uganda, and seven from Tanzania. Only one negative comment about'the irrelevance 
of the maize research was made, by a TanzaniarPresharcher because of the altitude 
factor, but an additional three national researchers from Tanzania mentioned the 
relevance of EAAFRO's Field Trials Officer in that country who was- mainly con

cerned with testing new maize varieties under local Tanzanian conditions, 
relevance of EAAFRO's sorghum and millet research was also cited a number of times 
in the responses to this question, but the patterns in this case are more complex. 
Although 17 nationsl,^esearchers did cite'the relevance of EAAFRO's sorghum re

search, only one of these came from Kenya and two from Tanzania. The dominant 
14 .favorable responses from Uganda may be because sorghum is a significant food 
crop only in that Partner State, because EAAFRO's decentralized Sorghum and Millet 
Division is located there, or because of the wide-spread favorable publicity

!
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that resulted from the development of the new "Sereda
addition, however, seven national researchers — six from Jlganda and one from 
•Tan2^ania -.^mentioned the lack of relevance of EAAFRO's sorghum research-in ex

plaining, their response to this question. Their principal point was that al

though the new Sereena hybrid achieved mucti.-greater yields, the people didn't 
like the grain quality and wouldn't eat it. EAAFRO's millet research received 
as many unfavorable comments about its lack of relevance — 11 as it did 
favorable about its relevance, and almost all of these citations came from Uganda
once again. But if the distinction is made between finger and bullrush millets,

'—- « - . • 
seven of the-11 unfa-worable comments specified bullrush millet as the reason for
their response to this question while all of the remaining favorable and unfavor

able comments referred to millet in general. These cereals as a whole probably 
are referred to so much-in the. context of relevance.because they -- particularly

" variety of, sorghum. In

maize' -gare staple food .crops for the.overwhelming majority of the people in 
East Africa. Whereas EAAFRO's maize research is perceived to be relevant in all 
three Partner^ States with hardly any dissent, however, perceptions about the re

levance of the sorghum and millet work are more evenly divided and are concentrated 
in Uganda. , " ' .

The only other fields of EAAFRO activities that were significantly mentioned 
in the reasons for the responses.to question-20 were forestry and sugar cane re

search. Eleven national researchers mentioned the relevance of EAAFRO's forestry 
research in explaining their responses, while only one unfavorable comment about 
its_lack of relevance was made. EAAFRO's sugar- cane research was cited by 12

■i

I

national researchers for its relevance and no one mentioned it unfavorably as ' 
having a’lack of relevance. Five national researchers cited the virus survey 
being carried out by EAAFRO's Plant Pathology and Nematology Division for its re

levance, and EAAFRO's work on army worm, soil fertility, animal production, and 
soil physics research, and on the quarantine service, all received one or two 
favorable comments on their relevance.

(Only a few favorable comments about the relevance of EAAFRO's projects brought 
up the issue of project selection. One national researcher from Uganda thought 
EAAFRO's projects wd?e relevant because the national permanent secretaries in the
Ministries of Agriculture selected them; two from Kenya because Specialist Com

mittees for forestry and sugar cane selected, them. From a more parochial view

point, four researchers from Kenya thought EAAFRO's projects were relevant because
sI
I
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the work was being done' in Kenya, while three- from Uganda thought the same with 
respect to EAAFRO's decentralized divisions. Two na 
that so ^little research had befen done in East Africa that anything:, EAAFRO was 
doing'jmist b^relevant, and two that with'so much activity going on at EAAFRO 

■ something must be relevant.
On the negative side,' 14 national researchers remarked that their lack of

f
t;

ty

ttb^al researchets remarked
i':

.t
V

i
knowledge about EAAFRO must be due to the fact that nothing relevant was going 
on out there for them to hear about. Only four researchers from Uganda and ^ 
one from Tanzania mentioned that EAAFRO work being carried out in Kenya was there-
fore not relevant to their conditions; only two from Uganda "Und one from Kenya.
that EAAFRO was only duplicating what their own national research programs were
•doing; only one from Uganda and one from Tanzania that EAAFRO's research was too
fundamental to be relevan,t; only one from Tanzania that EAAFRO officers chose 

O . ■ ■ ■ . . .

their own-projects for their own personal reasons; and only one from Tanzania
• ^i7:i .

that EAAFl^^^s-t wasn*t awd're of Tanzania*s problems. The biggest factor outside 
of specific research examples for doubts about the relevance of EAAFRO's' projects 
among national te^archers, therefore, is a lack-of knowledge about what EAAFRO 
is doing. There is' no vjidespread negative feeling among national researchers 
toward EAAFRo's relevance based on any of the other reasons mentioned .above.

The opinions of national researchers as to the scientific quality or 
petence of EAAFRO's research performance were obtained in question 21, and the 
results are shown below in Table VII.23. The overwhelming opinion in all three 
Partner States is that EAAFRO's research performance is Competent or Very Com

petent. Only 20 national researchers feel EAAFRO research is Just About Average 
' and two that it is Incompetent. Most of the national researchers who couldn't 

or wouldn't respond to this question did so on-groupds of a lack of knowledge 
once again. There are slightly different response patterns for citizen and ex

patriate researchers-ftom Kenya, but this is the only dissimilarity and it does 
not seem to be significant. EAAFROfs reputation as the quality agricultural and 
forestry research institution in East Africa remains intact among national re

searchers in the Partner States.
The principal reason why EAAFRO's research is so highly regarded among national 

. researchers is their perceptions about the high quality of EAAFRO's staff -- 
• ' the advanced degrees, the length of research experience, the high percentage 

of foreign expatriates from industrialized countries. Twenty researchers from 
Kenya, nine from Uganda, and seven from Tanzania cited this impression as the

scom-

"l
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Table.^VII.23 - Perceived Competence of' EAAFRO Research

\EAAFRO research perceived to be
Just 

'About'
Competent Average competent competent Answer Totals.

Number of’
^ National
ResearcHers ■ Wery

. Cotipetent

•• . Very ' • -
Tn-In- No

from - ' !■
p • - .*tf - 83-8 9 7520■sfKenya

Uganda

T^zania
^Totals

448 28 5 1 2

466 1 10.7 224

33- 88 20 2 20 165

■ Citizen Re-
searchers

45 509 32Kenya
Uganda ^ 
Tanzania - ■' 4

Totals

25116 35
. 8 1 13

8856 9 5

Ex-Patriate .. 1/

Researchers

4 4 2511 6Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

Totals

■ 12 1 193 2 . 1

14 5 1 10 333

2 15 7717 32 11

reason why they responded favorably to this question. African researchers were 
particularly impressed by the relatively high recruitment standards that were 
maintained by EAAFRO and by the advanced education and training -that EAAFRO's 
African recruits often received. An additio'naT'rlumber (25) of other national 
researchers cited the high quality or competence of specific EAAFRO’ officers 
they knew.•

The results of EAAFRO’s work'was another frequently (39) mentioned reason 
national researchers gave to explain favorable responses to this question. 
EAAFRO's maize research was again cited the most of any specific field, with 
forestry, sorghum, ^d sugar cane work also being mentioned, but others just 
mentioned, the high quality of EAAFRO's work in general without specifying any 
particular field. A number of additional national officers (28) mentioned their 
impressions from EAAFRO publications as the basis for their favorable opinion, 
which also refers to the results of EAAFRO’s work. A few national researchers

r.- r
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responded favorably to this question because-of EAAFRO's better equipment and
interr^tional status and itsfacilities, its better financial structure, its

Two national researchers made a special point of the "high quality-of _stability.

• EAA^b's past staff as the reason for their favorable response, and two responded
favorably because all researchers-are compe-tent. .

In this generally favorable atmosphere there weren't many negative remarks 
made.about the quality or competence of EAAFRO's staff or resultSj but there-were 

Many (13) of'these negative remarks came from Ugandan researchers, and

•«. -

a few.
they were mainly directed against the EAAFRO officers in the Sorghum and Millet

Some of the criticisms concerned aspects of the ’Division located in Uganda, 
foreign aid system these officers operated under (e.g., high turnover in per

sonnel), but most concerned personal characteristics, such as a lack of dedica

tion aqjJ wastefulness,'and conform to the general pattern of Ugandan reactions ^ 
to this ^iytsion. Only one national researcher from Kenya and two from Tanzania 

questioned the scientific quality or competence of EAAFRO's staff. One 
specialized- aspect of staff criticism.that also appeared ;were reservations voiced 
about the quality of EAAFRO's newly recruited African officers. Five comments

even

from Kenya, one from Uganda, and one from Tanzania did bring this matter up, 
but the remarks seemed to reflect experience rather than racial concerns since

There were also
f

both European and African national officers were involved, 
two relatively bittpr allegations from African researchers in Kenya in this con

text, however, against expatriate officers at. E,\AFRO who were deliberately not
training their African counterparts and obstructing them in their attempts to

Only a very few national-researche.rsraise their level of scientific competence.
(10) mada unfavorable comments about EAAFRO's work or results in explaining their

!>

responses to this question, and they were all~irP5ifferent fields.
National researchers' opinions on thie third institutional- function necessary

to produce litilizable research results, the transferring or dissemination of 
EAAFRO's research results to themselves, were obtained in question 22 and the 
results are shown below in Table VII.24. Most of the responses to this question 
are bunched into the three middle categories, with Just About Average scoring 
slightly more than S;ipcessful, and Unsuccessful somewhat behind both but still 
significatit. Although it would be difficult to conclude from these results 
that there are problems in the transfer of EAAFRO results to national researchers, 
it is apparent in examining the patterns shown in Tables VII.22, 23, and 24 
that EAAFRO's -transfer process scores lower than either its project selection

I
3
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Perceived Success of Results. TransferTable VTL.lk

Number^of ,
Na'y.Q_nal

• Res^.’rciiers' Very 
frorn,-

EAAFRO Results Transfer perceived, to be ' V
Very, Just 

About
' Successful Successful Average cessful

Unsuc- Unsuc-
cessful Answer Totals

No

t

Kenya ' 
Uganda 
Tanzania 

Totals

■ '4 ■ 22 28 14 4 3 75
1
I2 16 17 9 ■ 44

6 . '■ 462 " 14■15 8 1

8 53 59 31 5 9 165

Citizen Re
searchers

Kenya

Uganda^,

2' 16 21 8 3 50
2' 10 2510. ■ 3 '

Tanzani^ii-“ , i. 2 6 - 4 1 13
Totals 6 32 35 12 3 88

J ..
Ex-patriate . 
Researchers

I
5

■ Kenya 
Uganda 
Tanzania 
Totals

2 6 -7 6 1 3 25 j\
6 7 6 ■ j19

9 10 7 1 ■ 6 33
2 21 24 19 2 9 77

or scientific work processes in the opinions of national researchers, 
tively lower pattern is also consistently maintained by all Partner States and 
by both citizen and expatriate researchersr~NJn arriving at these responses 
moreover, many national'researchers internally compared what they perceived . 
EAAFRO's success to be in fulfilling this function with the success of their 
own national systems — a 
formance in a somewhat better light.

In explaining their responses to this question, national researchers made 
many more negat^e remarks about EAAFRO than positive, even when they answered 
favorably. Most of them thought of their response to this question in terms of 

^ publications — enough or not eriough — rather than personal contacts.
one national researchers-thought EAAFRO adequately published its results in 
general terms, and an additional twenty-nine national researchers favorably

This rela-

comparison that probably put EAAFRO's transfer per-

Twenty-

1

- . '
'1 ^ ;
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i; Table VII.25 - National Use of EAAFRO Newsletter

■ a . - I ' ^
Rc

I\■

Did Read Newsletter

Medium Low

Number of 
.National 
Researchers

from . High

• Did Not 
Read

Totals Newsletter Answer Totals

sNo i;

s
'■':S

p

10 ■.. 14Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

Totals

14 38 36 1 75

17 9 9 35 9 44

12 6 10 28 15 3 46
243 25 , 33 101 60 4 165

il
Citizen Re
searchers I

I
■•'-I'

Kenya

Uganda . . 4' * " 7
Tan-lgnia 9
T^W

13 8 7 28 22 50
J6 17 8 55

Is 11 10 3 13

26 16 13 - 55 33 88
i

\Expatriate-. •
IResearchers

sS Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

Totals

1 2 7 10i:;: 14 111 25
I

■ 13 ■ 2 183 . 1 19■s

3 , 5 . 10 18 12 3 33
4 I>7 9 20 46 27 4 77 -1
1 ra'I 1

referred to the'East African Agricultural and 'Forestry Journal in this context, 
an additional fifteen to EAAFRO's Annual Reports, and an additional eleven to 
the EAAFRO Newsletter. These responses were a_ll reasonably well distributed 
among the Partner States,-.

Many national researchers felt differently, however. Fifty-five national 
resdarchefs — 38 from Kenya, 10 from Uganda, and seven from Tanzania -- in

dicated in responding to this question that the publication of EAAFRO results 
.was inadequate or that they didn't ever see the results of EAAFRO's work. Why 
so many national researchers from Kenya compared to Uganda or Tanzania should fall 
into this category's hard to understand, but it might be that being so close 
they expected more from EAAFRO than researchers in the other Partner States. A 
few others critized specific EAAFRO publications in explaining their responses. 
Eight national researchers cited the Journal for being two to three years out of

;■

1■I
5
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% Table Vll.26 - National.Use of EAAFRO Annual Report .

Number of 
. Nationa^l”’' 

Researtibers 
from

i
Did Sot ■

Read
Totals Annual Report Answer Totals

^ Did Read Annual Report 

- High ' '-Medium Low
No ,

r
49'*'■ Kenya 

Uganda 
Tanzania 
Totals

24 ir 14. 25 1 75

8 14 34 10 4412

6 8 7 21 22 3 46^

42 27 35 104 57 • 4 165

Citizen Re-
searchers

16 8 8 32 18 50Kenya 
Uganda a 
Tanzania^^r 
Totals

4 ■ ■ 3 9 16 9. 25
3 ■ 4 7 6 13S

23 15 17 •55 33 88

Ex-Patriate ' - ^
Researchers

8 3 6 17 7 1 25Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

Totals

8 185 5 1 19!

3 4 7 14 16 3 33

419 12 18 49 24 77

date in publishing results, for publishing low quality papers,or for publishing 
, only in limited fields; a few^cited the Newsletter for not being technical or 

detailed enough; a few cited the Annual Reports for^being out of date and for 
being too long and detailed." All three publications were criticized by a few 
national researchers for arriving infrequently or not at all, but it was ad

mitted by some that this might be a _^national problem rather than EAAFRO's. In 
fact, in recognition of the fact that a "transfer" implies a receiver as well as 

•a sender, two researchers from Kenya, one from Uganda, and two from Tanzania 
blamed themselves and their colleagues for tha.ir unfavorable opinions about the ■ 
transfer of EAAFRO results.

Closely related to the above unfavorable comments about EAAFRO's transfer
, e*

. efforts was another explanation given by 16 national researchers. Their point

I
1
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was that although there were. sotne^EA^RO publications transferring.results, that 
EAAFRO essentially was a passive actor in the transfer\p!

rocess. If a national 
researcher n«de an inquiry or asked about specific resultsi he would most likely „ 

• get S' reply,' but EAAFRO was not pushing their own .results. Although the impor

tant factor of^personal contacts in the transfer process was not brought up. as 
*■- much as publications, thirteen national researchers did mention the lack of

S

•.t

I
such contacts in explaining their response, while only two mentioned the existence

such contacts in their reasons for a favorable response to this question.'.
Specific fields of EAAFRO research were also referred to in a few cases
examples where successful transfer had taken place -- those most frequently '

mentioned being maize and armyworm research. One characteristic both these
fields had in common was their almost total support by foreign aid

the^jprovisiqn in that support for conferences, seminars, and other transfer,
mechanisms._ ■

InterijSew question 23 followed this up by asking a series of questions about
each of-the -three EAAFRO publications ',— the Newsletter, the Annual Report, and 

■ . .y ■

the Journal -- and about any other kinds of written documents from EAAFRO which 
might exist to transfer or disseminate information.

as

r;
fr

sources

i.;;
and

sn
i

The results are shown below
-in Tables'VII.25, 26, and 27. 
almost every issue of the publication, reading all relevant material; those in 
the Medium category J.ooked at occasional issues, when the opportunity presented

Those researchers in the High category looked at

I (

itself, reading only a few articles; those in the Low category had only seen or 
looked at one or two issues, hardly ever reading anything, 
publications, only the Journal

i'
Of all the EAAFRO

seems to be regularly and thoroughly read by 
large numbers of national researchers in all three Partner States; Very few

i
I
I read it and 96 "wer^High readers, including'national researchers had never 

both citizens and expatriates, 
ly having much less of an impact in the national systems.

The other two publications, however, are apparent-
0nly 43 national re

searchers were High readers of the Newsletter, and 60 had never read it at all;

*

I
t
S'

I
I

only 42 national researchers were High readers of the Annual Reports, and 57 
had never read them at all. Some dissimilarities exist in the response patterns 

Iq^the case of the Newsletter, for example, a disproportionate 
number of-Kenyan researchers had never read it, and in Kenya and Tanzania the
to this question.

citizen researchers seem to read it more than do expatriate researchers while 
the reverse is true in Uganda.

5

t
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Table Vll.27 - National Use of East African Agriculture and Forestr'^'Journal
4

'O

Number of 
National 
Ras^archer^

■ . frbm - High Medium

V

Did Read Journali . Did, Not '
. • - Read .
Low • Total ■ Journal Answer

No
Totals

;
i IKenya 

Uganda 
Tanzania

Totals .. 96

f 45 .W ■ 10 •65- 75.5 5

* 233 5 3 41 1 44 I18 11 8 37 6 3 46
!26 143 ■ 165 ■21 12 10
)

Citizen Re- )
searchers

ir
Kenya

Uganda 
0

TanzarUa . ._ 9

■ Totai#^-^ ■

34 2 8 44 3 3 50
18 5 2 25 25

i'
3 12 1 13i

1061 10 81 4-5= 3 88

Expatriate' 
Researchers' ' -a

'Kenya 
Uganda ; ‘

Tanzania 
Totals

11' 8 2" 21 2 2 25
I 15 1 16 1 2 19

I 9 8 8 25 5 3 33
35 16 11 62 8 7 77

I
The national researchers who had read these. EAAFRO publications also gave .

opinions on their worth as means of disseminating information, and the results 
for the High readers and all readers are shown in Tables VII.28 and VII.29 below. 
Of the three publications, the Journal is the^moat^favorably regarded by national 
researchers -

I

S
■ J

K

- in all three Partner States for both citizens and expatriates. 
The Newsletter receives the highest number of unfavorable responses, 
regarded as average or higher by most of the national researchers who have read 
it, and the Annual Reports are regarded favorably by most national researchers 
but receive proportionally more Just About Average and less Very Good 
than does the Journal.

One of the bigg^t complaints national researchers mentioned

but is still
K

s

responses

I
in discussing

their responses to this question was that these EAAFRO publications were not 
reaching them or their station. Thirty-six national researchers from all three 
Partner States.specifically pointed out that the News letter wasn't reaching
them; 24 from all Partner States that the Annual Reports were no longer reaching

. 3
i

>
i
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Table VII.28 - Perceptions of Worth of EAAFRO Publications - Hlsb Readers
I
t. 5|

--
3

Publication P,erceived to be 
dust About^ 
Average

EAAFRO
Publication No TotalsNot So No Good 

Good At All 'Answer .High-Readers
Very 
Good Good

•«»

I s
1431518 , 136Newsletter 

«■- Annual Report . 12

Journal

I p -

42■ 19 10 1 af S6341 745

If
Table VII.29 - Perceptions Of Worth of EAAFRO Publications - All Readers iv

.1
&

I

r
Publication Perceived to be 

Just About 
Average

EAAFRO
Publication TotalsNot So No Good No 

Good At All . Answer All Readers
Very
Good * Goodp'

fj

6 10118 .334 2713Hews:

Annual Report 
Journal

;
1045 548 2723

I

I
a;
I

: 143315- 5 ■. 54 66

i them; ten from Kenya and Tanzania that the Journal was no longer^reaching them. 
This complaint principally came from national researchers who knew of the pub* 
lication, had read it in the past, but were.no longer able to do so and they

It appeared that the Newsletter, for example, was being

S

S'didn't understandpwhy. 
sent to the larger stations in East Africa, .but not to some of the smaller ones 
which existed in Ken:|a — e.g., Kisii, cdast (Mfwapa), Kibos, Molo, etc. Further

more, even to the large stations only one copy was being sent which often meant

i
II
t-s

that l)'it v:ent to the station library where people didn't see It and had no 
reason to ask for it, .^r ■2) it was circulated among the officers and either 
lost or delayed en route. If the Newsletter is to become an effective means of 
■communication with national researchers, the cost-benefits'of sending a copy 
to each national officer might be examined. EAAFRO's Annual Report seems to be 
subject to a similar problem in that only a limited number of copies are printed 
and distributed due to their cost. The few that' are sent to the national re

search systems go to Ministry of Agriculture headquarters and the larger stations 
once again, often to-be buried in the libraries and never seen by many national 
researchers unless a particular event stimulates them to search for it. The 
Journal, however, is widely distributed throughout Kenya and Uganda, and being 
the only agricultural and forestry periodical published in the region it is

I
i
I;
&

I
i
i

I
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difficult to understand why some researchers In Kenya haven't read it or aren't 
In Tanzania-^-there were some reports\that the Journal was beingable to read it.

held u® by the Ministry and'simply wasn't Being ^ent to the stations.
■ " Many of the negative comments made about the Newsletter by national re-
searchers seem to relate to a. lack of recognition or acceptance of what function 
a Newsletter is designed to fulfi-11. There were many complaints in all three 
Partner States about its brevity, its lack of scientific detail, and the irre

levance of columns oh staff movements, visitors, research trips, etc.. A few 
did understand, however, and commented that for the limited purposes of a News

letter this one was all right, and an additional few even praised it for -high

lighting issues while still being concise, for news on what the staff was doing, 
etc.

E^FRO's Annual feport received many compliments for being well produced 
well .pr^enied, well written -- a "professional" job -- in all Partner States.
It was a;llff cited favorably for its comprehensiveness in covering everything 
EAAFRO was doing, but at the same time some negative, comments were also made 
about its shallowness and lack of scientific detail.- Only a very few national 
researchers^mentioned .the usefulness of the Annual Report in giving them rele

vant information,, but three from Tanzania, and two_ from Kenya brought up specific 
cases in which they had followed up on the names of EAAFRO officers found in 
the Annual Report gnd obtained useful information in that way.

Although it-is an EAAFRO publication, the East African Agricultural and 
Forestry Journal publishes articles from national, university, and private re-' 
searchers as well. And although it is widely read and favorably regarded, 
there are still some specific criticisms that national researchers have which 
seem to be related to their attempts to publlsIPEheir own vjork in it. As was 
indicated in the discussion of the previous question, the Journal is liere again 
singled out’ for criticism for being out of date and for two- to three year delays 
between submission and publication of articles. . In Kenya, once again, the racial 
theme appeared as a few African national researchers complained that Africans 
had a harder time getting their work published in this v/hite dominated Journal 
than did European r^earchers. On another side of this issue, there were a 
sizable number of national researchers who complained that the quality or 
standards of the Journal were falling — that mediocre or poor research was 
being published and not enough editorial care and refereeing being done to . 
maintain standards. A very few national researchers remarked in this vein that

> •»

1

N
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place to have articles published thatc the Journal was desirable because it was a 
couldn't be published elsewhere.

The ^reat strength of the-»Journal as perceived by national researchers in 
this aihcussi^, is its relevance and usefulness to agriculture and forestry in

■^v

a

East Africa. Partly this seems to be because of the perceived high quality of 
the work that is**published,-but partly also juSt because everything published' 
is actually done locally in East Africa — i.e., therefore, it has to be rele-

The Journal is also favorably cited by a number of national^!' ^nt and useful.
researchers for its comprehensiveness in covering East African agriculture and
forestry, for its scientific detail, and for being well produced and presented.

Finally, Mtional researchers were asked in this question if there were 
•any other documents or publications from EAAFRO containing scientific informa

tion which they had seenj. About three-fourths of 'the national researchers said.
0 ■ ■ ... ■ . * V

there were-noU Of the national researchers who did khow of other such docu- 
th'l^^feest number mentioned Specialist Committee reports or minutes of

I
S

t
*

ments.
■T.

The Specialist Committees are discussed directly in a subsequentmeetings.

question, but It i^f significant that the only two-Committees'mentioned in this
Both of these committeescontext were Forestry and Entomology and Insecticides, 

were chaired by the saihe EAAFRO officer, who appeared to be instrumental in their 
state of relative activeness and in their emphasis on comAiunication and decision-

5I
other types of EAAFRO documents mentioned in response to this questionmaking.

. included reports from the sorghum and millet, maize, armyworm, and agro-meteorology
projects, quarantine regulations and guidelines, and personal correspondence.

In question 24, the national researchers were asked to estimate the balance 
of EAAFRO's fundamental and applied research in percentage terms and to judge 
whether that perceived balancevas about right ox-should be changed, 
are shown below in Table VI^OO and in Figure VII. 2. The results shown, in 
Table VII.30 are somewhat surprising in view of the often-expressed public opinion

I
5:

The results
a?

that EAAFRO's research is too academic or too fundamental and should be more
Of the 123 national researcherss

applied to the obvious needs of East Africa, 
who were able to provide an estimate of v;hat they thought the balance betweenI

I
I

fundamental and applied xesearch was, over half (64) thought that this balance
about right! And, although' the second largest number of national researcherswas

(39) thought EAAFRO research should be more applied, a sizable number (20) also 
thought it should be more fundamental! . The principal support for the viewpoint 
that EAAFRO is doing about the right amounts of fundamental and applied research

■

)
;
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Table VII.30 -.^ Normative Opinions of the Fundamental vs. Applied '

Nature o'! EAAFRO Reseai^
3^

I, 1I
S

. .
• NutibeE. of 
’ Hition^i. ' 
Researchers 

^ from - '

f

Should be Is
About 
Rijght

- >. Should be 
More NoMore

“Applied , -TTindaniehtalI'
£;■ Answer Totals
i?

14 ■ 209 32Kenya 
,Uganda 
Tanzania

. 75
14 , 9 18 443

I
3

11 2 14 19 46

Totals 39 20 64 42 165

i Citizen Re-I searchersI
*

. 11.Kenya. a 
Ugandg 
Tanzania 
Totals

7 21 11 50
V

12 3 .10 25ss, ■
8 1 1 3 13

. . 31 11 32 - 14 . 88
kf

!Expatriate
Researchers

j

;3 2Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

Totals

11 9 ■ 25
f2 . 6 8 3 19

3' 1 13 16 33

8 9 32 28 77

■i
■3

comes from Kenya, with Uganda proportionally providing the least support. When 
the results are Broken down by citizen and expatriate categories, more differences 
appear. Of the national'researchers who think_tbaj;^the balance of EAAFRO's fun

damental and applied rese'^ch which they perceive should be changed, expatriate 
researchers are about evenly split whether the balance should be more applied 
or more fundamental, while citizen researchers are heavily of the opinion that 
it should be more applied. Even within these last statements, however, Kenya 
citizens are not nearly as emphatic that EAAFRO research should be more applied 
as are Tanzanian and Ugandan citizens, and although the expatriate totals on 
this point.are about even, Uganda's expatriates largely believe EAAFRO's re

search should be more fundamental while Tanzania's believe it should be more 
applied.- The large number'of national researchers who couldn't respond to this 

■ ques,t^n was due to the previously mentioned difficulty about defining what

£

■fk
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Figure VII.2 - Perceived Amount of Applied Research Done by EAAFRO
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' ■; i'?• iv'
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Ithe lack p£ knowledgeis fundamental and what is applied research, compounded^y

about EAAFRO which many national researchers plaimed. As was.discussed in the 
■ . <• . ■ ■ ■■ ■ ' ■ ' 

previous chaptjer, definitions of these terms were deliberately avoided so the
.national”researcher- could self-anchor his perception of what this balance of

„ EAAFRO's research Was, and then give an opini-on"'6f what it should be. The

relatively low number of Ugandan researchers who were not able to respond to

i
Ia
I
■a

this'question seems once again to be related to their greater stability and 
(>^^search experience in East Africa,

An examination of Figure VII.2 produces some more information on this issue.
"The responses to this question were all translated,into the perceived percentage 
of applied research and rounded up to the next ten percentile figure in order 
to arrive at Figure vil..2^. The total range of perceptions about this character

istic of SAAFRO.went from three national researchers who thought aliout 107, of 
EAAFRO's E^iaxeh was "applied" to eight who thought 100% was "applied." And 
there were no striking differences in patterns among Partner States or citizens 
and expatriate-researchers. What seems to be true' is that tlibse national re

searchers who thought EAAFRO's research should be more applied perceived EAAFRO 
to be doing less applied research than did those who thought EAAFRO's research 
should be more fundamental. And, the majority of those national researchers 
who thought EAAFRO's fundamental and applied research balance was about right, 
perceive the amount of"EAAFRO's applied research to be 50% of the total or

iff

f

I
j
j

5

1

I

greater.

Most of the national researchers who thought EAAFRO's research balance was 
, about right or should even be more fundamental explained their responses in terms' 

of defending fundamental research, thus perhaps indicating their awareness of 
popular opinion on this issue. They had two principal points; 1) that, funda

mental research is a necessary precursor to applied research; and 2) that EAAFRO 
as the centralized regional agricultural and forestry research institution in

1

East Africa should be doing more fundamental work while leaving the applied work
Those national researchers whoto the national systems in the Partner States, 

thought EAAFRO should be doing more applied research had one principal argument:
the need for applied rfsearch to solve as quickly as possible the obvious and 

. apparent problems of poverty, hunger, etc. that exist in developing countries.
ihe utilization of EAAFRO's scientific services was addressed in question 

25. National researchers were asked if they had ever utilized eight specific 
services that EAAFRO offered, and if so, how much they had used them and how

)

I
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and how useful they were. The results in terms of just how many .national re

searchers had ever utilized the eight-services are^"s^wn below in Table VII.31.
. The pattern among Partner States is almost the same for all services: more Kenyan ' 

■ . researchers utilize these services than' d& Ugandan, or Tanzanian; but only in a 
few cases — ^the Library^. Statistical Advice, and the Herbarium — do a dispro

portionately more number of Kenyans seem to utilize the services. It is perhaps 
• <»

Table. VII.31 - Utilization of Specific EAAFRO Services

•sr.

*

Numbej of researchers who have' utilized from 
nVa Uganda Tanzania

EAAFRO
Service TotalsKe

34 33 • 12053Literature Service 
Library

Plant j/Juarantine • 
Statisti^l Advice 

' HerbafiuSp’
Reference Collections 
Chemical Analyses 
Machinery Coordination

4 5339 10

18 11 11 . 40 ^

523 3810

6 3423 5

: . 912 5 26

4 5 1910
■!

2' 2

Table VII.32 - Perceptions of Usefulness of Specific EAAFRO Services.-
'i

High Users

Number of High Users who Thought Service was of 
Very 

' Great 
Use

EAAFRO
Service

Little No 
Use Use

Much
Use

Some
Use

.Ho
Answer Totals

45'- 6 3 •3 57Literature Svc. 
Library 
Plant Quaran. 
Statistical Adv. 
Herbarium 
Reference Col. 
Chemical Analy. 
Machinery Coord.

1412 1 1

15 2 . 17

4 1 61

10 10

2 2

1 1 1 3

a
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Table 711*33 - Perceptions' b'f Usefulness of Specific EAAFRO Services-

All Users
-?•

%=■ ^ ■
i , .

Kumber of'Us'ers whd thought Service was of
'Very
Great Much 
Use Use

-a-.
EAAFRO
Service

Some
Use

Little 
Use •

Ho ■ No 
Use Answer Totals

Literature Service 
Library

~ Plant Quarantine 
Statistical Advice 
Herbarium

Referen^ Collections 
ChemiCal^fealyses 

Machinery Coordination

15 • -576 21 2 1 120
28 7 8 5 5 . .53
29 4 2 . 2 3 40

18 5 6 7 1 1 38
26 3 4 1 34

V

15 .1 ■ 5' 1- ' 1 3 26

7 4 4 1 2 1 19

1 1 2

significant that the utilization of two of these three services - Library and 
Statistical Advice — almost requires face-to-face interaction between the 
and recipient of the service, 
ing Kenya's disproportionate response, 
are carried on through.the mail.

The East African Literature Service is by far the most heavily.used EAAFRO 
service, and it is the most heavily used in all three Partner States. 
the results ffoii Tables VII.32 and 33 above indicate that ah overwhelming 
tion of users - especially the High Users - believe that this service is of 
Very Great Use to them. In explaining their favorable

source

so that proximity is probably a factor in explain- 
Most of the other services can be and '

Moreover, 
proppr-

responses, most national
researchers cited the lack of publications at their own.national stations and 
therefore how necesdSfy this service was to fill the void. In addition, there
wAre no significant alternative sources to provide such a service in East Africa.

1
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A sizable number of researchers in each Partner State did. claipi to be able to 
■ obtain a ^milar service from sources -in Europe or North America, but these 
were*almost all expatriates. The very few national researchers who responded 
unfavorably to the Litejrdture Service made-Temarks about inefficiencies dr 
delays in the service and the inability to choose relevant articles from a 
table of contents page only. ,

EAAFRO'-s library has been used by the second- largest number of national

•

researchers, but almost three-fourths of all users and all of the High Users
There is little doubt that the national researchers who fre-were from Kenya.

quently- use this library find it of Very Great Use, but it is difficult to check
-material out and the Jnter-Library Loan service was deliberately curtailed when 
the Literature Service came into, effect, and therefore relatively few national 
resear^^^'do use it frequently because of the distance involved. Even so, 
however, since it is the best agricultural and forestry library in East Africa, 
one -might expect that more national 'reserchers; -- especially from Kenya -- would 
use it oftener than they apparently do. All of the favorable response explana

tions cite*the high quality, comprehensiveness, and easy use. of the library 
once they are there, and almost all of the unfavorable response explanations 
concern some variation of how difficult it is to get there.

In Tanzania,'there was no significant alternative library source reported. 
The Ministry of Agriculture headquarters library in Dar es Salaam was mentioned 
a few times, but distance is almost just as much of an inhibiting factor to 
the utilization of that library as it is to the utilization of EAAFRO's. More

over, there were several critical comments made, about the quality of that 
library and the way it'*vras being run. The library at the University of Dar 
es Salaam .— including the Faculty of Agriculture at Morogoro -- was also 
mentioned a few times by Tanzanian researchers, but distance again affected 
its utilization. Other libraries used included general municipal libraries

i
;

.1'!
1

J

in some of the larger cities and station libraries at other national research 
stations.
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In Uganda, however, there was“'a significant alternat^e agricultural and 
. forestry libra^at Makerere University. Thirty-eight of the '44 Ugan'dan national- 
researchei;s reported using it, no doubt aided by the fact that two of the three 
agricultural rese^ch stations., and all the forest^ry researchers are located 
nearby. Being the oldest and best university in East Africa, Makerere's library 
is apparently of fairly high quality, and most of the African researchers in 
UgiShda had gone to school there and were familiar with using it. Namulonge . • ■ 
research station had specialized in cotton research and had also built up a 
fine library, on this crop in particular, during the time when it was owned 
and managed by the Cotton Research Corporation. Several Ugandan researchers from 
other stations therefore used that library for cotton information.

The Ministry of Agriculture headquarters library in Nairobi was mentioned
by a signifig|jit number-of Kenyan researchers as an alternative library-source,
but as often-'as' not it was criticized for being inadequate and disorganized, so
it is not clear that^^this is a preferred alternative. Slightly less Kenyan re-

; searchers mentioned using the library at the University of Nairobi, and most of
these comments were favorable. The University of Nairobi is relatively young,
so its, library is not as good as that of Makerere, and it is not as strong an
alternative source; still, the utilization of it .is bound to grow as more young
graduates enter the Kenyan national research system. Indeed, the Kenyan re-

■o •

searchers who did mention using this library were almost all recent African 
graduates; expatriate and older African researchers hardly use it at all.
Other alternative libraries used included the one at Egerton Agricultural 
College, several municipal.libraries, and libraries at other national stations, 
but none were significant.

The only current alternative to the East African Plant Quarantine Service 
is to break the regulations and by-pass it. And yet, a few national researchers 
who had utilized this service mentioned doing just that because of the long time 
delays in getting plant material through quarantine. The Plant Quarantine Service
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is applicable only to those national researchers who gare involved with plant 
importations, so the total nuniers involved are lower, but they are proportion

ally jj^e sent ^ji-a all three Partner States. - Moreover, almost half of all the- 
users (1"7 of 40) are-in the High User category, and 15 of these thought the 
Service was of Very Great Use and the remaining-two of Much Use. Even though 
the responses of the users of this Service are highly favorable,, however, the 
explanations given for these responses center around the objectives of the Ser-^

and not its. operations. East Africa is relatively free of many iniect ' 
pests and plant diseases that cause great crop loss and other problems in other 

—parts of the world, and' the appreciation of the need to keep East Africa in that 
condition was almost certainly heightened by the fact that tv7o examples of new 
pests had just recently been discovered. This appreciation, however, did not 
lessen thfe criticism by these same, national researchers about the'operations 
of the Sei^Jsg.. Both Uganda and Tanzania, were discussing the establishment of 
their own cjuarantine. stations, and researchers from these countries expressed 
some belief that Kenya was getting more and better service 'to the detriment of 
Uganda and Tanzania. Kenyan researchers complained just as much’— if not more -■ 
about the quarantine bottleneck, however.

The use of quarantine facilities for plant importations will logically rise 
the more that new crops are introduced into the- region. One of the largest types 
of plant importations-^into East Africa recently has been horticultural crops, 
which have principally been established., in Kenya. Still, both Uganda and 
Tanzania have expressed great interest in these crops in the past, and the 
cleared plant material is distributed to all three Partner States, so no one 
criticizes 'the Service on- this account. As differet^ Partner States emphasize 
diversification from traditional agricultural patterns through the introduction 
of selected new crops, however, national competition for the use of the quaran

tine facilities is bound to increase.
The utilization of statistical advice from EAAFRO is mainly confined, 

once again, to Kenya. Hot only the total pattern as indicated in Table 'VII.31, 
but five of six High Users and seven of 11 Medium Users also are from Kenya. 
Although most of the HSgh Users find the service of Very Great Use, there is 
a sizable number of other users who found it of Little or No Use. Usually 
these"^unfavorable comments fell into two categories: , 1) the advice was not 
presented clearly and it was not understood; and 2) national researchers have 
gone to the EAAFRO. statistician for advice, and he did not have the time to help.
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This seems to account for why m%ny Low Users have unfavorable responses to' 
this service -- they have trieil it once, received a^^^ative impression, and have 
•not^oiie ba^. Vfhen the advice has been helpful, however, it has'usually simpli- .. 
fied the national researcher's work a great deal, and this is the reason he then 
responds favorably to it. -■

In Tanzania, the expatriate Cotton Research Corporation researchers all 
reported being able to receive statistical advisory services from their head- 
quarters in London, but this'was the only significant alternative source men

tioned. A sizable number of Tanzanian researchers did mention a statistical 
unit in the Ministryof Agriculture headquarters in Bar es Salaam, but only that 
they had heard of it rather than had trusted and used it.

In Uganda, the Cotton Research Corporation expatriate researchers again
4

reported an access to statistical advisory services at: their headquarters in 
Londo'n.^S^jstgnifleant number of researchers also mentioned a statistician 
stationed’'at Kawanda as an alternative source for this kind of service, and

.t

although tho pos,;ition. and statistician himself were new to. Uganda research.
They recognized that hisseveral researchers reported utilizing his services, 

advice was not likely to be as statistically sophisticated as that which the
!EAAFRO.statistician could perhaps provide, but this Uganda source was easily 

accessible and therefore was another alternative. Makerere University was also 
cited by a number of Ugandan researchers as an alternative source from which 
they obtained statistical advice.

A statistics unit had also recently been -established at the National Agrl-

<
.t

!

i

cultural Laboratories in KUnya, and a significant number of Kenyan researchers 
mentioned it as an alternative source of statistical advice for 'them. A few

! of this service, but these were 
related to no single organization or specific foreign source.' The University
Kenyan researchers mentioned foreign sources

i

of Nairobi was only mentioned twice in this regard so it is not yet an effective
Interestingly, fivesource of statistical advice, although it could become so.

Kenyan researchers from Kitale mentioned that they were receiving statistical 
advice — not from the EAAFRO statistician but from the EAAFRO maize geneticist

i

stationed there. ^

Kenyan researchers again disproportionately dominate the utilization of 
the East African Herbarium's plant identificat:i^n services, not only in totals 
as shown in Table VII.31, but also accounting for eight out of 10 High Users 
and 12 out of 15 Medium Users. Although it is true that plant material can
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be — and is — sent through, the mail for identification purposes, it still may 
be likely that distance is a factor and. that nation^TS^esearchers tend to use 
the Herbarium more when they'’are close enough to take a plant there and find ...

• out what it'is rather than send it. The-users of this service overwhelmingly 
respond favorably to its usefulnes.s,. and ten of ten High Users say it is of 
Very Great Use. to "them. In explaining these favorable responses, almost all 
users mentioned some aspect of the good identification service they had received 

^^^^^from the Herbarium. 'No significant alternative source of this service was
reported in any of the Partner States, although the existence of small herbariums 
at Makerete University and Kawanda Research Station in Uganda and at the Univer

sity of Nairobi in Kenya was mentioned by a few researchers in those countries.
The Reference Collections referred to in this question are just really 

being d^jvelbped at EAApRO, so perhaps it was unfair to ask if national researchgrs 
were using them to-help identify viruses, nematodes, forest insects, or forest 
fungi. N^Sirtheless, twenty-six reported- that they had'used one or more of these 
collections, although only two of them could be considered-High Users. The 
virus and nematode collections had been used the most, and most of the 
thought the service had been of Very Great Use.' In the few instances in which 
this was 'not the case, the reasons seemed to be because of the results -- i.e., 
the specimen couldn't be identified (and may not have even been a virus or 
nematode at all) —gather than some criticism of the service itself. No sig

nificant alternative source of this type of service was reported in any Partner 
State.
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Chemical analyses servfpes provided by EAAFRO for such things as plant 
nmterial,. animal feed, and soil and water samples are not utilized as much by 
national researchers in any Partner State as ini^bvbe expected. One reason 
is that^there is a considerable amount of criticism about the service 'from past 
attempts made to obtain it. A few researchers in all three Partner States cited 
experiences they had had in sending samples of material to EAAFRO for analysis 
and never hearing anything about them again. Another explanation is that the 
simplest — and sometimes more complicated — chemical analyses now seem to 
be performed within ^e national research system. Twenty-two Tanzanian re- 
.searchers mentioned haying this service performed at their own station, and 
27.Ugandan.researchers reported the same. Kenya has established a unit at 
the National Agricultural Labs to perform this service, and 50 Kenyan re

searchers mentioned using it. Kitale research station in Kenya also does
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some of its own chemj.cal analysis work; In Uganda, several researchers also 
mentioned Makerere University as^an aiternative source^isf this service, and 
some Cotton Research Corpprati'bn researchers "in both Tanzania' and 'Uganda men- 

' tione'd."their headquarters as a source. The Ryrethrum Board and the East African 
■ Industrial Res'earch Organization were mentioned in a few special cases in Kenya.

From the results in Table VII.31, it is obvious that the Machinery Coordinat

ing unit of EAAFRO is not providing a service to national agricultural and 
' restry research systems in East Africa, but then it was expected that this - 
might be the case — i.e., that such service would apply more to agricultural 
machinery stations or operational farms than to agricultural or forestry rer , 
search. All three Partner States have recently established agricultural engin-

i

E
I
t
E

■ f

• eering stations which were referred to by a few national researchers in each
The Agricultural Engineering depart-Partner State in response to this question.

IJ ■ '
ment at Makerere University was mentioned by a few Ugandan researchers, and
foreign sb\jHs^s and private' firms were also mentioned by a few researchers in
each Partner State. ' But all of these are examples of sources of agricultural 
machinery reSearCh^or technology and more the subjects of coordination rather 
than a substitute for this EAAFRO service as it has been described.

In summing up the responses to these different EAAFRO services, perhaps 
a couple points should be made. For example, some national researchers in all 
Partner States V70uld emphasize in discussing a particular service that they 
really needed this -- or more'of this — service and inquired how they might 
obtain it from EAAFRO. This occurred for statistical advisory, for chemical 
analyses, and for agricultural machinery advisory services. If national service 
needs are not met' — or if a service is not performed satisfactorily — by a 
regional institution, national alternatives araHjOTinsl to develop. To the ex

tent that a particular service can be performed more easily or efficiently at 
the national level, this is an entirely reasonable prospect; but to the extent 
that a particular service can more lt)gically be performed at a centralized and 
specialized regional institution, this is an undesirable development. The 
Literature Service is a good example of what a regional institution can do to 
benefit the entire region when it initiates and develops an active program.
To date, however, the same amount of concern and effort does not seem to have 
gone into the planning and operation of other EAAFRO services.

■ In arriving at a composite ranking for the utilization of all EAAFRO 
scientific services by individual national researchers, a number of information

i
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indices were combined. First .was the'matter if a service had^.been utilized or 
not, but if it had been utilize^,there were two other^cStjsiderations taken into 
account; <1 1) whether the user was a High, Medium., or Low; Utilizer 'of the ser- ... 
vice;‘’'ahd 2) few useful that service'was to him. .The High, Medium, and Low User 
categories for'the different services were established on a relative basis — i.e., 

’‘f- ordering more than 20 reprints a year from the Literature Service was High for'that 
service, while consulting the EAAFRO statistician more than five times with no,time 
limitation was High for* that service. Opinions on how useful the particular 

'EAAFRO service was were taken into account in a directional sense so that un

favorable opinions on the worth of one service might cancel out favorable opinions 
on another. Minus scores were therefore possible,' and the national researchers 
in the lowest rank did end up with negative total scores. The scores for each 
service were then added dnd the results ranked as shown below in Table VII.34. 
Although .more Kenya researchers are shown to be utilizing EAAFRO services than 
Ugandan ortSBzanian, the national patterns, are similar with the largest number 
of researchers falling into the Low Use' category.' Patterns for citizen and

■ - ^ -vt -
ex.patriate researchers in all three Partner States also show no significant dif

ferences.
, } *

Question 26 sought to measure some personal contact transactions between 
EAAFRO and national research officers. In the first part, national researchers 
were asked how many EMFRO officers had visited them at their station in the 
preceding two years.. The results are shown in Table VII.35 below. Almost half 
of the officers (72 out of 165) reported that they had not had one visit from 
an EAAFRO officer in the preceding two years! (Table VII.35 does not include visits 
by EAAFRO F;Leld Trials Officers which are permanently stationed in Uganda and 
Tanzania as liaison agents, but it does include'visits from EAAFRO officers in 
decentralized divisions to places other than the national stations where' they 
are located.) ' This lack of contact was'most pronounced in .Tanzania, but also 
true to a significant extent in Kenya and Uganda. Only three Tanzanian re

searchers had received more than two EAAFRO officer visits at their stations in 
the preceding two years, which was quite disproportionately lower than the cor

responding numbers for^enya and Uganda. This tendency may be partly (lue to the 
distance factor, to the relative newness of many Tanzanian researchers, to travel 
or monetary restrictions between Kenya and Tanzania, or to other related reasons.
In addition, at least some of EAAFRO officers' visits to Tanzanian research 
stations did nof result in a favorable experience but just the opposite! More
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Table 711134 - Utilization. .of TIAAFRO Scientific Services
.. .

Composite Utilisation of.EAAFRO Ser-vicesNumber of 
' Nationals , sH'ery 

Researchers 
from -

■ - Very

Low ■ •Low
. Use . Use

High , High Medium 
Use ,

fc No
Use Use Answer Totals
p

.V-'
«. •

14Kenya

Uganda

5 16 26 14. 75

7'2 12 23 44

'19 . . 10^^^anzania 4 • 10 3 46 .•

Totals 5 20 38' 68 31 3 165

Citizen Re
searchers

2 U 12 18Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania.

Totals

7 50
■5.1 16 • 3 25

- 3 -54 . 1 13

162 20 39 11 8a

Ex-patriate
Researchers

4• 3 ,3 <8 7 25Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

Totals

1 7 ' 47 19

7 14 • 9 3 33

4 18 29 203 3 77

Table VII.35 - EAAFRO Officer Visits to National Researchers
y

Number of 
.National 
Researchers 

from -

Number of EAAFRO Officer Visits
No

>6 6 '5 4 3 2 1 0 Answer Totals

10 7 3 . 2 9 11 303 75Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

Totals

2 3 2 4 4 3 7 19' 44

1 , 1 1 5 12 23 3 46

12 11 5 8 7 17 30 72 3 165
f>

than one Tanzanian officer remarked about the hurried and uncaring nature of 
some EAAFRO visits in which an officer flew in and out in one morning or stopped by 
for ten minutes-between game parks. In Uganda, the greater number of researchers 

— - -receiving-more than-two-EAAFRO officer visits may have been due to their
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relatively greater experience at their stations, and in Kenya this may have 
been due to proximity and/or the^'amount. of cooperative^^search

.a • , : ■

taking ^place.^Particularly in the case of Kenyan officers at the National , 
Agricultural Laboratories in Nairobi, it seemed that once a personal contact, 
was made with are EMFRO offieer' that many EAAFRO officer visits to that station 
subsequently took place — i.e., once a relationship was established, it was 
able to be followed up because the two institutions were so close. Many Kenyan 

^^5«i^ficers at the,same station, however, also reported no EAAFRO officer visits' • 
to see them and this may be because that first contact was never established. 
Therefore, a certain minimal amount of visits seem to be made by EAAFRO officers 
to national stations in all Partner States, and if a national researcher reports 
no such visits to see him it may be due to the recency of his arrival or some 
other faator. Above this minimal amount, however, the number of EAAFRO officer 
visits maygjfipend to a large extent on distance and other factors such as per

sonal frien’dlhips.

Table VII,.36 ^elow shows the results to the second part of question ,26 — 
the total number of visits the national officers had made to EAAFRO headquarters 
at Muguga, jus.t outside Nairobi in Kenya. It is apparent from this table that 
the largest numbers of national researchers have either not been to EAAFRO head

quarters at all, or they have been there many times — too many times to be able 
to remember. Moreover, it is the Kenyan researchers from the National Agricul

tural Laboratories in particular which make up almost the entire latter category, 
while Tanzanian and"Ugandan researchers make up more than three-fourths of the 
former category. _ ' ,

Twent;^-nine out of 46 Tanzanian researchers had never been to Muguga, and 
only four had been there more than twice in theiiTTife. Twenty out of 44 Ugandan
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researchers had never been there, but greater numbers had visited three and 

• four times.
:»

Even 15 out of 75 Kenyan researchers had never been to Muguga, but 
this is a small proportion compared to the numbers which had visited a large 
number of times. IPart of this lack of national travel from Tanzania and Uganda 
has undoubtedly been due to travel restrictions placed on national researchers '.i;:

i
1

by those governments ift an effort to keep within tight budgets and conserve 
scarce foreign exchange^ and part is also undoubtedly due to the distance in

volved. In Kenya, of course, there are no border restrictions for the national 
researchers and distances to EAAFRO are usually a lot less. Another partial 
explanatory factor appearingto operate in all three Partner States was the
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Table VII.36 ir National Officers Visits.to EAAFRO Headquarters
TNumber of 

National ' 
Researchers 
. from - "

■^lotal Number of Visits to EAAFRO Headquarters

>5 - 5
Noft

4 3 2 1 0 Answer Totals

30 1Kenya 
Uganda 

^^anzania 
' Totals

5 4 9 11 15 75

2 1 2 2 8 9 20 44

2. 2 2 8 29 3 -46

32 2 9 8 19 28 64 3 165

recency of arrival of some national researchers to their positions. It should
. also be noted that many of the African national researchers who received their
university education in EgsfAfrica visited EAAFRO at least once on class tours. 
The unique;closeness of EAAFRO and Kenya's National Agricultural Laboratories 
might be'ncs^^aiso once again with respect to the. relatively high numbers of 
national researchers from this institution who would casually visit EAAFRO 
large numbers of-times just to use the library or visit sociaily with friends.

In addition to these visits to EAAFRO headquarters and national research 
stations, national researchers were asked in question 26 if they-had met EAAFRO 
officers at conferences, seminars, or other kinds of meetings held at places 
other than their own station or EAAFRO headquarters. Forty-six researchers 
from Kenya, 30 from Uganda, and 18 from Tanzania reported one or more meetings 
of this nature. In Kenya and Uganda, specialist committee meetings were the most 
frequently mentioned, but'in Tanzania, two special conferences the government

y

, had recently sponsored on, land use and soil fertility, which an EAAFRO repre

sentative attended, were mentioned the most oftcuu—^4^ few national researchers 
in each Partner State mentioned the East Africa Cereals conferences in -this con

text — conferences sponsored by USAID on cereals research in Greater East Africa.
There was also some mention in Kenya of seminars sponsored by the National 
Agricultural Laboratories which EAAFRO officers attended. One meeting forum
conspicuous for its absence in the discussions to this question was the East 
African Academy of Sciences.-

A composite ranking for personal contact between the national researcher
• and EAAFRO research officers was developed which takes into account all of the

V e
information obtained in question 26. The basic measure is the number of EAAFRO 
officer visits the national researcher received in the preceding two years on 
4 five-level scale once again, but this ranking could bo altered by a significant
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number of visits to EAAFRO headquarters or to meetings where’EAAFRO, officers 
also attended. The Very High cihd Very Low rankings wMe purposely made very 
restricStive^O that the interaction with and isolation"from EAAFRb of these ' ■ -

'• national researchers could be emphasized.'For example, in order to fall into.e

the Very Low category, the..nationa'l researcher, had to report no visits from- 
EAAFRO, no visits to EAAFRO, and no significant conference meetings, 
composite results are shown in Table VII.37 below. Although the national ' 

^^^patterns are soraewhat%imilar' in that they all peak in the Low category, Kenya 
again appears to have proportionally more contact with EAAFRO and Tanzania pro

portionally less, with Uganda in the middle.- The patterns of citizen and ' 
expatriate researchers in each Partner State show no striking differences.

Table VII.37 - Personal Contact vrith EAAFRO

The

o
Number of- ■, . 
National 
Researchers-"'’ 

from -
Very
High

Very No
■Low Low Ranking TotalsHigh Medium

Kenya . 
Uganda 
Tanzania 
Totals

10 12 20 25 8 75

2 6 7 17 12 44
5

3 27 13 3 463
! 12 18 30 69 33 3 165

7^
Citizen
Researchers

6Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania’

Totals

8 13 17 6 50I y. 1 3 3 11 7 25i

1 3 3 13

7 ."^11 17 37. 16 88.a

Ex-patriate■
Researchers

Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

Totals

■ 4 4 7 . 8 2 25i
1 3 4 . 6 ■ 5 19

2 18 10 3 331
5 7 13 .32 17 3 77
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An analysis’bf jth^ iTrdlvidual ^ESAFRO officers’mentioned by national re

searchers for their visits to ngpional^research statlotl^ shows few surprises.
As one might expect, EAAFRO a^inistrative personnel were near the;, top of the 
}.ist'in all ^iSree Partner States for the number of national researchers who 

' mentioned receiving visits from EAAFRO officers. Other non-administrative 
officers stood out -in this'context, especially in one case where the officer . 
had' just been with EAAFRO for one year prior to the study. The’ officers in the 
Plant Pathology and Nematology^ Division apparently have made more visits to ^ 

'national researliers than those in-.any other EAAFRO division, although for some 
reason,they are conspicuously absent from the Uganda list.- It is also probably 
true that other EAAFRO divisions - such as Forestry - might be under-represented 
on these lists because not enough national level counterparts in their field
were interviewed. »

o ■ ■

Opinions about EAAFRO liaison agents were obtained in question 27. Field 
■ ■ Trials O'f^^rs of EAAFRO are permanently stationed in Uganda and Tanzania to
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coordinate and assiaf■ in the testing of tjew cereals varieties under varied local 
conditions. The opinions of natlpnal researchers in thS^e two countries toward 
these officers are shown below'*in Table. VII.S'S. The overwhelming Opinion toward. <

•the Field Tri^Ts Officers in both countries is favorable and ’in the top two 
•categories, but expatriate researchers in both countries seem to be more favor- 

«■. ably inclined than do citizen researchers. There was also a high awareness 
of these relatively new positions, as only three Ugandan and ^our Tanzanian rp-; 
^archers had never heard of the position title or the indivisuals who filled."it.
^he few unfavorable opinions that came from Uganda were related to feelings that

'Table VII.38 - General Opinions toward EAAFRO Field Trials Officers'

Number of 
National 
Researchers 

from. -

Field Trials Officers perceived
Very

Un-Very-
Favorably Favorably Neutral favorably favorably Answer Totals

Un- No

Uganda

Tanzania

Totals

20 1 4 4411 . 5 3

4620 11 4 •1 10

40 9 14 9022 3 2

Citizen ReV- 
searchers

Uganda

Tanzania

Totals

8 4 1 4 257 1

4 ^ 4 3 1 1 13

12 . 11 7 1 2 5 38
}

Ex-Patriate
I Researchers

Uganda

Tanzania

Totals

12 4 1 19i-

16 - V -"I 1 9 33

928 11 2 2 52

0

this position was only duplicating work already being done or that a citizen of 
Uganda should have been recruited to fill the position since high scientific 
qualifications were not required. The large number of favorable opinions, on 
the other hand, were mostly related to the need for rigorous field trials in 
testing new plant varieties under varied local conditions. It was explicitly 
or implicitly recognized by these national researchers that the national re

search systems hadn't been doing a fully adequate job in this respect and that 
regional help;was needed. Only a very few national researchers cited the coor

dination or liaison betvjeen EAAFRO and the national system aspect of the Field 
~ Of f icer...in explaining a favorab le response .'

a
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It was also discovered again in response' to question ^27 that agricultural 

machinery is only a very peripheral part of .agricultural and \forestry research 
in East -Africa, ^tional researchers- use machinery for such things as carrying- 
out field trials, of course, but usually not in an experimental sense. Fifty- 
seven national researchers in the Partner States did report some limited ex-

■S-. ■ - '

perimental connection with machinery,however, mainly with insecticidal spraying 
machinery, nut shelleis, cotton gins, coconut oil extractors, etc. were also 
men^fis^ned once or twice. The EAAFRO officer in charge of the Machinery Goof- ' ' ' 
dinating Service is virtually unknown in the national agricultural and forestry 
research systems of all three Partner States. Of all national researchers

■* »ji

interviewed, only seven had met him, 21 had heard of but not met him, and 132 
had not even heard of him,

'h

In •question 28, national researchers were asked to name as many EAAFRO 
. researchers as^h^ .could. The numerical results are shown below in Table VII.39. 
Just over two-thirds of the national researchers were able to name between one 
and six EAAFRO researchj-officers. Very few couldn't name any at all, but the 
largest single group was those that could name only from one to three..The 
national and citizens and expatriate patterns shown are all roughly similar, 
but Uganda's pattern peaks earlier in the middle category and proportionally 
more Ugandan researchers know greater numbers of EAAFRO officers than Kenyan 
or Tanzanian researchers de. This may indicate that experience in East Africa 
is a more important factor influencing this variable than .proximity. Both greater 
distances and less experience could be influencing Tanzania's low score on this 
measure. '

An analysis of the EAAFRO officers named by national researchers in response 
to question 28 also provides sejne interesting trends. Table VII.39 below groups 
the EAAFRO officers into racial sets of European and non-Europeans, and lists 
the officers in each group according to the total number of national researchers 
who knew them.*This total number of national researchers is then broken down
into the numbers of European and non-European national researchers who knew 
that EAAFRO officer. In examining who the best-known EAAFRO officers are, one 
noticeable factor involved'^s the administrative functions that most of them
have Been associated with. Many of them have also had a relatively long tenure 
with EAAFRO, but other EAAFRO officers with just as much or more experience with 
EAAFRO are much less well-known.

*Actual names of EAAFRO officers will not be shown in Table VII.40 to preserve 
" cbhfidenfiality "and aw potential embarrassment to those concerned.
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Table VII,3 9*- Wuraber of EAAFRO Research Officers Known
T

Number of ^ 
National ,

; Researcher's, 
from -

A

jNttmber of EAAFRO research officers known
No

>9 - -g'- 7 6-4 3.-1 D Answer Totals
i

Senya

Uganda
T^gjsania

Totals

5 'll 20 33 6 75
4 13 18 9 0 . 44

3^1 20’■11 8 3 46
10 27 49 ■ 62 14 3 165

Citizen Re
searchers
Kenya

Uganda
Tanzania

2 7 15 22 4 50
7 IQ 7 •25

■2 4 6 1 .13

Totals • 3 .16 29 35' 5 88 .

Expatriate 
- Researchers

Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

4• 3 ‘ 5 11 2 25

3 6 8 • 2 19

1 1 7 14 7 3 33

IfTotals 7 20 27 9 3 77

The difference seems to be due to the specialized nature of the research of 
th.e latter EAAFRO officers and/or their lack of travel and exposure around the 
region. Therefore, Forestry,'Plant Quarantine, Herfeartiim, and Animal Production 
officers seem to be less well-known, for example, than dp Plant Pathology and 
Nematology and Physics and Chemistry officers. A confounding factor in the 
above generalization, however, is the decentralized locations of some EAAFRO 
officers at large national stations -- Kawanda and Serere in Uganda, and Kitale 
in Kenya — where they are known just because they are there. This seems to 
particularly affect how well known the Sorghum and Millet officers, the Sugar 
Cane Breeding officer, the'liaize Genetics officer, and the Field Trials Officers 

. are. When the locations of the national officers who knew these EAAFRO officers 
are examined, the strong influence of the Serere, Kawanda, and Kitale stations — 
and of Uganda and Tanzania -- on how well known they are is apparent.

/. But the most important result shown in Table VII. 40 is the division along
racial lines of the EAAFRO officers that European and non-European national

«.
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Table VII.46 - Analysis of’Knowledge of EAAFRO Officers 
AccQrdins to. Racial Grouping^’

' J

Hame .of EAAFRO Officer Race 'Number of African 
and Asian National 
Researchers who . 

Researchers knew Officer 
who knew 
Officer

Total Number . Humber of 
of National European 
Rese'archers .JJational 
who knew 

Officer

ft

■*

^ 1 2028European

2618

1317

2010

1415
i1215 j

1313

1411

8.14 '

11.10

119

127

115

115

.106

105

814

7

6 .4.

46

36

61

14

21

2

11

11
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0 Table VTI.4.Q ^ (continued)

A- }
!

Number of-African “ 
and Asian National 
Researchers who 
knew Officer

Number of' 
European 
National 
Researchers 
who knew 
Officer

ESlAFR^OfflcerName of Race. Total Number 
of National . 
Researchers 

■ who knew - 
Officer

s.
p

•a-. ■

28 ■•African. 72 18 5.4
II 4129 15 26

30 , tl 24 4 20

1431 Asian 7 7

1232 African 12
■* fi 10 233 • 8

. o
,ii34 . 9 2 7

aa- • II 5 335 2 .
II36 5 5

_ w II 4 437
II38 3 1 2\

. It 339 3

40 Asian 2 2

researchers know. Roughly similar numbers of European and non-European national 
researchers know European EAAFRO officers, but it appears that proportionally

!
1

more non-European national researchers know non-European EAAFRO officers than do 
, European national-researchers.

Asian EAAFRO officers.
Two exceptions to the above generalization are 

One might attempt to explain..^this difference by the 
relatively recent arrival of-'some of the new African .graduates joining-EAAFRO's
staff, but the.numbers, of national researchers who know EAAFRO's new African 
Director, who has over 10 years experjLence, show perhaps the largest discrepancy. 
Moreover, there are European officers on EAAFRO'.s staff who have arrived just 
as recently which are known by roughly similar, numbers of European and non- 
European national researchers. This pattern also holds across EAAFRO divisions, 
except for one officer ^n the Herbarium.

National officers in question 28 were also asked to indicate which of these 
EAAFRO officers they considered to be personal friends as. opposed to acquaintances 
or professional colleagues. Those results are shown below in Table VII.41.
Well over half the national researchers considered none of the EAAFRO officers

■:

\
f
I
i
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Table VII. 41 - Number of EAAFRO Research-Officers as Personal'Friends i
V

{ Kumber of ^
National?,., , Slumber of EAAFRO'Officer Friends 

>4 '4

s

i
‘ Researcher? 

from -
No

2 .0 Totals3 1 Answer
a

•S'. ■

Kenya

Uganda

^^Jiehzania

Totals

3 11 15 44

3 7 14 17

L.
7 20' 34 95

1 1 75

2 1 44 ■
4

1 1 • 2 3 46

34 2 165

1

Citizen Re
searchers

Kenya

Uganda o 
Tanzania. 
Totals

1 1 1 6 8 33

2 11 9

50

1 • '1 1 25

y 1 1 1 1 9 13-.jiSi,-
.1

3I 2 9 20 ■ 513 88

Expatriate
Researchers

_ . Jt
i

I i
2Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

Totals

5 7 11 25 i
1 2 5 . 3

1 4 25 .

8 19a i
■!

!3 33a
f 1 4 11 14 44 3 77
* ii they knew to be personal friends, and most of those who did have ffiends only 

had one or two. There does not appear to be that many personal friendships 
between regiocial and'national researchers in East Africa. Ugandan researchers, 
however, once again appear to have proportionally ISore^EAAFRO officer friends 
and Tanzanian researchers, to have proportionally less. 'Total patterns for' 
citizen and expatriate researchers appear to be roughly similar, but interestingly 
enough a higher proportion of expatriate researchers in Kenya appear to have 
EAAFRO friends than do citizen researchers, while the opposite is true in Uganda.

An analysis of the EAAFRO officers considered by national researchers 
to be personal friends —^imilar to the previous Table VII.40 -- is shown below' 
in Table VII.42. If anything, the apparent difference between European and non- 

, ' E'uropean^national researchers is even more emphatic with respect to their personal
friendships with EAAFRO officers than it was with their knowledge. Once again, 
roughly.similar numbers of European and non-European national researchers consider '

. ■*Again, the actual names of the EAAFRO officers will not be shown in Table VII.42
to 'preserve confidentiality and avoid any potential embarrassment to those concerned.

i

i
i
t:
iS-

i
f
*

a

s
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Table VII.42 - AnalS^is of Personal* FrieTidships with EAAFRO Officers

GroupinasNAccording to Racial

Name of E.«1FR0 Oflfeer Number of African/ 
Asian National 
Researchers who 
considered a 
personal friend

Race Total Number' 
of National 
Researchers 
'who consider
ed a personal 

friend

. Number of 
European 
National 
Researchers 
who consider
ed a personal 

friend

6

*
f

13-1 European 6 7
2 ", 7 4 3
3 II 7 5 2
4 It 6 6 2
5 II 6 4 2n

II6 5 1 4fc-
II7 5 2 3

8 II 4 2 2
II9 4 3 1

10 II 4 2
j

11 II 3 3 2
12 II 3 3
13 3 1 2
14 II • 2 2
15 II 2 1 1

II16 2 1 1
II17 2 2

18 II 2 1 1
•II19 1 • 1
II20 1 1 ■1

II21 1 1

African 1322 1 12^ \
It23 7 1 6

(JT24 7 7
1tl. 25 3 3

-<■
ft26 3 3

27 ft 3 3
28

29

30
''"31'"'

It 2 2
Asian 2 2

African 2 2
II 1 1
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\European EAAFRO officers “to be their personal- -friends, but only two European ' 
national researchers in total consider African/Asian EAAFRO^Wficers IiSi

i
to be

■ ■.

personal friehds! , In examining the, individual EAAFRO officers who are con-
*'iL' . ■ ^ ' ■ ' ■ ■ '

« ; sidered, by larger numbers of national researchers, to be personal friends, the 
effect of being permanently stati.oned in-a decentralized location and/or doing 
a Relatively great amount of traveling away from Muguga seem to be important

'■1

S:
I factors. Nationality is also a factor that plays some part-in African EAAFRO ' - 

off^e»^ and African national researcher friendships, but how much is d'ifficu-lt . - • 
to determine.

Finally, African national researchers were asked in question 28 to indicate 
any EAAFRO officers who had been their university "schoolmates" (but not necess

arily the same class) . The results are shown below in Table VII.43 . Of the 29

4

ii.?

1s
i'

--
I Table VII.4-13 - Number of African EAAFRO Research Officers as Schoolmates
Is)

■ EAAFRO 
Officer

Number of African National, Researcher 
Schoolmates from -i

I Tanzania- .Kenya Uganda Totals
4

C. Karue 
F.' J. Wangati 
B. N. Majisu 
M. Simbwa-Bunnya 

. F. Os-Jino 
T. Olembo 
J. Kachacheba 

■Hgundo 
-C. Kabuye 
J. Migunda 

Totals

6 1- 7

i 4 1 6 ■1

3 2 1 6Ia': 1 2 3
/y

2 2

1 1i 1 1

' 1 1
i?

1 1

1 1.
ap 20 5 4 29s

schoolmate situations, three African national researchers were classmates 
with African EAAFRO officers in India, two in the U.S.A., one in the U.K., 
one in Canada, two at the University of Nairobi, and 20 at Makerere University.
To the extent that an indigenous network of regiohal-national research "old boys" 
has developed, it appears to have largely been based on university education at 
Makerere, but these linkages seem to be far more extensive in Kenya than in the

Moreo^^r, these Makerere linkages do not exist for

I
I
"I

Other two Partner States.
{

tt -

3

<
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the younger national^researchers and will not exist for future researjchers'"in
alKenya and Tanzania because of the' expansion of national universities in Nairobi 

and -Car es Sa^iaam. Personal friendsijips. apong regional arid national African 
■ researchers, hpwever, have developed in some instances where Makerere University
was not a factor?-r the most-'notable' example .being M. Simbwa-Bunnya who had the

./•
■

largest number of African national researchers (12) who considered him a personal
In his case, how-'friend but who received his university education in India.

he was a researcher in the Ugandan national system before becoming an ' ' 
EAAFRO officer and he is permanently stationed at Kawanda Research Station in
Uganda in the decentralized Sugar Cane Breeding Division.

Therefore, in examining Tables VII.40, 42, and 43, it is difficult to deter

mine how much of an "old boys" network has developed among indigenous, regional 
and natiottal researchers in East Africa, and how much further one is likely to' 
develop ■ in jthe .future. It is likely that, only the smallest beginnings' of one 
has developed to datg, based largely on education at Makerere University,, and 
that further deyelojmient • is going to be difficult because of the establishment 
of separate national universities in each Partner State. Nevertheless, it is 
possible to develop the necessary knowledge of and friendships between regional 
and national researchers through other mechanisms such as those mentioned above 
in the case of M. Simbwa-Bunnya,

The last distinct^potential EAAFRO benefit to individual national researchers - 
the number of articles published in the East African Agricultural and Forestry 
Journal -- was measured in question 29, and the results are shown below in 
Table VII.44. Two things are immediately apparent: 1) a very low number (22) 
of national’researchers have had articles published in the Journal; and 2) of 
that low number, a highly ^.isproportionate number have been expatriates.
Articles "in press" were included in this table, and still of the 165 national 
researchers in agriculture and forestry interviewed, only 17 from Kenya and 
five from Uganda had had articles published in this local agricultural and 
forestry journal! Not one national researcher from Tanzania could be found 
.who could respo'nd positively to this question.

It was noted in sdnle of the discussions to previous questions that the 
'issue of racism was brought up with regard to the operations of the Journal 
by some African researchers from Kenya, and the fact that only seven of the 
22.national researchers who could respond positively to this question were 
African emphasizes their point, which was again raised in the discussions to

i
t

I
!

i
I

(
i

J

j

;!

2
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Table VII.44 - Kumber of Articles Published in Journal

h-T
Number of Articles Published 

•in Journal . -
Number of ^ 
^National,^. 
Researcher,s_^^ 

from -
Not

>'4 ■ 4 Answer Totals1 . 023
a.a" 75■' ‘■‘Kenya 

Uganda 
^Ig(nzania 

Totals

1 12 58
2 39

1 ■■ 1 
1 2

2
44 V;

4643 3 i=
a165I'- 14 140 322 3 a

Citizen Re- E
searchers

50 .5 441Kenya 
Uganda 
Tanzania: 
Totals

■j

251 24 .

13113
a

886 ' 81 11T

_ ^Ex-patriate 
,. Researchers

S25,7.

1, 15

111 1. Kenya 
Uganda 
Tanzania 
Totals

i
1921

3330 3
■i

7731 -8 59'S 1 :2
!

IIt is true that many of the African researchers in Kenya'sthis question.
national research system were relatively recent graduates, but even some with
much more experience were disgruntled with the alleged reception that"papers 
from! African researchers rec^ved in the Journal'seditorial office.

Since publishing was tte final potential EAAFRO benefit to be -measured, 
and since roost o£ the other benefits had not individually achieved widespread 
positive responses among national resea'rchers, it was decided to develop a 
composite score for all six benefits that a national researcher might receive 

Institution-Building, Research Collaboration, Utilization offrom EAAFRO:
Research Results, Utilizqiion of Scientific Services, Interpersonal Relations,
and Publishing. A simple additive scoring system was developed in which all 
six benefits were equally weighted, but where the positive to negative opinion
about the potential EAAFRO "benefit" was taken into account as well as the

The results are shown in Table VII.45reception of it-by the national researcher.
:—E-below.-—Reflecting-the .previous responses, Tanzanian researchers are shown to. be

-5
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Table VII.45 - Composite EAAFRO Benefits Received by

National-vRes'earchers

A

; Number .of "'i- . EAAgRb Benefits Received were ■ 
National 
Researchers 

from .

NoI Very 
Low ■ LowHigh High- -Medium ' Answer Totals

i.

■ 18 . ■ 75 .76 15 29 .Kenya

Uganda^

Tanzania

Totals

•449 ’ 23- 44

468 21 31 1 12

16543 325 64 19■ 11

Citizen Re
searchers

'k

50 ■11• 8 ■ 23 : 5Kenya' 
Uganda 
Tanzania 
Totals

25 •2 1 .. 5 r,16
132 551
8844 9 175 ■ . . i3 .

Ex-patriate
Researchers i

256 2 773Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

Totals

192 . 34 73

16 3 3367

7712 10 26 36 20

absolutely and proportionally receiving the lowest composite benefit scores, and 
while Kenyan researchers receive the highest absolute- number of composite benefit 
scores, Ugandan researchers score higher on a proportional Basis. In examining 
the patterns of the citizen and expatriate national researchers on this measure,' 
the only slight difference seems to be that expatriate researchers score less 
in the Medium and more in the Very Low category than do citizen researchers.

Question 30 addressed the subject of the Specialist Committees which are 
.chaired by EAAFRO officers and are supposed to coordinate and make project 
selection recommendations for jjegional research in their particular field.
The results are shown below in Table VII.46. Once again, the Uganda scores 
for'this measure are disproportionately high and Tanzania's are disproportionately 
'low. Those national researchers in the High category had attended more than 
fi've Specialist Committee meetings; those in the Medium category three to five 

' :meetTngsT"ana"fh"ose^^^^i^ the "Low category one or tvra meetings. In terms Of totals.
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Table VII.^6 _ ^peeialisK Commlttae'Meeting Attendance
\

)
Had not 

' 'attended 
■ any spec. 
■Committee 
Meetings

Number of ■ . 
National r 

' * Researchers 
from -

f. '■

*
'V- -

Sub-
High Medium Low . Total

p ■

No
Answer Totals

2Kenya

Uganda-

Tanzania

Totals

9 17 28 47 75

5 6 15 - 26 ■ 18 44

1 1 6 ■ 8 35 3 46
. 8 16 38 62 100 • 3 165

Citizen Re
searchersI'
Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

Totals,

/I ■ 5 ■ 13 19 , 31 50

1 —
9 12 13 25 ■

1 2 4 9 13I 3 24 35 53 88!
s; Ex.Patriate

Researchers 1

i: Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

Totals

1 . 4 4 9 16 25fi
4 4 6 14 5. 19'f:

4 4 26- ^ 3 33
145 8 27 47' 3 77

! 100 national researchers -- almost tvjo-thirds! -- had not attended any Specialist 
Commi'ttee meetings, at all, while of the 62 who had, 38 had only attended bne or 
two, 16 had attended three to five, and only eight hacTatt^ded more than five. 
The one factor that is again probably influencing this response is the length ' 
of time the national 'researcher has been working in East Africa, 
cussed earlier, many of the Specialist Committees hadn't met in the two

As was dis-
years

preceding this study because of uncertainties raised by the'Wasawa Report and, 
. most likely, their own inherent weaknesses. The. response patterns shown for
citizen and expatriate nation^ researchers don't seem to differ too much, 
although expatriates in Uganda show higher responses than any other group.

Information regarding the specific Specialist Committees whose meetings 
were attended and opinions about the effectiveness of those meetings was also 
obtained, and those results are shown below in Table VII.47. The largest number ;

■

I

.1
. . . " , , ..r , . . . . .' ■". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '
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ITable VII.47 - Attend’ance at and Perceiy.ed’Effe&tiveness of Specific

. Specialist Coinniittee Meetinss ' f"

H<■

£i
. . Name of Special-' 

ist Committee
Number of iJational Researchers who perceived' 

- effectiveness of Specialist Committee to be
(> Very
Great Much Some Little

■■

i'4 Ho
Opinion Totals

>■ INone■SF. •

1 232 4 14 2Agricultural Botany 
Entomology & Insec-

4i
142 6 6•*

■iSoil Fertility 
Coffee

Plant Imports & 
Exports

Forestry Resear^ 
Sugar Cane -

Animal Nutrition' 
Hydro Meteorology 
Pastures/Rangeland

6 123 3

3 2 1 6
'I

1 2 163

I
4 1 .6

.j

. 4 1 1 .6 H
a- •

42 1 1 -I
i1 11 3

_ _ _ Tf

2 1 3

of national researchers had attended meetings of.the Specialist Committee on 
Agricultural Botany, with significant numbers having attended meetings of the 
Entomology and Insecticides ^a-nd the ^il Fertility Specialist Committees. 
Specialist Committees on Agricultural Machinery, Herbicides, Wildlife, and Sta

tistics were listed in EA/'.FRO's Annual Report, but these are not mentioned by 
national researchers at all which is'perhaps not surprising in view of the 
tenuous links beWeen some of these committees and agriculture or forestry.

Opinions on the effectiveness,of these committee meetings is shown to be 
overwhelmingly favorable in'Table VII.47, but the national researchers Were 
•allowed in the interview question to define "effectiveness" in any terms they

i

1
J

I

i

i

desired, and later in follow-up questions these-criteria of effectiveness were 
discussed. The objective for this study was to determine how many national re

searchers thought of these Specialist Committees' in terms of coordination and
decision-making with regard research in a particular field in the region, 
•and how many thought in terns of communication or information dissemination 
conferences.'' The results for the specific committees are fairly interesting. 
The Specialist Committee on Agricultural Botany received 17 favorable comments 
on its effectiveness in terms of communication, and five unfavorable comments

/T

c

■ i

f
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on a lack of decision-makiflg; Soil Fertility received 12 favorable comments on 
. communication and one favorable comment'on decision-making; "c^fee received

^ “ ‘ r •

six favorable comments, all on communication;'Plant Imports and-Exports re-
'V- ■

- ceived three “favorable comments on decision-making; Forestry Research received 
three favorable comments on communication and three‘favorable comments on 
decision-making; Sugar Cari'e received two favorable comments on communication 
and four favorable comments on decision-making; Animal Nutrition received three 

comments on communication and one unfavorable comment on a lack of ^favor

decision-making; Hydro-Meteorology received two favorable comments, both on
r^e

communication; and Pastures/Rangeland received three, favorable comments, all 
on communication. These were not the only unfavorable or favorable comments 
made about the effectiveness of the Specialist Committees (other prominent 
unfavorable coimpents were made about the too large size of Agricultural Botany 
and Entomology and'.Insecticides and about the rushed and inefficient way their 

' meetings were ruri)'fH)ut this characteristic is largely thought of in terms of 
communication by national researchers. There'is some awareness in; Agricultural 
Botany and Entomology and Insecticides of a lack of decision-making, but the 
only Specialist Committees where significant decision-making and coordination 
activities are perceived to be taking place is in the fields of Plant Imports 
and-Exports, Forestry Research, and .Sugar Cane.

A general favorable or,,unfavorable opinion about the over-all East African 
“community is obtained from the national researchers in question 31, and the 
results are shown below in Table VII.48. A special category had to be added 
to the table because of the many national researchers v7ho in effect gave two
opinions in response to this question -- a favorable opinion towar;^ .the EAC 
in theory or as an ideal, but qualified by an unfavorable^opinion toward how 
the EAC was working in practice. As can be seen from Table VII.48, this type' 
of dual opinion was used almost exclusively by expatriate and hardly at all 
by“citizen national researchers. Relations between the three Partner States were
somewhat strained during and just preceding the time this study was carried 
out, so this is not an unexpected reaction. The'vjay in which almost all of 
these Special category responses were given suggested a feeling of deep dis-

. appointment in what was happening and some hopes’ — however slim — for a 
better future for the Community. In explaining their responses, the reasons 
given by national researchers for answering as they did were, generally of

1) favorable reasons of a practical nature for having an Eastthree types:
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.Table VII.^8 1 General Opinions About EAC i \

■ Number of 
National 
Researchers 

from •

i. Very 
Un-

■4.Special
CategQry*-S^avorably Favorably -Neutral Favorably Favorably

Very Un- ■ Ho ■

Answer Totals

12Kenya 
Uganda «. 
Tanzania 

Totals

16 32 . . 9 3 3 751

f- ¥.6 is le 8 1 44

I
5 . 12 13 5 ■2 1 8 46 ■

23 41 61. 224 5 2 11 ~ 165-

Citizen Re
searchers

'Kenya

Uganda

Tanzania

Totals

1 11 27 8 2 1. 50

1 10 10 4 25
m■ 1 ■ 4- o 2 13

2. 28 ,.41 14 . 2 1 88

IExpatriate
Researchers ec
' Kenya 
Uganda 
Tanzania 
Totals

11 5 5 _1 1 2 25 s;is5 3 6 4 1 19i 1
g-

5 5 9 3 2 1 8 33
21 13 20 8 ■3 2 10 77

IS

i
*Favorable in theory but unfavorable in practice.

African Community — e.g., can do some things cheaper, better, etc.; 2) favorable 
reason^ of an ideological-nature in which unity and cooperation were desirable for 
their own sake; 3) unfavorable reasons concerned with naeinn^l politics and the 
Community in which cooperation was^eclining and disputes were increasing. ’ •

In examining the .totals in Table VII.48, the overwhelming majority of national 
researchers has a favorable opinion tovjard the EAC, with no significant differences

-•
3

*.

I
I
IsI in national patterns. The one large distinction between citizen and expatriate 

researchers hasalready been noted, and expatriate patterns in all three Partner 
States appear to be somewhat similar.

- citizen researchers, hov/ever, ^

it';.;

IS

In examining the national patterns forI is appears in proportional terms at least that
Ugandan and Tanzanian citizens arS-&-lightly more favorably inclined toward the 
EAC than are Kenyan citizen researchers.

?;

I
i

This is a very slight difference, how

ever; and would not be mentioned except for the intangible feeling by this author
that at least in the case of Ugandan citizen researchers there is more of an

I
it .
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idealized yearning for the principles of unity and cooperation as expressed in the • 
East African Community than there is in either Kenya or Tanzanla>y, This is not' to 
say that the same ^pattern would be true'’for the average citizen in East Africa.

. These citizen f'etearch^s are part of the intellectual elites of their Partner 
States and many of them'were in the process of university or secondary education 
when thS-excitement over independence and the potential"strength of an East African 
Federation was at its peak. Some cynicism has undoubtedly set in since that timej but 
there sti^ appears to be a large reservoir of good will and hopes for the. Com

munity among this group of citizens, and particularly for Ugandan researchers.
As a final question for that part of the interview concerned with this study, 

national researchers were asked to mention any specific improvements that could 
.be made with respect to regional and national scientific relationships in East 
Africa. The results to this question reinforce many of the themes that have 
already been mentioned. The largest number of nafional researchers in all three

jfcj.':-. ...
Partner States mentfEtrasd the need for better communications, and especially 
more visits and personal contact, with EAAFRO. A significant number in each 
Partner State also mentiohecf results and services that might be more useful to 
them, and the need for better political and economic relationships among the 
Partner States. A few researchers mentioned specific items: African national 
researchers thought that EAAFRO could provide some valuable training for them; 
further decentralization from Muguga was mentioned; the inactive s,tatus of 

■ certain Specialist Committees was questioned, etc. But perhaps the most inter

esting comments in this context were of the nature that EAAFRO should simply show 
more interest irT national research, that they should feel less superior and 

•- make national researchers 'feel welcome. As one national researcher put it, .

"It is the Muguga image that is the obstacle."

J
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Chapter VIII

. Statistical Analysis of Results, 
Interpretations and Evaluations
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From the data presented in the preceding j:hapter; numerical measures on
punched onto^E^puter cards forthe variables listed below in Table VIH'.l were 

statistical analysis..

• Table ylll.1 - Acronyms for Computerized’Indicator Measures
E
ESI
F-
IF
ENATLT^ = Nationality, the Partner State where the national researcher 

working

= Proximity, the ranked distance in kilometers from the national researcher's- 
station ot EAAFRO headquarters at Muguga' (Kenya)

CITZN = Citizenship, whether the national researcher was.a citizen or non-citi
zen of an East African country (this variable also served a a measure 
for the race of the national researcher, since With one or two exceptions 

■ citizens could be assumed to be vlack Africans and non-citizens to be’ 
white Europeans)

'k

EXPSTA = Experience at Station, the ranked length of time a national researdher 
had beertjat his national station

CRTSIZ = Criticai^^Se, the critical size of the national institute where the 
national researcher was stationed

SCICOM = Scientific completaentarity, the extent to which,EAAFRO's scientific work 
complemented that of the national researcher

GENOP = the General ,Opinion of the national researcher toward EAAFRO, favorable 
■ to unfavorable on a five-point scale

PERKNL = Perceived Knowledge, the amount of knowledge about EAAFRO that a national 
researcher perceived himself to have

REGST = Regionality Statemelit, the agreement or disagreement of the national
■ researcher with a statement that EAAFRO was ".truly regional, East

African" . •

was
!e

I
E-

PROX

I
II
I
!i
iE

I
fI

F
r
\ i

f INSTBL = Institution-Building, whether or not the national researcher was located 
, at a national research station where one 

divisions v;as also located
of EAAFRO's decentralized

!• I
the national researcher was ICOLLAB = Experimental Collaboratiorii whether or not

collaborating or had collaborated with EAAFRO officers on any experi

mental projects i
IRESUTL = Research Utilization, whether or qpt the national researcher had ever 

utilized the results of EAAFRO research in his own scientific work ft
s

PERREL = Perjjeived Relevance, the degree of relevance of EAAFRO's research and 
seS/ices as perceived by the national research

PERC.OM = Perceived Competanc^ the degree of competence with which EAAFRO's sci
entific work was done as perceived by thfc national researcher

f S

31 PERTRN = Perceived Transfer, the degree of success of EAAFRO's information or t 
tecTinology transfer efforts to the national researcher as perceived by 
the national researcher

RESBAL = Research Balance, whether the national researcher thought EAAFRO's
research should be more applied, or thought it was about right the way 
it was or even be more fundamental
Service Utilization, the composite amount of EAAFRO's scientific ser
vices utilized by the national researcher ' .

!

I
i;ISERUTL -

ii
a
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= Transaction,' the extent of personal contact or. visits betweM EAAFRO > 

and national researchers , '
TRANSI
OBJKNL = Objective Knowledge, the ranked npraber of EAAFRO officerh^, that the na

tional researcher was able to name _ . .

• INTPRE‘= Int'ernperspnalrRelations, the ranked .number of EAAFRO officers who
' were 'Friends" of the .national researchers '

' PIJBSCH = Publishing, whether or not the national researcher had nay of his own
. <f-articles published in the East African Agricultural and Forestry Journal

OPEAC. = Opinion toward EAC, the general favorable-unfavorable opinion of the 
national researcher toward the East African Community

COMPBN =,i33omposite Benefits,
tentially received by the national researcher (INSTBL, COLLAB, RESUTL, 
SERUTL, INXPRE, PUBSCH)

i

4

ii!

•f

a composite ranking for all six EAAFRO benefits po-

Although data was obtained for some of the variables listed above in 
terms of five-level response opinions pertaining to the amount of institution- 
building of EAAFRO'I? decentralized divisions (iNSTBL) or the usefulness of 
EAAFRO research res^& utillzed (RHSUTL), as shown in the previous chapter, 
there was not enough of a positive response in these cases to cover the range 
of choices for the requirements- of statistical analysis. Therefore, the data 
was reduced to two categories in which those national respondents who had 
utilized EAAFRO research results or were at national stations where EAAFRO . 
decentralized devisions were located were differentiated from those who hadn't 

■ or weren't.

I

■i

j

In performing chi square frequency distribution tests for significance 
between the above variables, many more tests were performed then were in

cluded in the 13 propositions listed in Chapter VI. As was mentioned in that 
chapter, the variable of the length of ^ime the national researcher had been 
at his national station (EXPSTA) was to be tested with a_npm^ of other 
variables, and a number of the possible independent variables shown in Figure 
VI.2-particularly proximity (PROX) and knowledge of EAAFRO (OBJKNL and PERKHX)—

•I
r'

were to be tested with each other to determine the extcht of their inter-re

lationships. In addition, the two measures for the primary dependent variable 
of general opinions toward EAAFRO (GEMOP and RBEST) were tested with almost
every other variable above that might conceivably have any relationship to them. .

The full list of chi squar^tes-ts performed is shown below, with the 
proposition numbers listed at the side in parentheses if the test relates to 
one of the 13 propositions from Chapter VI:

TABLE VIII. 2-LIST OP CHI SQUARE TESTS PSRFORKED

i
'4

f

• GENOP with RfSUTL (1) 
SERUTL (1)•1. tl

IV ••

I

I
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‘TABLE VIII, 2-Contlnued

!a COLLAB (1 
INSTBL'^vl 

„ INTPRE (1 
PUBSCH Cl) ■ 

. . CaiPBN (1)
OPEAG (2)

‘ .PROX (4)
‘ OSJKNL (5) 

PERKNL (5)
• TRANS

■ scicra
PERREL 
RESBAL 
PERCOM 
PERTRN 
CRISIZ 
EXPSTA

GEM OP vith iIt <-v
N

A
<■ tt

. ■ t1^ >
’ rf II

-II

y ' nn
It

(7)
(8)

M n 'A
II It

If 11

tl

H II

H

n

aII

■*

GENOP fj Kith REEST
'sy;

!RESUTL (1) 
SERUTL (l) 
COLLAB '(1) . 
IN3T3L' (1) ' . 
INTPRE (1, 
PUBSCH (1. 
CCMPBN h] 
OPEAC (2, 
PROX (4, 
■OBJKNL (5' 
PERKNL (5, 
TRANS it 
sciccM (s;
CRTSIZ 
EXPSTA

withREEST:
IIIf

It

II» . If

laII
»■

II

11 It iII tl

IIIt ;j'teIt

1It n

II II I!It tl

tl II .aIt tl

IPERREL (9' 
-PEHCOH. (9, 
PERTRN (9 
EXPSTA (10), 
SCICCM (10) 
CRTSiz (11)

RESUTL • , Kith
It II

S..-”
IItl

If It

tl It aPROXII It

IPERREL (9 
PERCCM (9’ 
PERTRN (9. 
EXPSTA (10 
SCICCM (10 
CRTSIZ (11

SERUTL with
It II

It It

M It

tl It

*
It tl

PROXIt II

;

' 'V ' ■

m
i
i'

i
i
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V I“TABLE VIII.2-ContlxiuedJ

CCHPBH with ^ „ PROX 
SCICOM 

. . CRTSIZ
II •

?■

■y'-. n

^^RESBAL (12)PERREL . with:
<r. ■

?ERTRN (13)
(13)

with -PROX
scicra
TRANS

o

tt
■i;

PROX With COLLAB 
INTPRE 

■ CBJKNL 
PERKNL 
TRANS 
PERREL 
RESBAL 
PERCGH

tl 11

H

«
It

t« It

II n
fj

If II

i
OBJKNL with PERKNL

EXPSTA
3GIGCM

111 It

I/

IPSRiaiL with RESUTL
SERUTL
EXPSTA
SGIGCM

i 11 Iti

II II

11 II

•;-
EXPSTA ^ with TRANS

INTPRE
i

II II

i: SCICffi with COLLAB
INTPRE
TRANS

'i'r
n IT

II

INTPRE with
N.. ■

with

•TRSNS,

CRTSIZ COLLAB

All the above tests were performed for all national researchers responding, for 
all citizen national researchers responding, for.all non-citizen national resear
chers responding, for all of Kenya's national researchers responding, for all of

Iv

Uganda's national researchers responding, and for all of Tanzania's national re

searchers responding. Unfortunately, there were usually not enough responses 
to cover the range of cells and attain expected values higher than five for the 
national categories. Even in the cases for citizen, non-citizen, and the entire 
sample categores, the original significance score was often quite shaky because 
of the low expected value in a nmber'of cells.. In these cases, row and/or 
column categories were collapsed into each other when possible so as to attain

1'.'y

>
i
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a lesser number of cells but a greater expected value in each. When this was 
done-and the result was still significa'nt-the method of cell reduction and the, 
actual chi square tables are shown in AgpeVdix IV to this study. '

The criteria chosen for acceptingor rejecting the relationships being 
tested was if the"chi square was significant at a level of .05 or less. Those 
relationships which met that criteria*'and which appeared-to be statistically 
sound are listed below in Table 'VIII.3.

Table VIII.3 - List of ■■Significant Chi Square Relationships .

a

■f
f'V'

li'

•,'i

i
I

See
Degrees Significance Appendix 

Level

Raw or ' 
Corrected 

Chi 
Square

'i'i

S3 Relationship
Tested

of IV,
for Freedom page

■ GENOP with OPEAC .0159
.0327

.,0364

.0259

.0080

. .0026

D-15.80938 
4.56156

10.24862

7.30647 
9.64646

REGST with COLLAB Total.Sample 14.20193

RESUTL with SCICOM Total Sample 
Non-citizens

SERUTL with EXPSTA Total Sample 27.58310

COMPBN with CRTSIZ Total Sample 39.21621

PROX with TRANS Total Samp^je 17.72168

PERKNL with OBJKNL Total Sample 
Citizens 
Non-citizens 
Kenyans

PERKNL with RESUTL Total Sample _ 15.13808
EXPSTA with INTPRE Total Sample , 9.22548 

Non-citizens '''13.29960

Total Sample 
^ Ugandans

GENOP with OBJKNL Lrotal Sample
GENOP with PERTRNSample 

Non-citizens

1
tt 11 1 D-2

¥

i
S|

4 D-3
D-42
D-5tt ti 2
D-63

I 10.67571
9.16663

. 2 .0048
.0102
.0064

D-7
2 D-8tl M

g- 12 D-9
1

4 .0000

.0014

D-10S|
g' 4 D-11

D-12
D-13
D-14
D-15
D-16

D-17 
D-18 . .

D-19
D-20
D-21

D-22

35.89935
14.04719
23.67579
20.40852

4 .0000
.0071
.0001
.0004

.0044
—'^264

.0040

I 4tl It

It 4It

4II tl

4

3
II II 3

SCICOM with COLLAB Total Sample 
Citizens 
Kenyans

SCICOM with INTPRE Total Sample

26.07964
10.36096
22.67340

9.38475

2 .0000 
■ .0056 

.0000

II 2II

3: II 2II

I 2 .0092

The following propositions from Chapter VI are therefore supported by the 
- results from this study:
)V

1. The degree of positiveness of the general opinion of national 
researchers coward EAAFRO (as measured by their agreement or dis
agreement with a statement about EAAFRO being "truly regional.
East African") is directly related to the amount of Experimental 
Collaboration benefits they have received from EAAFRO in Che 
past.*

3 «"
3
I
Si

-I

*The External Scientific Aid parameter did not appear to affect this relationship 
or even to be operative in this case. 't
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2. The degree of positiveness of the general reaction/response 
opinions■that national researchers have toward EAAPRO (as 
sured by their direct favorable-uriforavorable responSi^s) is 
directly related to their general reaction/response opinions 
■toward'' the^C.

5- 'Jhe, degree of- positiveness of the general reaction/response 
opinions that (national researchers have tojiard EAAFRO (as mea
sured by their direct favorable-unfavorable responses) is directly 
related to the extent of their Knowledge of EAAFRO (as measured ' 
by the number of SAAfRO officers they were able to name.)
10(a). The’perceived utilization of the EAAFRO output benefit of 
research results by national researchers is directly related 
to the extent that fMFRO's scientific work complements their 
own.

!
mea-

(b). The perceived utilization of the EAAFRO output benefit of 
scientific services by national researchers is directly related 
to thp extent of their experience at their national station.

In addition to’^^.explicltly stated propositions which were supported by 
the s-tatistical results, a number of inter-relationships between indicator 
measures also recieved significant support. Seme of these significant relation

ships are not surprisingj others arei

-The general reaction/response opinions of national researchers 
toward EAAFRO (as measured on a five level favorable-unfavorable 
scale) were found to be significantly related to the perceived 
success of aVAFRO’s^information or technology transfer efforts;

-The composite scores of benefits received by national researchers 
from EAAFRO were found to be significantly related to the critical 
size of the national institute where the national researchers were 

' located;

i

j

-The amount of personal contact -transactions'arTra-tional researcher 
had with EAAFRO officeis-was found to be significantly realted to . 
his proximity to EAAFRO;

-The indicator measure for Objective Knowledge-the numberof EAAFRO 
officers known by the national researcher-was found to be signi
ficantly related to the national researcher's perception of his own 
knowledge about EAAFRO;r

-The national resea^her's perception of his own knowledge about.i 
BAAFRO was found to be significantly, related to whether he had 
ever utilized the results of EAAFRO research in his own scientific 

■ work or not;

K

i
-The number of EAAFRO officers a national researcher considers to 
be his"person^ friends" was found to be significantly related to 
the length of time he had been at.his national station;

■ 4'
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-Whether or not a national res^rcher had ever ensaged in ex
perimental collahoration with an EAAFROresearch officer 
to bo significantly related to^th'h extent that EAAFRO's s 
work comid-eraented his own; • “

• -The number of EAAFRQ officers a national researcher considers to be 
his I’personal friends" was found to be. significantly related to the 

^ extent that EAAFfiO's, scientific work complemented his

was found 
cientific

! t.-■ ■own.

In addition to the statistically significant relationships listed in 
Table VIII.^jS^'there were a number of tests which either tended to approach a 
level of significance of .05 or which were significant at a level of .05 or 
less but appeared to'be somewhat shaky due to low expected values in a number of 

These relationships are shown below in Table VIII.4.

Table VIII.4 - List of Relationships Receiving Some Limited Support

cells.

a
Raw or 

Corrected 
Chi

Square

See
Appendix

IV,
page

:
Degrees ' Significance 

LevelofRelationship
Tested Freedomfor

■ • . .f

GENOP with OPEAC Non-citizens .0794

.0848

.0573

.0269

.0038

;0464

.0811

.0097 

.0000 

.0004 ,

.0028,

.0054

.0130

.0100

.0011

.0192

.0003

.0175

.0013

.0192

.0002

.0629

D-23

D-24

D-25
D-26
D-27

D-28

D-29

D-30
D-31
D-32

D-33

D-34

■D-35
D-36

D-37

D-38
D-39

D-40
D-41

D-42
D-43

D-..44

D-45\

5.06531 
6.62640

5.71739 
7.23456 
11.14338

<^21.28155

8.30333

13.35637 •
25.41028 
20.58245

12:665566
16.1’9900
28.08286 
25.41912

9.20380 ^ 2

25.88784 
18.28315

^9.52719 
18.54207

25.42739 
29.78325
17.01570 
14.81336

2 s?
3REGST with COLLAB Citizens

RESUTL with SCICOM Citizens 
Ugandans 
Tanzanians

SERUTL with EXPSTA Citizens 
COMPBn’ with SCICOM Total Sample
COMPBN with CRTSIZ Citizen

Non-citizens 
Kenyans

PROX with INTPRE Total Sample 
OBJKNL with PERKNL Tanzanians
OBJKNL with EXPSTA Total Sample 

Non-citizens

PERKNL with RESUTL Non-citizens
PERKNL with SERUTL Total Sample 

Citizens

PERKNL with EXPSTA Total Sample 
Kenyans

EXPSTA with TRANS Total Sample 
-- II II ' Non-citizens

SCICOM with COLLAB Non-Citizens
.INTPRE with TRANS Total Sample

2
2II II

12It II

12
4
4
4IIII

4II It

4 ■c
4';

C4 y-.

12
II II 12P

8
II II 8

8
11' II 8 ,-fr

8
16

2

8
i;v
I'V

5

>4
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a
There are details to add to the above signifleant propositions and relation-, 
ships, as well as discussion about sc^ie perhaps more surprising outcomes in 
which- indlcaitor meastoes were shown not to be significantly related. This 
interpretation 'of results wlll follow an outline, suggested in Table VIIIi2 

.y in which the topics to fbe lUscussed’ are pr-esented in a similar fashion and 
order.

!
:
f

In looking at the first eight propositions from Chapter VI and discussing 
the tp^s which concerned the general reaction/response opinions of national 
researchers toward EAAFRO based on a five-level favorable-unfavorable scale 
Jg^OP), the most striking thing is the number of tests -Uiat did not turn out 
to be.statistically significant-or even close! Contrary to what night have been 
expected , benefits that the national officer received from EiVAPRO -do not appear 
to influence hi^.general'opinions toward.it. Institution-Building (INSTBL), 
the Utilization o^^search Results (RESUTL), the Utilization of Scientific ' 
Services (SSHUTL); Experimental Collaboration (CQLLAB), Interpersonal Relations. 
(niTPRS), and Publishing (fPUBSCH) benefits are not at all significantly related 
to the general opinions toward BAAFRO (GSUOP)., nor-is the Composite rating score 
.for all six benefits‘(CCKPBN). None of the benefits tests wourked out for any 
of the citizen-,non-citizen, or national sub-samples either, so -the rejection 
of proposition 1 is fairly firm.

Proposition 2 hypothesised that the general reaotion/response opinions 
. of national researchers toward EAAFHO (GENOP) would be Influenced by their 

general reaction/response opinions toviard the East African Community (OPEAC), 
the regional framework within which ^AAFRO exists, and this was supported at a 
significance level of .0159 even after several rowssand columns had been ccxa- 
bined in order to raise the expected values in the oells-See Appendix IV, p..D-l. 
This proposition alsp was significantly supported for Ugandan researchersj and 
the statistic tended to approach.significance for non-citizen researchers. One 
of the complications in the OPEAC scores for non-citizen researchers that was 
mentioned in the previous chapter was that many of them gave different opinions 
for the EAC "in theory" and the EAC "in practice". This was resolved by using 

- the opinion they gave first aSther than the qualification that came after a 
"but',', and it nay be the case ihat these researchers responded in the sane 

_ _ ._ way toward &AFRO' but didn't add on the qualification. In ciny event, propo

sition 2 is significantly supported,
Proposition 3 hypothesized a relationship between the general reaction/

i-
j;

s

g

I
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response opinions of national reseaxehers toward EAAFRO (GE5t^P) once again 
and the corresponding opinions of relevant national groups, -Since there was 

- > : no feasible'way to' determine what the "relevant national groups" for a par

ticular national researcher were, let alone measure their opinions toward 
EA^RO, the nationality of the research system the researcher was employed 
by was used as a surrogate indicator measure. It was expected that if the

opinions toward EAAFRO from-very'favorable to very unfavorable clustered 
according to Kenya's, Uganda's, and Tanzania's researchers-ln any order- 
that this factor of overall national opinions toward E.AAPRO would be influencing, 
the opinions of national researchers. In the presentation of data in the 
previous chapter, it was apparent that this was not the case, and so propo

sition 3 is ngt supported,. ‘

Proximity-'.(PROX) was also not related to’the' general reaction/response 
opinions of natlbhal researchers toward EAAFRO (GEHOP) as hypothesized in proposi

tion 4. Neither the total sample test nor the tests for any of the sub-sample 
■ _ . w

groups even tended to approach significance.

gen

(Sie of the indicator measures of the iCnowledge of EAAFRO variable, an 
objective indicator as measured by the number of EAAFRO officers that the national 
researcher was able to naijp (OBJKNL), was significantly related to his general 

• reaction/response opinion toward EAAFRO (GENOP) which supports proposition 5.
The national researcher's perception of the extent pfhis own knowledge about 
EAAFRO (PERXNL), however, was not significantly related to his general opinion 
toward EAAFRO (GENOP).' Even when several categcries were combined in order 
to raise the expected values in the cells, the level~oT'^igniflcance for 
relating OBJKNL to GENOP was .0364 for the total sanple-See Appcndix.IV, p.' d-3.
None of the tests performed on any of the sub-sample groups turned out to be 
even tending to approach si,gnificanoe.

None of the remaining variables hypothesized in propositions 6,7, or 8 
significantly related to the general reactlon/respcnse opinions of national 
researchers toward EAAFRO (pEIJOp) or even tended to approach significance.

V , It was noted in the previous, chapter that the race of the national researcher, 
as hypothesized in proposition 6, did not appear to affect his favorable-un
favorable opinion toward EAAFRO. The extent of personal contact transactions 

• between national and EAAFRO researchers (TRANS) and the extent to which EAAFRO's
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scientific work complemented that of the natiraal researoher^^\^SCICCK), for" 
propositions 7 arid 8, were both tested; for a relationship to the general , 
r^c'tion/response op'firions of national researchers toward EAAFRO (GENOP), but 
neither turned out to-be sl^ificant for either the total sample or any of the

psub-sample groups.
In addition to the relationships explicitly hypothesized in propositions 

1-8, the general reaction/response opinions of national researchers toward 
EAAFRO^HIOP)

were also tested for significant relationships with the per

ceived relevance of EiiAFRO's scientific work (PEBREL), -the opinions about 
whether or not S/iAFRO's research should be of a more applied nature (RESBAL), 
the perceived competence with which EAAFRO's scientific work was carried out' 
(PE1RCC3'.), the perceived success pof EAAFRO's Information or technology transfer 
efforts (PERTRR)f'-the critical size of the national institute where the national 
researcher was lo^^^d (CRTSIZ), and the length Of time the national researcher 
had been at his station (EXPSTA),. The only variable that turned out to be
significantly related -to the general opinions of national researchers was their 
perceptions of -the success of EAAFRO's information or technology transfer 
efforts. . After several categories had been combined in order to raise expected 
values in some of the cells, the level of significance for the total sample was 
still .0259. An interesting aspect of this relationship is that 'the level of 
significance for non-citizen researchers after the categories had again been 

' combined is even higher at .00801 Relationships wi-th other sub-sample groups 
did not turn out to be significant. It does appear that national researchers 
— particularly expatriates — who perceive EiAAFRO to be successfully transfer

ring information and results to themselves are likely to-be^favorably Influenced 
toward EAAFRO. '

Agreement with a. statement to the effect that EAAFRO was a "truly regional. 
East African institution" on a five-point scale from Strongly Agree to S-trongly 
Disagree (REGST) was a second indicator measure used for the general opinion 
toward EAAFRO variable.. This indicator (RB3ST), however, was not significantly
related to the indicator which directly asked for favorable-unfavorable opinions

.................................................................................................................................................................................................. ■

- (GENOP), so they were probably measxrring differfent aspects of the national
V -• ........

researchers' over-all attitudes toward EIAAFRO. As was shown in Table VIII, 2, 
this regibnallty statement indicator of general opinions toward EAAFRO (REGST) 
was tested for significant relationships with roost of the same indicator measures 
as listed above for the favorable-unfavorable indicator (GEIJOP), but the only
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significant relationship that was found whs with the experimental^ollaboration .
- See i^'pendix IV, p. D-6.indicator (COLLAB) at a level of .0026 for the total'sample 

.Although 5eve^al^of'^the^^ests performed on sub-sample, groups were significant 
■ or tended to’approach significance, the only one in wh'ich reasonable confidence

Ii I
I

I

’ might be placed'was for citizens at a significance level'of .0848.
In attempting to interpret the above results for the GENOP and REGST 

indicators of the general opinions which national researchers have toward 
EAAFRO, ncyjisfoo much of a positive nature can be said. It appears that favorable 
opinions about the larger framework within which EAAFRO is located, greater 
knowledge about EAAFRO, and higher perceptions of EAAFRO's success in transferring 
information and results to themselves may influence national researchers to have 
favorable general opinions toward EAAFRO itself. It also appears that the experi- 
ence lof. having collaborated with EAAFRO researchers on joint experimental projects 
may influence nationafeasesearchers to agree that EAAFRO truly is a regional.
East African instituti^E What,may be more interesting is the interpretations

II I

i 'isS

f
*

I
.

I
ii

that might be given to all of .jjie relationships that did not turn out to be 
significant.

The over-all lack of,influence which potential EAAFRO benefits appear to have 
on general opinions toward EAAFRO may not be so surprising if the results from 
the previous chapter are reviewed. Despite the official pronouncements of the 
functional relationships between ■Regional and national research vdiich implies 
more fundamental and more applied research at the respective different levels 
in the same field and the transfer of results in between, the results clearly 
show that this is in fact occurring only in a limited number of cases, maize 
breeding being the best example. Much of the research done at regional and 
national levels - fundamental or appld^ed - is in different fields, and so there 
is little national utilization of EAAFRO research results and little experimental 
collaboration between them. This is perhaps best shown in the results of the 
Scientific Complementarity with EAAFRO variable (SCICOH) in the preceding chapter, 
in which relatively few national researchers fell into the High category for the 
■extent to which EAAFRO’s scientific work complemented their own. In addition, 
tke utilization of scientific ser^ces (SERUTL) seems to be generally dependent 
upoh-the length of time the national reseatcher has been at his station (EXPSTA) 
(significant at a level of .0064 - See Table VIII.3) and also upon personal con

tact transactions (TRANS) and proximity (PROX) although these latter relation

ships are not significant. In any event, with the one exception of the East

Ii
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;'ET;
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s
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X
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African Literature Service, which operates through'the post office, the dif

ferent scientific services which EAAFRO offers also effectively r'eah^ only a 
very limited number hf national researchers. Of the remaining potential benefits 

. from iAAFRO, 'institution-building (INSTBL) was limited, toi the four national
The ,extent of interper-

S;

"I

stations where decentralized divisions are located, 
sonal relations (INTPRE), as measured by the number of EAAFRO officers national

i;
researchers considered to be friends, was not as great as might have been

to racial or proximity factors or the newness of many
In addition, interpersonal

relations (INTPRE) was shown above in Table VIII.3 to be significantly related
. to scientific complementarity (SCICOM), which already has been pointed out to

be limited in the numbers of national researchers who fall into the High category.
Finally, for whatever reason .or reasons, only a very few national researchers
have published in the'Fast African Agricultural and Forestry Journal (PUBSCH).

Therefore, it appsafs that a situation exists in East Africa in which the
benefits from EAAFRO do not generally flow to the national agricultural.and
forestry research systems. There are exceptions, of course, but instead of
working together on agricultural and forestry problems, the regional and national
levels of research are working separately. This situation obviously runs counter
to the official pronouncements of how EAAFRO and national agricultural and
forestry research systems are supposed to be working together, and brings into
question the centralization of efforts argument that lies behind EAAFRO and
other regional institutions. Indeed, if a regional institution is not going
to handle the entire job or function that it is set up to accomplish and national 

•• »
institutions are established to do the same types of jobs or functions, then -

some analog of the"more fundamental research at regional IeveT>and more applied
■ X..-'

research at national level' probably exists to justify or rationalize the ’ •

existence of comparable institutions which might be accused of duplicating efforts. 
One of the carry-overs from this study to other' regional-national institutions, 
therefore, might be the examination of hcnj much'these supposedly complementary 
institution levels are actually complementing each other in terms of the greater 
centralization, greater speciali^e-bion, etc. arguments for the existence of 
regional institutions.

In the absence of widespread benefits from EAAFRO upon which to base their 
opinions, it is perhaps not surprising that proposition 2 was supported and that.

s expected du^jperhaps 
national researchers to research in East Africa.

■5.
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the general opinions of national researchers^ toward^ the EAC (OPEAe^v^eemed 
. to influence their general opinions toward^EAAFRO (GENOP)„ Why the Ugandan ,: 
and non-citizen sttb-sainpl^s' appear to be more strongly influenced in this way 
than the others is open to-question. Nevertheles's, the fact that this relation.- 
ship is supported suggests tJiat .EAAFRO,- as part’of the East'African Conmunity, 
has the favorable hopes and expectations of the national researchers behind 
it for it to succeed and to do better. It does-not appear that national re- 

. searchers satisfied with either EAAFRO or-the EAC. To the contrary, many 
complaints and qualifications about pieces of EAAFRO's performance were con

tinually raised, even as favorable opinions were being given; "politics" sums 
up the'ir fears that the EAC may be broken up due to conflicts between the 
governments of the Partner States, gut although fears, qualifications, and 
complaints were raised, they were usually-.- particularly for African national 
researchers, it seemedi^^tlaced in the context of wanting the EAC, and EAAFRO, 
to improve and succeed.

Contrary to what was predifcted in propositions 3 and 6, the Partner State 
the national researchers were working in or their -race did not appear to have 

■ any influence.on their genferal opinions toward EAAFRO. The bases for both of • 
these propositions wore found in the integration-literature, but they were 
also heavily supported by conventional wisdom and/or public opinion that appeared 
to be quite strong in East AfricaT One would have thought, for example, from 
past assertions by Tanzania that Kenya was dominating regional arrangements and 
profiting the most from them, that researchers from Tanzania would have had the 
most unfavorable opinions toward EAAFRO, that researchers from Kenya would have 
had the most favorable, and that rese'archers from Uganda would-djave fallen some

where in between. One might also have--thought, from EAAFRO's image and reputa-
tion as a "white man's institution," that African citizen national researchers 
'would have had a more unfavorable opinion toward. EAAFRO and European non-citizens

From the results shown in Chapter VII, neither one
This is not to say that the Partner

a more favorable opinion, 
of these suppositions appeared to be true.
State the national researcher was working in or his race made no difference at

I
There were a few national researchers from Tanzania and Ugandaall, however.

V

wlio continually made remarks about Kenya benefitting more from EAAFRO than their
country and about EAAFRO not understanding or slighting their country throughout

The racial factor, while againtheir interviews, but these were only a few.
■ felt only by a few African national researchers, seemed to be felt more deeply
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and more bitterly by Kenyans, an°d was repeated in their responses to many, inter-
indicated b^r\j.tizen and 

also turned out to be different on some-

:

view questions. Response patterns based on^race - as 
■ ex-patriate grouj^in^ in^Chapter VII - 
issues such as-whether.EAAFRO was doing enough applied' - as opposed to funda

mental - research.
•a- v .

Although the proximity variable (PROX) did relate significantly to one 
other variable, it was not related to the opinions of national researchers 
toward (GENOP) as hypothesized in proposition 4.

" later, proximity did not appear to have as much influence on any aspect of
regional-national relationships as might have been expected. Likev7ise, the per

sonal contact transactions (TRANS) and scientific complementarity with EAAFRO 
(SCICOM) variables were not related to the opinions of national researchers to

ward EAAFRO (GENOP) tbs hypothesized in propositions 7 and 8. Other than to note 
that this was the way^hey. turned out, no comments are. able to be offered.

The one
supported v;as that of the nati^onal researcher's knowledge about EAAFRO, as ob

jectively measured by.the number of EAAFRO officers he was able to name (OBJKNL),

.and his. opinion toward EAAFRO (GENOP). Again, no comment is.able to be offered 
on why this relationship was supported.

Of all the non-hypothesized.relationships tested with respect to the'opinions 
of national researchers toward &AAFRO (GENOP), only one - with the perceived 
success of EAAFRO's information or technology transfer effort (PERTRN) - proved 
to be significantly supported. It was a bit surprising that the perceived rele

vance of EAAFRO's scientific work (PERREL), or the popularly related issue of 
applied vs fundamental research (REgBAL), were not the variables significantly 
related to the general opinions- (GEN,OP), if any were to beT ^ was discussed 
in an earlier chapter, the needs of developing countries are so great that.the 
concepts of relevant and applied research have perhaps become over-emphasized 
in our awareness and thinking. Wliat seemed to be more important to the national 
researchers in influencing their opinions toward EAAFRO (GENOP) - since com

petence (PERCOM) was generally perceived to be fairly high - was EAAFRO's informa

tion or technology transfer (PER^PRN) efforts. At least this seemed to be the 
case particularly for non-citizens. The fact that the critical size of the 
national station where the national researcher was located (CRTSIZ) was not 
significantly related to his opinion toward EAAFRO (GENOP) may reflect that 
although researchers at the smaller, less capable national institutions may be

p

I
As will be discussed

i
I

s
f-

other hypoChesized relationship (proposition 5) that was statistically-7

P

I
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III
less able to absorb and utilize some of EAAFRO's potential benefits like rer., 
search results or scientific services than researchers at larger anfl^re capable 
national,, institutions, ^they do need and therefore appreciate whatever benefits’ '• 
they-do receive, the'final 'indicator measure that was not related to the opinions 
which national researchers had^toward EAAFRO (GENQP) was the length of time they 
had be^en at fheir national station' (EXPSTA). This indicator for experience, 
however, was related to other indicator measures as will be discussed later.

earlier, the other indicator measure for the opinions of national

I
$
£

As mentio
researchers toward EAAFRO that concerned their agreement or disagreement with 
a statement about EAAFRO being a truly regional institution (REGST) did not 
significantly relate to their direct favorable-unfavorable responses toward 
EAAFRO (GENOP). This former indicator did, however, significantly relate to 
one of the potential benefits from EAAEl!.0 - whether or not the national researcher ■ 
had collaborated with EAAFRO-officers on any joint experimental projects (COLLAB).

f
f’i
li

!

I!"

I
This relationship seemed t-K-be most important for citizen-national researchers,
but it is really difficult to say how important it is'in view of the limited

As recounted in the pre-
/'

-positive response to collaboration in that sub-sample, 
vious chapter, there was also some difficulty in measuring the agreement orII
disagreement responses since at least some national researchers thought that 

. "truly regional. East African" referred to an international vs local regional 
comparison rather than a regional v^local national one. Therefore, these re

sults, even though significantly supported, might be open to question. Experi

mental collaboration (COLLAB), however, was significantly related to the extent 
tliat EAAFRO's scientific work complemented that of the national researcher 
(SCICOM), which does make.sense. None of the other indicator measures tested 
with REGST turned out to be significantly related.

Although the positive results froa the above discussions concerning the 
general opinions of national' researchers toward EAAFRO have been limited, they 
can perhaps best be summarized and presented as shown below in Figure VIII.1.

Since research results and scientific services are probably the two most 
important direct outputs and benefits of any scientific research institution, 
several relationships concerning the,^tilization of EAAFRO's research results 
and scientific services by national researchers were hypothesized in propositions 
9, 10, and li in Chapter VI. In addition to the six independent variables 
e:qjlicitly mentioned in those propositions, the proximity of the national re

searcher to EAAFRO (PROX) was also tested for significance with his utilization

I
S 1

■hs
I
I
i
t
I
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Figure VIII.1 - Variables Relating ^to the General. .Opinions of National
Researchers Toward EAAFRO

j!:
OPEAC

jfv- ■ I
I EXPSTA. \ ^>] ■ OBJKNL } ^ GENOP.

I£•
■ I PERTRN I

.5

J COLLA.B; ]■SCICCM REGST■9

!.

means that the relationship tends, to approach significance or is 
significant but statistically shaky.

"GENOP = General Opinion 
REGST = Regionslity Statement 
OPEAC = Opinion toward 
OBJKNL = Objective Knowledge, •

PERTRN = Perceived Success of Transfer 
COLIAB = Experimental Collaboration 
EXPSTA f Experience at Station 

- SCICOM = Scientific Complementarity (

;
of EAAFRO research results (RESUTL) and scientific services (SERUTL). In the 
discussions in Chapter VI, three^basic processes of all research institutions 
were described: the process of selecting projects to work on; the process of 
doing the scientific work; and‘the process of transferring the results. If 

• done well, these processes would respectively result in relevant projects 
.selected, competent work being done on them, and successful transfer of the re

sults to an intended received; if a breakdown occurred at any point in this 
chain of events, results and services could.not be utilized. Perceptions about 
EAAFRO's performance of these three functions (PERREL, PERCCM, and PERTRN) by 
national researchers were hypothesized to be related to their utilization of 
EAAFRO research results and/or scientific-services (RESUTL and SEgll^) in pro

position 9. None of these relationships ware' significantly supported by the 
statistical analyses performed. One other possible breakdown factor was hypo

thesized in proposition 11 - the capacity of the national institution where the 
researcher v’as located (CRTSIZ) to utilize EAAFRO, results or services (RESUTL) 
or SERUTL) might be so low as to preclude this from happening. This relation

ship was not statistically supported either.
In light of previous discussions, ^his result is not so surprising either if 

’ ^\t is recognized that EAAFRO and national agricultural and forestry research sys

tems are, with a few exceptions, generally working in different agricultural areas. 
Therefore, national researchers may believe that EAAFRO is selecting relevant pro

jects, doing competent scientic work, and successfully transferring the results 
to some unknown colleagues - and be located at a relatively strong national re

search station - and still not have personally utilized EAAFRO research results I
6

r~‘
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or scientific services. This interpretation is supported.by the fact that the 
two intervening variables explicitly mentioned i-n proposition 10 - th^^ngth 
of time the national researcher has been at his station- (EXPStA) and the-extent ' • 
to whiphj EAAFRO's. scientific work complements that, of the national researcher 
(SC,IC®I) - are” significantly related to, respectively, . the utilization of 
scientific services (SERUTL) and the utilization of research results (RESUTL) 
from EAAFRO.

»!

i These relationships also make a certain' amount of logical sense in 
that scientific complementarity would s*eem to be a natural requirement for the 
utilization of'research results, but not necessarily for the utilization of 

, more general scientific.services; and the greater the length of time a national 
' researcher had been at his national station would seem to logically have given 

him a greater opportunity to utilize the general scientific services, but would 
not necessarily, however,^^have gi-yen him‘any more opportunity to utilize research 
results if he and EAAFRO were not working,in the same field.

As can be seen in App^fe-k IV, p.D-7, the significance of the relationship between
the utilization of research results (RESUTL) and scientific complementarity with 

■ EAAFRO (SCICOM) was at a level o'f iljOAS. llhen non-citizen researchers as a group 
v;ere tested with respect to this relationship, the results were also significant
at a level of .0102, and the tests for citizens, Ugandan, and Tanzanian national
researchers tended to approach significance. TVo of the categories for the 
experience indicapr (EXPSTA) had to ^ combined as shown in Appendix IV, p. D-9, 
the relationship V7ith the utilization of scientific services (SERUTL) still 
turned out significant at a level of .0064.

#
y

Citizen national researchers was 
the only sub-sample group for which this relayonship turned out to be significant, 
but iCTj expected values in a number of cells made this significance somewhat 
shaky. A result that was a bit surprising was that proximity (PR6X)Nwas not
significantly related to either the utilization of EAAFRO research results (RESUTL) 
or scientific services (SERUTL).

As kind of a check on some of the above tests, fhe composite score of the 
amount of all six benefits received by national researchers from EAAFRO (CK-IPBN) 
was also tested for significance with their proximity to EAAFRO (PROX) and with

I

their scientific complementarity with ^AFRO (SCICCM) and the critical size of
■^^the national institution where tfiey were, located (CRTSIZ). Once again, proximity 

(PROX) was hot significantly related to the composite score for receiving benefits
from,EAAFRO (COMPBN). As shown in Appendix IV, p.p-29, however, the relationship between 
scientific complementarity with EAAFRO (SCICOM) and the composite benefits score

(COMPBN) still tended to approach significance at a level of ,0811, even after ;

S
;

I
i
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5\llierefore,’ this;categories had been combined Co raise expected'Values.

which EAAFRO and national researchers^are working in compfeml^ntary
some
extent to f
fields may be inf-luencilig t^amount of total benefits a nafiional researcher re-'• 
ceives 'from BiAAFRO mdreso than would be indicated .by the utilization of research

•A,

results alone.
The surprise, however, 

where the national researcher was located (CRTSIZ) did turn out to be significantly
benefits score (CCOTBN) at a level of less than .001

••
that the critical size of the national institute fwas

.V

S
-i

related to hi^^afftimposite 
» after some combining of categories took place - See Appendix IV, p.D-10. Since this
variable was not significantly related to the utilization of research results 
or scientific services as mentioned above, there must be some way in which this 
factor is influencing the other benefits that a national researcher might receive 

Although ,6he citizen, non-citizen, and Kenyan researchers sub-from EAAFRO:

samples for this relatioi^ip all turn out to'be supported at levels of signifi

cance of less than .01,' tllfre are low expected values in enough of the cells to 
make these results somewhat shaky again-See Appendix IV, pp.D-30 to D-32. Never- 
'theless, the fact that the critical size of the national institute does apparently 
play some role in the over-ail benefits that a national researcher receives from 
EAAFRO is an important point to remember with respect to how the different Partner 

■ States organize their own agricultural and forestry research systems.
Some additional comments might..irbe made at this point on some of the charac

teristics of scientific services alluded to earlier as opposed to scientific 
research. Although some scientific services are more related to some agricultural 
research fields than others, in general scientific services can provide aid across

I

f

■f

v:

*

the board -"e.g., the East African Literature Service provides scientific infer--

The output ffbnPsfc-ientific re-mation in all fields of agricultural research. i.

if it is of a more fundamental nature so that .search, on the other hand, even
.the results can be utilized'in further applied research, is of direct use only to

-Til er efor e^^t^eCTis- approp ria t e- th a e EAAFRO
'E.

It

other researchers in the same field, 
might consider the emphasis it places on providing scientific services to national 
research systems since 1) with the exceptions of the East African Literature Ser-

'A

A

that much time or effort 
of the scientific services already

vice, and the Plant Quarantine Serving, it does not appear 
has-been expended on them; 2) at least 
offered on a limited scale are urgently needed and would be greatly appreciated

some

Iby national researchers; and 3) it appears that the provision of across-the-board

Sto

i

it
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I
®¥'scientific services might be a very appropriate function for a regioiwl institutiop

Unlike scientific, research, no Partner State couldlike EAAFRO to carry out. 
claim that' these seprice bsijtefits were intended more for one State than another.

scientific- services over large distances would still
ii

Problems of providingssome 1
I

more could b6 done in this area.' If one .wished to speculateremain, but^much
on the future and wished to emphasize this point to the extreme, one might expect Iff

>■ snational agricultural, and forestry research systems inevitably become 
thqf^EAAFRO might find, its logical role in the region becoming more of

and less of a doer of

that as3
i] Stronger

provider of expensive but routine scientific services
development would totally change the character of EAAFRO, how- 

since top-quality researchers want to do experimental research, and it is

pV..-.
a I-!'.

research. Such a
ever.

I
by no means certain that this is desirable.

Returning to the previous discussion pn the utilization of research results 
• ■ and scientific servicesL^y- skipping ahead of the outline shown in Table VIII.2 

to the statistical results for the knowledge of EAAFRO variable, some inter-

r
I

related connections can be drawn-. First of all, two indicators were used' to 
perceived knowledge as determined by the national re- 

of how much he knew about EAAFRO on a five point scale
I

measure this variable:
1-searcher's own perception 

from Almost Everything to Almost Nothing (PERKNL) ; and o'bjective knowledge as ■tfff

the number of EAAFRO officers the national researcher was able to- name5^

i
measured by 
(OBJKKL). These two 
level of less than

indicators wefe significantly related to each other at a 
even after some .combining of categories had taken place

Moreover, this relationship for citizen, non-
i

.i

in order to raise expected values, 
citizen, and Kenyan researchers sub-samples also proved to be significant ata;

I Appendix'IV, pp. D-12 to Dl5. Aecoj:di^ng to these results,levels of less than .01- see 
national researchers seemed to accurately perceive how much they objectively

a:
,3;H

knew about EAAFRO.
the relationships betv;een the objective knowledgei

f
I
i

a:,;Chi square tests were run on
of knowledge of EAAFRO (OBJKNL) and the-natTonaT researchers'“experience - 

(EXPSXA) and their scientific complementarity with EAAFRO 
As was referred to earlier, the relationship between objective know-

.1

indicator 
at their station
(scica-o.
ledge (OBJKKL) and experience at
fo^r both the total sample and the sub-sample of non-citizen national researchers 

.- at levels of less 'than .05- see Appendix IV, pp. E-35, D-36- but low expected

tlf§ station (EXPSTA) was found to be significant
1

I':-i •i'ff;
values in a number of-cells made the results a little shaky. The relationship be

tween objective knowledge (OBJKNL) and scientific complementarity with EAAFRO
So although one variable that would 

national researcher *-s knowledge about EAAFRO does

Iff
s

(SCICOH) was not significantly supported.)c
ff.fflogically seem to influence a

£ i
!l
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appear to be related, another one. doesn't - i.e., the.longer a national researcher .

has been at. his station the more EAAFRO officers he. cah name, but the-^__ _ _  _
national researcher is or is not working in a^field which EAAFRO is also working ,: 
in does not seem to ipfluencS^how many EAAFRO officers he can name.

It was

act that a

thought that in addition to scientific complementarity with EAAFRO 
(SCICCM) and experience at the national station (EXPSTA) indicators that a 
national researcher's perceived knowledge alJout EAAFRO (PERKNL) might also be

the extent that he had utilized EAAFRO, research results or

!

logically relat^ to
scientific series (RESUTL or'SEROTL) - i.e., that the more of these direct out

puts of EAAFRO a national researcher had used, the more he would think he. knew 
When tested, the utilization of research results (RESUTL) didabout EAAFRO.

• .significantly relate to perceived knowledge (PERKNL) at a level of .0044.
non-citizen sub-sample for this relationship was also significant at a level of 

but there were low Expected values in a number of cells - See Appendix IV, 
generalS^ttern occurred with both the utilization of

The

.01,

p. D.-37. The same
scientific services (SERUTL) and experience at the station (EXPSTA) variables - 
they both related significantly trf perceived knowledge (PERKNL) at levels of 
less than iOl, but low expected values in a number of- cells make, the results 
sbmev7hat shaky -. see Appendix IV, pp. D-38 and D-40.

Hiese inter-relatioships just described might be all summarized and put

.i

together in a model as shown in Figure VIII.2 below.

Figure VIII.2 - Variables Relating to the Utilization of EAAFRO 
Results and Services

RESUTL -SCICOM [!

*
PERKNL ■. CaiPBNCRTSIZ

SERUTLEXPSTA
1 rT AWVV ^ OBJKNL

means that the relationship tiiids to approach significance or is signi

ficant but statistically shaky.

PERKNL = Perceived Knowledge 
OBJKNL = Objective Knowledge 
RESUTL = Research Utilization 
C0MPBN -- Composite Benefits

SERUTL = Services Utilization 
SCICOH = Scientific Complementarity 
CRTSIZ = Critical Size 
EXPSTA = Experience at Station
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'A-
not supported by the statistical results. It ,IWo final propositions were

was hypothesized injproposStion 12 that national researchers would regard, 
concepts of "relevant'" and "applied" research to be one and the same thing, so

the

thaO^'their perceptions of both characteristics of EAAFRO’s -scientific
This was not supported by the results - air

work

would be directly inter-related, 
though citizen researchers in parti9ular are concerned about applied research 

the problems of under-development, it appears that nationaland solutio
researchers do distinguish betoeen "relevant" and "applied" research. Prop

osition 13 addressed two variables which it hypothesized would .be related to the
perceived success of EAAFRO's information or technology transfer effort (PERTRN) - 
the proximity of the national researclier toward EAAFRO (PROX) and his scientific 
complementarity with EAAFRO (SCICOM).

National.^t^^^thers v;ho work close to EAAFRO apparently don't per-
Neither turned out to be statistically

supported.

ceive the success of this essential effort much differently from those who work
far away. Likewise, national-red ear chers whose scientific v;prk is complemented 
by EAAFRO's apparently don't perceive the success of EAAFRO's transfer effort

The fact that neither of these■ much differently from thosd whose work isn't.
relationships is supported is somewhat surprising, since they would both appear

Perceived transfer success (PERTRN) was also testedto have some face validity, 
with the amount of personal contact transactions (TRANS) that had occurred 
between the national researcher and EAAFRO officers, but this was not supported

Factors that might be influencing this varying response from nationaleither.

researchers on the success of-EAAFRO's information or technology transfer efforts
This is an important issue becauseto themselves thus remain open to question, 

this perceived transfer success (PERTRN-) 'was one of the three variables found
to be significantly related to the general opinions of national researchers toward
EAAFRO (GK:0P).

The remaining discussion will focus on the inter-relationships among independent 
-variables that were and were not supported by the statistical results. Since

proximity (PROX) was one variable which seemed to make so much sense in the ways, 
it might be influencing others, a mimber of additional relationships between it

In addition to the number of seemingly logicaland other variables were tested, 
relationships concerning proximity vdiich have already been shown to be unsub

stantiated,. a number of these relationships are surprising because they are not
They include the following:.supported by the results.
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proximity (PROX) was not°significahtly related to experimental col

laboration (COLIAB) - i.e.j a national researcher far away ft 
EAAFRO was just a^ikely to have-collaborated, on an experimental 
project as one close by; .

proximity (PROX) was^not signif icantly felated to* either perceived or 
objective knowledge about EAAFRO (PERKNL or OBJKNL) - i.e., a national 
researcher far away from EAAFRO was just as "likely to think he knew 
as ^Btfch about EAAFRO as one close by, and to objectively know as much 
as well.

Proximity (PROX) did, however, significantly relate to the amount of personal 
contact transactions between national researchers and EAAFRO officers (TRANS) at 
a level of .0014 after several categories were combined to raise expected values - 
See Appendix IV, p. D-ll.

■ to the EAAFRO interpers^jal;.relations benefit as measured by the number of EAAFRO 
officer friends a national researcher had (IHTPRE), but even after combining 
categories expected values wejre vlow enough to make the significance somewhat 
shaky - see Appendix IV, p. D-33.

The length of time a national researcher had been at his station (EXPSTA) . 
also thought to be an important independent variable, and in addition the re

lationships concerning it which have already been mentioned," it was also tested 
with the amount of personal contact" transactions (TRANS) and the number of EAAFRO 
officer friends (INTPRE) indicators. The latter relationship was significantly 
supported at a level of .0264 ofter some categories were combined to raise expec

ted values,^and the same relationship for tlie non-citizen sub-sample was signifi

cantly supported at an even higher level - see Appendix IV, pp^_D;JJ, D-18. The lesser 
significance of this relationship for A:frican citizen researchers is probably 
because many of their friendships with EAAFRO officers were formed during university

om

1
• " M

It (PROX) also appeared.to be significantly related

was

.training or sometime before they became research officers.- Ex-patriates, on the
most of their friendships starting

Experience at the
other hand, probably would have to form 
with their arrival in East Africa at their national station.
national station (EXPSTA) was also significantly"related to the amount of personal 
contact transactions betvreen nation^ researchers, and EAAFRO officers (TRANS) - 
both for the total sample and non-citizens once again - but expected values were 
low in enough cells to make the significance shaky. Nevertheless, this relation- 

. ship would again appear to make a lot of sense, particularly for expatriate 
national researchers.
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Scientific complementarity with EAAFRO (SCICOM) wa^ tested with tKe\experi- 
mental collaboration (COLIAB), the inter-personal relations (I-NTPRE), and. the '

■ personal contact transactions ^^ffRANS) variables. The'significance of the re- ' 
lationship between scientific complementarity (SCICCM) and experimental colla- 
boration^^lCpLIAB) was already notid in the earlier discussion oh the regionality 
statement indicator (REGST) for general opinions toward EAAFRO. For the total 
sample, this relationship was significant at a level'of less than.001. Sub-sample 

^I^ionship for citize and Kenyan researchers also turned out to 

be significantly supported - See Appendix IV, pp. D-19 to D-21. The extent to 
which EAAFRO’’s scientific work complemented that of a national researcher’s 
.(SCICOM) was also significantly related to the number of EAAFRO friends he had 
(INTPRE) at a level of .0092, after some combining of categories took place in 
order to raise expected vaTLues - See Appendix IV-,'p. d-22. It did not turn out 
'that scientific complemerita^^'CSCICOl) vjas significantly'related to personal 
contact transactions (TRANS). In other words, the fact that EAAFRO was doing

g

I
1
S:

i

tests on this r

I
i

t
.work in the same field as the nat-ionhl researcher seemed to influence the number
of EAAFRO officers v;ho were his personal friends, but not the number of times 
he might see them. . llhen personal contact transactions (TRANS) were tested with

was a significance 
The above

-

interpersonal relations (INTPRE) on the other hand, the result 
level of only .1055 - not significant, but tending to approach it. 
discussion _ can perhaps be summarized and presented in the model shown below in 
Figure VIII.3. , ‘ .

I
Figure VIII.3 - Some I-nter-relationships Among Several 

'Independent Variables
"'s.. ■-

scico:-!
INTPRE I54

EKPSTA^--'i ' r
• f

AVWvi 4tPROX ^ TRANS

ffi
g V* means that the relationship tends to approach significance or is significant 

but statistically shaky.

INTPRE = Interpersonal Relations
TRANS. = Transactions
SCieOM = Scientific Complementarity

EXPSTA = Experience at Station 
PROX = Proximity

i

I
I
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This concludes the interpretations of the .results'to. this study, and the 
study itself. It is by no means felt that this study has .definitively^^k^wered 
all or any of the questions concerning multi-national scientific integration -or 
the relationships hetwe'en'regional and national agricultural and forestry re

search systems in East Africa, but it is hoped'cfhat some good jquestions 
raised and some^^iseful insights gained into'this complex phenomena.
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Ch. IV A Short History of Seslonalisn-^In East Africa

i

Ve, the leaders of the people dnd governments’of J^st Africa assembled In 
Nairobi on June 5i 1963i pledge ourselves to th^ political Pederatlon“>f East 
Africa . .

_ ■ ■ - . • ' •

Ho.; share a comnoh'past and are convinced of our common destinies. Ve 
have a common history, bulturei and customs which make our unity both logical 
and natural. Our futures are Ipevltably bound together by th_o..Identical aspira
tions Md hopgs of our peoples and "the need for similar efforts In facing the 
tasks that lie ahead of each of our free natlcHis , . . ,

For forty y^ars the Imperialists Md local settler minorities tried to 
impose polltlci^federation upon us. Cur people rightly resisted these attempts.

" Federation at ttiat time would q,uickly have led to' one thing — a vast white- 
dominated dominion.

io The East Africa High Commission and Its successor the Common Services 
Organization have taught us the value of links In the economic field. Indeed, 
it was the recognition of the value of phese connections which led the tvio fully 
Independent members to agree to continue participation after they had- achieved 
their freedom. In many.practical, ways ve already are cooperating — in scientific 
research, in communicati.ci^^nd in postal services, An -impor-tant factor in view 
of our determination to acKfive Fed.eration is the existence of shared currency)

- a leading aspect of economic working together is the functioning of the East 
African Common Market. , ,

Economic planning, maximam utilization of manpower and our -other resources, 
the establishment of a central bank and ccmmon defense programme, and foreign . 
and diplo.matic representation are areas in which.we need to work together. Such 

. an approach would provide .greater coordination and savings in both scarce oapital, 
facilities for training and manpower, '.-.'hat is mere, we would'have a total popu
lation of more than 25 million people — a formidable force and a -vast market to 
influence economic development at .home, attract a greater investment and enhance 
our prestige and influence abroad .... - -

The achievement of truly popular govenuiients in each coun-txy removes fears 
of minority or settler domination under federation. Ve believe a political 
federation of East Africa'is desired by.oux peoples. There is throughout East 
Africa a great urge for unity and an appreciation of the significance of federation.

Ve are a-ware that local and territorial factors have to be -taken into, 
account. Ve firmly believe that waya^esn be devised of overocming any fears,
-and of surmounting such difficulties ....

Ve reiterate that our plans for the federation of East Africa are the logical 
promotion of the spirit of pan-African unity, and wish to make it therefore clear 
that any of our other neighbours i^ay in future join this federation, (Rothchild, 
Donald (ed). Politics of Integration .a An East African Documentary, East African 
Publishing House, Nairobi, 19b3, pp. 76-<76). ^

_ . V

^)The author recognizes that East African history extends much further back in 
. tine than the beginning of Britain's efforts -to foster cooperation between 
artificially.carved out units of land called colonies. This chapter, however, 

,-is not .intended! to cover the whole of East African history, but only that 
part which directly relates to .cooperative efforts between the three countries 
which have cuLminated in the fosnning of the East African Ccramunity today.

I -
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So spoke President Julius Hyerera of. Tanganyika, Prime Minister Hilton Obote of' 
Uganda, and Prime Minister Jono Kenyatta of Kenya' in "X Deolaratldn of Fed^tlon' 
by the Governments of East Africa" on June 5» 196^. Today, the proposed Federa-. 
tion of Hkist Africa is a^desS. ls|u^ and the East African Community (SAC), 
organization to the I^st African Ccpmai Services Organization (EACSO) and the 
common^ market, is struggling to cope with political' and' economic'problems in 
keeping together the remnants of federation. Still, as Green and Krishna pointed 
out in 1967,

successor

In East /^ica, for example, despite the existence of long standing 
>■ and justifiable grievances and the considerable provocation to go separate 
ways, the three independent haticais have managed to pull together on a 
number of highly important matters. There is often a temptation•to point 
to the cracks in the common market edifice, the declslcai to set up separate 
central banks, and the growth of nationalist fervour in political and 
econcmic matters. What is often Ignored is that these farces have hardly 
made a dent in the structure of Cooptation ttot exists. The tensions 
and differences — sene f^.j but others purely imaginary — tend to receive 
wide and adverse publicll^^hile the fact' of continued cooperation in vital 
areas seems hardly to receive any attention. (Green and Krtshna, op clt,
P. 11) .

‘■ ^ East Africa covers an area of approximately 1,763,000 square kilometers, 
which is about one and a half tiraeo the size of the European Economic Community 
(beg). Tanzania has the largest land area and Uganda the smallest (see Figures 
IV.1 and,IV.2), although large portions of both Tanzania and Kenya are semi- 
desert. The total population of the ragi-Si is about 30 million, with Tanzania 
again having the largest and Uganda the smallest number of people, 
population density, however, Uganda has 33 persons per square kilometer, which is 
almost two and a tmlf times as much as Tanzania wi'th I3 persons per sq, km. and 
almost twice as much, as Kenya with 17 persons-per sq. km. Heverthelgaq^ the 
average population density in East Africa — 17,persons per sq. km, ~ is only 
a fraction of that of the SEC, which has more than I50 persons per sq, km.
(See Table. IV. 1)

In terms of

TABLE IV.1^^ EAST AFBICAN POPUIATlCN, AREA, AMD GDP

Population Area
1967

. -(VOOO)

Population Total GDP Annual Per Capita 
('000 Density I965-66 Growth 
sq. km.) (persons '’('000,000) RateW 

per sq.km.) U.S. $ {%)
1,013

Annual
Growth
Rate®)

GDP
1965-66
($ U.S.) {%)

Kenya' 9.9^

Uganda 7,934

Tanzania 12,231

583 17 3.6 0.6 
1.7 •

112
240 653 4.2

760 3.6

33 86

Total." 30,113 1,763 17

66 0.7

2,426 87
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a) This table has been complied from Tables 1, 2, and 3 in OECD, op olt, '
pp. liK)-143, ■“

b) Constant prices - 1959-61 to 1964-66

c) ■ Constat prices <’ir l959-'^I‘ to 1964-66*
y '

. Totel Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in .East Africa In 196^ vas approximately 
$2.4 Million,'®-Hith Kenya having the largest at just over $1 billion and Tanzania

o

•^v

■4 -

and Ugeinda vith $76o emd $650 million respectively. ' Average per capita Income 
in the regionthat same year was about $87, with Kenya having the highest 

„ of $112, Tanzania having the lowest of $66, and Uganda coming in the'middle 
with- $86.2)s At constant prices, Uganda enjoyed a slightly higher annual 
growth rate of both total and per capita GDP than either Tanzania or Kenya 
from about i960 to I966. (See Table IV.l). In the period just before this,

Figure IV.2 -EAST AFRICA IK AFRICA
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i
2)lt must be remembered that each country has a sizable minority Asian ccsnmunlty ■ 
.which dominates commerce arid small-scale industry, however, and that Kenya, 

and to a lesser extent Tanzania, have minority European settler groups. Thus, 
RobsOT s-tatos: "African incomes do not differ greatly amongst the three 
countries and are probably highest in Uganda.” Robson,,op c!t, p, lOO)
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however — from I954-I96O — Kenya had experienced an annual rate of grwth in ■ 
current prices of approximately 6%, vhlch was much hiper ^than either Uganda at 
2.S® or Tanzania at 4.6^. (Robson, op clt, p. 100JT'

The structure of tlie,^^OTomlgs, In East Africa can he seen frcm Table lV.2 '

belowi

Tdble IYf.2°'^ Gross Domestic Product -Pwcent^e by Hajor'Sector, I966

Kenya Uganda Tanzamla East Africa 
% * % ■ % %

61Agriculture, forestry & fishing 
Manufacturing 

' Trade 
Other

40 54 51
11 5 5 7

12 U

JE Jl 
100 *100.

14 12

_2Z .
lOQ ,100D

a) Table IV.2 Is taken from 4«2 In Robspn, op clti p., 101.
Agricultural and related prlnarFproducts dcralnate the economies in East Africa. 
Most of these products are produced op a small scale ~ partly for subslstenco- 
’and partly for the export market3) — except for a certain amount of large- 
scale coaaercial agriculture whioh is largely confined to the former European
areas in Kenya and to a fe>7 plantations or estates which exist In the other two 
countries. These latter agricultural enterprises account for a high proportion 
of the value of the marketed agricuiturai output. East Africa's economy is highly
dependent on foreign trade — in 1966 oxpc!rts,amounted to 24^ and imports to Z?^ 
of total GDP. Moreover, the four agricultural crops of coffoo, tea, cotton, and 
sisal dominate the export market, accounting for'64^ of the total value of East 
African exports in I966 even though prices for coffee and sisal were relatively 
low! Fluctuations in natural climatic c6ndl\i,ons or man-made prices'^ the world 
market can thus place. East Africa's economy in a very vulnerable position.

i

Ek^st

Africa's best custesaers are the United Kingdom, Uest Germany, and the United States, 
■ while the Far East provides an important outlet for the cotton crop. With the 

• exception of crude petroleum. East Africa Imparts mainly manufactured goods such 
as fabrics, industrial mabhinery, and motor vehicles. Host of these imports agaHn 

%.come from the United Kingdom, Vest German^', and the United States. In East
Africa as a whole, manufacturing is little developed and accounts for only about 
T% of. total GDP, Kost of this sector, moreover, is concentrated in Kenya where

i

“-3)oEpD estlSates that 25^ of 
sector. (OECD, op.cit, p. 53).

the GDP in East Africa originates in the subsistence

f
11

sir
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industrlallzaticai and the aoootapanylng financial and commercial services Here 
first begun to serve the vhole region/ Kenya, in fact, produces about-6e^ of 
the region's total industrial output| Uganda has^a'amall but growing industrial 
nucleus around the city, of'"Jin jaj. and Taneanla is the least-industrialized of • 
the threb.' The principal manufactured products'include foodstuffs (particularly 
products of sugar, coffee, and wheat), clgarattes, beer, metal products, cement, 
textiles, footwear, and wood and paper products.

a
5/

111ra IS
/:■

I
ti

(Hobson, op. olt, pp. 100-103> 
Ndegwa, op. cit, p. 2k~29t and for a further breakdown of the manufacturing sector, 
see OEX:d, qp. cit/**pp. 146-147)

Si

i: fiv:-.

SSf " y.any authors have remarked on the "natural" or"loglcal" conditions which — 
at least at first glance ~ seem to favor some form of integration among the 
three countries of Sast Africa — i.e,, unique opportunities able to be takai 
advantage of in forging some kind of new cqmsunlty which these authors were almost

1
'-i

always in faygr_ of»_ DonaldARothohild^for-ex£mpler~state3 thff~fell~owlhgr
... . East Africa,-its long history of administrative co-ordination, 

possessed objective condHEbns for unity as favourable as any in the third
social, cultural, political and economic differences existed 

at the time of the I963 declaration on federation, but they were gnaii com- 
-^ed to those elsewhere. Kenya, Tanganyika and Uganda formed a contiguous 
land mass, had been ruled by the same metropolitan power, and had emerged 
from colonial rule at roughly similar times. Their loaders shared cosmon 
^ucatlqnal backgrounds and a common Fan-Africanist ideologyi moreover 
their experiences together in operating a joint cuetons union, cosmon 
currency and tariff arrangement, and such intcrterrltorial services as 
railways, posts and h-arbours, and airways created links which made its 
proponents optimistic about the chance for unity., (Eothchlld, Donald, "From 
Federalism to iteo-Federalism," in Politics of Into?ration. Rothohild (ed).
East African FublisJrlng House, Nairobi, IcJoHaT'' ^ '

p;

?3

I
11
ii

4 1
Is

i

pp. 4-5.)

A cloeer look at some of these conditions, however, reveals that the "natural" 
logic of regionalism in Hast Africa is often" over-emphasized. Geography is a case 
iri point. Although the three countries are Contiguous, Nye says that •

f
I
if
I

sva
.4:

In their natural features there seems no reason -to believe that any 
of the three levels ~ the individual countries East Africa, Greater East 
Africa — is more a natural unit than another. The "obvious unity" of 
^t Africa is man-made. (Nye, Joseph S., Pen-Africanism and East African 
Inte.graticn, Harvard University Press, CambrTdg'e, I965, pp. 61-62;- - - - -

.■I-

t
S;II

I
i
ii

■

Geographic conditions in the region range JVora,the trcpical lowlands along the 
^^.epast to the ricae temperate highlands further inland which extend up to 8,000 feet 

In altitude, with a variety of soil and climatic conditions, 
feature the three countries share in

The only geographic 
Neither national nco? 
The northem

ilcraamrai is Lake Victoria, 
physical or ethUlc logic, 

hlfehlands of Tanzania are geographically more naturally linked with Nairobi, and

S'
s
-3
X
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the Southern highlands with Zambia, than with the caplt^ of Dax es Salaam | the 
northern frontier districts of Kenya are olosely tied’to^biaalia j the Eqnatoria

province of Sudan and the Achdli province of Uganda naturally go together,' as 
do the Turkana district* of Keny^-and the Koramojong part of-Uganda. Traditionally, 
cattle, crop's, and people have followed these natural geographic contours rather 
than the arbitrary and capricious-boundaries .laid down by coloiiial powers. At 
the same time, there is an over-all similarity of soil and climate in all three
countries which has led to the development of generally simile cash and e^qiort 
crops, in each. instead of agricultural c<kplefflentaxity there is competi-
tfon, and combined with the "natural" desire of any comtry to be self-sufficient 
in food and other agricultural products, there has been only a marginal movement of 
■these products across national borders in East Africa for trade, (Ndegwa, op, cit, 
pp. 68-70) Franck, Thomas , "East African Federation," in VIhy Federations Fall.

—J'homas-!’!.—F-ranek-(-ed-)7-New-^prk University Press,; Hew York, I968, p. lo),
Likewise, with respect.:^ggthnlc groups, the Masai exist in both Kenya and 

Tanzania, the Luo are in both Kenya and Uganda, the Shlftas in northern K^ya 
are ethnically Somali, and there arevsany other examples of ethnic divisions. ' 

■^oaetimes such ccnditlons within the region are cited as-an argument for regionalism, 
hut Franck contends that > , .

These facts emphasize the superficiality, irrationality, and instability 
of the existing regional boundaries that divide East Africa .r- they do not 
necessarily argue for regional uni^, although the two are too readily 
confused. (Franck, op, cit, p, lOj

The lack of geograpMc, economic, or ethnic logic to national borders does not 
mal'.e it any easier to remove them — but unless ^they are removed or changed, the 
countries ar^ alSiost certain ,to hav'e border incidents, liberation movements, 
smuggling,/and other forms of trouble, Although there have been "Vi^-Nfew
restrictions placed on the movement of labor^withln East Africa, migration 
national borders has not been significant.^^

across ,

Some Kenyans were working in Uganda, 
but this only seems to have caused more tensions betwefen the countries. Uganda 
objected to common citizenship and free population movemen-ts within 5^st Africa
in 1963, and in la-te 1970 forcibly expelled mainy Kenyans who were working there.

^ Since Independence, national labor markete have becceae increasingly separated in 
^‘N.^^aotice, More labor migration occurs between East Africa and surrounding countries

(NyeropV-*j6it, p, 64) Robson, op, cit, p, I05)than within East Africa itself.
/

^)Kye 1
-unit.

says, "In_ terms of migration, East Africa- was not a significantly integrated 
;" (Rye, op. cit, p. 70)
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Coapleaentins geography In the effectiveness of any Integration acheae axe • 

the transport and connunicatlons systeas Shlch link'the different parts togetter. ■ 
, Although East Africa's transport infrastructure may not be very developed coi^axcd 

to those In Industrlallaed ^coii5i'tri|a, it has enabled goods and people to be 
transported^aficng the siaijor ^population centers relatively cheaply. ' The basis for 
freight movenont. in the region is the.srailwayi The first rail ilnk^Jbetween Mom- 
basa cm the coast and Lake Victoria was ccmpleted in I9OI eind consisted of §82 
miles of -track. This has grown to about 4,000 miles of track in the region today, 
but it wasn't until that Tanganyika's rail network was fully linked with the 
others. A road system which is very good in'relation to.tropical African standards 
adSs'T^ the effectiveness of the total system. Internally, Tanzania has less 
road mileage in proportion to its areas than either Kenya or Uganda, but roads 

- linking the three ooun-txies axe either paved or in good, all-weather condition, 
Kenya, Uganda, and northern Tanzania^) are thus well linked together, but Car 
es Salaam (Tanzania's capital) aM.southern Tanzania are relatively isolated and 
the densely populated area acround Lake Victoria also lacks ade(iuate transport 
links. Air transport, particularly.for Jhe elites, has become an increasingly 
Import^t means of moving people between population centers. Pos-tal and tele- 
communicatioab systems in the region also provide relatively good coinaunlca-ticns 
services, and radio broadcasting in each nation has greatly incn-eased in range 
and subject natter, (Robson, op. clt,, p. 100| Kye, op. clt., pp, 76-7?)

Franck contends that common languagesSwahili and English — and common 
colonial rule and administration are two other over-rated factors often cited for 

/ their contribution to regional unity. (Franck, op. clt., p. 11) There are ap
proximately 120 major "tribes" or ethnic groups in Tanzania, 48 in Kenya, and 28 
in Uganda, and Tanzania — unlike Uganda wi-th the Buganda and to a lesser extent 
Kenya wi-th the Kikuyu — has had no major tribe..Khlch has been able tT^lnate 
the area in terms of political or language Influence. Although 9555 of Tanzania's, 
peculation and 70i? of the population in both Uganda and Kenya are Bantu-speaking 
peoples,

Arabic and English and the closest thing to a "coamco language" in East Africa -- 
is widely used and understood only in Tanzania. Not-only was there a lack of 

■JiSa^etitlcn from the language of a politically dominant tribe in Tanzania, but

5)The area around Aj^sha and Hoshi in narthem Tanzania is agriculturally 
important and relatively prosperous,

. .  .^^Bantu-speaking peoples refers to a very loose linguistic similarity — it
does not imply, that these people all understand each other's language. The 
remainder of the populatioffls are Nilotic, Hamltlc, or Nilo-Hamltlc. (Hye, op. 
clt., p. 65) . '
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the early German colonial administration vas Instramental in spreading SwaMll. 
throughout the country through the use” of Svahill-speakli^-Africans from the 
coast In the administration of the interior. Swahili originated and Is^^^t widely
used alfflig the coast .of East Africa, .and along with the Influence of Islam', nalces ' ' 

■ tribal dri&tlncticin3'less'‘'importiit there. In Uganda, the use of Swahili Is
relatively limited, caifined mainly to trade apd market transactions. Far Inland 
frwi the coast, Ihe Buganda people and their Luganda language have dominated the 
adalnlstraticsi of Uganda — at least In the colonial past -- and they have opposed 
the extension of ^^jjahili, seeing it another threat to their own dominance. At 
their Insistence, Swahili .was dropped from the education cutricxilum in the 1930'e, 
and In the recent"past individual tribal languages rather than Swahili have been 

' used over the national radio. In Kenya, Swahili is certainly a major language, 
with perhpas 50.« of the popul'a€l'on understanding it, but not a nationally-wido used 
one. The government of Kenya, however, is‘actively promoting the use of Swahili 
over the radio and through o-ttier means as an aid to national (and regional) 
unity. English is still used^Wofflcially (if not officially) in all three 
countries, but is mainly confined tojthe more educated part of the population.- 

> PP‘ 64-68) Tanzania, however, is rapidly replacing English with 
Swahili in most aspects of national life.

The cramcn traditions, bureaucratic procedures and forms., legaO. systems, etc. 
which were part of British colonial administration were indeed very handy for 
those colonial administrators, but since- independence much of this British legacy 
has been cha'nged. (Franck, op, cit., p. ll) Koreover, in the absence of any 
outstanding resource in the region around which to plan for growth and change, the 
content of colonial developmental policies in the region has not been favorable 
to regional unity. As will be discussed further, white immigration from Britain to 
Kenya vas encouraged while to Uganda it was not. Agrlciilture was~the^rlmary 
source in all the region, but in Tanganyika the Germans emphasized huge plantations 
run by relatively few of their managers, Uganda wais characterized by small-scale 
African peasant farmers who grew enough cotton ^d coffee to account for around 
90?5 of Uganda's agricultural exchange in the 1960’s, while Kenya restricted 
African commercial agriculture and encouraged the farms and plantations of European 
immigrant families. In the latter case,iethe presence of Europeans also laid the 

^‘‘Ija.sis for the concentration of whatever investment in industry and manufacturing 
there was in Kenya. One aspect of coamcai colonial administration did contribute 
scoething to East African unity — African education policy. The generally low ' 
level of African education in East Africa made the few elite that were educated 

■ just*that much more important. And, at the higher levels, this education was • 
regional 'in scope. Kafcerere College in Kampala (Uganda), which was founded as a 

5 trade school in 1921, became an Ekist African-institution in 1937 and achieved

re-
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nnlversity status in 1949, To this university cane thetoighteat students from 
all over East Africa, and the shared” educational experience which they-^^ 
played an important role in the subsequent history of regional E&st Africa. 
(Ibid,, pp. 80-84) • '

Britaints colonial interest, in East Africa began in the early 1880
'v-

*s when
she TOs already in Egypt and ccncetned about .protecting' the soinxa of the Nile — 
especially so because Germany was also pursuing imperial ambitions frcm Tanganyika
in that direction, 
of Lake 'Victoria
RiVer began there but also because missionary activity was centered there. It 
was also a relatively wealthy area and efforts to suppress the slave, trade centered 
there. The vast interior of East Africa-;had been claimed by the Sultan of Zanzibar, 
but in the "scramble for Africa," Britain amd Germany divided up East Africa be

tween them along what is to3ay the licrthem Tanzanian border at a conference in 
Brussels in 1890. In the sej^ement. Zanzibar became part of British East Africa 
in exchange for an Island in the North-Sea — Heligoland -- which went to Germany.®^ 
The British territories were administered at first by the Imperial British East

The kingdom of Bnganda ~ in southern Uganiia around the shores 
was the focus -of British activity, not only because the Nile

'Africa Ctsjpany. In the latter years of the 19th century., the British government 
begaii to assume direct administrative responsibility for the "protectorates" of 
Uganda and East Africa (as Kenya was then known), and the idea of consolidating 
the two protectorates into one Colonial administrative unit began' to receive 
attention. In 1889, Sir Kanry Johnstoniiad been sent to Uganda as a Special 
Carjslssloner to East Africa with instructions- to bear in mind the possibility of 
merging the two protectorates, and in I9OI he formally recommended this. This

recommendation was opposed by Sir Clement Hill, head of the Africa Department in 
the British Foreign Office, however. on the'grounds that the amalgama^^ unit would 
lia too largo to administer effectively — some personal animosity might also have 
been Involved ~ and this first regional Kove failed. (Nye, op. clt., pp. 86-87; 
Hughes, op. clt., p, 213t Franck, op. cit., pp. 8-9; Soja, op. clt., p. 16)

EJvents, however, were about to alter the British map of East Africa with far-
reaching consequence. The Euganda Kingdian's importance to the British made 
txanspcrtatioa froa the coast to the interior one of the prime objectives of 

•^siyBrltish policy. At first the "old norths caravan route" was travailed on- foot 
M-Buganda, but in I896 railway ccaistruction began froa Hcabasa 00 the coast and

?^For example, in I963, 20 of 49 cabinet ministers in the three cotmtrles had 
Kakerere, and in the I960 territorial legislative councils, 11

®)Th0 Sultan of Zanzibar
1 X , ^ ^ coastal strip under his

legally l^sfaxed to Kenya in I963. (Franck,

a
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A miIn 1902 it Has completed to Klsumu on the densely populated shores of liJce 

Victoria from where Buganda could easily he reached. At^that time, the-a^ea east 
of the present eastern harder of Uganda up to tl\e Rift Valley the Uashin Glshu 
and Trans Hyola areas -/•,fonae<^ha Eastern Province of Uganda, ccotaining Klsuau 
and the'vestem part of the ralljray.. In order to hring the i^lroad under one 
administration, Sir Clement Hill did recommend' that the Eastern -Province of

. ■SI' ■

Uganda 'be transferred to the protectorate of East Africa (Kenya), and in 1902 
this was done.

As the ralli(£^ was 'being built, British administration followed it through 
the interior of Kenya. The old caravan route passed throv^h vast stretches of 
seemingly empty highlands between the coast and Lake Victoria, in which the ab

sence of a settled population was a most striking feature. British attitudes 
toward Kenya while the railroad was being ^uilt are aptly described by Sojai

During this p^icid, the &st African Protectorate was much more 
of a nuisance to the Brittsh than an asset, since it presented a vast 
stretch of unproductivS^^B# often troublesome territory -between the 
coast and Buganda. (Soja, c^, cit., p. I6)

In an effort to make the railway pay-for itself, the decision was made to promote 
Jkiropean settlement and encourage Eurcrpean productive activity in the highlands of 
the newly formed protectorate of‘East Africa. This decision had far-reaching 
consequences for regionalism in East Afirica, as it

. . . set the basis for the later reliance on Africein agriculture 
in Uganda and on European agrloultifie^ in Kenya .... This difference in 
the racial 'basis of ecosioaic and social policies was to be the major 
pitfall in later colonial atte-apts at unification. (Hye, op, Cit., p. 8?)

White settlers were recruited from South Africa in I903, and by I9II, the year 
that the Convention of Associatlceis — or "Settler's Parliament" as it was more 
popularly known — was f ormed, the number of . white settlers had Increased frcsa 
less than a dozen in 1902 to 3,175.

In 1906, the seemingly empty and very fertile highlands were reserved for 
while settlement only and became known as the "White Highlands." This process 
of separating the African inhabited land from the uninhabited ~ with the latter 
available for European settlement — was known as "land alienation." Alienatlcai 
of the White Highlands, however, ignored several important factors. African 

^''a^loulture as practiced by the Kikuyu was a "shifting" type in which cme area 
would bo farmed until the soil was played out and the people would then move to 
anothOT area while the previous one would-be allowed to lie fallow and build up 

fertility again, Kuoh of the alienated highlands had, in fact, been farmed 
by the Kikuyu, who, however, had been temporarily forced to vacate much of this 
land due to a series of disasters drought and famine, smallpox, e-tc. Other 

■ parts' were hse the Kikuyu and the nomadic Masai, who were cjais-teintly on the
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move following their grazing cattle, ae a buffer zone betwaen them. Thus, 
Ignorance and misconceptions led the Europeans to believe'that the cllmati:<^ally 
temperate and relatively dlseaSe-free fertile highlands could bet "reserved", for • 
themselves without exposition ■—'

The result of, these operations was to establish the copter of Euro
pean society<dn. Kenya directly*across the line of Kikuyu cultural and demo
graphic expansion on land which the Kikuyu claimed as traditionally their 
own. (Soja, op, clt., p. 1?)

;3'
i.

t:";

i
■f

In Uganda, on^e other hand, .the Buganda Agreement of 1900 with Britain 
had" established individual African land tenure and given a dominant position In 
Ugandan politics to the Bugandein Kingdom. An alliance between Bugcuida, sympa

thetic missionaries, and British admlnlstratcra had unofficially been formed, 
and In 1905 the British Governor made It clear that large-scale European settle-

'«r

nent would not bo welcome. The foundations were laid for an African peasant 
agrlciGLti^al. eooncray —. prlma^cl^..wlth cotton -- and land alienation for Europeans 
was discouraged. The few EurexiShs who. did settle in Uganda remained politically 
unlnfluential and generally cool to t^e idea of amalgamation with Kenyan which - 

• they perceived to have a less promising economic future. _ (Nye, op. clt., p. .88j 
Hughes, op. clt., p. 214) , ^ ;

: .!
■VI

V4V

Wi;
- KiV’S;

1During the early 1900's, some expressions of support for territorial amal-
9) and cooperation oa a-number ofgamatioa or cooperation centinued to appear iIactivities did begin, but it t:as not until after World Var I that the idea re

ceived a ftesh boost. Under the terns of article 119 of the Peace Treaty of 
Versailles, Germany renounced all rights to her overseas possessions — includingS :S

■a

.V;Vi.
Tanganyika — which were to be Eiilocated to certain victorious countries as 
"mandates." In 1919, Brl-tain was appointed to exercise the mandate fnr Tanganyika, 
^d.

Article 10 of the Mandate Agreement 'for Tanganyika expressly authorized 
Britain to incorporate the territory into a customs, "fiscal, and administra
tive union or federation with adjacent teiTitorias'under Britain's admini
stration, .provided measures adopted to this end did not Infringe upon the 
provisions of the Mandate. (Deiupis, Ingrid, The East African Community 
end Common Market, Longman Groix Ltd., London, 1999, pp, 19-20.^

'Si.^nd, Immediately that same year, the govelSlors of the three territories submitted 
/Sports ■to the British Colraiial Serafetary, Lord Milner, on the practical aspects 
of closer coordination aafong their territories.

Si;
S:S

s
!I 1 p
■i

UK
9)ln 1905, the retired commissioner for the E^t African Protectorate, Sir 

Charles Sllpt, saidi "It is generedly agreed that it would be advisable to 
amalgamate the two Pro-teotorates, and if this is to be done it oer-talnly should 
be done soon . . .." and in 1922, the Colonial Secretary, Winston Chxirohill,
_____  declared that he looked forward to the day w.hen 'a great East African
Federation, almost an empire, would be created.’" (Hughes, tx. clt., p. 214)

I:i.vi •
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In 1924, Six Sydney Henn moved in the British House of Caamms,

That, in view of the desirability of unity of policy"'both in ad- 
ministration and development of the territories of Kenya, Uganda, Tan- ' 
ganyika, Sanzibar, Ilyasaland, ^d Korth-Eastem iSiodesia, and the 
sity for a cpnprehensive’^schemeV^ transport development throughout East 
Africa, this House urges the Secretary of State for the Colonies to send 
out to East Africa this year a special ccmuaisslon to report to bin on the 
practicability off coordinating polfcy and services tliroughout thd"terri- 
tories, and to adrtse on the prograrjne of future economic development, 
especially cotton-grovdng and railvay coistruction, (House of Coanoas 
Debates, reprinted in Kothchild (ed), qp. ,cit., p, I9)

Colonial Secretary L, iT^ery appointed such a caamisslcsi under the chairmanship 

of Vf. G. Ormsby-Gore, and in 1925 they reported on their flndingsi

. . .Vie should like to state at the outset that we are impressed 
with the need for greater cooperation and understanding, not only between 
the five administrations but between unofficial residents in the terri
tories as well. Few thingsilstruck us more than .the lack of knowledge in 
each territory of East Africairegardlng Its neighbours j in fact, we found 
not merely a lack of kho;rled^^uf in many castes complete mlsunderstcindlng, . 
But, while there is greater need for mutual understanding, we are of the 
opinion' that the day is still far off when such cooperation could be brought 
about by the Imposition of federal-go’Vemment over the whole of the terrl- 

■>torles.

neces-
■fc'
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Ve fo’.3id little, if any, support in East Africa for the idea of Im

mediate federation, and in some quarters we found definite hostility.
(Heuart of the East Afrlc?. Commission, reprinted in Rothchild (ed), op. 
cit,, p. 20) ~

Although other obstacles such as geographical conditions, a lack of communi

cations, and the curtailing of local administrative freedcsn and initiative were 
cited.as reasons for rejecting federation, it is apparent that a lack of support 
ftxr the idea amcngst all population groups was decisive. Hhlte settlers in 
Kenya feared that closer cooperation would meaui increased Colonial Office-cqptrol 
over "native policy" and a lessening of their own’lnfluence, while Africans- 
seemed to fear the opposite. The Buganda especially feared tliat federation would 
mean .a change for the worse for themselves and the "special ■ccsislderationsV 
accorded to them in the Buganda Agreement of I9CO — not so much in relation to 
white settlers as to other African tribes — although they did not object to the 
amalgamation of certain public services.lO) phe Qrmsby-Gore report, as it came 
■t^'bft^own, also rejected the federation of existing services as being impracti

cable on administrative grounds without actual political' federation, 
gestion was made, however.

\
i
%
■:3

3

i The sug-

• ■ • that there should be regular periodic conferences of Govemers 
. and ajlso of the responsible officials of■ the various departments ....E>(

/■3LP)3ee a letter of the Xabaka of Buganda to Hr, W, Ctmsby-Gore of 29 October, 
V reprinted in Rothchild (ed), op. cit., pp. 21-22.
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Such conferences should necessarily deal vlth matter of caamon interest 
to all the territories, such as native administration, -conmunications^- 
taxation, land policy, labour, etc,, etc. (Ibid.^p. 21)

In 1926, the first- Governor* Gonforence vas held and it jfss decided that a 
permanent Secretariat should be set.up in-Kalrobl. Gradually, however, the 
Governors of Jfyasaland and Northern Rhodesia attended these meetlngs'less and 
less fre(iuently, which left the Governors of the three East African territories 
plus Zanzibar represented on it, (Delupls, op. cit., pp. 21-22)

Meanwhile, the ptf^ltudes of the Influential^^X white settlers 
federation of the three East African territories had been changing in a posi

tive dliecticm — but only on their own terms. Under the leadership of.Lord 
*■ ■ /

Delamere — one of the original settlers — a "closer union movement" car "settlers* 
federation movement" developed from 1924 to about I93I which advocated political 
unification of the three territ'ories. Colonial Secretary L. S. Amery, an ' 
nlttedly strong supporter- of fedj^ticp, in 1925 appointed Sir-Edward Grigg to, 
be Goveriior of Kenya^^\

Uv
in Kenya toward

I
■S

:.5.a

a nan who'has been desorlbed as

. . . ... a trusted friend of the Settlers but also a supporter <xf
-.1. federation,. /wh^ helped to bring the Europeans around.- (Hughes, 

p. 216)
I op. cit..

fl'
The price for settler backing, however, was the legitimization of white rule 
in Kenya. At their "Conference of Unofflcials" in 1926, the settlers voted to 
support tile idea of federation, provided that an elected^3) majority of Europeans 
was granted in the Kenya Legislative Council, (Nye, op. cit,, p. 89| Hughes,

^^^Nye says that the unofficial "Settlers' Farllanent" referred to earlier
able to exert strong political pressure and generally overshadowed the official 
Legislative Council of the Government begun -in I907. (Nye, op. 8?)

I2)see Rothchild (ed), 
of the appointment,

^3)"Elected", as opposed to appointed, meant a greater degree of settler self- 
government as opposed to British government cmtrol ' '

l'j-)Lord' Delamere put it like this in a speech during the eleotlms of January 1927i 
"In order to safeguard the future of Tanganyika we believe the time has 

•■ actively to take part in helping in welding Tanganyika to the British states north 
and south of her, and the first step is to atta.ch her to Kenya and Uganda.

But it will not help her or the caSo of civillztng influences in 
' Extern ^ica to tie her to Kenya if Kenya's own constitution is still founded 
on the shifting sands of an official majority subject to the direct orders of 
the Secretary of State of the day.

was

op. cit., pp. 22-23 for a-^reprlnt of Amery*a own recounting
■-'A'

come

3
It is a vital necessity to any scheme of 

co-ordination based, for the present at least, on the radiation of civilization 
frcsa Kenya tliat wa should have a free Council here — a Council where officials, 
.missionaries, settlers and merchants are free to exnress their opinions. And the 
only way you can get this is by having on your Legislative Council a European 
elected majority over all parties ,

s
3 . • Uo all know we should never dare enter

a confederation of any sort until we were assured that Kenya was first of all
•- •X
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fop, cit,, p, 2161 and fccr a^uote from a Convention, of AssoOiations .resolution 

regeurding the I926 conference decision, see RothchilcU,,(ed), op. cit., p. 25)\
All whites in East Africa were^ not willing to go al&g with settle demands, • ■
however. At a Govexndi^a' CJmferenfe in London In 1927, tHe Governor of Tangan
yika opposed closer union of the territories and'the .possible extension of Kenyafs 
racial policies. Nevertheless, a British govemiaent white papte published that 
same year emphasized the importance of federation on economic rounds, and Secretary 
Amery, hoping to "secigp Cabinet consent to actual federatiorW by producing "seme 
authoritative backing Independent of the views of the Colcsilal Office,” appointed 
a commission under Sir Hilton Young as Chairman "to look into the whole question 
of. federation or closer coordination between the severe!, governments in that part 
of the world."^5)

The Hilton Young Commission began its investigations toward the end ,of 1927 
and the report was published in'1^9. The principal 'charge to the Commission was

I

I
I

. , , to make recommendations as to whether, either by federation or 
some other farm of closer union, more effective cooperation between the .
different governments in eastem-and central Africa may be secured-, more 

^particularly in regard to the development of transport and coamunications, 
customs tariffs and administration, scientific research and defene'e. (Hughes, 
bp. cit., p. 216) ‘ ,

The Commission reported that the time was "not yet ripe for any drastic and sudden 
change" 16) in the area, but it did recosmen^ that policies should be coordinated 
amraig the territories and that a Governar-General for Eastern Africa be appointed 
with full executive powers to link the Secretary of State in Londoh with the 
territorial governments. It was further recommended- that the Governor-General 
should become a "high Commissioner for Transport" of the three territories to deal 
with regional transport matters, along with an "in-ter-colonial Advisdiy''c^cil or 
Board," and that preliminary regional efforts in conmunications, customs, defence, 
research,and other natters should be begun under him or along similar lines,

■ (Hilton Young Report, reprinted in Rothchlld (ed), op, cit(, pp, 26-30) But a 
great deal of the report also dealt with the coordination of native policy —

l5)These are Amery's own words, as reprinted in Rothchlld (ed), op.cit., p. 23. 
is the phrase used in the Hilton You)^ report — See Rothchlld (ed), op.

l7)nyhis is a natter of so technical a nature as to require special arrangenents.
We . . . have recommended a special inquiry by experts in order to settle the 
objectives for this work. The further steps.to be baken must depend on the 
results of .this Inquiry, and must be co-ordinated with the general plan now 
being .considered for an imperial resfearoh organization. The Governor-General 
in the preliminary stages would be mainly concerned with ensuring the assistance 

cooperation of the three territories in pursuing the necessary inquiries." 
(Hilton Young Report, reprinted in Rothchlld (ed), op. cit., p.' 30)

4
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which was ’‘urgently needed” — and the composition aind powers of territorial
•o , . ■ ^ ■ . . . ■ -

Legislative Councils. Changes were recOTmended for the Kenya, Legislative Gcuhcil 
which Increased the number of appointed Ehxropean nembers nominated., to represent

• . .rj , ■ ■

African Interests freili one A.o_ five^pnd otherwise implied a loss- of local, white 
control over Kenya's "native policy.." Such recommendations were described as 
"anathema to the Ke:^^ settlers," (Nj?e. op. cit,p. 90) and (^position to 
federatiwi again began to develop amongst them.^®'

In an attempt to secure some modified apd workable agreement,on regional 
cooperation, SecretapJ^mery sent his-"right-hand man," Six Samuel Hilson, to 
Bkist Africa to negotiate personally with the dissenting settlers. Ircmioally 
enpugh, it was not just the settlers who were against federation or increased 
cocppration toward that end along the lines recommended by the Hlltcn Young
Report, but the Indians and Africans also — albeit, for quite opposite reasais

19)from those of the settlers.

^8)colonial' Secretary Amery descfn5ed these developments scsiewhat poignantlyi 
"Unfortunately the reocmmendaticns of the Report, in which the velws of the 
majority of the Ccrmission largely-prevailed over those of the Chairman, did 

, .got'seem to me altogether practical. In the case of East Africa, instead of 
confining themselves to the economic issues where a single development policy 
was most needed, they aimed at the nuch.more difficult and doubtful object of 
imlfying native policy, where local oondltion.s differed so widely, not only 
between the three territories, but within those territories themselves , . . .
The recommendations, as they stood, were obviously unacceptable in East 
Africa’," (Rothchlld (ed), op, cit., p. 23)

^9)ln a response to the Kilton Young Report at the Eighth Session of the Eastern 
Africa Indian National Congress on April 13,.1929, the President saidi ". . . 
the proposal for a continuous replacement of officials by Europeans nominated 
to represent native Interests has created considdrable uneasiness. , . . The 
process envisaged’' by the Ccmmission will sooner or later lead us to a stage 
when Europ^ins. will be in a majority as compared with Indians and -offl^^ials 
taken to-gether'. . . when Indians cease to hold the balance between officials 
and nrai-official Europeans there will be no guarantee that their interests will

The question of closer union cannot be con
sidered without reference to past events and the feeling they have engendered 
among Indians. , . one of alarm at the probably effect of proposals for federation, 
Tanganyika and Uganda Indians were afraid of the extension of the Kenya spirit 
to their couiitries and having to conform to the less liberal native policy of 
Kenya." (Rothchlld (cd), op, oit., pp. 3V34)

_ In a memorandum to the Hiltm Yo’ung. Commission, the Kikuyu Central
■%^soclation statedi "The Association view’s with distinct alarm the proposal of 

we, settlers, that they should have an unofficial European majority in the 
Legislative Council of Kenya, Such a constltutlOT is bound to be very harmful 
to the natives auid to result in heavier taction, oppressive labour laws 
imposition of further restrictions on the personal freedcsa of the natives. . , .
The Association is also of the opinion that until the safeguards enumerated 
above are first provided for and measures suggested are definitely initiated, 
any step towa^s a federaticn of British East Africa territories would be pre
mature and tend to ag^vate the domination of the white settlers and render the 
native cosinunitles in all territories more helpless than ever, -The Association 
is afraid that native grievances and consequent discontent will be perpetuated 
by any approach to a political federation." (ibid, p. 25), '

f.

a

receive due consideration

1
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In his report, vhloh Has published In 1929, Sir Samuel Wilson statedi

... I had not been in Hast Africa for long^efore I realized that\ 
everyone was friglitened of any idea of political* federation. (-Rothchild
(ed),,op. clt., p. 34) "

• t

In order to placate the settlef's, Wllsta's report dismissed the Hilton Young 
■ suggestion to .Coordinate native policies under a cratxal duthority as'flne in 

principle but Impractical and concentrated Instead on the details of coordinating 
services, (Ibid, pp. 34-35? Hyoi op, clt,, p. 90) This report was more pleasing 
to the settlers, but poJltical 
Wilson's efforts.

In 1929, national elections were held in Britain and the labour Party 
to power aloig with a new Colonial Secretary — Lord Passfield (Sidney Webb) — 
who scrapped Wilson's report and issued a "White Paper on Closer Union," which, 
in Aaery's words,

events in Britain caught up with Amery's and

came

i
. . . completely upset EtSspean opinion, both in East and Central 

Africa and, coupled with the subsequent economic depression, postponed 
all possibility of federation indefinitely. (Rothchild (ed), op. oit. 
^.’23)

This report called for a regional High Commissioner -r to be advised by a nominated 
Council ~ who would have control over common services and also over African 
affairs' in the three territories, (Hughes, op. cit,, p. 218) But the Labour 
Cabinet, being now and understandably cautlodb, decided to consider the matter 
further by hearing more independent opinions, and in 1931 a Joint Select Ccmmittee
of both Houses of Parliament was convened to hear evidence ftcm over 75O delega- 
gatlcns and individuals on the matter — many of them' coming from East Africa and 
representing all races and in'terests concerned. -African evidence befcruJUlis
Cramlttee in London was striking in its unanimous-.^pppositicai to political federa
tion and the reason that lay behind it — a fear of increased white dcainaticn.^O) ■

20)Kenyan Africans particularly feared that the office of High Commissioner would 
be dffiiinated by white, settler opinion and tha't their last resort to British 
govenaent approval of territorial decislans would subseeuently be lost. ' 
ganyikan Africans expressed satisfaction with their colonial Governors end 
atoinistrations appointed by the British g^^emment, both with regards to 

■'^ft^oeaents made by and for them and the upward mobility available to them, 
Mtt-*fearedr that federation would mean a distinct loss of such benefits and 
Ereedras. . Uganda — which was represented by leaders of the Buganda Kingdom — ' 
echoed xanganyikan Africans and added their own parochial fears of a loss of 
Biiganda privileges accorded to theni under the Buganda Agreement of 1900 
summary of the evidence is taken fxom the minutes oJ 

reprinted in Rothchild (ed), op, oit., pp. 36-42.

Tan-

Thls
of the Joint Select Comznittoeos

I
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The vaclllattcjns of successive British governments and the sorld-Hlde eccncaic 
difficulties being expeilencad at that time had made the whi-£e settler in ESst^^ 
Africa hostile to federation by, this time also. Besides, it is doubtful if the 
League of Nations would havd'Jlet It^Toandate — Tanganyika'— join such a poli

tical union. Later in commenting on the Joint Committee's report, the Permanent 
Mandates Commission of the League of Nations statedi

With reference to the expression "the time is not yet ripe," the 
Commission considers that a political or<constitutional union’of the 
Mandated territc^e^with the neighbouring territories cannot be carried 
out as long as the present mandate is in force. (Hothohild (ed), pp. cit.,
P. ,

Irf any event, the Joint Select Ccaunittee report published in 1931 rejected any 
, radical moves toward political federatioi or even econonic union. However, 

since at least some African opinion did not object to the further coordination 
of common services — as long aa tlds vas not used as a pretext for pplltlcal 
federation -- the report did say i:F5art the Governors of the three territories 
should meet more frequently and explore further the means for'ensuring such 
cpo^rettion. Subsequently, up to the beginning of World War II, the Governors 
did meet regularly once a year, and Hughes says that through these ccnferences 
and meetings of officials a useful means of achieving practical coordination was 
provided. (Hughes, op. cit,, p. 219)

Thus, up to World War II, political federation of the.three territories had 
not been achieved, but interterritorlal cooperation in a number of common ser
vice areas did get started — e.g., transportetion, posts and telecommunications, 
meteorology, locust control, higher education, common currency, ccmmon market, etc. 
As previously mentioned, the Eastern Province of Uganda was transferred to the 
East African Protectorate (Kenya) in 1902 and fr(TO then onwards, the railway — 
later extended to Ka.T.pala -- was operated by a centralized regional administration. 
During World Wax I, i military railway was constructed frem Voi in south-eastern 
Kenya to Kahe in northern Tanganyika and the Ormsby-Gore Ccmmiission recewmended 
that this Voi-Kahe stretch be operated by the Kenya-Uganda railway. At the first 
Governors' Conference in 1926, the Govemca: of Kenya became the "High CQa.mlssioner 

Transport for the Kenya-Uganda Railway" and a "Special Railway Secretariat" 
was^Qlt up to administer the lines. One year later, the administration of the 
port of Mombasa — previously under the Kenya government — was transferred to 
the railwaj-s administration and its name was changed to the "Kenya-Uganda Railways 
and Harbours Administratirai," All of the subsequent reports — Hilton Young,
Sir Samuel Wilson, and the Joint Select Committee ~ recommended more reglcmal 
cooperation in the field of transportation, as did a 1933 report entitled "The 
Cocrdinatlcm of Transport in Kenya, Uganda, and Tanganyika Territories." (Hughes,

ij
I
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op, olt., p. 219) A postal union ■between-K^snya and Ugsmda was. first established
‘a

in I9II1 and in 1925 the postal and telecommunications administrations of the '
'^'1

.colonies were amalgamated. In.1933, Tanganyika joined jihe postal unl^, a Post-
. master-General was appointed fr^. the npgion, and a common telegraph system was

‘ put into service, (Delupis, op. clt., pp, 19-203
In economicyand tr^e areas, an African Currency Board was set up in

1905 to issue 'bank notes for Kenya and Uganda, but a ccrnimon currency^or all
three territories was not issued until I919, Tanganyika officially joined the
ftrcreney Board in 1921. this point-on. East African currency was part of
the sterling exchange system under which external reserves were held in sterling
securities and local cvirrenoy was issued and redeemed in exchange for sterling * ' < 
at a fixed rate. (Robson, op.cit., p, II5)

... There has always been a kind of unity among the three East 
African territories in their ''-grading and ocssmercial. relationships with 
each other and with the outsid^^OTld . ; . . (Kennedy, T.A., "The East 
African Customs Union: Some ESEfi^'es of Its History and Operations," in 
Politics of Integration, Rothchild (ed),- ffiist Africa Publishing House,

- .
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Kairobi, 1908, p. 169)

writes’^.A. Kennedy. The Congo Basin Treaties, which were negotiated at the 
Berlin Conference of I885 and tho Brussels,Conference of I89O, established two 
important principles which provided the basis for uniform trading policies in 
all territories of the Congo Basin — maxlnura limits for tariffs and nori-discri- 
mlnatlon. Subsequently, there were close and Sequent economic contacts between 
German-ruled Tanganyika and British Ehist Africa. During the late ISOO's, the 
greater part of Uganda's external trade was carried out through Tanganyika, and 
after the Kenya-l)ganda railway vjas built, northern Tanganyika became closely

I

:1
\ i

e'

I
*«■

tied to it and the port of Kcanbasa. Lake Victoria' trade was adminlsteroiL^a^ntly 
by German, and British authorities, and for some time cx;stcms duties and most , 
internal taxes were maintained at the — or similar— rates.

-pi.;

IP
I!

In the early
.loQO's, each territory had its own customs authority and chalp of customs posts, 
■but when the railway was finished and Imports Intended for Uganda starred craning

IK
«

i
15.

f;
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I
through Mombasa Instead of Tanganyika, a dispute between Uganda and the East 
African Protectorate arose out of the duties on Uganda-bound goods which the 

.tte^errltory was keeping. An agreement between the two British territories 
was rea^i

I la
ed in 1909 in which Kenya agreed to tirm over a certain proportion of 

the custrans revenue collected at Mombasa to Uganda.
Uganda collected at her owi border became less and less, it 
two custraas auth'orlties should be amalgamated.

I
As the customs duties which

Iwas decided that the 
This was done in 1917, and pro

vision was also made for free trade between the territories in both local and
sm
'U

imported products— i.e., a customs union was established. Tanganyika joined 
the unlOT in stages. In 1922, a common external tariff was adopted for all three 
territoriesj in 1923, 'tariffs on locally produced goods were eliminatedj and in
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1927 the duty-free transfer of imported goods from one territory to another — 
with the customs duty credited to the territory of fi.nal' cwisumption — wai\^. 
estahlishedj and finally in 1549, Tanganyika's customs adminlstra-tion was amal- . ' 
ganated withj; that of KenySvand U^nda. This common market ~ as it came to he 
known — was not based cn a formal'treaty or agreement between the three terri

tories, but"^operated ca their do facto acceptance of the way things were. Towards 
the end of the 1930's there was a commission of Inquiry into the financial 
position of Kenya. a result, an income tax was introduced in Kenya in 1937, 
and in 1939 it was Extended to Uganda and Tanganyika with the same rates and 
structure. In 1940, a Joint Ekist Africa Income Tax Board was.established to
-handle the collection of the tax. (Robson, op.cit., p. 104j Delupis, bp.clt,, 
pp.-20-23i Kennedy, op.cit., pp. 169-173)^^^

World War II h.ad a very great impact on'the course of East African history. 
As Nye states t :. . , ■ ''

.What central struct'jrec^s achieved in East Africa must be credited 
in large part to World VJax'II. (Nye, op.cit., p. 93) ,

The war made regional planning and acti<m an accepted feature of East African 
. life, espsoially when Italy entered the war in 1940 and occupied neighbouring 

Ethiopia. The war provided the Impetus for establishing institutions on a wide 
geographic basis for regulating, directing, and coordinating the British East 
African vrar effort.
Eocnomlc Council" ~ with its own seoreta:^Lat — to maintain liaison between the 
heads of commoa service administrations and the-civil governments, and to enable 
the three territories to act as one eocaionic and commercial unit. A wide range 
of temporary ad hoc councils, boards, -and committees grew up around the Eowicsaio 
Council Secreta,riat, perhaps the two most important of which were tha*:^uotion 
and Supply Council and -the War Supplies Board which tried to fulfil resource and 
manpower demands made by the Allied forces. (Rothchild, Donald, "Achievement 
of Administrative Union," in Politics of Integration. Rothchild, (ed). East 
African Publishing House, Nairobi, 1968b, p. 47;.also Delupis, op.cit,, p. 23; 
and Hughes, op.cit., p. 220)

Because the authority in such'arrangements was diffuse and decentralized, 
'^S^<5^ultatlon and agreement were necessary b'efore action cotnld be taken, and delays 

and confusion resulted. Most dissatisfaction centered m the Governors' Coaferenco 
itself, which was accused of being both secretive and impotent.

. . Therefore it is not surprising that by the war's end, both the need
for a mare efficient comnon machinery and the futility of the -nresent 
a^jrangement became evident to many East Africans of all races and led to a

In 1940, the Governors' Conference established'a "joint

2^ y “ '
^See also ^zlewood, Arthur, "Economic Integration in East Africa." in African 
Integration and Disintegration. Haalewood (ed), Oxford Univ^sity Press.
1967| ,p. 73; Nye, op. clt., p. 132.

london
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widespread desire to place such riourpolltical actlyities on a firmer 
constitutional footing. (RothchUd, 196Bb, op.clt., p, 47)

The British Government was also interested in seelSig that more effective coopera

tive agreem^ts betwe.en the threl^ierrltorles were developed.In 1945, the 
Labour,Government published a White Paper on "Interterrltcirial Organization 
In East Africa” which proposed arrangements designed to secure ^^tcr coordi

nation and efficiency in the operation of common services aind to satisfy the 
desire for more pqpi^pr participation and eontrol,.but hot to promote closer 
polltiOal union. ^

In brief, Colonial Paper No. I9I (as the White Paper became known) proposed 
■ that a High Gcranlssion and Central Legislative Assembly be established for the 
region to run the common services on a constitutional basis. The High CoiamissicHi 
was to be ccraposed of the three territoricl Governors — with the Govemctc of 
Ken>h, as Standing Chairman -- ’.who would control and operate the services. The 
actual day-to-day adminlstratjunv- however, would be done by five officials — 
the Chief Secretary to the High Commission, the P’inancial Secretary, the Director 
of Transport, the Postmaster General,' ^d the Commissioner of Custcsns' — who, 
along with an Economic Advisor and a Legal Secretary would be the ex-officio 
members of a regional'Central Legislative Assembly'. The Assembly itself would 
serve for a term of four years and would have the power to enact legislation for 
'the region, but only with relation to a i^-trlcted list of subjects. Kcreover, 
both the High. Commission and 7- -ultimately — the British Govemment jad to approve 
the legislation before it could become official. The most striking — and con

troversial — aspect of the arrangements was the proposed membership of the 
Assembly. In addition to 12 official’ members (seven ex-officio members mentioned 
above, me nominee from each Governor, and two nominees by the HigirtSmission) 
and a Speaker, there were to be 24 unofficial members — six Europeans,'six 
Indians, six Africans.(or trustees of African interests — two from each territory), 
two Arabs, auid four others. The European and Indian memters would be elected by 
territorial Legislative Councils and the remainder would be nominated by the 
•High Cmmission. (ibid, pp. ’48-49)

^ The principle of group equality for IJ^opean, Asian, and African unofficial'
"'^''^^nbers raised a starm of protest among the whi-te settler canmunities in Kenya 

and ncrthem Tanganyika --

The paramount cause of European protest was a fear that aocep-tance 
of racial pjurity in this instance would "put ideas of racial equality into 

' the Afric^s' heads" on future occasions, (ibid, , p. 50)

'Jlth the exception of white communities in Uganda and southern Tanganyika, white 
opinion opposed any move toward regional cooperation under these circumstances.
At ‘fl'Tfi'fe.- Trifllfln AfV^rian jrrnimQ rtr.+ os-f 4 o-T-t 4-K t ri*i
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initial negative reaction, however — and aftOT strong assurances
ytfrlcaji and Indian opinion 1)603010 
there any significant'African

either. After an 
that no political unification was planned — 
iostly favarahlo.^^) Only in TangMylfca was

'V- ■^ opposition,
of 1946, the Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies,During the summer

Creeclf'Jones,,, toured East Afrlfci and held discussions with.kjl racial 
on Colonial Paper 191. In 194?, Hr, Creech Jones hecame Secretary of State

■v

Kr. Arthur
groups
for the colmies, and in February of that year Colonial Paper No. 210 was Issued 
which announced the revi^ proposals of ’the government 'for interterritorial

There was now to he a general review of the Central Legislative
If it should continue to exist and the form

organization;

Assembly after four years to determine
additions to regional services or subjects the Assembly was ■ii

it should take if so, 
allowed to deal with were forbidden without a clear expression of approval from'

territorial Legislative Councils, and the me;abershlp of the Central
changed, would now be a Speaker, seven ex-officio

Arab, and five members from each of

lllrf:
each of the

' . Legislative Assem'bly was
members from the High Commission staff,

ii
one

elected by the territorialthe territories ~ one appointed by the Sovemor,
from each of the three racial groups to be appointed by the

one

legislature, and one 
territorial govsrriment cr elected. 4Assuming that a European governor would 
appoint a European and that a Europeah-doainated ten-itorlal legislature would
elect a European, white dominance was assured.

conditions of Colonial Paper 2fo, attitudes toiiard regional coopera-

T-

Under the 
tion (iulckly changed —f

In their new form the proposals were accept^ by the Europeans, but 
rejected by Africans and most Indian- opinion in all three countries,
(Hughes, op.cit., p. 222)

The Africans and Asians — along with their few white allies in Southern Tai^anylka 
— felt bewildered and betrayed by, the sudden tumahout. They attempted- 

arrangements,23) but the other side had official majorities in 
the territorial Legislative Councils and events inexorably pushed forward. 

•In the early part of 1947, debates were carried on simultaneously in each texri-
Legislative Council aJid notions to accept the proposals for Intorterrltorial

r . _ -- - -  .

22)i.Aisb, the fury of. settler disapproval in Kenya must have enlisted further 
African support, for whatever the settlers rejected categorically must teve 
■taken-on added lustre for the more outspoken black natlCEialists . . .

'■‘■(Rothchlld, 196ab, op.cit., p. 49)
•23)"However, African leaders were by no means unaware of the need for operating 

on an East African basis. Hr. Kathau, for one, emphasized he was not opposed 
t^ which ha and his
associates did oppose was what they considered to be a retreat from the equality 

' explicit in Colonial No. 191." (Rothchlld, 1968b, op,'cit., p. .54)

•?

and Ugandas to oppose the new 
each of

i3

I tpiy's
i:

11I
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Reorganization in East Africa as set' forth in Colonial Paper No. 210 were passed, 
with the few African and Asian members voting no or abstaining.^ -On July 28, 1^7,

put \•Kr. Creech Jones announced to the House of Ctsnmons that he had decided to 
Colonial Paper 210 into effect^ ^ahd u^der these rather Inausplcidus circumstances, 

‘ the East African'High Conriisslrai .came into operation on January 1, 19^ and the
April' 6, 1948..?^), (Roth-East African Central Legislative Assembly first met on 

child, 1968b, op.blt., pp. 52-54; Hughes, op'.cit., p. 222)
• As finally constituted, the East African High Commission (SAHC) did consist 

of the three territcria^ovemors with .the Governor of Kenya as Chairman and 
empowered to act in certain oases on behalf of the Commission when it was not in 

Administratively, the EAHC Secretariat was composed of four principal

t

i

session.

executive officers — Administrative Secretary, Financial Secretary, Postmaster
Unlike the■ General, and Commissioner for Transport — plus a Legal Secretary.

Governors' Conference, the SiHC had its own regional Secretariat and not simply 
territorial — mostly Kenyan — re^sentatives and Civil Servants working for it.

■ The Central Legislative Assesibly was "constituted as previously discussed, and was 
jrestricted to legislating only on the follq^ng regional topicsi appropriations 
providing for the EAHC, Assembly, or common services expend!tvrces; civil aviation; 
customs and excise administration — but not the power to set tariff rates; in
come tax administration ~ but not the power to set rates; regional scientific re
search; Lake Victoria fisheries; Hakerere College; meteorological services; post, 
telegraph, and telecommunications; railways and harbours; inland water transport;

for the self-contained^^) services; statistics and the census;loan ordinances
Royal Technical College of East Africa; merchaiit shipping; General Clauses Acts; 
pensions and other natters affecting staff; and any martter concerned with peace, 
order, and good government of the three territories. (Delupis, op.cit., p. 29; 
Hughes, op.cit. p. 222) Although^ the range of tcp^ps was thus very wide, the 
Assembly itself was subordinafb^t^the High C<muiiission. As Delupis describes it.

i:

^^^After VJorld Var II, the United Nations'replaced the League of Nations and the 
Mandates of the latter organization were converted into "Trusteeship territories" 
of the former. Article 5 of the Trusteeship Agreement for Tanganyika provided 

' for a "customs, fiscal or administrative union or federation with adjacent 
territories under His Britannic Majesty’s sovereicpty or control" as long as ,

^ ^such measures were not inconsistent with otffer terms of the Agreenerit. (Delupis, 
Spt<Lt., p, 26) However, the United Nations General Assembly was quite clear 
about their opposition to political federation. In Resolution 224 (ill) of the 
Third Session (Kovamber IS; 1948) they state; "The General Assembly ...
Endorses the observation of the Trusteeship Coiaicil that an administrative 
union 'must remain strictly administrative in its natirre and scope,, and that 

■ its operation must not have the effect of creating any conditions which will 
obstruct the. separate development of the Trust Territery, in the fields of 
political, economic, social and educational advancement, as a distinct entity.'" 
(Rothchild (ed), op.cit., p. 60)

^5^To be explained shortly.

s-
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The role of the Lesislative Assembly was limited to the-mere oonsldera- 
Sast African legislation (on certain topics)^hefore it. became "lafPv 

by the assent- of the High Commission, i.e., by the^Govemors of the three ' 
territories. But this.assent was given beforehand! all Bills haid to be 
approved'by the High Commlgsion b'ifore their introduction iri the Assembly.
(Delupis, bp‘‘.clt., p.’29)

tion of

Still, the Assembly did^enact a number of“iiaportant -laws in its first'y^s of
existence, and these laws ~ with the ccnsent of the High Ccamission ~ then had 
the force of law in all three territories, , 

advanta^?*which the High
Commission had over the Governors' 

Conference, there were still limitations placed on it which made it fall far 
short of any real degree of regional unity. The basic political and administra

tive powers remained with the territorial governments. With the exception of 
the. self-contained services which paid at least most of their own. way, the acti

vities .and services of the High, Cc^lsslon depended on financial funding from the 
- territories. Moreover, the High Cbi^^ion's executive and legislative authority 
rested upon the unanimous agreement of the teiritorlal governors- and governments. 
One terri-t.gry could block any proposal,' ■And' if a territory were to violate any 
regional agreement, there were no regional courts or police force to enforce the 
High Commission's laws or decrees. Vltfi all these limitations, however, Hughes 
says that

Despite - the

After the di3?.greeaents surrounding %As inception, the High Commis
sion quickly settled down to doing an efficient job of work with little 
public Interest. (Hughes, op.cit., p. 223)

Many of the services and activities of the EAHC can be divided into seven 
functional groupings! Adminlstrationj Finance) Communications) Social Services) 
Besearch and Scientific Services) Econcmio Services) and Defense, As mentioned
earlier, a Secretariat was established for the EAHC'to administer its functional
responsibilities. A Public Service Cranmlssion was also set up in admlnls-txatlon 
•in 1957 to ad-vise on recruitment of staff and other s-taff matters. Under Finance,
the East African Income Tax Department was responsible for administration and 
collection of income taxes in the region. Previously, territorial Income -tax
systMs had been almost Identical so that few ai^ustnents were needed. The EAHC 
now'*hadjj^a power to legislate on the nancigemeat 'and cidminis-tratlon of collections, 
and did so ~ the Assembly passed the East African Income Tax Management Act of 
1952 which regulated the manner in which the tax was collected throughout the 
region but not on the rates or personal allowances of the -tax. responsibilities 
which remained with the separate territories. Tax returns were filed on all in

come earned in the region, and the revenues were subsequently allocated to the 
basis of what they would have received if there had been 

separate Income Tax Departments. Also performing a financial function was the
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East African Customs amd Excise Department — established on January 1, 1949._
Khlch collected customs and excise duties in° the fegiCsi, In practice, there jinre 
COTunon customs and excise rates, but the power to. set tljose rates again remained 
with the tenritaries, ,Lat« In I949,^ha Assembly passed the Customs and Excise 

. Revenue AllooAtl'on' Act which pravided for the allocation of this revenue to the 
three territcri^. (ibid-, pp, 32-34) » -

*■ "C. • *

Craimunlcations functions were carried out by Railways and Harbours, Post and 
Telecommunications, and Civil Aviation Departments,
regional Assembly annuUd^ enacted an Appropriation (E^st African Railways and 

• Harbours) Act and an Appropriation (East African Post and Telegraph) Act towards 
the expenditures of these departments, ^oth of’ these departments, however, 
"seif-contained" commercial imits,

26)’ Frc?i 1949 onwards, the

were

... which operated on commercial lines, were self-accounting enter
prises, financing their expenditure from’the sale of their services, and 
from loans for capital development, (Kaslewood, I967, op.cit., p. 72)

• as opposed to the other "non-self oontalned". services.^7) Railways and harbour 
systems had been gradually amalgamated, into, one administrative unit, and -the
process was completed-with the introduction of a ccrron tariff, for both systems 
and the new East African Railvrays and Harbours Administration Act of I950. 
and telecommunications services already had been under a regional Postmaster 
General with headquarters in each territory. Pollowing the conversion into a 
self-contained department, a Post and Telegraph Advisory Board was established 
to communicate with the regional Assembly. The Directorate for Civil Aviation 
came into existence in 1949 under the regional Commissioner for Transport. 
Postmaster General was^responsible for supplying air radio technical services, 
and a Director of Civil Aviation waS established for service

. pp. 35-36)

Post

The

operatlons^ClMd,

Under Social Services cane the East African Refugee Administration, the 
East Africa Xiterature Bureau, and the East Africa Inter-Territorial Language 
Committee. The Refugee Administration was in charge of some Polish refugees in 
the aftermath of World War II. By 1949, most of these refugees resettled in 
other countries or were repatriated and its mission was fulfilled. The East
Afl^j^ Literature Bureau — and its auxiliary,«"the Inter-Torritorial Langmge 
CoBml^fee — was established in 1948 to fight illiteracy, publish written materials, 
and to provide libraries. Th^e had been seme regional cooperation in Research

26)ln i960,
e , transferred the Meteorological services from "Scientific
Services", to "CoMunications."

27)foj. a.11 the. non-self supporting services, the regional Assembly enacted an 
AppropriatiOT (Jon-Salf Contained Services) Act -annually from I949 onwards 
to provide for their expenditures. (DelupiB, op.cit., p. 30)

t . .  ° ^ ^ '. .  ^ ^ ™ .  ' “
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and Scientific Services 13610X0 v’orld Uar II in the fields of moteoxplc^ and 
asrlculture, but after the Var the number of regional research services und®^ 
the High Coramission Increased greatly. By 1950> there were about .20 research 
organizations working oh a«»ragionadr'basis. The Oriier in Council which established

'H'

if5

R
?;
Iif

1- Aif
the High Commission only mentioned a few of these organizations by name, but there 

general' authorisation which proVided that-research units could'be set up 
on a regional basis as they became necessary. (Ibid, pp. 36-38)

.1

i¥:

was a

^r-

I
There were sev^^ Economic Services which the High Coiunisslon provided. 

The East African Ircduction and Supply Council ~ later renamed the Depsirtment 
for Economic Coordination — studied the supply of certain conLuodltles .and made

i’ w

Iprice control recommendations, and was also a forum for the coordination of
Under its.direction, such groups as the East African

■.

I
I

import control policies.
Cereals'Pool, the Timber Advisliry Board, and the Advisory Bureau for Qualityf

j.

Standards functioned. The can Industrial Council was concerned with
Industrial licensing in the three territories. Under the Industrial Licensing 
Ordinances — and amendments — of the three territories, the Council was author

ised to receive applications and grant exclusive licenses to manufacture specific 
•products in the region.for a period* not exceeding five years, in order to protect 
Infant industries. The East Africa Office in London maintained liaison between 
British and East African governments on trade natters such as long -term contracts 
and bulk purchases. The East Africa Toirrist Association was another joint under

taking under- the High Ccamlssion established in -1946 to encourage and promote 
tourism (ibid, pp. 3S-39).

The final functional service of the High Commission was In the field of 
Defense, Under,the High Commission's Order in Council, it had the power^to 
establish regional defense services. A Kenya Royal Havy Volunteer Reserve had 
existed in the past, but in 19^9 the regional Legislative Assembly passed the East 
Africa Naval Force Act, and in 1950 the regior.3l Naval Force replaced the Kenyan 
Reserve, (ibid, p, 39)

There were other early activities of the High Commission which night also 
be mentioned. In 1949, the regional Assembly passed the Hakerere College, Act 

provided a new Cemstitutlon for the College, and in 1963 the College was 
transformed into a University College of i^st Africa. The importance of Kakerere 
as a common training institution for a whole generation o£ East African elite 
has already been mentioned. In the 1950's, these elite were also united by their 
ccraaon struggle for independence. Franck speaks of one plus factor in region- 
builiing efforts, a "gradually developed habit of cooperation and unity" which 
cane from the common struggle for independence by friends, many of whoa studied
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together at Kakerere or In Britain. (Franck, op.clt., p. 12) Althpugh Africans ■ 
vero still suspicious of the High Cofflmlsslon as a forerunner to fedterationj^S) ^ 
som'e of their attitudes were chcinglhg. There were complaints over the white- 
supremist atmosphere in Nairobi -‘■,^-the H5^ Commisslcai's headquarters--- and over 
the pace of Africanization in the Conmisslon's activities, but although vocal 
and public complaints about the Commission were ..heard from African ■ leaders', they 
did recognize its economic value«

, . . most African^eaders wore well enodgh aware of the economic 
advantages, of the oi^c^l^tlon not to give backing to a few trade union 
leaders'who went so far as to demand the dismantling of the High Ccmrais- 
slon, (Hughes, op.clt., p. 223)

During the 1950's, colonial Africa moved toward independence under African 
' control and the attitude of East Africans toward regional cooperati<m or federa- 

tlon became increasin.gly important, inherent'in the word "natiraialism," how-' 
ever, were the ingredients that.would,&£entually oppose .regionalism, .although 

' they need not have necessarily been the“dltermlnant factors. Either a strong 
East African colonial regicaial government or African nationalist organization 

.would have ted some positive effect on pre-independence federation attempts, but 
the relatively weak cooperative structure of the liigh Commission was reflected 
in the attempts of territorial nationalist parties to get together. Nye describes 
the situation welli

When nationalist institutions were established in East Africa, they 
were built at the territorial (not the East African) level, because Bri
tish colonialism had constructed the effective power structure (which the 
African elite wished to capture) at the territorial level. Once they had 
captured it, the African leaders had to use the territorial power structure 
to "build a nation," "to create the community that they had claimed. This 
put strains on the weak East African structure c3f cooperation." (Hyer-<Jpv\ 
clt. , p. 85)

There was some important regiesaal political activity among the Africans, 
however. In 19^5i two Kenyans ~ Jauaes Gichuru and Francis Khamlsi -- travelled 
to Ugcinda and Tanganyika to explore the possibilities of joint political ooopera- 

. tlon, but the response tothoir efforts was negative. In Uganda, the dominant 
leaders of Euganda — true to their past attituies — disliked the idea of joining 
with o^he^fricans, and in Tanganyika no effective leaders or organizations were 
foimd to cooperate with. In October of 1950> under the shadow of the impending

V...-

28)see the "Report of the United Nations Visiting Mission to Tanganyika, 1954" 
and the Froceedings of the East Africa Central Legislative Assembly, both 
reprinted in- Rothchild (ed.), op, oit., pp, 61-6? for examples of this sus
picion.
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CentxaJ. African Federation which aost AfriCcins violently exposed,^.9) ^ second 
attempt was made to get African political movements together on.an''East African 
■basis, but it too failed. Nye claims that the failure was, due to a "disparity 
between political arganizations" between'^Ifenya and the other two territories.30)

‘ (Ibid, p. 97) ^ ■

A continental-wide Pan African novemen-£ had meanwhile begun to grow- up, 
but it was dominated by the relatively more sophisticated West Africans and so 
in September of I958 East Africans once again met pi Kwanza (Tanganyika) on the 
shores of Lake 'Victoria, fi^s time the Pan’ African Freedom Movement for East 

,r,^_jnd-Central Africa (PAFnHCA)- was established in connection with the all-Afrlcaui 
People',s Conference and included Africans from Nyasaland and' Northern Rhodesia 
as well as from East Africa. The coming reality of African independence made 
many of the African elite see the concept of an Eas-ti African Federation in a new — 
and more favorable — light, but PAfSsCA was still a relatively weak organization 
cempared to its territorial com'ponentt^^iganda woiad not agree to establishing 
a definite organizational plan and most of its activities were concerned with 
coordinating .the struggle for freedom — "T-he Question of East African Federation, 
they decided, did not arise at that time." (Hughes, op.cit., p. 230)

Still, a regional political organizatioi of Africans did exist, and it was 
used by individuals within PAFI-;EGA to generate a federalist movement. Soaewhat 
wistfully, Franck states:

I-ts coming .into being as an association of the like-minded i^st and 
Central Africa political parties gave the region an institutional basis 
of shared purpose, struggle and cameraderie which no other part of Africa 
coifld match. , . in early i960 the inner circle of FAF;-;SGA (Kaunda, Nyerero, 
Kambona, Cbote, .’•'boya, Kenyatta, Gichuru) had a youthful restless spirit, a 
lean and hungry intellect, an integrity, an Indifference to tradition — 
both African and. Western — an ideall(Stic, intelligent inventiveness 
fondhess for innovation, for the probe and thrust,, which is not a creed ^ 
or IdecLogy so much as style, iiad they been able to translate that elan 
into a political imion, there would .have been nothing ocraparable on the 
African continent. But they could not for Sian-was not enough. (Franck, 
op.cit., pp. 13 & 16) '
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Si"J mm--29)The Central African Federation of Southern Rhodesia (now Rhodesia), Northern 
Rhodesia (now Zambia), and Nyasaland (now Malawi) was perceived to be an 
attg^t by the-dOi-ninant white settlers of Soutftem Rhodesia to extend their 
powefec over ihe. other two British territories, .. This fear is generally 
thought to have been realized, and the vehe.ment opposition by Africans in 
both Northern Rhodesia and lij'asaland to the British-enforced federation led 
to its break-up wily ten years after it was established.

3®)''Real power and real nationalist organization were in the three territories, 
and the. difference in territorial settings resulted in creation of organiza
tions that were not easily merged into one." (Rye, op.cit., p. 98)
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Eventually, PAFMSGA saw its members assune-power in Independent Kenya; Uganda,' 
Tanzania, and Zambia. In 19^3 It dissolved itself and its remadning fxmotlons-^

' were taken over by the Organization for African Unity (>CAU), _
According to PramCk, PAFMgCA had^wo limitations which inhibited its ability 

to influence an East African Federation. Firstly, it never became a mass movement 
— it was composM of ^ small handful of"African elltei and-seccodly; it did 
not resolve political rivalries between Africans that surfaced wl-th the increasing
ly imminent prospect of independence. In each .terxitoiy, there were, ccnservatlve, 
tradition-oriented Afri^ movements which wanted Independence merely to restore 
power to pre-colonial chiefs, sul-tans,. or kings, Quite naturally, these move- 
men-ts were often not in sympathy with -the -inner circle of PAFHECA, which was 
composed of more radical nationalist parties and individuals — TASU and Nyerere in 
Tangainyikai KAUU and Kmyatta, Odinga, and Mboya,in Kenyaj UPC and Obote in 
Ugandaj and the ASP and Karume in^Zanzi'bar.^^^. These four more radical parties 

- worked together and supported each^^hfer, and if they had all come to power at 
the propitious moment, Ehst Africa's history might have been very different.
(Ibid,- pp. 14-15)

’Far in 19^0, a resolution was passed at a PAFi-'SGA meeting- in ^rbale (Uganda)
which stated "tiiat the tine was now ripe to agree mon.and plan a federation of
East African states." (Hughes, op.cit., p. 232) Time was getting short, how-
ever, because Tanganyika's independence was fast approaching. In a paper're-

.,»■

markable for its qlarity, commitment, and foresight, presented to the June i960 
Conference of Independent African States, Julius Nyerere of Tanganyika stated his 
hopes and fears for the future of East Africa'!

In the struggle against aolonialism ttie fundamen-tal imity of the 
people of Africa is evident and is deeply felt, • It is, however, a_-un-14y 
forged in adversity in a battle against an outside government. If the triumph 
in this battle is to be followed by an eqtul triumph against.the fcrces of 
neo-Imperialism and also against .poverty, ignorance, and disease, then this 
unity must be strengthened and maintained.

The feeling of unity which now exists could, however, be whittled 
away if ea.oh country gets its independence separately and beccaies open to 
the temptations of nationhood and the Intrigues of those who find their 
s-trength in the weakness of small nations,

There is one way to ensure in East Africa that the present unity of 
opposition should become a unity of oons-tructicn. The unity and freedon 
movements should be combined, and the East Airican territories achieve 
independence as one unit at -the earliest possible movement. This means 
a federation of the territories now administered separately.

d
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, ^Tanganyika Africa National Union (TANU)| Kenya Africa li'atlonal Union (KANU)j 
Uganda Peoples Congress (UFC)i Afro-Shlrazl Party (ASP), '
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■ But a federation of Kenya, Tanganyljka, Uganda, ajid Zanzitar cannot ' 
and must not be imposed upon the people of these territories. It must !)&_, 
a decision of the people e^ressed through their elected representatives. A, . 
This means that discusslcais pn the q.uestlon of the establishment- of a 
Federation of East Africg, pan on^jt, cone after all the countries concerned 
have governments Which, are" responsive to the wishes of the people, elected 
by the people and which have, full inteinal power. This position can be 
reached early in I56I .... ' . - *

5~Vi;
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Si-At the moment Tanganyika is more advanced on the road to independence 
than any of the other torritoriesi the British Government could not refuse irii

I-
f.
i

a demand from us fMfcjindependence in 1961,^ I believe, however, that it is 
1 ofTanganyika as well as of the other territories that wein the interests

should unite into a federation. I also believe that the attainment of 
complete independence by Tanganyika alone would caxplicate the establlsh- 

. ment of a new political unit

There are people who believe,no doubt sincerely, that in order that 
the decision to bring about the federation nay be, and may appear to be, 
a free expression of the peo&e of East Africa thenisalves, we must wait 
until the separate countries ar^cmplefcly Independent .... I believe, 
however, that the e:cpre’ssion wishes of the people of East Africa
does not have to wait until these countries are completely Independent , , .

- r Jt has been argued, largely by"seme of our friends in Uganda, that 
we must put our separate houses in order first, before we-contemplate 
federation. I do accept this argument .... But when does one satisfy 
onesself that our house has been put in order? I say after responsible 
government. Some of my friends say after independence. I find it diffi
cult to accept this , . , ,

There are obvious disadvantages if wait until all the countries 
of East Africa have reached co.mplete independence . . i , If each .nation 
achieves independence separately any move by one of them in the .direction 
of federation is likely to be misunderstood and will certainly be subjected 
to a campaign alleging imperialistic desi(gns and a search for personal 
power. For this reason, the most honest and least selfish of the leaders 
will be strcsigly tempted to avoid the issue. ' Further, the leaders_Qf-each 
state will become so preoccupied with the immolate problems of their ora 
government that the long term advantages whlc^^ can come from the establish
ment of a federation vrill get crowded out of consideration.

Ve have to accept, too, that if each of the East African territories 
is independent we shall each have to open embassies. , , accept diplomatic 
offices in each of our capitals, and . . , shall even have to exchange 

, diplomatic representation .... Further,.once the four nations each 
have their own representative at the United liations, have their own national 

■^flag and. forel^ representatives, we shall'^l■ave established centres of 
^ne^ted interests against unity. This is not because we shall appoint evil 

people to such posts but simply because we shall be increasing the number 
of human beings who,have a personal interest in disunity -- and because 
they are human beings most of them will be more conscious of the advantages 

. of the present situation and the difficulties of change than of the long 
term baiefits which would come',

' ' Furthermore, federation after complete Independence means the sur-
rendm of sovereignty and all the prestige and symbols of such sovereignty. 
Surely, if it is difficult now to convince some of our friends, that federa
tion is desirable, when it does not involve surrendering any sovereignty.
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it is going to to a million times more dlfflciat to convince them later, ^ .

But I 'believe in the unity of our countries, ■> I do not want; to leave 
the impression that no price nee^=i)e paid for such unity, ,. ,. . I, for 
one, would be-preyed to^ppstpone the celebration of Tanganyika's indepen
dence in 1962 rather than take' the ris'k of perpetuating the baikanizatton 
of East Africa, ^Reprinted in Hothfchlld (ed),'Op, cit,,'pp,

n

Despite the magnanimity of Myerere's offer, agreement between the three'territories 
was not reached. KAIill ^l^decs item Kenya were generaXLy in' favor of. Immediate 
federation, but the Buganda kingdom of Uganda strongly opposed the idea for a

I

number of reasons related to their fear of a loss of their own political power. 
(Hughes, op.cit., p. 231; see also Rothohi'ld (ed), op.cit., pp. 75-76 for some 
^ti-federation documents from Uganda)I

The general intention within^ the "inner circle” of the PABT-ISGA had beai to 
wait until elections took place in...,early I96I in both Kenya and Uganda before 

. ' . making any moves toward federatirar^^ifter much negotiating with Britain, these
elections were to result in African majorities in both territorial Legislative 
Cpuni^ls-and the ri-ght to organize African''territorial governments.

V.'

r-
5,

It vas ex-
■ peoted that the pre-federation parties of the inner circle would win these elec-

tions, providing a mandate to go ah^d with a summit conference to work out the 
necessary details and steps toward federating, 
whelming electoral victory, receiving 67.4^ of all votes cast compared to l6A% 
which its closest-opposition, ?ADU (Kenya African Democratic Union), received. 
In one of those" ironic tragedies of history, however, the European governor --

P:
In Kenya, KA>?U won an over-

.4'

■.M

in a carry-over from Kau-I^au days — would not release Jono Kcnyatta from de
tention and KAJIU would' not agree to govern without him.

i'
In attempting to end 

the impasse, the Governor formed a short-lived govemiaent with the mlneari-tyxKADU 
party in April of-«’196l and federation hopes decreased, In Uganda, the oppo
sition Democratic Party won over Hilton Obote's UPC in a freak election upset, 
and in Zanzibar the elections resiilted in a deadlocked stalemate ~V

The absence of straightforward outcomes in the three territories 
meant that there could be no firm basis for the proposed discussions, 
and inevitably produced in each of them an increased preoccupation with 

political problems, (Hughes, opmclt., p, ,233)

Therefore, in Haroh of I96I it was agreed by Britain that Tanganyika should 
become Independent on Deo^bi 28th of that year. Consequently, in June of I96I, 
a conference was held in London to discuss the future, of the High Commission and' 
the common .services in light of this pending change in constitutional

iii

5,

status. It

elections, see Bennett, George and-Rosberg, 
Carl G.,^^he-KenTOtta Elections 1 Kenya I96O-I96I. Oxford University Press, 
Ltodcn, 1961. For a good discussion of the 'Uganda upset, 
vea^, pp, 150-I58. see RothohildI
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vas asreed by tho delesates from all three territories that the common services 
provided by the High Commission would continue to be provided 'em a regional beisls 
and that an East African Common Services Organization■•(SACSO) shoulcLbe established , 
to admlnistOT. tham in .■Decembde’-Df 19i^. , • -

Tho "winds of change" and independence came so unexpectedly q^ulckly in E!ast 
Africa that African leaders didn’t really have tiae'^ln the'turbulent years of 
the early 1960’s to develop an Ideology or plan for federalism. In -the busy 
months preceding Tangai^ka's Independence, all territorial govemmen'ts were busy 
passing legislation aiH little -was said or done to promo'te federation. Although 
proponents of Bast African Federation had not given up hope, Tanganyika did be
come Independent by herself in December Of I96I and the fest African High Cooimis- 
slon became the Common Ser\'ices Organization.

i

*r

This new orsanization did not radically differ frOTi its predecessor in form
^ ■ O ■ ■ ■

but Important clumges were made in its policy making machineryor content,
" . ■which now had to relate to'the ri@^^rican elite. The High CcsMilssicai was re- 1

placed by the East African Authority, which consisted of the chief executives 
of the three governments. Decisions of this supreme body still had to. be unani
mous, but the chairmanship of the Authority rotated among the three countries 
instead of staying in Kenya’s hands. ' The functions and powers of the new Central 
Legislative Assembly stayed much the same as before, but its membership- 
panded and popularized ~ outside of the Speaker and 18 members frera the EACSO’s 
administrative Secretariat, nine members were to be elected from eacli coun-try.
The common services were to be run by four. ~ and later five — Kiijlsterlal 
Committees composed of one Minister from each’coun-try. These "Trium-virates," 
as the Klnisterial Committees soon became known, were as follows! The Cc!iununi- 
oatlons Caamltteej the Finance Committee; the Canmerclal and Industrial^-Coordinar 
tlon Committee; the Social .and Research Services'Cixiuiiittee; and the Labour. Cranmit- 
tee. (Delupls, op.cit., pp. 42-45) •

In most respects, the common services which EAC30 provided were much the 
same as those provided by the High Commission, although organized a bit differently. 

. The Refugee Administration, of course, had fulfilled its mission and gone out of 
.existence; the Publicity Cccmlttee and the Inter-Torritorial Language Cesnmittee ■ 
weTe^onveniontly omitted from the enumerated schedule of ccaunon services; de—

*

I
I:was ex-
s

I

i
I

fense was to be a'national responsibility from I962 onward; and in I966 the

33)ln "The Structure of the East African Common Services Organization" (reprinted 
in Rothchild (c-d), op.cit,, pp,26l-262), Jane Banfield says that the EACSO dlf- 
fered.from the High Cccimlssion in three respects! It owed its existence to an 
agreement entered into by the three governments primarily conoomed, and not to 
an Order in Council frcmi the British Government; a local executive Authority was

rather than a High Car.mis&ion with primary respon- 
BiDiiitles to Britain; and finally, the EVCSO constitution coiild be eiltered 
or amended by East African agreement without Britain’s approval.

i
ft:

i.'.
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East Africa Office In London vas closed. A new Public Services CotnmlsalcBi 
established in 1962 to make appointnents and discipline the staff of the 

• cratalned services financed throush the General Fundj similar — hut^separate — 
Coonlsslons did the same for Railways^-and Harbours and for Post and Telecrannunl- 
cations. Organizationally, EACSO headjiuarters consisted of a Secretary-General's 
Office; a Treasury Office,3^) and a Leg^ Secretary'‘8 Chamb^s (which -Included 
the Public Service Connlssions), Outside of head<iuarters there were EACSO 
depaxtaents in Civil Aviation, Meteorology, Customs 'and Excise, Income Tax, the 
Eh.st Africa, LiteratiurejfB^eau, and for eleven.scientific research organizations, 
Che organizational innovation'which the EACSO constitution provided for was a 
Court of Appeals for Eastern Africa which-could hear, appeals frco the highest 
courts., in the three East African countries and other nearby British-ruled terri
tories. Both headquarters offices and divisions_and the external departments were 
under one of the Ministerial Conn'ittees (Trlumverates) mentioned above, (ibid,

„ pp. 46-48) _ _

The Triumverate Coraittees, although called an "important innovation" by 
Delupis' (p. 44), did cause some probleaa in.- that the East African Ministers were 
aiso’fiinisters in their o-^n national governments and tended to give their, primary 
loyalty to the nation rather than the region. In describing these canmittees, 
Kazlewood says the following!

The corimittee system is not entirely satisfactory, for the members 
are not able to divorce themselves from their territorial interests when 
serving as members of the SAC30 committees. They act more as delegates 
of their territories than as ministers of a central adminis-tratlon.
(Hazlewood, 196?, op.cit., pp. 72-73)

Unanimous agreement wafe necessary cfi these committees for any proposed 
to be approved, and so the system worked effectively only for readily a-gteed-O 
upon measures — controversial matters with conflicts of territorial or national 
interest tended to be avoided, and thus remained unresolved, With regional h^id- 
•quarters in Kalrobi, moreover. East African Ministers from Uganda and Tanganyika 
were physically removed ftroa the focus of administrative power much of the time 
and gave the EACSO a "Kenya orientation." Particularly at the middle and lower 
bureaucratic levels, Kenyans dominated the reg^nal civil service and had much

African Minister, than did those from Tanganyika 
or Uganda, (ibid, p. 73; Hobson, op.cit., p. 106) Even with these limitations.

was I

non
I

1
5

if
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5
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measure

i

3^'The Treasury Office had several divisionsi
toe Office of the Financial Secre

te; the kinancial and General Division (which controlled the General Fund); 
the Economic Coordination Division (which provided services for-the IndustrialC.',
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hcwever, E4G30 did represent a step forward for regionalism from the High
O . - •

CoEnralsslon —

EAC30 did not constlfu;te a federation. It was not conceiv'fed to be 
even a ■ truly supra-rnational .ecoafttolc ccsinunity ,
East Africa had, by 'the end of 1961, inched a long way toward an integrated 
system of crasmunications, marketing, finance’, researchj higher education, 
adjudication and currency control. “ (l^nck, qp.clt. ,p. 19) '

During 1962 and I963, hopes for an East African Federation remained high, 
as illustrated by the l^gthy q^uote at the beginning of this Chapter, 35) Cki 9 
October, I962, Uganda became Independent under Prime Minister Milton Obote, and, 
after receiving self-government on 1 June I963,, Kenya became fully independent 
on *12 December I963 under Prime Minister Jomo Kenyatia. All of the signers of 
the June Sbh declaration had achieved power. The delay in waiting for independence, 
however — as Hyerere had foresegn — was criticali

But a much more serious^jCMsequence of the delay in Kenya's and 
Uganda's independence was itg^=i^ect on the ethos of unity. Ambitious 
political leaders soon discovered that; while it is one thing to fight 
together for power, it is quite anoth^ to share power once it is won,
(Ibid, p. 16)

,S». ' __

Working Party meetings to prepare a framework for a draft constitution for the 
proposed Seist African Federation began in Dar es Salaam almost immediately following 
the June 5'th declaration, At first, all important political elements — even 

— supported the call for federation and an aura of optliiiism
The first hints of trouble in Uganda began al-

But in practice.

■ I

i

36)the B Uganda- 
surrounded the first meetings.

37) and by August it rra.s clear that a deadlock had been 
On 20 August I963, the

most immediately, however,
reached between Uganda and the other two countries, 
leader of the Uganda delegation to'the Working Party predicted -that federation
would not be achieved that year. The newspaper aqppunt of the incident read as 
foUowsi

Although he made no direct reply to ci^ims by Kenya and Tanganyika 
Ministers that it was Uganda who was holding up the proceedings, Mr.

35)"It must, however, be admitted that in December, I963, federation seemed a 
sire thing and an ideal to which not only the -technicians, the economists, 

■5,3he civil servants, but also the political'leaders had dedicated themselves." 
X^^ck, qp, cit., p. 4)

3^)see the "Buganda Response'to the June 5 Cemmunique" reprinted In Rothchild 
(cd), op, cit,, p. 88.

37)seo Rothchild (ed), op. cit,, pp, 9I 4 92 for a newspaper account of the 
Kabaka.(king) of Buganda missing an Important mooting Between East Africa's 

- leaders and Ugandan hereditary rulers on 1 July I963, On pp. 92-98, see the 
Ugandan National Assembly Debates for 12 July I963 in which the hesitancy 
oj. Bomo Ugandans- to federation was openly ejqnressed.

:t- -
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Nekyon, who leads the Uganda Working P^y at the fecieration talks, said ■ 
Uganda wants to know "exactly where she is going" hefore sHe'Ccmits her
self to anything,

-*
"I to not prepared -just'=to t^ow my nation into darkness," he said, 

"so I sust_kpoH exactly wi?era we are going and to whom we are surrendering 
our powers. And, as a small'state, Uganda needs certain guarantees for 
her future within a larger unit," (Bothohild- (ed), qp,cit,, p,' 98)-

sSi

I
I

«. ■

Prime Minister Cbote boycotted a special meeting of the three East Afrlcto 
leaders 38) which had been called by the other tyo for mid-September in an 
attempt to revive the id,d^of federation,- and bickering between Uganda and the 
other -two” countries ensued, 3^^ ISIn January, 1964, the three Heads of (now all 
independent) State net and reaffirmed their- desire that "the policy and objectives
of the East African Federation should he pursued," (ibid, p, II6), but by April 
of that year hopes of federation were gone. In ttet month, President Nyerere's 
threat to.break up the common market resulted in the Kampala Agreementj which 
will be covered in more detail laterg^he Working Party on Ekst African Federa- 
tion still met, but in a sad post-script to the changing situation, a summary 
issued on Kay 30, 1964, from Kampala, llstedwthe areas of disagreement between 
the col&tries as follows 1

:S:

1, With regard to the distribution of powers within the federation!
1, Foreign Affairs
2, Cltizensi-dp
3, External borrowing 

_ 4, Agriculture 
* 5. Marketing boards
6, Livestock and Animal Husbandry
7, Higher education, i,e,, post-secondary education
8, Mines, collieries, minerals, etc,
9, "Trade unicas.

10, Senate
2, The federal capital.

*
X'i ■

1:-
i?:;'

*
Si-

3. The powers of the Senate..(ibid, p. I3I) ;;,S

:

S3
Vhat went wrong? As always, in complex and ambiguous even-ts Involving human 

beings, there are many different — and saaetimes contradictory — reasons and 
villains offered by different authors. I*One basic threaid, however, seems to 
dominate much of the analyses — the lack of a real consensus on vhat "federation" 

describing the events of 196>64 mcntToned above. Franck states that

38)see Rothchild (ed), ctp.cit. ,-p. 98 for a reason given by the leader of the 
Ugandan Working Party, Mr. Adoko Hekyon, for !ir. 0bote?s absence.

See Rothchild (ed), op.cit., pp. IOI-IO3 for reprinted accounts of a dispute 
between Qbote tod tho Minister of State in the Kenyan Prime Minister's Office,
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It soon tecarae apparent, however, that beneath the tnsc^ptable con
cept of federalisa lay many different and mutually contradictory ideas whlch7\. 
teving never been previously e:^lored, could not now^ suddenly be reconciled. ' 
(Franck, oit, p. 20) , . - , " ■

‘In "Free Federalisa"to New-Federallaa," Donald Rothchlld adds to this viewpoint*

Recognition of the existence in S^t Africa of strikingly different 
conceptions of what federation comprises is crucial to an understanding of 
the breakdown of negotiations on unity in that region during I963 and 1$64 
... a fundamental di^rgence existed in conceptions, about the nature of 
federation; these div^enoies contributed substantially to the final col
lapse pf the Working Party deliberations, for they proved too basic to 

.make cenpromise feasible. (Rothchlld, 1968a, p. Z)

Related- to this lack of realization of differing concepts of "federation,"
- according to Franck, was the fact that federaUon was primarily an elitist goal 

which-remained somewhat vague because there was no ideological basis developed ' 
for it to be used in building a mass ^ppent. The Working Party meetings 

■ held in the deepest secrecy — even naticShal members of parliament didn't know 
how things were going^^

t •

were

— the public was not^.involved and public opinion 
never a faefot in the bargaifng which took place in secret.

was

Franck states his
contention as follows*

The cause of East African unity suffered fram bad timing, but also 
from the singiilar failure to develop an ideology of unity . . . they 
produced no ideologists to .develop and enunciate a .systenatic blueprint 
for .rkst African unity, a grand design to fife the iaagina-tion and aulcken 
the pulse . . . ; ^

Vaguely aspirational goals are temptingly craivenicnt as a form of 
stinulator and unifier for an evolving society. But'once a society has 
progressed to the point where its .goals became real and immediate, if the 
vague gcals have not undergone slurp ideolo.sical- definition (or have been-, 
exchanged for new long-range goals) they tend to.haye the opposite effect,^ 
dividing, conf^ing and thus impeding -the society in i-ts progress. (Franck,'
op.cit., pp. 16-17 and 21) — v .

. S?

The Interchangeability of Ekist African unity and East African federation in 
the first sentence of the previous quote illustrates how easily the gulf between 
different ecmcep-ts of federation was overlooked. In East Africa, there were four
IndepOTdent ideas of federalism which were interacting with each other and - 
produc'^s^ end result* political unification; micantillst federallam or
multi-national coordination; sub-national or centrifugal federalism; and Pan- 
African federalism. The greatest distinction 
a philosophical as well as a practical basis.

was between the first two, and had 
"Federation" can either be viewed
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Esi

s
as an ideology or a methodology — as an end in itself or>iiiOTely a means of 
achieving some other, worthwhile, objective. An ideology of federalism impli^ 
the pursuit of unity as far as^possfble or conceivable for its own'sakej a • ■

methodology -of federalism implies the pursuit of unity only to the limited extent 
of achieving the stated objective. Tl^pse two typologies are Idealized and found 
in the real world'oidy to greater or lesser degrees, but they may still be in

compatible.

The origins of ^-eralism in E^st Africa were not ideological, but rather 
The British wanted federation in order to simplify administra-

I!

K
■a

I
!

Sfc;
1

I

1

methodological.

tioni the white settlers wanted federation in- order to facilitate internal self- 
government under their rule — as had happened in Rhodesia — and promote develop- 

■ raent. In the early 1900's, most African nationalists — as we have seen — 
opposed federation which >ias designed to suit white ends. Only when indigenous 
self-govemjient was assured did A^ic^ leaders b^in to support the idea, and 
then they vi'anted to give federati^a meaning beyond that which had existed in

il-
■V:

i
■:a

i: :'R

the white, colonial era — a maaning which transcended petty economic ccmcems 
an^emp'haslzed African brotherhood and the unity of the antl-oolonlal struggle. 
Mercantilist federalism designed to facilitate economic and business objectives 

thought to be the ptiilosophy of only the white man, but Franck says that a

I
is

was

small — but powerful — non-white riddle class of farmers, businessmen, and 
professionals had developed in Fast Africa >who felt the same way. This was true 
particularly in'Uganda^*'^^ where development occurred largely under African 
control, and also in Zanzibar with its large number of Arab and Indian business-

ft,
't-

i

I Imen —
i •t:

They were all for federalism, no doubt, but within this infuiijaly 
vague, elastic frame they meant to preserve almost complete political; 
autonomy for the governments and economies'they controlled, (ibid, p. 30)

The OKimon services were one manifestation of this methodological mercanti

list philosophy of federalism which the white nan Imposed on Ehist Africa because 
they were econcaically advantageous. The bulk of these services would remain

a Im

aa
If 1;

^^^)Franck mentions a speech given by the leader of the Ugandan Working Party,
Nekytn, in August, 1963» to Ugandan indents at the University of Bar es' 

^^alaam in which it was said that "... federalism was a method of securing 
certain mutual 'businessman's' advantages to the participating countries who 
were its shareholders, and that its powers should be limited strictly to those 
essential to the securing of the desired advantages." (Franck, op.cit., p. 24) 
See also the Ugandan l.'ational Assembly Debates of November 4, I963, in which 

. Sir Fdward Mutesa, President of Uganda and Kabaka (King) of Buganda, said the 
following!. "These aims and Ideals include the unity of Unity of East Africa 
not as a block but as.partners in the great effort to advance econcmic co
operation leading to a better social life in East Africa," (Hothchild (ed), 
op.cit., p. 104) ' - . ■

,e
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necessary — on a national or regional "basis — even if there jfere no--other 
eoomomlc or political linkages between the three-countries.' Built up graduall^s 

period of 50 ^years,-the" ^ficignt and appreciated ccBuion- services were " 
instltuticnial' elements of funotjLonal'unity which, however, were regarded by the 
African as alien and did not provide an^ emotional ippetus to further ^tegration. 
In fact, their very success in seaaing to bring most of the benefits of federalism

!

over a

without much — if any — loss of national sovereignty made the argument for 
unification less persuasive and less urgent, l^oreover, espec5^1y in the case 
of the .self-contained services, ■ the administration of the'services as almost

42)
autonomous units within the colonial governments 
the idea of !&st African regional or national governments which were to follow. 
The cratralization of the self-contained services headquarters in Kenya also ' 
^ded to the growing' dissatisfaojtlon of Tanganyika and Uganda by shifting eco

nomic activity frrai them to' Kenya^_(Green and Krishna, op.- cit., pp. 32 & 106; 
5b:anck, op. cit., p. 1?)

The' principal disagreement was between Uganda, who, Rothohild says, thought 
federation to mean "a loose plan of inter-territorial coordination" (Rothohild, 
1968a, op.cit., p. 2), and Kenya and .Tanganyika 1

tended to divorce them from

Vhat Tanganyika wanted, what the Kenyans were ■willing eind able to 
and what- most people in t’.iose countries understood, was not federalagree,

goveamment, but mif5.cation; while the federal rubric might permit decen
tralisation of various kinds, the fundamen'tal notion was that of "Closer 
Union," made possible and fruitful by the prospects of a joint political 
direotorate, over a range of crucial matters," of a group of leaders viho were 
in basic sympathy with each other, (leys,- Colin, "Recent Relations Between 
the States of East Africa," in Rothohild (ed). Politics of Inte.gration,
E^st African Publishing House, Kalfobl, 1963, p. 159)

Uganda did not want to surrender its national sowrmignty, particularly^in^atters 
such as foreign affairs and citizenship, and, although she did not repudia-te 
the Kairobl Declaration which Prime Minister Obote liad signed, she sought to 

' strengthen the EAC30 rather than create a new Federation. This approach, however, 
would not even be discussed by Tanganyika, (Delupis, op.cit., p, 50)

Another concept of federalism — sub-natio:^ or centrifugal, as it may be 
called — also entered into the picture with,regal'd to Primo Hinis-ter Obote and 
the*^lngdoa -of Buganda, It sometimes tends to be forgotten that federation can 
work two opposite ways — it can be used to unite separate political entities or

^2)gj-egu and K-rishna provide an example of the Railways and Harbours Administra- 
tiraii ."For example, EAR and H was for all practical purposes delegated power 
to set rates in a way subsidising whatever products and areas it viewed as 
prime caindidates for expansion at the cost of higher rates for other products 
and areas." (Green and Krishna, op.cit., p. I06) See also Robson, op,cit,
p. 105,

4'-. ■
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to decentralize or separate the parts of one political entity 4h reaction to 
oentrlpital or centrifugal forces. From the beginning of Britain's colonial ^ 
rule in the Uganda ^otectorate, her "fecial relationship" with the Ki^don of 

^ 'Buganda had resulted in a de, fan'to' fedeife relationship in which the Buganda 
enjoyed a special position within Uganda and expanded their political Inilu'enoe. 
then "llton Cbote and thes'.Uganda People's Congress were negotiating for politi
cal independence with Britain, the Buganda were also negotiating for a larger 
measure of constitutional aj^onomy within Independent Uganda, 
the Buganda's political support, Obote agreed to a federal constitution for 

'■■X—JJganda and an uneasy alliance between the two inherently opposed factions
joined. In the post-independence negotiations for an Ikst African Federation, 
however, the Buganda Kingdom demanded that it should enter such a federation as

The foilowing newspaper quote is

I
C!'

In exchange for

was ■fi

S'a separate unit, and not as part of gganda. 
frraa the Uganda Argus of August 22, -I9631 p'..;

Buganda nust join the East African Federation as one of the constituent 
states and not as a part of Uganda, the iCabaka's Klnlster of fiiucation. I-ir. 
A. K. I.ayanja, said yesterday. '.V -v

iS
i-ir. .’•’aj'anja said that only by joining as one of the constituent 

states would Buganda be able to guarentee her existence as an entity 
and play her part in the affairs of the wider comnunity ....

As Buganda was already a federal state within .Uganda, and as it was 
not possible to have a federation within a fideratiai, Mr. Kaj-anja said 
the Kingdom could not join an 23.st African Federatirai in any other Form.

The kingdom would support a federation which guarantees its continued 
existence and development of her culture and way of life vfhich was centred 
on the Kabakshlp. (Hothchild (ed), op.cit., p. 59)

This vlewp.olnt of federalism was strongly opposed by Brine Klnister Obote who~^ 
was trying to unify a nation, and rather than accept I^st African Federation m 
those terns he would not have it at all. This sane tendency of sub-national 
centrifugal federalism was echoed by other tribes — such as the Kasai in Kenya 
and Tanzania — but was an important factor only'in Uganda.

P:;:

The final concept of federalism which interacted with the others in East 
Afrlca^^ that of Pan-African federalism, 
a contSWjai

The desire to achieve African unity on 
wide basis was most intensely Identified with Kwame Kkrumah of Ghana. 

Nkrumah was fervently opposed to regional federalism, regarding it as an obstacle 
to the unity needed to promote economic development and a regression to tribalism. 
This feeling was in part due to his bitter battle against the Ashanti Kingdom 

: its demands for sub-regional autonomy within Ghana at the time of Independence, 
but it was also duo to his suspicions of British-Amarlcan neo-colonialist

i

and
i'-:

intontiens

I
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and their support fcxr an East African FederatiOT.^^^ 
says the following!

In Africa Must Unite, he ■ '

<-•/

In effect, regional federations are a fora of 'fiaUcanization oh a 
grand scale. ' These nay giv^^-rise the dangerous interplay not only of 
power politics among African states and .the.regions, hut can also create 
conditions which will enable the imperialists euid .neo-colonists toi ^sh 
in such troubled wa1<^s. (Nkrumah, K^ame, Africa'Kust Unite, Helrieiann, 
London, I963, pp. 21ii-215)

He was also quoted in the Accra Evening News of April 19, 1964i

, Just at a time when a strong" government is necessary," he 
. argued pragmatically in support of his general ideological position, 
"federalism introduces an element of paralysis into the machinery of

action . . .State, and slows down the process of governmental 
(Rothchild, 1963a, op.oit,, p. 6)^/

The Pan Africanists argued that the^^creation of regional federations would wome- 
how impede the future progress toward-continental-wide unity.

Overt opposition to an East Afrisi^Federation by Nkrumah began in June 
of 1963, after the Nairobi Declaration. Although his opposition has been seen 
by many observers to be a product of petty jealousies and a fear of the potential 
povrer in an East African Federation, Thompson says that (although an element of 
pettiness undoubtedly was tevel^ed) the sincerity of Nkrumah* s fears was genuine. 
He had never looked favorably on the idea of regional unions and had been very 
concerned that groupings such as tlie q'jasi-regional Afro-Malagasy Union of former 
French colonies should not violate the spirit of the CAU. Nkrumah first ex

pressed his misgivings to Nyerere.in personal oorxespondenoe, but when he failed 
to convince Nyerere he sought to drive a wedge between Uganda and Tanzania.^5)
In addition to persuasive diplomatic efforts, Nkrum^ gave monetary support to 
Ugandan organizations opposed to federation. Still, Thoapscsi says that

■V

I
i
I

ts^

It is difficult to believe that Ghana's policy was in any way a 
critical factor in the breakdown of negotiations on the East African 
Federation in I963 and 1964. (Thompson, op.cit. p. I’l4) -

The problems which prevented federation were internal to East Africa. Hhat is 
true, however, is that Uganda did use the Pan-Africanist argument as yet another 
reasm why federation should be delayed, Althougfi there is a widespread tendency

_ _ _ _ _ :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ;_ _ _ _ _

^3)"But Nkrumah had an underlying suspicion of Britain's intentions .... By 
1963 Nkrumah*B general suspicions of *neo-ooloniallsm* had increased, and it is 
not surprising that he suspected an ulterior motive in Britain's support for an 
East African Fedearnttlonj he feared tta.t the East African leaders were ingenuously 
falling into*a British trap." (Thempson, H. Scott, "Kwarae Nkrumah emd East African 
Federatiorr," in Rothchild (ed), op.cit., pp, 113-ll4j See also Franck, op.oit., p. 5

^)see also Rothchild (ed), op, clt,, p. 112 for further" statements by and about Nkruma
45)see Rothchild (ed), op, cit., pp, 112-113 for some evidence of Nkrumah's "meddling" 

and Hyererels reaction to it.

s
3

i--. '
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to blame Uganda/BUganda and Prime Minister Obote for the failure to federate, 
Colin Leys questions this viewpoint in an article reproduced in Politics of 
Integration. • According to Leys,

. . ."the decisive factor has been the relative fragility 'of the 
political systams of the. three countries -in relation to their internal 
problems . . .^e I963 represented a completely different phase' in
the political dynamics of each of the three countries, so that the pditi- 
cal significance of the federation proposal was for this reason alone 

• very different for each of the three leaderships concerned. (Leys, op, 
cit., p. 155) '

■V

I

f
The situation in Uganda, which had been.Independent for one year, has been re

ferred to earlier. By itself, the U^dan Peeples' Congress (UPC) was a minority 
party, and in order to receive independence fcon Britain, Obote and the UPC had 
to .^ee to federal status for Buganda within Ugan,da and enter into an alliance 
with the Kabaka lekka (KY), the Bugandan political party. This alliance, however, 

- was far from stable, and in June -Obote was engaged in the very delicate
operation of playing off the Kabala Yekka against the epposition. Democratic

r

i: 5

Party unti^l the UPC could achieve a majority and expand and consolidate its 
in the^'bountry.

power
The success of this operation was far from complete,however, 

and joining an East African. Federation in 1963 against the wishes of the Buganda 
(unless'on their terns of Bugandan independence within the federation) would have 
rocked the very shaky boat, (Ibid., pp. 156-I58)

The firm cemunitraent which Obote made in siting the Nairobi Declaration 
can be eOTlained.— in part -- by the internal politics of Kenya at this'time, 
KAKU needed independence in I963 in order to avoid the risk of re-opening the 
latent divisions within.itself which had almost broken it apart in I962,
British were believed to have a 1964 date in mind,'however, and the suppcct-qf 
Uganda and Tanganyika was needed.

I
'i

i
i

.1
!■

r;

The

It was no accident that the Nairobi Declara

tion called for federation by the end of I963, and whether or not this tactic 
made any difference, Britain did grant Kenya Independence that December, (ibid,

pp. 158-159)
Having been Independent for almost two years, Tanganyika was the cMly 

coimtry which had the capacity to call for federation in I963. After a period 
of r^gMve impotence just after independence, Nymere had built TANU into a

I;

I
Follow!^ defections firom both the opposition Democratic Party, and the Kabaka 
Xekka, the WG ^.’as able to oust its fonaer ally in 1964 and rule on i-ts own. 
In early I966, Obote seized power and susuended the I962 Constitution. The 

. new constitution,, which was adopted on April I5, 1966, ended Buganda 
. federal status and treated Uganda as a unitary state. The Buganda resisted, 
and after much trouble military power ras used to crush their attempt at 
secession .and the Kabaka was exiled. In one of those ironic turnabouts of

•s
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capable government which could control the.^shape of national.economic growth.
At the time of the Nairobi DeclaratlcQ in June of 19^3^,^ the Tanganyikan government
was in the process of mak^ some basic decisions about targets for. their first
national flve-^ear plan----SvprocesS^hich was making clear to Tanganyikan leaders •
just what they hoped to accomplish and how difficult that task was going to be.
Leys makes the‘’following points about Tanganyika's sltuatiwii l) Thtee was no
opposition to federation within TANU and Tanganyika was therefore politically
free to promote itj 2) Leaders in both Kenya and Uganda ~ men like Hboya and
Cfbote — were percelvfd to be primarily African -Socialists and pan-Africanists

■ so that a federal government would be likely to be ideologically similar to
TANUj 3) It was thought that federation Would improve Tanganyika's position in
the canmon marketj and 4) that soma of Kenya's resources would then be available
to aid in solving Tanganyika's own problems, (ibid, pp. 155-156)

o -
■ But whereas TangEinyika had the capacity to promote federation in I963,

Obote and the UPC did not have t^^^paolty to join in, and so the attempts 
failed. It was hoped that a new initiative by Kenya after her independence might 
revive,'the issue, but events intervened dhce again. On 12 January 1964j the 
maj^ity of Africans on the island of Zanzi'bar revolted and toppled the. minority 
Arab government in a bloody coup d'e)at. This event, according to Ali Kazrui, 
started off a chain reaction of army mutinies in. all three East African countries, 
which was "the most decisive blow against federal hopes." (Hazanii, All, "impact 
of the 1964 Army. Mutinies — Federalism and Revolution," in Politics of Integration. 
Rothchild.(ed), p. 1?) All three countries asked for British troops to help quell 
the uprising and £h.st African unity could have been furthered by a ccrnmon approach 
to the crisis. But Tanganyika was also' the headquarters for and leading fcsrce 
behind the liberation movements fighting in countries still under European, rule.
The neo-colonialist stigma of asking f or Britlsh'^troops tos an acute embarrass

ment to Nyerere, and he followed an -independent course in trying to clear Tangan- 
-yika's reputation — not East Africa's as a region. Subsequent acts of Tanganyikan 
policy were not only unilateral and anti-British, but they .often — as in the case 
of inviting the Chinese and Ebist German Ccmmunists to train Tanzanian troops — 
^introduced foreign policy and ideological differences to the region. Tanganyika 
^d.^ZMzl'bar had become Tanzania, but in Kazrui's opinion.

The narrower unification of Tanganyika and Zanzi'bar has harmed the 
ambition of a broader unification of East Africa as a whole. Nothing could

.!

•

^7)The consolidation of TAIIU power in government culminated in a legalized one- 
party state. 'For a discussion of the negative effect which this had on East 
African federation, ■ see "Federalism awid the One Party System" by Ali Kazrui, 
in Politics of Integration. Rothchild (ed), pp. 116-117.
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have dramatiaed mocce effectively the prohlems vhlch woul'i attend a prospec
tive East African Federation than the profilems alreiady met in relations hes^ 
tween Zanzibar and TansanyiJta in their own more modest union .• . . there \ 
are occasions when a blind pl^ge into imion is what is needed to-make the 
union take place at .all; ' 'Jhe'imio^between Tanganyika and Zanzibar did 
itself constitute such'a suSd^ plunge. But once that took placsi East 
Africa as a whole could no longer federate blindly — for the smaller union 
had open''ed the eyes of the region as a whole to the difficulties Involved 
in such a venture, ’^(ibid, p. II9)

I

4r •

As Leys points out also, the Zanzibar revolution, army mutinies, and unification 
of Tanganyika and Zanzlb^p*radlcally narrowed Nyerere's freedcm of action with 
regard to federation. With several strong Zanzibari persmalitles now in the 
Tanzanian government and the just-oranpleted,. five-year plan ready for implementa- 
ticm, Ny^ere was farced to act. In Karch of 1964, he threatened to break up 
the common market unless certain Tanzanian disadvantages were rectified. In the 
relatively short time of three weekg, both Kenya and Uganto did agree to a 
^"radical adjustment' of the ccxamon m^^;-which satisfied'Tanzania in the Kampala 
Agreement of April 1964. Leys notes Ironically that such a quick agreement 
possible because — just as.Nyerere was beginning to be constrained by internal 
political forces — both Obote and Kenyatta were beginning to enjoy a greater

was

degree of freedom of action in their own ‘countries as their political parties 
■gradually consolidated their control. Thus the important factor, according to 
Leys, is that in I963 when Tanganyika was ready for federation and Kenya would 
go along, Obote in Uganda could not afford to diTso because of internal political 
reasons; in 1964, the situation gradually reversed itself and once again federation 
was thwarted. (Leys, op.oit., pp. I6O-I6I)

The Kampala Agreement was a compranlse .settlement oi’ econaalc difficulties 
within East Africa, and although Leys'— and othej^-— claims that internal 
national politics and not economic disagreements hava been the primary forces 
behind regional problams,^^ the ecanaiic reasons must also be discussed in a 
historical context. The early history of the custans union and oommcai market in 
East Africa has been described-earlier in this ctepter. The seeds for future 
economic disagreement over -the functioning of the ccmmon market between the
Independent East African countries were sown as far back as 1924. Previously, 
custon^^^tariffs had been designed and motivated solely to raise revenue for the 
colonial'

collection and rightful destination of -the
'emments, .and any dlsagreemen-ts which had existed concerned the

revenue. In 1922, however, a oanmittee
48).,

. . although the tensions involved in operating the ccmmon market and common 
services did register themselves politically, the reaction to Tanganyika's ulti
matum in respect to the worst of them was integrative, not divisive; if the 
consolidation of the Kampala Agreement now seems in jeopardy, it is again inter
nal farces operating on a leadership of extreme political fragility (in rela
tion to the prbblCTS which confront it) which is primarily responsible for 
this." (Leys, op.clt., p. I6I)
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of the Kenya government reccnmended a new tariff designed explicitly to protect
'O

Kenya's agrlcultuxe and stimulate its Industry, When introduoed-^ln 1924, this 
tariff — which is described by Kennedy as "soinethlng o^, a turning point"

- (Kennedy, op.oit., p, 17l) --'did. prova;^o be successful in establishing Kenya's 
early industrial base. With the settleaent of Europeans in Kenya in the eatrly 
1900* s, the balance of political power ted gr^ually.shlf^ from Ugands'to 
Kenya — .

To a considerab^ extent Kenya's political prerenlrience had already 
been confiraed and Jr^ros Aom the middle of the 1920's that the foundations 
of her commercial leadership within East Africa were laid.

, In countries which are econanically immature any conpetitive advan
tages are very quick to make themselves felt, so that a relatively small 
amount of development can create econcsaies for an area which may not only 
stimulate further development there, but may pen^ently retard develop
ment elsewhere. This is particularly liable to occur in an economy of 
"islands" and especially in one.which relies on the'importation of foreign 
capital and enterprise which teS^gio lead to the estabUshment of well- 
developed enclaves within the economy which have little or no relation
ships with the surrounding region.

‘The practical point, however, is that the development of a number of 
Kenya's "islands" -in the formative years took place under a system of-pro
tective tariffs which were designed primarily to meet the needs of Kenya 
auLone, and that as a result early advantages and economies were created 
which enabled Kenya to acouire 
holds. (Ibid, p.

I

the cannercial leadership which she still
-L-y «»3>'

i
Uganda — and to a lesser extent Tanganyika — reacted very strongly in opposing 
this -tariff change, but effective con-trol over customs matters had already been 
achieved by Kenya and there was little that could be dope. Uganda -threatened 
to pull out of the customs union, but Tangainuika took a somewhat ambiguous atti

tude toward the change and with the onset of the world-wide economic depfessten 
of the 1930*s, opposition gradually died away.

Prior to Vrorld Var II, -trade between -the three East African territories was 
relatively insignifican-t. An overwhelming proportion of the fn-terterritorial 
exports of Kenya and Tanganyika that did exist was in agricultural foodstuffs; 
in Uganda's case, cigarettes accounted for a very large share of her imter- 
tei^torlal exports. Between 1946 and I966, a ^ijelvefold increase in inter- 
terS!feir4al

i

exuorts for East Africa as a whole occurred. The overall growth 
was steady, but Kenya's regional exports Increased by I9 times as compared to 
seven times fcr Uganda and 9 tines for Tanganyika. (See'Table IVi3 on next page.)

. ^)a1so,^ "However, the 1924 tariff was successful in encouraging a number of 
• Industries in Kenya which gave her an early and decisive canmercial and 
industrial leadership in.East Africa," (Gtei, Dharam, "Territorial Dis-txibu- 
tion of Benefits and Costs of the East African Ccmnon Market," reprinted in 
Politics of Integration, op, cit., p, 2O3).
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(Rot)soh, op.clt., p-. 120)
o

East Africa Inter-Cc5untry Trade

iI
Table IV. 3

-^v

Balance’’of Inter- 
Country Trade ■

Uganda Tanga-'

£000 .. 
Total inter

country
, nyika . exports

as UGAHDa' • TAKGANTOCA 
'-.to ■

KIMYAa , hto,
Uganda Kenya Tanga- Kenya Uganda ■ Kenya 

nyika-

to ,toto
Tanga-
nyikas

2,9‘i^
3,584
3.900
4,904
5,952 
6,863 
7,282 

■ 8,738
10,894

<^11,709
•12,156
12,141 
15,283 
18,163 
20,089 
22,790 

‘ 25,038 
26,766
31,454
40,797 
45,063
43,936

-236§ 113 -362 59a878 327 555
864 649 1,163 422 394

1948 1 067 S ^'585 ^5 664 • S9 '-408 1,287

IS ih i-S SI g? S\:w I'M 90I 895 2« 1,263 *56 -I.OT.
1*6^ 9'9f)\ 1 96? 2 4l8 1,182 678 256 lfl28 lf381 -2,5p9

2’4S ■ 2:6^ 2:621 1:948 8i9 401 1,665 1.482 -3.147
19^ 2:630 2,889 3,175 1,972 810 233 1,534 2,025 "3*559
iq66 2 365 3.360 3,112 1,642 1,202 475 1,411 919 "^*330

■1956 3:678 3,706 1,725 9J5 5^' ' 5’216 "i’336 'jm
iqc7 — A I(.61 4,826 2,554 1,440 l.-5,^----- - 505 5,216-1,330 2,o/'9
1958 ' 5:644 5,101 3,361 1,465 1,515^ 1,076 5,868 -1,351
19^ 6,513 5,784 3,640 1,58? 1.848 7Z6 6,809 -1*282 “1*526
i960 7,608 - 6,163 5,120 1,574 1,875 - 450 6,776 81 -6,857
loAi ' R 7 Ok? 5.152 li704 1|844 390 8,952 -581 -8,371
1962 10*017 7^303 5»386 1,669 1,95^ ^37 9,980 -685 - "^»295
1968 10 865 9.425 6,248 1,993 2,915 ‘ 508 10,627 -1,692 -8,935
1964 ■ 13:299 12,531 7,344 2,442 4,110 1,021 14,426 -3,8l6 -10,610
1965 14,087 15,339 7,135 2,592 4,569 1.346 17,722 -6,958 "16*7^
1966 13,282 15,619 7,317 3,120 3.806 842 17,778 -6,024 -11,754 ■

SOURCE! East African Statistical Depaxtnent, Scononic and Statistical RevieH.
NOTE: The figures exclude excise duty on excisable ccaraodities and

on taported raw materials used in local i:.anufactures. Sance 1959 these 
ments have been made by the East African Custesas and excise Department. The 1958 
figures were adjusted by the i^st Af5:ican Statistical Depar-fanent. ^i^es for 
1945-57 are estimates made by D. A. Lury in 'The 'Trade Statistics of the_coimtraes 
of East Africa 1945-65', Seonomic and Statistical Review, March 19o5.

494• 1945 . 577 -780834-541021946 -696
1947 -8793";
1949

• 193©--'S;

Sis

:}lt‘

i
SI

,‘4

*5*

In 1965, the year of the highest absolute value of regional trade, Kenya had regional 
exports worth X29.as compared to ilCm for Uganda and only £6m for Tanzania. Kenya's 
regional exports are thus alaost twice as much as those of Uganda and Tanzania put 
together.50) (Robson, op.clt., p. 119{ See also Ghai, op.cit., p. 201 and OECD, op.
clt., pp. 54 & 150)

Th^VgOTtance of regional trade fer East Afrtca as a whole and for each country 
separately c^e estimated from Table IV.4 below. Inter-country exports Increased 

roughly 12 times in value compared to an increase of nine times for dcanestic exports. 
From 1946 to I966, these inter-country exports grew from 13^ to 18^ of the region's 

The ratio of the member countries' inter-country exports to their

}4-

. ;total exports.s
3
K

(Hdegwa, op..50)as Ndegwa says, "Briefly, the principal, trading partner is Kenya." 
clt., p. 50).
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gross donestlo products provides oixly an- indication of the role which regional 
trade has played in their economies, hut ftom 1956 to I966 this ratio- for Kenya 
rose from 5% to 12Jo, in Uganda fiaa. to 6%, while in Tangariyika it has stayed 
constant around 2%. Rohson claims that even in -the case of Uganda that the 
Importance of her regional trade was ^ess in I966-, than in the late 1940's,- so 
that

- n

.6 ■

Thus, while in the region as a whole, Inter-oountry trade has assimed a sub
stantially more important role over the period, Qnly in Kenya has 4ts .relative 
importance increased. Fmssthe other two countries, while the absolute increase 
is substantial, this has'merely kept pace with -the growth of domestic product. 
(Robson, op.cit,, p. 123)

(Robson, op.cit., p. 12l) 

Significance of Inter-County Trade in .the* Regional Economy

Table IV.4

pillion
IGMfDA EAST AFRICA.TAHGANYIKA

1946 1956 1966 1946 1956 1966 1946 1956 1966- 1946 1956 1966
K2!YA

Inter-coim 
exports

Domestic exports(b) 6.2 
Total exports (c) 7.7 36.4 87.O 10.5 43.
(a) as tS of (c) 19 20 33 15 6
Gross mcxietary domes

tic product (d)
(a) as % of (d)

S'" ' 1.5 7.4 28.9 1.6 2.7 10.4 0.5 2.0 4.6 3.6 12.1 44.0.
29.0 58.1 8.9 40.4 65.9 8.5 44.9 79.1 23.6 114;3 203.I'

1 76.1 9.0 46.9 84.7 27.2 126.4 247.1
14-2 4 6 13 10 18

n.a. 89.3 197.9 n.a. 337.3 614.2 
n.a. 2 2 4 7

SOURCEt Statistical Abstracts for Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika, and Economic and Statistical 
Review, (SACSO).

145.2 243.5 n.a. 102.8 172.8 
5 12 n.a. 3. 6

n.a.
n.a.

Table IV. 5 below gives a breakdo™ of the commodity structure of regional 
trade. Just after World War II, most regional trade had consisted of agricultui^l 

Accessed food, drink, and tobacco industries were the earliest to .foodstuffs.
develop in East Africa, but there has been- a slight decrease in the monetary amount • 
of these products in regional trade in more recent years as national self suffici

ency in these fields has increased. The striking feature shown in the pattern of 
regional trade is the marked increase in the importance of "other," non-food, drink 
or tobacco manufactured goods I "Other manufacture^' rose frran 42^ of total regional- 
trade 3^''l!S59 to Zlfs in 1966 as a wide variety of import substituting industries grew 
up in response to tariff protection and a rise in regional Incraaes.^^) (ibid,

p. 123) A further breakdown of the ccmpositlon of regional -trade by major products 
in 1966 is shown in Table 1V,6 below.

Several ■■ important features relating to the individual member countries 
can be recognized from -the preceding tables. The first is that Kenya has becono

5l)see also Ildegwa, op.cit., p. 48 on this same point.
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Table IV.5 ' (Bobson, op.clt., p. 122)
Caaposition and Shares ot Inter-Gountry'Trade'

1963’> , - 1966 jEjOOO, •
^ .Exports ^ rinpoi^, % E:q)arts Imports. , Exports Imports

2.168 .
1.232

1959

..Unprocessed food andt 
raw materials 

KEMIA 
IKANm 

■ TANGANYIKA

1,^19
^-1,133

1,477

1,846 - 2,338.' 
■ 1,443 '
1,430

3,1^0- 2,620 
1,790 2,425 
1.436 1.331

787
629 1.594

4,029 4,029 20 4,719 4,719- 15 6,376 6,376 14TOTAL

Processed food 
KENYA 

'■^“iC'AJSBi 
TANGANYIKA

2,863 942
933 1,467
381 1.768

3,272 2,567
. 2,189- 1,857 ■

519 1.556

3,418 1,490
1.357 1,541

321 2.065

5,980 19 5,096 5,096 12TOTAL 4,177 4,177 21 5,980

Drink & Tobacco 
mantafaotures

k3;ya .
■ K3ANDA 

TANGANYIKA'
ll^^
2,048

2,347
1,102

2,893 695
969 1,129
12 2.050

1.125 252
238 458

15 46________ ________________ 699
3,464 3,464 '17" 3.874 3,874 12 1,409 ' 1,409 3TOTAL

Other Manufactures
KEJYA
UGANDA
TANGAIfYIKA

5,668 2,021 
2,059 2,752

701 3.655
8,428 8,428 42 167881 16,881 5431,105 31,105 71

11,779
3,640
1,462

3.563
6,160
7.155

21,208
7,052
2.845-

6,761
12,037
12.307

TOTAL

All Items 
KENYA 
UGANDA 
TANGANYIKA

■ 12,2.97 5,488
5,227 6,510

- 2.574 - 8.100 • 3.421
GRAND TOTAL , 20,098 20,098 100^31,454

SOURCSi Annual Trade Report of Tanganyika, Uganda and Kenya, 1959, I963 andll966. 
sioner of Customs -and Hbccise, Mombasa,

the principal exporter of manufactured goods in the region, or, as Ndegwa says,

. . i it means that Kenya has become the industrial partn 
the 5ast African Common Market. (Ndeg>ra, op.cit., p. 65)

19,790 9,163
8,241 9,933

12.358

28,901 11,123
10,437 16,461
4.648 16.402

31,454 100 43,986—43,,986 100

Commis-

er in

accounted for 68;^ of totaf regional manufactured exports i 
compark to ZJf, for Uganda and only 9JS for Tanzania, with a monetaxy value of

as

i21m as ccsapared toXTm and almost X3‘Ti respectively, Kenya’s 3predcminance in 
this trade category obviously reflects the fact that a very large part of the 
industrialization which has taken place in I^st Africa has been located 
■(Robson, op.cit. ,pp. I23 4,125; see also Ndegwa, op.cit., p, 58)

A seoond,.featura, easily discemable fron Table IV;3,
Im-balance in regional -trade among the three maaber coun-tries.

there.

is the growing 
This balance
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(Robson, op.cit., p. 124 
East Africa: Inter-Country Trade' 1966’ ^ ' '

iooo

I - •»
■ * f

Table IV.6

j;

<

I
&

IGAMIA ■ TANGANYIKA-■ S.I.T.C. Section , KINYA"- ^ ■
to Kenya to Ugandato Uganda to Tanganyika to Kenya to Tanganykla

0. Food & live y 
animals

1. Beverages t 
tobacco

2, Crude materials, 
inedible'

3,. Hiner^ fuels,
lubricants,' etc, 2,445

4. Animal & vegetable 
oils eind fats

5. Chemicals
6. - Manufactured

goods, etc.
7. Machinery & trans

port equipment
8. Miscellaneous, manu

factured articles (inc.
. clothing,) etc.

9. Cfiitooditles & 
transactions n.e.s. 57

p ■

3^5 842 1822,56? 1,56? 375

615 14198850 397532
V

s: 160 ■ 427194 .58 29^83

2,187 ■ 442 7 5
67954 51 353 12279

78774 91 ■ 51,857 1,930

3i.86l
■

V .2,846 1,248, 2,194 4123,9197'-

fi 63 42• 13 11222i-

- V 1461,487 182 352,820 370

5^; ■ 10 15 2
!!
i. 3,806 84215,619 13,282 7,317 3,120TOTAL

NOTE: Principal Items (in excess of £350,000) Included above were:
Kenya to U-Tanda, Fresh milk and cream,'’^butter, wheat (unmllled), cigarettes, 
petroleum products, soap, paper bags.and boxes, synthetic fabrics, clothing, 
footwear' . '
Kenya to Tanganyika, Margarine, beer petroleum products, cosmetics and denti
frices, soap, paper products, cement, footwear-
Uganda to Kenya, Margarine,.unmanufactured tobacco, vegetable oils, cotton 
fabric, ele.ctricity 

■ Uganda to Tanganyika, Cotton fabric 
Tanganyika to Kenya, Uamanufactured tobacco 
Tanganyika to Uganda, None

r
}

«?

1 SOURCE: Annual Trade Report of Tanganyika, Uganda and Kenya fOr the year I966.
Commissioner of Customs and Excise, Mombasa,i!

of trade pattern has evolved through several well-marked phases. Prom 1945 to 
i^48j,^oth Kenya and Tanganyika had small defKlts and Uganda had the larger 
Burpiu^. Fran 1949 to 1955, Kenya jumped to a surplus which grew steadily, 
mostly at the expense of Tanganyika whose deficit jumped and grew correspondingly. 
Uganda's surplus fluctuated from year to year, but also grew slightly on the 
average. In 1956, Uganda suddenly incurred-a subs-tantlal deficit and Kenya’s 
surplus correspondingly increased -- a shift which was due -to -the transfer 
of cigarette pr.pduction from Uganda to Kenya. Ftoa 1956 to I966, Kenya's 
surplus has increased four tines to £.18m, while Tanzania's defici-t has steadily

1=

. .
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grdHn to il2m and Uganda's to £6a. This-txend is closkly linked with the Rowing 
impcfftance of manufactured goods in regional trade and the concentration of manu- 

. factoring in Kenya. The substantial, Increase in Tanzania's and Uganda's deficits \- 
is largely due to their gr.owing.net irfportation of manufactured goods from; Kenya. 
{Robson, op, cit., p". 125) ’

This r^ional balance of trade has worjced to Kenya/s advantage in external 
trade with the rest of the world. Kenya has consistently mm large trade deficits 
with the rest of the world, while both Uganda and Tanzania have obtained smaller — 
but substantial — surpluses^p3!»'(See, for example. Table IV.7 below for the year 
1966) Kenya'S" over-all deficit has normally been offset by its regional surplvis 

'"^'Tli'both visible and. invisible trade^^ — by the net-earnings fron the financial.

*

\.
/

(Robson, op.cit., p. I03) 
East African Foreign Trade 1§66

Table IV.7

£Q00

Net’lmpof®^ '
112.3?6* ‘

SIS
Domestic Exports

58,073
65.936
79.106

Kenya
.Ugmida

,J?an^nyika
TOTAL 219.594 203.115

* Kenya's imports in I966 are inflated by over ilOm due to expenditures on re
gional activities with headquarters in Kenya. Kenya's deficit, however, is 
still substantial. ^

transport, and other services provided for the region but which had their head

quarters located in Kenya. Any remaining deficit has been offset by a net capital 
inflow which has enabled Kenya to actually increase its foreign exchange reserves. 
(Robson, op.cit., pp. 103-104; Udegwa, Op.cit,, p. 83) As Ndegwa says.

The large surplus of Kenya in both invlsible-ahd merchandise trans
actions vrith the rest of East Africa helps to explain how this country 
has been able to run persistently large deficits in her merchandise trans
actions with countries outside East Africa. In other words both Uganda 
and Tanganyika have been indirectly earning foreign exchange for Kenya. 
(Ndegwa, op.cit,, p, 84)

The third feature of regional trade is the geographical pattern among the 
three m^^er countries. Kenya's regional exports are divided almost evenly be

tween Tan^Svia and-Uganda, but almost all of the regional exports of the latter 
two countries go to Kenya. Tanzania and Uganda do not tode very much with each
52).ivisible" trade is the trade in physical goods which is Included in a country's 
. statistical report. "Invisible" trade can include physical goods (e.g., smug

gling), but«ost often involves a service transaction (e.g., insurance) between 
countries which does not show up in their statistical reports, but which can, 
nevertheless, affect their financial positions.

9

t
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other hecause of the relative lack of transport links between then, but a more 
fundamental reason for this is that it is Kenjra which has most Of.the industries ■ 
which were designed to serve all of East Africa. Indeed,^.part the reason why\. 
Tanzania's regional e:^orts axe stflow is that the Europeans in Tanganyika invested ■ 
mainly in coffee shid sisal .for'eicport Stooad, while those in Kenya — and to a 
much lesser degree in Uganda r- attempt^ to exploit both the. East African and 
the foreign market. (Rdbson, op.cit. , pp. 125-126j Megwa, op.cit., p.'54)

■ '’"'^"^Regional trade patterns in East Africa are important because, as Ndegwa 
says,

*

if:
i-'

I

s
II

I
I•■ . . . the extent to which each country benefits from the operation of 

the East-African common market is more or .less directly linked to the quantity 
emd nature of her intercountry exports and imports-. In general, if a 
coun-try joins a ccsnmon market and does not increase her exports to the 
other partners, but only changes the source of her imports from third 
countries to the.partners, she is not gaining anythingi indeed, she will 
lose if the new sources of her imports are more expensive than the pre-" 
vious ones -. ... Moreover;, for underdeveloped countries aspiring to 
indus-trializo, the commodity-i^^osition .of intraunion exports is also 
relevant, (ltdegwa, op.cit,, pp; 52-53)

The major reason for the past and present-prdbleras of regionalism in East Africa 
has bebn the widely-held belief that the gains from regional cooperation have been 
unequally distributed — that most of. the benefits have gone to Kenya and that 
Uganda and Tanzania have benefitted little and, Indeed, may even have lost from it. 
Robson says.

a;';

II
A
is

a;

Althoagh- the advantages of the common market from these, and o-ther 
sources have been widely accepted, it is generally believed' that the gains 
have been unevenly distributed among the participants. This is thought 
to be a consequence of the fact that industry attracted to East Africa 
by the size of the common market has tended to locate in Kenya ....
But even if it cannot, in the'nature of -the.case, be denons-trated that 
a.ny country would, gain from leaving the common market in the long’'rS|A 
there seems little reason to doubt that its iira.jor benefi-ts accrue to . 
Kenya, hot one of the several Independent econcmiic evaluations of the 
operation of the common market has suggested the contrary. (Robson, on. 
clt., pp. 123 & 148)

I:
a;'

I

.Other sources repeat the contention that Kenya has benefitted the most from !
1?^
Iregional cooperation as Industries for £h.st Africa have tended to concentrate

in the Uaixobl area. 53) ■AAs industrialization i^often considered to be the
ll

53)in an "Editor's Mote on the Tensions Within the Common Market," (Politics of 
Integration, Rothchlld (ed),'1968c, op.cit.) Rothchild saysi ". . . the more 
prominent reservations Bast Africans held about interterritorial coordination 
,in the economic sphere. First Tanganyikans (now Tanzanians) and Ugandans re
sented Kenya's more rapid rata of industrialization ... the Tanganyikans and 
Ug^^s .contended the existence of a orarmon market arrangement had accentuated 

- existing disparities." (Rothchild, 1968c, op.cit,, p. 120) 
the present conflict among the three countries, it is generally afa:eed that the 
common market is effective in promoting development and Industrlalizatloni

CCHTIHUED NEXT PAGE
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equivalent --' or at least a very Important aspect — of development, Tanzania and 
Uganda resented the fact that they vere being Ifeft behind as ]^imaxily agficul 
producers and blamed, the common' market for •their predicameirt.

Kith respect to'natural respiSrces^uch as minerals or agricultural land,
‘ Kenya is probably'nbtas Kell off as either Tanzania or Uganda; yet her industrial 
development and economic growth rate — particularly in-’-the 1950* s — have-out

distanced those of her neighbors.-5^) The industrial manufacturing sector in 
Kenya is not that large — accounting for oiuLy li;^ of her gross domestic product 
in 1966 ~ but it is growljjg^and accounted for about 60^ of the manufacturing 
activity in-the region in I966. (ibid, p. 100-102) Kost of Kenya’s industrial
activities are in the field of consumers' goods rather than capital goods due to 
the fact, perhaps, that impart substitution is easiest for consumers* goods.
Kost of her industries are also small-scale, but the few large ones which do 
exist account for a large share of the industrial production and employment. 
(Ndegwa, op.cit., pp. 67-68) The respcnslbility of the, regional common market
far this disparity of development is de'Satable, .but even Tanzania and Uganda re

cognize that other factors have Influenced thip -trend. 55) Kost — if not all of 
these factors can be -traced back to the historical decision to prmote European
settlement in Kenya, When the British happened to base the camp far the railroad 
builders at present-day Hairobi before the immense task of extending it down the 
escarpment of the Great Rift Valley, they laid down the beginnings of a modem 
industrial infrastructure which has developed intS the center of Industrial activity 
for Ebst Africa. Entrepreneurial ability, higher incomes and a relatively broad 
base of purchasing power, skilled labor, good -transportation facilities, efficient 

^ management, etc. are all advantages which Hairobi has had'over the rest of East

53)conflic.t
^ - - -  frcsi unequal distribution of the benefi-ts accruing from''it . .

He have also seen -that the benefits accruing from the ccrimon market have not- 
been equally shared ~ Kenya has gained substantially, Uganda has certainly 
gained although not by as much as Kenya, while Tanganyika"has probably lost and 
certainly has gained the least. These unequal benefits derive from unequal 
growth rates in the manufacturing sectors of the three countries, with the re- 
siat that tensions and strains have develcned in the operation of the common 
market}" (Ndegwa, op.cit., p. 136) "Industry — and especially interterritorial 
exports — are heavily concentrated in Kenya although Uganda has a substantial 

(especially if siigar is an industrial product) and Tanzania a growing one. 
three" states gain to the extent production cos-ts are lowered, Tanzania 

and Uganda lost to the possibly quite considerable extent regionalization reduces 
the size of their industrial sectors compared to what they would have been under 
national protectionist policies." (Green and Krishna, op.cit., p. 33) .

■ ^^Frca 195^^1961, Kenya*

Hh

^ s average annual growth rate was 6.7^ as compared to 5.Z^
for Tanganyite and 2.?^ for Uganda. (Ndegwa, op.cit 
figures quoted a-t the beginning of the chapter)

55)NdegKa cites the deteriorating terms of trade in primary product exports which 
Uganda and Tanganyika experienced from 195^ to I962 as one other reason for 
their lower growth rates. (Kdegvia, op.cit., p. IIO)

p, 108) or see Robson's• I
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Africa and- vhich induced industry to settle there! With the center of political 
Influence also in European Kairohi, British colonial policy-for East Africa 
favoring Kenya as the economic center of the region also-'helped. • And, in a l^^ez- 
fair situation, industry would continue to locate in such a place wh^e infrastruc- ' 

t turo facilities Bade it most economical to do so until over-crowding and rising 
costs .wouldnake it economical to locate^, elsewhere. ..Indeed^ in discussjng this 
point, Green and &ishfia stress not only the over-concen-tration of econccdc acti
vity, but also

.

. . , the lapiS**of an overall .formal constitution or treaty fnanework 
apd the resultant dis-co-ordination or absence of planning and control ' 
over joint economic sectors,particularly the camion market, (Green & 
Krishna, op.clt., pp. 112-113) •

which might have been able to more nearly balance industrial development in the 
region._ They state: . .

o
The unplanned — in the ^se of the common market unregulated — 

nature.of East Afri&in regf^^sm has combined with extreme, centraliza
tion of regionally oriented activity to create a series of stresses and 
conflicts between national economic plans and certain aspects of the ■ 
ecpncmic community, (ibid, p. 35)

There were ether regional problems related to the basic one of unbalanced 
economic development among the member countries. Rothohild mentions four in 
addition-to the resentment over -Kenya's industrial progress: fiscal limitations; 
losses of revenue from teport duties; the high-prices of certain goods produced 
in Kenya; and reservations about the free flow of economic factors within the region. 
The basis of regionalism in I^st Africa hn.s been' the custems union with its common

external tariff. Both customs and excise taxes were administered by a regional 
Customs Department on behalf of the'three member countries, and although there have 
been a -few exceptions in recent years, both customs and excise duties 
tually uniform throughout East Africa.
■by a regional Incwie Tax Department, inco.me 'earned anywhere within East Africa

were vlr-
Income taxes were likewise administered

was treated as a single sun and the tax revenue r- with the- exception of regional 
employees — was allocated to the member country in which it was earned, both for 
individuals and corporations. Again, the ra-tes for personal and carporate income 
ta-?5es have been virtually uniform throughout the region, 
varlSifee..

Indeed, any significant
in tax rates-among the -three member countries woiiLd have caused disrup

tions, as businesses moved to take advantage of lower rat^s, or as tax-cutting 
"wars" lowered them to new uniform levels.
5 )Although .there , were other problems,none of-them were probably serious enough to 

really -threaten regional cooperation had development been balanced. Green and 
Krishna state: "Certainly a number of other differences have arisen, among the
riaht^''^anfplr-’n'’fand currency, airline landing 

an. ^0 nf tha.a. nn,.v„, .on., hav.
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Foe both types of taxes, the Structures vere established by the regional ..

Central Legislative Assembly, but rates and ailowances were enaoied by the separate 
national governments. In practice, these rates were only'^bhanged after negotia^ns 

, among the three Finance Minister^ -- w^ agreement was reach^ bn new uniform rates.' 
*■ In this way, about three quarters .of the tax revenue for national governments was 

obtained from somces which were characterized by regional uniformity .Aijd the 
harmonization of national policies. The main sources which national governments
ccrntrolled on their own were graduated personal taxes — a k^d of low-rate in- 
come tax levied by local^,a!tfthorities — export taxes, and special consumption taxes. 

The high degree of regional uniformity which was practiced in the fiscal

i -

field had many economic and administrative advantages and directly contributed to 
the smooth running of the customs union. At the same time, however, it caused a 
high degree of budgetary inflexibility at the national level —

But the need for parallel tax structures limited the territorial 
governments as they attenpte.fetq^-grapple with national requirements in the 
face of fluctuating commodity “prices on world markets. Because these 
governments lacked the ability to adjust tax rates to changing conditions 
at home, they looked reproachfully^uppn the comiaon market arrangement ■ 
itself as a contributing cause of their problems. (Rothchild 1968c, op, 

’^cit., p. 121)

Before independence, these fiscal limitations were a major restraint on the terri

torial governments; since the early 1960's, the trend has been for national govern

ments to diverge somewhat on expenditure, and tajdng policies, but as long as the 
divergence stays within reasonable limits the operation of the common market should 
not be adversely affected. (Robson, op.cit., pp. 107-112)

As regional trade within the common market has grown — with Kenya as the
_ chief regional exporter'- - Uganda and Tanzania have complained about their losses

of revenue frm import duties as Kenya's duty-free ^oducts have replaced~^UTobe 
from outside the region. Ndegwa has estimated that in I962, Tanganyika lost£1.8m 
euid Uganda-jeO,2m in custrans revenue due to this reason, and their imports frem 
Kenya have grown since I962. (Mdegwa, op.cit., p. IO3) Kenya has also lost re

venue from the sane process, but a much smaller amount which is many times made 
up for from the increased personal and corporate -Incrane taxes generated by her 
production facilities.

''^j'’!%;jelated problem
of revenue losses concerned the ajilocatlon of customs 

and excise duties and "transfer trade." The basic rule for the allocation of 
those duties was that the revenue accrued to -the member country of final desti-

56)threatened the basic functions of the cemmunity had not the three cen-tral 
- problems outlined remained unsolved." (Green and Krishna, op.cit., -p. II3 ~ 
the "three central problems" basically add up to unbalanced development.)
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, Thus, vhen foreign goods were Imported into one country in the region 
and subsequently transferred to another, a reallocation of custens and.excise 
duties frm the country of "origin” to the country of "destination" was made.

’In East Africa, most of this transfer trade is frcrni Kenya to Uganda and Tanzania'; 
Kenya's modern^pqrt at Komba^^derves^hil of land-locked Uganda and northern 
Tanzania -- transport from Tanzania's port at Car es Salaam ,to.northern Tainzania 
being less well-iSevelop'ed ■ than that frm Hmbasa. Kcreover, Kenya, as indicated 
earlier, is the headquarters for most of the large and well-established import 
firms and companies which^erve all of the Ea:St'! African- market. About half of 
the ti^sferred goods frm Kmbasa were re-exported without being broken up or- 
changed in any- way — "referenced goods" — and .the original duties oollec-fced at 
Kmbasa could simply be reallocated. For -the other half of "broken-bulk goods," 
this could not be done and the reallocated duties were calculated on the basis -of 
ratios which took into account the, value added in* Kenya due to distribution or 
processing before re-exportation. - '(Robson,, op'.clt., pp.' 110-111; Ndegwa, op.

'" . cit. pp. 32-33) The problem in the^^®ansfer trade >ias satisfying Tanzania and 
Uganda'that they were receiving their fair share of reallocated'customs and excise 
duties.' This was quite important to then because as developing countries, with 
relatively little taxable incme, they depmded quite heavily on these duties as 
a source of government revenue. In I963, Ndegvia mentions that Tanzania obtained 
^Um in revenue from custms and excise duties, of which was transferred
frm Kenya; in land-locked Uganda, the corresponding figures werei9.3m andi5.6m 
respectively.

tion in the region, he says

. . . until that is achieved, aJ-location of 'custms revenue will 
. .  continue to be a'^ource of political conflict, (ibid, p. 38)

Another cmplaint of Uganda and Tanzania involved the unreasonably high 
price of certain goods produced in Kenya and sold throughout the region. ' Even 
'With transportation oos-ts, they claimed that dairy products -- for example — 
could be imported at a lower price from Europe than from Kenya if only the -tariff

- ,r57)nation.
1:

Si

i
s
I

I

I
3;

I

58)
(■Ndegwa, op. cit., p, 37) In speaking of total political integra-

'■3;

f

I57)ln the few cases where customs or excise rates differed for the member coimtrles,- 
^the customs rate of the coxaitry of destlnatif^ applied while the excise rate of 

of origin applied, e-iren though the revenue still accrued to the 
country of destination. (Robson,. op.cit., p. IIO)

58)Due to "invisible" 'transfer'trade which does not go through any custms, these 
figures are only partially correct. (Ndegwa, op.cit.,p. 37) If the country of 
destination, h^s a higher custms, excise, or other tax, part of this "invisible" 
transfer trade will be due to smuggling. Robson says that these Instances have 
not been.numerous, but that smuggling of naraffin and sugar has occurred in 

• East Africa. (Robson,'op.cit. p. Ill)

3
f
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were to Tse reduced. The operations of Kenya's statutory marlcotlng boards., which 
controlled the internal narketing of agriculturca products, alsb w@re the object 
of,bitter conplaints as there were known instances where Kenya's products were 
priced higher in East Africa than tHiy w^e in ExirqpeS (Bothchild, '15>68o,, op.

‘ cit., p. 121) ' “ ■ " , . . " •

Finally^ there were general reservations about the free,flow of capital 
and labor within the ccjwnon market area. A common market is usually predicated 
upon the desirability of market forces operating to produce the most econcmical 
location of industries, -pvpc^s of goods, etp. But many East Africans had reserva

tions about'the workability of capitalism and have interfexred with the market in
many ways. The marketing boards mentioned above were one such devicej other 
devices include public development corporations, customs duty relief, special trade 
agreements, etc. (ibid, p. 120) As Robson puts iti

. In point of fact, both the.advantages, of the common market and the 
distribution of its benefits hajcaji.e.en limited and Influenced,not only 
by the natural forces of polarlza^on, but also by policies and- practices 
of the^three governments which have to seme extent prevented econanlc 
forces from determining the iocationj Ipvel. and the costs and prices of 
e^ncSnlo activity. (Robson, op, cit, p, 129)

The conflict in working for East Africa's ^welfare, but also for the welfare of 
the member country where one was from, has been a serious problem for regioneil 
civil servants in the absence of any official and detailed balanced plan for 
investment in the region.

Although the quantitative "independent economic, evaluations of the operation 
of the common market" cited earlier in a quote from Robson have all concluded that 
Kenya b^^its the most fren it, the effects,on Uganda and — especially — Tan

zania have been less conclusively analyzed. In an article entitled "Customs Union 
Versus Economic Separatism' in Developing Countries" (-Xorkshire Bulletin of 
Beononie and Social Research. Kay and November, I96I), A.J, Brown analyzes the East 
African situation and, according to Robson, concludes that, given the common market, 
Tanzania and Uganda are compensated for their purchases from Kenya at higher than 
world prices by Kenya's imports fresa them. The acid test, howei^, is whether a 
Country would be better off in than out of a regional ccuTimon market, and Brown's
analysis cannot shed light on this point because . I5e has not dealt with the possi

bility dustfies which do not need the enlarged regional market coming to 
East Africa and locating in Kenya whereas in the absence of the ccwimon market 
they might have settled in Uganda or Tanzania,
Green and Krishna make the followiag statementi

VIt is exactly on this issue that

I
While the exact degree is highly controversial, it would appear that 

most industrial products traded witiiin Bast Africa have markets in each
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teocritory vhich would have allowed initiation of production under national 
protection (as opposed to the existing "regional); To’a lesser degree th 
same holds far agriculture, (Green and Krishna, op.,cit., p. 33)

Dharan Ghai employed an^analysiiv^ which gains .and losses, froa the 
<• market were closely related to the balance of regional trade among the three 

member countries,^. Gains were' indicated by weighting each member countfyJ^s cate

gories of regional Imports similarly weighted. Ghai concluded that

Prom our analysis of the territqrisil ^stribution -of benefits and 
costs of the S.\CK 
■fioiary, that Ugi

.. Ta^anyika has suffered a substantial net loss. (Ghai, op.cit., p, 20?)

cccmion

anda :
appears that. Kenya has been' the greatest net bene- 

has on balance gained rather than lost, and that

' Arthur Hazlewood, in "The East African Common Karketi Importance and'Effects," 
(Bulletlh of the Oxford University Institute of Economics and Statistics. Yol. 28,
No. :1, February 1966, and reprinted in Politics of* Integration. H othohild (ed),- 
op.olt, ) criticizes Ghai's conclusib^ori several grounds and offers an analysis 

•' .of his own on the gains and losses fS^'the co.-Miion market. Kazlewood's main 
criticism is the assumption that the nominal protection given by the conimon ex-
temal tariff is identical with the effective protection enjoyed by regional 
exports of the member countries, l.e,, that all existing trade between the'three 
member countries is dependent on the external trade. Hazlewood agrees that 
there is a large regional trade imbalance favoring Kenya; the cause, however, is
not the ccramon market or external tariff but ge^pgraphy and historical accident, 
post colonial settlement and development policies. He saysi

When account is taken of these coisiderations, the co.mmon market 
can be seen to be much less important than is commonly believed. It 
follows that it has been a less important cause of the interterritorlal 
inequalities than is commonly supposed..(Hazlewood, I966, op.cit. 
p. 210 in Politics of Inte^rrationl

Some of the "considerations" he raises are the fact that same products traded 
interterrltorially h.ave no duty on them if imported from abroad, 
liquid milk — have no effective competition from abroad, some — e.g., beer and
59)-'The main objection to Itr. Ghai's canolusions-arises from the fact t'lat his 

study is concerned exclusively with the ncminal protection accorded to inter- 
J^ltorial trade, His procedure is valid orv^ if it can be assumed that the 
^9^tion accorded by the external tariff is- entirely necessary to give the 
markeb:..to the East African product," (Hazlewood, I966, op.cit., p. 213 of 
Politics of Integration.)

some ~ e.g..

60)Green and Krishna agree with this conclusion 1 "In fact, the present economic 
significance of the common market and services is almost certainly generally 
werstated. Both qualitative and quantitative estimates suggest it is at most 
1.5 - 2 per cent of gross product — admittedly on the order of £10 million 
-a year._ Its net development stimulating effect.both at present and during most 
of its history also appears distlncUy marginal." (Green and Krishna, op.cit..
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Cigarettes —are competitive in’price and quality vith foreign imports, 
find export markets outside 2ast Africa.

■ and seme
Regional trade in these-Tproducts

Kould appear to have little or nothing to do with the external tariff.
.says that Hazlewood tes suggest^.,tkt i^lSSz, 5«S of Kenya's regional exports, 

‘ 6C^ of Uganda's, 'and of iknzania's were

..Robson

, in-fact, independent of the external 
op;cit.^ p. I37) Hazlewobd conclude^'his analysis by stating 

that the differences in costs and benefits fresa regional trade 
between Kenya and Tanzania

tariff. (Robson,

in the common market
are negligible and cautions againsb breaking it up. 

(Hazlewood, 1966, op.oit.^ 216 in Polities of Integration)

___, . Dobson is not entirely satisfied with either Ghal's or Kazlewood's analyses
because they compare the situation of the member countries inside the common market 

... with what their individual situation would be in the case of free trade with the 
rest of the world. However, the realistic alternative to the common market would 
not be free trade, but three separately protected national.markets, 
to ask is how these two situations woj^S^o.inDare,
Hewlyn^^) which does

and the question
_ _ ^ - Robson cites a. study by H, T.

atte.mpt to analyze this type of alternative choice question 
for East Africa. His study only considers .the; question for Tanzania and Uganda,

, and his procedure is to determine those industries which could be-established ~
, with national tariff protection - in Tanzania and Uganda and produce substitutes 
for Kenyan Imports and the effects that this would have 
These effects would be

on their national products. 
Those "shiftable"a measure of the gain or loss involved, 

industries which would be viable in Tanzania andlfganda, given protection, would 
be assumed to shift; the re.mainlng industries which 
market would be assumed to disaunear.

were dependent on the common
Robson says*

. - Newlyn_co.noludesi "On.the basis of the criteria used and in
respect of the I96I figures, there would be a‘clear gain to Tancanvikar-.. 
^d an. insignificant loss to Uganda from leavtog^e c^on 
t«obson, op.olt,; p, 139)

There are several objections which might be raised about Kewlyn's analysis — the 
most crucial probably centering on the identification of shiftable and 
Industries

non-shlftable 
gains from 

potential long-term gains 
Robson himself concludes that;

~ and Kewlyn himself recognizes that the static short term 
leaving the common market may well be overshadowed by the 
from ^ying in. After discussing all of these analyses.

,^tpfact.ory, esttoates of the benefits and costs of the East Aftrican 
ommon j.ar/cet have yet been made, mainly because although in a static fV?iTnp

• ■ depend are cle^ii^h, SfeoS^""
and demand data necessary for adequate quantification are n^Ivailabi? '
(Ibid, p. 14?)

^^)h. T. Newlyn, "Gains and Losses in 
Bulletin. Kovemb^, I965. ' the East African Caaraon Market," Yorkshire
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HhethOT or not the benefits and- losses from the common market have been
"proven” by quantitative analyses is less important anyway than'the-perceptions
which the individual East African countries have held on this issue. In this situkr

-
tlon, evidence can best be prbduced'^from.the affected countries themselves. In 

■ -. , ■ ^ - 
‘ Tanganyika's first five-year’plan fpr 1964-69, the following paragraph, is foundi

The East; Afric^ Gcmimon Karket, ’within which' for more than 4() years 
the econcsnio destinies of Kenya, Uganda'and Tanganyika have been associated, 
has without any doubt contributed to the industrial development of the area 
taken as a whole. Unfortunately for historical and geographical reasons, 
this development ha@s*een inequitably distributed between the three s'tates 
and Tanganyika, in^pite of certain fiscal, compensatory and corrective 
measures, has not drawn from this association a benefit proportional to 
the capacity of its market compared with that of the- whole East African 

'Market, (United Republic of Tanganyika and Zanzibar, Tanganyika Five- 
Ye^ Plan for Economic and Social Development, 1st July, 1964 - 30th June, 
1969, Vol. 1j General Analysis, Government Printer, Dar es Salaam, 1964,

' p. 16)

In a speech by President Nyerere to t|feJAGSO C^tral Legislative Assembly, the 
following reasoned analysis was given

Let me illustrate my point byeOTlaining Tanzania's problems in certain 
matters relating to the ccsnmon market. The pattern of European settlement 
in East Africa together wl-tli other fortuitous circumstances, meant that 
Nairobi developed as an Indus-trial and commercial cen-tro for the whole area. 
Firms were established there and expanded their operaltions to sell goods 
throughout the three territories. Tanzania obtained virtually no indus-tries 
of her own, . . , The result has been . . . that the deficit on Tanzania's 
trade VTlth Kenya had increased to £9.2 million.

In other words, the colonial economic pattern meant that Tanganyika 
■was a free market for Kenya, and the surplus she earned on overseas trade 
with other countries was nob promoting her ovm development. , . , Because 

. .of the..cjr!imon...tariff arrangements, and the free inter-East African trade, 
Tanzania cannot buy in the cheapest market abroad, and eqi;ially, she cannot 
protect her ..own infant industries against competition from long established 
cind large-scale firms in Kenya, and — to a l&ss'er extent — Uganda,

This situation did not result' from evil machinations by the people or 
government of our northern neighbours. It vras a historically determined 
fact. But, as far as Tanzania was concerned, it meant that her own develop
ment was hamstrung. Without the esiablisliment of an industrial base, Tan
zania will never achieve a s-table economy or reach the take-off point of 
economic growth. If the present pattern continues — and it is" obviously, 
not self-correcting ~ Tanzania would nevra be able to guarantee the financing 

the tasic social and nublic services wSch her people rightly demand. 
(Heprinted in Rothchild (ed), op.cit., pp. 23I-232)

Uganda's feelings 6n this issue are not as thoroughly documented, but in the 
National Assembly Debates of July 9, I963, Prime Minister Obote stated the followingi

- In the past, we in Uganda have often felt that we got a good deal less 
than our fair share of the development of manufacturing industry within 
common market. Nevertheless, we believed that the coimon market was for 
the good of- all and that with a little give and -take it would.be possible

H
i-;

K.

f>

I

r

f

i
i
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to share out the benefits to the satis/aotlon of each country, (ibid,' 
p. 223)

And Kenya vas not unai;are of thesp perceptions. In a ^eeoh to.the East African.. 
» Steiff College on JJpvember 2, l'96'6, thiTtenyan Minister for EOonaiiic Planning and 

Development, Tom Mboya, said with regard to'the Canmon Karkejti ^

The principal! difficulty is simple to state, but it is requiring the 
best efforts of ministers and officials to resolve. Hoh can these.gains 
be eq.uitably distributed among our three^ countries?. .... By the late 
1950's‘it had begenfe apparent tha.t the majority of the gains from the 

' common market vete accruing to Kenya Kith Uganda and Tanganyika recei'ving 
a"sirialler share. Indeed, some people have argued that Tanganyika vas suf
fering a net loss in economic activity as a result of the common market 

' itself. . . . (Ibid, p. 2it5)

R-
i;:n;
iR?

A
■i::

There had been sene attempts to deal with this issue ever since World War II. 
Ona of the regional bodies originating during World War II vas the I^st African 
Industrial Council. An industrial^^pensing system — to be managed by this

first initiated in I9W by identical territorial legislation and 
re-established by nev identical legislation^ in 1952-53. The object of the system 

to. (i) induce firms on a list of "scheduled" industries to locate in East 
Africa by giving them a monopoly in th?' region for a stated period and to' (2) grant 
such monopoly licenses both with "regard to the resources of the applicant and to 
the general interests of Eh.st Africa.” (Raisnan Cemmission Renort, reprinted in 
Rothohild (ed), op.oit., p. 186) It vas the intention that the Industrial Council 
should direct industries to locations in accordance with a general development 
plan for East Africa, but the idea of drawing up such a plan was abandoned by 19^9.

_ _ ^Without such a plan, the Council did not influence the location of nev industries
and they logically settled in Kenya', for reasons .outlined earlier. As the industrial 
imbalance under this system became apparent, Tanganyika objected to the~addition of 
new industries to the schediled list and the scope of the licensing system there

fore remained quite small. Without an agreed upon general development pla^ the 
system did not achieve its objectives and served very little useful purpose in 
.relation to industrial development in Ehst Africa, (ibid, pp, 185-186; see also 
Ndegwa, op.cit., pp. 111-112)

5J

The first attempt to comprehensively deal with the strains and grievances 
in th^onmomnarkat was in i960 when the East African Econcmic and Fiscal Commission 
of liiquiry, headed by Sir Jeremy Raisman, was appointed to study the operations of 
the common market and common services and the fairness of these operations for the 
partner teCTitories, The commission reported a year later^^) ajjd concluded that

■ Coimcil — was
.1
!was

■Sii
■r!;

r':!!T

r

f!

,1
62)gast Africa, Renort of the Economic and Fiscal Commission. Sir Jeremy Raisman, 

Chairman, KSO, Lc«idon, I961. li
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the common iaarket had

. . . enabled S^st Africa to beocaie a substantially Uhifled market 
(and had) been an important factor in the establlstmi'ent of_jji^ufacturing 
industry in Sast Africa . By virtue of these effei/tsT^'(had)
played an important part»|n ,enab£ing Sast Africa as a whole to maintelnTn'' 
recent yearfe a rate <5f growth in its total volume of output which is 
comparable with that shown by most of-the advanced countries . in 
spite of adverse ijorld market conditions . , Hates of growth-lji the
separate territories have shown great disparity, Kenya's growth being much 
more rapid than that of either of the other two territories. . . . The

Nevertheless,
tfulaBhether Uganda .or Tanganyika could, by setting up 
the common market, have gained more thM they would have 

lost by the certain impoverishment of East Africa as a whole . . . (and 
moreover)' the contributions which the common market arrangements can make 

' to economic growth are-likely to be greater in the future than in the'past. ^3) 
(Haisman Commission Report, reprinted in Rothchild (ed), op.cit., p. 18?)

largest part of the new capital and skill has gone to Kenya, 
it is very doub 
barriers within

According to the Camnission, the primary advantage's of the common market were the 
larger potential market t- which pemitted greater economies of scale and generated 
.external econ<snies such as a skilled^-lSbor pool--- and specialization as the basis 
of comparative advantages. Although it admitted that Kenya was the largest gainer ■ 
ft^om the ecHimon market, it thought that K^ya's purchases from the other two 
tries and other "spread effects" ocmpensated them for their other losses arid that 
no country had suffered an actual, net loss, 
recognized I

coun-

The internal s-trains, however, were

Inequality in the distribution of tljp ocmnon market's benefits is, 
however, the_fundamental source of the present strains, (ibid, p. I89)

Therefore, the Commission,believing that the .common market was very important to 
the economic future of East Aiirlca and recognizing that, the internal strains 
so great, made recommendations to improve the common market and correct the im

balance cf benefits.-
To this end, the Commission proposed a number of measures to improve 

- economic coordination among the member Countries,^) but its main recommendation 
was to establish a "Dis-tributable Pool" of revenue which would partially offset 
the inequalities arising fian the cranmon market.’ Actually, there was a dual

were

^3)Robson
says that broadly similar conclusions were reached by the World Bank (IBRD.

^ nconmic Sevelo-pment of Tanoanrd-ka (l96l)T The Econo.T.ic Develounent of U^.nria 
Economic Development of Kenya (I963;, all uublished by John Kou- 

klns University j^ess) and by a study for the Rand Cornoration (Kassell, B.F.,
^.st African Economic UnionT An evaluation and Some Inollcations’for Policy.
RAJiD, oan-ta I-Ionioa, I963). '' - - - - - - -

^^of1ntSte^+^ negotiation of a code of agreed princinles :

marketing policy; 2) that regional economic cocrdi-
• 3) that these m:etSshL^^^Ss:L^^^^^^^^

1
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purpose involved, Up to 1961, the East Africa High Commission had lacked any in-, 
dependent sources of revenue. While the self-fcontained servicesself- 
financing, the other, non-self-contained services were flnifaced by grants from th^ 

. British Government and ‘Other-outside sources and by annual appropriations frcm the 
■ territories. The feaisman Commission thought.that an independent source'of revenue 

for these lat'ter services would be advisable, in providing the.'High CoEmfission with 
a greater certainty of funds and the opportunity to more efficiently administer 
these services for East Africa as a whole. Half of the Dis-txibutable Pool 
would be allocated to a ^eJ&al Fund of the High Commission for running these ser- 

^ ^ vices, but its main purpose was still to redistribute regional resources so as to
offset part of the inequalities of benefits,derived from the common market, (CiKD, 
op.oit., p. 55: Robson, op.cit., pp. 106 & 112)

The Distributable Pool was to be formed by -taking 6^ of the custans.^ ^d ex-

. Oise revenue and 40^ of the revenue^ from the income -tax on companies' profits from 
^ manufacturing and finance in the regixan,.-.- revenue which was assumed to be related 
to the benefl-ts from the common marke-tl After deducting collection cos-ts, half of 
the Fool was to be allocated to financlng_thg canmon services mentioned above, and 
the other half was to be distributed evenly among the three member countries. The 
three member governments accepted this proposal and the Pool went into operation on 
July 1, 1961, Kenya paid the most into the Pool (See Table IV.8 belovr), but re- 
cel-ved a direct reimbursement only equal to that given to Uganda and Tanzania.

(Robson, op.’cit., p. II3). Table IV.8
East Africa Distributable Pool

,eooo
1961-2

1,731
1962-3

2,092 
' 831 
1,028

Receipts from
KH-IYA
UG.yJDA
TAKGAMYIKA
TOTAL RECEIPTS 
Payments to
i to GHNERAl FUHD 
1/6 to KHLYA 

- 1/6 to UGAKDA 
1/6 to TAJilAHYIKA

1963-4

2,551
1,159
1,164

4,874

1964-5(est)

3.000
l,'i20-,^759

791 1,300

3,28)l 3,951 5,720

1,640 1,975 2,8602,438
547 658 812 953
547 658 812 953
547 658 812 953

TOTAJjRAYI-S.’TS -
Net R^^ipts
KEJYA 
IK AH DA 
TANGAHYIKA

SCURCSi Eagt African Common Serivces Organization.

3,281 «■ 3,949 4,874 5,719

-1,184 -1,434 -2,047-1,739
-347 -467-212 -173-244 -370 -347-352

65)se3 next page
' ^)sEE HEXT page
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HOTSi The receipts of the Fund are net of its share of. the costs .of collection. ■

^Ince half of the Pool Kent to finance the non-self^contalhed General Fund ccnmo^' 
serlvoes, however, a measure of th'a to^l redistributive effect would have to take ’

“■ this into acoouht'aiso, Urifortmately, there seems to be no oc®plefely satisfactory 
way to measure th^s indirect redistribution,
which might reasonably be made,” Robson (p. 114) does calculate the total redistri

bution (See Table IV.9 below), but Hazlewood, after examining the expenditure 
figures for 1964-65 conc^osJes that

. . . there is no effective redistribution between the territories 
through the operations of the General Fund or non-self-contained services.

' (Hazlewood, op.cit,, p. 83, 196?) '

However much the revenue redistribution was — 03GD called it "quite sub^ 
stantial" (op.cit., p. 55)j Robsonocalled it "fairly small" (op.cit., p. I30) -- 
this solution did not prove satisfac^ary .for very long. As Ngegwa.put it in I965,

4
..I,,

■ii
On the basis of' "two assumptions5!

I

r

S?

. . . for what Uganda and Tanganyika want is not just, extra revenue 
sj&ialitation .process taking place in iiast Africa.but a share in the indus 

(lldegwa, op. cit., p. IQi

(Robson, op.cit., p. 114) 
Territorial Redistribution through Distributable Fool

Table IV.9
s
i .£000

1961-2^ 1962-3 1963-4 1964-5i
Assumption (i) -318 -463• Kenya 

Uganda 
Tanganyika

Kenya
Uganda
Tanganyika

-388 -547
+ 168 +243 +233 +243
+ 152 +144 +230 +303

Assumption (ii) -637 -776 ' -927 -1,094
. + 335 + 485 + 465 + 486
- +303 +'288 +460 +606-

H
Moreover, the Distributable Pool itself proved to be a new source of controversy

Uganda and Tanzania considered the redistributive effectamong the member states.

^5)lndeed, the Distributable Pool did improve the system of financing the
contained common services. This independent and consistent source of funds 
enabled the regional services to plan ahead ~ something which was more diffi
cult to do when their financing deoended on an annual vote in each member 
■ki^try. (lidegwa, op.cit., p. I07)

6^)"Thb^irect "redistributive

non-self-I
I
5l

W-

effect is clear. Bach territory was to receive the 
same amount, iuii^hey would,contribute to the Pool in proportion to the revenue 
collected from them." (Hazlewood, 1967, op.cit., p. 86)

^^^The self-contained services — especially the railroad and airline — were a 
different matter. Hazlewood commented that "... the cross-subsidization in 
the self-contained sewices must be a powerful counterweight to the unequal dis
tribution of the gains from the common market.". (Hazlewood, I967, op.cit., p.85) 
These services, of course, were outside the scope of the Distributable Pool.
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to be inadequate, vhlle Kenya — being the major contributor — felt it to, be too 
excessive and an unjustified burden on her own lifelted taxing capacityi (OSCD, 
op.oit., p. 55; Green and Krishna, op.cit 

Therefore,, as
P. 3^)

the possibility^ '6f fi^ political federation became less and
■ “less in the early I960's and as events took place, as we have seen, Tanzania took 

the initiative to bring about basic changes In regional econo!niC'relati(sis.__.
March 17, 1964, Tanzania's Minister for Development Planning startled a conference 
on the coordination of regional econcmic planning at Entebbe (Uganda) by threatening 
to withdra.w from the common^us&ket. The response was immediate. On April 3,

■ Tom Kboya travelled to Dar es Salaam and talked with President Kyerere. One week 
later, the Heads of Government and large delegations froa the member countries met 
in Nairobi. The outcome of this conf^ence was a tension-easing declaration by 
Tanzdnia-ihat she had no Intention of withdrawing from the common market and an 
agreement to ,set up an emergency committee to' examine trade relations and industrial 
d,evelopment within East Africa. . Thrdu^at.the remainder of April, the Ministerial 
Emergency Committee ~ which included thel-!inlsters for Finance and the'Ministers 
for Commerce and Industry of all three cdimlries — met in Kampala to consider

. various-positive measures aimed at redressing internal trade imbalances. By the 
end of the month, the ccaimittee announced that it had reached full agreement on 
how to solve regional economic difficulties. Although more discussions and meetings 
were held by' the Meads of State and slight modifications occurred, the final ver

sion as approved by the Heads of State at Mbale (Uganda) in Janviary I965 was sub- 
s-tantially the same and it became generally known as the Kampala Agreement of April 
1964. (Rothohild, 1968c, op.cit., pp. 122-123)

The central feature^ of the agreement is that is sought toreduce the inequali

ties of the common market operation tlir'ough the elimination of the internal -trade 
imbalance by l) industrial location and relocation agreements and 2) trade'restric

tions. Five methods or approaches were proposed;
(a) Immediate action with certain interterxitorially connected firms to 

increase production in a deficit country and thereby beduce imports 
from a surplus country.

• f

On

;;?i

i'f i:v'^

I:

1

{

(b) Agreement as to the immediate alloca-tion of certain major industries.

The application of a system of quotas ^d suspended quotas whereby 
. ^"^^xpprts from surplus countries -would be progressively reduced and local 

production increased in the deficit countries according to the building 
up of the productive capacity of the deficit country.

(d) Increased sales from a coiai-try in deficit to a country in surplus.

(^■Eatfly agreement within the East African Common Market on a system of
inducements and allocations of industry in order to secure the equitable 
distribution of Industrial development as between the three coimtries. 
(Kampala Agreement docisaents, reprinted in-Rothohild(ed), op.cit., p. 224)

I
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In (a), films opera tins in no^e than tme J^st African country Here to be requested 
to Increase their relative output in Tanzania Smd/or Uganda. "In j[b), several new 
regional industries vhlch Here to be established in East Alftrica Here allocated 

, among the member countries. ■ Eight'"ihdugiries were named in the original April 
* ei^eement, of whlcVi five were to go to Tanzania, two to Uganda, end one to Kenya. 

After slight modi|ioations, the final agreement allocated the,'manufactvta.and 
assembly of radiosj the nanxuraoture of motor vehicles, tyres eind tubes, and the 
manufacture of aluminium foil, circles, and plain sheets to Tanzania; the manu- 
faotitte of bicycles and iprf^ilizers to Uganda; and the manufacture of light bulbs 
to Kenya. " The allocation agreement was to be implemented by scheduling these 
industries iinder the Industrial Licensing Acts -r’ referred to earlier — and then 
having the East African Industrial Council issue licenses only in accordance Hith

i
i
T

f

■

ri

I
the locations agreed upon,

the other principal agreemeil-t was that a' system of quotas was to be intro- 
__ duced under (c) on. exports from Ken>^^. such as beer, cigarettes, .and shoes —

l

i
i

in order to facilitate the building up"of the,productive capacities of Tanzania 
and Uganda-. In (d), Kenya agreed to atterapt,^to increase its purchases from Tan

zania and Uganda, and in (e), a system of incentives designed to attract industry 
to Tanzania and Uganda was provided for and a committee of Industrial experts was i

■ to be appointed to study the long-range problem of allocating industries among the 
three countries. (Robson, op.clt., pp. 1^9-150; RothVhiid, 1968c, op.clt,, pp. 123- 

124; OECD, op.clt,, p. 56; Kdegwa, op.cit., p. •55)
Reservations about the main parts of the Kampala Agreement Here expressed 

almost immediately, hoKever, In discussing the allocation of Industries, Roth

schild said: . . '

;

i

Honever, it was yet to be determined that an industrial location—^ 
policy could vork. Could foreign industrialists be induced to invest in 
a location not of their choosing and would the East African Governments forgo 
a project simply because the investor resisted the location allotted to 
him? East Africa’s long experience with industrial licensing indicated 
that such conflicts of Interest would not be surmounted easily. (Rothohlld, 
1968c, op.'cit,, p. 124)

'i

4

Green and Krishna noted that the relocation of existing industry would, indeed, 
narrow the trade gap between Kenya and the othea^two countries, but would do so 
by reofifeing trade and the net benefits to the region as a whole from specialization.

5

They cranmented.
i
*To "preserve" the common market in this way — as was provided in 

the Kampala Agreement — except as an interim device is to destroy it 
by attrition.. (Green and Krishna, op.clt.., p. 33)

Hazlewood also noted that the tendency of the quotas was to increase national self- 
sufficiency in the products affected and to-reduce regional trade. -He pointed out

s
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that a trade'Imbalance within the region did not have to be solved-by the elirai-- 
nation of trade — trade, after all, could be balanced at zero' If^quotas 
cjirried to the extreme.

were

He therefore questioned the quote^agreenent and saidi
Whatever the intention, ’’the ^prangenents Initiated under the Kampala 

Asreement-had jspme restricftive an'd cost-raising effects,’ (Hazlewood, 
1967, op.cit., p. 99) “ ■ ' s*1

.» ■

s
!?

3-''

1:

Bobson mentions that the’^uota arrangements do'not se^ to have been Intended to 
reduce regional trade or prcaote national self-sufficiency. The Kampala Agree

ment states that
b;:.

'■. . . this quota system was not intended to be a permanent feature 
of the East African Common I’larket . . , . .(Kampala Agreement documents,

, reprinted in Rothchild (ed), op.clt.,'p. 22?)

Koreover,' a Cranmittee consisting of the Kinlsters for Commerce and Industry of
all thrge countries was -to be creatgd to administer* the quota system. Quotas could
only be imposed with the ap-oroval of this I'inlsferial Croiriittee. and onlv

- ■’ • ' ’ .

... by any East African country which was in aggregate imbalance 
in its visible trade with another .East African country on any -Darticular 
product line in which its trade with that country was in deficit, provided 
Ahat firm could operate on an economically viable basis or exnand its 
operations within the national market. (Ibid, p, 228).

i';'.

I

g:

iTherefore, it does seem to have been the intention that quotas would be applied 
only to a limited range of products which Tanzania and/or Uganda had the market 
and manufacturing capacity to produce themselve^and thus develop their 
industrial base, i^oducts which were dependent on the.size of the regional market 
were to remain free of quota restrictions. (Robson, op.cit., pp. I5O-I51)

Although the first of the five recommendations was implemented and the

own

i
production of cigarettes, shoes, cement, and beer was decentralized frcxa Kenya^ 
and increased in Tanzania and Uganda, the Kampala Agr.eement was a failure, 
the middle of I965, it was clear that it wasn't operating and the whole future of 
the East African region was in doubt. Under the final terms of the Kampala 
Agreement approved in January I965, only six items ~ beer, paint, inexpensive 
shirts, wheat flour, galvanized Ir'on, and exercise books — were subject to quota 
restrictions, and quotas were put into effect immediately by Tanzania and — in

^<fia^s — Uganda. However, as Tanzania's tr^e deficit rose to£9.2n in fiscal 
1965, sh^beoame- increasingly Inpatient with the breakdown of the Kampala Agree
ment and took more drastic measifces.

By,

mosf-

In spite of the agreement to act on quotas 
only in concert with the other member states, on August U, I965, President Nyerere 
announced that Tanzania.was unilaterally imposing restrictions affecting iEn worth 
of imports from Kenya. These restrictions and quotas were further extended uni

laterally in su'bsequent months and 18 items were added to the quota list in 
Decamber,1966 ~ actions which were "well outside what

fii'i

was contemplated in the
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Kampala Agreement." (ibid, p. I51)
The breakdovn of the Kampala Agreement paralleled a general-culmination of-^ 

dlyisive events in East Africa. Kenya ~ which gained veiy little from Jhe Kampala 
Agreement ~ was sanewhat heAitan,t,a!>out^the terms of the agreement, 
along — Robson says --

but went
the imderstanding that the canmon currency would 

continue as well as^-the ccamon market and canmon servlpes. (ibid, p, 15i)'' On 
February 12th. I965, howev^ — just after the Kbale meeting which approved the. 
final version of the Kampala Agreement — Tanzania indicated at a joint meeting 
of the three Finance KinisJ,^ and an International Monetary Fund Mission (to 
advise East-Africa on how best to proceed in establishing an.,effectlve 

^■"^anking system) that she was going to establish her'

on

central

own c^tral bank and issue her 
own currency. After this announcement, Kenya no longer felt oramitted to the 
Agreement and did not officially ratify it. The main effect of Kenya's sub- 
seaueht actions was felt in the industrial alloca'tion agreement. Although the ‘ 
manufacture of Raleigh bicycles, in Ug^^was announced, and Phillips Industries 
reached an agreement to build radios in Tanzania, the remainder of the allocation 
system broke.down. (Rothchild, 1968c, cp.cit,„pp. 124-125) As Robson saysI.

During 1965, when confronted with offers from investors- to establish 
in Kenya industries which were allocated to other countries under th° 
A^eanent, her response apparently was to fail to take steps to schedule 
allocatea industries as had been envisaged un&er the Agreement, 
inaction had the effect of rendering these provisions inoperative 
postponin.3 the commencement of these industries in Tanzania.

f industry sharing agreements gave rise to much, bitter
ness in lanzania and seems to have been the factor above ali responsible 
^^cl'r import restrictions against Kenya.58) (Robson,

Caught in a vicious circle', Kenya reacted equally bitterly to Tanzania's unilateral 
trade restrictions on its products^?) and questioned the financial contributi^\t 
was making to the Distributable Fool for fiscal 
maining in the coamcM mcirket.

This
arid

compensation and the worth of re-
As Rothchild put it.

Agreement was fully satisfactory to 
(Rothchild, 1963c, op,cit., p. 125) no country,

In actual fact, the quotas and restrictions which Tanzania — and to a lesser
^8)For'A'''gqod example

r ^>1® 8i^^;‘;emess in both Tanzania and Uganda, see the SAG30
Cgitral Legislative Assembly Deoates reprinted in Rothchild (ed), op.cit., pp. 242-

^ newspaper editorial and EAC30. Central Legislative 
Assembly Debates reprinted in Rothchild (ed), op.cit,, pp. 238-242. ^^Sisxarive

referred to, Tom Kboya said that the industrial 
agreement failed "because first feasibility studies

of industries, second the industries were not broadly enough defined
attempt to allocate industry di^not in and 

01 Itself provide an inducement for private industry to comply with the proposed
. ■' . ■ ' ' : . : : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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allocation 
were not conducted before the
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extent, Uganda — Imposed under the Kampala Agreement did not reduce their trade 
deficits Kith Kenya, Indeed, had Tanzania's rfestrictions been f^ly implemented, 
the result would have been to replace imports fran Kenya by imports from the rest\ 
of the world since she. simply-did not t^e the additional productive capacity. ' '

*• Some diversions 'of this nature di4 occur, but on the whole the restrictions were 
flexibly applied Md only a few major Keny^ goods were seriously affected in I966.
The total value of Kenyan exports to Tanzania did decline by 6^ — 1800,000 — in 
1966, but there was also an offsetting decline in Tanzania's exports to Kenya of 
about £.750,000 and so the,B*tade deficit was only "reduced‘by an insignificant 
£50,000. 'Ugainda's o>m exports to Kenya declined by an even heater amount, so 
that Kenya's regional trade surplus actually increasedl With these offsetting 
effects, the principal effect of Tanzanian restrictions was to reduce trade in 
both directions — and is likely to have raised costs and lowered efficiency,
(Robsori, t^. cit., pp. 152-1531 03CB>, op.cit., p. 56). Perhaps more impartantljr, 
as Green andi Krishna state 1

In practice, the Kanpala Agreement-guotas , . . have not prevented 
widening trade imbalances, but they h^ve both struck at the basic nature 
of the common market and led — for complex reasons — to a serious erosion 
^n business ccmaunity as well as official confidence in the existence of 
mutual good faith and dominant joint economic interests. (Green & Krishna, 
op.cit,, pp, 67-63) ■

The issue of separate national currencies and central banks in East Africa 
remains to be discussed briefly. From 1919» wto the East African Currency Board 
was established in order to separate local currency from the standard of the Indian 
rupee — in circulation in Hb,st Africa at the time — and to establish a fixed 
conversion rate with the British Pound Sterling, to I966, when separate national 
central banks were established, a common currency was in use in East Africa, In 
1936, Zanzibar joined the Currency Area and the East African Shilling wag~lntroduced 
as legal tender to talce the place of the currency previously used. Although the 
Board was in initial financial difficulties, its position began to steadily improve 
in 1932 and by 1950 its assets slightly exceeded its net currency liability, and 
in 1952 it made its first profit distribution to the member territories. (Delupis, ■ 
.op.cit,, p. 52; Slumenttol Reucrt; reprinted in Rothdhild (ed), op.cit,, pp. 284-286) 
^ In 1952, the eventual desirability of a ^ntiral Bank for East Africa was 

first'discussed in an analysis by W. T. Newlyn.^i) Prior to independence, steps
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70)pattem. The operation of the quota procedure encoun-Eered a number of implemen
tation difficulties of which you eire all aware." (Rothchild (ed), op.cit., p.245)

^)Later published in 195^» Koney and Banking' in British Colonial Africa by Kewlyn 
- and Rowan.
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to establish a regional central bank were'hindered by the Africans' fear that such , 
an institution would be doninated by white settlers, and also by thejbar in Tan

ganyika and Uganda that such a" unitary banking system ~ almost certainly to be 
based in "airobi would work once.again to.aK^ya's advantage. Even after in- 
dependence was gained,* the primary issue was still, the degree of centralization 
which should be tiullt/into a central banking system, particularly'when the.‘possi

bilities of full political federation were decreasing —

The problem in determining the structure of an East African Central 
Bank, was that of deci^^^ how centralized a structure'should be established, 
and to .devise a system which would work in the absence of- a ccaimon govern
ment in East.Africa. (Hazlewood, I967, op.oit., p. 104)

A compromise solution was proposed by W. T. Newlyn which envisaged the creation' 
of an East African Reserve Board and three central banks with common reserves but
separate cu^encies, but it failed to g^ln supp.ort.. Ih 1962, Tanganyika caamlssioned 
Kr. Erwin Blunenthal, a German Banker,- to„ retnort on' the monetary arrangements then 
■existing and the desirability of a regi<5nSFor national central banking system for

.published in I963, recomnended a stronglyn .72)Tanganyika, Tne "Blumentha.! Report,'? 
centralized'system in which effective power rested'with a regional Central Bank'

73) Inand advised against an independent Tanganyikan Central Bank and currency.
1964, the three member states decided to ask the assistance of the International 
Monetary Fund in resolving the issue and a team of experts led by Ur. J,Y, Mladek 
arrived early in 1965. It was at a meeting with this IMF mission on February 12th 
that Tanzania indicated' its intention to establish its own central bank and currency. 
The formal announcement of this intention did not- occur, however, until June 10th,
1965, when the Finance Ministers of all three member states, simultaneously mentioned 
in their budget speeches that separate central banks would be established and 
separate nationaJ. currencies would be issued in each country. In I966, national''''

■ “1— '

currency notes and coins we're issued and grcidually began to replace the former East 
. African money, which was valid up to April 1, I969. The E'ast African Currency 
Board — which was to be dismantled — existed until I969 as it gradually wound 
up its affairs. (Hobson, op.oit., pp. 116-117! Delupis, op.oit., pp. 53-54i Hazlewood, 
1967, op.cit., p. 105)

•.Both Kenya and Uganda criticized Tanzania fo^^the 'break-up of the ccmimon

72) 2irwin Blumenthal, Tanganyika - East Africat The Present Monetary System and its 
Future. Government- Brinter. Itex'’es Salaam, I963! parts of it are reprinted in 
Rothchiid (ed), op.cit,, pp, 284-290.

73) Kis recemmendation was actually for a two-tier system with a regional Central 
Bank and sep^jrate State banks. However, the powers to be given-to the Central 
Bank made the system highly centralized. See Robson, op.cit., pp. II6-II7.
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currency, but Tanzania contended that she had only Intended to stay.vithin a 
monetary union which vas encompassed In a full political federation, and that a. 
monetary union was, indeed, feasible only within such a^political unicm. In 

• his August 10, 1965, adtoesh to^the EAgSO Central Legislative.Assembly, Iresident 
Nyerere saidi " ■

;5

F
;?■

s

f
our detslslon in I96I to remain within the common currency area 

was based on a false premise — the expectation that control would be able 
to be exercised on a federal basis when the Other two teraitorles became 
in their turn, Independent, (reprinted in Rothchild (ed), op,,cit, p. 234;

J' i
\

Ii: to accusations that Tanzania had deliberately attempted to wreck the 
currency system, the Tanzanian Minister of Finance, Mr, Paul

In response 
East African common 
Branani, saldi>'

From the beginning of our discussions on the central banking question, 
it has been clearly evident, that the creation of an effective central .

■ banking system and the continuance of a ccmmon cuirfency was dependent upon 
the estabiishment of a nolitKi^- -union, (ibid, p. 295)

Tanzania's position on this issue was, in fact, backed up by the East African 
Currency Board Itself1 
states the following 1

f;

J
]In its Report for the Year ended 30th June. 1965. -it5"
3

9
.t

i.
9

I Some of the .proposals put for-ward in .recent -years for maintaining 
the currency union under a central banking system reflect an emotional 
attitude rather than a reasoned appraisal of what can be made to-work.
It has still to be proved that a central bank properly functioning as such 
and serving two or more independent states could exist for long without

It would certainly not do so unless there

I
i;•

an effective politic-al union, 
were at least a wide-ranging harmony in financial attitudes which could 
be translated into a coherent policy in the monetary field. (Ibid, p. 296;

r

This "wide-ranging harmony in financial attitudes" among the three member
Each country wanted to reserve the~Sen&fits75)

states, however, did not exist, 
which resxilted from a common regional currency but did not want to share sovereignty J

policy matters which affected — ' and limited — national economic policies 
The disadvantage in the past operations of the Currency Board and

%. over
and ambitions.
the potential operations of a centralized regional banking system was its alleged 
Inflexibility, its unresponsiveness to the urgent development needs of the member

r

S- or, as f,'ye put it, "the price they paid for it was a rigid monetary poli- 
ye, op.cit., p. 131) Prior to 1955. the requirement of having lOQ^

7

I-
S

S7'+)see Rothchild (ed), op.cit., pp. 292-295 for examples.

75)uf^nda's Minister for Finance, in his announcement of the establishment of a 
Ugandan Central Bank saidi "It became clear in the course of the joint dis
cussions that there were fundamental differences in our respective concepts 
of a workable central banking system for East Africa." (Rothchild, ed., op.
clt., p. 292.) - '

1

ii
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external reserve holdings — vhlch made deficit financing imposslhle t- did restrict 
development according to Hazlewood. 7^) Af teit 1955. however; this ■re(iulrement was 
relaxed and the Currency Board did begin to take on more'tof the. functions of a ' 
central bank, 7?) in i960, the Edard transferred from London to Nairobi and ’ 
representatives from the member countries were appointed to it. It is from this
date that the Board itself marks a functional changes ' *

The Board's policy since i960, when it became a representative currency 
institution, has been to create and expand central banking facilities and 
techniques withinthe framework of the existing monetary system as a step 

. towards a full-s.dale central bank for East Africa. (Rothchild, (ed), op.
Cit., p. 296)

Is

IS
Some, of the steps taken were as follows 1 a fiduciary lssue7®) which had risen to

. £23m by. 1963t lending for crop financing which rose to £10m in I962; the
ment of banking activities to other banks; and the extension of a network of cur

rency sub-centers in the region to. ^prove the money supply. (Hazlewood, I967,
.. op.oit., p. 102j Blumenthal Reuort^hthchlld (ed), op.cit., p. 286)

But these efforts were not enough for-Tanzania.

cranmence-
I.'-:

11^Ideologically, Tanzania 
had accepted the socialistic premise that a-frigourously planned economy was the 
best ca perhaps even the only ~ way to develop.. Therefore, in order to develop, 
it was necessary to be able to control‘the instruments of econcsnlc planning. 
Sharing this control with the more laissez-faire oriented Kenya was unworkable.
President Kyerere-addressed the Eacso Central Legislative Assembly as follows in 
August 19651

One thing which all of us agree about is that our poverty can only 
.  ’ ’ He must therefore be in a position wherebe overccae by economic planning, 

there is either _^one federal development plan, of where each of the separate 
states have the power, as well as the responsibility, to make and implement 
a nation^ development plan.

*1
It was this need which caused Tanzania to take the lead in calling 

for the establishment of separate national currencies..We found that it
is impossible to control our economy and achieve the maximum development 
while our currency and credit was outside our control.' (Rothchild (ed), 
op.oit., p, 234)

Hazlewood essentially agrees with this argument1

With, the formation of a federal goveShment, Tanzania would have hopes 
, a vigorous development policy for East .Africa as a whole, with the

equalizing allocations of finance and investment which are possible in a 
federation. The Tanzanian Finance Klnister' was essentially right to argue 
that, with the failure of federation talks, Tanzania had to look to her

hi
0

76)Roteon claims that the Currency Board system operated more flexibly than the 
. literal interpretation of this requirement would indicate. (Robson, op.cit., p.ll5)

'definition - supposed to issue and redeem . currency on demand against Sterling. - •
'°vAn issue of money without gold or Sterling reserves to back it up.

I

[hi

h
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own development policies. And It vas natural enough to find that those 
policies were Inhlhlted by the Intertepritorlal arrangements, 'The inter-, 
territorial arrangements in East Africa were more or iess- ^tlsfactory la 
"the era of colonialisraj" they are q.uito unsatisfactory for "the era of \ 
development," (>Iazlew6od, ,.1967, op.clt,, p, 111^ -

\ ' • '
In any case, the’tireai-u^ of the common menetary system did not-affect 

the ccsamon market that much. According tp the agreempnt reached among. -Uie three 
partner states, the threS'separate cinrrencies "remained freely convertible with each

fi

y>

other and at a par value with the East African money they replaced. As long as 
these arrangements are i^Jptalned, the adverse af'fects on trade and feweign invest

ment in the region should not be significant.If the three countries were 
also to combine their reserves to adjust to different seasonal demands for credit 
in the partner states, Robson says that a high degree of de facto monetary inte- 
giratlon would still exist. (Robson, qp.cit,, pp. 117-118| see also Green and 
Krishna, op.clt., p, 35) There is,5one qualification to this optimistic 
ment which is pointed out by many aut^cffs, however. The fteedom of action which 
-Tanzania gained to expand credit wbui'S^still be restricted by the mone-taxy policies 
of the other two states. Should an expanslmlst monetary policy lead to price 
incre^es or to a deterioration of reserves in one country relative to the others, 
there would likely be a flight of capital Md losses of foreign exchange, given 
free trade and no exchange controls. There is the danger, then, that the more 
expansionist country would go its own way and introduce monetary restrictions 
which would endanger the whole regional scheme,.?^) (Robson, op.cit, p, 118j 
Green and Krishna, ‘op.cit., p. 35; Hazlewood, I967, op.clt., p. 108)

Prior to the mid-1965 monetary crises, a number of other ominous signs for 
the future of a.st African regionalism had appeared. On Peteuary I5, I963,
Uganda announced its Intention to withdraw from the Eh.st African Tourist Travel 
Association on the founds that she had not recelve^d a fair return on her'ln^st- 
ment in it and to establish a national department to deal with tour ism. On 
.November 30» 1965, the regional organization officially died and all three govern

ments es-tablished their own tourist agencies. Green and Krishna ccaimented thati

assess-

i

S’
-i.S'

79)At present, there are currency restrlctlcns against taking national currency 
outside, of the country in all throe partner states. The effects of this 
^^welopment axe not able to be discussed by the author at this time.

^*^'Horeov0r, as Hazlewood points out, expansionist monetary policies are no
quick or easy way to development, Thier success largely depends on an undecc- 
utilized capacity for production — a condition which is not generally present 

Tanzania, (Hazlewood, I967, op.cit., p, 112)
3s.

3<
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a , the tourist promotion -'break-up seems likely to be a serious 
handicap to the value of the East African,: economic community .in prcmotlns 
development. Although the existing board km limited in,function, its 
expansion both in promotion and facilities and tour Coardlnation could 
have been of substantial vaiu,e to each territory anH to East Africa as 
a whole as opposed to smalls dupl^teatory, competitive national operations.

4, (Green and'Kristoa, op-, olt,^ pp, 3^35) ;

The University of ^st Africa has un(fergone.a slnfl.lar evolutionary-process. 
The structure of the university, as envisaged in I963, Incorporated the regional 
benefits from specialization wi-th colleges at Kakerere, Nairobi, and Dar es Salaam 
specializing in medicine, ^J^lneering, and law respectively, with the realization 
that 'basio airts aind sciences faculties should be developed at all three colleges. 
Since both Nairobi and Dar es Salaam colleges -were elmost brand new and fir behlSS 
Hakerere, it was also the intention — at least in Kenya and Tanzania — -that the 
university should concentrate most of its resources in the Nairobi and Dar es 
Salaam colleges to achieve a rough paSrity among ail three in 'basic arts and 
sciences faculties.. The Ugandans, how^^m, - did not see why Kakerere should mark 
time and wait for Nairobi and Dar es Salaam to catch up. As a member of -the 
Ugandan National Assembly said in I9651

. .-

81) '

i'!

;a.
r

I
■rf

But what we want is that wo are in a position to develop Kakerere ' 
to even a higher status and ve are not going to wait until Dar es Salaam 
or Nairobi, vthich just s-tarted three or four years back, comes to the 

. . (Reprinted In.Rothchild (ed).

I
r
&
't status of Kakerere . , 283)op.cit• #

UgEuida's hostile attitude was reinforced, moreover-, by the fact -that both Dar 
es Salaam and Nairobi Colleges had es-tablished their own medical schools (and 
Nairobi a law school as well), which they justified by claiming that Kakerere 
would not have sufficient capacity to accommoda-te the larger number of students 
graduating from secondary school in the*post-independence era. It appears that 
■the Minister for Educa-tion of Ugsinda made the initial proposal to establish eaciT' 
of the three colleges as independent universities in March of I965. The matter 

-went frexn there to -the Heads of State, and in AugMt 1970 Ihe three colleges did 
beccne independent universities. (See Documents reprinted in Rothchlld (ed), op. 
cit. pp. 278-283} also Delupls, op.cit,, pp. 112-114)

There were disturbing political Incidents as well. In Kay of I965, a ship
ment of^^s tras seized by the Kenya police as it ifits allegedly on its way from 
Tanzania^&feJJganda. Kenya made the accusation that the arms were actually intended 
for the disaffected Luo people in the Lake Victoria area to use in a tribal, 
Coomunist-supported coup against the Kenyatta administration. In this strained 
atmosphere, the SaCSO Central Legislative Assembly postponed their scheduled

I- <e-
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81)se0 Rothchlld (ed), op.cit., pp. 267-278 for further discussion of this develop

ment. (Also, see ..Delupls, op.cit., p. 123 for further details of the Association.
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meoting and this was another incident which relnforced*Kenya's decision to delay 
the ratification of the Kanpala Agreement. Although the crisis eas^-and the 
arms shipment was released to Uganda, a kind of cold war existed in the reglca \' 
with Tanzania — and to a lesser .extent, Uganda — regarding Kenya as- having sold 
put to capitalism in the l&iti^ States and^-Britain, while it appewed to Kenya 
that Tanzania had beccne a hotbed of Chinese Communism,. In April of 1966,i Presi

dent Kenyatta once again acdused two Tanzanian Klnisters of plotting with the left-
wing opposition in Kenya — centering around former Vice-President Oginga Cdlnga _
to overthrow him. (Franck, ilt., pp, 6-7) The Aimsha Declaration — a Tanzanian 
declaration of socialism andf self-reliance ~ and the nationalisation of Tanzanian 

'^xJanks in I967 furthered the ideological differences. , Once again it was President 
„ Nyerere who astutely commented on the differences that were dividing the region 

and their effect:
\-

The trouble is, of course, that each difficulty of this kind uses up 
our -stock of amotional unity. K^a clearly feels ex-tremely bitter about 
Tanzania's pressure to restrict-.-.i^^reedom of entry into the Tanzanian 
market, Tanzania, on her side, feels that, if 3ast Africa does not federate, 
there must be some effort to accept the inevitable consequences of such a 
failure. Similarly, Tanzania feels let d6wn by what she regards 
weakening of the airline which the three countries own in eoual propor
tions, while Kenya feels that we have failed to appreciate her needs in' 
relation to this Pan-Anierican proposil.^^J

as a

Unfortunately, once this sort of resentment begins to be felt, there 
are plenty of people only too anxious to emuhasize the differences and 
difficulties between us, and exaggerate thenTuntil they become suspicions 
and hostility . ; . . Kho has not heard the suggestion that Tanzania is 
under Chinese influence, or that Kenya is under American? (Uganda so 
far appears to have escaped these allegations, doubtless on the principle 
of dealing with one thing at a time') There are suggestions made to Kenya 
that Tanzania is preparing to replace imports from her by imuorts from 
China) there are suggestions being made to Tanzania that Kenya is deli
berately worsening Tanzania's non-aligned image overseas so. as to gain'aiT'^ 
econcaiic advantage. In isolation these suggestlohs would be dismissed 
out of hand; but when our real problems give rise to friction and misunder
standing, would it not be natural that eventually we should each begin to 
wonder whether they have some basis? (Rothchild, ed op.cdt., p. 233)-• f

PW \ " " -11 - I. I

See Rothchild (ed), op.olt., pp. 283-284 for a further explanation of this 
dispute frca the Tanzanian point of view.

®3Wte^vhlte-ruled Southern Rhodesia illegally deoiared its Independence in 
late 1964 a railroad between the port of DaT es Salaam and land-locked Zambia 
be>^.e one of Tanzania's .top priorities. After the World Bank, the United States 
XU nu. turned down the project on the grounds that it was uneconomical,
•the Cheese agreed to build the railroad, thus Increasing their political and- 
ecOTwslc innuence in Tanzania and Zambia. Construction of the railway is 
^der^way at present, but both Presidents Hyerere and Kaunda (Zambia) vigorously 
deny that theyr have been "talcen over" by the Chinese.

!
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At the sane time that the divisive forces nentloned ahova.were.operating 
in Ehist Africa, however, a new initiative to promote resional,.vCooperatlon 
beginning. In Jime of I965 — just ai^ter the announcement3'’of Intention tb 
establish separate na,.tipnal central'43an]cs ^d

was

currencies — Kenya'cali^ for a 
general review of the Ccsruiion Services agreement and discussions on all asp.ects of 
regional cooperation;^. Since- everyone was dissatisfied with the status quo,' the
three Heads of State met in Kombasa in August that same year and decided to appoint 
a joint Commission under an ^jlependent chairman to -Undertake this ccmprehensive 
review. In September, Professor Kjeld Philip, former Danish Minister of Trade 

'--'-and Finance, was appointed chairman of an East African Ccnmlsslon with the following 
„ terms of reference 1\.

To examine existing arrangaments in East Africa for cooperation be
tween Kenya, Tan?anla and Uganda on matters. of'mutual interest, and having 
due .regard to the views of the respective Governments, to make agreed re- 
ccmmendatlons on the following

(a) How the East African Conmon Market can be maintained and s-trengthened 
and the principles on which, and the m_annjsr in which, the Common Kiarket 
in future be controlled and regula-ted.”

(b) The arrangements necessary for effective operation of the Ccmmon 
Market consequential upon the es-tablishment of separate currencies,

(c) The extent to which services at present maintained in common-
between the three countries can be continued, and the form which such 
services should -take, ''

(d) The extent to which (if at all) new services can be provided 
in ccmmon between the three countries,'and the form which such services 
should take.

(e) The manner in which the ccsamon services should be financed.

(f) The extent to which the management of different 
located in different parts of East Africa,

(g) The legal, administrative and constitutional arrangements most 
likely to promote effective cooperation between the East African countries 
in the light of -the reccrimendations made under paragraphs (a), (b). (c).
(d), (e), (f). (Hobson, op.cit., pp. 153-154.) v /. v y, v

Phl34^on!aission — as it became known ~ consisted of the chairman and three 
ministers from each of the partner states, and was assisted by a large team of 
advisors. It began its work in January of I966 and reported to the three 
ments in Kay that same year. This report served as the basis for discussions 
am^ the three Heads of State which resulted in the Treaty for East African 
Cooperation which was signed by them in l^pala on June 6, I967 and went into 
effect-on December 1, I967,

The Treaty establishes an East African Economic Community with an East

can

services can be

The

govern-
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African Common Karket as an integral part of it, thus giving the common market ah 
official legal basis for the first time, Ihe aims of the Ccainunity are mentionea:\^ 
right avay in Article 2 of the Treatyi

It shall be the aim of^ the Cccimunity to strengthen and regulate the 
industrial, commercial, and "other relations of the Partner States to the 
end that there shaU be'accellerated, harmonious' and balanced development 
and sustained expaSision of economic activities the benefits whereof shall 
be equitably shared. (The Treaty for 5ast African Cooperation, reprinted 
in Rothchild (ed), op.oit., p. 30h)

Specific aims,- such as th^^^s'tablishment auid main'tenance of a. common customs and 

.excise -tariff, are subsequently listed.
, Organizationally, the supreme executive authority in the Ccnmunity remains 

the three- Heads of S-tate, who now constitute the East African Authority. The 
Authority is to be assisted by three East African Kinisters (with Deputy Ministers 
to assis-t them), one appointed from each Partner-State. 'These Kinisters will be of 
-cabinet rank in their own goveCTmen-t^^ will be allotted to have no other national 
portfolio or responsibility, thus (hopefully) avoiding conflicts between national 
and East-African interests and loyalties. 'Kiiiisterlal functions are performed 
by individual ministers rather than cranmittees because of the past exnerienoe with 
mlnlsterieil committeos which were urxable ‘to provide swift and efficient policy 
decisions to the oon-imon services. Accordingly, although the Treaty makes no 
mention of this, tiiree Secre-tariats have been established — one for each of the 
East African Ministers — in the following fieldsi Common Karket and Econranlc 
Affairsj Communications and Research; and Finance and Adminis-tration. .The Kinisters 
are thus supposed to work in cooperation and consultation with the Authority and 
the concerned national ministers in administering the a ffairs of the Community. 
(Delupis,, op.cit., pp. 56 & 6O-6I; OECD, op.cit., p.' 57)^^'^

Also assisting the A.uthority are five Councils" which are each composed of 
the three East African Kinisters plus a varying number of national ministers. 
According to the Treaty, the Ccsmon Karket Council’s principal-function is to 
ensure the proper development of the ccmnon market and to settle problems arising 
from the implementation of the Treaty sections dealing with it. 
commCTdations on a wide range of subjects dealln^wlth the Cwimunity such as its 
econOTic^latlcns with outside bodies, but it has no binding force for its views 
except if it la dealing With an alleged breach of the Treaty when it may issue a 
"binding directive" to a Partner State or States. The Ccamunications Council 
receives and considers information from the Boards of the Community Corporations

8^)a;so see Robson, op.cit., pp. 154-155; and Kazlewood, I967, op.cit., pp. 394-395. 
Although these other sources make constitutions'to the following discussion, 
Delupis is the primary reference.

It can make re-

■ <■-.
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(the fomer self-contained services plus East African Airways) and also must approve
any development plans or loan prosrams associated with them. This ‘Council also^
cpnslders and approves, In principle, any legislative prcgjo^ls suhiitted hy the
Boards. The Finance Council funpti'hns lately by consultation on major financial
affairs of the Ccsarfunity, but may also consider, and approve (or disapprove) major
financial decisions, relating to Community services. The Economic Consultative
and Planning Council Is a purely advisory body. It assists national planning in
the Peirtner States and advises the Authority on long-term planning of the common

*
services. The Research, a^d*^ociaJ. Council, is. also advisory only, and it assists 
in coordinating the research and social policies of each of the Partner States 

(Delupis, op.cit., pp, 61-63)
■ The 5h.st African Legislative Assembly was reconstituted to consist of the 

three Jhst African Ministers and Deputy Ministers, nine me.mbers appointed®^) from 
each of the Partner States, aind a CHAirman of the-Assanbly,. Counsel to the Con- 
munity, and the Secretary-General -T.u&!^rlnclpal administrative officer — of 
the Community. As before, the Assembly passes^Community legislative bills which 
must, However, be assented to by all threeJle^ds of State before they become. Acts 
of law.-Jf the unanimous assent of the Authority is not,received within nine 
months of the date cf Assembly passage, thg bill lapses,®?) The Assembly also 
studies, debates, and approves policy statements-, public accounts, expenditure 
and revenue estimates, and other matters of East African interest for Ccmmunlty 
bodies. The listed subjects on which the Assemb-Ty can legislate are not much 
different from those previously listed for the EAG30 or High Commission. A great 
deal of legislative latltude''ls actually given to the Assembly as in item seven 
it is authorized to confer upon itself new measures not mentioned in the Treaty, 
and item 27 includes "any matter, not mentioned elsewhere” which is related jLO 
the Community, (ibid., pp. 59-60 & 67-72)

The Authority also may exercise a legislative function. By simple "orders" 
•or "decisions" the three Heads of State can amend the Treaty Annexes which deal 
with such things as the common services which the Community is to perform.

is

ifi
li-

and the Ccsnmunlty.

i 'i-'u
i

Si;;.'';S:S:

The

®5)The actual role which these Councils play in the operation of the Community, is 
sc^what murky. Most of the administrative anj^policy-making .functions seem 
td%a,c^ied out in the three Secretariats referred to above, and how these 

^Councils. relate to the. Secretariats and the East'African Ministers is unclear. 
The Councils are, however, definitely subject to the control of the Authority.

would be normal for any legislature to have

r.'>

J'
some members directly elected 

by the people. But at the tine when the new Treaty for East African Cooperation 
was drafted, it was felt that such a chaoige in relation to (some) Assembly 
members would, in fact, convert the organization into a quasi-federal structure." 
(Delupis, op.cit,, p. 60)

®7)"In some cases, the Assembly cannot even proceed on a Bill without the -Drevlous
express permission of the Authority." (Delupis, op.cit., p. 68) ^
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Authcjrlty may also' appoint "Commissioners" to "edit" Community laws wjilch includes 
omitting, revising, or amending them,
may be done at any time with the agreement of all the Partner States, No mention 

, is made of procedures- to be used or -if r^tlfl^tion is necessary. The 'fc^ty allows 
for‘considerable delegation of powers —- both in'executive and legislative'functions —

As far as revising the Treaty itself, this

from the Authority to p:i^ctlcally any officer within the Community,.' Leglslaia.ye 
"Acts" of the ComiTiunity automatically are granted legal status in the Partner

"Rules" and "Orders" fron the AuthorityStates as soon as they are published, 
have the sMe immediate effect,^j,«s£ocal national ;laws enacted by the national legis

latures could th\is be amended or repealed by the three Heads of State, and when 
the CKiinunity came into being they Immediately made fundamen'tal changes in the 
existing laws of the thmee countries, repealing several laws altogether, 
parliaments do have the theoretical power to safeguard the validity of their laws.

\

National

even if they are in conflict with Communi^ty Acts,‘by including "express provisions" ' 
to that effect in then, but in practice thfe^s. an almost impossible power to use 
and Community laws have been supreme, (ibid, pp, 72-78)

'Two new items on the Assembly list wHich_BU§t be mentioned are the Commcsi 
Market Tribunal and Industrial licensing in East Africa, Along viith the Court of 
Appeal for East Africa, whose existence waj continued with the power to hear ap

peals from the courts in the Partner States, and- the East African Industrial 
Court, which deals with Cammimity s-taff natters and labor disputes, the Common.
Market Tribunal was to be a Ccmmimity judicial Insti-tatlon, The function of this 
Tribunal was to

, , . ensure the observance of law and of the terms of this Treaty 
in. the interpretation Md application of s,o much of this Treaty as apper
tains to the Common Market, (Treaty for ^st African Cooperation, Roth- 
child (ed), op,cit,, p, 317) ' ~

The Tribunal was to be made-up of five appointed members, one chosen by each of 
the Partner States, the Chairman chosen by the Authority, and the last member 
chosen in turn by the Chairman, The Tribunal was intended to take dyer complaints 
which could not be settled by the Common Market Council, but could also deliver 
Ad'visory Opinions to the Council on questions of- law which aarose out of the Treaty 
provisions affecting the Common Market, One question^eft unanswered in the Treaty 
was what law^ajjd precedents the Tribunal was to apply. Only -the Partner States were 
to implement its decisions and judgments with no mention of any sanctions to ensure 
such impleaen-tatlon. In any event, a discussion of the structure and procedures 
of this Tribunal- is academic — the Common Market Tribunal has not yet come into 
exlstence^^) because it has allegedly been Impossible to appoint a qualified

®^)Thls was the informa-tlon from the most current reference available. However, there 
is now a Common Market Tribunal listed under the Nairobi headquarters of the 

^Commimi-ly;
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Chalrnan, So fax, the Connon Kairket Council has ted to deal with all.complaints 
of Treaty violations regarding the Common Karket, this Council may'Issue a 
"binding decision," make-a recommendation, abandon or otherKlse'dispose of, or 

. record Its om disagreement on any 'cgmiifalnt^. Partner States which,feel aggrieved 
by‘the outcome of the’Council's actlonsi-may bring the matter to the Tribunal If 
and when It Is established. Although the proceedings of the Common Market Council 
are secret, Deli;ipls deduces that complaints regarding the operation of the transfer 
■tax have teen brought before It and that action has been taken, (Delupis, op, 
clt,,pp. ^65 & 92-9^)

The industrial licensing system under the East African Industrial Council 
was continued by the Treaty at least until 1973.■ The Industrial Council may Issue

■>.

\.
"licenses, however, only for the manufacture of cotton yarn, cotton and woolen 
blankets, steel drums, all kinds of glassware, metal window frames, and enamel 
holloware. In making its licensing decisions, the Council.must consider the capital, 
technical skill, and raw material Involved^jshe industry location with respect toI
fuel, labor, -transport, etc.; the potential prod,uction and demand for the product
Inside and outside East Africaj the interests af lAbor and cons\imors; and, finally, 
general Industrial promotion and development and the avoidance of harmful competition. 
(Ibid, pp. 90-92)

The Treaty common market arrangements Include a common customs -tariff for 
all foreign goods imported into East Africa, Hbcceptions to this rule are allowed 
only if all three Finance Ministers agree to them. Cikewlse, a common excise tariffs:
was to be established. For revenue purposes, exceptions could again be made after 
consultations among the Finance Ministers, Freedom of transit between the three 
countries was guaranteed. For goods entering one partner state but destined for 
another, the duties collected would be paid’ to the consuming state. Ai>art frctn the^ 
transfer tax there were to be no internal tariffs, and no^quantitatlve restrictions, 
on East African products. Exceptions to the latter rule, however, were to be 

■ allowed for goods covered by special obligations, certain agricultural goods, emd 
goods affecting such things as national security or the protection of animal and 
plant health, or in cases where a balance of payments difficulty was encoxaitered, 
(0HX3D, op.olt,, p. 57} Delupis, op.cit, ,pp, 8O-83)

Thfe^eaty's "Measures to Promote Balanced Indflstrlal Development” include 
commorf fiscal^ncentives towards industrial development in thejcegion, the -transfer

3

'I.

3i

tax system, and the East African Development Bank — the heart of the Treaty, 
however, is the -transfer tax system. 89) A transfer -tax may be imposed by any

'89)-tTh3-transfer tax is a euphemistic term for the imposition of limited inter- 
country tariffs,.'" (Robson, op.cit,, p. I57)

'rp. ... .... ... .......
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country which has a trade deficit in its total trade in manufactured goods with 
either or both of the other two, on manufactured goods produced in thosg ODuntrles. 
The value of the goods taxed, however, cannot exceed the amount of the trade de- 
ficlt with the producing country, and once a (^untry comes into, an 80^ bailee of 
its ‘total trade in manufa’ctured goods, It, loses the right to impose new transfer 
taxes (eilthough existing ones continue in force).,, Koreover, ;the- tax-can only.'be 
imposed on goods which the importing country is itself manufacturing, 
reasonably be expected to begin doing so within tlireo months, and the home industry 
being thus protected must have a^^productive capacity of *at least of the total 
domestic consumption in that country or of a V3j.ue of 100,000 per year —• whichever 
I'd^'leSs. The maximum fate of the transfer tax is 505^ of the customs duties which 
would be imposed on those goods coming ffom outside 2ast Africa, Transfer taxes 
cannot last longer than eight years, and all are to be revoked I5 years after the 
Treaty has bone into force when industrial.! imbalances are expected to have been 
redressed. A reappraisal of the transfer t4^machinefy is to take place after the 
first five years of its operation, ■

if there i? a significant deviation of trade JLti the taxed goods to countries 
outside East .4frica,, the tax imposing country must take immediate measures to 
counteract the deviation. Furthermore, if this, tax-imposing country's own protected 
industry is able to export 30;'5 of its annual production to the other two countries, 
the transfer tax must be abolished. The Customs and Excise Department — based in 
Mombasa — is in chax-ge of the collection of the transfer tax under the Treaty. 
Precisely how the systam shbuld be administered was not specified in the Treaty, but 
the tax is probably collected from the importer on the basis of a transfer form 

, which is necessary for the shipment of goods from one Partner S'tate to another. 
(Delupls, op.cit., pp, 83-84j Robson, op.cif., p. 15?)

In an analysis of the effects of the transfer tax, Robson says that on the 
basis of the I966 patterns of trade that Tanzania could have imposed transfer

I
I;,

or can

1

\

\ ^
ii

5

i.taxes on X9.8m of Kenyan imports and £2.1m of Ugandan importsj that Uganda could 
have imposed transfer taxes on £7,ikn of Kenyan imports and none against Tanzania} 
and that Kenya, of course, could not impose transfer taxes at all. The actual 
amount of trade taxed, however, would have been much smaller because of the

?

5;pro-

ductlon capg^ty requirement. Robson believes that thi^meohanism will lead to 
some expansion t

Tanzania and Uganda of some of the protected industries, but is 
likely to be most useful in encouraging new product lines there. This system 
does reduce some 01 the potential benefits fresa a common market and disadvantages 
such as increased production costs and decreased total intra-regional trade will 
occur, but these are relatively minor compared to the effects of quota restrictions. 
Clearly, he says, the transfer tax is Intended only for those industries where 

I additional plants cp operate profitably in the national markets of the deficit

I
'I

f
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coun-trles, and where the protection offered, is only tempoiary, — they cannot be 
imposed on industries which depend on the regional'market. Therefore, he concludes,

, In short, although the treaty permits a moderate interference with the 
common market in relation to smalVscale industries . the framework of 

■ the treaty does appeal to provide a goiSd basis for the-continued ejeploita- 
■ ‘ tion of many of tbe-gains from integration. (Robson, op,clt,, p, 159) '

But what of the p'ositirg gains to Tanzanil. and Uganda''from the transfer"
■tax? Here, Robson is more pessimistici

As noted already, the^j^ansfor tex should hahre a favourable effect on 
indus-trial development in Tanzania and Uganda, It is difficult to assess 
the extent of its impactj nevertheless, , , its effect is not likely to 
be large. The imposition of the -tax may also mEdce it possible to increase 
tax revenues in the less developed partner-states .... It may even be . 
that the imposition of the transfer -tax will cause price reductions in 
some Kenya products imported by the other coun-tries. . . . But any gains 
derived in these ways ^e solely gains in relation to the working of the 
existing cc;.-imon market, . , . Looking at the common market aspect of the 
new community alone, Tanzania and Ugsgida can only be said to benefit in a 

' relevant sense, if they attract nore^^ital and Indus-try than if they were 
’ outside the common market. This is-partly bound up with the possibility 
of their attracting a share of large-scale industry made possible by the 
existence' of the common market.

*- . * *
* .'v

\.

It nay be argued that the immunity of industry frrai the imposition 
of-the transfer tax in deficit co-untries will in fact provide an incentive 
for some new large-scale indus-try to locate in these areas. This conclu
sion must be regarded as very doubtful. To be sure, where such an indus-try 
is set up in Tanzania, it is virtually assured that no transfer tax will be 
Imposed on its product in Kenya or Uganda. But as soon as market growth 
makes a second plant profitable, a oempeting plant viill most probably be 
put into operation in Kenya, and on a scale to serve the Kenya marke-t.
Should the indus-try be located in Kenya in the first place (where a large 
part of the Sast African market for manufactures is), it will still be 
assured of freedom from the -transfer -tax, at least until such tine as a 
second plant becomes viable in a deficit coun-try as a consequence of the 
protection afforded' by the transfer tax. If these are the alternativesj 
it is difficult to argue that the -transfer tax wlll^-significantly affect 
the location choice for new large-scale indus-tries in East Africa. (Ibid, 
pp. I6O-I61)

The other Innovation in the Treaty which .might conceivably affect indus-trial 
location in the region is the East African Development Bank. Its principal ob

jectives are

(aT^.^provide financial and technical assistance to promote the indus-trial 
dev^opment of the Partner Statesj

(b) to give priority, in accordance wl-th the operating principles contained 
in this Charter, to industrial development in the relatively less 
industrially developed Partner States, thereby endeavouring to reduce 
the substantial industrial Imbalances between them)

(c) to further the alms of the East African Commimlty by financing, wherever 
possible, projects designed to made the economies of the Partner States
increasingly complamentary in the industrial field. (Treaty for East
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African Co-operation, Annex’VI, Rothchlld (ed), qp.clt,, p, 330)

In order to accomplish the second objective, It Is to selec.t, Investment projects^, 
five-year period so that 38.?^/^ of its allocated resources go to Tanzania - ,

The "original'merabis”.of the 
and their subscription to its authorised 

can never fall below 51^^ Qf the total capit^ stock. The authorized capi-il for 
the Bank is iiBOm, but the initial suboription was tp £10m, of which the Partner 
States would provide /2ni ea^ thus hoping that £4hi would be 
financial institutions frojfTboth within and’ outside

over a
^ and the same to U^da, arid only*22,5;3 t^lCenya. 
Bank are the three Partner States,

stock

contributed by other 
the region. In addition to • 

capital, the Bank is authorized to raise loans and to administer ex

ternal aid funds which are designed to promote the objectives of the Bank. (Robson, 
op.cit., pp. 161-162! Delupis, op.cit., pp. 87-S8)

^ All powers of the Bank are given to a Board of Directors, each Partner 
State appointing one "appointed" Director.and’one'Alternate. Other contributors 
to the Bank's equity capital are enti't^to nominate "elected" Directors to the 
Board. The voting power of any contributor to the Bank — exercised by an "appointed" 
or "elected" Director — is equal to the number of shares of capital stock which 
it holds,'" A Director General administers the day-to-day affairs of the Bank under • 
the direction of the Board. Amending the Bank's Charter needs the approval of 
at least 85.^ of the total voting power of the Board of Directors, plus the approval 
of the Authority, but as the Charter is not very detailed so far as organization 
or operations are conqemed’, the Bank enjoys a great deal of independence in pro

viding for organs and services not originally mentioned'. Accordingly, for admlni- 
^ stratlon purposes, the Bank has established a Secretary's Department, Treasury's

» Department, and an Operations Department. The latter department is divided into 
an Investment Division .which appraises the industrial project applications sub^'^ 
mitted to the Bank and an Sconomios Division which is Concerned with broader ecd 
noaio questions relating to Industrial development in the region, 
number of limitations placed

There are a
on the Banks operations, however. It must confine its 

initial operations to financing or assisting industrial projects (see footnote 90), 
its total amount of'■outstanding loans and guarantees
unimpatoed reserves and surplus in its ordinary cental resources, in order to 

i^^i,i^^est,ments, loan recipients 
in which the credit

cannot exceed its total of

must repay their loans in the same currency
was given, and- the total amount payable to the Bank in a 

specific currency cannot exceed the amount payable by the Bank in that 
rency, and, finally, the Bank's financing cannot cover the entire- financial

same cur-

90).,
Industry is defined to include manufacturing, 

eluding food) but hot building, transport assembling and processing (in-- 
or tourism," Robson, op.cit., p. I6I)
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requircaents of the project and in no case can the Bank's contribution exceed 49?b • 
of its own equity capital. (Delupls, op.clt., pp.” 89-90) '

, The impact that the Bank will have on balanced Industrial growth in^the 
region depends on two main-factors sipcordihg^to'Bobsoni the extent to which a lack 
oY finance acts as a' major conslraint -to industrial development in East Africa, 
and the extent to' which the establishment of the Bank results in -the provlsiOh 

. of additional finance and not just the diversion of funds which would otherwise be

i

available to the Partner States separately, 
which finance is a constrain-^r^ industrial development is probably least important 

■■ in Kenya and mbst important in Tanzania. External private investment in viable 
^'large-scale industries has been readily available and is likely to continue to be, 

so that the Bank may be redundant if it confines Itself only toeconomically viable 
projects. On the other hand, external private capital,nay not flow very freely 
into socialist, Tanzania, even if the project is viable, and the Bank could have an 
important role here. . Initially,, howevegj^te gains to either Tanzania or Uganda 
are limited to the difference between their contribution to the Bank and their 
financing from it.

In the former- case, the extent to

\.

I

This could be as low as-the difference between 38.75^ and. 
331/3,^ of the Bank's equity, or £325,000. Of course, this amount would be in

creased if the Bank is successful In attracting additional capital, 
for-maximum of Tanzania and Uganda would be'entitlod toi:i.55n each, and Kenya 
to i0.9m — but this £ilm would probably include some capital which would have' been 
invested in East <Vfrica anyway. (Robson, op.cit,, 162-I63)

The self-contained common services of the ^030 undergo important epnsti- 
tutional changes under the Treaty, becoming public statutory corporations like the

Of the hoped-
&

'I
^ .East African Airways Corporation. Previously under the EACs'o, these services 
were administered on the basis of a direct relationship'between management and 
Ministerial Gcainittee,'

f
■b,:

This direct Ministerial control proved unsatisfactory be- .
«

cause either the ministerial Committee became overloaded with work or Management 
■vras giveji too much autonomy in making policy decisions, 
who also had cabinet responsibilities in their own national -govemments were also 
unable to develop a truly East African attitude toward the services. Under the 
Treaty, the self-contained services were established as public corporations and 
expllcltlj^^charged to operate on a commercial basis, ■’paying fear their own 
from their <wt-

East African Ministers

I
it,

IiI
I

expenses

revenues. Appointed Boards of Directors are responsible for the 
supervision of -the services* management and they function by formulating policies 
which management follows and by ensuring that their business, operatlonsace conducted 
efficiently.

In making this change to statutory corporations, the Partner States 
ingly gave up some of the powers and responsibilities they formerly-had 
to these services. It is felt, however, that adequate

ic.

know-

with regard 
control and accountability

f.-i

I
i«■
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is maintaned in a niimber of ways. ‘ The Gonmunicatiqns Council referred to earlier
The membership*’of this Council -- the three'is one of the most important of these.;1 'AEast^/t^r^^ Ministers and the three national Ministers responsible for communica

tions represents both regional and-national interests and ensures a 'baTanccd 
vlewp‘olnt. The Council as'certains that cop^poration policies do not conflict* with

are ca^ying out their functions ‘ _

I
overall regional interests,, that the Boards 
efficiently and accounting for their responsibilities,.and that recurrent expendi-

i-

tures do not exceed recurrent revenue. It was expected that close liaison between 
the Council and the Chairmen and^CKlef Executive Officers of the Boards would be 
maintained. Moreover, Annual .Reports and Accounts are required from' the Corpora- 
tions to the East African Legislative Assembly as well as a Report on their opera- 
tfons by the Auditor General. The Corporations no longer have to have their revenue 
and expenditure estimates approved by the Legislative Assembly, however — a process 
that had proved to be cumbersome. (Delupis>, op.cit., pp. 95-96)

The Hallways and Harbours A^inistray;;^ of the EAC30 was split up mder 
the treaty into two Corporations, thus making A total of four at present. The 
Railway Corporation provides all railway and most' inland marine transport, services 
in the region,--while the Harbours Corporation controls all seaports in East Africa 
and is the principal transport instrument for long distance import and export

The Railways and Harbours Act, passed in 1950, is still in force for

r[
S •

4

ii
1"

91)
traffic,

the two Corporations,' Under that Act, policies such as.that cheap -transport should 
be provided to assist agricultural, mining, and industrial development or that

f;

Railways and Harbours should be on a non-profit earning basis with any surplus 
earned being applied to resluce costs to the public have been continued in the Cor- 

■ " pprations. The Board of Directors for the East African Railways Corporation
consists of eight members — a Chairman, Dlrbotor General,.and three members ap

pointed by the Authority, and one member appointed by each of -the Partner States.
The Director General is the executive officer of the Corporation,and he may — on 
his own — establish, operate, or alter Corporation services which do not involve 
a "major reorganization." Furthermore, he can aipprove capital expenditures which 
do not exceed f20,000. Capital expenditures above 1120,000 and up to £250,000 must 
be approved by the Board of Directors, which also must annually report on the 
operations the Corporation to the Ccsimunications Courteil, The" Board also can 
make minor alterations to the rates and fares of its services and can submit legis

lative propos6Lls to the Council for transmission to the Legislative Assembly, The 
Communications Council approves investments beyond.£250,000 and major alterations in

?

t

!i.

9^^The East African.National Shipping Line, established in I966, is a Community 
' merchauit shipping-service in which Zambia is also included. See Delupis, op,
cit,, pp. 117-119.

■i
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rates and fares. As in all of these cases, of conr^e, the Author!^ has the ultimate 
power. The Board of Directors of the East African Harbours Corporation is appointed'^, 
the same as for Hallways, and Its operating rules are also siifllar to those - 

. described above, (ibidj pp, 'lOO-lOJK'-
The Bast African Posts and Telecomaiinlcatlohs Corporation has a monqpply 

. for the provision of postal, telephone, and telegraph services, and is also re

sponsible for the control of radio communications in East Africa.

mn
1

a
Exceptions are

granted, however, under special licenses, for certain bodies such as Police Forces 
speciallz^^^eleoommunicatibns

*
1

to operate their own services. Its Board of 
C^r^tors is appointed exactly as in the case of Railways and Harbours. The 
Director General is entitled to authorize capital' expenditures up to £5,000 and

Ia I
I.
tfill

\.

the full Board-from £5,000 to £100,000. Above £100,000, the Communications Council 
has to approve the expenditure.

I

i
IThe Council also gives directions of a general

. O '
nature to the.Board and approves any alterations in service rates and the salaries 
of employees. The Cor^ation also owns 6^^f the shares of the East African

i:

i
ilExternal Telecommunications Co. Ltd. ~ the remaining portion being held by Cable 

and Wireless Ltd. — which provides external terecraimunicatlons services with the 
rest of the world. The Corporation exercises control as to general policy, tariffs, 
and international relations over the External Company, and Cable and Wireless Ltd. 
provides such expert staff ais proves necessary. ^2) I

(Ibid, pp. 97-100)
The East African Airways Corporation was estabUshed in 1946 and became the 

national airline for the three East African territories. By I963 it had grown from 
a domestic carrier to an international airline.i In 1965, a Commission under' Chair

man Kr. Stephen Wheatcroft was appointed by the EAC30 to review the constitutionalir

position of the Airways with regard to making it a self-contained service of EACSO. 
The Ccxamission reported in ..May of I965 and recommended that the Airlines should""'^ 
become a self-contained-corporation, a recommendation that'was also followed for 
the other self-contained services.

I

EAG30 took- no further action on the reconimenda-
tion, but the East African Community Treaty made the Alrwiys a Community institution 
together with the other Corpcorations. 
neabers of its Board of Directors

I
The Chalnaan, Director General, cuid two 

are appointed by the Authority, and two members 
kre appointed by each of the Partner States, Although ^his Corporation is also 
subject to‘^h«t^tharity and the Communications Council, it has 
autonomy in its day-to-day operations.^ It can make individual capiUl expenditures 
on such things as aircraft, aerodromes, supplies, etc. iq)-to £250,000; it can 
manufacture such items; it can acquire and manage related hotels and restaurants;

s

a great deal of■Sm;

I 92)The External Company was established for five years beginning January 1, 1964. 
The author is not sure if it is still in existence. ^ ^

1X
i;
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and it can enter into agreements concerning air ■transport services with other 
countries. For expenditures beyond JL250, OQO, however, approval .o£ .the Communica
tions .Council is needed.- The Corporation must also subjnit anjiual reports, five-year 

, development plans regarding estiaated^.iraffljCsgrowth, development of air-routes, 
tite use and operation of aircraft, and sstiraates of revenue and expenditures, and 
a detailed annual 'program for^its operations in" the coming 'year to'the Council,
The Council also must approve any alterations in air rates. The Authority gives 
directions of a general nature to the Crannunications Council and the Board of 
Directors, and may Intervene isf*fhere is a dispute between the two bodies, (ibid,
pp. 105-108) -

I
S'

'A-
S'

I
i

1K
Decentralization is a general policy under the Treaty which has greatly 

"affected the Community Corporations. The East African Railways and Harbours 
Administration had had its headquarters in Nairobi undei; the EACSO. When the two 
services were split, the Railways Corporation retained these regional headquarters 
in Nairobi, but also established railway.;^^uarters — with revenue and accounting 
services — in the three national capitals. Furthermore, the headquarters for the

\

I
i
!-

s
I
IInland marine services — which are offered on Take Victoria and Lake Tanganyika - 

—have beenr-centrally established at Kwanza (Tanzania) on the southern shore of. 
Lake Victoria. 1

Uganda has been assigned to receive diesel locomotive facilities 
and carriage and wagon depots. Railway headquarters were retained in Nairobi mainly 
because a considerable investment had been made in a telecommunications network

i
III
II
iii

S

there which provided for the efficient control and operation of the system. 
Nairobi is also the center of most of the railway traffic and revenues. The

headquarters of the Harbours Corporation, however, have been moved to Dar es 
” .^Salaam (Tcmzania), Mombasa is the largest port in East Africa, and the Chief

Port flanager had resided there in the past, but Dar es Salaam was more centrally-—s.., 
located with respect to the ports at Tanga (Tanzania) and rttwara(Tanzania) and 
was also a capital city.

$
The regional headquarters of the Post and Teleoommvml- 

catlons Corporation were also transferred from Nairobi, this time to Kampala. 
There are national headquarters in all three Partner S-tates, however. It was not

II%
fi
aIadministratively practical to move the headquarters of the Airways Corporation 

from Nairobi, but the Treaty did decentralize some of its operations — engine 
overhaul wo^i^hops and the maintenance base for some t^es of aircraft 
ferred to Entebbe (Uganda),

I
f'
*

f
were trans-

In order to. balance -things out, the headquarters of 
the new East African Development Bank'were located in Kampala, and the headquarters 
erf the Community itself were transferred from Nairobi to Arusha (Tanzania), 
each country was allocated two headquarters under the Treaty,
105) - ■

Thus,

(Ibid, pp. 99, 102-103,

I
i

These measures
tlon

u. u , . r i™Pleaent the new policy of decentraliza-
whlch is intended to grant, in-particular, Tanzania and Uganda a
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greater share in the adninistratlon of East African affairs, (jbid, p.97).

"A-There Hay be some loss in administrative economies frca this policy,' Robson says, 
but the principal gains from region^ operations are likely to^be preserved, - He 

. adds that these changes.,Hill result in’>''BOiae r^istribution of income'in favor, of 
Tanzania Emd Uganda., but gives no estimate of hoH much, (Robson, op. cit., pp,. 156
& 159)

The Community is to directly administer the following services which are 
non-self-con-tained and do not fJUi^ce themselvesi The Secre-tariat of the Com

munity, Includii^ Ccaomon Market and legal services j the East African Directorate 
OfLilivil Arlationj the East African Meteorological Departmentj the East African 
Rustems and'Excise Department} the East African Income Tax Department; the East 
African Industrial Council; the East African Literature Bureau; the Auditor- 
General's rDepartment; the East African CoMuni-ty Service •Commission; the Eaist 
African Legisla-tive Assembly; 12 East Africfui scientific research institutes amd 
organizations

operations such as statistical services, grant or loan administration, and for any 
body established to facifi-tate further cooperation between the Member States,
Scxie of these services will be briefly discussed.

The 'tax-collecting operations of the Income Tax and Customs and Excise 
Departnen-ts had not been entirely satisfactory under the EACSO. A lack of con-tact 
between national Ministries of Finance and these regi^al departments had resulted 
in misunders-tandings and some duplication of work. Furthermore, although income 
and customs and excise taxes have been 'traditionally handled in two separata 
bodies, it is also necessary for a coherent overall tax system that they be well- 
^coordinated. Therefore, the "fteaty established an East African Tax Board to

. . ■ . review the whole tax field, to ensure a smoo-ttC cooperation 
between the services,to advocate synchronization of the tax systesm of the 
three different Governments, and to explore new -taix possibilities which 
do not come under either Department, for example turnover -taxes. (Delupis, 
op.Clt., p. 85).

-V,

; and services for miscellaneous

<*■

5

This Board is composed of the two regional Commissioner Generals for Income Tax 
amd Customs and Excise and the three national Commissioners from each Department,93) 
the three'k^atlonal Ministers of Finance, and a senior Off leer from the Commimlty 
Secretarlat.^^-bid, pp, 85-87)

The East African Community Ser-vice Cawnisslon replaced the EACSO Public 
Service Commission.. Its duties are to make staff appoin-taents and exercise s-teiff 
disciplinary con-trol for all General Fund services — the Corporations and Development

5

j

^3)a "Commissioner General" is in charge of the whole department; "Commissioners" 
are appointed for each Partner State with responsibilities for the operations 
of the department within that s-tate. See Delupis, op.olt,, pp. 86-87,
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Bank Kill handle their own staffing activities. . (ihid, p. 66) The Directorate of . . 
Civil Aviation is centralized in Nalrohi, w^ch has-been designated as. the Area 
Control Centre of the East African Flight Information Region by''the International 

. Civil Aviation Organization to serve ,alf thi^js countries through a hlgWy developed 
■ communications network with stations in-each country. Under the Treaty, however, 

Director of Civil Aviation has been appolntedfln each. Partner State to deal.- 
Kith technical civil aviation matters affecting their countries. These Directors 

also members of the Civil Aviation Board which licenses air transporters and

I
r
P

a

ares'

advises national Ministers on^a>6licy.matters. .(Ibid, pp. llO-lll) Meteorology is
The department's Teleconununi-one of the oldest regional services in East Africa, 

cations Centre and Analysis and Forecasting Centre have remained centralized in5' \
"'^Kalrobi because it would not be econcsalcally possible to have such centres in 

each of"the Partner States. Meteorological offices exist in all Partner States, 
however, and provide data to the Climatological and Central Research Sections of 
the Department, (ibid, pp. 111-112)

These directly administered, non-corporate Community services are still

!

V

I financed — as are all Community expenditures except those from "special funds"
Each Partner State contributes to this~ by a- General Fund under the Treaty.

Fund in proportion to its income tax revenue .on companies engaged in finances
>■

The contributions, however,and industry and to its customs and excise revenue, 
are limited to cover approved expenditures and so no unexpended surplus can ber

I: built up. The Distributable Pool also continued for^awhile, financed in the same 
way, to be distributed among the Partner States in equal shares. It operated on 
a reduced scale, however, and went out of operation in June of 1969. (Robson,

» op.cit., pp. 159-160; Delupiq, op.cit., pp. 5^55)
What then can be said of the East African Community and the prospects f^ 

regionalism in the future? Robson gives the following assessment*

I
s?
I:

I' The Treaty on East African Co-operation is an impressive measure.
If it is fully implemented and proves to be durable, it will provide a 
basis for the continued exploitation of the economic gains from integra
tion, though it does admittedly entail some modest initial departure 
from a full common market in manufactures. By preserving the main struc
ture of economic co-operation in East Africa, and in some ways extending 
it, the agreement provides a springboard from which an even closer unit 

be fashioned, involving perhaps a full coulmon market and possibly 
poli^Ss<g.l integration , , . ,

But all these possibilities depend on an assurance of stability in 
relation to the market's operations and a determination to maJce it work . 
on the part of its members. Ultimately this must depend on the extent to 
which each jttem)?er~is satisfied .... It is true that Tanzania and 
Uganda will continue to derive benefits from the redistributive effects 
of the common services as well as benefits from their operating 
economies, and will enjoy new benefits from their decentralization.

5'

I
ji

i
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It is also clear that Tanzania and Uganda wilj get some differently benefit 
fron the operations of the Development Bank, but this seems small compared 
with the annual fiscal transfers hitherto received by tho^e counteies. In 
telatibn to the operation of the c^jnon market itself, However, Tanzania 

, and Uganda seem to get little gut of t^fe new arrangements that they'night 
4, now have enjoyed independently. Not only does fiscal compensation dis

appear, but the kind of industrialization which will be fost^ed by thp 
transfer tax' does,-not need the common market to make, it viable,

The problem of ensuring that the Izigglng countries get a share of the 
additional industry made possible by the existence of the common narket, 
which takes the fom nai^ of industries requiring the Whole of the market 
for-profitable operationfhas not been tackled . , , . It seems that the 
basic problem which has confronted the common market ever since industriali
zation got under way has not been resolved, . , ,

Finally, although this discussion has focused on economic considera- ■ 
tions, it cannot be too strongly stressed that East African Cooperation is 
a matter of politics as well. But, idealism and defence considerations apart, . 
politics is very much concerned with who gets what. (Robson, op.cit.,
pp. I63-I65)

In contrast to this detailed prognosis, Franck presents a more pessimistic and 
much more metaphorical viewpoint of East African-regional prospects which will 
end, this-chapter!

\.

But East Africa . . , resembling more those peculiar ex-lovers who,
■ having broken up, still continue to meet and engage in love — hateful 
domestic bickerings that end sometimes.in sex but never eigain in marriage. 
(Franck, op.cit,, p. 8)

• ^
-
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An Analysis of HAAFflO Priority Activities
• .-v

In order to be able to judge the balance of the value of EAAFRO* s
activities among the three countries which make up the East African Conmunity, 
it is first necessary to describe discrete EAATRO activities and to weight 
them in terms of the priorities which SAAFR0^places^^ them. The activity- 
descriptions which are included in this section wfere-obtained both from ex
tensive Inteirviews with EAAFRO research, officers ae described previously and 
ftom written descriptions in the EAAFRO Newsletters and Ann'-ai Reports.

The activity portfolio outlined in this section was taken at a specific 
point in time late 1971 and early ^2 — and so the analysis may suffer 
from th^s__Ume,.constraint — i.e,, it may be charged that the results obtained

\ similar analyses performed
“’for previous portfolios would hive led to different conclusions,

. may be a consideration to keep in mind, 
why this time-constrained analysis should not detract too much from the results. 
First of all, almost all of the major activities^^XAFRO go back in times 
only a very few are of recent origin.

'^his, indeed,
Nevertheless, there are several reasons

At the same tine, a reading of previous
annual reports and Newsletters reveals only one area Khe]?e EAAFRC activities 
might have been cur^iled just prior to late 1971, and that is in the Animal" 
Production Division, for reasons outlined earlier. Secondly,

with the growth of nationalistic pressures upon EAAFRO, they should have been 
ever more aware and concerned about a balanced portfolio and keeping all three 
countries satisfied. And, indeeij, this author foimd awareness and concern for this 
factor to be very high among the EAAFRO administration and, research officers. If ■ 
there is any error in this analysis due to a time constraint, it is likely to favor 
EAAFRO-i-rather than hurt it.S

EAAFRO's aotiyities will be listed and described in terms of experimental 
research projects and scientific services, as these terms have beferi distinguished 

Although it was found to be impossible to develop nationaland defined.
scientific seirvice priorities from the national development plans for comparative 

. purposes, the descriptions are included to give the-reader a complete picture of 
EAAFRO's activities and of what these services — which will come up in other 
results — include.

In terms SP^aia^.ing E.AAFRO»s activities, it must be remembered that al

though this author did the ranking himself, he did so on the basis of criteria 
which indicated EAAFRO's priorities, and not his The principal criteria 
utilized was the amount of professional manpower time and effort devoted to each

o>m.

activltj^, coupled wi-th a .consideration for the amount of similar past effort 
that had gone into each activity. One qualification, .however, must be noted,
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Several EiUFRO activities are largely supported by external aid, and there, is a 
■ legitimate question if these activities reflect EAAFRO's priorities ot thoSe of 

the donor country or international agency, 
issue satisfactorily'. We sJp.ll assume th&t- thes^id activities Were the restilt 
of — at the very least — EAAFRO acquiescehce after negotiations, and that they ^ 
do reflect SAAFRO priorities.

An important part of the activity descriptions Hill focus on the applioa-

Slnce it is impossible^to resolve this

p
■f. ■

bility of the results and hoH localfi^eoifio the activities axe with respect to
dt. One of the most important features of■the sites where they are carried o 

agricyliural-research — as relatively opposed to, for example. Industrial re- 
is that different soil, rainfall, altitude,' etc. characteristics cansearch —

^ maike a good piece of research unutilisable jUst 5» 50f OS' 500 miles away! Infor

mation on external field sites was obtained directly from EAAFRO research officers 
■ during the interviews, and is — in itself —an indication of EAAFRO's activity 
balance a'mong the three Partner States, parti'^fely in those ihstances wherh the 
activity is relatively locals specific ~ i.e,, the results of the activity.are 
applicable only at the specific location where the activity was carried out or at 

■ ecologically similar locations. The judgment of this latter attribute will have 
to be somewhat subjective, and will depend both on information from the EAAFRO 
interviews and from,the author's later interviews with other relevant people and
the accumulated knowledge he gained while in East Africa. . Applicability, however.

If the people will not usedepends upon people as well ais ecological factors, 
the results of some research simply because they do not like the color of the food
grain, for example, then that research is not applicable.

In terms of being able to relate EAAFRO^ to national priorities, certain
key words or phrases will be underlined at the end of the description. There could-
be several ways to identify and thus try to relate projects, 'But the simplest • 
and most valid way in this case seemed to be by the principal crop or crops in

volved, or — if that was impossible — by an ecological or resource descriptor.
EAAFRO's activities are then as follows, beginning with research experimentsj

three full-time^) research officers plusClass I — Highest Priority — One to
extensive supp^ting staff involved; projects had been goi>ng on four years or more.

• Division of EAAFROjo.iect

Sugar Cane Breeding 
Forestry
Sorghum Md Millet

I. 1 Sugar Care Breeding
I. 2 Softwood Tree Breeding
I. 3 Sorghum Breeding

l)"Full-tine" means that the officer has only one major project he is working on — 
he may have some other, minor activities as well.
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Project ■Division of EAAFRO ■.

!?E
II. 4 Maize Breeding

I, 5 Virus Disease Survey^)
Maize Genetics

V.--V

iPlant Pathology and> Nematology
1. X Sugar Cane Breeding The Sugar Cine Brewing Division of EAAFRO' Is essentially

composed of this one project — the Breeding of new, hlgh-ylelding and disease- 
resistant varieties of sugar cane for East Africa. There axe two parts of this 
project: the crossing of imported with indigenous sugar cane varieties, and the 
testing and selection of the resiijjiant seedlings for disease resistance.

Indigenous East African varieties of sugar cane have evolved in such a way 
a's^'tcr'ena'ble them to thrive under East African ecological conditions and resist

I
1
■I

JV the diseases'which are present, hut they are also deficient in sucrose content. 
Therefore, this breeding project is trying to broaden their genetic base by crossing 
them with imported varieties of sugar cane, that are commercially viable. The 
seedlings then' go through a selection and m^^iplication process lasting up to 
Bight "years, during which time they are seleS^ed for attributes such as high 
yields, high sucrose content, cane millability, fibre content, absence of leaf 
hairs, etc-. The later phases of this selection process for varieties intended 
for the Lake Victoria area take place at, and in cooperation with, national re

search stations in the three Partner States (Kibos in Kenya, Kawanda in Uganda, 
and Kllombelo Valley in Tanzania). EAAFRO advises and assists in this operation.

One of the specifically important aspects of tb^ lengthy selection process 
■ is to ensure that the new sugar .cane varieties are resistant to the relevant major 
diseases present in East Africa. This disease-resistance testing and' selection 
occurs toward the end of the- selection process, and is also being carried out on 
imported varieties of sugar cane which were-directly used in the fields without 
becoming part of the breeding program, In the future, resistance to insect pestT 
may also become part of this testing and selection phase.

An inevitable aspect of the breeding program is experimental work on breeding 
methods and problems which have occurred during the sugar cane breedijig' process. An 
example of such work was the Investigation of the relationships between the pre

mature yellowing and death of young sugar cane seedlings and the presence of unde-

V

J
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I

I
*
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s
composed vegetable matter in the compost used. This work is considered a supple- ' 
mental part^N>the main program. In the past, some work has also been done on 
problem solving unrelated to the breeding program. An example of such work was ■the 
investigation of the relationships between the water table level and the existence

4

of yellow wilt disease in Tanzania in I969 and 1970, This problem wasn't really 
cleared up howe'/er,* and no more investigations ~ or any other unrelated work — I:

t:

2)There are no priority Implications within a class of projects with respect to 
the order in which they are listed. 'Ii
i. . . .■■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■' J-i-.-. . .1. •
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were taking place when the interviews took place, ■ ^ . " , ,

There are three research officers, plus supporting staff, working'' on this 
project,'all in different places. The heaji of this division is'Stationed, at the 
Kenya Coast Agricultural Research StatiToh in hfeiapa, where the hreedirig program 
was started in 1966, This is only a temporary site for this projeot,_however,, 
and another officer is working on the establishment of the permanent sugar cane" 
breeding center in Kibaha, Tanzania. The third officer is in charge of the testing 
and selection process for disease resistance, and he is statione.d at the Kawanda 
National Agricultural Research S^^ion in Uganda where he has his own facilities 

andi^ipporting staff.
Due to. the effects of altitude on flowering 'time, the breeding program is

<r • •

more usefully situated near sea level — a condition that is satisfied both at 
Htwapa and at Kibaha.3) And as far as this author was able to discover, there are

L>
. ■ no important, direct locale specific aspects in. siting-the project at either place. 

Not all- varieties developed will be suitabl'i^^r all ecological areas, but'all 
vairieties will be tested in national sugar-growing areas until sui-table ones are 
developed, , According to an EAAFRO source, howevef, the national selection-testing 

■ process —which depends on national cooperation — is not working out as well in • 
Tanzania because of their lack of capabilities and interest. In 1970, over 58|000 
seedlings were requested and sent to Kibos (Kenya) for field testing and selectionj 
about 40,000 went to Kawanda (Uganda); but only about 3^000 went to Kilombelo 
(Tanzania),

\

h ■■

Host sugar cane diseases seem to be present in all of East Africa and so 
the disease-resis-lance unit seems to function well on a regional basis s-latloned in 
Uganda. The testing and selection for disease resi's-tance is carried ou-t both right 
at Kawanda and at Ugandan sugaar es-tates at Lugazi, The only direct cooperation ffTfh'v 
national researchers is with the Kibos s-tation (Kenya) in tl^ selection for resis
tance to sugar cane smut — a disease that occurs principally in Kenya.

According to EAAFRO sources, all three Partner S-tatss have a gcfod potential 
for greater sugar production. Kenya's sugar-growing area is around the shores of 
Lake Victoria, and some on the coast, Although Kenya produced over 120,000 metric 
tons of sug^ in 1971, it is still short of domestic consumption, 

around^Ba^^Victoria —
metric tons in 1971, slightly more than_it consumed,
around Arusha-Hoshi and in the Kilombelo Valley and about breaks even on production.

Uganda also grows 
near Jinja and further west .-- and produced over 140,000sugar

Tanzania grows sugar mainly

3)lt had originally been intended that the entire sugar cane project would be located 
in' Uganda, and when the decision was made on scientific grounds that the breeding 
should be located near sea level — i,e,, Kenya or Tanzania — Uganda was renortedly 
not very happy. One scientific reason mentioned for choosing Kibaha over Htwapa as 
the permanent site was its position further south of the equator, A location even 
further south along Tanzanians coast would apparently have been even better, but 
conditions were top;remo-te and so Kibaha was chosen, . . .  '. . —. --
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It produced almost 90,000 metric tons in 1971.
The history of how this project was selected is, of course, dependent on 

the interpretations of the officers interviewed who axe now carrying it out, 
of. them indicated that most of the initial, push ^r the project

Two

'came from within
EAAPRO, while the third indicated that thefe was substantial pull from all three 
national governments. Discussion^ took place in tHe e§xly 196(5’*s about it. The ” 
first meeting of the Specialist Committee on Sugar Cane was held in I963 and some 
decisions were made at that time. Although some experts recommended that new . 
varieties only be imported at fir?€f it was decided'at some point tha.t East 
Africa^eeded its owi breeding program to take advantage of local varieties which 
were best suited to East Africa's own ecological conditions. The research officer 
head of the division was hired by the Community in I966 and attended the second 
meeting of the specialist Committee which was held that year. The decision was 

■made at that time to locate the division at ^Kibaha, but because of a lack of 
facilities there it began work at Htwapa, whes^^acilities were available, uh-til 
Kibaha could be made ready. Sugar Cane

\.

1.2 Softwood Tree Breeding The main function of the softwood tree breeding project 
is to provide improved genetic plant material for the national forestry departments ' 
in EcLst Africa and to enable them to establish clonal seed orchards of -their own.
The three main tree, species involved were Kexican Cypress, Mexican Pine, and 
Monterey Pine (respectively, Cypressus lusitanica. Piniis jiatula. and Pinus radiata). 
.In the evolution of this project, four ptases have emerged:

1) Species and provenance trials, in which the species best suited for ' 
specific sites and the most suitable geographic sources of seed of the 
selected species were identified/selectedi

2) The select!on/identification of individually superior trees to be used 
as exclusive sources of seed for the species identified/selected above 
and/or the importation of desired parent trees;

3) The development of techniques for vegetative propagation and'the multi

plying of the seed of parent trees, and progeny trials to confirm that 
the seed from these parent trees was superior; and to establish seed
or^ards of exclusively superior stock; and /> 
Lon^

progeny testing for growth characteristics, with periodic 
assessmen-ts every two to three years.

One impor-t^t characteristic which trees are being selected for in the 
project is disease resistance. The most visible Instance of this in the past has 
been.the vulnerability of Pinus radiata to needle blight in East Africa, 
disease was first recorded in 1958 in Tanzania, and later spread throughout East 
Africa causing severe defoliation and even death in areas of/high rainfall, In- 
vestigations into fungicidal and shade treatment control measures were carried

This

i

j
I
J'1^':
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. out, tut while they were successful, these protective measures were also too 
expensive relative to the income to he derived, Therefoffe, the developiiient^of a 
Pinus radiata resistant to blight was determined to be the only feasible answer in

■■ ' ' ■ -4

East Africa.
Two full-time and one 'minor, part-time. EAAPRO officers were involved in 'the 

tree breeding project, plus a quite extensive supporting emd field labor'staff. 
Moreover, in earlier years of the project, more officers had "been involved as it 
was getting underway. Direct,^ooperation with national Forest Departments seems 
to have occurred in the selection/i^tification of the individual parent trees, 
because local knowledge was necessary, in the establishment of national clonal 
seed ^chards in the Partner States, and in the long-t.erm progeny testing in those 
national orchards. EAAFRO sources did not coimnent directly on the quality of this 
cooperation, but while this author was on the scene an incident happened which 
indicated that cooperation,with Tanzania had greatly deteriorated if.not broken ' 
down ~ an EAAFRO officer was not allowed to vi^_, the national seed orchard at 
Sawa Hill in Tanzania for the purpose of taking -m^surenents for the progeny trials. 
In reference to this incident, one EAAFRO source spok^e ^out a personal and poli
tical chip-on-the-ahoulder approach to relations irith EAAFRO of recently promoted 
national research officers as causing trouble. Another, more directly affected 
EAAFRO source, took a more philosophical, attitude, however, and indicated that 
deep-seated reasons were behind the troubles with Tanzania. Cooperation with both ■ 
Kenya and Uganda seemed to be good.

The need for such a tree' breeding project had apparently been discussed in 
East Africa as far back as the 1950's. According to one respondent, the Forestry 
•Division of EAAFRO had worked on silvicultural projects, mainly nursery and planting 
techniques, but by the early 1960's the Partner States all had-their ovm capabilities 
in this field and -1 according to this version ~ EAAFRO then asked the national

■ \.

more

I:
f

I

forestry departments at a meeting of a Forestry Research Coordinating Committee 
what they wanted EAAFRO to be doing in the future. Discussions on this question 
also occurred at the Forestry Research Specialist Committee meeting, and in I96I, 
the Director of EAAFRO was asked to begin a tree breeding program. Aid was obtained 
from the U. K. on how such a program should be set up, and the first plantings 
begun in 196b.

■j

f
were

A scmewha'T'feff
erent pictme.of the origins of the project were obtained 

from other sources, however, who raised a question if the project was in fact 
designed more for and by the officer who heads it than by the expressed and/or 
real needs of the Partner States, According to this viewpoint, RAAFRO officers 
have' fended to think they are superior and have tended to give advice to national 
researchers rather than listen to then and really involve them in project selection.

if
;

3?'
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The main focus of this unhappiness seems to center aroujid the indigenous-hardwoods 
ys, plantation softwoods issue. Tanzania and Uganda have wanted breeding%Jork done 
on hardwooiis, both exotic amd indigenous* b(jt all the work to datfe has been, done? on 
plantation softwoods, whicl\ Kenya-has in'far-greater quantities than either Tanzsmia 
or Uganda,
developed, softwood plan-tations are not nearly as 
Tanzainia as they axe in Kenya, The Kenya Forest Department is plan-tation oriented 
~ their everyday business is growtog plan-tations and almost no attention is paid 
to indigenous forests. In the case of Tanzania, they have indicated they want to 

. movexQgre in the direction of plan-tations, but as yet the concern for their indi

genous forests-has been dominant, Uganda has the least plaintation fores-ts in East 
Africa, and their main concern has also been for their indigenous forests.

There -is some support for. this latter viewpoint in that the EAAFRO officer 
who heads this project joined EAAFRO in I963 specifically to run it after having 
served fri;® 1948 to 1963‘in the Kenya Forest'^^irtment,

Even according to the holder of the former view on how the project ^

impor-taht iri either Uganda or

\

Furthermore, it was re

ported by an EAAFRO source that the project had, in effect, started before I963 in 
the Kenya Department. Referring to the four phases mentioned earlier, this source' 

• stated that Phase 1 — the species and provenance trials — was always actually
going on in the minds of individuals as they developed criteria for selecting 
the best -tree species and geographic sources of parent -trees for specific sites in 
East Africa — and, indeed, is still occurring today as CTiteria are revised or 
.further developed. But the second phase, the identification of individual, superior 
parent trees also reportedly began before I963 and ended in I968 when all potential 

^ parents had been identified.- For the third phase — the developin,ent of tree propa- 
ga-£lon techniques and progeny -trihls — work o;i a small scale was begun in 1957 in 
Kenya. Large-scale operation in this field was begun in 19ij5 and will be going on 
continually. The first orchard plantings at EAAFRO were made'^in 1964 and assessed 
in 1967, They will continue to be assessed at two-to-three year periods.

The goal of establishing clonal seed orchards in all three Partner States
. to complement the BUIAFRO breeding program gives the project a decentralized character, 

and there was no indication that the EAAFRO breeding project in i-ts own nursery 
was locale spejsific to any significant degree. The goal w^ to have 120 acres of

in East Africa by I972 — those already established by the late
1960's totalled 101 acres, 43 in Kenya, 35 in Tanzania, and 23 in Uganda. Softwoods

clonal seed or&

1,3 Sorghum Breeding The purpose of this project is to produce better sorghum 
varieties through the crossing of desirable lines, selecting out the most promising 
senegates, and then testing and selecting advanced generations of these segregates
for increased yields, protein and lysine content, lodging resis-tance, palatability, 
suitability to higher altitudes, and bird and insect pest resistance. As part of
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this project, different breeding techniques axe used and. the new varieties developed 
are tested all over East Africa under local conditions as part of the Variety 
Trials Testing program.

The justification for work on sorghum, is. thaSt-there are extensive areas in 
East Africa where conditions — mainly rainfall are not'suited to the growth of 
the three major cerealsi maize, whe^t, and rice. Sorghum can be '^own about any-- 
where in East Africa, but its principal advan-tage is that it does better than most 
crops in low rainfall, low fertility areas. Although scientifically the project 
ha-s already produced one successful Variety which achieved world wide recognition, 
sorghiffi^h^not. become a major food crop in East Africa, Named "Serenna," this 
new sorghum varie-ty riot only achieved a substantial yield increase, but achieved 
•£he sane Increase at -high and low yield levels with the greatest percentage Increase 

. thus occurring a,t low levels of production. This meant that the greatest benefi-ts 
of-Serenna would go . to-areas where yields were ^limi-ted by low rainfal-l or -the low 
s-tandal'ds of farming practices -- a very importri-^^onus. It was also less sus

ceptible to bird damage. Unfortunately, the kernel's had a coarse brown grain in

stead of the white flinty grain preferred by those people' in East Africa who did ■

use it for food, anj particularly with the growth in the popularity of maizer, sorghum . 
has not become a major food crop. It is used the most in parts of Uganda to make 
-traditional beerj it is also used in parts of Tanzania, but not to that great an 

..extent; and it is hardly used at all in Kenya, Further development has concentrated ' 
on high yielding varieties that _the people will desire, but'*^so far there has been 
only limited success.

After the breeding process had developed new sorghum -varieties, a major 
aspect? of the subsequent screening and selection process is the effort to develop 
resistance to the shoot fly and stem borer, two of the most important pest problems —— 
of cereals in East Africa, Both pes-ts cause "dead hearts" in trie' central shoot 
of the sorghum plant stem which prevents the grain from developing -to its fullest 
extent or causes the stem to break. Two selective breeding strategies cire-being 
followed! l) to develop "recovery resistance," a form of tolerance -that will 
ena'ble tillers to grow after the dead heart occurs and produce grain; and 2) to 
develop primary resistance in which the insect larvae cannot cause the dead heart 
by boring into tlfe^^^m, ' ^

The location of this project -- and the entire Sorghum/Klllet Division of 
EAAFRO — is at the Serere Agricultural Research Station in Uganda.

. of other cereal breeding programs, this tj-pe of research is fairly locale specific 
-wi-th respect to altitude__and rainfall patterns. Although it is probably true that 
any improved variety would do better than indigenous varieties in any ecological 
pattern, it is also true that for all ecological patterns, other than the one in 
which the research breeding project took place, that a better variety would have

w-v

\

S

As is -true
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■been produced for any of those patterns if the breeding- project had taken.place
As was mentioned above, the new improved varieties are field tested''all overthere.

East Africa 'in the Variety Trials program and ,have done better than-* local v^ieties,
but not ^s well as could haye^ been possibl&»

A "product champion" seems to have been the impetus behind the origins 
of the sorghum breeding project, 
and the officers working on this project at the time of the interviewing were new 
and unsure of its origins. Neverthei^s, it seems to have begun around I958 when 
Hugh boggett left government agricuftural research in'Tanganyika becaus.e they would 
■not a-tiow-him to do his desired work on sorghum. The really big step came in the 

V early, 1960's, however, when USAID and the Rockefeller Foundation took an interest in 
supporting a Kajor Cereals Program that Included millet and maize as well as sorghum. 
The U. S, Department of Agriculture made a feasibility study in the early 1960's, and 
when the results were posi'tive, USAID decided to support it. Because the problems 
seemed re^pnal in scope, USAID decided to wofl^^tcough EAAFRO, which accepted it 
but mtil 1972 did not put up any significant funds for it^^ or really control it 
in any way. The selection and screening process for'inSect pest resistance began

He. was, unfortunately,-no longer with'EAAFRO,

'i

i

about 1^68,
With the exception of Hugh Doggett, most of 'the research officers involved

t ‘

in this project have been American scientists sent over and paid by USAID, Two 
officers have been working full-time on sorghum breeding, jglus supporting staff at 
Serere,

Uganda for the Variety I'rials program are concerned with, sorghum, although their- 
primary trials eire for maize. No direct national cooperation was mentioned. Sorghum

In addition, two officers working as Field Trials Officers in Tanzania and

I. 4 Kalze Breeding Unlike EAAFRO's'other breeding projects, the objective of 
the maize breeding project — which is the essence of the enti^ Maize Genetics 
Division of EAAFRO — is not so much to produce improved varieties of maize 
(although that will be an inevitable result) as to compare different maize breeding 
methods in order to determine the more efficient ones for utilization by the breeding 
program of any cereal crop that may be cross pollenated, such as national maize 
breeding programs. The results should be equally applicable to sorghum or millet.
The project is^sMmprised of seven ear-row selection schemes, three mass selection- 
experiments, two fiiil-sib selection schemes, one Sp selection study, one reciprocal

p

]■

i

^)pri6r to July 1, 1972, USAID paid all expenses for the Major Cereals Program, 
including all equipment costs, staff costs, etc,, etc. After July 1, 1972, 
EAAFRO took over the costs of vehicle operations, and as of January 1, 1973, 
EAAFRO was responsibie for all expenses other than the salairies of American 
reseeirchers who continued to be paid by USAID/usDA,

■i
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recurrent selection experiment, and three half-sih selection stupes. . Variance

within a given selection method was by material., stand levels, size., of population, 
male selection, and vigor of the testers, ,, •* ! . -

^ The Maize Genetics Division i.s lo'cated al"^he Kenya National Agficuitural 
Besearch Station in Kitale, and its work is intimately related to Kenya' 
breeding program which is also located there. And, although the development of 
breeding methods is not related to any specific location, the improved maize 
varieties that are the official by

'A

s maize,

oduct of these breeding methods are most '

Mghproductive in the high altitude. gh rainfall areas which,exist principally in 
. Keny;g^__,Other sources have also indicated that the development of actual new,„

improved maize,varieties is a very real — if unofficial — objective of officers 
working on the EAAFEO project, since such productivity resulte are more likely to 
bring scientific acclaim to the developers. The principal Indicator being used 
■to measure such productivity advances is yields under experimental conditions, 
however,- Md others are more concerned about~^5tcts such as lodging resistance.

\

As in the case of sorghum, improved maize vairietles developed at Kitale by 
both the EAAFRO^d Kenya programs are being tested throughout East Africa under 
local conditions in the Variety Trials Program, but once again it is -true that 
improved varieties developed under other ecological conditions than present at 
Ki-tale vrould do even better in similar areas. Tanzania in particular has stressed 
the need for three maize breeding programs — one for high-altitude conditions, 
as at Kitale; one for medium-altitude conditions; and one for low-altitude, coastal 

■ conditions, At the national level, Kenya’s program has also experimented with '
^ varieties for the dry, short^growing season conditions that exist around Machaikos 

and'many other areas in that country with some, success.
Despite the close locational and functional relationships with Kenya 

national breeding program, an EAAFRO source reported that there was little research 
cooperation with them.

’s

The national program utilized some of the plant material
developed in EAAFRO's work and there was the usual office interaction due to being 

j Liaison with Kenya's program was 
obviously self-evident', however, for giving advice and assistance, 
was also reported with national maize breeding programs i5y.Uganda 
but again this

housed in the same building, but that was all.

Some interaction 
and Tanzania,

more advisory in nature rather than cooperative.
This project has also been part of the USAID Major Cereals Program and has 

the same general history as was discussed for sorghum.
officer working on the project at Kitale, but the two Field Trials Officers 

stationed in Tanzania and Uganda to work

There was one full-time

on the Variety Trials Programs there also

-■■mm
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All three were fully supported by USAID.were principally concerned with maize,
The Maize Genetics Division at Kitale also had quite an extensive supporting and
field staff. Maize,

I, 5 Vi]^s Disease Survey The ultimate'objective of this project is to develop 
virus disease-resistant cereals and legume crops for East Africa thrdugh.'breeding 
programs. First, however, the identification of the critical disease viruses and 
an assessment of their economic impact must occur. Since very little work on

4

plant viruses in East Africa had beejr^one, surveys were being conducted to deter

mine wlat viruses werh present and hot house and field tests were being carried 
out to estimate the yield losses caiised by them. Once.the critical viruses are 
Udentified, basic s-tudies on them will take place, local and- imported varieties 
will be tested for resistance, and a breeding program will be started.

The work to da-te has been described graphically as follows in .Newsletter ;

He hav.e isolated five separate viruses which either alone or in 
.combination cause diseases in groundnut and o-Uieirf legume crops, notably 
.soya bean aijd. cowpea. He have detected the presence of a further two 
■viruses, , , these seven viruses constitute the major components of all 
the various, groundnut virus diseases that occur in East Africa . , , ,
He..are about to initiate the next stage of this research, vfhich is the 
critical assessment of' resistance- of lines of groundnut varieties to 
our isolates from various widely dis-tributed areas. In this way we hope 
to identify, for the first time, the genetical back^ound to resistance. 
Until we achieve this, breeding is unlikely to advance.

He have isolated and 'initiated a study of two maize viruses which 
appear to be widely dis-tributed in East Africa, They cause similar streak/ 
mottle symptoms in maize, and also infest- sorghum and sugar-cane. . , .

,, These viruses do not cause apy noticeably serious disease in maize, but 
there is evidence that infection at the seedling stage results in at 
least a 10;a loss in yield.

■ ■ No. 58: ,

s
'V-

The principal focus of.the project is on legume food crops, because of their 
protein content. Although surveys like this may be specific to the aireas surveyed, 
different ecological zones in all three countries are being surveyed and so far 
■the viruses found have existed all over East Africa. In higher altitude area.s, 
however, losses due to virus infections are usually less because the insect 
vectors that tj^ismit most viruses are less abundant, loss^es in legumes such as 
beans and cowpeasd&sce ranged around ZOiZ, and just because a virus is mentioned
with respect to one crop does not mean that it is not also infecting ^others. 
This- •ojeot is still developing and is really forming the basic background work 
that will be the basis for future studies on a broad front of virus disease 
problems, , ■ ■■

Two EAAFRO officers are working full-time on this projooti a third has been
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working principally on a specific virus disease of tobacco, but also spends some 
time on the general survey,
logy and Nematology Division is very limited. As indicated earlier, surveys have^ 
been conducted in wide-spread areas of all^three gauntries - 
areas of Kenya and' Tanzania, the Lake Victoria region, the Kenya highlands, etc.
Most of the studies of the collect§.d material are nefcessarily cairied out at ■ •" 
EAAFRO headquarters, as are the hot-house experimen-ts on disease damage assess

ment. Field experimen-ts on yield losses seem to have been ^confined to Kenya, 
but these assessments are admittedl‘|^*very speculative and should be ropgh guides 
to Ip^ses^ in .the other countries also. There has been little — if any — co

operation from the national level in carrying out this project,
*r

The origins-of this project are again somewhat confused — "It just happened,” 
according to one source. In all of East Africa, there seems.to have been very, 
very few researchers- interested in or qualified to work on viruses and virus diseases. 
In this atmosphere, a Dr. Storey, who was a vb^Sgist, gained a reputation for his 
work on maize s-treak and i-ts virus — insect vector relationship, back'-in the days 

. when EAAFRO was still located at Amani in Tanzania. - A^'tradition therefore developed .

that EAAFRO was tffe place to go to find out about virus diseases in East A-frica,
• and that tradition persisted into the.l960's even though personal interes-ts che,hged 
and no actual research was being done on the subject. There are differing versions 

■ of what happened in the mid-1960's — one says that the Chief Research Officers 
of the three Partner S-tates asked EAAFRO to do work on the virus diseases of major 
food crops and another says that the impetus came from within EAAFRO, that the Plant 
Pathology division thought this was a project that urgently needed doing and so 
prepared a proposal to that effec-b- which was presented to the Director of EAAFRO 
and then to the Chief Research.Officers of the Pax-tner States', Whichever version 
is more correct, the Specialist committee system was not involved in the initial 
project selection process. National agreement was reached, however, and the project 
began around I968, Legumes

Supporting and field staff in the entire pian-b Patho-

- the-ocean coastal

\.

Class II — One or two research officers working full or part-'time plus a varying 
amount of supporting staff; length of time project has been going on 
vaas^Les but is considerable. Any of these projfbts might possibly have 
been in'^Cl^ss I except that their content did not seem to be as 
important to EAAP'RO .

Project

II. 1 Hille.t Breeding
t II. 2- Water Catchment Area and
^ Land Use

3 Timber Fungus Decay 
^I. Plant Taxonomic Revisions

Division of EAAFRO
Sorghum and Millet 
Physics and Chemistry

Fores-try

Herbarium
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II, 1 Millet Breedlns Like sorghum, millet is a cereal-crop better suited-to -the 
low-rainfall conditions that prevail in large parts of East Africa than maiZe'^ 
wheat, or rice are. Using a world collection of different genetic types of millets, 
new varieties of finger and bullrush ..millet 'are beif^ developed in this project ' 
and tested for quantitative yield cind qualitative improvements. Characteristics 
such as maturity time (early-,*'‘mediumr or late-maturing), .lodging resis-tahce, and ' 
disease resistance are important factors affecting yields which are experlmen-tally 
varied. , Finger millet is rather low ii^rotein and amino acid ocntent, however, . 
and so . a major effort is underway to Improve this qml’ity. The biggest problem 
with builsaish millet is that it has no protective covering — as- does the ear of 

X.J, maize,^for example — and that birds find it an attractive food,
bird resistance are therefore a major part of the bullrush millet breeding project,

■ All new varieties go through a selection and screening process<after their initial
u ■ ■

breeding, and are eventually tested under local conditions.all over East Africa in 
the Variety'Trials Program, . In addition to supp^^Sitary work on millet breeding 
methods, new imported varieties are continually being screened, selected, and tested

■ for applicability to East Africa,
Three varieties of finger millet had been developed to date to the point where - 

they were ready for release to farmers. ■ Also, like sorghum, however, finger millet 
is used only in Uganda, to any extent at all — Tanzania does grow some, but Kenya 

' hardly any at all. Moreover, EAAFBO sources didn't see much potential for finger 
millet in Kenya and were unsure about Tanzania. Bullrush millet is not presently 
utilized for food anywhere in East Africa, and even though an EAA'FRO source said it 
^hould be used more because of its great drought tolerance, it seemed to be meiking 
no imi^ct at all on the people — thfe people don',t like' it — and to provoke a negative 
reaction from national sources. •

One full-time SAAFRO officer is working on this project plus extensive sup

porting and field staff and the two Field Trials Officers in Tanzania and Uganda 
also test millet varieties in the Variety Trials Programs in 'those coun-tri'es. This 
project is also located at the Serere Agricultural Research Station in Uganda, with 
the sorghum breeding projecti and the varieties developed here are subject to the 
same locale specific qualifications as were discussed for sorghum. Millet breeding 
was added to the Mlea^ Cereals Program of USAID around I965, and its funding is 
part of that Program, Finger millet seems to have been selected for a breeding 
project because i-t already was in use in parts of Uganda and had potential as a 
food grain in other, drier areas of East Africa. In the case of bullrush millet, 
however, the officer 3n charge of millet breeding had done extensive work on it in 
the United S-tates and its incorporation into the breeding program seems to have been 
done on^is own initiative. Millet

Efforts to improve

. -w

S
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! II, 2 Hater Catchnent Area and Land Use There are few ye^-around rivers in 

East Africa, and they originate from relatively small areas of high ralnfail.
Water is a valuable and scarce resource in many, areas of East Africa? and its 
origins apd flow must be-preserved. It, turns'out,-however, that much of the ' 
water catchment areas presently covered by natural fores-ts are also areas with 
the highest potential for agricultural development, and "there is 'considerable 
popu^tion pressure to open these lands for such development. The objective of 
this long-term catchment area researcl^roject is to find out whether any reduction 
in water yields' or changes in flow pAtems will, result from land use changes 
designSii-tO' increase the agricultural potential of an area.

.,.Four field-sites were originally selected for this project! the Kericho and 
Kimakia catchments in Kenya; the Atuma-tak catchmen-ts in the Karamoja dis-tricts of 

' Uganda; and a number of catchments near Kbeya i^ Tanzania, ,Thd Kimakia study 
involved the effects of intensive grazing on bamboo forest and pine plan-tations; 
the Kericho study involved the change from foreSt^'^ tea plantation; a con-trolled 
grazing scheme has been studied in Atuma-tak; and the hydrological effects of ' 
peasant siibsistenc^sultivation on indigenous forests have been studied in Kbeya — 
all in cooperation with national research programs. Only the cooperative efforts 

' in Kenya, however, are judged to be suocessf\iJ by EAAFRO sources. Data from 
Uganda is unreliable and the project has broken dovsi due to security problems —

' Karamoja is the territory of some less governable, nomadic Jpibes and theft has 
been a continual fact of life, -The Tanzanian project apparently ran into insur- 
moun-table scientific problems with the data and it has more or less been abandoned-. 
Even though there are only two working field sites left, however — .and both in 
Kenya"— it is hoped that the results can be used for d’etei-mining the hydrological 
effects of planned land use change in similar areas of East Africa, Kow similar
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catchment areas and the planned land use changes can be matched, however, is a 
more difficult question.

There was only one EAAFRO officer working on this project at the -tiine of the 
interviews, plus some support staff, but another was expected -to be coming shortly 
from England and there had been a series of one or two officers working on it in 
the past. This^ng-term project was started back around and was expected
to last 20 years OT^^I^g^e. Its origins, however, are unclear. There has been some 
involvement starting in the 1960's with the,International Hydrological Decade of 
the UN, but this came after the beginning.

One factor fairly unique to this project is.the amount of na-tional involve

ment, ,In the case of Kenya, a committee composed of representatives from EAAFRO, 
the University of Nairobi, and the national Forestry Department, Water Development 
Board, etc. is in charge of the catchment area projects. EAAFRO has a cen-tral 
role in providing the research scientists for the projects, but pu^ts up relatively

I
i
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little money. Its success has depended upon the cooperation of people on the 
committee and the financial support of the Kenya Forest 'Bepaxtment and 'Vatpf ' 
Development Board. The Kinistry of Agriculture in Uganda and the ^national, 
forestry, irrigation, and water departments In T^.?ania have also cooperated >(ith 
their catchment area projects, but since the results have just not worked out,' 
these projects have been abandoned, Water Resources/Land Use '■

II. 3 Timber Fungus Decay Fungal attacks on timber in East Africa either stains 
or rots the wood of camphor, mahogany, cypress, and pine trees. An investigation
,of these attacks is being carried which involves the assessment of the economic

. impa^t^ the attacks in terms of wood volume lost, the identification of the fungi 
K, causing the decay, and their points of entry into the affected trees.

of the project is -to develop recommendations for forest management practices which 
will minimize these decay losses.

Camphor and Kahogany are hardwoods indigenous to Bast Africa, and the origins 
of this project in Tanzania and Uganda pccurf^^th respect to those specieh. The 
indigenous forests on the southern slopes of Ht. Kilimahjaro in Tanzania are one of

The objective ■

the main sources of camphor — an Important furniture ^d general utility timber_ -

in East Africa. Where the original trees had already been cut down, second-growth . 
sucker regeneration forests were growing and being maintained by the Tanzanian
Forest Department, but the presence of heart rot decay in the young camphor stands 
had made the economic justification for this main tenan ce^ues ti enable. S imilarly, 
the Budongo Forest near Masindi in Uganda contains the richest concentration of
mahogany species in East Africa, and a large proportion of the' revenues earned by 

^ their Forest Deparmtnet cane fron these trees,
inc'edence of heart rot decay had reached "serious proportions."

The initiative for this project began with independent direct requests 
the Forest Departments of Tanzania and Uganda^)

In recent years, however, the

rom

sometime prior to I968 when the 
project officially began. According to EAAFRO sources, the Forestry Division at 
EAAFRO then began working on a proposal to carry out a general fungus decay project, 
which was presented to the Director of EAAFRO and EAC Headquarters. The proposal 
apparently was discussed informally at the I967 meeting of the Forestry Research
Specialist C^ittee, but not until two months after the ^ojeot began ~ at its 
1968 meeting "iSNiid the proposal formally enter the Specialist Committee system.

Cnee the project was underway, further initiatives came from both Tanzania 
and Uganda once again to study the fungal decay in cypress plantation forests. 
Among the exotic softwoods grown in the East Africa highlands, cypress ranks first
in area planted, volume harvested, and export sales — besides being of increasing 
importance to local construction industries. As has been discussed earlier, Kenya
^ In Tanzania's case, the request seems to have come directly from the district 

forest headquarters at Kilimanjaro, and in Uganda's case it came from the district 
office through the national Forest Department to EAAFRO.
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has by faf the greatest resources of plantation softwoods in East Africa, and this
Field sites for the investigation ,of Tsutt

1
I-

is also true for cypress plantations.
rot have taken place only where the decay is known to occur — around-fhe'north 
Kilinan jaro area in TanzaLnia and at four-major:, softwood growing areas in U^mda.

Thus, by an EAAFHO's-source's own estimates,' only about IQjS of the field- 
activity for this project was being done in Kenya — Tanzania and Uganda about . 
equally shared the remaining(liay after the project'was underway, Kenya did 
request an investigation of the losses to pine forests from elephant damage in 
which heart rot ^Sgi had infected th|fef«ound, and this was carried out.) Never- 
thelesa, the work on cypress fungi would seem to be of greater potential importance 
to Keri^at-ddian to Tanzania ot Uganda if the butt rot fungi presents a future threat 
,'to Kenya's cypress plantations. In the absence of. any Indication to the contrary, 
the work on csunphor and mahogany seems to be of primary interest to, respectively, 
Tanzania and Uganda only,

One EAAFTtO officer was working on this -pro^ct full-time, plus a graduate 
technical assistant and so.me other supporting staif'. This project has also en- - 
tailed quite extensive cooperation with national forestry departments in the'form 
of setting up sarap]^ plots, providing field assistance, transport, and accommodation 
for the EAAFRO researchers, sawing logs, etc, etc, EAAFHO sources reported tha.t 
although cooperation with the Tanzania 'Forest Department was good at the district 
level, that cooperation at the national level was much less staisfactory. These 
sources blamed this situation on the overall negative atti-juJde of Tanzania toward 
EAAFRO, on the organizational ahd administrative chaos that existed at the national

i:
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I forestry level, and on the great dislance and lack of efficient communications be- 

^.ween EAAFRO and Dar es Salaam, the capital of Tanzania. Cooperation with both
•9 ' ••

Uganda and Kenya Forest Departments has been much better. It was intended that 
this project would be finished by mid-1972. Hardwoods and Softwoods

3-
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II. 4 Plant Taxonomic Revisions Taxonomic revisions of plant classifications 
are part of the basic inventory research being carried out by the East African 
Herbarium, which is a division of EAAFRO, As more and more information is gained 
about plant categories from expanded collections, taxonomic revisions of older

I.
I

classification systems, are carried out to clear up confusions and to simplify the 
systems to make' more useful. Taxonomic revisions were'^hen being carried out 
on liliaceal, smila^ceal, and 'leguminosae!ria-Diliohoideal- plants in East Africa. 
Also invplved in this project was some cyto-taxonomic work in which plants under 
study were being grown and slides made of the roots, pollen mother cells, etc.

3I

These would be used to study the plant chromosomes for future classification 
objectives.r'

i
Two EAAFRO officers at the Herbarium were devoting a major part of their 

efforts to this work. Ho direct national cooperation was involved, and the work
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. is of such a basic nature that it should be equally applicable in all Partner States, 

. This type of work has been going on since the Herbarium was establi'shed ^d -voild ' 
not go through any project selection system in any event.
Class. Ill - One

*.
I'

-'-v

Basic Research
■c- I

full-time and/or vafyirig nfimbers of'-part-time officers, plus ' 
varying support staff; mostly of relatively recent origin ~ coiad 
become more important inr. the future.

Project

III, 1 Groundwater Resources
III, 2 -Soils - Fertilizers C^Sbration

o:>,II^ 3 ■ Plant Tissue. Culture Tech
niques

III. 4 Tobacco Virus Disease
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Forestry^

Sorghum and Millet

^ Groundwater Resources An investigation of the existing groundwater re

sources in all of East Africa is a 
areas for further water development projects.

f

necessary first step in .determining potential
A study of existing data on recharge ■ 

rates from rainfall, surface flow, and evaporation is to be carried out to assess
the replenishment of undergromd water and plan extraction rates in'different areas. 
According to an EAAFRO source, the results of this project should have applicability
wherever there is a water shortage and people are (or are to belocated_ in

particular, Kenya and Tanzania.

•S

j

In Uganda, there wasn't a general problem of water 
shortage: too much water, in fact, was the problem there, which could, however, also 
be aided through an investigation of^ groundwater resources.

This project had just begun about a month be'fore the interviewing took 
place at EAAFRO with the arrival of a researcher from the United States, so it was

Ionly in the fonn^ive planning stage, 
been done at^he

Scattered bits of research on this topic had 
nal level in the past, and this officer's first task 

collect this existing information and try to put 
Afterwards, he plans to subdivide the over-all groundwater topic 
sub-problems according to natural cri-teria rather

was to
it together on a regional basis.

into scientific 
than national political boundaries.

From this list of scientific sub-problems.
Partner States agree on and EAAFRO's resources will then be concentrated

one Hill be selected which all three I
on this

pilot demonstration project. If the project were to develop into a full-scale
-1
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estimated that 10-15 researchers might
investigation of groundwater resources, he 
be needed.

According to an EAAFRO source, the three Partner States had wanted this . 
project for the last 4-5 years, because water resources are such a crScial problem -

in East Africa. Since the Physics and Chemistry Division of EAAFRQ had carried .
out other hydrological worlc in,the past, this was thoug).t to be a natural continu- . _ 
ation of their past work. A lack of qualified manpower prevented EAAFRO work on 
groundwater resources, however, until USAID was asked to supply a researcher in 
1969. This is a case, however, of wher^USAID is funding a man rather than a 
program'as is the case “with the Major Cereals Project. So one, full-time officer 
has just^ted working on this project, with limited support staff. There has

this project, but there could be srane in
\

been no direct national cooperation on 
the future. Groundwater Resources

- FertilizersCalibraiion This isV investigation of the relationships
Iir.2 Soils_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
between different types of soils, different kind^ application rates of fertUizers,

objective of it is to provide the agricultural ex-
to advise farmers with regard

The ultimateand crop yeilds,
tension worker with a kind of handbook which he can 
to fertilizer application on the basis of a simple soil test. Potentially, the 
results should be applicable to all crops and agricultural land, but in practice 

date has focused primarily on maize and — to a lesser extent —

use

the testing to 
sorghum and millet.

According to an &\AFR0 source, this project grew ouiTof soil analysis
maize breeding program in 1966. 

of this service proposed a regional plan 
.Soil Fertility and Plant

services which EAAFRO performed for the Kenya
In 1967, the E.AAFR0 officer' in charge 
Lsign for this project to the Specialist Committee

origin of the impetus behind the proposal was not known, _ _ ^

the project and it did go through the offi- 
The project depended on extensive national

onS

Nutrition. Although the 
the Specialist Committee did-approve 
cial committee system successfully.

EiAAFRO would plan and coordinate thecooperation and financial support, however -- 
experiment and do the analysis work, but national-researchers would be responsible 
for carrying out all the field tests — and subsequently the national governments

' to do all that the original proposal had planned, 
the national governments kept participating in the project 

already carrying out soil fertility experiments, but

claimed they couldn't afford 
On a voluntary
to the extent that they were

Also,this was at a much lower scale of effort and not according to any design,
EAAFRO seemed to lose interest in the project fordue to personnel turnover 

awhile, until the present officer in charge of soil chemistry arrived about a
He is now devoting a major effort of his time toyear prior to the interviewing, 

this project, along with a number of laboratory technicians (who do the soil
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analyses) and supporting staff. In addition, one EAAFRO' officer in .the RAAFHO- . 
Sorghum and Millet Division at Serere is also working part-time on this topic with 
respect to those crops.

Thgre is some national cooperation on^this project reported, however. Two 
officers from the Kenya national research staff — h maize agronomist .and .a senior • 
soil chemist — are cooperating on oSmplex soil analyses Work with respect to 
maize and, to a much lesser extent, wheat and pastures production. This coopera

tion has. gone so far that joint paper^s^^y be produced on somfe of the results.
At- least one officer in Uganda has been trying to cooperate on this project by 
sending^^'in—his own soil analysis data, but so far the EAAFRO officer liad not been 
able tp do much more in the way of cooperation than pay a visit. He commented on 
the good■possibilities for more cooperation in Uganda in the future, however,

• especially through the EAAFRO Field Trials Offiger in that coun’-try since most of 
Uganda's national work on soil fertility was alsi^elng done with respect to maize. 
There was not much — if any — cooperation on ■this'pirojeot from Tanzania, this - 
EAAFRO source also reported. This situation was blamed on conditions in Tanzania's 
national research program —■ high staff turnover and movement, and a lack of funds 
to participate. Once again it was hoped that coopera-tion could be started through 
the EAAFRO Field Trials Officer stationed in Tanzania. Maize

tS
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III. 3 Plant Tissue Culture Technioue3--''^Tfiis research project is intimately re

lated to the Plant Quarantine Service of EAAFRO which is dedSribed later on in 
this chapter. In the past, the Quarantine Station had developed the reputation of 
being a bottleneck in the process of importing new. varieties or new crops into 
East Africa, and the national governments — principally Tanzania and Uganda — 
were quite critical of this slow-down to their na-tional development activities.
In their latest national development plans, in fact, both Tanzania and Uganda 
allocated funds for the establishment of their own plant quarantine stations!
Faced with the necessity of preserving phytosanitary standards required to .keep 
pest-and-disease-carrying material from entering East Africa on the one hand, 
and of coping with the expanded demands for more imported plant material to the

I
s

,

.

3?

.

5.

— 'v

satisfaction of the Partner States on the other, the physical expansion of the 
Quarantine Stati undertaken. This was not enough, howler, and EAAFRO 

! 1971) describes this project as follows:
od^was u 

Newsletter No. 69 (Jwie,

While the station has been effective in preventing the introduction 
of pest or disease-carrying material, it has become clear during -the 
past year that techniques for rapid propagation of clean material 
essential 'in order__ to minimize the temp-tation of extensive illegal irapor- 
■tations by large-scale growers.

are

>
3
<

In order to make better use of existing facilities for the purpose 
not only of accelerating the rate at which accessions are processed, but
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to make available more plant material to the Partner»States when an-' " -• 
accession is releasedi a research program in plant quarantine pqthology 
has been initiated. The research is centered on making practigai appli
cation of recent advances in tissue .culture techniques to the specific ' 
needs'of plant quarantine pathology, 'The areas' of current interest are' 
the‘use of heat-therapy and maristem-tip-culture to produce virus-free 
plants, and the use- of tissue culture in the rap^d propagatipn of plants, ‘

<r- ’ '

This research is potentially applicable to any plant material that must 
come' throu.sh quarantine, but one EAAFRO source indicated that the research was

4.

being performed on stranberries, pineap^es, sugar cane, and crysanthemums, and 
another ;^o^e indicated that soya beans, rice, tobacco, bananas, and potatoes 

. 'ij^also being given priority in the project. Most of these-crops are covered in the 
'discussion of national agricultural priorities as derived from national develop

ment plans, but two that are not mentioned at all — strawberries and crysanthemums ~ 
are.of special interest, to private investment in'-.Kenya, AH',of this w.ork is 
carried out at the Quarantine Station, so there i^Sm national cooperation.

This project began when the officer in cirnrge of it -arrived at EAAFHO

were

in 1970, .He devotes all of his research time to it, but, also has significant 
amounts of time taken-up with providing services and doing administration as -head 
of the Plant Quarantine Station. In addition, he has'a full-time graduate scienti
fic assistan-t and some part-time laboratory a*ssistants working with him on it.

, According to an EAAFHO source, this officer selected this project before he ' 
arrived and mors or less went ahead with it on his own, with'^the approval of the 
EAAFHO administration. It was not discussed or selected by the Specialist Committee 
system. Horticultural Crops - Froua.gation

S in. 4‘'Tobacco Virus Disease One of'the specific aspects of EAAFRO's over-all 
work on virus diseases in East Africa is the investigation of a particular virus 
disease affecting tobacco in Tanzania. The requests for this worlc and infected
plant material specimens began' arriving at EAAFRO from Tanzania in I968, but the 
problem was shelved until 1971 when a newly-arrived officer i’n the Plant Pathology 
Division was told to work on it. No reason for this delay was given by EAAFRO 
sources, except that being the only virus research unit in East Africa, it 
constantly being bombarded with problem-solving requests, In^971, the head of 

rep^te^^y indicated that the problem, should be worked on because 
it was important enough to spend the time, a.nd work began.

was

this division

Infected tobacco material had been being maintained in EAAFRO greenhouses 
since I968, so the work started with an investigation of it. The next step will 
be to examine the viruses.in the field to determine how important which 
The objective of the project is to identify the viruses and then to try and locate 
sources of resistant tobacco varieties to import and either direo.tly 
corporate in a tobacco breeding program,

ones are.

use or in-
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This project is entirely dependent on cooperation with Tanzania. . So far, 
Tanzanian authorities had provided EAAFRO with infected materials and toha'fcco seed 'A---V

to work on; and they were arranging an imminent field trip to Tahora (Tanz^ia) - 
bythe^EAAFRO officer working on' this project. ArP EAAFRO source noted that tobacco 
was an important crop in Tanzania, but not of much significance to either Kenya or 
Uganda. Host of the tobacco viruses also came from‘‘Tanzania, although’a couple’' 
were found in Kenya, In addition, since the request for this project came from 
Tanzania, the remark was made that it was therefore "politically convenient" to

•Jffswork on it. .All of the EAAFRO 
par-^ti^ assistant. Tobacco

being done b’y one full-time officer andwon one

\,
5 Rice Uhite-Tlp Nematode The white-tip nematode seed development 

up to 50X losses in rice yields, and is prevalent in West Africa and Zaire, 
to the beginning of this project in late 197%, the Inter^African Phyto-Sanitary 
Commission of. the OAU — the quarantine body f^. the' African Continent — had re

quested £ survey for this parasite in East AfHc^ which was thought to be free 
of it. Instead, the nematode has been found to be "widely distributed and'abundant" 
in Tanzania, in dangerous amounts at several places in Kenya,
Uganda.

can cause
iPrior

and hardly at all in
Rice samples were still being received, however, and infested areas were 

still being determined.
field tests to assess them were being planned.

Losses due to this worm in East Africa were unknown, but

Dormant nematodes are found underneath the seed C(5ats of rice and only
In addition, therebecome active when the seed germinates. s no way at present

of diagnosing the presence of the nematode on the basis- of plant symptoms.
, the pest is very difficult to wipe out once it has infected an area, 
approach to the problem over the long-term would be to develop resistant rice 
varieties, and EAAFRO will be screening indigenous varieties for. wither resistance 
or tolerance. In the meantime, work is underway on a method of seed treatment

Thus,

The best

control of the nematode which has been utilized in Hadagascar.with 
It is currently being tested under East African conditions.

some success.
This project developed

as a response to a crises rather than going through any official selection process.

National cooperation on this nematode problem has been quite forthcoming 
from both Tani^ia and Kenya, but there have been 
Uganda according^ta.^

some communications problems with 
Both Kenya and Tanzania have cooperated in 

sending seed samples from the field to EAAFRO for analysis and a determ.ination of 
the extent of the infestation, and had expressed great interest in setting 
test plots in their national rice schemes with EAAFRO's

an EAAFRO source.

up.field 
cooperation. A remark was

made.that since there are no nematologists in Tanzania, they are extermely active
in asking for help in this field. •Kenya has a brand-new indigenous graduate in
nematology who is also very eager to receive help. In Uganda,' however, apparently
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• there had-been a nematologist there for many years who,was very jealous and
This person^hadpossessive about his field and would not cooperate with EASiFRO. 

just left Uganda, however, and this EAAFRO source ejcpected that coop_eiS.tive acti-
<■ ft-Vi ties would begin soon. , . . , „ .

Mdch of the rice production in the Partnei; S-j^tes is concentrated on 
irrigation schemes which' sure just beginning to be developed. The ^potential for 
rice production in all of them is just beginning to be realized according to 
this EAAFRO source, arid they will all be wanting to increase production at least 
to the point of self-sufficiency. Tp^e is one EAAFRO. officer working on this 
project full time, plOs a graduate officer-trainee is helping part-time and some 
supporting staff. Rice

ft

fts
IS
ft
g
i)
ft
■’'S;

1ft. \ ft
Ill, 6 Comnensatory- Growth Gain This project is designed to investigate the effect 

. of a restricted, growth rate in the subsequent live-weight gain., economy of gain,
quality of both, indigenous- and imported cattle '

■ in East Africa. It involves the potential forproduction in" arid and semi- 
arid areas where the ability of an animal to regain weight after periods of growth 
stoppage during droughts is. an important characteristic.^' In the experiments, growth- ■

■ of different cattl^is artifically restricted for varying periods of time to induce
The re-

If.
iS

Icarcass composition, and carcass i
I

i
weight losses, and different subsequent feeding patterns are then tested, 
suits should indicate how well the animals compensate or bounce back and catch up 
after res-tricted periods, and hovt- efficient the feed to beef conversion ratio is 
during these compensatory periods. The desirability of cupplementary feeding will 
also be investigated.

I
i

The crucial question for these semi-arid rangeland areas, , 
however, is whether a temporary loss of weight during droughts will^affect the 
ultimate productivity of the animal'adversely or^not, and how much weight loss is

I

Ift
necessary before there is such an effect,

of two-thirds to three-fourths of East Africa keing semi-arid
What is

IEstimates
or arid have been made, depending on the amount of rainfall criteria.

if

iclear, ■ however, is that up to 5,5% of Kenya's land may be classified in this 
category, that a large amount of Tanzania is also, marginal (although not as much 
proportionally because Tanzania is a larger country to begin with), and that only 
a'small amount and proportion of Uganda's land is thus olas^fied. Much of this 
rangeland alreadj'f'.s^ppor'ts a large proportion of East Africa's livestock, as viell 
as almost all the wild animals, but it is^leax that it can be much more productive 
than at present since it is suited to extensive (as opposed to intensive) grazing. 
The Animal Production Division of EAAFRO was organized to do research on problems 
limiting animal production in these areas.

There is no cooperation with the national level on this project, and it 
Is carried out by one officer who devotes a major portion of his time to it, plus 
extensive supporting and field staff. An EAAFRO source explained that this project

I
is}

II
is

s si
i'i.
ft

vV-
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a "logical extension" of work done at EAAFHO over the previous 15 ye^s t— to 
answer questions growing out of previous work. It was proposed by an QUFfiO'" 
officer and approved by the Director before it was sent to the Animal Husbanc^y 
Research Coordinating Committee in I968 —' t^e lastSreime this committee met. • ' 
There apparently were no particular pressures for'or against it and so it was sent 
on to other ccmraittees and approved to a process which*'thfs source'described as 
a "rubber stamp." The project began in I969 and was expected to last six years, 
although it might be extended further. Rangeland

. !was

-i

III. 7 Kutrient'Requirements of Indigenous Zebu'Cattle This project is related 
to the'-'OQfi--just above, arising out of much of the same concerns. Previous studies

the dry season to the semi-arid rangelands of East 
Africa, cattle might lose up to ysfo of the weight they had gained during the wet 

• season. This was attributable primarily to undemutrition rather than pathological 
or genetic factors. ■ Quite a bit was known about'the'growth of imported cattle in 
the high-rainfall areas of East Africa, but therg'^^SS a general lack of scientific

Kj. had indicated that during

information on the nutritional requirements of indigenous Zebu (Doran) cattle' 
grazing on tropicatograsslands during different seasons of the year. There were
some preliminary observations which indicated that the nutrient requireinents of 
these indigenous cattle might be lower than those for imported breeds, and to order 
to aid in the assessment of the potential value of indigenous livestock beef pro

duction in rangeland areas this project was designed to stuqy the voluntary intake, 
digestibility, and metabolism of"feed nutrients by the Zebu cattle. In a first
phase, nine levels of energy and nitrogen intake were compared, and a second phase 
is planned to which just two treatments (high and low) of various nutrients will 
be compared with respect ip metabolism and growth, as related to the genetic back-S

ground of the cattle..
'h. ■

Zebu cattle exist to the semi-arid, rangeland areas of East Africa, and
an EAAFRO source estimated that there were approximately 20 million head of these 
cattle in total — approximately ? million in Kenya, 4.5 million in Uganda,' and 
8.5 million to Tanzania. One EAAFRO officer is working on this project, plus some

full-time and part-time supporting staff, and there,is no cooperation with the 
national level on it. This source reported that EAAFRO had b,9fin requested by the 

through the Natural Resources Research Council of the E.AC, 
to work on the problems of beef production in semi-arid areas. Several problems
three Partner Statei

existed in this field, one of which was the general lack of knowledge about indigenous 
cattle. When organizing this project, the EAAFRO director was contacted about what 
problem^, should have priority, and a proposal was drawn up on this basis and presented 
to the appropriate Sepcialist Committee for approval.
began in I969 and ended in 1971 — it, in fact, was the research'project for the

The first phase of the project
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officer's Ph.D, degree at a United States university,- and so the project selection 
process was also affected by those considerations, The second phase of. this' 
project began in 1971 then, and was expected to finish in I974. Rangeland

® Forestry Insect Oefollators This'is a ge^ral investigation inti the '• 
five or six major insect pests — "lepidopteious defoliators" — which attack the, 
exotic plantation softwoods 4n-troduced to East Africa. It involves both field and 
laboratory studies on such things as the life cycle of the pests in the field, the 
effect of weather on their growth an^evelopment, their feeding capacity as re
lated to damage caused in the fieldfTnd the identification of their natural
,parasi<y_or disease enemies, 
also carried out-.

To a lesser extent, routine insecticide trials are
\

Cooperation with national forest entomologists on this project in all three 
Partner Statesr■^.■^s reported by an RAAFRO source, but ironically, the cooperation- 

• with Kenya was. judged to be less than with Ugan^or Tanzahia because it wasn't 
needed as ■much — i.e., Kenya's Forest Departme'feC^as more advanced and located-so 
close to EAAFRO that they already knew most of the necessary information that EAAFRO 
could provide.. The cooperation with Kenya was also described as very informal.
which may be a more correct distinguishing characteristic, 
ttiat although S.AAFRO might draw up a project like this, tliat the individual national 
forest departmen-ts had to agree to it.

This source explained

Uganda provided manpower and field sites
for this project, doing surveys on numbers of insects and population trends; 
Tanzania also provided manpower and information on natural parasites and diseases 
of the pests, and participated in an experiment on artificial defoliation of Pinus 

^spatula at its Sao Hill plantations.

This a-UFRO source wasn't in'Kenya at the. time this project began in I967, 
so he is not sure of its origins. Presumably it went through the Specialist 
Committee system with the approval of all three
devoting a major portion- of his tine to this project, plus a full-time senior 
laboratory assistant and some support staff.

1

countries. There is one officer

Softwoods

9 Armillaria Root Rot Disease This particular disease attacks 
but the concern of this project is for its affecton

all tree species.
exotic softwood pine and cypress

species. The og^tive of this project is to investigate tffe disease 
develop techniquesXhi

in order to
ch will reduce losses. It is thought that the disease attacks

one tree and then spreads to another through the infected soil, 
conditions under which the disease thrives and

Accordingly, the 
causes losses are being studied in

order, to attempt to break this cycle, 
being sought through genetic breeding in that

Improved resistance to this disease is also
part of the Forestry Division's work.
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Four field stter, in each of the Partner States for this project were
EAAFRO source, but no details on cooperation with the national

EAAFRO officer devoting a major pprtion of his __
reported by an
level were provided. There is one 
time to this project, plus some support staff. It^Jiegan in 1970, but since the. 
EAAFRO source was not in East Africa at the time, he could not provide any infonna-

I <•

tion on its origins. Softwoods
I

Agronomic Management of Sorghum/Millet This project involves a number of
iables being tested*in order to develop

III, 10
farm management and/or agronomy input^,^ 
recommended farming practices to achieve maximum sorghum and millet yields. 
Diffe:f3nirvarieites of these crops are being planted at the beginning of the rainy 

two' week intervals thereafter in order to investigate the effects of
I

! X .season and at
Atfhe planting date on plant growth and to determine when moisture stress occurs, 

the same time, different nitrogen-phosphorous ^fertilizer combinations 
application are also being tested for the effec^n yields,
tested include seed treatment (treated or untreSf^) for disease control, the . 
spacing of plant rows and plants within a row, and weeding practices (including 
herbicide trials).^ Trace element deficiencies in the soil with respect to the

All of these variables should

and rates of
I

Other variables being

J

i I

I fertiliser applications is also being investigated..^ 
be under the indigenous farmer's control to implement once the recommendations are •i

i
determined. Ko cooperation with the national level was reported.

This project is, of course, located at Serere (Ugan^) in the Sorghum and 
■ Millet Division of EAAFRO, and'.is part of the Major Cereals Program of USAID which 
was discussed earlier. This particular agroncmiic aspect of the work' on sorghum and 
billet apparently didn't begin until early 197l’, however, when a U5AID researcher 

transferred from India after a project there was closed down and carried on
When he left shortly thereafter, he was replaced by USAID~~-\ i

[ ■f;

I

was

with his work at Serere. 
and so there is one EAAFRO officer devoting a major portion of his time to this 
project, plus some support staff. Sorghum/Killet

■X.

Class IV - One part-time officer, plus some support staffi varying lengths of time 
since project began. These projects are minor ones, but they are still 
EAAFRO projects as opposed to those in Class V, which seem to be more 
orrdrr^^^Jioward the officers' personal interests?

DivisionProject
Physics and ChemistryIV. 1 Silage for Semi-Arid Areas

IV, 2 Cultivation and the Physical 
Properties of Soils

IV, 3' Crop Water Requirements 
IV, 4 Pulpwood Storage Trials
IV, 5 Charcoal By-Products/Wood 

Preservative

If

Forestry

ft
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DivisionFro.ject

IV. 6 Biological Control of the 
Woolly Aphid

IV. 7 Nematode Survey
4. - Jr . ‘ ^

rv. 8 Bean Nematode
IV. 9 Root Production of l^egetative 

Cuttings
. IV.10 Chemical Control of Sugar Cane 

Diseases ^
IV.11' Plant,Collection Surveys

Forestry
•?-

Sfent Pathology and HematologyV

r«

Plant Quarantine Service

Sugar Cane Breeding

Hertarium

IV. 1 Silage for Semi-Arid Areas This is one of the series of projects designed\.

to improve the productivity of indigenous livestock on the semi-arid rangelands of 
East Africa.' One of the primary factors limiting animal production in these areas 
has been insufficient feed during the dry sea'son — even uhen sufficient water can 
be, provided through boreholes, there has notenough food avaialble to support 
livestock. This project was to investigate the feasability of utilizing all the 
available rainfall in these areas to grow early maturipg varieties of maize and
sorghum/sudangra^ hybreds and. then use the silage as a supplementary livestock feed 
during the long, dry season. Besides testing theifeasability of this fodder, 
different agronomic practices with reagrd to the use of fertilizers, plant spacing,
andteeding practices were also being tested.

Although the large amounts of arid and semi-arid 3&id in East Africa iiave 
■ been discussed in relation to earlier projects, an EVAFRO source on this project 
distinguished between low rainfall potential rangelands and hopelessly dry arid 

' desgrts. It is the former category of land, in a rainfall belt of 20-30 inches
. per year, that is not suitable for either intensive crop or livestock production _ _

but is able to support large livestock grazing ranches with perhaps one animal 
per ten acres and is able to grow specially developed early-maturing cereals. This 
still "vast" area comprises approximately 2055 of East Africa's land, mostly in 
Kenya and Tanzania.

One EAAFRO officer is now working part-time' on this project, plus 
technical staff from the Animal Proeuction Division's Athi River Ranch, which is 
located in thfs.^ngeland ecological zone and used as the'Jield site for this 
project. There isSio cooperation .with the national level on this project. It 

• began in 1970 after being selected by the Animal Production Division and approved 
through the official committee system. They then approached the present officer 
in the Physics and Chemistry Division to work on it with them, and when the Animal 
Proeuction Division largely disbanded following the Wasawo report, 
one left working on it. Rangeland

i;

some

;!
he was the only

i
IV* 2 Cultivation and the Physical Properties of Soils This project was designed ti

I
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to enable an evaluation to be made of changes in the physical nature of soils
*0 . • f ■ • » .

caused by various cultivation techniques, particularly with respect to .seitfi-arid 
rangeland areas. Different types of land preparation surface cultivation tech-^
niques, and their timing with respect to.jlantini^- are being investigated for their 
effect' on the physical properties of soils," 
cultivation

The effects of different Keed control 
techniques and.,herbic|,de treatment are l.lso being -established. The' ' 

project was being carried out on large-scale national wheat experiments around 
Njoro '(Kenya) zind Lyamungu (Tanzania), but according to aq, EAAFRO source the re

sults should be relevant to all of mechanized agricultural cultivation —
not ‘just wheat.

Kenya's national wheat breeding research station at Njoro initiated this 
project by approaching EAAPRO to work on the soils aspect of their own trials, and 
this project is actually more theirs than it is EAAFRO's, 
work

\.

4s one aspect of their
they utilize various cultivation techniques and investigate the effect on 

wheat yields — EAAFRO's cooperation.is limit'^^o examining what happens to'the 
physical structure of the soil as a result of the different techniques, 
a year, immediately after the harvest, the EAAFRO crffiCer working on this project

Once

collects soil samples at Njoro and Eldoret in Kenya, and at Lyaraunga in Tanzania, 
and -takes them back to EAAFRO headquarters for andlysis. The project was apparently 
agreed upon bilaterally between Njoro and SAAFRO in I969 without going through the
specialist committee system, and then later extended to Lyaraunga by the Canadian 
research aid team which is working on wheat breeding in both countries. Host of
the cooperation to date seeraed to have been with the Kenya project, however, and 
this EAAFRO source commented that all communication with Tanzania had broken down 

' over -the previous six months. One- EAAFRO officer waw working part-time on this
project, plus some support s-taff. Rangeland

3 Crop V.'ater Reouirenents This project concerns the water use efficiency of 
a crop, which can be defined as the quantity of water used by the crop per unit 
weight of dry matter produced. Using a lysimeter, studies related to these factors
have been carried out on the water requirements of -maize, beans, sugar cane, and tea 
at different stages of growth. Similar work on sorghum and millet at Serere 
being planned.^ The applicability of the results of this project were reported by ' 
an EAAFRO sourclxt^be related to these crops; especially in, the low-rainfall 
and/or rangeland areas of East Africa 
being planned.

was

or fo areas where irrigation projects were

Cooperation in the field on this project is being acrried out at two sites 
in Kenya and at one site in Tanzania.
is supervising the experiments on tea located there, and the National Irrigation

The Tea Research Institute at Kericho (Kenya)
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■ Board of Kenya has provided space for experiments for all crops and assisted with , . 
their maintenance,
the Tanganyika Planting Company — on sugar cane, 
which is

'i

In Tanzania, the cooperation hns been^with a private^fiJan'--
EAAFRO designed the experiment, 

carried out in Tanzania, and the date is ;gsnt to EAAFRO headquarters for 
According to an EAAFRO source, there has. been a continuing problem ofanalysis.

cooperation with national goyemmentel research programs because ,they do'not have.* 
the financial or scientific manpower capability to support cooperation, Kenya, on
the other hand, has more money and more research scientists,^ which are necessary

efforts because EAA^R^doesn't have the resources to do everything.for oooperative
thus able to utilize EAAFRO's cooperation more.and Ke^ij^is

"the nextTnis project began in I965, reportedly as a continuation —
’logical step" ~ of.previous EAAFRO work done on evaporation and plants,

. thus originated and provided the impetus for the project, which was approved by
This project is in the final

EAAFRO

-the Natur.al Resour.ces Research Council of the'-SAC.
■ stages of-date analysis — the active.work is.-4gg^porarily at least, finished. 

One EAAFRO officer is working alone on the project, part-time.
Kaize, Tea, Su.^^r Cp.ne. and 3eans ■

In the past, however.

officers had been involved in it.more

wood must be clean or it hasIV. 4 Puluwood Storage Trials For pulping purposes,
Different fungi can cause rotting in felled trees, which resultsto be bleached,

in a lower quality paper product; and they can also stein them, 
investigate vrhat happens to felled pulpwood logs stored uMer a variety of conditions 
■and for different lengths of time with respect to fungal decay and staining.

This project is to

These

results will potentially be applicable wherever there is a pulp and paper industry 
but the only country that is beyond the speculation stage for this 

Their pulp and paper mill' at Broederick Falls is
in East Africa 
type of industry is Kenya.I

expected to begin production around 197^.
And this project is, in fact, being carried out in closfe cooperation with

They designed a set-of trials for this experiment and
An EAAFR& officer

the Kenya Forest Department, 
sent a draft of their plans to FAAFRO for criticisms in 1971.
reported that Kenya's plains were not statistically'sound, and so the EAAFRO 
statistician and an EAAFRO Forestry officer rewrote the design and returned it. 
Kenya then recuested that EAAFRO cooperate on this projec-^ and EAAFRO replied with 
a qualified y^s^’iSn^il the up-coming Specialist Committee on Forestry Research 

• could discuss and approve it — which it 4id. The cooperative project then began
in late 1971.

There will not really be that much for EAAFRO to do in cooperating on this 
project. Once the trials were designed, Kenya will be cutting down the trees, 
storing them under a variety of conditions, labeling then, etc. At periodic 
intervals, they will pull out sample logs and bring them to EAAFRC) headquarters
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One EAAFRO officer is.spending a minor portion 
part-time graduate scientific assistiit.-^ Pulp

for analysis and interpretation, 
of his time on this project, plus a 
and Paper Industry

■‘-V

IV. 5 Charccal By-Products/Wood Preservative This~cooperative project involves 
assisting the Utilization Section of the Uganda Forest Department in testing the . 
potential of charcoal Uy-products af-wood preservatives — for example, protect 
telephone poles against fungal decay. Itaditional, indigenous charcoal making 
goes on all over East Africa, so all
results. An EAAFRO source reported, however, that these by-products are obtained 
only tt^lTSugh the large-scale utilization of charcoal in steel processing operations, 

.and that the only steel production of any significance in East Africa takes place

tner States might be^ interested in these

■ \,

around Jinja in Uganda.
In 1970,' the Uganda-Forest Department reportedly requested EAAFRO to cooperate 

on this project, and EAAFRO agreed. It was theg^scussed'and approved at the 
next Specialist Committee on Forestry Research me^^ing in late 1970 and began in 
mid-1971. Uganda prepares test block specimens according to the experimental 
design specificatians, treats them with chemical by-products, and sends them to 
EAAFRO headquarters for analysis. One EAAFRO officer is devoting a minor portion 
of his time to this project, plus a part-time graduate assistant. Charcoal/Steel 
Industry

IV. 6 Biolo.^lcal Control of the Uooly Anhid The wooly aphid is an insect that
As EAAFROhad recently been discovered, irt East Africa. 

Newsletter No. kl (February, I969) stated!
It attacks pine trees.

S <s* As far as is known this'is the first^occurrence of a wooly aphid 
in Africa south of the Sahara and its appearance here is a possible threat 
not only to East Africa plantations but also to other major plantation 
areas further south in the continent. . . . This Pineu^ pest is a potential 
threat to Pine plantations throughout East Africa . . . reports from New 
Zealand and Ausj;ralia suggest that attack may result in the death of up 
to 10 per cent of natural regeneration and marked loss of vigour in planted 
trees.

This pest was a native of northern hemisphere temperate areas, and only 
recently had been accidentally introduced into Australia, New Zealand, and South 
America, Hhen^^feajjy^ infestations were suddenly found in the pine forests right 
aroivid Mugu.ga and Kikuyu (where EAAFRO and the Kenya Forest Department are both 
located) in January of I969, an EAAFRO source described the situation as a crisis.
He estimated that this pest could reduce timber yields from pine plantations in 
East Africa by a half.. The usual procedure in crises situations was for all special- 

. ists in the field concerned to get together and decide what to do, without going 
through the time-consuming official Specialist Committee (or any other) system. In

. . .
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this case, an EAAFRO officer got together with the Forest Entomologist from the ,.
0 • •f' ■

Kenya Forest Department, and the first thing they undertook, with help from the ''
• ''•V

national forest departments, was a. survey to determine how wide-spread the pest was.
No trace was found of the pest in Uganda or o'thej^-.partsSjSf Kenya, but infestations- -

4, . - f* . , * -

were discovered at Sao Hill and Vfest Kilimanjaro irf- Tanzania, Moreover, it began 
to appear that the pest had entered East ^frica through EAitFHO,' s own plamt 
imports for the breeding project and had been unwittingly distributed by EAAFRO 
to Tanzania. These two specialists also agreed right away on the^necessity for 
^legislation to enforce the destruction
begin reseai^l^ork on insecticitol control of the pest while EAAFRO would work 
oh. biological control through natural predators or parasites imported from Europe,
Hor^ began immediately on. insecticidal control, but early results were mixed. In 
cooperation with the.Commonwealth Institute of Biological Control, -jihich has a unit 
located- at Kawanda Agricultural Research Station in^Uganda, the biological control 
project began in January of 1971. Two specific natu^^^redators of the wooly aphid 
were collected in Europe and sent to EAAFRO headquarters where- they were released 
on infested trees. The investigation is still continuing.-

In this crisis aSiosphere, cooperation with the national level seems to - 
have been quickly forthcoming. When informeid of the nature of the pest, national 
forestry depar-tments cooperated on the detection and des-truction of their infested 
trees. Moreover, when so requested, all the national forestry departments immediately 
agreed to fully support the EiiAFRO project financially. In addition to the comple

mentary project on insecticidal oon-trol of the wooly aphid, the Kenya' Forest
Department is also cooperating on releasing the natural predators and monitoring 

^ *■ 
their progress for the biological control project. Cne EAAFRO officer is devoting
a minor portion of his time to this project, plus seme par-t-time support staff.
Softwoods

i

I
i;

ofT-^&ested- trees, and tiiat Kenya would

i

i

I

. ^

i

1-

s

IV. 7 Neinatode Survey Nematodes are microscopic vorm parasites that usually
1

-attack the plant roots and impair the development of plants. Before any work on 
general control measures of nematodes in E^st Africa can "begin, the major nematodei

s problems must be determined. This project involves nematode surveys and assess

ments of their yield^loss effects on, beans, bananas, and citrus East Africa.
This general nffifetgde project is what the EAAF'HO officer in. charge of it 

originally came to East Africa to do. With the,discovery of the rice white tip 
nematode described earlier, however, this project has only assumed a minor role. 
According to an EAAFRO source, research on nematodes in East Africa in the past 
had been slight and sporadic,- There seems to have been no specific project on 
nematodes selected, but Khen USAID offered to supply a few trained rese^iroh 
scientists to EAAFRO,'nematology was one of the priority fields determined by

I%
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the Chief Research Officers of .the three Partner States. The wprk on the paxti-- - 
cular crops of beans, citrus, and bananas had its origins in different ways^
A general problem on beans ^originated from the. Thika area of Kenya, where" indivi- ! 
dual growers ajre supplying the crop, to Kenya, Canfrers; ft^was determined that their 
problem was caused by nematodes, and a separate control project (lV.8) was sub

sequently begun by an EAAFRO graduate officer trainee under the guidance of this
EAAFRO officer. The work on citrus nematodes seems to have been started because 
the EAAFRO officer in charge was familiar citrus problems in mother parts
'of the world and he was curious about what the situation was in East Africa. •. A 
^ecific re^hast- from Tanzania to investigate nematodes in bananas on the western 
slWes of’Lake Victoria provided the imuetus for that survey.'

The potential applicability of all this work would extend to all citrus, 
banana cind bean growing areas of East Africa, since ^jthe nematode parasites have 
been found in all three Partner States. In the case of beams, h'owever, the 
greatest interest- and investment in the growth and canlTS'fig of horticultural crops 
for export has occurred in the Thika area of Kenya, where large-scale processing ' 
facilities have been es;^blished' and both large-scale and small-scale supplier 
farms encouraged. In the case of citrus, the survey to date had indicated that 
there was a nematode problem, but the assessment of its economic importance would 
determine whether further work would be' done. Citrus fruits grow all over East
Africa and the applicability would be wide-spread and general. ^Ithough the request 
to work on bananas came from Tanzania, the applications of the results are much

In both Kenya andgreater in Uganda where bananas are more of a basic food crop.
Tanzania, they are usually eaten as a supplemen'tary fruit.

Outside of the Thika area, field surveys had been conducted in the central
areas of both Kenya and Tanzania, and the. trip to western Tanzania was just about

s., ■'

to begin. Cooperation from the national levels had been limited to providing 
housing facilities on extended surveys and showing examples of infected plants. 
One EAAFRO officer was devoting a minor part of his time to this project. A 
graduate officer trainee was devoting a major portion of his efforts to the bean 
problem for his H.Sc. degree work, but that is discussed below. Bean, Citrus and 
Banana «-

s discussed above, after the bean problem at Thika (Kenya)
7 was discovered to be caused by nematodes, a project was begun to investigate econo

mical ways of controlling the parasite. .Since the nematodes exist in the soil and 
attack the plant roots, different soil treatments were being tested vrith respect 
to subsequent increases in yields as compared with costs for the small-scale, 
peasant farmer. This project is bein.gAflone at field sites near Thika in cooperation 
with individual farmers, but there is no direct cooperation with national researchers.

IV, 8 Bean Kematode/

r
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The applicability and history of-dlie project were diseased above, 
officer is devoting a minor portion of his time to advise 
trainee who'is doing most of the work.

An EAAi'RQ , 
the EAAFRO.graduate officer

Beans.

IV. 9 Rpot Production of 'fe!?etative Cuttings In order to pass plant material ' 
through the Plant Quarantine Service, once the plant material arrives it'must be 
kept, grown, and propagated for disiribution if it is pest and disease free - 
i.e., it must riot be allowed to die out. This project is concerned with the 
efficiency of establishing plant mat^al at the Quanr^tine Station which arrives 
in the form of'''cuttings,'* Cuttings of plants have 
be a special environment

no roots, and so they must 
in order for them to develop roots. Special 

factors which might affect this root growth and are being investigated in this 
project include the following: the effects of damage 
damage from fumigation upon arrival; the effects of differences in climate and/or 

. seasonal ci^ges between the country of origin^^East Africa (light, temperature,
day length, etc.); the effects of grwoth hormones? the effects of different rooting 
media.

■ \

- -
Of all the T^ant material coning into the station, 

that come in the form of cuttings (instead of seeds), 
bananas, and potato tubers.

the most important products
are grade vines, pineapples. 

There is no national cooperation on this project; 
technically it hasn't even started yet. ' The S,UFRO officer working 
had just arrived from university training a

on this project •

year earlier. ■According to an EAAFRO 
.source, the general concern for(improving the efficiency of the Quarantine Station's ' 
operations was stressed by the head of the Station m

fland this young graduate officer- 
then got the idea for this project. ^He apparentiy did background w5rk and wrote a 
detailed proposal on the project —S

among other duties ~ during his first year, 
which was submitted to the Director of EUkV.O and which is where.the matter stood 
at the time of the interviewing. Horticultural Cuttinrs - Quarantine

Diseases Although resistant varieties of 
sugar cane are the ultimate answer to the disease problem in East Africa, chemical 
control measures are being tested for use in the short-texm. Testing of chemicals

IV. 10 Chemical Control, of Surra

already in use and of promising 
as part of the disease unit for 
According to an eStKIJ, 
diseases are the principal 
to the resistance built

new ones provided by private companies is going 
sugar cane breeding located St Ka-,randa (Uganda), 

source, fungal and — to a lesser extent —

on

bacterial

ones controlled in this way; virus diseases are left 
up in the breeding program,""ThTtesting is carried 

on privately owr.ed sugar cane estates around Jinja - there are no field sites in 
either Tanzania or Kenya,- and no national level 
States. Accordin.g to the

out

cooperation from any of the Partner

are checked to ascertain that
chemical testing program the 

they exist and function the
on a

diseases Isame throughout
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East Africa.
This series of chemical tests hegan in 1970, hut apparently there were 

earlier chemi'cal control experiments which evolved internally at SAAFRO, During - 
a previous investigation of sugar cane yieldviosse^^ue to hrown spot disease,' It 
was necessary to begin a chemical spraying program in order to find out what maxi

mum yields were. From these origins* it was reported \hat the present project 
developed. It apparently did not go through the Specialist Committee system, but 
has been informally discussed and approved at the meetings, JDne EAAraO officer 
devotes a minor, portion of his time iJ^^this project, plus extensive, part-time 
support^st^f. . Sugar Cane

V^IV. 11,^ Plant Collection Surveys Many plant specimens added to the Herbarium's 
collection are sent in by outside private and public sources in East Africa, but 

■ some collecting field trips are made by SAAraO officers, 
made' to generally discover and classify all the riant vegetation that exists in 
a certain area, such as the collection visit to Tanzania's Ruaha national park, ' 
or for some specialized purpose, such as the trips in search of cancerous causing 
plants in the I'iarok^area of Kenya, These surveys occur at irregular intervals 
depending on the availability of Herbarium staff. Inasmuch as these collection

Some'of these trips are

trips add to the basic knovrledge of plant life in East Africa, their usefulness 
is generally spread all over the region. These trips are considered part of the 
Herbarium's normal — if infretxueht — activities and are no-t intended to go 
through the official Specialist Committee system in order to be selected. One

seni-ret.lred EAAFRO was spending some of his active time on these trips, and two 
ojher officers reported that they also went out'collecting on occasion. Collecting 
today, however, seems to be a very minor part of the Herbarium's activities. Basic
Research

Class V - A project in the lowest priority classification has one part-time officer 
devoting a very minor portion of his time to it, plus some suppoi;t staff 
at times. These projects seem to be more personal in nature than do 
those in Class IV.

Project Division

Analysis Methodologies 
V. Z Seed Bed Roughness and Germination 
V. 3 Pin-Hole Borer Population Patterns 
V, 4 Cypress Canker Disease Criteria
V. 5 Liveweight EoijTcomposition 

' Prediction Teohniqiues

V. 1 Trace Physics and Chemistry

Fores-try

Animal Production

" ’ . . '■ 1
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V. 1 Trace Slenent Analysis riethodolo.^les In order to investigate trace element ■ 
deficiencies in 3ast African soils which are adversely affecting different crops,
consistent and reproduceable methods of analysis are being developed th this, 
project. Eventually, data on trace elements, will combined with, other ^lyti-

Jr ■ . ^ ' •

cal.data‘on soil fertility in East Africa to produce a complete picture of crop
requirements, but as yet" this.-pro  ject might almost bee considered an analytical 
service with little experimental work on it.

The impetus for this project originated, according to an EAAFRO source, in 
a service request from Tanzania. Tajrgania had decided to grow wheat on former 
pyrethram farms around Ilonga, but they were getting poor yields and couldn't 
understand why. The govem,ment chemist thought trace element deficiencies might 

’be the cause, so he sent soil smaples to E.AAFSO for analysis. Results were very 
nebulous, however, and not much notice was taken until the Canadian wheat research 
team based at Lyamungu (Tanzauiia) performed some pot tests .which established, the 

■ deficiency.. At that point in 1971, Tanzania tof^lhe initiative,in organizing, 
two conferences on land use and fertilizers, which an FIAAFRO representative attended, 
and now with some more manpower available, RAAFRO nay. da more in this field.

. As part of the gen'eral soils and fertilizers project discussed above (Project 
Ko. III.2), the Chief Research Officers of the three Partner States had also 
approved, in princi.ple, a study of the micro-nutrient (trace element) status of 
East African soils. So there is some official approval of it. The only national- ■ 
level cooneration to date has been with Tanz-ania.

\

As a project concerning methcdologics of analysis, the results should be 
potentially applicable to any trace element experiment. The work to date, however,
Tias l^een on the wheat crop, and the, results will be most immediateiy applicable to 

• the wheat grov.’ing areas of Tanzania. Coffee is also affected -by trace element 
■ deficiences, and according to this £j\AFRO source citrus fruits'and sorghum and 
millet nay also be areas of future application. One E.^AFRO officer began devoting 
a minor portion of his time to this project in 1971. Viheat

V. 2 Seed Bed Rou.ghness and C-grr.ination This project involves pot tes-ts with seed 
beds of varying nariaua particle size — i.e., "roughness" — and the seed germination' 
process of different crops. The effects of this roughness, as related to cultivation 
techniques, on sebd^erraination are being observed for wheat, maize, and cotton ■ 
plants. 'Tne only EA.AFRO officer'working on this project thought of it himself from 
observations he had made on local cultivation practices and started it in 1971.
He devotes only a very minor portion of his time to it, but if the preliminary 
resul-ts, are promising, iie may ■want to expand it. into a larger role with proper 
field tes-ts. If so, he would then write a "proper proposal" and submit it to the

S
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appropriate decision-makers, Potentially, it was reported that the results should
'a , . ^ . » . , * '

te applicable wherever mechanical cultivation techniq^ues are being used, ag more
x-v

crop seeds'would be bro.ught into the design. There was no cooperaition with the ^ 
national level, Kechariical Cultivation ^ -

V, 3 Pin Hole Borer Population Patterns Forest Enrichment Programs are designed 
to aid the growth of valuable tree’^'-speeies in indigenous natural forests by 
poisoning the waste trees and leaving then to die, 
are left to rot end become hosts f

Unfortunately, these dead trees 
which exists in^^he Pin Hole Borer, a^beetle

dead,or damaged trees and attacks live, healthy ones. This beetle is not so 
• dang&ens- in' itself, but it carries fungi along vrith it when it bores into trees\

, and «this causes' rot decay. Therefore, the focus of this project is on population 
fluctuations, of the beetle and the effects of different forest management techniques 
on them. o

Forest Enrichment Programs are applicab^ to any indigenous,’ natural forest, 
but only Uganda has utilized them to any extent?^'Kenya is concentrating almost 
solely on plantation forests, and, although Tanzania has valuable indigenous forests 
and has placed a_jgreat deal of emphasis on them, she had not adopted these forest
enrichment programs. This project, according to an aUFRO source, came into being ‘ 
at the request of Uganda's'Forest Department when they discovered the problem.
They invited an EAAFRO officer to observe the build-up of the beetle -Dopulatlon in 
the poisoned trees, and he designed the experiment and a3;ranged the necessary coopera-

■-lion ~ Uganda is responsible“for the field sites and collects all the data, while. 
EAAFRO assists in the analysis and interpretation. Thi.s project was subsequently

„ included in the proposed EAAFRO forestry program discussed at the-next meetin.g of 
the Specialist Committee on Forestry Research,-and was approved. It began in 1964 
and the field work- was completed in 1971! only the data analysis remained to be 
done.

a

——-x

There was only the one- EAAFRO officer devoting a very minor portion of his
time to this project. I'iatural Forests

V. ^ Cypress Canker Disease Criteria Past problems with unusually high attacks of a 
strain of cypress canker disease in trials where the trees have been selected for 
their natural resistance to this disease ~ and others — have led to doubts about 
the selection'^kj^eria bein.g used. Accordingly, a direct'test of the validity of

a is mderway along with a general investigation of -tree characteristics 
that seem to correlate with susceptibility to the disease.
these criteria

One EAAFRO officer was devoting a very minor portion of his time to this 
project, which began in 1970. 
or of any national-level cooperation.

iJo indication was given of the origins of the project 
The resul-ts would presumably be applicable to
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plantation softwood breeding programs in East Africa. Softwoods

a

'i
V. 5 ■biveweinht Body Composition Prediction Techniques In experiments'bn the 
feed to meat conversion ratios of cattle and the<effepts of climate and/or environ- 
ment on thcise ratios, the body^ composition .of Vhe'experimental animals is one of ' 
the uncontrollable variables that interferes with their ^validity, 
control for this variable at present iff to slaughter the animal and do

!

■

The only'way to 
a carcass

analysis — a costly and time-consuming process.
predicting, the body composition of a li^animal was being inve*stigated. 

The potential applicability of

In this project, a techniaue for

e results ~ if successful ~ would directly 
^ be felt fiuJLU'estock experiments, and only indirectly would there by any practical 
'‘•^^econojpic implications for any of the Partner States. There is some cooperation 
on this project with tHe Faculty of Agriculture at the University of Nairobi (Kenya) 
but none with national level researchers. Only orie EAAFHO officer is devoting a- 

. very minor portion of his time to this project, wh^.>egan in 1970,,, and the basi.s 
for doing it was reported to be this officer.'s own .personal .interests and expert- '

mental needs — it 1-ias not gone through the Specialist Goiran).ttee system. 
There may be mj^e experimental research projects in the Class IV or V

Rangeland

categories that were not reported because of their rainpr importance, but this
We sliall now take a lookdescriptive list should include all of the major 

at the scientific services^^
ones.

wl’.ich 3AAFR0 performs:

Highest Priority - In terras of manpower and/or extent of activity. 
I. 1 Plant Quarantine Service 
I. 2 Library

•' Ij. .3 East African Literature Service
I, 4 Herbarium Identification of Plant Specimens

■ Class I -

• I- 1 Plant Quarantine Service This service provides the detection^apparatus for 
the comprehensive set of quarantine regulations agreed-upon by all the Partner
States, which are designed to prevent the introduction of halzardous insect pests 
and plant diseases to East Africa. Particularly with the current demand for 
improved varieties of crops — and new crops — there is a continual danger that 
varieties or gem plasm imported for breeding programs will brijig new pests and 
pathogens along wit!^^tq|m. Moreover, East Africa is still free from sorae of the 
most destructive pests and pathogens, add it wpuld be a great shame to lose this

^ Practically all S.A,\FR0 officers perform general advisory services in their 
specialities on an ad hoc basis when requested. These oroblem-solvinr 

. not included in the following list imless they have*been formalized 
a major acxivity,

services 
or become

-r
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’O

East Africa has had plant quarantine facilities since 1931# when a station 
was opened at A-nani (Tanzania), where EAAFRO was then located. The prpsent 
quarantine station was opened at Kusu^a in'1954,'the^gane year the, Inter-African - 
Phyto-Sanitary'Eoinnission — now ah organ of the" OAU -r was formed,' As members 
of the OAU, Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania are obligated t<f conform to'the'plant 
import regulations recoamended by this Commission. The station at Kuguga provided 

■ adequate service until about I963 when pressure on its use increased considerably 
and capacity was doubled. There has be6^an ever-increasing demand on its limited 
services^si^e then, and" officially only the material .accorded the highest priority 

"■^by the three Chief Research Officers at their annual meeting
" According to the re.gulations, there are three categories of plant Imports 1 

Those permitted £q enter without any restrictions; those prohibited from entering 
under any circumstances;, and those permitted to e''Ater only under quarantine. In' 
the latter category, the EiAFRO officer-in-charget^^e Quarantine-Service is the 
only person who can issue quarantine permits. According to'-an EVAFRO source, any 
request for such a permit goes to the Chief Research Officer of the Partner State

can be handled.

concerned, and he decides on their priorities with respect to the amount of space 
available at the Station. Roughly one-third of the Station's capacity is allocated 
to each Partner State, end so except for a small amount of material imported for 
EAG pro,grams, the Partner States decide vfhat is allowed into quarantine, 
the station, however, the Quarantine Service personnel decide'liow long specimens

Once into
Eire

to stay and if and when they are allowed to pass tiirough. All Chief Research 
Officers are notified, however, of all plant material in quarsintine and after clear

ance it 4s made available to all Partner States if they 7)'S so request.
There is, therefore, fairly.close cooperation between the Plant Quarantine 

Service and the Chief Research Officers in all Partner States. Thlsre is further
cooperation with the Plant Inspector of Kenya. Restricted plant material that does 
not have a permit should be intercepted at the airport (most plant material is 
imported by air) by the national Plant Inspectors, and they may send it to the 
Quarantine Station or order it destroyed. In Kenya, it is possible because of the
close distance to send intercepted material to the Quarantine Station, but this 
is not a practlcar*^c^ibility for material landing in far-awa^Tanzania or Uganda. 
In addition, the Kenya Jlant Inspector-provides facilities for the fumigation of 

■ imported seeds, since EAAFRO doesn't have a.ny' Thus, according to this EAAFRO 
source, although all three Partner States are officially allocated about one-third

' /^^'niere
has been-an exception to this rule,, however — plant material that was the 

to'^nyone°el'^e^ a private firm was, in at least one case, not made available

I
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■each of the Quarantine Service's space for their own priorities, because of its 
closeness, Kenya is able to utilize the service quickly anii take advantage of, ' 
unused space for. local problems-much more so than either Tanzania or^^Uganda. .

L-'i

I. 2 'Library The library at pAFR'0,is run'aOintly'fettith the East African • ' '
The two institutions are both located at Muguga,Veterinary Besearch Organization, 

about three miles apart, but the libi^y is part of EaIj’RQ's building complex and ' ” 
for all practical purposes can be considered part of SAAFBO, it is generally re-

si

cognized to be by far the most comprehensive agricultural library in all of greater 
East Africa.®) .Its materials are ava^fible for-anyone'who wishes to use, them on 
the prqf^i^ and to qmlified' individuals on loan. (Due to difficulties encountered 

\ in retrieving some, publications, they are usually not loaned out to outside 
'‘individuals anyrore except by request from station librarians or officers-in- 

. charge.) The personal use of the library is thus greatly determined by its 
availability or distance from -the individual concem.ed. 
service had-been in operation in the past, but i^^^se

i
■;

1
An -Inter-libfeiry loan 

seems to ha:ve declined as 
the East African Literature Service ~ discussed below — was develoning.

The services involved in the library work are nrostly those which are done 
in any library: classification and cataloging work, a book-binding service,"the 
obtaining of references on request, the distribution'of Annual Reports, etc.
Where meas'jres of national utilization are possible, Kenya reportedly is able to 
make more uses of these services than either Tanzania or U.ganda because of distance.

N

•i

I. 3 The Hast African Literature Service East Africa covers a very large area 
of more th.an 650,000 square miles in which it has been estimated there are only
f9,ve well-stocked and adequately equipped libraries — and three of -them, including 
EAAFBO's, are situated in the Nairobi area of Kenya.
scientific literature in the more' remote areas of East Africa --, p^ticularly 
parts of Tanzania and Uganda -- had been recognized for some time, but the 
gestion for a mechanism to help provide such literatiure was reportedly made in 
1965 at a conference of the Director of E.AAFH0 and the Chief Research Officers in 
the Ministries of Agriculture in the three Partner States.

The lack of a'vailable

sug-

The Rockefeller Founda

tion in the United States was approached by the EAC to support a pilot project in 
East Africa desi^d to provide current scientific literaturej-to research-related 
workers, particular: ,n smaller, more remote stations, and they agreed to provide 
funds for the first three years beginning July 1966.^) After early preparatory

®)a term

9)1-^ is only fair to point out that the Director of EAAFRC 
by the Rockefeller Foundation.

used to.include Ethiopia, Zambia, Malawi,'So.malia, etc.

was, himself, supported
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Kork, the service began in early I967,
Basically, the service works as follows: copies of the list of ava^able

■'•V

periodicals in the SAAfRO library are sent to all recipient institutions and cir- _ 
culated there among their members so that ail^relevafet periodicals for an institu-

< ■ - fr / • . .

tion axe listed. The Table of Contents pages from-the relevant periodicals are 
then photocopied and sent to the ins-y.tutions, where members check"'off tho'se
articles they would like to receive in full. Photocopies of the requested articles 
are then sent to the institutions — not the individuals — and there should become 
part of that institution's informatiorf^esource. This work is supposed to take
top priojri^ in He system, and a full cycle of the process — after the initial 
selection of periodicals — is supposed to take only eight weeks.
’ An evaluation .of this Service carried out in March of 1969^*^) stated that

. the number of participating institutions had grown from 63 in l^he beginning to 
132 by the end of I968— some outside of Sast Xfrica in Zambia, Malani, Ethiopia, 
etc. A self-reporting sample of 93 of these ins*^^tions indicated that I66 
scientists in Kenya, I63 in Tanzania, and 336 in tlganda were being served — but 
some definitional discrepancies may have affected those results. (A complete 
list of the participating institutions obtained in late 1971 shows that our nf 
181 in total, 69_are located in Kenya, 30 in^Uganda, ‘ 55 in Tanzania, and 27 
outside of East Africa — no indication of the numbers of research-related people 
served at these I8I institutions was available.) EAAFRO's production of numbers 
of photocopied articles per month had similarly risen from 5ust over 4,000 at the 
beginning to some 17,000 toward the end of I968. These articles -came from more 
than 700 periodicals.

» The evaluation itself was based on questionnaires sent to all participating 
Institutions and on personal interviews at 30 of the institutidns in East Africa 
selected to provide a good cross section. The numbers end response rates and 
methodological details of the' evaluation are somewhat confusing, but the results 
are stated clearly:

It is 'perfectly clear from the cinswers to the questionnaire and the 
personal interviews that scientists in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda were not 
able to obtain adequate scientific literature to support their research 
before the advent of the E.A.L.S. This fact was stal^gd by 86 per cent of 
the respofae^s to the questionnaire and 90- per cent of those personally 
interviewed.^, . The information con-tained in the material received
from the E.A.L.S. has definitely stimulated the research workers and
affected the work done at their stations .... The material supplied
by the E.A.L.S. has helped to shorten the time required to complete a
project for 67 per cent of the users . . .' , (Committee on Evaluation, pp. 13-14).

C . ■

^®)coramittee on Evaluation- N.L, Serapira, Chairman, "Report on the East African 
Literature Service," East African Community, I969.
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The Conmittee therefore not only reported that the Service was performing a. much- ’ 
needed and useful service, but also reconnended that the B^G gradually tat:e''over 
the full cost of it beginning in I969/7O and this has been inpleraenjted.

<■

I. 4- Herbairimi Identificatiqn of f-lant S-peclmens^Upon request from any member, 
of the public, plant specimens sent to the East African Herbaxium Hill bp Identi-4 
fied and information supplied, about<^-them. In order to carry out this service, the 
largest collection of indigenous East African plants in existence is maintained4 in 
the Herbariam, and is constantly beir^added to any up-dated. Many-of these re

quests cone from schools' or universities, or from botanical researchers- in them. 
h nunbqr,j3f requests also come in from national vererinarians and government 
chemists about poisonous plants,

X •

f ■

There are a number of poisonous plants Hhich 
cattle can die from; particularly expensive imparted cattle v:hich are not familiar 
with then and Hill eat them nhereas indigenous^^ cattle Hon't, ‘Information requested 
usually concerns .plant descriptions so they can ;;be weeded-'out or possible anti- 
dptes/trea-tments for the suspected poison utililS^ Another important category- 
of requests concerns the potential medicinal value of indigenous East African 
plants, Pharmaceutical firms are just beginning to investigate traditional 

■ plants that iiave becone known for such things as treating wounds or gonorrhea or 
inducting aeortions. And a large number of requests come from amateur gardeners 
or horticulturalists who want to know more about plants they have found and/or 
are growing.

The Herbariam collection- v.-as started in I907 at Amani (Tanzania) and 
moved to Nairobi when EAAB’RO moved to .Muguga just after World War II. I has always
been dependent upon cooperation with outsiders who send new specimens in to add 
to thb collection and who go on collecting field, trips’in out-of-the-way 
The national universities in all three Partner States cooperate in this way, but 
according to Herbariam sources, the University of Dar es Salaam stands out in this 
respect, as does the Forest Department in Tanzania.' Cooperation is very closely 
related to utilization of this service — -when requesting the identity of'plants, 
some of them are likely to be new additions to thg collection.

-S areas.

Thus Kakerere
University in Uganda is by far the oldest university in H^st Africa and has its
own herbarium and doesn't need this service as much as othep»universities. The 
national parks io'Tgjnzania seem to have also- been a heavier user of the service 
than those in Kenya or Uganda, Kenya's Ve.-terinary Department has had the most 
requests about poisonous plants, however, and the major pharmaceutical firms are 
also in Kenya. Very close relations with Kew Gardens in England are maintained 
for problems that the East African Herbariam cannot solve.

As a basic scientific service, plant identification is equally applicable 
In all three Partner States. One Herbarium source stated that most requests ori-
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gir.ated in Kenya, but another Herbari-Jia source provided some quantitative figures 
for 1970j 4,829 specimens to be identified cane from Kenya, ”944 came from Uganto,-
and 6,270 came from Tanzania. A great many requests also come from other" countries 
in Africa — Ethiopia, Zambia, etc. --.and frqm.visit^^. , ■ -
. *• - , - ft- . .

Class II - II. 1 Amyworm Forecasting , ' ' ' . ^

II. 2 East AfriCcUi Agricultural and Forestry Journal- 
II. 3 Statistical Advisory Service 
.II. 4 Machinery Coordination Service ^

II. 5 Regional-National Liai'
6-Advice and Assista.nce to National Cereals Programs

for Cereals Programs

- \
'pj, 1 Armyuorm Forecasting The amyvorm is an insect pest which, in the past, 
has done great damage -to parts of Tanzania and Kenya — Uganda has been much less 
affected by the locust-like attacks. A 10-year aynj-wom research project at 
E^F.RG, supported by -the U.K. government through t'^Jinti-Locust Resear'ch Centre 
in London and" which ended in 1971, had done a lot qF#ork on migratory patterns
and seasonal changes in the distribution of the pest which formed the basis for

A system of light traps placed throughout Eastthe armyworm forecasting service.
Africa -orovides weekly data on the number of specimens captured, and larvae samples

Ccmbined with informationexamined.to estimate the date of moth emergence, 
from the Xeteorological Department on wind patterns and shifts, accurate and re- 

■ liable predictions have been made weekly during the N ovenber ^ June outbreak
of those districts in iast*Africa where ax.myworm larvae infestations are

are

season 
likely to occur.

•> This service is essential because the main problem in combatting armyworms
up to this time had been the failure to apply control measures in the short time 

. while the larvae are still young. ' Farmers who have been warned c^ be prepared 
and on the look-out for -the larvae in their crops, and will have a good chance of. 
finding and destroying them before any serious damage is done, 
be effectively controlled only in their very young stages ~ which can be a' . 
matter of days — so being ready for them is crucial.

In addition, the armyworm research prograun-did work on the life history.

The larvae can

biology, and chemigal control of the pests, and the results o:^this work have been 
published in leaflet^orm to assist field extension officers and farmers in re

cognizing and controlling the pest.
kChThe service is dependent, obviously, on data from the light -tsrap^ji 

are.'es-tablished at na.tional research s-tations and other places throughbula 
■ Africa. '■ These light traps must normally be maintained by the people on tU
and the data collected and sent in — otherwise the-forecasts will not be acbiarate.

it

iite.

The weekly forecasts are publicized all through East Africa through newspapers

, ... ,, . . . . . V-'■ ^. . . . -
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and radio broadcasts to alert everyone in the districts where aOUtbreaks, are pre

dicted., _ • "

4’;

A

II. 2 The S^ast African Ai-ricultural and Fores-^y '^Journal - The East African 
ACTicult'.Lral*-and Forestry Journal,*' publishdd- quarterly by EAAERO, is the only 
significant periodical on agriculj,ural and forestry research published in and' 
especially for East Africa, As such, it not only provides the principal official 
medium for the communication of research results but also the principal publication 
source in which East African researchers^^ regional, natf.onal, imiversity, private, 
etc. — in. the field can hope to get their results published and thus gain scienti

stic recognrtTon. This latter function is especially importent for indigenous re- 
s'd^rohers^who do not 'have the contacts with foreign journals that expatriate re

searchers often do.
The services' involved in publishing this journal are the normal

■E

'I.
iS

a

I
Ii
C-

ones for
the editing and/or acceptance/rejeotlo^-of submitted papers; thesuch a task:

preparation ’of pictures, graphs, etc. to the printing' stage; business matters con

cerning subscriptions and requests for previous issues; etc.,^ In addition to the regu

lar issues, special issues on specific topics such as wheat or wildlife management 
have also been,published. ,

I

II* 3 Statistical Advisory Service - There has been a Statistics Division in 
EAAFRO, and the main work in this .division is to advise research workers in East 
Africa on the design and analysis of experiments. This service”is supplied both 
to EAAFRO researchers and to researchers from other regional, national, or private

I
'I
s

I
iinstitutions in East Africa.

analysis of large bodies of data using electronic comnuters, 
a lar.ge library of computer pro.grams, being built up which covers a'wide range of 

■ experimental work.

One of the main aspects of this service has been the
s which has resulted in i

Examples of such work listed in EAAFRO Newsletter Wo, 4? (August 
1969) include the joint EA-AFRO/eaVRO data on livestock food Intake, the data on 
yields and leaf analysis from the EAAFRO crop water requirements trials concealing 
tea, data from coffee berry disease trials carried^ out by the Coffee Research 
Station at Ruiru (Kenya), data from aerial surveys of wildlife taken by the UHDP/FAO ■ 
Range Management project in Kenya, and inventory plot data collected by the Kenya 
Forest Department, "Nnk. ^

S
i
s

Much of this service work is done for internal EAAFRO projects, mainly in 
the Forestry and Plant Patholo.gy and Kenatology Divisions and formerly in the 
Animal Production Division,

f

I
I
a

EAAFRO'E Annual Report for 1970 stated that 128
service requests cane from within EAAFRO that year, 
outside of EAAFRO reportedly had been steadily increasing ever since the service 
was started in I965.

Requests for service from

In 1970 once again, 118 requests fro service came from Kenya 
research organizations, 11 requests came from Tanzania, and 39 requests came fro-m i

- . . . , .11
t . '- - - - - -
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other EAC institutions — apparently none came from Uganda,^ (RAAFRO, 1971, -p. 15?)^^^

II. .4 yachinery Coordlnatinr: Service According to an EAAFRO soprce, this service 
grew out of the East African Machinery Testing .Unit which existed frOT 195^ to *

1962 as a^^regional institution ^outside of th‘’e''Hi'gh fifanmission framework. It was ■ 
located in l-fakuru (Kenya) ,and was part of a National Institute of /^icultural i 
Engineering from the U. K, Af'ter independence in the early 1960's, Tanzania and 
Uganda would not'agree to a continuation of this arrangement because they believed 
that the .regional unit had been doing work mainly for Kenya, and this- source ad-

i

■i-

?;
y-
ai.mitted that the'ohar.ge _Kas' true. It was decided that each country would establish 

its , ovntrnational agricultural engineering institution, and a personal position 
was cre.ated within' EAAFRO for an officer to coordinate the three national insti

tutions. Subsequently, the scope of the position was broadened to include the

\
f.

■ coordination, direction, supervision, etc. of ar)_y agricultural engineering activity
&

in' East Africa, but the position did not become a^fficial- part of EAAFRO and the
EAC until, 1970.

The extent and range of activities reportedly included in this service is 
enormous: advice ar^ assistance in developing agricultural engineering curricula,

■ and also ieoturing and examining .for courses in agricultural engineering; coordi
nation of and supervision of all machinery research and testing; supervision of 
plowing contests; miscellaneous advice on spraying equipment, building equipment, 
factory processing equip.ment, etc;, as well as for a.gricultupal machinery, to any 
governmental or private institution or individual in East Africa; etc. The only 
institutions reportedly doing research in this area are the universities in the 
tteee Partner States — particularly in the Agricultural Engineering -department 
at Hak^ere (Uganda). The Tanzanian Agrucultural Machinery Testing Unit is en
gaged in a lot of work on ox-drawri eo.uipment and hand tools, and the Kenya machinery 
testing unit at Nakuru is. about the only place left where machinery can still be 

_ tested. In addition to the techuiical advisory services offered, liaison activities 
in just keeping people in touch with each other forms an important part of E-UFRO's 
effort in this area.

I
'I

I
g

g
s:

S •

I

I

'4
Besides the institutions directly concerned, with agricultural machinery.

this service is a^o offered to individuals and organizations«which are concerned 
with machinery as M^^i^art of their operations —. Ito Uganda's Seed Multiplication 
Scheme, to the ?;inistry of Settlement and Agricultural Development Corporation

I;farms in Kenya, to the Agricultural Finance Corporation of Kenya on equipment loans, 
to the processor^ of sisal and cashewnuts in Tanzania, etc. And whenever specific 
problems,, arise which might call for mechanical solutions — such as the floating 
papyrus islands.in Lake Victoria — this FAAFRO service is also requested.
•Finally, both buyers and suppliers of agricultural machinery often utilize the

4

it

^ c:

'i;'4';
v!-:'. .,u■■ssr-
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. service In order to decide what equipment is most anpropriate i 
conditions. °

*' •
r

for East African

II. 5 Regional-national. Liaison for Cereals ero.rrams The actual operation and - 
supervision of variety trials^ centers In'sdst Afritl were considered to be part, 
df,-primarily, the Naize Breeding Project and", to a‘lesser extent, the Sorghum 
and Millet Breeding Projects.'-discussed. earlier under fiVAi^RO's ej^erimental research'
program. In addition to this experimental testing work,.however, there are two
closely related service activities a^ciated with the Variety Trials Program for 

- particularly in Tanzania e.nd Uganda where 'eaAFRO Field Trials Officers 
t^ti^ed., These positions

that the new varieties of cereals developed in EAAFRO's breeding 
adequately tested under local conditions throughout East Africa.

cereals -
are s were ~ in fact ~ created just to aid in seeing

'.i

programs vfere
The officer

, assigned to Tanzania arrived in mid-1970 and had to build up a-program of testing 
from almost nothing.. -At the time of the interview,. ‘ 
different field sites for testing scattered thr^^aut

there .were reportedly 32
the country under the direct

control of national research stations. The officer assigned to Uganda arrived in
mid-1971 and had just begun.his work.
.in operation in th?"north and east parts of Uganda for

Approximately 27 ?ield sites were already
the testing of new cotton 

varieties developed by the Cotton Research Corporation, but a further 20 sites in 
the south and west needed a lot of work done on them. The Varieties Testing Program 

national naizein Kenay was apparently thought to- be adequately managed by their 
breeding pro.pram.

Maize is really the principal crcp being tested, and the Field Trials Of

ficers were thus created partly to provide liaison services between .Uganda and 
Tanzan-la and the EAAFHO-Kenya naize breeding work going' on at Kitale. This liaison 
activity has involve? both the physical carrying of plant material and the mental 
■carrying- of ideas, instructions, results,
With SAC passport visas, this service had been

s
- ■

requests, etc. over national borders, 
of particular use in recent times

when tensions between the Partner States had made 
level researchers.

such travel difficult for national- 
In addition, regional cooperation in the analysis of data and

can be raaintined through these Field Trials Officers,interpretation of results
as well as the capacity for planning for the future, 
meetings, etc.

arrangiq^ for re.gional-national

II. 6 Advice and Assistance- to National
related to the above discussion, Tanzania and Uganda are both attempting to develop 
their own national maize programs, and the Field Trials Officers in those two

Cereals Prorrams This service is closely

. countries are advisin.g arid assisting in this effort 
on the variety trials centers.

in association with their work
In Uganda, such assistance included the coordination

of cereals demonstration plots at different locations -- supplying seeds, fertilizers.
■$2
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• 'ajid instructions as well as organizing and managing them. In Tanzcinla, similar 
demonstration plot activities were mentioned as well as thS training of natiqjial 
level people ,to run Variety Trials Centers, aid in planning Tanzania's-'cereals re- ' 
search program, work on the dissemination -of c6real^information to. extension' ' 
workers ahd farmers, etc, - '. ■ . , _

Class III - III.l Soil and Plant An^yses
III.,2 Feed and Animal Katerial Analyses

III.l Soil and Plant Analyses The Pities and Chemistry Division provides a 
general analytic service for soil and plant samples sent in from any institution 
in .EastxAfrica; A clear understanding of the physical and chemical characteristics 
of soiJ.s is necessary to assess the agricultural potential of a given area and to 
recommend fertilizer'applications. The physical composition of sand, silt, and 

■ clay in soils, for example, not only affects soil fertility but also cultivation 
operations, Chemical tests to determine soil fertility in 'terras of the amounts of 
nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium —' the three=S?incipal minerals — are also, 
necessary. Routine analyses also determine moisture contents, pore space, hydraulic 
conductivity, etc. _£f soils and the c'ner.ioal content plant samples. Some 
analysis work on water samples is also carried out.

According to an EAAFRO source, both .Kenya and Uganda have the capacity in 
their ovni national laboratorie.s to perform these analyses for themselves. Tanzania 
however, does not have such a capacity and so uses the servipe very much. EAAFRO's 
1970 Annual Report (p, IS) showed the following breakdown of the requests for this 
analytical service!

*

- \

$

Type and number-of samplesS ■
Source of samples

Plant Soil Others
'N.- '

Government of fCcnya, Agriculture 
Coverrimeat of Tamaiaia, Agriculture 
E.A.A.F.R.O. Research Divisions 
Other sources i-ecluding Kenya CofTee 
Research Foundation, Tea Researeli 
Institute of East .Miica,
University of Nairobi

33 212
181
42 1,179 3

507 6 400

Total 763 , 1,397 403

SAAFRO's own requests dominated the soil analyses category and there were no 
requests at all fro.m. Uganda.

■ : III . 2 ‘ Feed and Animal Katerial Analyses The'Animal Production Division of EAAFRO 
also bias a chemistry section which provides analytical services on feed or animal 
material samples. Most of the ,requests — ejround 75% — come from within the
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Animal Production Division itself, but the remainder'coqe from the Partoer g-fcates.. 
Over 12,000 samples of grasses, legumes, carcass meat and fat, blood, feces, and
urine were'analyzed during 1970 to determine, such chemical properties as crude 
protein Content, crude fibre content, • carci-um- anf phosphorous content, plasma’.

An SAAFRO source estimated that this service was quite , 
ir-portant to Kenya and Tanzania —consistent req^uests came fro.-n these countries 
— but not to Uganda.

■protein fractions, etc.

- IV. 1 Forest Decay Fun.^sJ^eference Collection 
IV, 2 Forest Insert Reference Collection 
IV. 3 Virus Reference Collection 
IV. k Ne.7,atode Reference Collection

Class IV

Class IV is composed of a munber of reference collection services that are in the 
process of development at EA.AFR0. The service in each case is the-identification 
of sa.mples sent to SAAFRO, and the supply of -ff^jal information about the sample 
species and potential or known control measures. All of these collections .are just 
underway and very inco.nplete, and the necessary nainteR'ance and taxonomic' work in- ■ -

volved. in addins’T:o them i-ras covered in the discussions of surveys in the-research 
section or Is included in'this category. As reference collections, their appli

cation is in the basic background information that is necessary to the performance
of any experiments on any of these creatures, and the service j.s made available to

A"any institution or individual who reo_uests it.
In the case of the Forest Decay Fungi collection (IV.I),- the Kenya Forest, 

Patholo.gist is developing a reference collection of all forest fungi and close 
' collpboration between the two collections on this service was expected to occur.

■ The collection hadn't really gotten underway at the time of interviewing, so there 
. were no indications as to the range of i-ts use. The Forest In'Sect Collection is 
further along and has been developed in cooperation with the nationalal forest 
entomologists in Kenya and Uganda who send in new specimens, Tanzania had not had 
a forest entomologist for some time, and there was an indication that this was also
the reason that Tanzania didn't use the service as much as Kenya and Uganda did. 
As indicated earlier, EAAFRO has about the only research capability on viruses in 
East Africa, reference collection work (IV.3) is dme without national 

There was so.me indicaticn that Kenya used this reference service a 
bit, but that neither Tanzamia or Uganda even knew it existed, 
reference collection (IV.4) was just beginning and there was no indication of direbt

cooperation.

The nematode.

national level cooperation or utilization as yet.
■f.--
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Class V - V.l Carcass Analysis Techniques Training
V.2 Provision of Experimental Animal Material

i'o

V.3 Provision of Phyto-Sanitaxy Facilities

I
4

iSdF'RO of“ficer in the Animal Pro'duction .V.l Carcass Analysis Technioues TralninK An 
Division has developed several short-cut techniques for c^cass analysis which are 
very suitable for use in less well-equipbed research stations-; These techniques 
can be used in various livestock experiments.

fiV.

4

•V'
'S

Detailed advice and training has
er States on the use‘of these tech-given to individuals in all three P^^ 

niques. Teams have been sen-t to Uganda and Tanzania to provide information!, and
.'I,'been

^tKO individliaig from each country have been trained in these techniques for two- 
wdqk, periods at E.\AFRD. (it was estimated that each country 'only needed two trained 
people.)

¥

'*
.Provision of Experimental Animal Material Inothis service, EAAFRO has providedV.2

animal material to researchers at the University of.ife-irobi and specialized animals 
to national researchers in all three Partner S-tates for their ovm experiments.

i

I

The former service involves the stomach material of dead cattle which is used in 
the Anatomy .Department^f the University, and this was still going on. The pro

vision of live animals, with special characteristics for.specialized experiments had 
ss-reportedly not been dene for some tii-ie. £

-Oi

v.3 Provision of Phvto-danitary Facilities Sanitary isolation facilities are 
provided at the Plant Quarantine Stp.tion for a Kenya experimenf which is attempting 
to grwo potato bacteria in vitro, 
strains to forei.cn ones

The objective is to compare indigenous bacterial 
and it was necessary to do the experiment with the proper

There is no EAAFRG cooperation involved in the research, however, 
and permission vias gained from all the Partner States before the facilities were 
provided.

S sanitary''safeguards,

IN.. •

** *
■ii:

i'

4^'

I&

Table 1 cn the folloviing page suinmari7.es the discussions of EMFrfO's
In Table 1, six variables

i.

research projects according to cer-tain key -variables,
•are ranked for each research project: the amount of activity or number of Field

?:
4:

Sites in each of the Partner States; the amount of Involvement or Cooperation from 
each Partner State on the project; the Applicability of the-results of the research
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project to each of the Partner States; the Origins of the research projectj - the
amount of involvement rhat the official Specialist Conunittee system^tiad in the
selection nrocess of the orojeot} and .the total accumulation of these variables 

■ ■ ■ . t-,-- . ■ -

into their regional or national orientation^ "Applicability’' includes not only ■

the ecological "locale-specific" property of the prgject to the^site where it ‘

took place, but people factors as well — i.e., if people do not desire a parti-

a

f

n

cular crop or research despite its ecological suitability to their area, then the
On the other hand, "Applicabi-applicability of that EAAFRC activijar 

lity;' does not include a consideration of subjective national priorities.
decreases.

)1

althougH^the two variables may be related.
The Origins of the research projects are divided into five sources; 

Internally, from within SAAFFO; from a foreign source such as USAID; and/or 
from each of the Partner S-tates. There may,uof course, be more than one source

\

n

i
i

i

i

I
of the impetus behind the selection of projec^^_The final column on the Specialist 
Committee system refers to the official project'selection process which is supposed 
to be operating for .all E.AAFP.0 projects. This System js more thoroughly.discussed 

■ in the next section cf this study, and the results will also be commented on at 
that time. The Orientation Column -tries to sum up all the previous variables and 
gives ea.ch project one of the following classifications: R = Regional Oriented; 
k, u, or t = more oriented tovrard, respectively, Kenya, Uganda, or Tanzania, but 
still so.me regional basis for the project; K, U, or T = strongly oriented toward, 
respectively, Kenya, Uganda, or Tanzania; and X = little or no regional or national 
orientation,

i !
!

1
--i

i
-I:

£:a'
Numerical symbols are used in a few instances in the Activity/Field Site 

column when specific numbers were available. It was more often the case, however, 
that general answers were given to questions concerning national-level relations or 
particular projects, and these lent themselves more readily to the following sjonbols 
used in Both Tables 1 and 2t ’K = High; M = Medium; L = Low; 0 = Zero, Nothing.

1

i

These symbols should be interpreted relatively within a particular project, and 
not between projects — i.e,, the variable under consideration may be ranked High 
for one Partner State compared to Medivun or Lou for the others on the same project, 
but a rankings

I
I

High for one Partner State in one projec-P'should not be compared 
)r»any Partner S-tate in any other project! The Zero symbol, however, 

does Indicate that there was no amount of the specific variable, as compared with 
some — however little that "some" might be.

to any ranking fi

I
Check marks are used in a few in- 

s-tances where it was apparent that there was some -amount of the specific variable, 
but ho basis for ranking between the Partner States. Check marks were also used 
in the Origins columns to indicate the presence of a significant impetus to the

i'
original selection of the project. Question marks were used when it wasn't clear 
whether or not the variable applied to any of the Par-tner States, and N.A, followed

I y . . ■
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by dash marks Indicates that the variable is Not Applicable<.for that particuldr, , 
H, M, and L have a special meaning in the Specialist Committee, column r- t?project,

H indicates that the Specialist Committee System;, seemed to operate as^it is offi- 
cially described: M indicates,that the System’*ya;s consulted on project selection . I

;;
after the fact and gave their approval} L indicates that some other^^apparatus,was ■ 
used to formally signify natiohal-levH approval; and 0 indicates there was or 
^emed to be little or no role at all played by the Specialist Committee system — 
or other regional apparatus — in

;•
$

Ithe ng^ject selection proces's.
Table 3 oh ElAAFRg's scientific seirvices follows much the same pattern,

^ A e.olumri^’'®nH}he'amount of national-level Utilization was added , to this table to 
K;nompaxe,^it with the theoretical Applicability of the services. There was enough 

information to make such a column feasible for the services, while there was not 
■for the research projects. The symbols .used havg the same meanings discussed 
above.

i

i;

In .examining the highest priority, Class I research projects shown in
Kenya appears to have more Activity/' i

Table 1, certain trends begin to appear.
Field Sites than -eitjTer Uganda or Tanzania do, and the projects in Class I appear 
to be more applicable to Kenya (with the exception of sorghum breeding) than to

V

either Uganda or Tanzania, There is no national-level Involvement (cooperation 
at all on two of the five projects in Class I, and in the remaining three the amount 
of this variabl^is very .great in the case of Kenya and Ugan^ as compared to that 

of fanzania. Four out of these-'five projects had at least part of their origins 
from internal RAAj’RO sources. Only two of then — Su.gar Cane Breeding and the 
Leyume-Virus Survey — seemed to have had part of their ori.gins from all three 
Partner"^States. Two projects had part of their origins from foreign sources, 
and in both of these cases there does not seem to have been any initiative from 
the Partner States. Sorghum Breeding, in fact, scores very low on Applicability 
and Involvement/Cooperation, and only slightly better' on Activity/Field Sites due 
to the Variety Trials Program. Although maize is the most important food crop 
in Kenya and Tanzania, and one of the most important food crops in Uganda, the 
applicability of the results of the Haize Breeding program is more relevant to

li?

Kenya than to the^thers because of the locale specific nature^of the resultant 
cafealiility

breeding methods. This latter factor — Kenya's relatively greater capabilities 
in this area — has been partly caused by the location of the KAAFRO Maize Genetics 
Division on the same site as their national maize breeding program, and this 

, condition also is partly re.~ponsible for the relatively greater amount of Activity/ 
Field Sites and Involvemont/Cooporation that is assigned to Kenya. Kenya seems 
to have had a special national interest involved in the origins of the Softwoods-- 
Tree Breeding project, and this is also reflective of the greater Applicability

i

3

of -their national program to utilize the resultantvarieties and the

■-!

r~-;
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and Activity/Field Sites that she enjoys. The official Specialist Committee. . 
system for project selection seems to have operated in only one case — Sugar
Cane Breeding — where it did, however, operate as it was officially described.

one case was Uncertain. ■
<■

In three cases this system did not operate at.all, ati!a>
Overall In Class 1-, the Su5:ar-Cane Breeding'and Leguiries-Virus Survey 

projects seem to be reasonably .re-rior.^ly oriented; the'‘Sdftwoods-3^ee Breeding
and :-;aize Breeding projects are oriented more toward Kenya than to the other two
Partner States, but still does have some regional basis; and tfiere seems to be

basis at all for the sorghum breediff^projectno in Kenya, little in Tanzania, and 
only sli^i^ more in Uganda, - The project selection process in Class I seems to’ 

\^be more oriented toward internal EAAFRO and foreign origins, although there are 
Wo very regional cases in which all three Partner States seen to have originally
.participated, ' _ ..

■ In. Class II research projects, the Basic Research in the Herbarium on 
taxonomic revisions is in a case' by itself — thg'-^tivity is done entirely with 
the Herbarium with no national involvement or cooperation; as basic research on 
plant classifications, if is funda-entally applicable to-all Partner States; and 

. it is an pn-goin.g project in any Herbarium that keeps its plant collection 
to-date, without specific origins or going through any selection process, 
the other three projects in Glass II, as a group there do not seem to be any re-

up=

For

markable national differences with respect to Activity/Field Sites, Involvement/ 
Cooperation, or Applicability. Hillet Breeding again displays a relatively low
rating in these thre.2 variables and its origins are from internal SAAFHO and 
Foreign sources. The origins of the water catchment 
Land Use)

area project (Water Resources/
are somewhat obscure, and although Activity/Field Sites and Involvement/ 

Cooperation are more oriented toward Kenya than the other Partner States, this '

S’

■ was due to situations beyond HAAFnO's control — the original design did call for 
field sites in and cooperation with both Uganda and Tanzania. Although the appli

cability of the results of this project will be somewhat locale specific to -Kenya, 
the issue of water resouroes/land use does seem to be crucial in all Partner
States and the techniques developed in this project should be applicable in all 
of them. The work on Decay in Hardwoods and Softwoods specifically originated 
with Tanzania and%gqj^, and although the principal activity Tnd cooperation has 
been with those two countries, the resxilts on softwood decay should also be very
applicable to .Kenya.

. Overall in Class II, the work on Hard and Softwoods-Decay, and Basic 
Herbarium seems 
Land Use seems to be oriented

'Hfisearch-

to be reasonably regionally oriented; the work on Water Resoiir^/

_ _ _ “O^re towards Kenya but still has some regional basis;
the Kiilet'Breeding project .bas only the slighte'st basis in Uganda and is not 

-regional or national oriented. . The Specialist Committee system seemed to have
!»•
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clearly operated only in the case of one project in Glass II, and that only iii^' ■ . 
volved after-the-fact approval. -v ‘ ,

About half of the projects in. Glass III db not._involve any Aotivity/Field 
Sites of Involvement/Gooperation on the part of_any of the partner States. In 
one case — Groundwater Resources — consideration of t^ese variables is not . 
applicable yet because the project is in such an early stage, and in another
case — Softwoods-Root Rot — whether there was any national level Involvement/ 
Cooperation or not was not clear. The^^wb projects on JJangeland research took 
place on, EAAFRO's own Athi River Ranch without any national inT^lvement; the 
pro ject 'oh—She Propagation of Horticultural and other crops takes place entirely 

'<Wi,thin the Quarantine Station, and the Sorohum/l-iillet Agrpnomy Project displays

S;:
'S'

the general low level of national interest that has already characterized these 
crops. The Haize-^oil Fertility project has haditnuch greater activity ,in and 
involvement with Kenya than Tanzania, with Uganda..,^ing Somewhere in the middle, 
but EAAFRO also displayed a lack of interest in thfl*project for a time due to 
a manpower shortage. Tanzania was the solw cooperator and.^had the only field site 
for the Tobacco-Virus..j)roject, and a personal problem appeared to have been respon

sible for Uganda's low scores for the Rice-Reraatode project.

%:

Sr.

5.'.:
«?

There was national-
level activity/fjeld sites for both the Softwoods-Insect and Softwoods-Root Rot ■I

projects in all three Partner States, but no indication of relative amounts 
them. The Involver.ent/Cooperation variable measure for Softwoods-Insect is a 
bit shaky. It was reported that {here was more fonral cooperation .on this project 
with Uganda and Tanzania than Kenya, because the latter's Forest Department was 
so,01ose and capable that-they didn't need to cooperate whereas the others did.
One suspects, however, thn.t informal cooperation wi'th the Kenya Forest Department 
was quite high. ,

In the Applicability.columns for Glass III projects. Groundwater Resources 
has a higher score for Kenya and Tanzania because of their larger amounts of semi- 
arid land, althou.gh such resources are also important even in the high-rainfall ' 
areas of Uganda. This project has part of its origins within E.-\AFRO and part from 
.all three Partner States throagh the mechanism of the national Ghief Research 
Officers — not t

among
:S

,1:

s IS

I

I

'v':

h.%^ecialist Committee system. The Kaize-3o51 Fertility project 
appeared to have beon^electod as an project through the Specialist Committee

Isystem as officially described, but in this case — interestin.gly enough — the 
weakness of the Specialist Com.mittee system 
on a regional basis.

was operative and the project failed 
Specialist Committees have no real power — they can allocate 

. no funds.' They can only aflvise the SAC and the national governments on what they
should do, and in this case the national governments decided they couldn't afford 
to carry out their part of the project.

I
The applicability of the results should 

be slightly higher in Kenya because most of the cooperative testing is going on s
si:
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there, but in any case they probably won't be that iraportaht for awhile. All. - 
three countries should be equally receptive to the results of the Horticujltural ^ 
Propagation project in the Quarantine Station, except for the fact that“because ! , 
of Kenya's closeness to the Station the results-iVill b^slightly more applicable ' 
there. The Tobacco-Virus project was specifically, r^uested by Tanzania and seems . 
to have a greater applicability tfiere because that is the principal location of 
the disease. The Rice-Kematode project is an interesting one because its origin 
is a case of a response to a crisis. Exc^t for the ■personality* problem, referred 

- to earlier, activity and cooperation would probably have been high, from all three 
Partner S^aites,. and the applicability is lower in the case of Uganda only because 
'blithe la^ of confirmation of the extent of the nematode in tha,t country. The 
two Rangeland projects are not very applicable in Uganda, as compared with Tanzania 
and Kenya, because of the relatively less amount of ecological rangeland there.

A

{.>

In both'cases, the overall orien'tation of the Animal. Production’ Division' toward
discussed by the'^^SLalist Committee System,rangeland research apparently was 

but these specific projects were only approved after the fact. It is interesting 
to note that, according- to reliable sources, it was Uganda wfiich influenced the
Viasawo Commission to recommend that the functions of- this Animal Production Division 
become a national responsibility. After the subsequent deterioration of the 
Division in the absence of any clear-cut decision.on the matter, there were only 
two main projects that remained. The applicability of the two projects on soft

woods in Class II are once again greater for Kenya, although the origins are not 
clear, and the Sorghura/Uiller Agronomy project exhibits the same characteristics 
discussed above for these crops.

Ovgrall, it would seem that only'the Groundwa-J.er Resrouces and Rice- 
Kenatode projects in Class III are reasonably regionally oriented; four of them — 
Kaize-Soll Fertility, Horticultural Propagation-Quarantine, Softwoods-Insect, and 
Softwoods-Root Rot — are more oriented toward Kenya but still have some regional 
basis; two of them concerning Rangeland are oriented toward*Kenj'a and Tanzania, 
but not Uganda; the Tobacco-Virus project is heavily oriented tovirads Tanzania; 
and the Sorgham/Killet Agronomy project is not re.gional or national oriented. The 
official Specialist Committee system appeared to have operated effectively only 
once, and then couldiv''^|^plement its selection. .It approved two projects after- 
the-fact, but otherwise it was not apparent tha..t it operated at all.

In Class IV, many of the projects listed involve crops or activities that 
have already been discussed'with regard to Table 1, or they are oriented towards 
problem-requests from specific Partner States, With regard to the Rangeland-Silage 
project, the previous general discussions on rangeland apply. In the case of the 
Rangeland-Cultivation project, however, there is quite extensive Involvement/ 
Cooperation with the Kenya wheat breeding station at two field sites, and some

s
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cooperation with Tanzania at one field site. This project was, in fact,, directly ., 
initiated by the Kenya station and it did not appear to involve the official '

Specialist Connittee system at all. The applicability of the results of^the Water' 
Requirements for Selected Crops project is somewhat related to the need to con

serve water and the amount of. semi-arid land in a country, and therefore Kenya 
and Tanzania score higher than UgMda on’^this project. All of the Activity/Field 
Sites and Invovlement/Cooperation also occur in or with Kenya and — to a lesser 
extent— Tanzania. The project seemed to •ginate within iVAFRCT, but it was

-reportedly approved by thej'iatural Resrouces Research Council of the SAC.
Fulp and Pa^er-lndustry project was specifically initiated by Kenya; it is princi- 
pl-i^ly applicable in Kenya which is the only Partner State ot have advanced plans 
for such an industry, and' the only field site and cooperation occur in and with 
Kenya. Just about the exact same thing is true witjj respect to.UgaVica in the 
chareoal/Steel Industry project. The softwood-l/ooly'Aphid project is another 
case of a response to a crisis. The initiative for Wf"project came from both 
SAAFRO and the Kenya Forest Department when the insect pest was discovered on 
forests around Kuguga, ;^t cooperation and data from field* sites in all Partner

The

States was immediately forthcoming, . The applicability of this softwood project, 
however, is higher fer Kenya In the case of the Nematode Survey on Sean, Citrus, 
and Banana, the lack of any Activity Field Sites or Involvement/Cooperation in
Uganda is probably due to the personality problem that was referred to earlier.
It was reported that all three Partner States, as well as EAAFRO, were involved in
the ori.gins of the survey — although not the specific crops listed ~ and the 
results should also be hi.ghly applicable in Uganda, 
project, however, was directly initiated'by Kenya, and, although it could have 
some applicability in Uganda end Tanzania, all the field sites and 
in and with Kenya.

The particular Beer-1!ematode
■ S

cooperation are
The Horticultural Cuttings-Quarantine Project measures shovm

aife due to the same influences that were previously discussed for the other Quarantine 
project in Class II. Although there is Activity/Field Sites only in Uganda, and no
national level Involve-.ent/Cooperation at all, th.e applicability of the Sugar Cane- 
Chemical Control project still remains high in all Partner States, Its origins

And, finally, the Basic Research-herba^um project income from within £.A.A^C, „

Class IV does do some pjfej^t collecting in all of the fartner States, but the ii
little cooperation that exists appears to be with Kenya and Tanzania, The results.
however, are fundamentally applicable to all of East Africa.

Overall in Class II it would seen that the Nematode Survey of Beans, Citrus, 
and Bananas.project and the Sugar Cane-Chemical Control and Basic Research-Herbarium 
projects are reasonably regionally oriented; that three projects on Rangeland- 
Cultivation, Softvjood-fiooly Aphid, and Horticultural Cuttings-Qu-arantine are
more oriented towards rCenya but still have some.regional basis; that two projects
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on Ranfieland-Silase and Water Requirements are oriented towards Kenya and Tanzania , , 
and nofU-andaj and that two projects — Pulp and Paper Industry and Bean-Keraatode. ~ 
are stronrly oriented toward Kenya and one ---.Charcoal-Steel Industry — toward

' ' ' ■ * '■. • ' t ' '

The “Official Specialist Oonmittee syGte¥-_appeared to operate as it isUranda.
described in two cases,- and was consulted for approval after-the-fact in two ,

In another case this systerv was not applicable,"and in'the remainingother cases.
projects it did not appear to have operated at all.

e lowest category of*EA.iFRO priorities,The remaining five projects are in^
‘ and it will only be pointed out that one of the-m ~ Mechanical Cultivation-Seed

Bed -- is rWsonably re-gionally oriented; that two are oriented toward Kenya and
regional basis; and that one is stronglyT

onfe. toward Tanzania, but still have some
Most of these projects were in very initial stages andoriented toward Uganda, 

hadn't gene throu.gh the Specialist Committee system yet.
In looKin": at the results of this analysis as^hown in the Orientation 

column of Tdble 1, it is apparent that there is a sltfSt bias, in Kenya's favor 
in the ton two priority classes of RiAPRO research projects.^ With the exception' 
of the Sorghun. and ’'allet Breeding Projects, which have little or no regional or 
national ba-sis, all of the remaaning seven projects have sene regional basis 
and four seem to be principally regionally o;riented, 'lihen the remaining lower 
nriority classes are examined, however, it does seem that there is a definite 

■ bias toward Kenya in RU'd'’RO;s projects over both Uganda and Ta^xzania, but that 
Tanzania is definitely higher than Uganda, In other words, the balance (or 
imbalance) of KiiAFRO's research projects, particularly in the raid- and lower- 
priority classes, is mostly in favor of Kenya, then Tanzania in the middle, and 
least in favor of Uganda.

Another interpretation of the results in Table 1 is provided^by exajnining
, all of the projects when they are grouped according to EAAFRO Division rather

The Sugar Cane Breeding Division 
Except in the case of

priority classification, as is shoTsn in Table 2. 
is, of course, dnoinated by that one principal project. 
Involveaent/Cooperaticn with Tanzania, the division is pretty well balanced

the board, and it seems to have the best Specialist Committee operations. 
The' Forestry Divisi^cm is do.minated by softwood projects, and this tends to bias 
it toward Kenya-orienteS'-projeots.■ Only one of their projects is reasonably 
regionally oriented, and three others are largely oriented toward specific Pa.rtner

across

nevertheless, this DivisionStates — tvio toward Uganda and one toward Kenya, 
also seems to have a relatively active Specialist Committee with only one project in
■which the‘Specialist Co.mmittee was not utilized at all, and that was a very special

■The other variables seem to be fairly well-balancedresponse to crisis case.
among the Partner States, given the bias toviard softwoods mentioned,above. 
Sorghum and Millet can be characterized by a heavy foreign influence in the ori-

The
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cins of its project selection, and little — if any — interest from any of the 
Partner States, Vi'hat• little activity there is at the national level is included 
in the Variety Trials Program — which is mainly concerned with maize and the 
applicability' that does exist is^ confined to parts of^Oganda and Tanzania, the ■ - 
"Kalze Genetics Division is composed entirely of the maize breeding project, and, 
although it also seems to have had. a dQ.minant foreign influence in -its selection, 
it is reasonably regionally oriented. Its location just next to the Kenya national 
Kaize breeding program does give that country some advantage, iipwe''^er. The Plant

tiff’
Pathology and Kematology Division is principally doing sbme basic survey work and 
respond!n5:_to, specific problems as they arise. In the latter category, one of the 

Xproblems^was a crisis that existed pretty well on a regional basis, but the other 
two problems were lar.gely oriented toward specific Partner States — one tovrard 
Kenya and one toward Tanzania. Activity/Field Sites in and Involvement/Cooperation

i}
with'Uganda seems to have been relatively low, but Applicability and Origins seems 
to be reasonably well-balanced among the Partner 
this Division utilised the Specialist Committee system at all. Uganda is definitely 
underrepresented in the Physics and Chemistry Division. * Ofily two of its projects 

. are reasonably regionally oriented, and the remainder are all oriented more towards 
Kenya and — to a lesser extent — Tanzania, iiany of ‘the projects in this Division 
seem to have had their origins from within S.AAFRC, although a few have been through

i

I

1

3

fe. It is doubtful that

.1

i

I
the Specialist Committee system. . Both projects in the Plant Quarantine Services 
are done entirely at the Quarantige Station. They were both selected internally
according to the-perceived needs of the Service viithout going through the Specialis-t
Committee system, ^^3 The slight bias toviard Kenya of these projects seems to be 
caused Solely by the location of the Service within Kenya. The Animal Production 
Division is oriented toward rangeland research, which means it is oriented towards 
Kenya and Tanzania, Aotivlty/Field Sites and Involvement/Cooperatibn with all 
Partner States is very lovi, ho!:ever. Finally, the basic research performed by 
the Herbarium is regional in nature due to its fundamental applicability to -all 
of East Africa.

A summary of the reported reasons behind the distribution of these variables 
of EA.AF?.0's research projec-ts would have to begin with the effects of location. 
Having the headq^u^^be^^ of EAAFHC located in Kenya does seem to have con-tributed 

' in many instances to the slight Kenya 'bias in projects which still have some 
gional basis. Those projects which are principally oriented toward one sneoific 
Partner State do not seem to depend on distsmce or location, but are a direct 
result, of ,a specific problem in and request from that Partner S-tate, Another

A-
1

i

re-
-j

X

^^^Although the .Standing Technical Committee on Plant Imports and Exports does 
not seem to have been active in research project selection, it reportedly is 

■ active — and relatively effective — in developing recommendations and setting 
policy for the Plant Quarantine Sejrvice, >

i

.f
■

...
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factor that seems to have contributed to this bias is the capacity and willingness 
of the Kenja. national-agricultural and forestry research system to cooperate!, Pn 
the case of Tanaania, there would appear to be both a national feeling ,pf uncoop- 
erativeness wi*th EAAFRO in sor.e cases/but not iji. othex;^and a general constraint- ' 
•of a relative lack of capacity in their national agricultural' and forestry re

search system to cooperate on lliAFSO projects which shouM be applicable in -their 
country. Tanzania is also the largest Partner State and transport facilities are 
relatively poor, so location and distance work a.gainst such relationships also.
The case of U.ganda is nore cpnplicated. ^^^th a general willingness and capacity
to cooperate with ZXJ'.'FRO a.'opeared to be evident, but EAAFRO seems to be the least 

. ■ 'A—,—-

\oriented towards Uganda of any of the Partner States. Par-tly this is probably 
because rV-zania and Kenya are more ecologically 'similar to each other th.an either 
are to Uganda, so'that "regional" projects affecting at least two.,of the Partner 
States more often than not are oriented toward Ken'ya and Tanzania and not' toward 
Uganda. U.ganda's border is also further away than-^^^ania's, and, although it 
is a much snalloi- country, transportation facilities are also-relatively noor 
here. Although there are too few cases to generalize frsm, ^ooth location/distance 
effects a.na-the willih^ess of national research systems to cooperate seem to be 
at least partially overcome in response to,crises — evten though the crisis may 
be more critical in one Partner S.ta.te than another.
paragraph is analyzing raw data provided by ii^.AFRO sources only! The national 
vievipoint will be provided in the next section.

' A si.milar Table — Table 3 — is sho-vm for rilAFRO's scientific services.
The columns on Involvement/Uooperation and Applicability refer to the same variables 
prev'icuslj.' discussed in Tables 1 and 2., It was found to be easier to estimate 
measures of Utilization —, how nueh. the individual Partner States actually use 
the service — in the case of Scientific Services, however, so thls'-variable is 
added to Table 3. Activities/Fiold Sites, on the other hand, did not seem to apply 
to Services nearly as much as it did to Research Projects so that colur.n was .

The internal iVAFRC, foreign, or national origins of Scientific Services 
viere not sought because many of the services began with the establishment of 
E.A.AFRO and most of the others evolved out of EiAFRO's own research reouirements, 
the

One note of caution — this

S

dropped.

Specialist ComnH^^system designed to select research presets — 
services.— and the re.gional or natio.nal orientation of the service was found to 
be redundant with the Utilization variable -- therefore all these variables were 
not included in Table 3.

In looking at the results shown in Table 3i several trends are evident. 
Firstly, most of these services are highly applicable in all Partner States, and 
the exceptions do not fit into any particular oausuAl pattern: the amywcjrm does 
not seen to be a critical threat in Uganda; .there is no Field Trials Officer in

not
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jTable 3: A SUMMARY OF EAAFRO SCIENTIFIC SERVICES
'•0

Involvement;/ . . 
Cooperation v^ppllcfeilitvScientific Service Utilization

K U T K U' f K U ,T , i

H M

0 0 0
0 0 0
M L

I-l Quarantine

Library
E.A.L.S.
Herbarium

H H H 
H H H 
H H H 
H H H

H M M 
H L L 
H H H 
H L H

1.2
1.3
1.4

II. 1 ArmywdYmi
11^2 Joumil!----- ■

■ Statistics
.4 s ’Machinery Coordination 

Liaison - Cereals 
Assistance - Cereals

H M H 
2 ? ? 
0 0 0 
H H H 
0 H H 
H M . M

H L H
H H H
H H 'h

■ H H H
0 H H
H H H

H L H
2 2 ?

H L L
H H H
0 H H

* H H H

. II
II.5 
II.6.

n
Soil & Elant Analysis111.1

111.2 Feed & i^imal Analysis
0 0 0
.0 0

H L H
H L H0 H

IV. 1 
IV. 2

Fungi Collection 
Insect Collection - 
Virus Collection 
Nematode Collection

H 0 0 
H H L 
0 0 0 
0 0 0

H H H
H H ' H’
H H H
H H, H

N.A. -

H H L
L 0 0 -IV.3

IV.4
N.A. -

V.l Carcass Analysis
Experimental Animals 

V.3 Quarentine Facilities
0 0 0
0 0 0
LOO

H H H
H L H
H L . L

H H H
M L L
LOO

V.2

- • s

«

i
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Kenya to perfcorm a liaison function vilth the Kenya cereals program; the ^alyses' ‘ , , 
of feed and aninal samples and the provision of experimental animals services ate 
not as applicable to Uganda because these services Ijave been oriented towards 
rangeland experiments and Uganda ha,s relatively little rSgeland; and the provit 
Sion of Quarantine facilities to carry out exoerinents is’ largely apolicable only, 
in Kenya because the facilities are located there, For the .most part," the services 
are generally applicable in nature, dealing with basic information, analytical, or 
advisory issues that all Partner States shoi^d need.

■One of the principal factors that sfffects the national Involveraent/Cooperation 
V!ith and Utiiigation of these Services is FAAFHO's location and the distance from 
i-^however_^ The slight edge given to Kenya for the Plant Quarantine Service in 
both these variables, for'example, is due to Kenya's ability to take advantage
of this service for unplanned, plant arrivals at her^airport which Is relatively 

' close to the Quarantine.-Station. Although there is no national Involvement/
EAAFR0/EAV^^31ibrary, the national

i'

■I

s
Cooperation irj the operations of the joint
Utilisation of the Library's services is heavily oriented in Kenya's favor because

must utilise these services usually at the Library itself — which means that
distance is a governing factor. The services of the Statistics Division also seem 

* >
to be heavily oriented tov.'ards Kenya at least partly because of the distance 
factor. The relationship that seems to be necessary for the provision of this 
service is one of a great deal of give auid take, back and forth ^tueen the national 
level recipient and the FAA'FRO provider — a relationship that is more difficult 
to develop over greater distances. This effect is reinforced by communications 
difficulties 3,nd by the fact that internal KAAFRO demands on this statistical 

S service are^auite heavy. It .m.ay also be true, however, that — particularly in 
the case of Tanzania — a .national research system may have less of a capacity or 
need for this service if its own efforts are chaotic and disorgauiized anyway.
The sli.ght edge that Kenya has over the other two Partner'States In the Utilisa

tion of the Virus Reference Collection, the Provision of Experimental Animals, and 
the Provision of Quarantine Facilities services also seems to be due to the loca- 
.tion factor, but these services are very low in importance anyway.

Most of the otper inbalar.ces seen to be more reasonable.
Uganda reportedly
Analyses service is tl'.at she has the capacity to ..carry these out herself. Since 
the arr.ywom does not usually invade Uganda, there is less need for her to utilize 
the Armyworn Forecasting Service, aind since the main iiAAFHO cereals unit of interest 
— the Maize..,Cenetics Division- — is located at the sa^ne site as Kenya's national 
maize breeding program, there was no need to create a special Field Trials Officer 
for liaison with Kenya. Tnere is the one case of the Forest Insect Reference 
Golloction where both the Invol-yement/Cooperation and Utilization variables are

r one

■1,

Is*
i-

I
f-
-■5.

i
i
I
I
y

reason
the .HerbariiLn's services or the Soil ai'id Plantdoesn^%,j^ilise
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relatively low for Tanzania and where the cause would appear to be a hostile.-, 
attitude on the part of Tanzania,

r
This reflects some similar cases in Kores-try 

Research Projec.ts, but, again, it-must be remembered that these results are based B'

‘5-

on raw data from EAAFRO sources only.'
In sun, it would appear'to be fair to say"that RAAPRO's scientific services 

are generally oriented in theory/to th| entire-region, bht- due to location and 
distance effects, some of the most important ones are more oriented in fact toward 
Kenya than the other two Partner States.
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Appendix III

The Determination of National Agricultural and-Eorestry Priorities 
in East Africa
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NATIONAL PRIORITIES IN AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY "
■'-s

Now .that w,e have some in^ex of the subjects of EA^^O's activities and a 

ranking of the priorities which EAAFRO gives to those activities, it is time 

to turn to the national priorities of Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania in order to 

estimate, from this national point of view, (1) how valuable EAAFRO is in gen-
4.

eral, and (2) if there is any. imbal’ance the. Partner'States of the valpe

of EAAFRO'-st-aetivities. The primary source of information for this section 
■ \.

wilLl' be the national development plans of each of the Partner States. 

though there may be. some difficulties in equating plans developed ..for different 

five-year periods, the discrepancy is not believed -large'eno.ugh to significantly 

• affect the following interpretations. And in order to assess, national priorities, 

certainly the national development plans must be the primary' source of informa-

IJ Al-

■

tion!

Three different types of information will be sought in the plans:

(1) The overall agricultural and forestry development expenditure 
plans;

(2) the agricultural and forestry RSD budget plans; and

, (3). data on agricultural or forestry production at the times 
“'the plans vzere developed and expected or .target goals.

This author would contend that any one of these measures by itself might prove
s

to be misleading, and that a .judicious interpretation of a combination of all

For example, a considera-three measures would more accurately reflect reality.

tion of only the first measure above might reflect a country-'s "opportunity

seeking" priorities, but not its "potential disaster prevention" priorities.

1)
Republic of Kenya, Development Plan 1970-1974, Government Printer, 

Nairobi, 1969; Republic of Uganda, Uganda's Plan III - Third Five-Year 
Development Plan 1971/2-1975/6, Government Printer, Dampala, 1972; The 
United Republic of Tanzania, Tanzania Second Fi-ve-Year Plan for Economic 
and Social Develo'pi-ent 1st .July, 1969 - 30th June, 1974, Government Printer,

; Dar es Salaam—Volim-.e I: General Analysis, 1969; Volume II; The Programmers, 
1969; Volume III: Regional Perspectives, 1970; Volume iV: Survey of the High 
and Middle Level Manpower Requirements and Resources, 1969.
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An already extremely valuable, nati^al resource or' resource developed thrpugh

past governmental investments might not be perceived as'a good focus for fur- ' 

ther developmental investment', but- might^well be a highest, priority focus- fo^ 

research if some disease or insect pest threatened what was already there.

In another case, examining only the countg^s E&D budget plans (the second 

measure above)^ight be misleading since, if the research were already being

^^e by some other non-national body, it would be only prudent for the country

Therefore, a combination of all three of the above mea-not to duplicate it. 

sures will be used as indicators of national priorities in agriculture and

When appropriate, foreign aid support will be included in these measures.
_ . w

It could be argued tha'f^in many cases foreign aid represents the perceived pri

orities of the donor country as to V7hat the,needs of the recipient developing 

country are, rather than the priorities of the developing country'itself. 

Nevertheless, since most foreign aid is applied to projects whiTch the develop

ing countries at least agree upon, to some extent this aid is a national gov

ernmental resource for them that can reflect their own priorities as.well. 

Therefore, if foreign aid funds are included in development plans-and devoted

to specific projects or subjects in agriculture or forestry, they vfin be in-
*

eluded in these measures.

forestry.

s

2) Tanzania's national plan'^plicitly recognizes this difficulty: "The 
crop policies are composed of two elements: a set of production aims and a 
set of Government ^i|^ns designed to achieve these aims. The^ two elements 
are inter-related but''^S<t._is useful to distinguish between them. ^ The output 
of some crops can be rapidly increased'with very little Government contribu
tion (e.g., ashews)., whereas others require support from the whole range of 
instruments which the Government can use to encourage agricultural expansion. 
Equally, ’a particular form of public action (e.g.., research to combat-Coffee 
Berry Disease) mdy be of high priority although little or no increase in pro
duction is aimed at for the crop in question." (The United Republic of 
Tanzania, Volume I, op.’cit., p. 42.)

*
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I <KENYA
'VI

I Chapter 8 of‘Kenya's Developnent Plii begins, as ^follows:

When judged by the level of 4-ts contributions to Grofes.
Domestic Product (GDP), exports and employment, agriculture is 
the most important sector of the economy...For many reasons the 

■ Government places a very high priority on rapid- agricultural de
velopment. • Especially important is the ^^fft that so high a pro- 

- portion of the population will continue 4io depend on agriculture 
for their livelihood. Likewise, because agriculture is such an 
Important cbi^nent of the economy, rapid development of the 
agricultural sector has a major role to play in contributing to 
th'S 'growth of the whole .economy. In particular, increased agri
cultural incomes are important both in providing additional 
savings and foreign? exchange needed for development and in 
creating expanded markets.for the goods produced ifi the non- .. 
agricultural sectors Of the economy. (Kenya,'p. 19,3^.-'.

, -

Indeed, the data on which the Plan was based does support the above statements.

?.

a

i;

In 1967, the agricultural sector of the economy ' was estimated to have con- 

tributed eibout 34 percent of total GDP—13 percent from the monetary part and 

21 percent from the non-monetary. (See Table 1 below) . The Plan calls for 'a}

TABLE 1*

Agriculture and Gross Domestic Product - 1967 and 1974

i Rate of 
Growtji 
1967 to 
1974

* ■S share of Total
GDP

(b)Item 1967 1974 1967' ,1974
f Percent 

Per AnnumK§Million K^Millior, Percent PercentI
5 (a)

Gross Domestic Product 
Monetary Agric. Sector 
Non-Monotary Agric. Sector 
Agriculture in Total

54.52 13.4 12.881.98 6.0

I
85.19
139.71

108.34
190.32

3.5 20.9
34.4

16.9
29.6I 4.5

c;r
E

Total GDP 406.69 100.007“ 100.00642.17 6.7

(a) At Factor Cost
(b) In 1967 Pricesn

Source: *Ta]oen from Table 8.1, Kenya Development Plan 1970-1974, p. 192.

3)
Forestry is considered in another sector of natural resources along 

with mines and fisheries.
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&
calls for a 6 percent annual growth rate for monetary agriculture and 3.5 per-

, ' ''C- . ■
cent for non-mofietary agriculture "(oi: 4.5 percent for agriculture as a whole), 

and, although the economy as a whole-'is expected to grow at 6.7 percent -annually 

so that agriculture's share will decline from 34.4 to 29.6 percent, in absolute 

terms agriculture's contribution to GDP shogid be about S50 million higher-in 

1974 than itCs(asJ.n ,1967.

I

I:
f;

s

'^'v^able 2.,.below shows how agriculture has dominated Kenya's exports, account-
g

ing for between 55 and 60 percent of total exports from 1964 through 1968, and 

—for around #45 million annually of badly needed foreign exchange,. Table 3. ' 

demonstrates the "same situation of agricultural domindSlCB--: with respect to 

emploiTTient, and a summary of. agriculture's overall importance is emphasized in 

the quote on the following page.

s
I
I

■I

I
Table 2

IAgricultural and Total Exports - 1964 to 1968

ITotal Agricultural
Exoorts

Percent 
of TotalYear Exports

K#Million K#.Million

i

I, 1964 77.3 46.5 60.1s
43.7 56.01965 78.0

59.71966 • 86.8 51.9 .

44.1 55.8 .

1ft

1967' 79.0

56.81968 83.9 47.7

*Taken from Tables 2.11 and 2.12, Konya Development Plan 1970 - 1974, 
p. 36.

Source:

?!

I
1
I
I1

«*•

C . ■

I
I
i
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i Table 3 •*<•
'V- . ■I ftgricultural and Total Emploiindnt - 1968 and 1974 ,

Aqri&ultural SectorIJptal
Economy
(OOP's)

.y
Percent 
of Total(OOP's)

y. 4

1,^.9 
4,*300.0

556..6 
3,679.4

52.74
85.6%

Wage Employment 
Total Employment

1968

if

1,425.0
5,150.0

7.25.0 
4,300.o'

50.9%
83.5%

1974 ■■
• (Wti^ated),

Wage Employment 
Total Employment

5.1%
3.1%

4.5%Average Growth 
Rates 1963-1974

■Wage Employment 
Total Employment '42.7%

X'
Source: Taken from Table 4.1, Kenya Development Pla^rT970-1974, p. 108

_ . V
In 1967 agriculture is' estimated to have contributed over 

30 percent of GDP, to have absorbed over 50 percent of all wage 
eraploiTfr.ent and produced about 60 percent of the total value of 
exports, either as raw or processed products. (Kenya, p. 168.)

This dominance is reflected in the overall public sector developifient

expenditures of the Central Government for the plan period 1969/70 - 73/74

Direct expenditures on agricultureas shown in Table 4 on the following page, 

and forestry production account for 23.6^percent of total central goverriment 

expenditures during the plan period, .and this does not include inve'stments in 

agricultural-based manufacturing, (e.g., food processing industries), social 

services (e.g., agricultural education), or basic services, (e.g., sugar plan-

5
i: S

4)
tation roads). The expenditures are more for the development of the rural

infrastructure (e.g., rural housing or rural water supply), and for the di

versification of economy than for the direct improvemefft of agri-

j

culture.

4)
'Ibid., pp. 196-197. £1.7 million is to be spent on a "tea roads 

programs" and £3.6 million oft "improving roads in sugar producing areas," 
as discussed,^nder Transport and Communications—not Agriculture.
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Table 4 <
<■

POBUC Sector Deve£x>pme>T: Expend;^«ie
KC ihotisti.’idx 

Total
- Centra!
Total Govt.'" 

only
P 1973/741969/7^0 1970/71 1971/72 1972/73 S

AcilICULrURE—•
Apriciiliilral Development 
Land Scillcment and Transfer 
^aitd Adjudieation 
Livestock' Development.. 
Irrigation

17,620
8,627
6,295
•4.526
2,526

3,241
f" 1,818

1,305

3,003 
2,006 
1,321 •

3,654 . 4,765

1,324
1,036

17,620
8,627
6,295
4.526
2.526

2,952 
2.702 ^ l,049/>^

1,303
1.295

798 ■
",

938813 886 853
535 696 476 509 310

I\,

N/^uiovL Rxsources—
forestry ..
Fishprics ..
Mines and Geology

Total ..

7,664 • -7,699 8,2338,051 7,947 39,594 39,594Total

1,1861,063
308

1,172
300

1,255 1,255 5,931 5,931
210 271 267 1,356 ! 1,356

332 i 332
■;

130 112 30 30 30

1,501 1,584 4y2o- 1,556 1,552 7,619 7,619

Tou.rism—
Ttiarisni ..
Gtiinc ner.arlmcnt 
National I'arks ..

395 693 • 793 ■453 351 2.685 , 2,685
151162 154 148 139 757 615

K 116224 133 131 - 112 716 200

781 980 1,078 - 717 602 4,158- 3,530Total

■tMANOPArTORIN'O, CO.MMf.RCi; AND CONSntUCTtON— 
M.nnifacltifino ..
Coi.inieree .. .....................................
Nation.’,! Construction Corporation Limited..

Total. . . . . . . . ..

756 1,084 1,420 1,416
1,198

1,468 ! 6,144 
1,350 I 4,701

6,1-14 
4,701526 685 942

112 118 75 83 90 478 478!
: 2,-13J7 I 2.6-g  I 2,908 M 1,323 i 11,3231,394

'SocfAL Services—
Education

..........................lle.Rltli.....................................
, Local /'fiithoril^s 
^ Inri-rmation anti broadcasting.. 

Naiioiial Social .Security Fund.. 
Social I’rogramaies (1) .. 
Cultural Programmes (2)
Ltibour.....................................

I16,576
14,890
14,763
4,500
1,79.8
1,00'J

14,134
14,890
14.763
4,500
1,798

1 -3,010 
• 3,970 

3,202 
1,500

. 3,759 
2,470 
2;9S0

4,114 3,620
3,320
3,127
1,200
3SS

2,073
2,8702,260
3,1002,354

600 900300
377411303

500
319
500 aE99’.165 899163 136179201 rr524 52483 76106 23227 v-:365365292 73

tr55,315 51,87312,30011,863 j 11,9248,018 11,205TrarAL

$
P,URAL DuVLLOnMtiNT---

Rural Development
f{.

2,500I non 2.500<m\.250 'a
2,5001,000 2,500500250- 500250Total ,5:

HaIsic SttRvirrs—
Rotids.........................
Fast Africtin Railwaysf.. 
fast African 1 larboiirst 
Governnient Kuildings ..
Water Supplies ..
Airports.........................
Posts ami Telecommunicationst 
ftisl .Afiieaii Airv..iyst... 
Government I’rc-ts

9,538 43,040 43,040
3,590 21.292 ■
2,625 11,575 —
1,9-10 : 8.155 j 8.155
2,350 7,960 7,960
2.525 7,426 7.426
1,241 6,807 —

855 6,3i)0 —

....
8.792
4,4I>N
2,765
1,750
1,895
2,340
1,145
1,265

7,699
4,463
2,770
1.600
1,580
1,360
1,333
1,415

8,080 8,931
4,691
2,215
1,500
1,280

4,142
1,200
1,365

855

1
'i
I:715486

1.374
1.375

1,714
1,390

19719760137 iv
a66,778 I22,225 I 24,353 24,724 ; 112,75219,014 22,436Total, ..

I
I
ft
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Public Sectoji Den'elopme.vt ExplNbrtuRETable ^ ---{Coiitd.) Kt thommtds«>
i

■ .J Toia! • 
Central 

Govt, only
r970/7I1969/70 1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 Total

InTTRNAL SuCURtTY AND DEFENCE—
Polia- 
Defence ..
Prisons ..

' JuJic.ary ..
Other (3)..

300 706 Si!744 3;i7I505 3,171
344 300300 300 1.544 , 1,544
291 244 234 236 236 1,241 1,241
76 105 105 105 109 500 500
78 73 60 6 10 227 227

• V,.T'- •• 1,039 1,638 . 1,405 1,391 1,160 6,683-F* 6,683
FINANCIVL iNClirCTIONS

Fast African Devclopnie.nt liank 
Nation..! Iklnk of Kenya Ltd, ..

-_Kgiya National.4s5nrnncc Company Ltd. .. . 
<^Workers laecstment Trust .. .' . .

State Reinsurance Corpomtion^of Kenya ., !

600 600 01,200

500
300

■ ■
7§ 575

100 100. .100 100 5110
150 100 250 250,•iS 100 100 200 200

ISITotal .......................................................

Total PuiiLic SerrOR Expenditure* ' .. 41,348 j 49,027

Expenditure by p-jblic.bodies not financed be tlT5Central 
Gosernment .. ..

Eqjah
Central GovrRNMrNT Di s Ei.opsirNT ExrfvDnuuE i.

(1) Cornaitaiiiy Devclnpi iein, .Seel.il V.'silure, AUell UJiicaiien and National Youth .Service.
(2) Lihrarj Rcimc.'S. Mn.eams, Aldlivcs. It.catte anj .S,norl.s..
(3) Intmirr.itn.n. A|.p...vcd Sc.saols and RL.ir.t.nd llomo.s. l>.-obation Services and Governnicnl Chcinisl.'
IConvcrscJ Jroni ‘.c.ir litiurCN.

sent evnSddrni ,ra,!y.:i;i ^ •»'>

1,250 I 1,100 175 100 100 2,725 2.725 ‘SSi

i
1
i

48.778 ! 50,9-37 52,579 242,669 192,625Less 1

I
9,368- I 11,183 I 10,618 10,072 8,803 50,044I I

I3I,9SO : 37,844 ' 38,160 43,776 I 192,625 | 192.62540,865 I

■:

i

sblarce; Taken'^’from Table 5.3 in Kenya Development Plan 1970-1974, pp. 148-150.

£

i.t

f The real question, ho-rfever, is what are the_ national priorities of Kenya 

within the sector of agriculture and forestry, including livestock development

land use topics. Unfortunately, the deveSipment ex-and water resources ai
S
f

penditutes are not so clearly broken down in Kenya's plan, but Table 5 on the 

following page shows 12 categories into which the £39.6 million expenditures

■T

4.
a:

on agriculture shown above have been divided.

I——
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•. Table 5

DlVElOPMJST FnPCNDITI Rl 0\ AORfCl’in Bf. I ^NO StHUMlVT aSd C<K5PLRAT|\H .
I^ . A'C'OOO

■ ■ -r- --------------

EsiinuteJ
Expenditure

ProjovttfJ Expenditure in Plan Period
Item

I96S 69 l%9.70 9:071 197172 1972 73 1 1973;74 • Total

1.334 1.3^^ 1,581 ; 878 3?3' 5.559

1.3ftS 425 ’425 425 425 i 3,068
1.049 1.306 I.32I ; 1,295 1.324 ; 6.295

1 }1. UndScttoicw-) .. 
-2. T ar'Ier a-.! Do'-oropment

::
■ Lvc,.oi>rir<ol.v..-m .ex-

^ 6, A.irieiiltural EdiieaJion and
• :.\!ension ..

7; C edit for Small-Scale 
Ha^rArca^'^ rnrn-ers in. IIP" :: /:

Total

I,3H
“1.975

929 :
\ 431 813 ?86 853 938 1.035 4.526

661 598 3,217

544 287 2.199

294 674 640 644

226 380 495 493

1;1‘25 ' 1.050 ■ 4.7'48

;
300^ ' 200 ■

266 686 837 1.050
535 696 476

176 150 •
208 - 
163

200 300 300 •

653
340

509 2,526 
4:108432

364 380 293 ; 1.185
S63226 200 500

200 J,300

8.051 ' 8.232 39.5947.268

(*)S nee the incepti.'ii of’ theAl'i^on Acre Settlement .S.-’-.-'Me Government expenditure on <ettlement 
a lm.MiMrat.on a-.u avficuliurai ev.vixlon on seittemeni ...-ernes, etc., lus been class,.ted a s development 
e.pendliure. H.-; t.o.s mat t-.-e s-.j-nent sc-.emes e-^entialiy e>t..r.,shcd. this exrcnditure is 
n ore ol reec-'c t -aiufe. I !h ' rea'^an. it has t'CC' i . :luded Jrom the rleares ,m i\-.- t -ble I'or anv 
o the I; ; p.^n pe- td. order to n..: t.:.!-. comparability. cMinuted cxp-nditiire oi’ 
y £950.tXs) on e^c aiems in 1 f-si been esCiiiJed

.1
Taken from Table 8.2 in Kenya Kational Plan 1970-1974, 195.Source:

1
Due to the nature of the historical white settlement in colonial Kenya,

much oFthe_^overnmont's effort in the agricultural sector in the years im

mediately after Independence was devoted to land transfer and land settlement
:v--

programs in the former "white highlands." In 1963/64, for example, about three- 

quarters of all agricultural development expenditures went into these activities. 

This proportion fell to less than 50 percent in 1968/69, and this trend is ex

pected to continue through the plan period, with only =5.6 million (14%) and 

53.1 million (7.7%) to^^lj^^^ent on settlement and transfer programs' respectively.

Instead of concentrating on land transfer schemes, agricultural policies 

and programs will be much more broadly based. A much higher proportion of the
' t .

development funds will be used for programmers which are designed to have wide

spread effects on agricultural productivity and efficiency and which will involve

i

;

I

-i
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a high proportion of farmers; the accent will be plgiced on Modernizing agricul- 

ture on a broad front. (Kenya, p|). 193-194.) . ' '

For the purpose of deriving priorities, the only expenditure'in this 

category that is tied to a specific crop or activity, is the allocation of 

S486,000 during the plan period for sugar settleroent schemes.

^^he land aS^^ISication emd registration program will.be allocated S6.3 

millioi^-almost 16 percent of the total development expenditures for agricul

ture. 'It had long been felt by the government that th^^traditional African 

land tenure system had to be reformed before rapid- agric.j^pr'al development

• could take place; that title deeds had to be provided to land owners, and that
- ' '

scattered fragments-of land had to be consolidated into single economical hold

ings. This type of activity has been going on since 1956, b,ut almost entirely 

in the high rainfall agricultural areas of kenya, as opposed to the low rain

fall range land or pastoral areas. A report submitted by a Lawrenc^ Mission 

on the land adjudication question in 19^6 recommended, among other things, 

the follov?ing:

\

s The mission also proposed that adjudication shquld be’ given 
priority in those areas where the greatest benefits were expected ' 
to result from the reform...The Lawrence Mission's programme in
volved adjudicating 3.1 million hectares of land and was scheduled 
for the period 1966/67 .to 1969/70. it was expected to .cost K53.4 
million. Of the total area involved, 1.1 million hectares were in 
the high rainfall agricultural areas while 2.1 milliort hectares 
were in lower rainfall pastoral or range areas. (Kenya, p. 211.)

s.. ■

Since the program for the range areas involved a now practice of registering

ranches under group ovme'i^shi^ there were delays in passing the necds-sary leg

islation and by 1968/69, only 222,000 hectares of rangeland had been adjudicated

compared to 1,396,000 hectares of agricultural land. Of the 7.4 million hectares

proposed for 1970-74, however, only 2.5 million- are to be in agricultural areas 

and the remaining 4.9 million in the rangeland areas. Assuming that costs are
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proportional to areas adjudicated, about two-thirds .of the adjudication expendl.- 
■ ’■ ’ • 'v- ■ .

tures, or £4.2 million, are directly tied to the range/beef, product.- Moreover,

this amount is not included in the expen’ditures. for range areas *iater detailed.

. Approximately four-fifths of Kenya is too dry for reliable agricultural 

cultivation, and even in the higher rainfall acSSS much of the land is unsuit

able for crop produstion. Much of the rangeland is suitable for livestock
• \ ' •

■ productibp.of some sort, however, although about half of the country's cattle

population is found in the higher rainfall areas.
. ' . a ■ ■

XT total value of marketed livestock production amoimted to ^^bout £20 million,

' which represented approximately 30 percent of total gross fSfii revenue in 

Kenya.(See table 6 below.) About 88 percent of this total yaliiie of marketed 

livestock production came from cattle, either in the-forro of beef or dairy pro

ducts, with the remainder comin^from other-livestock such as sheep, goats, 

poultry, etc.

4
'?■

I
£
f

in both 1967 and 1968^, the t;:

Table 6
Livestock pRooucnos, 1967, 1968 akd 1974

r
s

Value of Production 
(Kf'OOO) Averase 

Atuiiial 
Rate of 
Grov.-th 

1967/1974

tjrowih tn 
Production

Item 'I( s
1967{'‘) 19680 1974(>') 1967/1974

Per cent Per cent - •
VlARKirrm Pp.onucno.s-: 

Cattle for Slaughter 
Dairy Products 
Hides and Skirai')..
Piss.....................................
Wool..................................
Sheep and Goals for

Slaughter.........................
Poultry and Eggs ..

10,66-1 11,153
6,571

14,550 36-4 4-5 .
6,636 9,330 40-6 SO
630 653 SSO 39-7 . 4-9

.577 565 676 17-2 2-3
520 550 623 19-8 2-6

404 445 500 23-S 3-1 I':312 324 439 40-7 5 0 1

Total Marketed Production ! 19,743
Non-Monctary Producflfeij,^! 16,195

Total

20,261
15,797

26,993
20,006

36-7 4-6
23-5 I 3-0

36.058 i- 47,00-1 j 30-8 I 3-935,933

(AJln current prices.
C'jln 1967 prices.
(«)The ngure-, shnien for hides and skins refer only to production which docs not originate from 
abauojrs.-ioF tlicsc jire treated as pan of the manufAiciurinc sector. It i*; assumed that ai)

. production Oiusidc.abattoirs i> expondU and iliai the domciJc tanning indusirv receives its 
niaes ?j'.d skinr irc^. abaiioirs. _ •

Source: Kenya Developnont rian 1970"1974, p. 2S3.

*

f

i'

t.

•’^It is estimated that subsistence livestock production amounted to a 
further Sie million in both those same years. Kenya, p. 252.
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But the potential opportunity for further Hvi=istock development over the

plan period is perceived to be quite-high; (see Table 6, previous page), and

i4.5 million—excluding re search,..education, and-credit fo^r range area's—is to

be allocated to it, which represents 11.4 percent of agricultural expenditures

as shown in Table 5. As Kenya's plan st^^:

A^h greater emp5iasis will also be given to developing live- 
kprSduotion...(Kenya, p. 196.) \Stoc\.

The potential for further development of livestock production 
in Kenya is very promising. At present, the productivity of most 

• types of livestock is very low and there is considerable scop^ for 
increasing it.. .Likewise, the potential for in^easing the-produc- •' 
tivity of grazing' is enormous.. In an attempt tc^ealize some of,, 
this potential, considerable resources'will be 'S-KScated to live
stock production programmes in this Plan period. (Kenya; p. 252.)

— '*t
Livestock—particularly cattle—production is perceived to be so important,

both because it can open up the under-utilized rangelandi areas of Kenya to pro

ductive enterprises, and provide a promising means of diversification for the 

mixed farmer, and because the market—both domestic and foreign^-for livestock 

products is expected to be strpng. Livestock products are also important as a 

raw material source for processing industries in Kenya, accounting for 39 per- 

cent of the total output of 537.2 million of all food, processing industries. is i

Total public development expenditures on livestock production oyer the Plan 

period are shown in Table 7,' on the following page. Category A includes expen

ditures by other government departmens or statutory organizations; and Category 

C includes expenditures by international agencies- that do not pass through the

development budget. These figures show that 58.8 instead of 54.5 million will 
be spent by the centrS^gqy

«-

yernment on livestock development, and that an addi

tional 52.4 million will be provided by external aid sources for a total of

,511.2 million.

- - - . '" '' . . . -. ", .
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Table 7
i' - -►4

D£\elopment Expend! I ure on Livestock, p •, .*1
• ATOOO'H

I I I
1 1969/70 1970/71 . 1971/72 1972/73 I 1973,74 I TotalItem

S
I3' A. Direct EvpenJimt-e by Live- 

. stock Dcpartxents:
----- Range Manaccmcni Division 223 | 216

o’tnjmaJ Husbandry Disision : .192 . 225
Veterinary .Dep.'.rin'.cnt: ■

Research and Vaccine Pro-1 I
" duciion

Veterinary Field Services 156
Artificial Insemination .. ' 26
Tsetse Fly Eradication .. | 74

Total Vetcrin:^ DCpan- :
■ mont .. I

Liycito'ck Marketing .. .156

Total All Departments .. 923

B. Expenditure .by otiier Covem-I
rpent Departments or Sta
tutory Organizations:

Water Devclop:nent 
Range Credit 
Rural. Dairies 
Beef Finishing

Total

I I
I

I6S i 184 
226 231

195 9S6
266 1.140

. \
X- 96 172 156 203

213 i 230 : 260
54 ' 15 i - 17

75 ! 80

268 I 899
299 1,153
27 1391!
83 ! 387.75I

■ 2,583352 514 476 I 677
866174

1,129

167 184

! I1.037_ , 1,165 1,322 ■ 5,575i I
- . or

224
355

104 76 72 75 551S t
437 550 ; 600 500 2,442

1 IS 20 25 30 91
25 50 14530 40

f I 1580 655 3,229531 675 I 737

Total Central Government 
Development Expenditure 
(A -b B/:.........................

C. Expenditure Outside the De
velopment Budget;

G RAND Total (.A 4- B =. C)

f

1,503 I 1,710 1,713 1,902 1,977 S.804 •i I

I
395 , 2,433633 I 580 437 : 388Jit I* s •»?

2.136 I 2.290 i 2,150 • 2.290 2.372 n

S.-.-
Source: Kenya Development Plan 1970-1974» p. 256.

There are two major livestock production programs in Kenya which have

their own special ecology and requirements and form the basis for analyzing•S'

priorities: the rangeland beef program in the low-rainfall areas of Kenya, and

Of tS^ #11.2 mil-the mixed dairy and be^js^^ram in the high-rainfall areas.

i lion on livestock development expenditures shown in Table 7, about 58 percent 

or #6.6 million is allocated to the rangeland areas; (see-Table 8, following

page), #5.2 million of which comes directly from the Central Government. Items
cv, ■
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included in this budget—such as .Ranch Credit, #2.4 million—are included urtder

iin^ief^.‘Livestock Development," 

which is the reason for the apparent ^.discreg^cy. As can be hoted by comjiaring . 

Table 7 and 8, the Range Management Division is the Ministry of Agricultural 

organization specifically set up for adminis^gsing the livestock programs in 

the rangeland areas, while the Animal Husbandry Division administers the live- 

stock..programs in the higher rainfall areas. The Veterinary Department provides 

some common services for both divisions, but #167,000 appears to go directly to

the "Credit" category in Table 5, rather than

4

"Livestock marketing," "Beef Finishing," and .Water Develop- 
Agricultural^^sdit,

.^.thp rangeland areas.

in general, willment" apply solely'to the rangeland areas; 

be discussed below; and almost two-thirds of the external aid i:^ Category C is

allocated to the rangelancT^rcgrams.
i

Table 8

DtvELdi’MisT Evi'LsnnLRE IN 1HF Rasgi:
A'C'OOO .

i
Hem 1969,70 1970 71 19-71 72.1972,73 1973/74! Total

' A. Expenditures by Government 
Departments and Statutory 
Organizations
1. Range Munagenienl Di-

% ision .. .. ;.
2. Ancillary Veterinary Scr- 

viees ..
3. Livestock Marketing ..
4. Ranch Credit ..
5. Water Sursey and Deve

lopment
6. Beef I'inisliing ..

Total A
B. Expenditure .Quiside the 

. L>evclopmenl"Bi^et

Total A and

i s I
I

223 216 16S ■ 1?4 • 195 'n- ■986
39 35 I

;30 . 30
^5 ■ 2.442

167I156 I 174 167 S66355 437 550 *
224 ' 104 
- i 25

1.76 i 72 75 1 551
__40 ■ 50 I 145

l.lll 1.034 .5.157

30

997 . 991 1.024

329 , 366 298 • 219 248 1.460
.. 1.326 1J57. 1.322 1.330 1.282 6.617

Source; Kenya Development Plan 1970-1974, p. 256.
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The objective of the range .development program is to convert traditional^ 

pastoralism that.^ exists in the low rainfall-four-fifths o#?ehe country to’-'com-

By the, end of 1974 , it is planned

lion hectares of rangeland will be imder relatively intensive development and 

a further 11.4 .million hectares under extensi^ development. Four types of 

ranches are envisaged: (1) Group ranches, mostly in Masai land, to be owned 

-collectively by the group according to special legislation passed expressly 

for this purpose: (2) Company ranches, to be owned by shareholders, operated 

by paid employees, and governed by a board of directors on land lease'd from 

the government; (1) Individual ranches; and (4) CommerciS^ranches which, are 

already in existence. The development of water supplies is a critical part
. -.f

of the rangeland program,i^d a special Range VJater Section in the VJater De-

that 2.2 mil- ,mercial livestock production.

■ ■ velopment Division of the-Ministry of Agriculture was established to carry out

these plans. Most of the expenditures of the Livestock Marketing Division will

be devoted to new stock routes and holding grounds directly relatpd to the

rangeland program, and the fattening of immature stock under the Beef Finish

ing Program v/ill also be an integral part of the rangeland-related activities. 

The Plan indicates that "all but a small proportion of development
S

expenditures on beef production" are allocated to the rangeland programs, so

only dairy programs need yet to be identified. Apart from outlays that go into

research or education/training, direct expenditures by the Animal Husbandry 

Division on stock improvements schemes, a progeny-testing program, housing, 

etc., amount to £247,000 over the plan period, (Kenya, p. 260); eroenditures 

on rural dairies amount to s91,000; and the artificial insemination program 

will amount to £139,000 from the Kenya government and £211,000 from Swedish

aid. It can also be assumed that part of the Veterinary Department's expendi-
, ■

tufes will be applied to dairy livestock, but there are no specific allocations

■
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for this as is the case with the rangelands. The basis for the proposed expaifP- 

• sion of dairy’products, (see Table' 7), is once agaiiythe eSi^ctations of a' 

highly income elastic domestic market and favorable ecological conditions that 

exist for the expansion of dairy production.

Agricultural research—Item 5 in Table 5—accounts for =3.2 railjion, or 

8.r percent of',total agricultural expenditures over the plan period, a "much 

greai^er emphasis’’^s it is described in the plan. (Kenya, p.. 223.) The specif

ic dev^opment expenditures are shown in Table 9 below; and the general priority

If.

o

'«
oTable 9

DtVELOP.MENT tAPl VDOXTIF ON AOH CrLl LRAL lUStARCttgjfe
A'rooo

Total for 
vPlan 

Period
1970;71 I971;12 1972/73 ■ 1973/741969/70Item

VlTTRlNARY Re^*^ARCK—
Vaccine Production Unit ..........................
Construction of Veterinary In\estlfation

Lacofator;c> .....................................
Ti:k-Rorr.e Di-cn-es I’roicct 
Foot and Mouth I).- :-5C Kcicarch
Parasitolosy Lalior-t^-ry .........................
B:oIoi:;cal A«.ty i.aov'ratory 
Wildlife Disease hc-earch Project ..
Other Veterinary Research Projects,.

Total .. ..
Animal Hlscanujiv Rfsearch—

Beef Hinishin? Ptoject .........................
^ Dairy Research and MisceHar.eous ..

Total .....................................

• Rasoe Rfsfarck—
Range Research Station

Crop Risfarck—
CofTccC) ................................................
Sugar Cane 
Grain Lcrurnes
Iloriicultiiral Crops '.....................................
Oilseeds ............................................
Potatoes .................................................
Colton............................................................
Maire............................................................
Other Crops.................................................

55' 6 I 13370
90 190
17 16
15 20

44324 56 83
6616

15 6515
1519 30 64

41 41
7 8 105
9 6 16 582 25

172 i 156 } 20S 268 89996

86 75 75 45580 .139
39 47 16723 3523

:( 622S 121 114 122 '162 103

10 12 15 14553 55

159 143 105 775222 146
10538 1552

‘ 46 12832 50
154SO 20 2430

40 40 • 10 90
561016 20 10 n 491720

6 5 4528 6
•25 18 495

1.451353 290 327 307 173' Total

Farm MrcHAvjsATrns P.tsrARCH—
Nakuru Tann McCiwnisaiion Research 

Centre .. . ........................
10^20 1 2020 j 3010

661 • 59S I 3.217674 I 640 1 6J4Total

(•)The Heures >r.o\\n for cofTee research, are rtot strictly comparable 'sith the figures for other research 
cspe'^Oiiurc. h the ease of coi’.ce all Oovtnr rent e.xrcnoiiurc on re earch is expected to come from the 
Dexclonmert IhiJ.'ct v-he-eas dcxelor'icni c^renoiiLic for o'.her items of research ts larrcly for c.in'ial 
dcvelopmeni or.jy. Capital expcr.Oiture o.i cottce research is expected to amount to about k£l 12.000 

he Pian renod.oxer i
■i',

Source; Development Plan 1970-1974, p. 22S.
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policy is as follows:

In general, when choosing between possible'■research projects, 
priority will be given to applied research in areas wheye the re- ^ 
turns in terms of increased farm incomes are expected to be' high- ' 
est...A large part of the research effort will comprise technical 
research directed at breeding more productive crops and livestock, 
at finding better means of controlling Pgfts and diseases, and* 
developing more efficient production teraniques... Despite this, 
technical research has been confined to a somewhat limited range 
of .produc^s^nd-research designed to find more efficient produc- 

\ tioh techniques, such as agronomic and farm mechanization trials, 
^Jias been-too limited in scope.. .Technical research will be inten
sified on the traditionally important agricultural products...At 
the same time, research will be expanded on new crop and livestock 
'enterprises in order to facilitate diversification into hitherto 
unimportant agricultural, products. Another deficiency'in previous 
research work has been the lack of attention give^fe studying the ■■ 
economic aspects of agriculture. For this reason,-liiore emphasis 

. will be given to research in the fields of farm management and 
market research... (Ke.nya, p. 224.)

I

X'

_ . w

Despite the all-inclusiveness of the above remarks, the specific research

priorities relevant to EAAFRO’s portfolio are detailed in the Range Research,

Crop Research, and Farm Mechanization Research sections of Table 9. During

the Plan Period, =145,000 of development expenditures will go to range research.

£100,000 to farm m.echanization research, and £788,000 to crop research as de-

.^tailed in that category, 

crops listed are as follows:

In decreasing order of expenditures, the specific

horticultural crops, grain legumes, coffee.

sugar cane, oil seeds, potatoes, cotton, and maize. There are very few

specifics about the research to be done on these crops.

Two major objectives are established for fapm mechanization research.

however: (1) to identify the most efficient methods of using the farm equip-

ment already available rb.,^^ya; and (2) to test under field conditions farm

equipment not available in Kenya but used successfully elsewhere and thought

to be suitable for Kenya. Particular emphasis in these two areas is to be

placed on cultivation techniques which might achieve better soil water conser-
. i:-. ' . * ^

vation and intermediate machinery such as ox-drawn equipment, small tractors.

r:
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The range research program is described only iiV;,terms of the general ■" 

investigation ofi. soil, ecological, -ail'd climatic conditions representative 

of range areas.

etc.

> ;H
n- ■ ■ ■■ ■ ■

Under the heading of Agricultural Education and Ex.tension in Table 5,

#2.2 million would be spent, accounting forpercent of t^ie total agricul

tural expenditur^. Since the expenditures included under this section pri-
A. ‘ '

•mari^ concern agriculture in general or are already included under other

categories, no implications for Kenya priorities can be stated.
. •

Under item 7 in Table 5,, concerning agricultural credit, it has already-'

I:
i
■‘.i

f:

t
*

been pointed out that #2.4 million.of this will be devSia=to the rangeland

. credit program. Of the re.T.aining #2.3 million to be used for c^dit

scale farmers, four categories of Agricultural Finance Corporation (AFC) ad-
to small-

■ ministered loans are included: .an IDA Credit Project, A Kisii/Kericho Project, 

Pineapple Loans, and Other New Loan Programmes.
i

All except one of these pro

jects are for "a wide range of farm development," and the amount to be devoted
ft

i
S

to pineapple loans is only il0,000 during the plan period. An additional 

#425,000^worth of loans will be administered through Co-operative Banks, ag'ain
S'' ' , '
for general agricultural purposes.®^Elm

S’

6)
Ibid., pp. 214 and 218._ _ _  An additional category of credit covered in the

plan section on Agricultural Credit but no in Table 5, is Credit for Large- 
Scale Farmers. "During the new Plan period it is expected that about K#1.5 
million of Central Government development funds will be provided to the AFC 
for issue &s long- and ir.ediura-term loans to large-scale farmers... for land 
purchase and developmen'bjl^ans." (Kenya, p. 216.) Thus a total of'S6.3 million 
is devoted to all agricultfir^ credit. In previous years, short-term-, loans to 
large-scale farmers were made under a Minimum Financial Return (MFR) system in 
which the farmer's maize and wheat crop acted as insurance for the loan. The 
loans were used for seasonal inputs needed in a wide range of farming activi
ties; however, not just for maize and wheat production, but in the new plan 
period, insurance and credit arrange.-aents did not need to be lin)ced.

1
i

t'-.s
3
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The remaining items 8 through 12 in Table 5 all concern development expen- 

for crop priorities. The fe2,;5, million to bfe-^'spent Irrigation prbjects . 

is principally devoted to rice and cotton production. In the breakdown of irpi- , .

gation expenditures shown below in Table 10, the projects concerning the Mwea 

scheme and mill, the Ahero pilot scheme, the K^o scheme, the Nyanza^mills, and

ditures

Table 10
V COVEKS.SJiM DlVFLOPMCNT F.XHtMJlTUKE OS iHRIOAllrtN

% ’ A'£'000S.IO
II

l'?71/72 1 l-'72.7: l‘J/i/74
■ I PenoJ

I
£P0 J

Ilcm ; l‘)?.9;70 I97»V?1

I
•i; 97 SI-130l-.\U:v>:on to Irriyrtio.i Scheme

::
Vli'lScconJ Met Selicmc) 

K:..o fl! HI .. 
tt-.-c Mills 

I'ilt,! Selvmc ..
■ .....

l.r, Swl-errcs
lrf.£.ilion Uo..rJ i:.xpcr.-cs . ..

•Total ..

: 107 —
I SO ; 116
^ 55 I 19
, S2 i 2C0

146
103M15
6721502C0
200
400I 200 

39 i 39 , IS

i 15

200
IS 114

5 10 : f.o
15 15 i SI
11 II ! 51

51
-21 15

I 9 ! 10 10I

5i'9 i 3^0 ' 2.526.. ! 5.'5

Table 8.10, Kenya Development Plan 1970-1974, p. 230.Source:

the Vala swamp project—a total of =1.8 million—are all to produce rice.
^ * 

‘-■expenditure tSf’=454,000 is devoted to cotton at the Tana River (Galole) scheme,

and the Tavesta Pilot Scheme is to investigate which crops and production tech
’s..

The remaining expenditures are for "minor"

An

«

t

niques are best suited to the area. 

schei.ies or administrative expenses.

The emphasis on irrigation schemes stems from the relative lack of high

rainfall, high production agricultural land in Kenya and the abundance of low

is plan estimates that the potential for irrigatedrainfall rangeland. Ken;
0

high potential land is more than 160,000 hectaresr as compared to the 6,000

By 1973/74, it is expected that onlyhectares under irrigation in 1969/70.

7,850 hectares will be under irrigation, so there will be plenty of room for
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Possible methods of diversifying production on irriga-expansion in this area.

.tion schemes to Such crops as kenaf'ahd-sugar 6ane are also to be, carried outSi
i

on some schemes during the plan period. {Kgnya, pp. 228-282.’) ■ -

Kenya's overall agricultural policy on crops for the plan period is largely 

dictated by domestic and foreign market exp^pisStions.

(GFR) from ali,^cr^s is expected to rise from =43.9 million (65 percent of total 

■GFR)\^ 1967 ^o #69.3 million (in 1967 prices) in 1974; an average annual rate 

of 6.8 percent. (See Table 11 below.) The overall policy can be roughly broken

S'

♦

The Gfoss Farm Revenue

i
1;

o

Table 11

Crop Production and Gross Farm Revenue from Crops, 1967, 1968 and 1974
_ . V

ij
I Gross Farm Revenue 
I in 1957 Prices 
j ■ (K£’000)

Gross Farm Revenue 
in 1963 Prices 

(KCOOO)
Annual 
Growth 

Rale 1968 
to 1974(‘) 
Per cent

Annual 
Growth 

Rate 1967 
to 197IC‘)

Quantity of Output 
(Metric tons)

• V-

tI 1963 19741967 19741967 1963 1' 1974 II Per cent
Permanent Crops: 

Cofi'ce
Tea .. ;.

,, Sisal
Wattle Bark .. 

•Coconuia a.,v. 
■Pioiiaets

• I 5-912,676 17.931 
14.279 

1,996 
. 631

64,000
45.750
45.750
45,000

13,995 
8,927 

-■ 2.391

16.763
17,904
2,117

. 2-648,005 i 39,601 
22.811 29,764
5I,6S0 50,280
54,800 50,100

9.2fli) 7 510-4if
I . (1-6)(18) 2,193

(1-6)706 702860 (2-4)
1 Cac-onitt

530 1-3430 530 1-4 490n.a. n.a. n.a.

I 25.351 35,367

7.203 
' 9,278

5-826,653 33,020 5-3Tor.vL • **•

Rice Kiddy ..
Rv'.rivy and Others

5,779
5,361

1-0230,1100 I 4,575
610.000 1 4,213
40,aw 

n.a.

6.436
10,310

. 5'1216,309
352,557

18,747

162,22.3
243.839

15,933
9-613-6

14-2 I 13-7936 454 933337
439 X-.787

18,256
8'3460 903 10-1n.a. n.a.
5813,0339.6-;o 18,715 100TilT.M,

Temporary Imliistrial Crops: 
Sec.l Cotton ..
Sn.e.ir C':.ne ..
Pyteihiins
Castor and Oil Seeds 
Tobacco

I .
943 700 930 5-8603 6-712,715

706,300
14,279

950,o;;o
20,000

l,750.tW0
V 2,185

2,629
4,025 10-74,025

3,067
14-11,593

2,699 1-9 2,629
750

132 150 150c 12-4750 7-8 370443n.a. n.a.
n.a.

it.a.
n.a..:'2 14-221-9 18 4010 ■ 40 

8,.S30'
n.a.

8;424

1,300

61 •7-4 5,9025.353Total
Olh.cr CrupiJ:

Pineapples and Other Fruit 
Cashew Nul.'i.

12-1 ; 8I(^
32r 
490 
290

14-2806 1,800n.a.
11,300 r>iB,^R693 

n.a. I
n.a. I h.a>

n.a. n.a.
15.250

n.a.
■A

3
570 93422

466
545 3-7

6t;o 3-41 3-7(ir/O•IhJiSCS
Pol.ltOCS
VctcJ.ddes

Total

j 4*8 4IK) 5-5• 400
_ _

'2,257 'I '“.3,745 j 7-5 
't^43,vn3 j"“69,310....... ..

2.33M.w.
■ 275 i 5-4 313 AW 4-2n.a. n.a. n.a.

3.770__; 
\ 65.;si7 !

2.228 91
5'>1Total AilCkoi's ..

Source: Table- 8.11, Kenya Development Plan 19.70-1974, p. 236.S
3
C

'i

I
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into two parts: crops'for export and food crops for domestic consumption. ^ 

These two general policies can be sun^iafized as follows:

f
i
1

...the market prospects for many of the crops .'produce^ in Kenya ^ 
The quantity of coffee tha^ Kenya can sell in the im- 'are not good.

portant overseas coffee markets is restricted by the quota allocated 
to Kenya by the International Coffee Organization.' The world markets 
for both sisal and pyrethrun have been ad:^sely affected by competi- 

_ tive synthetic products. Likewise, the W(Kld market price -of tea may 
decline still further if production continues to grow faster than 
demand. Fd*.-these-reasons, the country will not be able to expand 
iepidly production of ^several traditionally important crops-j in fact, 
prbduction'^will remain static or even decline for a few of these

In some cases, where increased production is planned, this 
will be possible only if we can compete more effectively in world 
markets through increasing efficiency in both production and dis
tribution. Output will also be increased through diversifying," 
production and concentrating more on hitherto unimpe^^^t crops.
(Kenya, pp. 234-235.) - ^

icrops.

-i

During this plan period, food production policies will be 
aimed at providing local, food supplies at reasonable prices and 
exporting surpluses whenever this can be done profitably. In 
practice, this will involve exporting maize, and possibly rice, 
to overseas markets, exporting some wheat to the other East 
African countries, but other-wise producing primarily for the 
Kenya market. (Konya, p. 235.)

Looking at Table 11 above, of the significant crops, production is expected to

increase rapidly (average annual growth rate greater than 10 percent, 1967-
^ *

* ’' ■ 1974), only inMihe case of tea, maize, sugar-cane, rice and pineapples. The

i
t

output of other important croos such as pyrethrum, coffee, or wheat is expect-

ed to increase more slowly, while that of sisal and wattle is expected to

decline.

Detailed plan com-ments on specific crops are shown below:

Maize - Maize is the staple food of the people. It is also the most
important crop grown, both in terms of its value and the amoi^t 
of land devoted t&Ht. In the 1968/69 season it was estimated 
■that more than one million hectares of land were planted to 
maize and that total production was about 1..4 million metric 
tons. A high proportion of this maize was consumed by the 
people living on the farms where it was produced; had it all 
been sold at the 1968/69 producer price...this crop would have 
been worth about K§21 million (instead of the S5.4 million
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shorn in Table 11 above)..,.it is'planned to increase maize 
production s^stantially. Marketed .production in 1^ is 
projected ^t 610,000 metric tons pompared with' the lie? and 
1968 production levels of 249,000 and 353,000 metric tons* ' 
respectively. This will mean that maize will be an important 
export crop by the end of this^Plan pSriOd. Maize exports in 
1974 are projected at 430,000 metric tons with an estimated 
Ki:7.6 million, 
p. 237.) .

In Table 5,- S863,000 is allocated

(See Table 12 on the following page.) (Kenya

to "Wheat and Maize Storage," and no 
other'‘development expenditures -on either wheat or maize during the plan period 

Since maize production in 1974 is expected to be just over 

;_tyo-and-a-half times as great as wheat production, the SS63,000 will'.be divided

5617,000 ,for maize storage a'n^^46,000 for wheat

,are identified.

in those ■ same proportions:

storage.
_ . ^

Wheat - Next to maize, wheat is the most important cereal grown...The cummula- 
tive effect...has been a substantial increase in the Volume of wheat 
production (and) the net re.sult has been that a substantial surplus 
of wheat has been built,up...Some of this wheat has been used to in
crease the country's wheat reserves, but m.uch of it will have to be 

, exported overseas as flour, at a considerable loss for the producer 
price of wheat has rec.ently been far higher than the overseas export
parity price...Accordingly, the policy for wheat during this Plan ■ 
period v;ill not be to export wheat except to Uganda (see Table 12) , 

production into line with the market requirements in 
KeHya a;id Uganda.. .Taking account of these factors and the estimated 
size of the market outlets available in Uganda, it'is expected that 
Kenya will be able to .sell about 230,000 metric tons of wheat in 
1974; this has been set as the target production figure.
Table 11.)
duction level of 216,000 tons.

S

S., '(See
This target is only a little higher than the 1968 

(Kenya, pp. 238-239.)'
pro-

Rice The bulk of the rice crop is produced on irrigation schemes...the 
target output has been set at 40,600 metric tons of paddy in 1974, 
(see Table 11). This is equivalent to about 26,800 tons of rice... 
The 1974 rice production target is' almost double the present level 
of consumption in Kenya.. .During the Plan period, several meases 
will be undertaken®T<3^h the objective of encoircaging local consump
tion of rice...HoweverVit seems ■unli);ely that do.mestic consumption 
will rise sufficiently to absorb ail of the increase in production. 
Probably some rice will have to be exported; (see Table 12).
(Kenya, pp. 239-240.)

Development expenditures on rice were considered under the irrigation, 
schemes.
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Table 12 •5.

V-
if4

Commodity Exports by Producing Industry, 1967 and 197-^
<r. K£ r/ioiisamfs fft 1967 prices (/.o.b.)

I•>
r.**=s=4

i
Share of Total 

per ceot
Export Values 

£•000
: 196-,^ 1274 1967 . . 1974

■ Agricultural Primary Products—
Cof'ce .. .. .. ■ ..
Tearx__,. .....................................
■V.? ................................................'\h:at ................ ...............................

.....................................
Si«l ........................... -...........................
Colton .. -.......................................
Otl er Agricultural Products 
.1.’ -'otal Agricultural .Products ..

PKOCSSED ACRICLLr-RAL PRODUCTS---
Me It Products.....................................
DaryProducts......................... ..
Car ned Fruits and \’ceetables ..
I*>Tithrum Products .........................
Wattle Products .. ' ..
An mal ar.d N'cc.’ta'ale^ils and Fats ...
Oder Processed Agncuitural Products.. ! 1,5 2

lS,6-.4 16-720,000
15,900
7,600

19-7
7,S-,0 9-9 13-2
1.414 1-8 6-3A
1,618 1,650 20 ■ 1-4

-.6 570 0.-2 0-5
2,011 1,750 2-6 1-5

619 880 0-8 0-7
4.8!'8 6,600 6-1 5-5 •

34,31.0 I 54,950 43-1 45-8

^;33,416
2,11-7

4,000
1,000

-3,150
3,650

3-3
0-8

1,11.7 1-5 2.6
2,9 8 3-7 3 0’700 0-6803 l-I-

3'1 700
2.200

0-5 0-6
1-9 1-8

2. Total Processed .Agricaitural Products |' 12,4i4
3. ToI.tI Pri.Tjrj- and Processed Agricul-

fira! Produc'is U -r2).........................
4. .-orcstry. Hunting and Ifthing
5. Minerals .......................

OTHEt MaNUFACIURFD PRODUCTS—
Per eruges and Tobacco.........................
Textiles .. ■ ..
Clothing and FootA car.........................
Wood Products.....................................
Paper and Printing .........................

' Lc,gi’r.cr Products .........................
Rubber Products
Chemical Products .........................
Petroleum Prodnets .......................
Other Mineral Prcdacts 
.Metal Products and .Machinery 
.Miscellaneous Products ...
6. Total “Other". Manufactured Pro

ducts ................................................
7. Total .All Manufactured Products

(3t6) .....................................
8. Total E.'.ports in 1967 prices (I -44-45

-47)...................................................
9. Total Exports in •■Current Prices” I

10. Balance of pa.v^^.rs adjustments ..
11. Total exports on^Sxtolance of p.Ty-

ments basis .. iS-

15,41)0 I5t6 12-8

46,824 70,350 58-7 58-6
672 750 0-8 0-6

1,727 1,750 2-2 1-5

957 920 1-2 0-8; 2,343 3,020 
4,200 
1,950 

• 3,110

2-9 2-5
2,123
1,366
2,231

2-7 3-5
1-^1-7

2-8 2-6
322 1,050 0-4 0-9« 2.:c>o

8,800
14,520
3,200
3,250

. 0-4 1-8
3,632

11,715
1,931
2,961

4-6 7-3
12-114-7

2-5 2-7
3-7 2-7

496 950 0-6 08

30,464 47,150 3.8-3 39-3

42,928 . 62,550 53-9 52-1
I

79,687 120,l»0 
120.CO0 
-I,CO)

100-0 10004-

79,637
-663

s
i ff-

79,024

I it has been a-.s.n-.ed .-.eis lhat a prirc rail for soxc cocnm&d:::es w.Jl bccounlcrbalancorf A-s—t^.3Aa--R- 
• cspeit rrtcci ft.- cf.o: « tita. r.-.c n-.al cspoi. vai-ac >a -CLriear p.-raa" U

signiiicontiy w-'ra c^potu in "cor.bTJn; prices’*.

119,000■4.

t'2

Table 5.4, Kenya Develop:r.ent Plan 1970-1974, p. 153,Source;
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other • ■ ' < i. ^
•Cereals - The other cereals grown...a,r^ barley, pats’,vsorghum and millet.

Sorghum and millet are grown principally for "subsistence in the 
small scale farming areas; in some of these areas tl>ey are ex- 
tremely important subsisteno'e, crops^.. .In the past, the Ministry' 
of Agriculture has made persistent efforts to popularize the 
cultivation of more productive varieties of sorghum and millet. 
These efforts have been largely unsuccgssful, primarily because 
of the susceptibility of, these impr^Sired varieties to’ Various 
pests^and diseases. .Furthermore, with the advent of drought 
xesisteat-«ynthetic maize, -the possibilities for developing , 
sorghum and millet as important crops in the drier areas of 
.the coimtry seem even more remote. Nevertheless., research 
on these crops is still being carried on...

\

"4

Barley and oats are produced primarily in the ^large-scale 'farming. 
areas, although they are not important cereal ctojps.’. .In recent 
years production of both barley and oats has d’e^^med.. .However," 
with thb recent fall in the producer price of wheat it is expected 
that s.ome land previously used for wheat production will now be 
used for producing..barley and oats...Gross Farm Revenue'^from 

..these cnops amounted to about K£460,000 in 1967 and this is ex
pected to increase to K£900,000 by 1974; (see Table 11).
(Kenya,, pp. 240-241.) ‘

;

I

i,
- In the Development Plan 1966-1970 programmes designed to bring about 

a substantial increase in sugar production were outlined. .•’TDuring 
the new Plan period sugar production V7ill continue to grcvj rapidly 
in the existing four factory zones...In addition, a new sugar scheme 
may be established at Muraias in Western Province.

‘Recent' developments in the sugar industry have involved large capi
tal investments. The two new sugar schemes at dhemelil and Mukuroni 
cost about K=6.3 million and K*-3.2 million respectively. The first 
phase of a sugar roads improvement programme will have been almbst 
completed at a cost of K^2.8 million...

Sugar'V

?;

I
1"'
'd,; s
?

I
i In order to fully develop the existing four sugar schemes, additional 

investments will be made during the new Plan period...The largest in
vestment in these areas will be for sugar roads...KS380,000 will be 
required during the Plan period to finish this phase (one). The 
second phase...is expected to cost about k£1.8 million...As well as- 
the investmentE^to be made in sugar roads, it is expected tfeat about 
another Ke600,0
ries...for new equipfltent...About, another K£500,000 will also be in
vested in improving the arrangements for harvesting and transporting 
cane...

3
-■i

1 f.public funds will be invested in the two facto-

By 1974, sugar production from the existing four factories is 
expected to be about 165,000 metric tons, or a little more than

i'
!
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twice the 1968 production level^...If the production target of 
165>P00 metric tons is obtained in 1974/ pr.esent eradications 
that Kenya will.be almost seifrsufficient in^'sugar at that time... 
If consumption continued to grow after 1974, the existing four fac
tories would be operating near to their maximum capacities...With 
a view to meeting this expected need, a sugar pilot project was 
started at Mumias in 1967...A decision on whether to proceed with 
the full-scale project will have to await the outcome of this 
feasibility report. However, presengj<indications are that*sugar •

■ will, grow better in the‘Mumias are/than in any of the existing 
sugai^producing areas... Central Government development funds, 
■totaling' Ks'3.3 million have been tentatively allocated to this 
project—(Kenya, pp. 241-243.)

are ■

- \

The minimal total-of the expenditures specifically detailed above is §6.6

■^—million compared to the §4.1. million shown on Table 5, %nd even' though the-§2.2 

million of expenditures for sugar roads are more than under the Roads

■ Programme of the Transport and.Communications'development expenditures (see
■s

Kenya, p. 385)( this stillTreaves §4.4 million above as compared to the §4.1
1

discrepancy for v;hich no explanation will be

X'

i;

I
I million Eho\Y-n in Table 5—a

attempted.
f

Beans and 
Ofner 
Pulses

I - Development of beans and other pulses has been largely ignored in the 
' past.,. .Nevertheless, pulses are a significant source of protein to 

the*'population. They are also im^rtant cash crops in some areas.
In 1967, Gross Farm Revenue from pulses was estimated to be K§466,000 
and that is expected to increase to K§600,000 by 1974, (see T^le 11) 
...Pulses are an attractive crop not just because they provide a means 
for diversifying produotion, but also because they can be grown in 
many of the drier parts of the country...However, before any large 
increase in production can be expected, more research needs to be 
underta)cen—(Kenya, p. 243.)

Despite the interest expressed, no specific development expenditures on

the pulses are mentionei

‘v

s

,v

^^The figures shown in Table 11 are for the sugar cane production in
See Tablemetric tons rather than the factory output figures shown here.

13 in the later section on industry for the monetary figures of the sugar 
industry. ■

jj f " - ^
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Potatoes - Potatoes are an important crop, both for subsistence and for sale,-," 
especially at high altitude where maize.does Aot g£pw well.
1967, Gross Farm P.evenue from^ potatoes was'^stimafed to be 
Ks288,00‘b and this is expected to increase to* Kg400.,000. by 
1974...(see Table 11). (Kenya, P. 243.)

In

Once again, no specific development expenditures are mentioned.

- Coffee is the most important cash cas;^ in Kenya.. Over■ the last few 
years ..coffee has contributed about 25 percent of total Gross Farm 
Revenue and about 30 percent of overseas exportsi

Coffee

The coffee indus- 
Produc-V try also provides wage employment for about 100,000 people..

^ ,tion of coffee in 1967 amounted to 48,000 tons, worth Kb14.0 mil-
.By 1974, production is expected to have increased sufficiently 

to enable the 1974 production target to be obtained from an area of 
coffee perhaps'7,000 hectares less'than the 19,68 level-. The 1974 
production target- of 64,000 tons is considerably higher than the ' ■'

- present coffee export quota allocated .to Kenva-^jSfer the Interna
tional Coffee Agreement. This was about 47,600^^ms for. the 
1968/69 season...(see Table 12).

lion..

.X

* . w
The coffee industry, has been beset by a number of problems during 
the last few Primary among these has been the high inci
dence of coffee berry disease (CBD). This became widespread in 
the 1964/6^ season and has since become even more serious, 
result, coffee quality has declined and coffee yields have fallen 
drastically...while an effective method of controlling CBD has now 
been found, this is very expensive and not suitable for the condi
tions of many coffee farms, especially on the small-scale farms. 
For these reasons, the profitability of coffee production has 
declined markedly together with the standard of coffee husbandry...

years.

As a

“in vigw of the problems mentioned above, 
are being taken.
ment has also agreed to meet the full cost of coffee extension 
ices and the majority of coffee research costs. 
a.mount to about Kii'.500,000 per annum, have up to the present time 
been paid by coffee producers out of cesses levied"on production. 
Finally, the Government intends to encourage farm'ers ip the more 
marginal coffee producing areas to diversify production and 
growing coffee. (Kenya, pp. 243-245.)

several remed-ial measures 
Research on CBD is being interisified...The Govern-S

serv- 
These costs, vdiich

cease

From Table 9, we have seen that s775,000 will be spent on coffee research 
during the plan period • Tb-ij^^ould leave SI.7 million to be spent on'coffee 

extension work~as compared to the total amount of #2.2 million for all Agri

culture Education and Extension shown in Table 5.

budgeted for general agricultural^^education alone (see Kenya, p. 221)
Since #1.6 million is

, another
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ambiguous situation e^iists in this, case of the governmental expenditures speci^ 

A likely assumption will be made, therefore, 

that the ±500,000 expenditures have come from recurrent government funds '* 

rather than development funds, and the figure will be ignored in this 
analysis.

I
* ifically mentibne<i for coffee.

I

k

^ - Recent'-ejspansion in tea production has made this commodity almost as 
important as coffee in terras of its contribution to farm incomes and 

’export earnings. In 1967, tea production amounted to 22,800 metric 
tons worth Ks8.9 million...Over the Plan period tea production should 

. continue to expand rapidly, 
to 45,750 tons 
(see Table 11).
scale farms rather than on.tea estates...

Tea

In 1974, the crop is expected to*amount 
. This would be worth Ksl7.9 million in 1967 prices.,-.' 

■ Host of this expansion will talte place on small-
r-'

Tea production on small-scale farms is organized by the Kenya Tea 
Development Authority' (KTDa) .. .For the five years ofth'^ Plan _ 
iod, total public -a-nd private investment -in the tea industry is 
projected at KS4.8 million. Of this total, KbI.1 million will 
comprise Central C3ovemment development funds to be lent to the 
KTDA...(Kenya, pp. 245-246.)

per-

Sisal Export prices of sisal have declined severely in the last’¥ew years... 
Sisal prices have been affected adversely by several factors, includ
ing ccm.petition from synthetic polypropylene substitutes.. .At the 
lower price levels prevailing today, only the most efficient pro
ducers can hope to produce sisal profitably...Production in 1974 is 
projected at 45,750 metric tons, compared v;ith 50,280 'tons in 1968. 
(See Table 11.) 
scale producers.

i
>

s iAll of this sisal is expected to come from large-
I

In order to help the existing sisal estates to operate profitably, 
several measures are planned. The on-going sisal research programme 
will be continued...Research intended to find alternative end uses 
for sisal will also be intensified and producers will be encouraged 
to diversify production...the amount of credit available to sisal 
growers from the AFC will be increased and this will be available 
for financing sisal production or for assisting estates to diversify 
and take up fam enterprises other than sisal. (Kenya, pp*»c246-247.)

;;
I

i

No specific development Spenditures on .sisal are identified. 5

8)_
The large difference between 1967 and 1968 prices for some of the com

modities shown-in Table 11, especially tea, is caused primarily by the English 
devaluation that occurred during this period.

I

I 'i

'

i
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Cotton - The Government is anxious to see cotton produqtion expanded consid-” 
erably. Demand for cotton within Kenya Viil»,spon ^ceed the volume 
of local ^production.. .Cotton is also one. of \^e few crops, that can 
be sold easily in increased quantities-on the world market.

!

SI
18, - - Cotton .

is also an attractive crop be,cause it can be grown in**many of the"^ 
more marginal agricultural areas. But despite the fact that various 
measures designed to stimulate production have been taken already, 
results so far have been very disappointing...For this Plan period, 
the 1974 target production figure has^^iteen set at 20,000 metric tons'. 
Tliis represents a 40 percent increase-over the 1968 production level 
...(See Table 11). (Kenya, p. 247.)

w

If|s
■ development expenditures specified for

ever, was the #454,000 for the cotton irrigation scheme mentioned earlier.

cotton production, how- IS;

0

_^X”~Pyrethrum-The output of pyrethrum has increased rapidly ingfche last few years 
•••^i^ing the present Plan period, however, corifiJTBed expansion of 

• ' pyrethrum production will probably not be possible. In fact, pro
duction of pyrethrims in 1974 is expected to be the same.^as in 1968. 
(See Table 11.), The major factor hindering expansionXf output is 
the limited market"Sutlets available for pyrethrum, especially in 
view of the recent development of competitive synthetic products in 
the developed countries.... (Kenyap. 249).

i: is

:r

*- Ri

,

I

}
I

Once again, no specific development expenditures on pyrethrum are
R:mentioned.

I
IB

Horticulture 
CropsI

A comlAnation of factors has made horticultural cvtops potentially 
one of the strongest growth sectors in Kenya's agriculture. It thus 
offers much needed scope for diversifying agricultural productio^i,.
The wide range of ecological conditions in the country make possible 
the production of .a large number of different fruit.s and vegetables. 
Kot only do, these meet virtually the entire needs of the local market, 
but horticultural crops are being exported in increasing quantities 
...In 1968, Gross Farm Revenue from horticultural crops amounted to 
about Ksl.l million and this is expected to double by 1974...(See 
"Pineapples and Other Fruit" and "Vegetables" in Table 11). During 
the Plan period much of the increased output v;ill come from pine- 
applies and passion fruit...

I
*

■iii
4‘

S

1
I

I 1-
S:
Sil

W
ff-S

1 Production of pineapples is expected to increase very rapidly during 
the Plan period.s i'Host of this increased production will be used to 
supply the pineapple canning industry. Production of pineapples for 
canning amounted to about 10,500 tons in 1967...Output in 1974 is 
projected at about 120,000 tons...

-r

J
14s

I?
«

54
5
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At present, production of passion fruit is .important only in the"' 
K.isii/Sotik area.. .During this Plan period, it -gsi expected that' 
production of passion fruit juice will increase rapidly to about 
1.5 million litres in,1974, compared with only about '560 thousand 
litres in 1968.

I
S

i‘By 1974, ^exports of passion fruit^juice are ex
pected to be worth about KS^2io,000... (Kenya, pp. 249-251). I

I
No specific development expenditures for horticultural i'crops are

mentioned.

3
I

• Wat^e Bark 
and ’ 
Extract

s
- In response, to declining prices, wattle production has diminished 
over the last few years.. .However, the price of wattle is etxpected 

. to remain relatively stable over the Plan period and the area-of ; ' 
land planted to wattle should increase...pro.fetion Will continue to 
decline'during the Plan period.. .Gross E'am’-RgVSfiue from wattle 
about KS86O,C00 in 1967 and this is expected to decline to about 
K§700,000 (in 1967 prices) in 1974.

No specific development expenditures for wattle

!

was

(See Table 11_.) ^ (Kenya, p. 251.) . 1
are mentioned.

iCashew 
Nuts - Production of cashew nuts has increased significantly in the last 

few years...Production is expected to continue to expand over the 
Plan period. In 1967,- cashew nut production amounted to. about 
11,800 metric tons worth about Kg420,000 to the growers^ 
production is expected to have increased to 15,250 tons worth 
K5545,000 (in 1967 prices). (See Table 11.)
Kenya's cashew nuts are exported

No specific development expenditures for cashew

3

.’i

I
I;

At present, most of 
raw overseas...(Kenya, p. 251).

1'

I
i
8

■i S nuts are mentioned.
Other
Minor
Crops In addition to the major crops discussed so far,, a number of other 

minor crops are produced. These include coconuts, oil seeds, 
tabacco, ground nuts and macadam.ia nuts. In 1967, Gross Farm 
Revenue from these products amounted to about K5930,000. 
is expected to increase to about K=1.3" million by 1974. 
longer term production of some of these crops could become 
important. (Kenya, p. 251.)

No specific develo

3'';'

I
This 
In the v;

8
S;
3r

*

expenditures on these other minor crops,are
mentioned.

8;
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Export expectations for various agricultural prirnary and. processed 

ducts—another mea^e of their value to the Kenya ■ econoray^-were shown pre- 

Before leaving agriculture,, however, prioAfies as ' 

related to agricultural-based industry will also be examined quickly.
13 and 14, below and on

pro-

viously in Table 12.

Tables

the following page, gi^e*Sross Produot/Output and

The significant' Employment expect^t^ns by industry for the plan period, 
categoj^i

dj-rectly indicating agricultural priorities are all of 
listed above food processing, of

those

cotton ginning; cordage, rope and
(sisal};, and wood products-, furniture and fixtures,%nd.pulp and paper. '

course:

>-Miwine

Table 13
PkOJicrp.ss* or Gross Product /sd Output by Inousiry

oi 1967 Prices

Gross Product (\‘al'.t Added) I Gross OutputIndustry
Grouih 

rale . 
percent

Grouth I 
I rate ^ 
! per cent ■

1967 1974 1967 1974A'£'000 KCOQO KCOOO A'£'000

Meal p:occ«sing.........................
Dairy producis.........................
Cannii’g of truii and vceciables 
Grain niilhns .. T.
Bakery products.........................
Sugar .....................................
Confecticir.efy.........................
Misc*:llarcouj food

^otal food processing ,, 6.233 :
Beverages and lobacco ..

Cotton Pinning.........................
Kniuine mills.........................
Cordage, rope and iwinc 
Spinning and weaving ..

Total te.vlilcs

Footwear..
Clothing and made up tc.Milcs .. 1,356 i

Total Footwear and Clothing _l.f67 •
Wood products ..
Furniture and fitiurcs ..
Pulp rtnd paper ..
Publishing and printing.. 
leather and fur ..
Rubier.........................
CheiVjic.il-s and petroleum 
Non-mcijllic minerals ..
Metal producis ..
Macliir.er>-

. Transport equipment 
I Miscellaneous ..

Total Manufacturing* .. | 42.372 i

719 ;

'if: i
2,029

7-5 6.S65 t 
7.620 
1.338 i 

1I,2S8 
3.370 ^ 
2.S04 .

241 ,
3.110 I

1,193 7*5 : 11,396
6-0 11,430

14-0 3.344
5-0 15.916
8-0 5,762

10-9 5.777
403 

6,282

60 1,600 
619

5 0 2.861 !
140

785 8-0 1.342
• 582 IS-0 ; 1,550

7-8 122 •
10-6 : 1.485 !

72 7-8731 10-6
10,771SI 36.635 ,00.3144 s

■.........6 0 6-0 16.832
5-8 ■ 200 I 943

411 I 778 I
653 1 1,644 ■ 00 i 1,643

:4-0 3,438 2,E42 ; 20-1 I 10J32

135 I• 248 7-5
■V-653 0-0 j

762

1.798 14*7 4.703 ! 6.206 12-6 • _1.4.56^
70 • 822 ! 2.148 ; 7-0 I 3.458
8-0 2,319 j 4,748 ! - 80 [ 8,118

511

7-7 3.140 J 6.895 • 7-7 ' 11.576

'iVi !
799

2,635

8-2 2.04S
90 • 1.654

26-0 4,122
7*5 4.375
90

36*0 2,S4S
8-0 9.337
6 0 I 3.669
7*5 -3.9:6

4,854 
12.053 

1,000 '

8-2 1• 3.029 I
2.831 
3,110 • 1 
5.649 I

5.270 
9-0 . 5,180

10,000 
9.378 
1,659 

29-0 5.570
8-0 43,738
7-5 9,812
7- 5 12,466
8- 3 9.310
7-0 21,103
7-5 3,000

181
7'5195 357: 906 9-0w 335 , 

N5.463 i
2>16 I
2.395 ;
2.774
7.4S9

944
25.470 

5.911 
7,509 
5.320- 

13.IM 2 
1.807 }

n ;602 7*5

}:">.. ,76.803 M36.555 . 8-4_ • 239.778 5! ■

Source: Table 10.1, Kenya Development Plan 1970-1974, p. 307.
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Table 14 rf-V

-4

ISDU&IKUL EMPL0VWL^iT PROJLCTIOSS* ,

Inc^eaM •; ProJucV''* Employ- ;
growth* : ment Numbirs ' Numbers

' iy67-74 growth cmpiovcJ cmplovcd
|y67-7-; , 1974

I per cent

in
cniploy-

incni
1967-74

Industry
I per cent ;

iI

0-8 -;C?*2.021 2.150
2-6 r I.72S
6-5 1.715 I 2,659

2.::3 • 2.750
. - 1.425 I 1,795
2- 6 1.744 I 2.100

189
2.049

3- 7 I ll.OSO i, 15;42q I 3.440

129Meat processing
Dairy products.......................... .
Canning of truit and vegetables
Grain nulling ‘...................................
Bakery proJucis\^^^
Sugar • ...............................................

^Confectionery.....................................
Syisccllaneous^d

7-5
* 2S8. 6 0

944140
i' 4775 0 2-7

8:0 3-4 370
356150

7-8 5-4
‘ 7-5

131 58
10 6 1.231 81S

SITotal Food Processing • 
Beverages and tobacco

Tola! textiles ..

3-7 i 3.534 4.555 . |.02l60

5-8 7-7 126 . if>2l2 
7‘J3 

2.032 
2.S36

86
7947-5 10-4

peg
9-6240

14-7 _ J____ 6;3_ 3.099 .5.737 8.8S6 •

j8:0 I 1-4 j WJ?
7-7 I 3*1 j  4.902

7-0 7-9Footwear .................................................
Clothing and made up textiles

Tola! Footwear and Cloih^g .. 6.100 ^ 1.198
I ■

iS t Si! ;' '■‘t;
JJB : 3 I '«

i:
..., 'g : “I: 'f

8-2

SErr"';: ::

9-0 0-4
260 11-9

7'5 3-5 853
9-0 474 4269-6

36-0 382 368101

3.140 ■

8-0 3-4 841>6-0 3-4 544
7-5 , 5-1

2-58-3
70 1-6
7-5 715 .

8-9 f'5.‘02 85,000 19.298ToiAi. Manufacturing ..

s •Excludijig siT.jij rural eviahlishmenis and self-employed.

\
s...--'Source: Table 10.6, Kenya Development Plan 1970-1974, p. 314.

Table 15, on the following page, shows the source of investment funds

for expanding the industrial sector, as divided between private and public

Unfortunately, this table is not exactly comparable to the develop- •sources.

ment expenditure tables utl^SsB^^in the agricultural sector of Kenya's plan;

it overlaps with expenditures allocated during the previous plan period, and

it repeats some.expenditures already presented earlier., 

not be used as an indicator of agr4cultural priorities.

Therefore, it will
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S<JURCE or lN-\X5TMr_M Fl-NOS TOR NfXNUrACTL'RrNO fexfASSION „
-ATF^POQ'f'

I Toiaf ■■i Industry , Private ••public”

;: :: :;
■.......................................................................

- S;s,b,d- :: ::
Tolal.I*KiodJitocrtsing 

leverage; and tobacco

Spinnini and ucaving ..

200 1,000 1,200!
1.500 
I.O-X i

1.500
I.lOO
1.400I too

1.300
500

too
50 550

4.5 4.000 ..5^,

1.450 I 50 1,500

. 500 i 5.0004.5CO
*100 too

300 300i'.'i

7,500 I 2.000 9,500

Total TcMilcs

Foolwca* .........................
Clothing and made up tcx^iilcs ..

Total Fociwearand Clothing

300
575

875 I 25 h. 900

S
e

Rt?rbcr"^‘ . ;;

Nonj^^llc n,incv,l.

1.2^ 1 500 I 1,700
I 1.000- . V
! 12.500
: 1.800

200 
6,000 

ll.'lOO
2.500 
3.S50
2.500 
4,000

9C-0 100
9.0»''0 3.500
1,450 350
110 90

> i- -
i:S : g

500
I.OiW

I 150

}?
'250250

I Total Maal kactvbing 64.160 ■ 15.140 ■ 79.300

a
3 Source: Table 10.9, Kenya PevelopF.ent Plan 1970-1974, p. 321.I s

The food processing industries constitute the second largest raanufactur-

ing group in Kenya, after the motor repair group. More importantly, of th'eir 

Kb30 million of purchased inputs in 1967, as much as §28 million worth was
H-

domestically produced by Kenya's agricultural sector, (see Table 13). Employ-

i ment in this group made up about 18 percent of total manufacturing employment.

i (see Table 14).

The meat processing industty
sf

consists principally of the Kenya Meat
. f

Commission (KMC), a para-statal body that controls the sale and slaughter of 

beef cattle. The dairy products industry is similarly dominated by Kenya Co- 

operative Creameries (kcc), which is responsible for the processing of milk

I
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The fruit and vegetable canning industry is dominated by Piand milk products. pi
f'v‘- ■ ■

the canning of piheaples, although fhd processing of passion fruit juice and

dehydrated vegetables is also mentioned. Kenya Canners, Ltd.f ovgied by Cali

fornia Packers (DelMonte) is the largest producer of canned pineapples, and it

ftthe gross output of this commodity is expectpds^to rise from gl. 3 million in 

1967 to b3.3 milJ^n in 1974. (See Table 13.) The grain milling and bakery
prodl^cfs industries Iare based on maize and wheat, in unspecified proportions. 

Gross output value is expected to increase from £11.3 to £15.9 million (1967 

--.to :1974) -in the farmer indus.try, and from £3.4 to £5.8^milliQn in the latter; ft

(See Table 13.) , Th'e sugar industry is expected to achieve^n increase from
ft

£2.8 to £5.8 million of gross output over the same period, and .i-tfs dependent 

confectionary industry fronr'£241,000 to £408,000. 

category consists largely of margarine, cashew nutS7--and fish processing.

Under the textile industry category, cotton ginning is, of course, direct

ly dependent on the production of cottorj in Kenya. The knitting and spinning 

and weaving parts of the industry, however, involve the production of products 

such as rayon ^and cotton polyester poplin and are not directly .tied to Kenya's 

cotton crop. Cordage, rope, and twine are made from sisal, and the competition 

from synthetic products is expected to affect the industry just as it has the 

primary product',

■ft

The miscellaneous food
!
!

ft

ft

Directly related to forestry primary products are the v;ood products, fur

niture and fixtures, and pulp and paper industries.

factories are the two pri^c^al components of the wood products industry— 

an industry which, by the way, has a relatively high proportion of its gross

(See Table

The furniture and fixture industry mainly involves the manufacture of

Saw mills and plywood
S
■

*;
output coming from the value added during the industrial process. 
13.■)

ft

f-. '

]
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A very large increase in the gross ^ 

industry—^frpm £3.1 milli6»"-in 19^ to £10.0 

million in 1974—is expected with the completion of a factory at Broderick ^ 

Falls. The principal output of the plant will be "kraft" paper to be used

Both the wood products and pulp and paper indus-

low cost furniture for the local market.

output of the pulp apd paper

in the packaging industry.

“tries are expected to require large increases in paid employment as well.

(See TaMe 14.)

Forestry comes under a different ministry in Kenya:

■Natural Resources; along with a mines and geological department. ■ The 

'■ principal distinction .in the forestry field is between pla^^on sof tweeds .. 

(pine and cypress species) and natural hardwoods.

the Ministry of

Kenya's total forest re-
* . \t

total about ,1.7 miilion^hectares, 1.6 million of which comprise natural 

hardwood forests and bush land, and the remaining. 100,000 hectares is planted 

The annual harvesting potential, however, is estimated to be 

390,000 cubic meters of planted softwoods as opposed to'only 110,000 pubic 

meters of indigenous hardwoods. Past history and future expectations of 

forestry sa^es in terms of softwoods versus hardwoods reinforce this emphasis;^
S'*’

see Table 16 below. Development expenditures for forestry during the plan

serves

softwoods.

- •
Table 16

Sales From Government Forests of Timber, 1964-1974

'000 Cubic.Meters
1974

Forecast
1963 1967

419.4
31.9

215.3 
16 .,4 ■

Soft Woods 
Hard Woods

451.3231.7132.7Total

Source: Table 9.4, Kenya Development Plan 1970-1974, p. 288.

Fisheries is included under natural Resources in Table 4, but the 
Fisheries Department is now part of the Ministry of Tourism and Wildlife. -
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period are detailed in Table 17, .on the following page,. Although the headings
' ' ' . ■

priority bias in favor of soft

woods, it is definitely there. The largest^single item in the §5.9 mil^on 

budget is §2.2 million for plcintation maintenance. Since this is a "Recur-

t
in this table may not clearly indicate the same

rent" expenditures, however, this is not strictly comparable with agricultural

expenditures, ,.^T1^ second largest item of §880,000 for the Turbo Afforestation 
'Sch^E e is to provide future softwoods for the Broderick Falls pulp and paper 

plant. The plan calls for 36,600 hectares of softwoods to be planted during 

--■-the plan-period, which will, take up the other local afiorestation 'schemes.
Developmeri'^^^enditure is once

again related to forest plantations, and it is likely that almost all of the 

investment in "forest development" will occur in the plantations rather than 

the natural forests. In short, it is probably conservative to estimate that 

§ 3.1 million of the government's non-recurrent development expenditures go 

toward plantation softwoods, and less than sO.6 million to naturalThardwoods.

In order to have some kind of forestry value figures comparable to'those 

in Table 11 for agriculture, one more estimate will have to be made. Govern

ment revenues from the sale of timber totaled §153,000 in 1967/68, and were

;
r

allocation of §12r,000. The Coast-Forestry

Ee
I
E

?
i*
ji

I sI
10)

expected to total §302,000 in 1973/74. A conservative estimate once^ again

I that five-sixths of this revenue comes from plantation softv;oods, gives fig-
sii ures of §125,000 and §250,000 revenue from softwoods in 1967/68 and 1973/74
1

respectively, and a corresponding §25,000 and §50,000 from hardwoods.1
In addition to m6h,^t^Y revenue, the Kenya plan recognizes that forests

I
are an important and valuable asset for-the preservation of water catchment

E'

10):
_ _  Since almost all forests are owned by the government,

this should be a reasonable comparison to Gross Farm Revenue in Table 11.
Ibid., p. 288.
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Table 17
Devilopmem- ExpcNniTL'RE—Forestry K#'000

i969/70 1970,71 1971/72 1972/73 1973/74

.
0Total

Plant ahos Dly-elopment—Re-
CLTi test ..............................

Fores.- Develop.wenp^Non- 
^CL-^E-s-r 
Stafi Housing
OlEccs, Stores and Ancillary

Buildinrs.........................
Water Supplies 
Roads ..
Additional Vehicles and cquip- 
' rcent.. ..........................

Total Foiust DESTLor.MENT— 
Non-Recurrent ' .. ..

1-ocal Airqrostation Schchi5s=- 
Rccjirrentl^ ..

Works and Bui’iaings .. 
Additional Vehicles and equip

ment .. , .. ..

--C_5-flyAL L0C,U- AFFORESTAITOS 
Sciie-mes—Non-Recltihest

LTCGHCa USTES 
Vehicles and Equipment 
Pperation Costs

Total LouGlso I’.srrs ..

Forest Industrial Traininq 
Centre

Works and Baiidin/ts..
Vehicles and Equipment 
Operating Costs

Total Forest Industrial 
Trai.ni.sg Centre

4
406 2.250426 446 466, 4S6-

'v‘- ■ ■

• 532 '53 73 105 133 168
R .8 9 10 11 ■ > ,13 51

5 6 7 7 8 33
■9. 10 11 12 13 55

18 20 22 24 • 24 108 4-

r
93 llSo 155 187 226 779

47187 , 90 94 98 102
4#-

16 18 19 21 22 96

4 5 -5 5 6 25 '«

20- 23 24 26 •28 -Ti

5 5 5 IS
11 13 13 13 13 63 sr

1811 -..18 18 13 78

1 4 4 - 4 13
15 18 z ■ 8 8 56
68 73 68 J68 68 345

84 95 79 80 76 414

Miscellaneous Proifcts ' 
Forest Invemoty 
Forest • Training . School 

Improvements'' I.
‘ ■ s

Total hliscELLANEOus 
Projects

Forest Develop.sient ..
Turbo ArroRESTA-nON Sche.\ie 

Purchase of Land .. 
Payments to E.A.T.E.C. for 

• Agricultural Vehicles, Equip
ment and Buildings 

Payincm to E.A.T.E.C. Work- 
•ing Capital : ..

AlTorestation Works and 
Buildings ..

, Anbrestation Vehicles and
Equipment..........................

Afforestation-Operation Costs

Total Turbo AFfORESTA-noN 
-, SaiE.ME ..

Roam
\\orksand Buddings.. 
Vehicles and Equipment 
Operation Costs

Total Extraction. Ro.vds

Coast Forestry Develop:.i;.nt 
Market A.ND Feasibility Studies

Grand Total

I
6 6

7 7

13 13V

'V- ■ ■

10 10 10 10 10 50 ,

• 79 79

31 126 66 .57, 23 . . 313 .

8 17 25' ■

■ 66 10 II 14 47 Source: ^ble 9.2, Kenya, 
Development Plan 1970-
1974, pp. ‘285-286.

■it

Xl.14 '224 2 1
56 83- ■ 8684 85 394

184 168'247 165 116 SfO

2 3 3 - 44 ’6
6 .. 50

133 130 135
15 50 40 K-l

140 145 613

139 I 188150 194 189 8(0

_______________ !i
1.063'I 175 I 1 IRA 1 I.TSS ' 1 nSS I SOT,

4 5 6 7
I 1 . 1 1
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areas, the control of soli erosion, and the preservation o,f wild life. One 

important last theme dn Kenya priorities- a's related' to EAAFRO is the area of 

water resources and land use. Although the provision water supplies formed , '' 

a specific component under the rangeland program discussed previously, it is 

not this kind of direct provision that is of concgi* here; but the more under

lying expenditureslon^^e over-all water resources/land use issue in Kenya.

’NotVuch of l^is topic is covered in the plan. Mention is made of the 

Water Development Division-'s (Ministry of Agriculture) "number of other aspects 

^^^,reiated to water" which included hydrological surveys; sewage, drainage-, and 

minor irrigation works;" land reclamation: flood and coastal protection; and 

, water pollution. But total development expenditures on all these activities 

is only ^00,000 during the plan period. (Kenya, pp. 370 and 375.) Likewise, 

the establishment of a Land Use Committee to advise the Government on the best 

use of land v;here conflicting interests exist is mentioned, (Kenya p. 192) , 

but nothing more is said and no expenditures are specified for it. Th^efore,

<1

a.■■-5
i
a.

S;

4

I -•
-i,v
S
■t’

'S

3a
'I

'5^

it must be concluded that this field is fairly low on Kenya's list of.priori

ties.*

A summary of Kenya’s agricultural priorities in fields related to EAAFRO
1 projects is shown in Table 18. In explanation of the figures, development 

expenditures were included only when they were specifically designated for an 

item or items in the Table—general or all-purpose expenditures are not in-

I

S
a The principal criterion for determining the rankings was column 1, 

Central Government DevelopmehJt^^^^^enditures (excluding research), but tH5 other 

criteria shown—research expenditures, expected gross value, expected rate of 

increase, expected export value, and expected industrial value—v;ere also 

deemed to be relevant to determining national priorities and entered into the

eluded.

I
I
s

I

I)
c

\
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judgments. And finally, the noh-quantifiable development plan discussions of ^ ,
^ ■‘'v- ■ ■ ^ ^

the specific topics inevitably played a part in arriving at the final decisions.

In summary form, Kenya's Class I top ^-priori l^es concern Rangeland/Live-. '' 

stock. Maize, Sugar Cane, Tea, and Plantation Softwoods; the Class II priori

ties concern Dairy development. Coffee, Horticul^i^l Crops (Pineapples), Rice 

and Wheat; the Cla5^^_III priorities concern Cotton, Phrethrum; Class IV pri- 
orities c^i^ern Sisal, Legumes, Oil Seeds, Potatoes, Wattle, Cashew Nuts,

Coconuts, Tobacco, Farm Mechanization, and Indigenous hardwoods; Class V 

^apriorities concern Water Resources/Land Use and all other c^rops mentioned 

. but never specifically designated for any purpose, such as So?^um and 

: millet, .barley, oats, poultry’, pigs, etc.

'«

^ . V

4 s *?

f9‘
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Footnotes From Table 18
'v- ■

S5.2 million from Table 8, plus ii.2 million^from land adjudication. 
Table 5. . «- ■

(a)

5;

(b) See Table 5 and the disucssion of maize.
S'

(c) This figure is taken from Table 5', but see the discussion on sugar cane to 
note that the Expenditures could be as high as S6.6 million.

(d) see We 5. ^

(e) See the discussion of forestry development expenditures.

_See the discussion on dairy development expenditures.

(g) See the discussion 6n irrigation. !4i

(h) See Table 9.
* V

See footnote (a) in Table sT(i)

Cj) See Table 6 and Talbe 11.

(k) This figure is for total "Cattle for Slaughter" and so is/may be too high.
1*^

This is expected revenue to the government from sawn timber, v;hich may 
not be comparable with the other figures'.

"Pineapples and Other Fruits" plus "Vegetables" in Table 11.

Sfee Table 12. " ' . '

This figure is for total "Meat Products" and so is too high.

"Wood Products" only from Table 12,• "Paper and Printing" is not included. 

See Table 13.

(1)

s.

(m)

‘ fn)

(o)

(P)

(g)

(r) This figure is for total "Meat Processing" and so is too high.

"Grain Milling" and "Bakery Products" industries in Table 13 includes 
both wheat and maize, 
proportions of these 
in half.

(s)

iRa^t^ absence of any indication of the relat^e 
grains>«l^ie total figure' of .2 million is divided

(t) Includes both the "Sugar" and the "Confectionary" industries listed in Table 13.
(u) "Wood Products," "Furniture and Fixtures," and "Pulp and Paper" industries in 

Table 13 are all included. See the discussion of Table 13.
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Uganda's Third Tive-Year Developndhtf Plan covfers th^. period from, 1971/72 

to 1975/76, and thus is the most recent nhtionaj, plan to be anali^zed. As shown 

in Table 19, below, the total production target of the plan is to achieve a mon

etary Gross Domestic Products (GDP)—in 1966 pr^eeS—of 7,025 mij-lion shillings'^^^ 

"by 1976, at an ave^a^ annual growth rate of 5^ percent from 1967/68 to 1975/76. 

AgriculKii-e is tb^ dominant field in the monetary GDP sector—only Transport,

1

Table 19
fl

Gross Domestic Product 1967.69-1976

<1966rriccs)

BriMl;duwn 
'lotiil Product

Breakdown 
iMmict.-rfy Product

Anniiid 
AvtTiliiC 

Orowih rate
1967/69-1976 -

my:<,9
Avcrjiijc 1976*

I967Y)9
Avcrai’c

1967-'69 
Average1976 1976

.V/w.
viilliofi

556

«r % % %
Acrlcitlru’’^
»l;uiui‘.iccuriii:: im-tudin;; Crop Processing .. 
.jinln;; and Qu:jriyiM" ..

2.375 24-7 24*4 35-6 33‘8 4-8
996 8-4 in-2 12? 14-2 7-6

109 1-2 2*4116 1-7 1*7 0-5
iVatuporr, Co.-nmunicalions and Elcctrirltj* 

-services ., .,
360 5-5 •6-0 7-9 ^ 8-3586 6-2

1.225 18-6 18-3 26*9 25*4 4-8
Jovcniment

i-Jonstructinn
589 8*9 10-4 12*9 t!-4 7-0

94 157 1-6 2-1 2-2 6-61-4

r<»t;d Monetary O.D.P. at l'.ulor Cost .. 
-ji'Ubsi^ttT.ce PioJiu’linn. ..
- Total C.D.P. at I-Jcwr Cost

72-2 100-0 100-0 5-64,536 7.025 69-1

*• 3-62,035 2,700 30-9 27-8«r.
6,591 9,725 100-0 100-0' 5-0

•Based upon achievement of the minimum cotton production target of 600,000 bales in 1976. 
Table xrx.I, Uganda’s Development Plan 1971/72 - 1975/76, p. .42,Source:

I
f Communications and Electricity even approaches it—and it is expected to stay
i

that way during the plan period, only falling from 24.7 to 24.4 percent of total
i'

In addition, i^e^^^c^ safely assume that the siibsistence pfbduction.GDP by 1976.
f

I
Li

11)
Hereafter, "million shillings" will be abbreviated "m. shs."
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non~raonetary sector, comprising about 30 percent of total GDP, is also almost ■«
'?■

entirely included in*^the agricultural field. In rough te'mis then, agriculture 

can be said to be directly responsible for over half of,Uganda's @DP. Perhaps 

more significantly, over 90 percent of Uganda's population is dependent to some 

degree upon the agricultural sector^^^ As Uganda's plarf points .for its

but.

■Si

Xt
.th'e

The need to bring about a transformation in the sectoral' structure 
I ’economy has already been stressed. However, due to the dominant 

position of agriculture in the economy and the obvious resource advan
tages which Uganda enjoys with respect to.this sector, agriculture must 
continue-to expand for there, to be any appreciable gi/dwth in total Gross. 
Domestic Product. . Moreover, since such a large propor’|jgn Of the coun- 

, try's population is directly engaged in agriculture,, '^to^lopment Plan'* 
which did not provide for the growth of agricultural production:and 
incomes would hardly have any impact on the welfare of the majority 
of the population. (Uganda, pp. 13-14.)

of

X'

_ . w

Corresponding to this dominant position of agriculture in Uganda's economy 

and society, activities relating to agriculture and livestock production will

be receiving a large share of total development expenditxires during the plan 

period. As shown in Table 20 on the folio-wing page, 677 m. shs.in the high

priority column are allocated to rural production, an amount accounting for 

21.^3percent of &tal development expenditures’and approached only by Transport 

and Communications. (In explanation of Table 20, the oolumn of "Bank" develop-V

raent expenditures includes all projects which the Uganda Government feels it

has sufficient managerial capacity to design, implement, and follow-up; and

for which rudimentary cost-benefit analyses have indicated that such expenditures

12) X. O
It should be noted that forestry and fisheries activities are included

in the "agricultural sector."
13) ’

It should be noted here that the plan considers projects which, while
not involving the creation of additional capital assets, nevertheless result 
in a real expansion of the national productive capacity: e.g., disease eradica
tion schemes, the provision of credit and subsidies, the funding of parastatal 
organizations, etc., as .included in the concept of "development expenditure." 
(Uganda, p.8.) This seems to generally agree with the definitions that 
Kenya and Tanzania use as well.
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. Table. 20
<■

Plan m—DevcIcpmen(_ Expenditure (by Pla^'^Thapier) I4 e~.(S/u. million) ar*>* .
‘S-. • Hi«h 

Priority 
on Targe 
Develop
ment Ex- 
pendifjre

ft••HishPriority" ft
I

Plan Chapter* “Bank”

%Populitioh .. .

:: :: •• • •

RurjltProJ action ..
Manufjcturir/, Minsr.u and Construction 
Tourt<r.t and WilJihc 
Corr.t:5crce a.-.J l'inanci.i: Ir.*.*Juit{cns ..
Transpert iind Communications

Health i'.rvicc .. • ..
Educa::on .. .. . . I]
Housing ..
^jrjnur.i:> and Information Semces ..
General .-Xeministration and Steurity Services

t-0 I-O

}
4*5 a?’5 0-1i.

81-0 51-0 1-6 .
10-0 10-0 0-3
20-0 10-0 0*3

878-3
352-8

21 •2t
10-662-3 49*3 1-5

52-0
761-1
173-7
267-8
339-6

ill- 1-6 . I15-0
■5-0

.!• I; -•
48-0 I

■i

1-1
145-1
4SI-0

3-2
9-4

Total .. 3,678-2 2,699-2 84-4:
Unallocated Balance tPjr.-::r;:ph .S.9)
lar.L-ct Develormcnt tNpv-uiturc tTablo ViH-3) 500-0 

3.2m). 0 15-6
1000 ■B.

ISource: Table VIII.4, Uganda Development Plan 1971/2 - 1975/6, p. 119.

swould be justified. From within the "bank" of justifiable projects, those of 

highest priority have been identified which represent the minimum development I
- e-ffortx^hat must be Undertaken in order to achieve" the major objectives of the 

Plan. £
These expenditures total up to 2,700 m.'shs. An additional unallocated 

500 m. shs. is provided to account for things like rises in prices, under

estimation of costs, the addition of new projects to the high priority list, 

and development expenditures on

\ ft
£

i
the Armed Forces during the plan period which

It is the "high priority" expenditures
«-

Host of this-governmental expenditure 

on rural production will go through the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry 

and the Ministry of Animal Industry, Game and Fisheries—see Table 21 on the 
following page. ' , .

are not listed elsewhere in the Plan.
I

that will be used in this anal^i^^^
4B

ft:

ft

fft'

■ft

I

i'
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Table,21
'v*- ■

Plan III—Development Expenditure by NUnis'try '
4,

(S/u. millibn):y •sr. ■ I
I
I

I
■'TIrah iPcrccnIage 

Priority"
"Bank"Ministry

142-3 9-.?.24-0President's Office

Krhlic Ser\ ice and Cabinet Affairs

vT'cor.Uibuticjn rn'tocaTAuthoriries Loan Pund 
Rtrcien Affairs .. .. ^ . ..
Atidn-.y-Generiii’s Chambers 
Finance and Planning .. ,.

Contribution to Local Investment Fund 
Ajiriculiurc aitJ Forcstr>- 
Animc! Indu5;r>- Giimc and Fisheries ..

. Commerce and Co-operatives .. ..
Industry ' . .. •• ; ■
Mineral and Water Resources ..
Education .. .. "
Heal'-h
Culture and Community Development .. .
Works and Housmg ..
Power and Communication 
Labour
Information and Broadcasting 
Internal Affairs

c
0'4’13-4
1-376-0 40-0 'I
0-25-010-0 i
1*857-0115-0 St

0-1 -3-010-0
0-1. 1-0 11'3

235-^41% 7-4

67-2
19-56S8-5 y
7-0
8-4
0-5161
0-936-1
3-1109-8 

323-.0 
26S-0

•!

1
2il2

1-6 iSO'3
11-6 ,7630-9

123-8 3-8
0--5-
1-7
6-832S-2

84-42,700-0
300-0

3,679.-0Tot.«. 15-6 fL’nailocatcd Balance IParagraph 8.9) 
T.uigct DrtiLOi-Mi-VT Exi'»-SDfn.ii£ .. I100-03,200-0

ITable VIII.5, Uganda Development Plan 1971/2 - 1975/6, p. 120,Source: 4

i
^Uganda iiS relatively well-endowed with good agricultural land and abundant, 

supplies of water in East Africa—low rainfall and pastoral rangeland grazing 

occur only in the northeast Karamaja districts for the most part, 

favorable agricultural conditions exist in southern Uganda, stretching in a 

"fertile crescent" around the northern shores of Lake Victoria, 

soil conditions have led to the development of rqbusta coffee and bananas as 

the economic mainstay in thS5,^.ar^, although other crops such as cotton/5>sugar, 

tea, and vegetables are also of considerable importance, 

ral agricultural resources, Uganda has, in the past, attempted to break out of 

the vicious circle of "the size of the market is a function of domestic incomes 

generated in production whose growth, however, is dependent on the growth of

i
{

The most
f
5

Climate and
3

5

S

with excellent natu- {

I
i
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markets" (Uganda/ p. 7), through the production of agricultural crops for the 

export market—namelyi coffee and cotton. .T^le -22 ,beIo«r'sKows^he 1967-69 

average values of different exports—besides coffee and cotton, the only others

-4

Table 22
Eipons: 1967 69

♦

Annual Avcr.!ge
Gro'.vth Ra:e 
1967.69-1976

Commrxiity 1967 69 
Average

1976

- %AiSVll" CoFTEK 
QBanUn- (mcrric tons)
Price (Shs. per inctnc ton) . ..
^ alue (ahs: millions)

RonL-5rA CoFFrE:
Ouantit>' (metric tors)

\ alue (Shs. mnhon) ...

R.s\v Cotton-:
Qttantip- (metric tons)

'O") • •\alue (.Nhs. miliion) ..

Tec:
Qiisntity (metric tons) ..

Price (Shs. per metric ton)
\ .llue (Shs. million) ..

Si-c.tn:
Quantity (metric tons) .. .
Pnee (Shs. per n.ctric ton) ..

- ^ aluc (Shs. milhon) ..

A.stst.SE Fieds:
Qu.nntity (mcrric tons)
Price (Sjis. per metric ton) ..
\ aiue (Shs. million)....................

Tosctccot
Quantity (metric toms)

. J r:ce.(Shs. per metric ton)
\ aluc (Shs. milhon) ..

HtUlS A-NT) SKtN-S;
Quantity (metric tons)
I'rtce (Shs. per metric Ion) .. 
Veiue (Shs. million) ..

Copi-.-it:
Quantity (metric tons)
Price (slis. per metric)
) aluc (Shs. million) .. .

CoTTO.s- F.tu,itcs:
Quantits- (’OXl sq. metres)
'v’’■'■.r'•
\ aluc (Shs. million) ..

18,337
5,700

104-6

20.00-3
6.600

1-9

132 2’-9

145,560 
. 4.287*

624-0

140.000 
S.445* 

762

62.170
4.557
283-3

94.000t
4.600

5-3

433 4-1

12.311
6.494
80-0

6,300
12-9‘

205 12-5

38.906 60,000 5-6779 780
30-3 47 5-6

8S.013 126.000 4-5
500

63 4-S

s 2,443 5,000io,ooo;
50

•9-3
8,129t 
■,9-9 9-1

3.756 4,800 3 16,661 7,300
25-0 35• 4-3

S 17,000 
8,500

0-2

144 1-0

15,616 15.000 -C-5
3-27 3-3
51-0 50 -0-3

Or>!f.p. Mr.RCK.vN-ji5E Domktic Evror^is (Sh-s. mi lion) 
RF-r\FOKT - 175-9 279 6-0
AIeixh.vxciseE.M'orts Adji-stme-vts (siis’Si!'on) 
KrcEirTS o.n’ the i.nvjsiui.e .4Ccoi->;r (Sh«.,;n.ill or)

16-6 15^ -1-3
-100

370 8-9
Totai. K\von'!.-i (Shs. millio.n) I l.:05-6 j 2,4S5

• UVirhtcti rivf.-.igc of an.! n r.n^quota prices, 
t Bj^fd on .tchic\:r.« mminjinn p.-oducrior :..rrct of 600.000 bales. 
5 Weighted avera;te of drc-curej and fluc-cu.-cJ tob.iwco prices.

4-8

Source: Table rrX-3, Uganda Development Plan 1971/2 - 197*5/6, p. .46.
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even barely significant item^ ate copper ^nd tea. One unavoida±)le element of

Uganda's development strategy, therefore, is- to continue thfb emphasis:

A careful examination of all possibilities reveals that we s 
must continue to rely on export-oriented' production as a main impetus 
to growth...Export promotion, therefore, constitutes a key element in 
the development strategy. (Uganda, p. 7.)

4-

In all its facets, the (export) policy eraplfasizes the overriding 
■fact that, over the period of Plah III, any significant growth in total 
export ^earnings must—involve an expansion in quantity and/or a rise in 
the -pride^ of the three or four present major export items. This is why, 
in spite'Sf"
efforts must continue to be made to bring about greater export sales 
of cotton,, coffee, copper and tea. (Uganda, p. 58.)

£.1 • ■

Another important and complementary element of the development strategy
- ..J-a'r-

is—as was just mentioned—the need for diversification. Quite literally, 

Uganda's national economy over the past years has fluctuated with the'prlce 

of and/or the weather conditions affecting cotton and coffee.

<

g'reat need to diversify the range of export products.our

Quite apart from limitations on the growth in total export 
earnings, Uganda's export performance has been characterized by 
fluctuations whicli have had harmful direct effects on the welfare 
of large sections of the population and on overall economic growth. ^ 
These fluctuations reflect changes in quantities exported and/or 
prices realized. Their root cause, however, is in the very struc
ture of our export sector—the limited range of export items (mostly 
primary products), the predominant role of just two agricultural com- 

‘ ' modi'^ies in thisUrange, and of less importancethe reliance on a '
small number of foreign markets. (Uganda, p. 58.)

Moreover, the past experience with and future prospects for these exports, and

coffee in particular, are not encouraging. Exports of coffee are limited by an

insufficiency of demand in foreign markets and sales quotas, whereas exports of

cotton and some other crops are limited fundamentally by supply difficulties in

Uganda! In addition to the prin^^^a^export crops, therefore, the Plan lays'?* 

"appropriate stress" on the expansion of groundnuts,- sim-sim, cocoa, citrus.

silk, haricot beans, soya beans, horticultural, and floricultural crops for

export, and the. investigation of pyrethrum, begafua, and pineapples for this

purpose. (Uganda, p. 58.)

iSSlSspi
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At the same time as efforts are made to increase total agricultural * 
production,-.emphasis will continue to be placed otv'the d^TOlopment of 
non-traditional*- types of agricultura’l activity in order, to achieve a 
better diversified agricultural sector much less dependent on cotton 
and coffee production and sales. This, however, is only a matter of 
relative emphasis. A greatly increased annual cotton crop remains a 
key element in the overall development strategy. With regard to coffee, 
■while our membership of the International Coffee Agreement precludes 
action to increase coffee production, the ^o^rnment will step up the 
campaign to secure a general, improvement in the quality of the country's 
coffee with §-^vi^ to increasing the competitiveness and foreign exchange 
earning power of the crop. The policy of diversification onLy implies 
thatJ^n the .allocation 6f total financial and other resources, cotton 
and coffee will receive a gradually decreasing share, 
of agricultural activity to be accorded increased support, livestock farm
ing will receive special attention... (Uganda, p. 14)^,

The principal objective of the agricultural developmengSErogram is to

achieve a greater volume of agricultural output through higher efficiency.

(Uganda, p. 13.) "Two main lijies of strategy" for this development are later

identified: increasing farm yields and expanding productive acreages.

p. 160.) These objectives are furtlier-operationalized into three Plan goals for

the rural sector:

V'

u
f-

any

!

Of the newer lines

f'

r
I

F (Uganda,
Xi

%
r

t
(i) The maintenance of self-sufficiency in the major food products, the 

achievement of self-sufficiency in maize,14) onions, potatoes, rice, timber 
and sawn wood by the end or the Plan period, and a considerable reduction in 

, . .the ,^ependeiffce oij, wheat and milk imports.

(ii) A sustained increase in agricultural production averaging 4.9 per
cent per annum for marketed output. The share of subsistence production in.^ 
gross domestic product will decline by three percentage points from the 1967- 
69 base of 31 percent to 28 percent by 1976.

(iii) The expansion of agricultural exports at the maximum feasible rate. 
Despite the expected decline in average export prices due primarily to the 
behaviour of coffee prices, total receipts from agricultural export sales will 
arise to 4.5 percent annually from the 1967-69 base. (Uganda, p. 160.)

i*-
r-.
iV

I

I
I
a

Government development'*'5i^j^^cts and expenditures for rural production are

listed in groat detail in Table 23 on the following page. These projects will
14)

Note that, unlike Kenya, maize is not a major indigenous food crop in 
Uganda. Bananas and, to a lesser extent, sorghum and millet are the major 
food crops of the .local people.

i j

1
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Table 23 . .

■ . Rural Production—Government Development ^rojecl^
<1

Imple
menting
Agene>-t

. High- • 
Priority 

Alldrntion
Project
Code

Number
Allocation 

- in Bank
Programjne.Troject Title

Shs. m.Shs.
23-323-3Seed McLTirucATios Procp.\mme 

Seed MuUipUcrJtion Phase I 
. Seed Muhinlication Phase 11 ..

AcniCL-LTUF^L Meciianifatios Proor.\m.me..
Tractor Hire Senke Operating Costs 

'• Ox Cultivation • «> ..
rPAMS .AND VaLLEV T.ANKS PflOCR.\MNre 

^TJams and Valley Tanks ' ..
RffLAL SliORr-TTRM CREDIT PROORAMME , .

Contribution ' io Uganda DeAclopmenl 
Sank—Short-term Agricultural Credit ..

RVRAL St U:-1DY Pr.OCR.AMME 
Crop-farming Subsidies 
Lkcstock Equipment Subsidies ..
Fisheries Equipment Subsidies ..

' General Crop Stoilaoe Pnr)CR.A-M.ME _ ..
Contribution 'to UDB—Prunary Society 

Storage Facilities .. ..
' Contribution to UDB—Co-operatie'e Union 

Storage Facilities
Contribution to PMD—General Storage 

Facilities *
TfFTfE EnADICAnON PROCR-AMMC . .

.Tsetse Eradicattop
IliKIGATlON AND UeCLAMATJON PflOGlUMME. .

Mubuku Irrigation Development 
. Labora and Ate-ra Irrigation Schemes

Orr.unyal and Okokorio Irrigation Sclu?mcs 
Suamp keclarnation, Ktgez: and o her areas 
Agoro Irrig.iiicn Scheme ..
Assistance to ^nsc. Irnpaticn Works 

Prison Farm D*;\tloi'MEnt r »ncR.iM.ME ..
Mubuku Prison Farm ..
Development of other Prison Fani s 

Bvsh Clearing .and Orc.ant.sld Se -fLEMiocT 
Schemes PnocR-AMME .. . ..

schcu«;

Bush clearing units—replacement of equip
ment (Department oi Agriculture 

Bush clearing units—operaurg costs
(Dcnartmvnt of Agriculture) ...

Bush ' erearinc • units—operating costs
(Department of Vetcrinar>- Scrxaces) .. 

ACHICVLTCRAL .and LlVL^rOfU RE.<r_ARCH 
PROGR-AMME t . .. ••

Expansion of Agricultural Re.^e^rch sub
stations

E.span«ion of Variety Trial Centre i 
Horticultural Research Proi.'r.im:nc 
Tobacco Hc-'V.sreh Progra.mm.c ..
PlAtit Qnr.rr.ntine St.ilion 
Gen. Armi.l Hu-^ r.Jry Re^c.rch faciliries 
Asv.i Vj;;,-, r.-: r.ndinu lU-t-: ;i. n.h . . ■ >.Al(.r
n'ransfer of An m.il Health Centre Livestock I ___

Expet-imental :rta‘inn

2-02-0MAF . 
MAF

lO-l 21-32t*31(3-100 +31*0

MAF

81-0
►30 080010-2 1-01-010-3 13-0 
120 .

20-0
13-0MMW‘R 20-0■10^76•e.

V 15-0

12-015-0MFP
8-512-5
6-0MAF

MAIGF
MAIGF

10-010-12
10-13
10-92

2-02-0
40-5

36-0
10-93 10-0*MFP
10-94 6*0.6‘0.MFP
10-S 20-0 20-0MFP

^40040-0
•lOO.MAIGF 40-010-16 14-317-8
10-010-0MAF

MAF

UM7
10-19
10-20
10-21
10-22
10-23

2-02-0
2-5

2-03-0
O-l0-1
0-20-2

15-022-0
5-010*0MIA10-18

10-27 10'P ^MIA 12-0

31-553-5
3-0MAF 3-010-2.=i

10-26

** 10-29;,

. 10-28

2-0MCCD 4-p
s 10*030QL.MAF

15015-0MAF\
10-14 J-5MAIGF D3

20-828-5
10-30 1-0U9.MAP

M.\F
MAF

•MAF
MAF

4-94-910-31
10-32
10-33 “
10-34
10-35
10-36
10-37

2-1
1-3

2-7
2-02-0
4-040

5-0.. ! MAIGF

(continued)
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Table 23 
(continued)

V-v
■V <
i; 'V-

J. ^ s.
Rural Production—Government DewlOpnica! Projects*—CimiinueJ

^Allocation Priority 
in bank AHocaiior

mentinf:
Agency^

Procter
Cooe

Xu-.ibtff
Prozranvne Project Tit’eI

I
■>

Shs. m.Sfu. m.
Re^ cr.al Anim.il Health Research Labora-IO-jS A-0^•0MAIGF

MAIGF
MAIGF

tor.ei
G-ereral F:»‘;etici Research 
Fi.'H rro*Jc>».r.j H.^rarch

Vc;crl''.ary tJrocr.* r:cs ..
Intlrr.^ativr. ar.-i \ Aid^Cer trc”!

.r.^ Vi-ual Aid fentres
'** Exr-nsion ;t'I.:'.i Plannirtj S<c-:cc 
AOPICl LTtiLU, .\' C« I.KF-^TOCi; Elit CATION- 
.\ND Tp.UNIN'-/ PHC.CP.f.fv.*

F.xp:r.s;on a: Ararai and-Bukalj.a Agricultu-

K>:-'i!=ihn'.jr! ct' National Col’ege of Agri- 
culrtral McchariisJtioh 

EstaMiir.er.-.cr.t '•of Co-operative College, 
Kic-.t-nba' ..

Vetirnary Trainitrs Institute (.development 
o: r.C’.V S;t0;. .

E.\p.':r.»:on of F ?Vc:ies Training Ir.stiiute.. 
D.:vs;?pm5r.: of D;,t. Furm Institutes Runrl 

T:-:ring Centre? and Co-ot?erat:ve Uings 
(joTToN Dewlof.-ient Phoc»amme 

Cotton fpraying .-^-bsidv Scheme 
Te.\ r)r.iLo.^r.:E.'.T Pso-is-^MME .. ..

Contributici. to V D.B.—Credit for Teu 
Ourgrov.::? ..

Conn-iDJti'tn to A.D.C.—Tea Programm 
(leaf •.cUrtti.tr. -nd pro;ect admu-.i'traiion^ 

Tootcco Df..iuv.-.Nr Pr.ocKAMM.s .. I
Contr.b-jticn to L'.D.B.—Credit for duc- 

curtJ tobacco c-..'g:o-.vers 
Cortrib-uticn to P.M.b.—Tobacco uarc- 

house in Karr.: jii
Flue-cured tobacco stnall-holderi des'eiop- 

rr.cr.t (project airr.iniptration co.'ts) 
^'tre-cured tobavco cevoloptv.cr.t ..

Otheh C^o:- Di-vt'.orMF-ST Pnor.F.vMME .. 
Contnbuticn to L'.D.B.—credit for the 

production o: ether crops 
Coutiibution to L'.D.B.—credit for sugar 

o-at-crov ers.-
Contribution to L'.D.B.—Groundnut grad

ing-untts ..
Coc-u Dc-.-cIopment 
Citrus Devtlv-pir.'.nt 
Ker.a: Devclopr.unt ..
Silk Ds-. tfior.mint
KibiT'ua Itriyat.an and Rice production 

scheme
Har.cnt Beans Development 
S:n>?:m Dr%c!cpr:cnt ..
Horticultural Develcpntenr 

Fof«?~“hV Dr.iEci’V.ENT P.'^ocRA^:^:F 
trofr.v.; oi Arrorestat:on';^ogramme 
Forest Roads .. • •
Additional Kquipm.tnt—Forlh;^

ANIMV, r>rV*C CONT.^OL Pnoc^iME 
Tick CcMrol -..
Foot and M'?uth Disease Control 
M-abtie ItpiJennc Disease Control Scheme 
Hindetpc't Camp-ren ..
Su>:'»c Routes and L’uaraniincs ,,

1-010 t
0-5 0-5

f 6010-5
2-52-.aiF’ul;

l0-^.k •010-• 10-4_^ 
10-10 1020

50 1-5

26'4 26-0
10-44 *

AL\F 4;>2
t0-4S

1-2
4:^

MAF
10-45

4-6MCC
10-46

20 20ALMGF
MAIGFS' 1-4 1010-47

10-49
U-0 130MAF

30-0
30-0

50-0
50-0MAF10-54

.63-3 370
10-11 18-028-6MFP
10-55 19-034-7MFP

38-138-1■{

10-6' 20-420-4MFP
1 10-7 4-4MFP 4.4

10-56 11-5MCC
MAF

11-5
1-8 1*810-57

No-79
56-565 ■>(
6*5100MFP

10-5
8-0 8-0MFP

10-99 1-S1-5MFP
MAF
MAF
MIA
MAF

10010*010-55
10-59
10-^0
10-61
10-24

2-020
12-017-0

0-5 0-5

lOO 10*0t 2-52-510-63
10-65
10-^4

1-01-0
3-03*0

17-0:7-o
14-514-5si10-66

10-67
10-69

1*51-5
1*01-0Dept. ..

56-6 56-6
MAIGF
MAIGF
MAIGF
MAIGF
MAIGF

30*030-0
200

10-70
10-71
10-72
10-73
10-15

20-0
2-62-6

2-0 2-0
2020

(continued)
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■ (continued)

<
'V- ■

Rural Production—Government Development Projects®—conthtueJ
t.

Table X—6-
p .

Priori^
.Allocation

■ Imple- 
mentinp 
Aycncyt

Project
Code

Number

;■

.Allocation 
•in Hank

Pfogranune/Projcct Title

+Shx. m.
65-5Bf.rf Dn-ELOPMFN'T Pkocramme .. , ..

Comribption to l.'.D.B.—cn-dit for beef 
devcl^ment

• D.e'e!op1ncat-erf r.ew beef ranches (other 
than .Ankoic Masaljj)

Development of Ankole '.Masaka Beef Uanch- 
1 ingochcmc..

Development of Mbarara stock farm .ind 
. other cncoing r.incb.m? schemes 

Improvement o: Livestock Markets 
Dajp.v Dlvfloj'.ment' Psoch-Otr.tE ..

. Contribution to L'.D.fJ.—Credit, for Dairy 
Develon.-nent ..

Importation of exotic cattle 
Dan^ Brecdinifl-'jrms ...
Artificial. Insemination Sc-n ices .. 
Contribution to L.D.C.—.Milk cooling and 

collecting centres
Dairv Stippiics ar.d Storage facilities 

Orjn.n Livestock Dkv-lopxsjxt 1‘rocra.\j\ie

;;
Bcv-kctpini; Development
Poultr.' Development .. .. . _
Hidesend sttms Devt.opn-.ent ..

P;?iitHiES Dirvxj.C/rx.i..N'T Pr.OGH.otME 
Deep-uater r*'re:itfs D-iVclcpmCnt 
Fish-landinp arJ M-.r-.eting Improvements 
I'Ish larming, exploitation of new species 
Launches for Dcmcnstfatlon and Exper

imental work
Fishfirics Deparnnent Patrol Lau ichcs

LiVLSTOCK CENUt.^U

1T)~9 13-0MKP 20-0
lCk-74k 20-0MAIGF 20-0
10-^

2:'0 25-0MAIGF
10-75 3-0MAIGF

MAIGF
3-0
2-5 2-S10-97.

10-77
10-7S
10-81
10-80

75-6

20-0 15:0.MFP
MAIGF
.MAIGF
-M.AIGF

■ite20-0•* ■25*0
310 ^3-0

1‘0MFP
M.AIGF

10
6-66-6 . V10-82ii 6*8 6-8
1-0.MAIGF

ALAIGF
^LAIGF
MAIGF
.M.AIGF

1-0if- 10-83 
10-84 
10-85 
10-S6 

■ 10-87

1*2 1-2
0*5 0-5

2-52-5
1-61*6
8-09-9
40MAIGF

MAIGF
.MAIGF

4-010-88
l(i-S9

.10-91
10-95

2-42-4i.
1-0. 2-8

r 0-5 0-5MAIGF
MAIGF 0-10-210-96

.AcnJCL-LTCRF AND 
ADM:NI5Tn.ATnT Pj(OGR.VMME 

Non-project housing 
.Additional Vehicles .. 
Non-^oject housing 
.Additional Vehicles

19-538*5
no23-010-50 

10-52 
-S 10-51 

10-53

202-0
r-j 10-0 5-0

1-5 1#5

•Tne relationship beiwce.n the ‘bank* an.l the 'hiph priority’ allocation to each project 
cc rrespondinp to ‘bank’* and ‘hi-.h priorip.’’ is c.x.aiai.ncd in Chapter Light (pansgraphs S.7-S.10). 
T ae system of code numbers associated with each project is explained in Appendix I.

t M.F.P.-Ministry- of Finance and Planning.
M.A.F.=MinlMry of Agriculture ?nd Fo“«tr>'.
M.A LG.F.--Ministry of Aniin-rl Industry, Game and Fisheries.
M.C.C.-Ministry of Commerc-e and Co-operatives.
M.M.AV.R.==MinIsiry of Mineral end VAter Resources.

. 'M.C.C.D.-Ministry of Culture and Con .munily Development.
M.LA.-Ministry of Internai^Jhi^^

I
r

i
I
f
I Table X-6, Uganda Development Plan 1971/2 - 1975/6/ pp. 200-202.Source:

be discussed further as they relate to specific crop or livestock topics, in 

the same order as they appear in Table 23.
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In Uganda, seed selection, plant 'breeding, and seed multiplication have

.been responsibilities‘of the central government. Much of this past activity
f'

has been concerned with new'cotton varietie's,. butj.in 1968 seed multiplication- 

work on ground-nuts, maize, sorghum, beans, and pasture, grasses was begun. The
♦t 2.0 m. shs. for Phase I of the Seed Multiplicatiop«^ograrame, as shown in Table

23 (Project #10-1) j^y^be used to complete a specialized seed processing plantI ahcil'fe faciUties. Pha'se II (Project #10-100), which will cost 21.3 m. 

shs., will be used to establish a seed farm of 10,000 acres and a system of out-
iJ. ■ ■ .

viewers and processing, handling, and storage facilities. The Plan notes that 

"Particular attention will be paid to the production of groundhut seed."

and
S'
'■i:

I
In terms of attempting to establish priorities Mithin this■.(Uganda, p. 161.)

r'j

seed scheme, it can be noted .that seed acreage targets for specifically ir.en-'i'

tioned crops are as follows:

4.6 m. shs.Groundnuts 2,000 hectares

Pasture Grasses 1,000 hectares 2.3m. shs.

i 950 hectares 2.2 m. shs.Beans
■;

-i

Maize 550 hectares 1.2 m.shs.

Sorghum 500 hectares 1.2 m.shs.

Total 5,000 hectares 11.6 m. shs.-

There are two projects in the Agricultural Mechanization Programme: the

Tractor Hire Service, (Project #10-2), and Ox Cultivation, (Project #10-3),

The tractor hire service has^^;en^oing on for some time, but the costs S the 

government have been extremely high and there is little ^conclusive evidence 

that tractor use alone has increased the output of any agricultural product.

I
yl

Therefore, the government has undertaken an extensive review of the program.
3 and 30.0 m. shs. are allocated for maintenance and operating costs only until<

■a

. .  f
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the review Is coraplete. At the same time, the plan allocates,,!.0 m. shs. for
■ ■ '■ ' ‘ ' 'v- ' ■

a less expensive and perhaps more suitable form of mechanization:

tion.

the money is to be used in achieveing the plan target of training 800 pairs 

of oxen annually during the 5-year plan period.

project qf^j^tually untapped potential is the Dams and Valley 

Tanks Programme (Project “10-76)^. Although most of Uganda enjoys adequate 

. annual rainfall for agricultural purposes, the distribution of rainfall through- 

ou^JJie-. year
m. shs. is therefore provided to build the,system of dams and v^^^ 

shpuld enable livestock production, in particular, to increase significantly 

during the dry seasons.

<

ox cultiva-

In making a major effort to popularize- the use of oxen for farin work.

i'

i" Another
^.1

is characterized by rainy and dry seasons. An aiiocatipn’of ,13.0 ‘ • ; 5
1

tanks that
•:

A new government institution, the Uganda Development Bank, is to be estab

lished to handle short-term agricultural credit, and also medium- and long-

Medium- and long-term^

agricultural credit is covered under other projects listed in Table 23:

S

term credit to agriculture, industry, and commerce.

Ie.g..

^ Project ^10-11, .J’Contribution to U.D.B.—Credit for Tea Outgrowers," but a 

specific allocation of 12 m. shs. is made for short-term agricultural credit ' 

(Project #10-4).

1
•V.

According to the plan, the major products to be assisted with 

these funds are "cotton, groundnuts, beans, maize and selected other food crops."
i

(Uganda, P. 165.)

In order to encourage Ugandan farmers to utilize farming inputs such as 

fertilizers, insecticides etc.
)

I

jwhi^ should increase productivity, the gov'Sbn- 

ment lias operated a subsidy program at rates of from one-third to one-half the
■i

•i

;•

a
market price of these items. The plan calls for a review to assess the effect

iveness of these subsidies during the plan period, but meanwhile allocates 6.0 

m. shs. for general crop-subsidies (Project #10-12), 2.0 m. shs. for livestock
5

5

I
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subsidies (Project #10-13), and-0.5 m. shs. for fisheries subsidies (Project

#10-92). These general*subsidies do not include specified product subsidies

that are listed later on in Table 23.

One of the principal problems that has plagued the marketing of agricul-
4-

tural products in Uganda in the past has been inad^^^te storage facilities at 

all levels of cpllec,t'42fl--an<3 distribution. The major institutions in Uganda are 
the Coffee\ha„Lint-Marketing Boards, which have, respectively, exclusive respon

sibilities for marketing coffee and cotton, and the Produce Marketing Board,• *

^h'ich'is to have'a monopoly market only on flue-cured'\^obacco, but is to main- 

tain a floor price under other crops as designated by the apprpp'iiat^govem- 

raent' Ministers. Below this national- level are cooperative unions and primary 

cooperative societies, which also need improved storage capacity. The plcm 

allocates 10.0 ra. shs. to primary society crop storage (Projects #10-93), 6.*0

id 20.0 m. shs'.m. shs. to cooperative union crop storage (Project #10-94) ,

to the Produce Marketing Board for crop storage (Project #10-8). ^In no case 

are any specific crops mentioned; it is a "General Crop Storage Programme."

• . Tljpre are'^a number of programs designed to expand the amount of .acreage 

utilized by productive agriculture. One of these is the Tsetse Eradication 

Programme (Project #10-16), which is allocated 40.0 m. shs. in the Plan.

Tsetse flies are carriers of trypanosomiasis disease which effects cattle and

sleeping sickness which affects human beings. Past eradication programs in 

Uganda have cleared over 30,000 hectares of land of this pest, and most of 

this land has been used for latg^-^ale beef ranching schemes. Beef livestock 

expansion has not kept pace with eradication, however, emd since cleared land 

left idle is subject to reinfestation, new eradication projects will only be 

undertaken in parallel with feasible programs for land utilization. New 

eradication programs are therefore planned for only two acres in Uganda, and
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the intent for thee use of this land is only identified in terms of general
agricultural purposest

Irrigation and swamp reclamation programs ajje also intended to expand the 
acreage of productively utilized land, 

moisture deficient soils
With irrigation, large quantities of

can become productive, a^jd^there are almost 250,000

to be highly proacres of clay and g^a^wamps in Uganda that have been proved 
ductive when effectively reclaimed, 

information on these types of projects, however, and
There is still a general lack of technical 

so a number of pilot irri

gation and swamp reclamation projects are listed in the Plan;;.the specific

can be extensively"applied in other.

pur

pose of which is to develop techniques that 

•similar parts of the country. Thus-, 10.0 m. shs. is allocated for_Mubuku Irri- 
gation Development (Project. #10^7), 2.0 m. shs. to the Labora and Atera Irri

gation Schemes (Projects #10-19), 2.0 m. shs. to Swamp P.eclamation, Kigesi and 

to Agoro Irrigation Scheme (Project 

for Assistance to Miscellaneous Irrigation Works 

Ko particular crops are mentioned in connection with

other areas (Project #10-21), 0.1 m. shs.

#10-22), and 0.2 m. shs.

(Project #10-23).

^ of th^above projects.

As part of the Mubuku Irrigation Development project, the Prisons Depart

ment has been given 6,000 hectares of land to

any

use as a prison farm, and 5.0
m. shs. is allocated for the development of this land (Project #10-18). 

this project, it is mentioned that the Prisons Department plans "to initiate 
rice production." 

attached to other prisons in

For

(Uganda, p. 187.) A number of agricultural farms are

■v^r^s parts of Uganda which produce 

and rations valued at 4.0 m. shs. in 1970/71. ' A further, expansion of this
crop receipts

acre-

age is planned for at a cost of 10.0 m. shs. (Project #10-?7) , 

mentioned to be undertaken
The activities

on these farms included livestock ranching, dairying.
poultry farming, and horticultural production.
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A number of general agricultural oriented Bush Clearing^ and Organized

In'-"encour^ement of the

A

Settlement Schemes projects are proposed in»the plan, 

development of farming cooperatives where uncultivated land is available, 3.0 

m. shs. is allocated to Cooperative Settlement Schemes (Project #10-25) forV

such things as bush clearing and the installation oj^water supplies. In ahother • 

project, the National Union of Youth Organizations (NUYO) has already started an

agricultui?®^ settlement scheme,, and 2.0 m. shs. are allocated for the development

of 1,500 hectares of land (Project #10-26). In order to facilitate general bush 

clearing operations, the government has, in the past, purchased heavy equipment, 
for the removal of stumps and other such tasks. An a] locatidi^^. 10.0 m. shs. ' 

is made 'for the replacement of such equipment (Project #10-29), and allocation 

of 15.0 m. shs. and 1.5 m. sris. -for operating costs of this equipment in, re

spectively, the Department of Agriculture and the Department of Veterinary 

Services (Projects #19-28 and #10-14).

The Agricultural and Livestock Research Programme listed in Table 2‘f only 

gives a brief indication of what Ugandan national priorities might be. Only 

very broad policy objectives are outlined:

Research is the foundation stone upon which rural development efforts 
ultimately depend. Research on new varieties, fertilizers, pesticides and 
disease control is essential. New production techniques must be field 
tested to determine their economic viability...During Plan III, research 
activities will be expanded in terms of programmes, facilities, manpower 
and geographical coverage of the coujitry. Before most of the expansion 
is undertaken, however, the programmes and facilities in agriculture and 
animal health research centres will be examined in order to determine 
priority areas of activity and attendant physical requirements. Faced 
with serious limitations of trained manpower' and other facilities, re
search efforts in Uganda^:j^ll be concentrated on problems, the solution 

relatively'>i^ediate benefits to the economy. (Uganda,of which offers
pp., 172-173.)

In 1971, the agricultural research infrastructure in Uganda consisted of 

main center at Kawanda, one sub-station at Serere, 

trial centers in different parts of the country.

one

and a number of variety

Early in 1972, the Cotton
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Research Station at Nanulonge was turned over to the Ugandan government by the <I
Cotton-Research Corporation to become'anothe.r ^wain cent,er. "'Jlhe' dev^opment plan 

calls for the up-grading of Serere to become

■?

a, third major center and pfor some 
ir. . ■ • ' ■ ■

new sub-stations to be created, one for each region of the country, and 1.0 m.
i

shs. is allocated for this purpose (Project #10-30). addition, 18 new vati-

ety trial centers are to be created and improvements carried out on the 35 already 

in existence^^it an allocated cost of 4.9 m. shs. (Project #10-31).
;s:

The plan jus

tifies the large number of these centers by the need to cover the wide range of
■7: 4r

il;
"k

soil and climatic conditions found in Uganda.
■ ■ ■ ■ ■

- penditures are tied to any .specific agricultural product.

None of these infrastructure' ex-;'v,

--mgs.-

Two crops, however, are cited for their need of specialized research 

facilities: horticultural crops and. tobacco.
a; , w

A horticultural research pro-

gram is to undertake work on fruits and vegetables which are expected to enjoy 

good prospects in both domestic and foreign markets, at an allocated cost of 

2.1 m. shs. (Project #10-52).

i.
■i

Research to support a planned expansion in to

bacco acreage and production will be allocated 1.3 m. shs. (Project #10-33).7

i
1

Plans to build a ^lant quarantine station are mentioned in connection with 

these crops, but no high priority allocation is made for this purpose.

I All government research on livestock and pastures is to be administered 

by the Ministry of Animal Industri’, Game and Fisheries in the new plan period. 

General expansion and improvement of research facilities in this ministry are 

allocated 2.0 m. shs. (Project #10-35).i In addition, 4 m. shs. is allocated 

for the operating costs of the A^a Valley Fact-Finding Beef Ranch (Project «.
3

#10-36), and 4 m. shs, are allocated for the establishment of two regional 

animal health research laboratories (Project #10-38), designed to make this 

type of activity more accessible to field workers and farmers.

I

I
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No expenditures for forestry research, are indicated in Tab|^e 23 or in the

plan discussions, but fbur^categories of forestry, research done_in the past.and

expected to continue during the plan period are,-mentioned:

(i) Studies of the effects of silvicultural treatment on the growth rate 
of tropical high forest species and fast growing softwoods, as well as specie 
trails and tree breeding.- *

Studies of present v;ood utilization patterns and possible methods of 
reducing wast^ in procetfSwtg^ and of utilizing plantation species.

(iii) Study's’Of forest plantation pests, and of methods for the control of 
termites and other timber and wood product pests.

Studies of charcoal production techniques, and the sui'iability of . ' 
vapbus species for charcoal-making'. (Uganda, pp. 174-175.)

Research on fisheries will be expanded during the plan period. A study 

of the offshore fisheries potential of Oake Vict^ia and additional facilities 

required for fisherie.s research are allocated 1.0 m. shs. in the Plan, (Project 

#10-39), and a separate provision is made for 0.5 m. shs. for a new research 

program on fish canning and other forms of processing (Project #10-90). The^ 

ultimate objective of this research is the promotion of a commercial fisheries 
industry in Uganda.

A

r*

(ii)

•?

S:
j

:
!

* 'In addition to resSarch, extension and education/training programs are 

' important agricultural supporting services listed and discussed in the Plan. 

Projects in extension institution-building include the creation of 30. 

erinary dispensaries in addition to the 20 already in existence (Project #10- 

41). These dispensaries are maintained by field staff of the Veterinary De

partment in order to provide extension and animal health services to farmers. 

These facilities, which the Plan sa^»!(^e in great demand, are allocated 2.5

As part of the extension effort, an Information and Visual Aids Centre

.1

new vet-
'

I
S

^ 'I
j]

m. shs.

was established in the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry at-the beginning of 

the Second Development.Plan. The Centre principally utilizes posters, films, and

. . . . . . . . . .
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printed news- in attempting to make extension information more readily availa- 

ble to farmers. This'Centre'will be expanded and ,more and better visual aid

facilities will be provided for its program at an allocated cost of 1-0 m- shs.

(Project #10-40). As an integral part of its ovm extension program, the Mini

stry of Animal industry. Game and Fisheries will be setting up its own center ,,

at. an allocated cost also of 1.0 m.,shs« (Project #10-42) .

A concerllj^for land use and other resource planning is mentioned several 
\ .

places- in the Plan with relation to the need for the most productive utilize-' 

tion of these resources: o

Thus, considerable:Government expenditure is planned fnga^enlng-ira 1 
surveys, mineral exploration, hydrological surveys, soil surveys, topo
graphical mapping, general ecological research, the' treatment of natural 
■forest, soil conservation, game conservation, and numerous other proji-eots 
pertaining to the scientific exaloratioh and proper use of the country's 
natural resources, in an attempt to rationalize the utilization of 
most important resource, it is .planned to embark on a comprehensive land 
use survey of the cou-ntry, and, on the basis of this, to eventually draw 
up an appropriate overall plan for the expi.Oitation of our land resources. 
(Uganda, p. 13.)

our

For the most effective long-term development of the agricultural 
potential of the nation, available land should be directed to its most 
productive uses; there is no clear evidence that the present patterns 
of utilization or the pattern embodied in existing plans conforms to 

< ' thissj^equirement. s- As a first step in providing ^ basis for the pro
motion of optimal land allocation, a land use survey v;ill be "under
taken. The purpose of the survey will be to- indicate the most 
productive uses of the land, taking into account projected market 
demand, yield potential and transport costs. Such a study will 
enable Goverriment to direct its rural development efforts more • 
effectively. (Uganda, p. 175.)

Although the general situation in terms of land and water resources and popula

tion pressures on them is relatively bright in Uganda, there are areas of high 

population pressures and of low ^'j.,g^l, semi-ar.id land. A Land Planning ^ 

Service was established in the Department of Agriculture, originally to aid 

in the physical development aspects of group farms. As group farms became,of 

less interest,■the service was made available to all farmers at subsidized

During the plan'period, 1.5 m. shs. are provided for the expansion ofrates.
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«this sei-vice (Project ftlO-43), and agricultural economics, emd .i?ther land-use
’ 'v- ■ ■

This service is' tb evolve Into a special divisionspecialities will be added, 

in the Department of Agriculture which will be" respojisible for all malfters re

lating to land-use planning, irrigation and drainage, etc.

In the opinion of many knowledgable people, how^jt^, the extensipn workers 

themselves are the cruc^a^factor in extension services. Although there was a 
rapid increa^ei.^in the number of agricultural extension workers during the second 

■ Development Plan, the third Plan states that the ratio is still too small:

The hierarchy of the extension serviceone^^xtension worker 

field staff, in descending order, consists of agricultural otfibef-s-, assistant

per'1,800 farmers.

agricultural officers, and agricultural assistants. The emphasis during^this 

plan period will be on more and better qualified agricultural assistants, and 

a target figure of one agricultural assistant per 1,000 farmers is made. The

training programs of the agricultural colleges are to produce these people. 

Existing Agricultural Colleges at Arapai and Buhalasa are to be expanded to 

accomodate 300 students each, (up from 140), at an allocated cost of 4.2 m.

shs^. (Pr^ect #10-44) ^ . In addition to a three-year diploma course and a tv;o- 

_ year certificate' course, an in-service training program is to be introduced for 

the promotion of agricultural assistants who have had field experience.

Although extension services are usually designed to promote agriculture 

in general, there is a policy change in the Plan that has implications for 

•specific crops:

It has become apparen^iEitot the agricultural extension service ne^s 
to move away from the generar’'h^istance approach it has concentrated upon 
in the past. A more sharply focused approach v/ill assign staff to specific 
programmes where performance can, within limits, be more effectively assess
ed in terms of production targets...The major extension effort to be under
taken during Plan III is the expansion of cotton output. Field staff will 

. be assigned to cotton and other crops grown in rotation with cotton... 
millet and maize,oas well as groundnuts...Staff will also be assigned to 
rice culti'vation and other food crops in the non-cotton growing areas. 
(Uganda, p. 176.)
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The priorities indicated in this instance will be noted and figured into the
■ . ■■ ■ ■ ■ . • ^ ' V- •

final priority ratings. ‘

In addition to the general agriculturaL^collegfs above, a Natiorfar College- ’’ 

of-Agricultural Mechanization is allocated 1.2 m. shs. for its completion and 

the development of a college farm and estate (Proje{^1ss^l0-48) . When, fully

operational, the colle^e^jrill accomodate 350 students for ti^ining in agricul-
X . . X*

tural mechani(:s. Anqpher college near completion is the Kigumba Co-operative

College which is allocated 4.6 m. shs. in the Plan (Project #10-45). The Co-

t

f

operative Department has had a substantial field staff, but not sufficient-to

adequately supervise the 2”,000 cooperatives that exist. The rianpbwer target 

in Plan-III is to provide one cooperative assistant for every five societies, 

and one assistant officer for every five assistants) The training at Kigumba

will center around professional management-and accountancy courses.

A -Veterinary Training Institute offers training in beef, dairy, and pas-
)

This institute.is to be moved in conjunctionture work for extension staff.

with a long-term development and transfer plan v/hich. is to be prepared for the

j ar;ea in.jwhich ie is located, and 2.0 m. shs. is provided for the development 

of a new site ' (Project #10-46). The Kyabuyeya Forestry School was expanded

sufficiently enough during the second development plan to provide for Plan III

forestry extension manpower needs, so no new expenditures are listed. The only

indication of priorities here is that the training programs.for timber cutters.I

loggers, and those concerned with tool operation and maintenance are to be in-

h'i^c[^^stitute, however, is allocated 1.0 m. “^s.
i!

tensified. The Fisheries Train
i (Project #19-47) for expansion. Training programs in trawler operations, fish

5> marketing, and fis)i processing are to be initiated.

Institutions called District Farm Institutes provide supplementary train

ing to the agricultural extension service program by arranging short courses

S.
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for farmers on specific crops, -farm inputs, farm management, and related matters. <
iv-

-Sever&l of these Institutes have co-operative "wings" attached to^em which are S-

used for training co-operative assistants, and several share facilities with Ru-^
V. . ■ '

ral Training Centres which are.administered by the Ministry of Cultural and Com

munity Development. By the end of the second develoj 

were in operation;

%
m
:

I;nt plan, 15 Institutes

Plan III allocates 13.0 m. shs. for the establishment of six
IK;

! Institutes/Centres, three of, themnew to have cooperative "wings," and for improve-
iViments to existing ones, (Project iflO-49) .

.management costs, the Institutes and Centres are to be ful>ly integrated under, 

'the responsibility of the .Department of Agriculture.

Most of the remaining projects directly involve specific crop or livestock 

programs, and the relevant discussions and expenditures are quoted below:

In order to economize on construction

i’"-.

I!::C’

Coffee - Coffee production continued expanding over the Second Five-Year 
Development Plan period.. .Exp^orts, however, could not keep pace . 
because of Uganda's quota under the International Coffee Agree
ment and the fierce international competition for sales to non- 
quota countries...

!

To avoid overproduction of coffee and to increase export value, 
the strategy will be to encourage alternative agricviltural ac- 

'v; tiyities such as dairying, cocoa, and horticultural production 
which offer a higher return than coffee; and to promote a 
significant improvement in the quality of the country's coffee 
crop...Quality imporvement depends upon good husbandry practices 
and proper drying 'which are to be propagated mainly through in
tensified demonstration and education efforts. More rigorous 
quality tests will be instituted and price differentials used 
to encourage quality improvement...Spraying and other disease 
control work will be increased to cover all arabica producing 
areas by the end of the Plan period.

i
fS;

Is(Uganda, pp. 180-181.)
'aScIn accordance with the ovo^^ll tone of the above remarks, no development 

expenditures are listed in Table 2^f ft.-;

or coffee. . Kith regard to the final state-
. f

ment above, however, note on the following page in Table 24, and back on Table

22, that two types of coffee are involved: arabica and robusta. 

and exports of robusta coffee
Doth production 

are far greater than that of arabica, but they are
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Table 24
-^V ,

Procfiiction of Selected, Commodities, 1967,69 and. 1976.

Growth Rate
1967,

'I967;fi9-
Avenge

«■

1975.Units

Vo
■ 200 
160-0 

400-1.000 
240-250

4-913-6’000 trmnes 
*000 tnnnes 
’000 bales 
*000 tonnes 
’OOO tf.nncs 

tonnes 
tonnes 

•000 Tonnes 
’000 litres 

million litres 
*lX'U tonnes 
’OoO tenntrs 
'OUO tonnes 1

.Arabica ColTce 
Robusta CotTee 
Cotton ..
Sugir ..
Tea...........................
Fire-cured Tobacco 
Fluc-cored Tobacco ■ 
Fish .. ..
Spirils eWaragi) .. C 
Eeci-V

Super Pii'^cRhate .. 
Rlister Copper ..

-0-4
5-3-12:2

165-7
39S

6-7143-2
12-814-7 4-

10-0J-4-
9-02-5
6-0171-0

680-0I 9-1
U-549-0

■12-5400-0
32-3 7-4

1-217-015-5

Source: Table III-2, Uganda Development Plan 1971/2 - 1975/6,.^p. 44, ft

Arabica coffee, oh tbe other hand,■ expected to decline during the plan period.

isaexpected to increase production at an average annual grovrth rate of 4^9 per

cent and increase in cx^rt value at an average annual growth rate of 2.0 per

cent—from 1967/69 to 1976!

Cotton - Cotton is Uganda's second most important crop and does not face ^e 
same market limitations as coffee — In order to increase farmer in
comes, to generate the additional foreign exchange needed to finance 
an expanding development progra.-rane, and to meet rising domestic re
quirements for cotton, the minimum cotton output target for 1976 is 
600,05b bal^s. (See Table 24.) Depending on the response of farmers 
to the various measures embodied in this Plan for increasing both 
yields and acreage, and given favourable weather conditions, pro
duction may reach the range of 750,000 to 1,000,000 bales in 1976.

To i-iiplement the cotton programme, a cotton production unit will be 
established viithin the Dopartraentof Agriculture with specially as
signed field staff to organize team spraying and to work with the 
farmers to ensure timely planting and efficient harvesting...

The subsidy on DDT for cotton spraying-will be maintained...insecti
cide use on cotton in 1970 was estimated at 200,000 tins. The Plan 
III target is to ineffea^e the number of tins used to about 1,000,'BOO 
by 1976... (Uganda, pp.T^M

The Cotton Spraying Subsidy Scheme is the only development expenditure 

listed for this crop in I'able 23, and it is allocated 30 m. shs. during the 

plan period. (Project .010-54.)

s
••'V. -

-182.)
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- Sugar-cane is grown on large estates attached to sugar mills, andSugar 4

on smallholder units.. .Sugar consumption in. Uganda-, ^af&r racing 
■ somewhat erratically during the early ye^s of the Second FiVe-YYear
Development Plan, has returned to the six to seven percent annual 
growth trend...During Plan III, sugar-pane production must grow 
by at least 35 percent to meet the expected fhcrease in domestic ' 
consumption, and by a larger amount if exports are to be resumed 
cind expanded... {See Tables 22 and 24).

I
?:

i;';

I
fThe_major expansion of cane production will 

and outgrowers supplying the National Sugar Wor)cs at Kinyala.. .1^) 
There will, also'^'be—an expansion of cane cultivatio.n to meet the in
creased requirements of the three existing sugar mills at Lugazi, 
Kakira'Xand Saffgo Bay. All three will increase their sugar pro
duction during the Plan...

from the esta’te

i

. ■ _The expansion 6f outgrower production will be assisted through the 
provision of medium term credit. A sum of Shs. 8 million^ill be 
allocated to the Uganda Development Bank for this purpogsai^

- The .last expenditure is for the only sugar product (Project {flO-5) ,

listed in Table 23.
■I

- The Second Five-Year Development Plan stressed the need to diversify 
agricultural output in order to reduce dependence upon cotton and 
coffee. One of the croios selected for special attention was tea, 
which has made real progress over the Plan period...During Plan Illf^ 
the second phase of-the Smallholder Tea Programme will be undertaken. 
In this phase, tea acreage under the scheme will be expanded by about 
10,000 hectares...The project will be administered by the Agricultur
al Development Corporation and will involve...the production of vege- 

• ■ tafive propogation cuttings, leaf inspection--services, field super
vision and other technical services, the general administration of 
the project, and working capital for the smallholders and the 
Agricultural Development Corporation. Government's contribution 
will amount to Shs. 37.0 million.16) of this, Shs. 18.0 million will 
be contributed through the Uganda Development Bank for credit to 
cooperatives and individual smallholders associated with the Programme 
(Project #10-11). The balance (Shs. 19.0 million)16) will be a con
tribution to the Agric-altural Development Corporation in respect of 
the capital and operating costs of the Programme_ (Project #10-53).

Tea

«■

15)
The cost of developing this sugar estate is included in the allocations 

under Manufacturing, to be covered later.
16)

This is the "High Priority Allocation." The original quotation uses 
the "Allocation in Bank" figure.

5

s
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The 1976 output target is 38,000 tons, more than double the level 
attained in 1970. (See Table 24.) Although there^ar#con^^uing 
disucssions oh fixing export quotas.for tea praducihg countries, 
Uganda should be able to increase its exports as production- 
expands... (See Table 22.) (Uganda, pp. 183-184.)

- <r. .

Tobacco - Uganda produces both fire and flue cured tobacco. Flue cured tobacco 
prices rose during the Second Five-Year Develoment Plan period, mak- 
.ing production for export a profitable activi^ 
the period...(See Tables 22 and 24).

An ik^ensive smallholder development programme for flue cured tobacco 
was started in' 1970. Over the four-year period up to 1974, an addi
tional 1,500 hectares involving 6,000 farmers will be brought into 
production.. .Government's financial contribution will amount to Shs.

■ .■_'._36.3 million. The bulk of this (Shs. 20.4 million) wiTl be for 
credit, through the Uganda Development Bank, to smallholdgrs for - 
the purchase of inputs... (Pro]eGt_.J10-6) . Shs. 4.4 miX’^^pof 
Government's contribution will .finance the construction.-, .of a ;

, tobacco warehouse in Kair.pala, (Project #10-7). The balance of Shs.
11.5 million will cover, the-general, administrative costs of the'•Pro- 

, ject... (Project ,#10-56)'.

Output expaWded over

Marketing prospects for fire cured tobacco are excellent, and sub
stantially more than present output can be sold without difficulty. .
An intensive development programme has been undertaken...The develop- ' 
ment cost of this programme is Shs. 1.8 million over the Plan period. 
(Project #10-57.) (Uganda, pp. 184-185.)

Ground
nuts - The Second Five-Year Development Plan called for increased production

of qualij;y groundnuts... Plan achievements fell far short of targets_
‘Tfie shortfall'^’can be attributed to the slow'progress of the seed im
provement programme and lack of farmer response to improved cultiva- - 
tion techniques.

With the improvement and expansion of the seed multiplication pro
gramme, yields should rise. Special attention will be given to ground
nut production by the extension service, particularly in conjunction 
with the cotton development scheme, since the two are frequently grown 
in rotation. Additional shelling units will be installed by the co
operative movement as needed, to improve the quality of the shelled 
nuts. An export target of 10,000 tons has been set for 1976. The 
cost of capital iraproveij^ts is Shs. 1.5 million, which is again 
included in the allocation

«■

the Uganda Development Bank for on- . 
lending to cooperative unioi^ for the purchase of shelling nuts. 
(Project #10-99.) (Uganda, p. 185.)
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Cocoa
P^ans

■«

Cocoa beans are one of the most important perennial'"crops^grovm in 
the tropics.. .J’rices reached a vejry, high level in^early ^70 and 
have since fallen, but at current and even lower le'yels of prices, 
cocoa is an economically remurieratiye crop in Uganda, and Inhere is 
already considerable farmer interest in its production...In Plan 
lil, emphasis will be placed on consolidating the existing cocoa 
acreage and cultivation practices. Expansion’in plantings will be 
limited to two thousand hectares annually. study of the cocoa * 
^industry will be made., and if market prosstects are favourable, 
plantings will be increased-beyond this level...The capital cost 
of the.expanSioB'programme will be Shs. 10 million, (Project #10- . 
55j. (Uganda, pp. 186-187.)

Citrus Cit;rus fruits in Uganda have traditionally been marketed by small- .
. . holders who have a few trees on their, farms and prodtice a poor 

quality product. To improve quality and expand outpu|^three ' 
citrus farms were established during the Second Five?^^^ Develop
ment Plan...The future of the citrus programme depends upon markets 
for the crops. Early in Plan III, a market study will be undertaken 
and an expansion progratme will be prepared in accord with-mai^et 
prospects. The Tliird Plan development costs of the three citrus 
farms v.’ill be Shs. 2 million... (Project #10-59). (Uganda, p. 186.)

- An alternative fibre source, (to sisal) vjhich has been under study is 
kenaf, to be mixed with imported fibres for the production of bags 
and sacking. 7in initial trail planting.. .was undertaken in 1910^
The quality of the crop will be assessed and, if it proves acceptable 
for sacking purposes, a kenaf production programme will be imolemented... 
The Plan III capital cost of the program is Shs. 12 million.
(Proje^ct #10-60). (Uganda, p. 186.)

Kenaf

s ‘9

Silk - Trail plantings of mulberry trees from Japan were started late in 
the Second Five-Year Development Plan after a survey had indicated 
that Uganda's climatic conditions were suitable for silk production. 
A phased programme of expansion...will be implemented over the Plan 
III period at a cost of Shs. 500,000. (Project #10-61.) (Uganda, 
p. 186.)

*.

Rice - A limited quantity of rice, about 2,000 tons, is grown in Uganda
nsiderably less than domestic consumption 

produce sufficient rice to meet domestic
every year. This is-o 
The Plan III target is

17)
This is tlie "High Priority Allocation." 

"Allocation in Bank" figure.
The original quotation uses tlie ,
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consumption requirements and, if market potential exists, to produce 
an export surplus as well. There are .several ■ areas TDein^considered 
for large-scale rice production. -One;:of these is^the Kikii 
Reclamation Scheme...The estimated cost of developing the-800 hectares 
at Kikimba is Shs. 10.0 million ov^r the Plan III. period.. .p(Project 
#10-24'.) The Faculty of Agriculture at Hake'rere is now undertaking 
a trail programme, in which over 100 varieties of rice will be test
ed under irrigation and natural rainfall Conditions to determine those 
best suited to Uganda.

imba Swamp

(Uganda, pp. 186-^^)

Haricot
Beans — HSi^ioot beans, which are the raw material for baked beans, have a

re^yexport market. . .The Plan III target is to set up 3,500 hectares 
under cultivation with an output of 10,000 tons, most of it for ex
port. The cost of .the project...is Shs. 2.5 million. (Project SIOt- 
63.) (Uganda, p. 187.) o

:
Sim-Sim - Another food crop which v;ill be given increased attention is sim-sim. 

. , Shs. 1.0 million is allocated for the expansion of sim-sim production 
_ (Project #10-65). (Uganda, p. 187.)

Horticultural 
Crops - A horticultural development programme Kill be implemented during Plan 

III...Horticultural products with an export potential will be given 
special attention...The horticultural production programme is esti
mated to cost Shs. 3.0 million in development expenditure during^ 
Plan III. (Project #10-64.) (Uganda, p. 188.)

Other
‘Crops S Soya bean jftroduction has had a chequered 'history in Uganda. .'.Market

prospects now appear brighter...In order to take advantage of the im
proved market conditions,•soya bean acreage will be expanded to 4,000 
hectares and it is expected that output will reach 32,000 tons by 
1976...

Uganda's wlieat imports totalled 20,000 tons in 1970...The Plan III 
target is to double output as a step towards the longer-term goal 
of self-sufficiency...A long-term development plan will be prepared 
and its implementation will be started over the Plan period...

The staple food crops^ure plantains (matoke) , millet, maize and 
cassava. Production orNihese crops must grow at a rate in excess 
of the rate of population increase if self-sufficiency is to be 
maintained with stable prices. To achieve this,'a number of steps 
will be taken...

Uganda has, in the past, considered the production of pyrethrura, 
but, with rapid growth of inorganic insecticides, market prices

f
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have been discouraging...If prices recover, a prpgraimae for pyrethrum 
. production will be’initiated...

Research will be continued on local plants and herbs with medicinal 
qualities. One of the more promising' is sepna, for which a ieasj.bil- 
ity will be made. Bagarua, a plant which grows wild in Uganda, will 
be investigated as a possible tanning agent. (Uganda, pp. 187-188.)

. Hone of these other crops, however, are specifically ^iiScated development

expenditures in Table 2^.,_ ,

♦

Fores’try in tha^same ministry as agriculture in Uganda, (the Ministry

of Agriculture and Forestry), and allocations for forestry development expen-
o ■ ’

ditures~a're included in Table 23 for Rural Production. Forest reserves in ■ 

Uganda- total about 1.6 million hectares, almost all of which is owned by -the 

Government. Economically, the forests produce fuelwood for household goofeing 

and some industrial uses, poles for house construction and electric power trans-

.* -•

mission lines, and logs for sawmilling and'then to various wood utilizing indus

tries. Of all forest products, the timber logs are the most valuable component.

and log production has been composed principally .of indigenous hardwoods in the

past.

, Overall forestry policy is as follows:t

Future demand for wood and wood products for final and intermediate 
use is expected to increase rapidly with the growth of population and in
come levels...The main specific objective of forestry development in 
Uganda is to ensure that output expands sufficiently to meet demand in 
the future and, as much as possible, malce a start in -the exploitation 
of the lucrative foreign markets for wood products. (Uganda, p. 189.)

%
‘■■V

I

Forestry development strategy in Uganda has follov;ed two principal lines: the i

treatment of natural forest (Mainly hardwoods), and softwood afforestation of

Both of these activities :e to continue during the new plan period.new areas.

The treatment of natural forests consists of thinning and weeding out useless 

species in order to promote the growth of commercially valuable trees. During 

Plan II, 18,000 hectares of natural foresi: were treated in this way, and the
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target of Plan III is 34,000 hectares. This treatment absorbs ,the major por-
•, 'v*- ■ ^t'ion of the recnirrent expenditures of the Forestry Department, „but no develpp-i!

ment expenditures are allocated for it.

Afforestation projects are confined to planting softwoods because of their 

relatively short maturing period; (as compared to theyears which it takes 

species tg^j^ure). During the new plan period, 10,000 hectares 

softwood, forest^^ are to be planted at an allocated cost of 14.5 m. shs. 

{Project #10-66). Other development expenditures of 1.5 m. shs. and 1.0 m. shs. 

are allocated for -forest roads (Project #10-67),

69) , but these expenditures 'are general in nature and do not spec-r-tSially apply 

to either softwoods or hardwoods.

The remainder of the-projects listed in Table -23 are concerned with aspects 

of livestock production or general administration, and will only be covered

■

some hardwood

of new

o
and for equipment (Project. .#10-4

.4

_ . -rf

Kajor cattle diseases such as east cost fever, foot-and-mouth disease, 

and contagious bovine pleuro-pneumonia pose a serious economic problem in Uganda, 

and their control and/or eradication are basic to the Government's strategy for

briefly.

the ^devel^mant of the livestock industry. Accordingly, 56.6 m. shs. is allocat

ed for an Animal Disease Control Programme, which, includes projects for tick con

trol (Project #10-70), for Foot-and-Mouth Disease Control (Project #10-71), for a 

Mobile Epidemic Disease Control Scheme (Project #10-72), for a Rinderpest Campaign

(Project #10-73), and for Stock Routes and Quarantines (Project #10-15). These

projects are not designated especially for either beef or dairy livestock, but■3

«■

for the livestock industry in gehgral^/I
An allocation of 65.5 m. shs. is made in Table 23 for a specific Beefa

if Development Programme, however. The supply of meat in Uganda has not kept

pace with demand, and an expanded cattle population and a higher proportion of
■ C'. • *

total cattle to be held by commercial farmers are Plan III objectives. The

r-
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of beef development Is to be the, expansion of commercial ranching
through the pgahSa' Deve:^ment

cornerstone <
18) and separate allocations are made 

Bank (Project #10-9), and directly to the Arikole/^Masaka Scheme (Projects j,#10-

stock farm and other ranching schemes (Project

sch^es,

74.and #10-98), and the Mbarara
ent of livestock. An additional allocation was made for the impMg^#10-75)

markets ;
i

Dairy impol^'t^s for Kenya provide, about one-half of dairy consumption in 

Uganda^ and the Plan III goal is J:o reduce this import ratio to 20 percent by 

Development Programme is allocated 64.6 m.

Since local-cows produce very low milk yields, 

of the program will be to improve the local stock through the importation of

During-the new plan period, 2,500

i
I

shs. inaTable 23 to.^^^^Dairy. 1976

ir effortaccomplish this. :

foreign exotic stock and breeding programs, 

head of exotic stock are to be imported atyin allocated cost of 20 m. fehs.

I(Project #10-77); dairy breeding farms have been established and they are to be 

expanded and their number increased at an allocated cost of 19 m. shs. (Project 

and the artificial insemination service, which works primarily for the

allocated cost of 3 m.

In addition, an allocation of 15 m. shs. will be made 

through the Uganda Development Bank for loans to dairy farmers (Project #10-10),

made respectively for a rationaliza

tion and expansion program of milk cooling and collecting centers (Project #10-80)

!
■;

i
i

#19-78) !
benefit of dairy caitle, is also to be expanded at an < 

shs. (Project #10-81).
1
’

\

and allocations of 1.0 and 6.6 m. shs. are

and for general dairy supplies and storage facilities (Project #10-82).

Other minor livestock development expenditures include 1.0m. shs. for ^ 

Pig Development (Project #10-83), 1.2^ shs. for Goat Development (Project

18)
Note that these are not rangeland ranching schemes as in the case of 

Kenya. The geographic locations of these schemes are not in the rangeland 
ecological area of Uganda, and so do not relate to rangeland research 
priorities. ' .
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SlO-84), 0.5 m. shs. for Bee-Keeping Development (Project 010-85^, 2.5 m. shs.
• ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ -.—Sc ' ’ V- . -

for Poultry Develop.ment (Project #10-86), and 1.6 m. sh^. • for Hides and Skins

Development (Project #10-87). A total of 8.0 m_..-shs. is allocated for rfFisli-. 

eries Development Programme in Table 23. Investigations undertaken during Plan 

II indicated that there was substantial unexploited deep®*ater fisheries poten

tial in“ Lake Victoria, and^^J)eep V?ater Fisheries Development project (Project 

#10-88) and Fi^i^Landing,^and Marketing Improvements (Project #10-89) are de

signed to tap this resource. In addition, efforts to exploit new species in

varioiis^lakes in Uganda and to establish, fish farms and ponds wiA be intensir 

fied'(Project #10-91). And, 'finally, to enable the Fisheries DepafBTCnt to 

carry, out their work, three launches for.demonstration and experimental wo^k 

(Project #10-95) and two for licensing and patrol work (Project #10-96) are 

listed in Table 23.

.* .*

General Administrative Expenditures' for the Ministry of Agriculture and 

Forestry and the Ministry of Animal Industry, Game and Fisheries are allocated 

19.5 m. shs. as the final item in Table 23. The projects listed are for Non- 

Project Hotting (Project #10-50 and #10-51), and Additional Vehicles (Project 

#10-52 and #10-53).%
J-

Back in Table 20, it is shown that 338.3 m. shs. of High Priority develop

ment funds are to be spent on "Manufacturing, Mining and C9nstruction"—the 

third largest sum after Rural Production and Transport and Communications, and 

accounting for 10.6 percent of total High Priority development expenditures. 

Table 25, on the following page, s

projects in this sector and the expenditures for them.'

i_

I

liovs^^ detailed listing of the different

Performance in the manufacturing sector had been limited during Plan II 

by constraints, sjich as insufficient capacity, insufficient production of a pri- 

‘ mary prodcut, or insufficient markets. Overall goals and strategies for this
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Table’25 i!^

t; r-:
-' - ■ ^V' • •

^!anui■ac^u^j^ s’, 'Mfriin^'and Con$lructioa: 
GovcrnnienC Development Projects*

■ 4r

Projvct 
Code , 

Number

Imple
menting
Agency

Hich
Priority

.\llocatioa
Programnic.'Projcct Tide Allocation 

in Bank fe.
S/u. m. Shs. m.k Indwtrial E>;tev.;ion- and Ai \isorv Pro-

’J'lQjjaife .. .. .. •
Contribution to VDB—Small*?ca1e Ir.du&ir>* 
Nnnoa Indu.<tr:.d E«:taic 
dndMj-.rial chutes In urban arew other than 

Kampala
Crop Pbwjjinc PnocRAMME .. I. 

CoT.tnbution to L li>n—Dc%clopmcnt of 
Cotton Ginnir^ Inc-.-stry 

Contribution to UDD—ilmprovemem of 
Coitce Prcccssins ..

Contribution to ADC—^Tca Processing 
Factories ..

Contribution to ADC—National Sugar 
Works

Poop M wEAcri prsc Psoor.amme 
Co.-.triDution lo I.DC—Alilk Processing 

Lnits
M^CET.LANEOLS M.-,NXFAC71T.ISG Phoo-amme 

ConsriDUtion :o I'UC—Lira Textile Mill.. 
Dcn.onstr-jion Mi!-. West Nile
Government Printinc'Prcss—Phase H 
Prisons.Industries Development '
Contribution to UDC—Unspccilicd Indus

trial Projects .. ■
Contribution to LIF—Purchase of shares in 

industrial cemnanies
MiVERAL lN\-L?TIO«ii.'sV Pn0CR.\MMi- 

Ktivipmenf and I-.ici!;ties for Mineral 
Ertplorniion.. .. ... ..

lU’iixt.vc REic\r:H Pkocp-^mme ..
Expansion of Central Materials Laboratorj'

■i

46-1 '^9*6a 1-1

MI 8*3 8-3

in-z MFP • 10-0 10-0 •
MI 14-8 14-8

MI 13-0 6-3
SI-4I 76-411-3 A

ifsw SiFP l6-4ft 16-4 ■ 
3-0 ^ 5^,,—
5-0 "=^.0

33-0 
TO- . V

!11-6 . 
1.1-7

*:
MFP ) j;MFP5 11-8

? t>MFP 53-0
It 2-011-9 I

MFP 2-0 1-0I 214-3 214-311-10.
11-18
n-12
11-13
11-11

60-0 cqo
1-5 1-55 OP 2-8 2-8

Ml.-\ 10-0 lO-O

■MFP 40-0 40-011-14
MFP 100-0 100-0i 3-0 5-011-15% IMMWR

MWil
5-0 5-0ft 4-0 2-0 511-17 4-0 2-0

I fcitr.'.cen th;: I'tmk and hich priority aiioratio'n to each project i» e.Apiained =

t O.P.*==O.T:ce cf the President.
M.F.P.=M.n.'3try of Finance and Planning. 
M.A-F,«.M;n:-:ry cf Agriculture and Forestry-.
M.I. = Mjr.T-itr>- of Indujirs'.
M.M.\V.K.*.■^^i>M■nryof M-.nor?! and Water Resources. 
M.W.II.sjMinistry of Works and Housing. 
M.I.;V-«Msnistr)- of Internal AtTairs.

S.. '

S
I

r

I Source: Table XX-8, Uganda Development Plan 1971/2 - 1975/6, p. 229.
tfsector in Plan III are as foil

(i) a growth of output of 7.6 percent per annum between 1967/69 and 1976;

(ii) a growth of manufactured export averaging 5.3 percent 
the same period;

(iii) substantial progress in the tJgandanisation both of employment and of 
ownership and operation within the manufacturing sector;

f
SJ per annum over

i
E :

0 y
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<
.„(iv) a rapid growth of employment in m^ufacturing broadly In li^ with 

the growth of manufacturing^ output. (Uganda, ;207-'208,.)
'E*.

Development expenditures of 39.6 m. sKs. are shown in Table 25 for pan 

Industrial Extension and Advisory Programme, which includes projects (Project 

#11-1, #11-2, #11-3, cind #11-4), designed to build up the^managerial manpower *

fc:
K

I-
Ti:

Iand physical infrastructure of industry/in general. The next category of a

agriculture pfiori-Crop Processin^Programme, however,,is directly related to I
ities. -It includes four projects on cotton ginning, coffee curing, tea process

ing, and- sugar refining.

In cotton ginning, the number of active ginneries

a
/(

available £ot been

> able to deal efficiently with past cotton crops greater than 350,000 bales,

In addition, many of the ac

tive ginneries are in such poor condition that the quality of lint has been

let alone the expected increase during Plan III!
*

adversely affected. Therefore, a program for the Development of the Cotton ■

tGinning Industry has been allocated 16.4 m. shs. (Project #11-5) in Table 25,’^

to be channeled through the Uganda Development Bank. This will support ginnery 

rehabilitation and ^expansion, and also an expansion of ginnery storage capacity.
4 % .

V;

s S'

Tlie former isCoffee curing, is done either through a wet or dri' process. t

more costly than the latter, but produces a better quality bean that sells for 

In line with primary product growth expectations, no major 

expansion of coffee processing capacity—wet or dry—is planned during Plan

Improvements to existing processing facilities are needed, however, but

a higher price. s
3
I
3'III.

although funds are provided for tlj^ in the "Allocation in Bank" column.

High Priority Allocation is listed, (feojoct #11-6.) .

As tea acreage expands "during Plan III, and previous plantings come into 

full bearing, additional tea processing^Bactories will be 

one existing factory will be expanded and four

3
£

no fT'

■i

needed. Therefore,

new ones will be created at an 3

J'13
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allocatiid cost of 5.0 m. shs. (Project #11-7). 

throjigh the Agricultural'Development Corporation.^

Work was started on the Kinyala Sugar Scheme during Plan 11, and it j,s 

•expected to start initial production in late 1973. 

pension of existing mills, sugar production is expected to 

1976: an amount that should cover domestic consumption and leave 
ble surplus of abound 60,000^ns. 

mill and nucleus estate, ai 

(Project #11-8). ■

-finder a heading of "Food Processing, Beverages, and Tobacco Pri 

many, opportunities for commercial processing development are mentioned:

These funds will be channeled
■i:-

'v- ■

fi.f)

Together with planned ex-

>e 240,000 tons by * t
'Uan exporta

in order to complete the'Kinyala sugar- 

an allocation of 55.00 m. shs. is listed in Table 25,

o

the
_ . vf

processing of horticultural crops; "small-scale activities such as grain milling. p.i

food canning, and bakeries; fish processing and canning; pig processingoil 
milling, etc. fi.

Only one product in Table 25 is specifically funded, however: 

is allocated for Milk Processing Units, (Project #11-9).

Under the “Miscellaneous Manufacturing Programme" in Table 25, .projects 

concerning textile mills (Project #11-10), or printing (Project #11-12), will

1.0m. shs.

s
not be considered in the analysis of Ugandan national agricultural pfiorities, 

just as they v;eren't in the case of Kenya, 

facturing project to bq mentioned:

IS

That leaves only one final manu- v. •

lithe 1.5 m. shs. expenditure for the West
Nile Demonstration Saw Mill (Project #11-18). This saw mill is to be estab

lished to utilize the output of softwoods at that location, and at the same 

time to demonstrate efficient saw m:Uling methods and to train Ugandans in 
the industry.

I'l
Other forestry related tuSncUiufactured products are mentioned; 

plywood for tea chests, particle board, charcoal, but none is specifi-e.g..

cally allocated funds in Table 25.

|s^
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The final development expenditure category to be analyzed in Uganda's 4

i
National Plan is the 159.g m. shs. expendituresfpr "Water" shovm back on

Uganda's water resources aire described in this section of the Plan
I:

Table 20.
j

i

as follows: IiU
ii

I
Eighteen 'Uganda is a country well endowed with water xe 

percent of her surface area, is covered with open^^ter or swamp arid 73 
percent of the country receives not less than 1,000 millimetres of rain
fall per annum. N5wej?theless, water is' a valuable resource whose use 
must be'i^refully planned. Respite its general abundance, there are 
many parts\of the'^country where there is a general shortage of water... 
Government's objective in water development is to harness and utilize 
Uganda's water resources .for the benefit of the entire population. 
.(Uganda, p. 243.)

sources.

'i'.

is:

f;
I

development"^^^;
Table 26 below shows a-detailed listing of the sects inJ*

5!'
this sector, and the expenditures for them. The sections on Rural Water Supply

-----V

5
Table 26

ts
Waier: Governmcni Dc^elopmeni E.’cpenditure

Implc-
meritsr.t' Allocation 
AccMcyt I in Hank

Priority
.Allocation

Project
Code

Number
Programme.Projcct Title

iff Sfit. f/t.
11-3

S/;r. m.

i ^V.^TF.n Rrjt\KCH pROOR.\^n.tE
Hydrcir.eteorol'zlccl Survey of Lakes 

Victoria, Kycca end .Albert 
Equipment for River P.i.'iin Surveys 

^ Irricatson Eii:,;r.eehr.s Services .. .1’
Invcsyuation;: c: Kcramoja Sand Rivers .. 
Hydrolocical Invuftirstions and Research

Rrii.xL^Svi';-L!Fj PnoGMv.^ i:
Hunyarucuru and Paicha Water S:hcrncs .. 
Lake Nakivalc Wjut Supply—Pi.nse I .. 
l.y.;c Niki-, j;.. -.V.-.-or S'j:.:ily—Pr asu II .. 
Other Rural Piped a:cr Supplicj 
Horeholc Co:5?;r::cii(an Equipmer.- 
Rorehole Ct^nstrutf.-n Operatiny Costs .. 
Maintenance c: Uorchole.'s 
Hcrehole Dri;i::;;j Division—T.onsfcr of 

Headquarters
L-FH.\.S W.MLR Sl'PPLY .*-\D SfVVAGK DJtTOt.VL 
Pr>)gr.vmv:e

Contribution to N.W.B.

9-5
16-1

MMWR
MMWR
M.MWR
M.MWR

.MMWR

30 3-0I 1-816-2 1-0
l-O 0-516-3
4-5 4*5F 16-4 

^ 16-5
0-510

68-9 66*8
MMWR
.MCCD
.MMWR
MMWR
.MMWR
MMWR
MMWR

0-416-6 0-4 V...4-0 4-016-7
41 2016-8
4016-9 40
7-0 7-016-10

16-11
16-12
16-13

37-4 37-4
100 100

^^MWR 2-0 2'0

S3-5
MTP 83-516-14

• TTve rclation.'h:p between the bank nod hiqh priority alloc.'ttion to eavh project iv desetibeJ In 
Chapter Eirht (paracraphs 5.7-a.K*;^<5^ syrtein of code nuntberit's associated wiih cuch 
project is ciolair.cd in .Appendix 1.

• t MEP = Ministry of tina.ncc and Phnninp.
M.AIWR = Ministry of .AJinc.-al and Water Resources. 
MCCD Mini.etry of Culture and Community Development.£4

Source: Table Xia-1 Uganda Development Plan 1971/2 - 1975/6, p. 300.
S i-' ■

D<
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and Urban Water Supply and Sewage Disposal- are concerned with l?preholes and
■ '■ ' - "v- ■ ■

piped water, and do not relate to the water fe^ource/lan’d. use priority issue

that this analysis focuses on. The five projedts uni^^r the Water ReseSreh Pro- ,

gramme do, however, and these are allocated a total of 9.5 m. shs.

Plan Ill's discussion of the Water Research Progpifine states the .following:

" A basic pre-c;ci{id^ion for the national exploitation of our water 
is that more should be known about the hydrological, georesources

logical and meterojogical factors which determine water availability 
in all par&s' of the country. (Uganda, p. 293.)

The Hydrometeorological Survey of the catchment of lakes Victorina, Kyoga, and * 

■ Albeit (Project #16-1) , was begun in 1967 as a multi-national preset sponsored
■

by the United Nations Development Program. Its objectives are to collect and
-■

analyze hydrometeorological data in these areas, in order to study the water

balance of the Upper Nile. Although the first phase of this project,was to

end in 1972, the participating countries had already agreed to extend it for

another five years. Uganda's contribution during Plan III was 3.0m. shs. ^

In order to supplement the above data, the Water Development Department 

of the Ministry of Mineral and Water Resources has embarked upon a series of 

river basib surveys for the purpose of determining and designing the optimum 

use of known water yields of selected tributary rivers to the main Nile system.

During Plan III, these surveys are to be continued at an allocated cost of 1.0

ra. shs. for equipment (Project #16-2). A further 0.5 m. shs. is allocated for

irrigation engineering services (Project #16-3) .' The Department has also been

associated with the UN's International Hydrological Decade, and under this pro-
/f

urbah^jcatchment.investigations, studies of the.

These studies are also to be

gram it has initiated rural and

Ruwenzori (Mountains of the Moon) glaciers, etc.

continued and 0.5 m. shs. is allocated for these Hydrological Investigations

and Research Equipment‘(Project #16-5). *
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The North and South Karamoja Districts in Northeastern Uganda present a 
special problem for Uganda jn’that these are the»low-rainfallT^emi-a^d to 

arid areas referred to above.

<

*•

A major research project to Investigate the po- 

tential of underground water supplies in this area, that was completed in 1968,

concluded that no large underground reservoirs of water 

fissure, systems were locajted throughout the
isted, although small*

Areas of potentially higharea.

ground water yi'^ds were also delineated, but the cost to exploit them wa£ pro

hibitive. During Plan III, therefore, the present knowledge of ground water 

resources in Karamoja is.to be reviewed in order to identify areaS where further
inV^^gation of

"sand rivers" (Project i;i6-4), to detenrdne the potential yield of seasonal water 

flows and to devise methods,for the storage and utilization of this 

project is allocated 4.5 m. shs. in Table 26.

•.investigation or study may be-necessary. One such area is the

- . rf

water. This

>

A summary of Uganda's national agricultura] priorities, similar to Kenya's 

in Table 18, is- shown in Table 27 on the follovdng page. According to this 

analysis, Uganda's Class I highest priorities concern cotton, sugar., and tea;

Class II concerns coffee, tobacco, and beef development; Class III concerns

horticultural crops, plantation softwoods, water resources/land use', dairy 

development, and farm mechanization; Class IV concerns groundnuts,

Kenaf, rice, beans, maize, and sorghum/millet; and Class V concerns silk, 

sim-sim, and all others.

< s

cocoa.

«*•
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AFootnotes From Table 27
■

4

(a) Thisjilpes not include general expenditures on animal health or animal 
husbandry.

I<>
•sr.

(b) Fruits and Vegetables.

. (c) This does not include irrigation projects in ordps^'to be consistent with
the analysis for Kenya. Xn Kenya_'s case, irrigation projects were identi
fied with specific.^£rops; in Uganda's case, most of the irrigation pro
jects hwe the objective of developing irrigation techniques and no 
specific'M^ops ai;e mentioned:

• (d) Others, which-were barely-mentioned, included wheat, pasture grasses, 
hardwoods', hides and skins, cassava, plantains- (bananas) , ^pyrethrum, 

^^-^n'na, bageirua,- pigs, goats, .bee-keeping, and poultry.
'■ -(e) -See Table 23 for Rural Product Expenditures and Table 25 for-^Snufactur- 

ing Expenditures. ' ‘

- . V
(f) Includes the 2.0m. shs. allocated to citrus in Table 23.

(g) 1.2 m. shs. for the National College of Agricultural Mechanization is in
cluded .in this figure.

(h) See Table 23 for Rural Products research expenditures and Table 26 
for Vlater resources research expenditures.

(i) See Table 24.

(j) This figure is in terms of '000 bales.

(k) See^able 22.

••
i
‘
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TANZANIA <?■

. • ' '•■ • ' ' ’ • ' ^v' - •

The analysis of the national agricultural ^nd forestry priorities in

Tanzania will, once again, follow the outline qf the r^ational plan. Volumes

I -cind II. Volume I presents a general analysis of the development plan, and
CJ

Volume II presents the detailed projects and the devel^pitfent expenditures for
- -Cl * ”

them. "Volumes III and K^j^jAich concern, respectively, the regional perspec

tives of the n^lifonal p^an, and a survey of high and middle level manpower 

requirements of the plan, are not relevant to this analysis.

^^mbedded in Tanzania's Developiiient Plan is 

/ cal or. ideological base than "is the case with Kenya or Uganda.

sets .the tone by stating the philosophy of the plan in terms of five princj.ples 

based on the Arusha Declaration:

(i). Social equality - The Plan’aims.to spread the benefits of development 
widely throughout society;

(ii) Ujamaa - The Plan emphasizes the development of forms of economic ^ 
activity which' encourage collective and cooperative efforts and avoid wide 
differences of wealth and income;■

a. relatively raucfi. more ; politi-

rst page

(iii) Self reliance - The Plan emphasizes development through the maximum 
mobilization of domestic resources; particularly through mobilization of the 
pe'ople; S ,

(iv) Economic and Social Transformation - The Plan emphasizes rapid ex
pansion of productive capacity to create the basis for future economic and 
social transformation;

s.. ■

(v) African economic integration - The Plan emphasizes the extension of 
economic cooperation with other African states.- (Tanzania,. Vol. I., p. 1.)

4
The principles of socialism and "ujamaa" permea-te the Development Plan through

out, from broad objectives and sts^^^eg^s dov/n to individual projects.
t

The overall output target of the Plan is an average annual growth of 6.5I
f

percent per annum in real terms; a growth in GDP from 6,170 m. shs. in 1968/69

to 8,445 m. shs/ (in 1968/69 prices) in 1973/74, (see T^les 28 and 29 on the

following page). The major part of economic activity in Tanzania derives
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,Table 28

.-v, OUTPLT TARGLFS: G.ROSS DQMrsnC rUGDL'CT.AT CONSTANT ]9fS^65^PRICES

M i:\on.

iO

>

I ? *•
Per Cent 
Comri- 
butlon

■

• : ■ Ch.*!r-c
^ 156? 69 1973 74
1 ■ • 19-.' 74

of
Sociors 
10 Total 
Gro\Uh

*■

i
Ic

Ai:ric:i!t:ire:
Mor.ctary ................
Subsistence ...

Mi. in; ..\ ...........^ -
Mj v.::acturiric% ••
Cor struciion ’ ... 
PulhcL-ilitics

......................................................................................^ ■

r;s95 61? 27-0
:w) n-4

125 110 — 15 —07
I 354 • 14-2

7-5... 1,
109 47 2-1

S.H-i .'50 17-1
.'47 117
.>16- 456 170
7!S 916 \)c 8-7~r«Total ... 8.4456.;:o 2.275 I

M:in^-ary
Sub'sren;,'

6.5.^>
I.'

:.o;5 88-6
;'o 11-4

» VS'
Source: -Table 3, Tanzania Second Five^ear Plan, Vol, I, p. 202.

i

I
Table 29

i(
TAllGTT GROV. TH RAILS FOR G.D.P.

anc-e Rate

Relative 
Impo.^r- 

ar.ee • 
1973,74 

per cent

t

1968,00 
per ce.ni

per cciu 
per

annum ''c. •

..
Sur-'i'tenee 

.Mir.,; 4 
Mar-.. ;.:t 
Cor.-? r
Piibii: LII Mics 
Cc:v; le.'cc ... 
Rent
Tr.i;;,’o:i
Sersaes

240
26-4

7-2 24-S

J:?! 22-4
20 1-3
Cl 13 0 S'4

10 0!4-5 5*3
10 12-0 1-3

13-5 S-0 15-4
6056 5-5

5 1 90 5-8
11-6 50 10-8

"®S^^ToUl ... 100 65 ICO

...
Su>;. vrec Vil 7-6 77-6

22-43-0

Source; Table 4, Tanzania Second Five-Year Plan, Vol. 1, p. 203,

t

Ji

E
?
I
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directly from the rural, agricultural sector. Agriculture,, mone.tary and sub- 

sistehce; accounted for more than half of GDP -ih 1968/69 ’(see ^able 29), and, 

in addition is a major product objective of a n}^er of service sectors *Such 

as trainsport and commerce.

direct source of income and livelihood for the bulk of T

I
i

And lastly, but not least, agriculture is the
■?

—- - -  ^gitSania's population.

Therefore, the'achievement of the overall plan target requires a signifi- s

A^ease in the growth-of the marketed or monetary agricultural 

sector, although the relative importance of total agriculture in the entire 

economy,'is, to decline somewhat by 1973/74.

• ■'to grow at an annual rate of 7.2 percent and increase from 1,480 c^^s. GDP

in 1968/69 to 2,095 n. shs. GDP in 1973/74.

cant plcinned i
5

Marketed agriculture ^is expected .. s

I

This increase of 615 m. shs. ^p- 

resents, by itself, 27 percent of the"^otal GDP increase from all sectors. 1
i

(Subsistence agriculture is expected to crow only at an annual rate of 3 per-

cent and contribute an additional 260 ra. shs., or 11.4 percent, to the planned

Its relative importance in the total economy, however, is

to drop from 26.4 percent to 22.4 percent over those years.)

Rural development is the key both to the achievement of the pro- 
' duction^ targets in the Plan and the social goal of spreading development 

to the mass of the people. (Tanzania, Vol. I,, p. 4.)

General policies for rural development were set along the following

iincrease in GDP.

t
1

•.
V- ■

lines:

(i) The Plan emphasizes programmes to implement the principles of Ujamaa, 
to extend the scope for cooperative and group activity. Major organiza

tional changes have been implemented to ensure general mobilization of support 
for Ujamaa and to further the long-term objective of creating socialist forms 
of production throughout the rural^:(Sector. Pribrity is given to small-scale 
low cost projects by local cominunitl^&fc^emanding a minimum of technical and 
financial assistance...

and

(ii) Crop priorities are formulated for all major agricultural and live- 
These policies for each crop take account of the need forstock commodities.

increased self-sufficiency and improved nutritional levels, expansion of local 
markets for agricultural and livestock products at prices which are consistent 
with Government income and wage policies, and maximum exploitation of export 
markets...(Tanzania, Vol. I, p. 4).
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The Plan also takes note of things such as the need for measures ta promote 

diversification in areas which are dangerously dependent on’a. single crop or 

on crops with uncertain or declining markets, and^the ne^d for a^ balanced fiat- 

tern between cash crops grown for export (the "heavy colonial bias") and food 

crops grown for local consumption.

Although the creation gf^J^amaa Villages and the provision of services 

(boreholes, irrig^^ion schemes, credit-, etc.) for them receive much direct 

attention in the Rural Sector plan,, these types of priorities do not relate 

to this analysis and therefore we shall turn to crop priorities as ^hey are 

' ■' specifically discussed in the Plan, 

explicit about these priorities.

4 <

In real terms, the Tantania Plair^"most

. w
High priority crops are tea, flue-cured tobacco, cotton, rice, 

wheat, cashewhuts, oil seeds, some fruits and vegetables, soya and , 
seed beans. Locally (in appropriate ^reas) cocoa, copra and fish
ing vjill bo of importance. Considerable attention will also be 
directed to the livestock industry. At the’other end of the scale, 
care will have to be taken not to over-produce sisal, coffee, phre- 
thrum and fife-cured tobacco, all of which face limited markets.
(Tanzania, Vol. I, p. 4.)

Resources in developing Tanzania are scarce and -efficient utilization is there- 

fore .of greatHmportance. “'in stating this obvious fact, ■■ Tanzania sots the stage 

fbr the clearest understanding of the need for priorities amongst the three 

ner States:

!

i

i

Part-

Syste-matic crop priorities define criteria for the allocation 
of diverse scarce resources to achieve a complex set of output 
objectives. (Tanzania, Vol. I, p. 42.)

And Tanzania also recognizes some of the complexities in setting priorities. 

Its crop policies are composed of two
«•

ents: -production goals and a set

of Government action projects designed to help achieve those production goals. 

These two elements are closely related in many cases, but not in others, and 

therefore it is useful to distinguish between them.
■

The output of some crops
ir

r
i
s

I
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might be achieved with very little Government intervention; the output of others
■; ' : ' 'v- ■ ■

Or, Government a'ct'ion to cofabat a .crop disease.mightmight require quite a lot^ 

be very important even though no increase in production of that crop was planned.-
5"

Tanzania also recognizes that "there are many possible criteria for identifying
4-

(Tanzania, Vol. I, p. 42), but say^-dSiat the main considera

tions'can be stated sim^l^^s follows:"

ofe^jPtiorities must be -firmly founded upon a solid knowledge of 
production^^ossibilities including both natural environment and farmers' 
attitudes. Achievement of efficient resource use also involves an assess
ment of market prospects both internally and externally. (Tanzania, Vol i.

The market problem is expected to be especially acute with relatipi^o some 

major export crops.

Expected annual growth rates f^ major cash crops and their expected rela

tive importance in 1973/74 are shown below in Table 30. VJhen target annual growth

i

crop priorities,"
> ■

• Cr

;v’

i ^ . >(

Table 30

M.-UOR. CASH CROPS ‘

Target 
Growth 

Rate 
per coni

Growth.
■ Rale 
1960 62- 

67 ^ 
per cent

Rc!ail\e* 
In.pori- 

r.ncc 
19*:?. 69 

per cent

R.e.'ativ’c 
I moo fi

ance 
lifs 74 
per cent■ ' s V

Per
annum per

annum .

pbE :::
W
ToUcco (Flue cured)

(Fire cured).............
......... .. -What...................................

Ric.r ...................................
Grc jr.d.-ruu and oil seeds ...

—20 -rO-9 10-5
9 0 12*6 26‘7
6-0 12-1 I9“7 IS I -

100 11-7 7-5 S3
70 14-0 S-2 7-8
90 9-3 4-6 4-9

250 123-2]. 4-2 8S
6-0 0'7 0-6
4 0 25-4 2-3 1*9

160 16-1 3-0 4-3
3 10 0 j . N.A. 

7-0 N.A.
3-7 4-1
3-9 3-8
1-«J ’7-8a 103

:;4 'The relative importance in 1963 Is csii.n^^?d on the ba'is of recent jrc.iJs in farmers incomes
dcri/cd from these crops particulariy on data lor the 1^66-05 «easori.

Source; Table 1/ Tanzania Second Five-Year Plan, Vol. I, p. 198.

S
3
<

‘ V. . . . . . . . . . . . . " . . .... - . , . ’■ . '
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rates are combined with the quantity base to which the growth rate is applied, 

a.perhaps clearer picture of the relative importance Of thea^'markefe^ cash 

crops to Tanzania's growth is presented: -
'

In turn, within the agricultural industry the most important 
contributions, in absolute terms, to growth in mrketed output are, 
in order of absolute importance, cotton, tobacco, coffee, cashew, 
wheat, sugar, tea and paddy. Growth in cotton a^'OSfe accounts for., 
over ohe-quarier of the total increase in'marketed output expected 
of agriculture, forestsy and fis'neries.. Tobacco .accounts for al
most onecsixth of the total expected increase.[Tanzania, Vol. I,
p. 202.) \ ,

In another section of the Plan,' national production aims for a wider remge of

? ■

o
TaijzSTxa'''s crops ar'e' summarized as-follows:

CroDS for which accelerated or rapid increases are aimej^St;
••

Meat and dairy products, fish, rice, wheat,^ fruit and vegetables
(on a selective basis) , tea,^) flue-cured tobacco,cotton, oil-:_ y
seeds, cashewnuts,*^) grape vines, seed beans, soya beans, and 
kenaf;

Crops for which present or medium*growth rate is required:
Maize,a) sorghum and millet, bananas, other -beans, and sugar;

Declining or limited market: Sisal,coffee,^)^) phrethrum,^^ ^ 
and fire-cured tobacco.

Production goals do not relate only to an expansion in acreage quantity, but also 

to efficiency or firoduptivity objectives and to quality improvements as, are indi

cated in the footnotes.

lihon making a judgment on the best use of scarce Government resources.

however, not only the priority as attached to production targets is considered.

but also the availability and likely effect that specific types of resources

will have on individual production goals and the.overall availability of dif

ferent resources wi.thin Tanzania"l!s»S|W^n these factors are taken into account^

a)
Increased efficiency/lower costs and prices are an important part of 

the production aim.
b) . .

Quality improvement is an important part of production aim. 

Diversification effort required.

-

(Tanzania, Vol. I, p. 43).
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the Pian identifies eight "major national agricultural prograirches of the Plan;
•jj.

Heat and-Dairy Products; Fi^sh; Rice; Wheat; Flue-Cured Tofecco; ^tton;

pulse Foods; Oil-Seeds; Vegetables and Fruits. Note that some crops in (.the 

above list for accelerated increases in production are not included here. 

Cashewnuts, for example, §.re not mentioned because the^^s^te of the art of 

research for this crop does not permit a' large input of Government resources. 

Other crops, s\ch as maize, coffee,^and sisal, will receive attention from the 

Government, but they will not be the subject of comprehensive or large-scale 

programmes.

Plan remarks' about specific crops are quoted below:

Cotton

4

-fc

fj

- The production aim for the Second Plan is 700,000 bales (in climati
cally favourable years) by 1973/74.. .P.esearch will continue at'i€s 
present level. The release^in bulk of further new varieties should 
be a large factor in increased output...Large numbers of extension 
workers will be posted in the cotton cursas, as at present.. .‘The ex
panded crop will require considerable investment in storage, ginning 
and transport capacity...(Tanzania, Vol. I, p. 44.)

- The production aim is to cut the growth rate severely compared witrf^ 
recent years. Even if the annual growth rate falls to about six 
percent a year, output in 1972/73 is likely to be about 1.2 million 
bags, whereas our quota under the new International Coffee Agree
ment...wy.1 probably )je no higher than about 700,000 bags...

In this situation it is necessary )x)th to make innovations in market- - 
ing and to discourage further production increases...increases will 
be actively discouraged by diversification within the major coffee 
areas 
P. 45.)

Coffee

'x.. •'
and by pricing and marketing measures...(Tanzania, Vol. I,

Sisal - The aim is to increase the industry's efficiency and reduce its costs, 
while cutting its capacity from the present potential of over 200,000 
tons to a level consistent vjith expected export and domestic sales.
The level of sales is likely to fall considerably.. ..Maximum efforts 
vill be put into cost reaction and tlie development of new profitable- 
end uses for sisal.. .The^^^.ia Sisal Corporation, the Sisal Re
search Station at Hilingano, aiid Kilirao'will, be experimenting with 
and carrying out diversification schemes. Those already under way 
include livestock, coconut, palms, cashewnuts, and oilseeds. Other 
possibilities include oil palms and forestry... (Tanzania, Vol. I, 
p. 45.)
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Cashew- . ■
nuts - Considerable production increase in the Plan period will resist from 

"new planting in th^e middle sixties. JTl^e aim will brfvfco ■imp^'i^e qual
ity and to encourage further new plantings. Research will be stressed 
so that now varieties and new recommendations will be availabl|...

- V. ■ ' '

Past increases in production and planting have occurred without any 
large scale government Investment. During the Plan vigorous politi
cal and agricultural persuasion will be used to^ush new planting in < 
suitable Regions where the crop is, now small.jj-‘'f“(Tanzania, Vol.--I,

- p. 46.) •' .

4

i
i

- Produ^ion is likely to increase by about 50 percent during the-Second 
Plan, ataost entirely from existing acreage...The aim during the Sec-

Tea

ond Plan will be to plant over 20,000 acres of smallholder tea...and 
to create ah organization capable of handling an additional 50,000 
new acres by the end of 1978/79. o

close
rovided
super-

As in' the past farmers participating in' the schemes will; 
vjith planting material and fertilizers on credit. ...with . 
vision from extension workers, and with roads to the factory...

- w
This ambitious programme involves a rapid- build up of new acreage 
from an annual planting of 1,500 acres in 1969/70 to 7,500 acres in 
1973/74...To help meet the staff^needs, particularly for field work, 
a tea training school will be established at Amani in 1969/70... 
(Tanzania, Vol. I, p. 46.) .

The growth target cf 9 percent per annum (see Table 30) does not fuJUy 
represent the e.mphasis given to this programme; due to the lag between 
planting and the maturity of the plant, full returns from the pro
jected programme will not be reaped until the next Plan. (Tanzania,. ... 
Vol. I, p^ 198.)

‘ • S ' ’ ■ •• - .

Tobacco - The expansion of smallholder production of flue-cured tob'acco will be 
one of the major programmes of the Plan. ' The growth of the market 
■for fire-cured tobacco means that production of that type can only 
rise modestly.

■s,, ■

The output objective over the Plan is to achieve' a rate of growth of 
25 percent per annum reaching 35 million pounds by the end of the 
Plan period. This is an ambitious production programme requiring 
considerable supervision and infrastructural development to ensure 
the quality necessary to command a fast expanding share of the V’orld 
market. .. (Tanzania, Vol.. I, p. 47.)

I avoTS-
ff-

Pyrethrura-The production aim is to producing more than can be marketed on ' 
a profitable basis...The two lines of action will be discouragement 
of output increases and search for new markets...One factor which will 
tend to discourage output is the price fall of about 20 percent... 
Diversification opportunities are being explored as are ways of 
tightening up the existing quota control system. (Tanzania, Vol. I,
P- 47-) ‘ *

:■
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The growth rate of 4 percent (see Table 30) represents a .^amatic 
decline from past growth. (Tanzania,- Vol. I, p. 198.)»,^>. , ^

- .fc

Oil
Seeds - The aim is to increase production in contrast the recent past'when 

. output has been stagnant or falling for groundnuts, castor, sim-sim 
and sunflower, and when soya has hardly been grown at all. Many of 
the actual and potential producing areas of these crops have a low 
farm income per head and will not be benefittinpafirom other majo;:. 
programmes of the- Second Plan. increase in bilseed output is 
"best agricultural^^^pportunity open to these areas.

In the ^st/ oilseeds have not been given a high priority by public 
policy...Ih'the new Plan period.expansion will be encouraged by all 
available means...(Tanzania, Vol. I, p. 48.)

0 ■ • ’

J:!.^The. aim is to-’transform Tanzania -from being a net importer, of rice on-■ 
a modest scale into an. exporter during the Plan period.. .A^lfeesent 
•world prices, the internal price reduction needed to make'eSpOTts 
profitable v;ill be smaller for rice than for maize or wheat.

As with wheat, paddy is produced in many different places and ways. 
There is great scope for improved methods and increased output from 
smallholders growing paddy with flood irrigation... (Tanzania, Vol. I, 
p. 48.)

the

'*

Rice

If

©

- The aim is to achieve self-sufficiency in soft wheat (about 85 per
cent of total needs), preferably during the Second Plan. This could ^ 
be achieved in good vfeather years if the acreage under wheat rises 
by about 15 percent-a year cummulative. An average increase in 
acreage of 15,000 to 20,000 acroas a year is therefore needed...an 
important element in long-term development must be the reduction of 
production <?osts and efficient location of production, storage and 
processing facilities in relation to the potential market. .(Tanzania, 
Vol I, p. 49.)

Wheat

- The production aim is self-sufficiency plus a small additional cap
acity. Production of 110,000 tons in 1974, compared with 70,600 tons 
in 1967 will allow for a six percent growth of mainland demand... 
(Tanzania, Vol. I, p. 49.)

Sugar

- Maize is by fax the most important food crop in Tanzania. It is a 
major objective of agricultural policy to ensure that local produc
tion expands to meet the needs of a growing population and to allo-w 
for increasing levels of

Maize
s

pejs,^,^^ita consumption...

Most maize produced is either consumed by the farmer, sold locally 
or by other mecui's by-passes the offical marketing chah'nels...

In the long-term, increases in farm productivity and improvement in 
transport and heindling costs can be achieved through agronomic im
provements and greater regional specialization in commercial maize 
production. Quite dramatic increases in yield should be possible...
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1During the Plan efforts will also be'madc to develop .additional doraes- 
' tic uses of luaize-, both in the livestock industry and lii-proc^led 

forms. (Tanzania, Vol. I, pp. 49-50.) ' * • ' . ,

In the case of livestock production, Tanzania^'has natural resources wh*ich..

i

should enable it to increase meat and dairy products; extensive areas of grass 

and woodland with relatively high rainfall that could carr^^ery large livestock 

Beef productiva^tj^rom indigenous cattle had been low, but it was 

hoped that with better’systems of land'use, cattle memagement, and disease con

trol, greater output could be obtained—particularly if improved cattle strains

populations.

int;roa'aced. The strategy then was; to increase productivity from :,^isting , ' 

cattle rather than to increase cattle numbers, which might result in localized.

were

.over-grazing and ecological damage. ° Annual production of carcass beef was-esif

timated to be 220 million pounds at the time the plan v;as written; a 5 percent

annual growth rate was expected. In addition, a limited market for high quality

meat in Tanzania was being met largely by imports, and it was mentioned that

areas in Tanzania suitable for producing high quality, beef—high rainfall and

temperate climate—would be developed to supply this growing demand. Tanzania's

priorities, are^more clearly,,,specified in the case of dairy products:

As dairy imports arc the largest food item in the country's total 
import bill and as there are areas of the country suitable for much 
greater dairy prodiiction, development of dairy is accorded very high 
priority for the Second'Plan. (Tanzania, Vol. I, p. 51)

These areas are once again the high rainfall, high altitude temperate areas of

Tanzania.

Like Kenya, however, there are significant areas of Tanzania that fall 

within the rangeland ecological definiti^fv.. Some" 65 percent of total cultiva- 

table land in Tanzania has a mean rainfall range of 20 to 40 inches, and the 

dry land farming that is attempted involves considerable risk, 

however, pastoral peoples in' these areas with'cultures built around their large

ff

There are, ■
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cat^ile herds. In order to achieve higher productiorx, a Range Act wa^passed 

in 1964 as a tool to evolve systems of organized and controlled-grazing.

;

-Local

. f
Range Commissioners stimulated the formation of Ranching- Associations received

aid from the Government and land occupancy rights in exchange for accepting

id cattle. During theinternal discipline oyer the management of,their land 

Second Plan, an ag'r'eeraerf6_bst-ween Tanzania and the United Nations Development 

Programme was tSistake effect which would improve and extend the utilization of

the Act and provide training in range management for Tanzania staff.

was mentioned' earlier, 

the amount of Government funds expended on different activities is the need 

for direct Government intervention. Although Ujaraaa Villages receive a gifeat 

deal of attention in the Second Plan and the provision of services, such as

0
one Cf the interacting variables t^^ affects

A

water supplies, to them receives priority,'it is also stated that state farms 

will receive "a significant share" of the total resources devoted to the rural
I

sector. The reasoning behind this policy is as follows:

The extension of the principles of Ujamaa Vijijini will bring many 
Tanzanians into collective production activities; it will not, however, 
•provid^e an'answer “to all the problems of agricultural organization.' 
Certain agricultural products for which fast output growth is’ required 
and which benefit from mechanization and/or large scale irrigation, 
from organized innovation, and from centralized management of a large 
scale operation will -be produced effectively on state farms. To meet 
this need, over 250,000 acres of new state farms are planned for the 
Second Plan period. (Tanzania, Vol. I, p. 30.)

.15

t

¥
■i.-

i
Wheat and dairy production are mentioned in the discussion as being typical of 

the above criteria, but Table 3J., on the following page, gives a full picture

at the beginning of the Second Plan

In forestry, it is estimated that there are about 160,000 square miles of

of the state farm program as it ex“

At

forests in Tanzania, but out of this total only 50,000 square miles have been

set aside as forest reserves. Plantation^forests of coniferous softwoods
:

totaled about 60,000 acres, emd an additional 5,000 acres of fine hardwood
fi
*

i
- I " . . . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . - - - 1,JJ1 W J. - -ir
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• Table 31 ‘!-r

'v- •Sfete Farm Programme'
o

Number of 
State Farms ' Acreage

100,00010Wheat *
(a)Ranches (Rangeland) ' 9 -

13,0004X,
(a). 2Dairy

6,0002Coconut
fj

1 4,000 •lolseeds

1,0001Vine (Grapes)
. ^

(a) Acreage not yet delineated. -

Tanzania Second Five-x'ear Plan, p. 31.Source:

Of the remaining indigenous forests, ,^out

The broad developfSent
' plantations had been established.

23,000 acres had been brought under intensive management.

policy for forestry is stated as follows:

» ■ iTo meet the f,uture demand for lumber it is imperative that the 
afforestation programmes and the development of the indigenous fore'st

It is.also necessary that ex-

I

i
be continued during this Plan period, 
isting plantations and regeneration'areas be tended and that necessary 
infrastructure required for the industrial utilization of these crops 

(Tanzania, Vol. I, p. 57.)be developed.
Accordingly, a softwood afforestation program is mentioned which is to

plant 45,000 acres of new forests, plus maintain the previously planted 60,000 

acres and provide the roads, housing, etc. necessary for the exploitation of

(wood afforestation program, but no goalsThese is also to be a hithe trees.
are mentioned. By the end of the Second Plan, the annual yield from forest

Thereplantations is expected to rise from three to nine million cubic feet, 

also is to be a program for the development of indigenous forests although no
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figures are mentioned. The Plan does state, however, that the. producticyi from

. , 'v- ■ ■

indigenous forests could be ddubled during the five-year plan by utilizing 

indigenous tree species, by investing in hardwood .logging? and sawmilling facili-

more

1

ties, and by investing in effective exploitation control.
;•

of the wood production that was being achieved, howejr^, only a small per

centage of it was being utdj.^^z^. Therefore, the Second Plan stressed the de

velopment of the ^hfir 
.re for^est industry—not just the forestry resource—for 

the efficient and full utilization of the resource. Domestic consumption of

industr^l-wcod (excluding fuelv/ood and poles) was increasing at an 

of 10 percent, and the Plan estimated that the annual requirement woutd^e 14 

million cubic feet by 1974. 

judged to be good.

1 rate"

In addition, the prospects for export mar]jets_were 

Six softwood sav; mills and four hardwood sawmills v;ere men

tioned as being in various stages of planning or construction during the Plan 

period, plus the logging units to supply them.

Discussions of "Co-operative Development," "Rural Training," and "Rural 

Credit" in the Plan do not include any strategy remarks that might pertain to ' 

this ana^lysis^f natiOhal priorities.

tion" that does relate to an EAAFRO activity, however,

previous error in past planning to think of mechanization primarily in the 

text of tractors. This led to the neglect of hand and animal drawn equipment, 

simple processing equipment, water lifting devices, etc., etc., and a concomi

tant neglect of training and of repair and maintenance facilities for these

I19)-

I

i|

' !:There is some disc^yssion of "Hechaniza-

The Plan points out a

con-

19)
Intimately related to forestry is the forest beekeeping industry, 

zania is the world's largest exporter of beeswax, worth 5 m. shs..-annually at , 
the time, the Second Plan was written; plus one m. shs. annually for honey ■ 
exports) This activity was based on traditional production methods, however, 
arid a program to encourage beekeepers to adopt more modern and productive 
techniques.

Tan-
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1: less S9^histicated forms of mechanization, as well as for tractors them^lves. 

The Second Five-Year Plan, therefore, offers a more balanced program qf mechan-.

ization and the provision of effective supporting services.. In some selected ..

and other expensive machinery will be introduced; in other areas.
Test-

areas, tractors
ox-drawn equipment will be stressed. The Tangany^a Agri^;i9iural Machinery.

ing Unit (TAMTU) is to engage.jji- designing simple and ine:^ensive farm implements 
\

—"intermediate technology'*—which are'to be manufactured by the Obungo Farm Im-

lii

3: plements Manufacturing Company Ltd.'
Tlje^rdlsdussions under the headings of "Water nevelopment" and "Ij^igation"-• 

the provision of adequate water supplies to rural areas, flddd^^ntrol,

■ irrigation schemes, etc., and not basic issues of water resources/land use_... ^ 

Mention is made, however, of plans and strategies being developed by a National
S

Council which would logically, seem to require studies and in

vestigations of basic water resource/land use questions.

listed for future irrigation schemes as a result of past experience, one of 

which states that they will be based on selected crops that have a high poten-

1':

• concern

V?ater Resources

Several criteria are

i tial'tfor increased yields under irrigation and .not on geperal crop hopes. ,

Finally in the rural sector, the objective of crop protection from insect

While virtually all cash crops are 

The Plan esti-
pests, vermin, and diseases is stressed.

adequately taken care of in this respect, food crops are no-t. 

mates that for cereal crops, which includes maize, losses of this nature in the
a

if; field can be as high as 25 percent of the potential yield, and as much as 30
Therefore, greater"percent of the harvested crop can fur^^ be lost, in storage, 

emphasis will be placed on the application of known methods and^on research to:3
L

develop new and cheaper methods to reduce these losses during the Plan period.

E
7<

•i
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is In the industrial sector, the Manufacturing of Food, Beverages and Tobacco

class was already the most develc^ied, and it was to-receive the mostr'development

The basis for^its growth was, of , 

the ambitious goals for agricultural expansion on the one hand, and

-seven projects.

expenditures during the Second Plan as well, 

course,

rising demand from the growing urban market on the other. N^-tsy

over one-quarter of the total j^id^trial projects, were generated by direct do-

■i^port substitution-possibilities, and export possibilities:

Projects aimed at meeting local demands are proposed in grain 
milling, sugar refining, bakery products, confectionary, brewing, 
tobacco^rocessir.g, animal and poult^ , slaughter and packing, 

hing processing, animal food concentrates and dairying.

Projects emphasizing the export market cire proposed in meat 
canning and cashewnut processing.

■ •';

1)I
3
3-
3

I
mestic urban demand

li
. fis

i'.-.
.d£.

■:a

6
_.. .f■I

i- oil milling and fruit-and vegetaBle preserves will be developed 
both for the domestic and export markets. (Tanzania, Vol. I, p. 68.)^

Most of the investments in the industrial sector will, be made in the para-statal

if:

s
3

)corporations, once again in keeping with the Arusha Declaration.

Wood Products, including furniture and pulp and paper products is another 

industrial sector classification that receives attention in the Plan, 

efforts'" will b^made to develop sawmill, fibre board, ply\?ood, veneer, ^and par

quetry manufacturing capabilities to utilize Tanzania's unexploited timber re- 

Many of the project possibilities in this area are appropriate for 

OTall-scale development - e.g., furniture making - but others are only possible

But over the long term.

i.
i,&

i "Energetic

S
1
3.
3
I
i?

sources.I
I
I
ft

on a large scale - e.g., pulp and paper production, 

the Plan states, wood products industries have the potential for very high rates
(»■ •

of growth.ft

The detailed projects and development expenditures of Tanzania's Second

A total investment of 8,085 m. shs. 

is expected to be undertaken during the five years of the plan in order to achieve

s

Five-Year Plan are contained in Volume II.

■-

!
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mits objectives and targets. This total is broken down by, source as ^own.below
'v- •

in Table 32. The total development expenditures for the Second Plah> however, ■ " fte
C-;

Table 32
V:

Source of Total Investment Funds • .. +-

Shs. Million Percent Share

Central Ggverrunent 
^ . ■

Parastatals and Cooperatives 2', 300

3,055 37.8

28.4

•«
East African Corporations 

- Private Sector

580 7.2 i> is
2,150 26.-6, i

(a) Excluding contribution to Parastatal Corporations 

Tanzania Second Five-Year Plan, Xpl. II, p. 4.
^ ..

€Source:

i S'i:
amount to only 2,750 m. shs., as shown on Table 33 on the following page, along 

with the relative amounts and percentages allocated to different ministries and 

From this table, it can be seen that over 635 m. shs. are allocated 

to the Ministry of Iigriculture, Food and Cooperatives; over 23 percent of total 

developrae.T.t. exp:^ditxu:es and.,exceeded only by the allocation to the Ministry of 

Conapunications, Transport and Lcibour which is a special' case, influenced by the 

Tan Zam highway with its political implications.

Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Cooperatives is divided a;?ongst seven divisions: 

the Water Development and Irrigation Division {187 m. shs. or 6.8 percent); the 

Agriculture and Food Division (99 m. shs. or 3.6 percent); the Production Divi

sion (100 m. shs. or 3.7 percent);

shs. or 4.0 percent); the Natural Resources Division (120 m. shs. or 4.3 per

cent); the Cooperative Development Division (5 m. shs. or 0.2 percent); and the 

Administration and Planning Division (14 m. shs. or 0.5.percent). 

projects and expenditures are listed in tables by divisions.

11;

idivisions.

Ilk

1'The total allocation to the

the%?%i^ng and Research Division (110 m.

The detailed

;

4 ft
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. Table 33

‘ SUMMARY TAULES

(i) CENTRAL GOVERNMENT DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURE I96!)/7p-73/74

'V- ■

I
.'.v.

:■£Ministiy/Diviston Total
Second i'lan

%1969/70 1970/71 1971/72-1973/74
Share

£
PrvxUciii's 0//ici* 53,000 SS.OtK) . • 189,000

IC'c/ilnil lixtal'lix/inu'iits . 6,oo;).ooo 9.001),OOO 15,000,0:)a 30.uoo.ono M

Afiuhtry of Ha'ionnl .Uhrmiisfuithit and liiiral Dei-cldfh74cjftr'
Kura! Ocvelopiucnl l)ivj\i,111 ...............................

■ Loail G.»Ci_nnknl Divisi.irt ..A^,................. ...
Rcfiional AJtuinistration Di\ision >^..1 .................

25,021.395
500.000

1,930.400

32,‘18'),|00

2,565,800

110,010.00:) 
1.8,32.800 
4,9.10.0'.)0

■ i 67.520.495 
3,433.800 
9,42(..3O0

6-2
0-1
0-3

Total ... 27,451,795 36.1.54.900 116.772.800 180,379.495
___________A.

■ 11,300.000

66
I

* (»; J /l^444l^_ ... 4,000,0002,600,000 4,7.00,000 ,0-4 , -
1

5'crj?/if/ y^'c-rresid^^s OJJlce

Defence ...............................

National Service ................

JuiKeiary ............................

*5^171,000 162.000 392,000

40,C0o.000 35,000.000 29.952;664 104,952.661 39

. 6,857.800 10,019.690 8,122,700 _ 35,000.190 0-9
290.000 250,000 530.000 1,070.000

Minhlry of .Wnraliuu-. Food and Co-operntives: 
Warer DcvelopiHciil aiul Irrli’aJioii Divibiun ...
Anriaihufc* a’ld I-ncd n.\i'.6>n...............................

U.vj'.ictj .............................................
'I’t.iliiim: ;n.«l Uo c.iu h I ...
Natural KcN.iurcLs Dhl.ii.n ...............................
Cc>-.‘pci;uivc Devclopjiicni Division .................
Admiiilslrjtion and I'l.iu.-ir.r; Division...............

2r,.o:.D.i)nu
i.VTi.";'!)

32.750.(110

n.'iisiiw

2,5.S(.,S0U

127.770.000
(..S’, I IK. V.Ml 
(.’1.1.1,1...'.)

io:.«.s:"ou

1.86,600.000 
99.12 t, too 

lOO, mo.o•«) 
109.N!7,7.^0 
Ii9,92MI00 

4,90ff:<.()() 
14.492.200

68
3-6 ■}3-7
4 0
4 3
02
0-5

Total ... S8.86S.750 439.7S6.250 I 635,544.750106.8S9.750 2.3-1
iWidsiry of Vconontic A Onirs and Dcvchpntcnt Phuinuig 3.S00.0C0 4.600.000 5,200.000 I 13.300,000 0-5
M'mhtry of ffiuitud luh/raiion: 

hducaiion* -Primary
.Secondary Hdacatinn ...............
Technical and Onumcrcial rducaiion
Traiaiujv.uf I .•:ic!il-is .................
UnucjMiy l.duc.triun .................
Ollier Projects ...............................
Culture and Anliciuitics.................

-s - SIS
S5::
ISSS

■'iiiKS
9,()'().ono

‘ 297.1.36.30a"

... *i- 20,899.000 
28,502.000 

3.230.000 
ll.‘Jln.0‘'.) 
11.14.2.0'Ji) 

1.935.0;)!) 
3.119.000

84,340.000
35.362.000

4.9()().!)!)0
Il,i24.!)in>

I.OIJ.JOU

4 4 •I
3-2
n-3

• Jl
0-4
0 2

Total ... 56.211.500 80,773.090 . 160,151.800 108
Afinrxiry of (’oimnrrtr and Industries:

: .Minerals Divkiun...............................
ikludrics Division ...............

Rural I'lectnlkalion ................
6,411.840
1,205,040

5,730.400

1.000,009

I3.799.900 1»» 0-9

4.000,000 0-2

Tol.ll ... 7.6l6.Si.'!0\ 6,720..|0a 17,7'JO,9M 32,147.210

‘ssa
IK.SS.S.OllO

922,.’i57.27(’

M

Ruildins and Housin'; ........................................
Others .....................................................................

281,259,757

250.670.000 
14.190,467 
3,0 n-t.ouo

267,905.-167

301.550.0n0 
57.8T9.0.A3 

^ 13.762.000

37.1.191,053

29-7
3-1
07

Total ... 3.3-5
Ministry^f ImihIs, lioasing and Urban Development:

Survey Division......................... !.
Valuation Division ................
Tinsn Pl.'imii:'; Division...............
Urban Water Supplies Division...

8.935.500
5.020,000

O.lOO.otH)
2I.7U4.0')0

9,674.500
5,39().(KK)

101.70!)
I6.7OO.000
29,4(»i).n(K)

26.9,80.000
17,075,18)0

67..':(K)
53.8H).0))0

105,490,00;)

45.590.000
27,485.000

I69.<th)
79.901.00:)

156,500.018)

1-7
10

29
5-7

Total ... 45.055.500 61.266,200 203.332.800 309.654,500 1H3 (1
i

(continued)
J
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Table 33 
(continued)

CENTRAL GOVERNMENT DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURE (cantd.) .

<• I

ar. •
1971/72-1973/74 %Total

SccontI rianI970;711969/70Minislrj’/Divfsian Sliarc

••
Mhiisiry of Home AJJuiri: 

Police ■ .... ...
Prisons ...■ ...
.Immigration

5S..100.00n 
lO.ji 1)0,000

1,two,000

♦ 2147.210.000
4,500,000
1,001,960

5.son.ooo
3.000,000

39S.290

5,3'JO.0i)O
3,300,000

396,750
04
01

2671,000,00052,714,960. 9,198,2909,036,750'Tmal-...
ASiitisUy of Heolih out! Social tVclfure: 012,353,000

31,035.500
56,0.16.0)0

4,3.1-5.000
5,070,000

501,000
21.402,500
38,963,590
2.434.000
1,9.8.1,000

180,000 
3,719.000 
9,260,500 

620.000 
1,093,000

1,677.000
3.642.000
7,807,000
1,291.000
1,994,000

,16,613;000

1-1
■1Puiilic Hoaliii Proi’.ramiiio

Mo.spital Services...............
Anclllurv hnj Special Services 
Welfare and I’foh.uion ...

2 0
02
02

3-6 ■ j98,824.590-67,230,09014,931.500Total ...

Miilislry of Iiifummlion oail TourUm: 
Infornialion Services and Hroadcasting... 
Tourism ... , ........................................

0 57,mx{m
3,150.000

3,500.000
25O.(J00

1,450.000
60l;.OJO 0 1

06ir^750.fl0010,950.0003,750.003 ;2,050;000Total ...
100 002.7SO.OOO.OQO1.505.632.07765U.frs2.19759?;085.726Gkanl> Total ...

Table m, Tanzania Second Five-Year Plan, Vol. II, pp. 10-12.Source:

Before turning directly to them, however, the system for classifying and 

numbering projects will be briefly explained.

code number; the first digit o'f which indicates the six main categories of

Each project has a four-digit ye

economic classification; i.e.:

10 - Directly Productive Activities

20 - P.esearch, Surveys and Investigations

30 - Power, Water and Sanitary Services

40 - Other Economic Infrastructure

50 - Social Infrastructure

60 - Administration and Secijri^^

The second digit indicates a subhead in a main category, and the last two digits 

indicate the number of the project within the subhead of the economic classifi

cation. Table 34, on the following page, shows the classification system and 

the total development expenditures for each subhead and main category. Note 

the classification numbers directly relevant to agriculture.

.«■

\

\

i

I

i
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Table 34

■t
- ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION OF DEVELOI-MENT EXPENDITLRE

CiNTRAL GOSTRNMf'T - „

Exr^nJi-
lure
•OOOe.

%
Share

I0-£>(Ve«/v Prod:icmc -Icliyily
n—MlrJa-:
i:—Mar.e:'rriurins and Presrerimg ... 
17—.Agreel-.-erc—Food .... ...

•.ure-Cor',-.rr;.J:Cro?i ... 
l.<—A"-,.-.;:ure—Lr.crtooR a.xJ F^sijetx
If—">o-r:S'n ... .............

- 17—Oll'.rrs.

^ 1-03 ♦28.:s^

39,654
25,650
11,599

1-61
2-47

14—Ay 1-44
0-93
0-42X - 7-90217,1.53yi- Total ...tA -

20—frjr.arc/i, Siirycy! cm. Irjcstisclions 1-7748,655
40,391
81,955

21— Aartce'.tura! Roicarch
22— Orr.ir P.t^earc.h .............

•^S^rrSuivsiiaml Inxcs; cattoni ...
1-47
>■98 O

*6-22171,001Total ...

30—PuiriT, Water anJ Stu ilary Seniecs 0185,000
SO-lural'Aatcraad Smltar;.- sinrees... 
3 w—Vrb-n WaicranJ S.'n.iar/^crMces 

•34—Oihers ............. ...

3-0483,600
156,500

^ .. >f
5-69

8-91245.100. Total ...

4g_C?//;rr iJcoiiomic In/nutnicnire
29-568I3,CK)0 

13,036 
• 2/>0,ll4 

27,261 
90.070 

9,150 
47,255 
I3,S00 

353,935

41— Ro::»i5 and Acrodr.-'i'cs ...................................
42— Cc--ar;C-:rna-5l:.e.:jcatt;aj........................
43— Tc. 'ra raiEdJcaa.-.ir.aa ira.nioj .............
44— ,V—;;-_mraI l:'ir.'e'..-.".'.'r.;—Crops _ ...
45— .-Va:::-. Ifanl la-.;'rov estocR and F.snery
45—AL:::.:!urai lnir:rre-\t;:r:—Forestry .............
47—Draiarje aaJ Irricatloo 
45—Sto.-ir:
49-Others

047
9-46

pc099
3-28
0-33
1-72
0-50

12-87

59-18Total ... 1,622,621*■ s
^O^Sodal Irfruittuctiirc

4-41121,216
25.000
56.472
88.255
10.952
13,734

51— Piir.-.ary Education ...
52- Naiio.-3lScrsicc ■ ...

.........54— Hcahn .............
55— Cu'fjrc and Welfare...
56— O-.'.-ers .............

0-91
205
3-21
040
0-50

11-48315.679Total ...

CO—AJia.'aiMralitm ar.,l Security
3-82104,953

5S.400
7,223
2,870

213
0-26
010

6-31173,446Total ...
100002.750.00070—G.’^nd Total...

Sources Tanzania Second Five-Year Plan, Vol. II, p. 13.

- .
. . . . . . . ^ , ,3S~
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The program list of projects and expenditures for the Agriculture .and
. ■■ ■- ' ^ ^ ■'>' '■

Food Division of the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and'Cooperatives is^shown

This division is basically concerned with, agricultural and** '■on Table 35 below.

1 Table 35 ♦

Agriculture and Food Division^Programme

\ Toul 
Estiin: 

Expend lurd 
1969, 0- 
1973,74

Estlxaicd • Esiinnicd 
Evrcr.J.iarc E.x^-ni^tur«

I

Esii.TOlcd.Code Project DesignationNo. 1970:71

!)

land........................................
Li-.citock Mull. Unil, Mirjtnoni 
Uhcuo.-k Mult. fnit,.Ki;cre ... 
Liioil.'.-k Mult. Unit. Ituni-.-.ani 
Po’jiiry i'crforinariee Tesiirg 

Centre 
I.nnd Cor.soliJalion, Mara 
Mobiia HuilJir.B 
hxttf.;s:on 
.Aencukurai Inivji Donionsira-

tion ........................................
HoriicalUirc ............................
\cr:r.in Control ................
Prcd-ce In.'pociion Si-rvfcs 
Regional Po.iliry Djsirioulion 

C.cnirc ............................

........
Cattle Dins

.■4t 49^.400 
87:,800
5i:.4oa

2,52; .500 
3.001 .OtVj 
2.cyi .(MO 
U50i ,003

5( ,000 
5C ,00-3 

40- ,();>0 
SOC.OO'J

2.775.000
1,000,003
1,645,000

5S2.300

255,000 
1,469,51)0 
SSO.OOO 

20.000 iX)0 
5,r.6y,0:}0 

12,0.S6,900 
' 400.0Chj

26y.(KK3 
1,418,000 
558.000 
50,0. )0 

C'OO.lV>3 
1,190,500

687,700 
2,727,300 
1,218,000 
420,000

3,000,0'X>
1,118,003
4,786,200

14,676.000
140,000

196,000
3..*(W,000^
2.187,400
2,000,000

500.000 :
100,000 = 2Ia,400

500.000 ; 473.‘=00
700.0.W I 2..-t)0.(W0
£0,000 . I..M0.OM

- 500,000 j , 1,000,000

50,000 i —

, 204,.<ra i 204.500
100,000 i ^00,000

300.00.0 ! 2,375.0M
I5O.IW0 , 700,000
.-03,000 i I.13-,(J00
12-4,300 ! 358,000

45lM
1,750,003

4505
' 4506

450*7
2125

• 4401 50,000
4y0! Units
4402 ineni ...
4403

100.000 
150.003 
200.000 
100,000

440-1
4405
4405
4503

lO.^OOO ; 9(7.030
20;1.k00 ; 1,269.-03
MO.OOU . 5vO,CuO
?S6.(»3 , 13,214.000

l.Wl.t-jO ■ 1,921,.41)1)
l.:0J^3, 9.0....9„0

lips!
• jO.OuO

no.o^M
150,030

4509
4510 150.000 

&03.000 [ 
2.()42.S00 
1,503.033 
iCO.COO 
IIS.OOO 
2.'0.C00 
50,000

60.000

4511
4512
4513

I'cDit.mu.'it ir.'Viilaiinn Crushes
Vctorir.ury Ciuiirt-. ...............
Veturinary Clink-. Dares Salaam
Veterinary Lquipnicnt...............
Veterinary Vcmcirs ...............
Qitarar.lir.i Slnlton, Dar es

S.i:aani ............................
Ve;eri.n.'.ry Bu* Cleariny Unit... 
petseCentnol.Kitensu.e ... 
S.eet-ina nte-tnesr. .-kru^na Rcy. 
Itoise Control, Ranse Derciop.

mcni Arens............................
Tsetse Control. Nackinp.eea ...
Livestcek Markets ................
Slock Routes and Hoiding

Grounds ............................
Hides and Skins Training Centre 
Ikecs and bktns Deir.onstrauon

Unit........................................
Abattoirs ............................
Ariitieial Insemination 
Urban .Mii.k Centres ...............

»4514 203.().)J
36.000

1,054.030
45.8.iM.l

50.000
420.000

1,040,000

4515
4516
45!7
4513
4519
4520

j4521
lOO.OfJO I 

l,85S.eUO :
210.03:) 1 
136,000 .

15l),000 i 2,700.000
— I 1,I!8.0.,X)

l.fOO.OOO ; 2,256,200

3,353.100 8,312.1.-0
140,000

587,700
809.030
55.8,000
93,300

4522
4523 450.000

190.00-3452-1
4525

150,000

1,000,000

3,010.751^

4.‘;26
1701
4527

4302
4523

coo.mo: 2Am'>j
150.0-30 ' l.tO'3.000

4529 300.000
400.O-XJ
250.tX>0

4530
4531

Total—\grieuUurc and Food I
Oivh.ion ... I 13.671.550 17.643.000 68.103,750 99.423.300

!
Source: Tanzania Second Five-Year Plan, Vol. II, p. 33.
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livestock extension services, animal disease control, and livestock m^keting.
- • . ■ - ■ 'v‘- . ■

•The total cost of this program 14 99.4 m. shs. The'ptojects ffom Tabje 35

specifically related to individual agricultural products or activities are as ^ -

follows:

;r'

1
Dairy Development:

4501 Dairy Cattle JJmportation
Sm^llhoi■d'er Dairy Extension 

' Artl'ficial Ipsemination ' (to high 
potential dairy areas)
Urban Milk Centres

496,400 shs. 
1,469,800 shs.4509

4530
2,187,400 shs. 
2,000,000 shs.4531

6,153,600 sis.Total fS

i
Horticultural Crops:

i1,000,000 shs.4404 Horticultiire

Rangeland Develop.T.ent:

4510 Grazing Research and Survey (in
Range Development Areas)

4511 Range Development
4512 U.N. Livestock Project (aimed at

encouraging the formation of 
Ranching Associations under 
the Range Act)

4525 Tsetse Control, Range Development 
Areas

!
880,000 shs. 

20,000,000 shs.

5,869,000 shs.

3,000,000 shs.s
Total 29,749,000 shs.

Beef Development:

4523 Tsetse Control - Kitengule 
(beef ranching) 1,218,000 shs.

'i’X

*It should be remembered that general livestock or animal health projects are 

consistently not included in this analyisis for any of the three countries.

Table 36, on the following page, shows the program list of projects and 

expenditures for the Production Division of the Ministry of Agriculture, Food 

and Cooperatives. The primary function of this Division is to develop State

•i'S

m
m
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Table 36

Productioi\ Division Programme. * ■ ■ ■

ti

I
1
!

Total

'sr
E^iini.ntcu

I»7.V74

Ey.-.r.u'x-i 
Exrc. d.!'.;re 

i9t>y,:o

Esi;mJi-.-<iCode
Projea DcsisnationNo;

"1
♦

I50J D/coding Ccnircs for ^ajrjL.-
Cai;'c.vEsiim;njdr................

S:aic Dai.'Wnr:!:, u'joro 
S;a:.'DairyTP^^rn:.;.!ara ... 
l.iifiavk SL'haina. Uiiiilo
S;a:c Ranch, L>i.i.’a ...............
Sure Rant4’.£rngica ...............

1509 Reef Rac.chisg Schc.y.c, Kar.dcni
. 1510.. -Pig Urccding rarn;s ...............

^ir-Snm Ranch. Gedis- ’.... ...
.d*01 Oil Seed Sia:c rarm. Kigoma... ,

IdU: .Od?al,-S;,-..-f;arn, .....................
I- VincOro.iirf. Dc-ddma 
: Wheat .S:a!cra:-:n.;-ar.iba'.vanga 

• 1703 W hc.'.:b:aicrarin. llcnibo 
13,04 rwi,caisiaiara-n..s>.atilya ... 
1305 I WhaalSiatcp-arni.Mombc ...

. 1305 Whca!Sia!c-Parr.t..M.ara ,..
1307 I RiceS,,-.;cFa,-m.Wcp. Lake ...

1 i<L-onia ...
1.'09 R!CC.Ma;crar:;i, ...
1310 Rice bta.c Pam,. Kiiingali ...
1311 Ci'cra:;; Slaie i c -;.■.. Zcrcrcni...

I ^

i'j?^J4,000

'.ISl.lCO

'fS
l.dJOOuO
l,(a:o.:oo

li,. 

iSi
!;S;:S 
i: :S
'ii
4,243,:CO

I5,284.0X1
1502 i'

r,2AO,OQO

1,12M03

3t2.;o0
. 2:o--:!0

5l0.fX/0

1,009.000 2.941,100

6.eoi,:oo
307.:.ri

I1,153.300

4J7;700

• 1504
1505
1505
1507

I&
150$ -•

130.000 !

s
32y.000

i*1,071.con
i

750.300-*
1301 4-i7.:0i)
130

ceo.ojo - .
666.000

1.S
1,4.3 6.500smm

^^0.009
O'coin:; 3la:c l arn’. Li.-.Ji 
State Fan.i, Milandiltwa . ... 
Suite Parrn.Jiv.anikoir.a 
Uiyankula t dbacco Sclticmcnt

S.-heme, Tabc-a ...............
Maltciga Tobacco Settlement

Schc.T.e. Chun;, a ...............
Luratineaiinga I obacco Settle

ment Scheme. Cb.tinya 
Kailua Titbacco Settlement 

, , . Scheme. Tnboia .. „ ...
1407 LV-c.ke Tobacco Settlement

Scheme. Tabora ...............
1408 Uyov.a Tobacco Settlement

Scheme. Tabora ...............
Ktpanea and Igaiula Scilie.T.enl

Scheme. Tabora ................
1410 t'rambo Tobacco Settlement

Scheme, Tabora ...............
Lualaje Tobacco Sclticmcnt

Schetne, Chtinya ...............
M-'anda Tcba.-co Settlement

Scheme, .Mnanda ...............
1413 Karume. Tobacco Seiilemcnt

Scheme, Iri.nea ...............
M.ifycfco Tobacco Settlement 

Sclie.me, Chanya ...............
1415 lundunt Tobacco Settlement 

[ Scheme. Tunduru
1416 .n,A.T.Schemet-.Tabora ... 
ltI7 Kincre IcbacL’o Scill'^wnt

Sc:i>.*nc. Ifinga ...............
1413 Stores Orders..........................

47,000
255.550
20,0:/)

65,000 65,000 124,000

155,000

254,000

155,000

155,0.00

405,009

205,000

254,000

337.000

223,090

332,000

102,030

135,000

40.000

60.009
330,000

20.00X
3.9.S4,:O0

1404

1405
155,000

1406
115,090

50,000

65,000

92.000

70.090 220.000

155,000

124,000

155.000

155,000

220,000

74,000

6S.009

21,000 1

21.000
93,0-00

65,000

90.000
1409

63,000
1411

92,000 70,000

tS.500

21,0»

1412
9,500

49,000

11,000
1414

8,000

31.S»{.,^ 8.0t30
214.0-9D ’%t^23.00i3

!

20.(>.>9
3,954.700

(continued)
§ A
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Table 36 
(continued)

I
■ ■

4.

I I-;Estimaicd i Total ?-'•Estimated Estir.;a!.-d,.-Code s/'ProjKl DfiijnaiioiiNo.
1973,74a

)
1515 fSioic Farm. \\7ic.ai, Sumba-

'•angi II ........................
Sia;;. Fam,' Wheats. Somba-

'^anaa 111 ........................
Sta:.- rami. WJ.aal. llL-iibJiish-•

3.629.6(^

4.234,000

3,346..'00

iiS
iili
2.012,300

100.000

1,915,400

993,700

604,400 4,234,000

4,234,o00

ii
2,012,300
2.012.303^^^ 

10). j03

2,7-16,400

s
5.793,500

I J3I6

1317

1320 S:a;aFar,-.:..M,-.aJ.10,-aomallI
1321 StitaFara. M-'.-J.Tabora ... 

Sia'.o Farra. .Mj-Xid, liaha Hich-
landil... ... .............

Sla’.a Fa-.:;, .Mivau, Buha Fil'sh-
lanci 11 ............. , .r.

4705 Irrlaj'.ica. Usanja I’lain
S.:;.::i;-..':d;r l:ri;.a:u)n.............
M;a;;aa:ca:.\4vi;o.rySarvi« ... 
0\ lfj;nirc».D.v.-.on‘Mraaon ... 
P.-o.}L:.;iio.': and D;>:.'ibu!ion of

4410 KirdCtVtroi i:: :::
1520 P.v-:r> Nt-jitinlieation Cenire...

lV-!:ry Dried-.: Cernre, Kibaha
4411 Soil Cor-^i.'dation ...........
4412 1 ora Planning........................

C.'it.le F.-odection—breeding
Farm, lunJuru .............

887,500

735,100
1512
1513i 13ISs 1319

J322

:

I
S

1323 it-

4706 471.C00
ISi.-JCV)
415,500
737.t^ 

• 4{0.030 
300.00') 
245,0-30

50-5,5M 
9S,>00

415.500

823.500 
332,400

4408 
' 4315

4409
- .

•ft"
4 1521

2,194.000
1,973,903

5,793,500f
S

317,033 372,1031516
;fV.

Toial—Prociaciion Division ... 16,831,250 j 16,454,0.-0 103,190.903 133.432,200
/.ess .Anilcirated Ineoms 

flradinga.o)............. ■r:

2,53?.9.'0 30,553,250 :'3.002.2no
4Toiai—Covernmcni Funds Re- • 

cnireJ ^...- l4-
... I 1G.S.M.250 1.V71.M0) f'9/v43.650 10X390.0'))

S
Source: Tanzania Second Five-Year Plan, Vol. II, pp. 38-39,

Farms and Ranches under the'control of the Ministry, plus projects for specific 
technical services. Total expenditures in this division amount to 100.4 m. shs., 

and the projects from Table 36 that specifically -relate to individual agricul

tural products or activities are as follows:
. i9- F'4

44:
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s?
:S Dairy Development:Si .t

■ ■

S' 1501 Breeding Centrte for Dairy Cattle,' ^ 
West Lake , •
Dairy Cattle Breeding Centre and Milk 
Production Plant, Kitidx)
Breeding Center for Dairy and Beef 
Cattle, Esseningor^O)
State Dairy Farm, Oljora 
-State Dairy - Farm, North Mara. ' ■
State Farm a^jdJDairy, Arusha 
S-tate Farm aiwDairy, Morogora 
C^tle Proqiiction Breeding Farm 

(dairy cattle)—Tunduru -

5,284,000 shs.
1502

n. ■
5,181,000 shs.

1503
1 4,456,750 shs. 

985,000 shs. 
971,900 shs.

3.839.800 shs.
3.744.800 shs.

1504
1505
1512

1513 
1516 ■

if: I 1

5,793,800 shs.

Total 30,257,150 shs. .I
Beef Development.:

1503 Breeding Centre for Dairy and Beef 
Cattle, Esseningor20)

1318-1323 State Farms, Dodoma -I, M, III, Tabora, 
and Buha .Highlands 1.s II (mixed farms, 
beef cattle)

I 4,456,750 §h.s,f

12,306,300 shs.

'S
a

Total 16,763,050 shs.
Rangeland Development

1507-1508
1509

State Ranches—Ulvinza and Suigida 
Beef Ranching Scheme, Handeni

1,649,700 shs. 
3,532,000 shs.1

!
1Total 5,181,700 shs.a s if

Oil Seeds and Oil Palms:
a

1401
1402

Oil Seed State Farm 
Oil Palm State Farm

1,564,000 shs. 
5,004,800 shs.

a

Total 6,568,800 shs.

1 Horticultural Crops:

1301 Vine-growing, Dodoma (grapes)4 1,604,600 shs.
;1‘|

20)ail

The expenditure is split evenly between Dairy Development and Beef
Development.

21)
It is assumed that ’’State Farms" to produce beef come under this 

category, and that "State Ranches" to produce beef come under Rangeland 
Development. ■

:
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a

Wheat:

Wheat State .Farm, .Sumbawanga I . ■ ’ ■ . 2,941-t8po sijt0\
Wheat State Farms, Ilerabo and Syritila ’2,078,400 shs.
Wheat State Farm, Kipengere 
Wheat State Farm, Mara 
State Farms, Milundikiwa and 
Rwamkoma (Wheat)

State Farm, Wheat Sumbawanga II 
State Fan.'is, (fneat, Sumbawanga III and.
Buha Highlands

f: .■-1302
1303-1304'

1305
1306 

1313-1314.

iK'
3,320,000 shs. 
672,400 shs.'* ■ i;■ ■:

V.

8,351,000 shs. 
4,234,000 shs.I; Si1315

1316-1317
)

0'i- |g8,468,000 shs.
;■

30,065,700 shs.Total i
I
i

. \x.I Rice:

••1307
130S-r3i0U,-. Rice State.Farms, Kigoma, Lukuledi, 

and Kilingali

Rice -State Farm, West Lake 634,200 shs. 

4,309,5Qiiag:is.

s

I S‘0

i
4,943,700' shs.Totals

I
Coconut:

ICoconut State Farms, Zegereni and Lindi1311-1312 10,212,200 shs.

Tobacco:

f I?.Tobacco Schemes (flue-cored tobacco) 7,044,700 shs.1403-1418
'4>

Cotton:

f
I
I

4411 Soil Conservation (to ensure the continued 
production of cotton) 2,194,000 shs.

S
Farm Mechanization:- •

I?
f4408 Mechanical Advisory Service 

4315 Ox-Training and Demonstration
941,100 shs. 

2,746,400 shs.I

I f;
Total 5,881,500 shs.

Ml i;;
The Natural Resources Division of the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and

f;Cooperatives is responsible for forestri^,^^^^i^eries, and game development and

utilization. The Division’s total program is allocated 119.’9 m. shs., but this
:a analysis is only concerned with the forestry projects and.expenditures which
I.'-

total 79.5 m. shs. and are shown in Table 37, on the following page. Past

i-’<

K

rii' . . .
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Table 37 <•
• 'V- . •Natural Resource 4Division Programmes- * ;

. Estimated

1973;74

Total

1973,74
'ISrCode ^ •;Project DcslsnationNo.

'•'s i>
I

1202
1203
1204
1205 
1205 
1207

Leg-jn? I niK—Soriwo.od ....
Loieini L-i'.s-^Hnrdvscod ...•
Sav.miih.Sou'.v.vd .............. ^•
Sav.niiL'i.

600,000 
2,600.000 
^ 200,000

1= IS
650.0CO 500,0011

400.001 
7.417.70.1 

4!.9)l.0i>l 
3.7S6.O0 )

193,00)

3.S.70.00)
1.. -0.^.003 3.004,14))

34S.4.>0 I 1.035,40)
1.355.. 100 ; 3.05.4.30 1

300,000 i C&O.OO)

3.506,00'9 i 3.'['.5.00)

H.ard,-A-.'3d •
C;.-:vo;i[PrC'J'Jttion ... 
Tmr.iT.i^ion Pc!^^. and Fence,-

1419 H.ol.io^d I'l^nlins ... 
I4:0I.S.-,:u-OC.JP.-.r.or.; .... ...
4ri04 : c.’.:.-in-..)-; For.;‘:>- ................
46'24 Forest Ir.dusir;:^ Dc'.elopmcni 
I421;-4^v»eli’p-’er.! p: ind'gcnous

FCTt^tS ... ■ ...............
Msc:'.:: r.c^us Forest Services... 
Finest *M. r.iitcT-r'U ...............

50,000

4W.OOO,

2714:600
2.7S6,C00‘IS

. 36;000 
500.000

:eoirt>.)

I.500.C.30

I -
156.000

500.000

'
4e(;5 no.;:c.r in: . . . . . .
4C-J9 1 I:.--...-’.-,:. -..VC 7.ur.4r;c.ii 
170? Ccrirul Ti.-.*.L*c- Mr.riccting 

j Project........................................
^ . >f

” j

... i 10.73:-.4-:>0'I t 5J.549.000 ‘ 79,515.00); Sir’-T.'*)!—Fci'c-.;*

Source: Tanzania Seco.id Five-Year Plan, Vol. II, p. 47.

afforestation programs are now coming into production, so emphasis is placed

The pro

jects from Table 37 which specifically relate to plantation softwoods or to
• * ' S

plantation and indigenous hardwoods are as follows:

upon utilization projects as well as continued planting programs.

Softwood:

1202
1204
1420

Logging Units (Softvrood) 
Sawmills (Softwood) 
Softwood Planting

1,600,000 shs. 
4,600,000 shs. 

41,991,000 shs.

Total 48,191,000 shs.

Hardwood: «-

. 1203 
1205 
1419 
1421

Legging Units (Hardwood)
Sawmills (Hardwood)
Hardwood Planting 
Development of Indigenous Forests

■2,880,000 shs. 
3,400,000 shs. 
7,417,700 shs. 
3,830,000 shs.

. Total 17,527,700 shs.
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A total of 186.6 m. shs. is allocated to the water Development .and Errig^-
■ - • . ■■ ■ • ^ 

tion Division of the Ministry of agriculture. Food cuid'Cooperatives',

The overall strategy of the Division’; as has been discussed

1

i£-
ias shovm

below in Table 38.

li
Table 38 *

M
$

I

Water Development and Irrigation Progranunes

1 Total 
Cstiin.atcd 

E\pcridiiurc 
1969, :o- 
1973,74

!■

Estimated • 

1973/74
Project Des^fwiion ^ -

imaied
Ji\r.‘f'd*iure!

Esiimr.odCoJo I
No.

2301 S.:;\eys and la^cit5?at^on5 
iiifottpJtOu: t';.- ceLrury- ■ 

Ji1v:.nion D.-.eiv-ment and
L> g-s fOO.C’OO 1,POO.O» 10,500,000

1,000,030 Id,670,000

50O.<V,O 2.01,10.000
6<7U,0J.)- I 2,000.000 
45U,i.0’0. 500,000

I.50J.''’00 - i.OOa’XlO 5,500.00-3
i.C.-O.C'OO .I,0UO,'X0 -500,000

5 .ti-.10,C«J0 5,500.000 16,200.000,

IC.OM.OC’O 12'.000,n.W 51.000.000
:.5W..--0.0 2,50.1. !'.M. 6.00.1.000
:,5f».i:..W 2.500.-'..|.| 7.50.1.0.41
l.l.O.O.W l,l)uO...OO 2,000,000

i,(.4i3.ro-3 ! i,-inn.i'3,i s,;oo.ooa

12,000,000

15,670.000

3.000.000
3,030.000
1,100.000

10.000.000
2.s00,000

47c: --m} od Comrc-i
Sateik’c L’jan'.aa Village Irr:s*v

lien ..................................
!lvdre.veieorolC’:;i:il Sur\ev ... 
K;.:;:trR;\cr—^'e;;5.i:'il.t^•.St•JiJv

S-.uJy ...
Kr.trin Research cr.d Training 
R’.-.'j! WaterSur;\/ SurveysanJ

IrAeisUgations........................
Ri::.tl Water Sv.pply Devclop-

raeat..................................
Nla.i.-jli Irrigaticn Sci-.cme 
K:-:.e Irric -.tion Se’ err.c 
Tr.. ng—Ri«r.-! V-.v.cr Supply 
r.*.,-...-.sion 01 V.'.D.I.O. i.tei;.-

4701

1:0.'. 00
2304

S?imGo.'ijj—FcjsiOility '
.#1 2101

2305
27,000,00).-.4

iif: 3201
V.i.OiiO.OOO
11. COO.OOO
12, <IV0.I)00 
4.OU0.OOO

I-;? ;4 K'4301 f
f

4302
io,r.oo.ooot es

Total for liio I) vision y i 32.7:O.0->0 I 127.77Q.0UI } IgQ.C'QO.OQO

Source: Tanzania Second Fiye-Vear Plan, Vol. II, p. 47.s
previously, is oriented more tovjards the provision of rural water supplies, 

irrigation schemes and techniques, etc., than towards basic water resource/ 
land use issues.

IS
lg[

Nevertheless, a few of the projects in Table 38 do involve Stlif

these basic issues:^■4

2302 - Hydrometeorological Sui-vey, of the catchments of Lakes Victoria, 
Kyoga, and Albert. This is thCijgultinational study being sponsored 
by UNDP, and Tanzania's contribut56n\to it is 3,030,000 shs*.

'.-f

.a

2301 S 
2305s:?i

-Both of these projects involve "Surveys and Investigations" and so 
are related to water resources/land use issues.

4^

I_ _  They both recognize
the need for "careful study of soils, water, topography and en
gineering considerations" and for "detai-led field investigations ■ 
into sources and quality of water."s

But in addition to theD
X

f?
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k
topographical surveys> and economic agronomic studies called for? 
detailed .engineering designs for irrigation schemes and rural'yater ^ 
supplies are mentioned. Project 2301 is allocated' 12 m. shs., and . 
Project 2305 is allocated 27 m. shs.I

K

■

The three of these projects total 42 m. shS., but only half of this will beI
used as an indication of the water resource/land use'priority for the above

■

reasons. No mention is" made in the Plan of any land use planning activities.

Since expenditures "^r the Cooperative Development and Administration and 

Planning Divisions of the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Cooperatives do not

!

I

relate to this analysis, the final direct government expenditures listed will

A total of 109.6 m. shs. is all<^^s.

1

%
be for, the Research and Training Division.

4
cated for this Division as shown in Table 39 on the following page. The two

I
functions will be considered separately for'thi^ analysis, but in any event

r
t most of the projects are general in nature. The ones which are specificallys

related to individual agricultural products or activities are as follows:
'■H

Training:s
4308 Dairy Training Centre
4309 Forest School, Olmotonyi

320,000 shs. 
1,070,000 shs.

Research: , . s
Banana Research
Sorghum Research
TAMTU (farm mechanization)
Research Station, Mtwara (cashewnuts)

.. 2117 
2118 
4413

20,000 shs. 
7,000 shs. 

528,000 shs. 
1,500,000 shs.2124

Some of the research projects are defined in more general terms or in specific

terms that do not relate to this analysis: Project 2109, the livestock breed-

: ing station at Mpwapwa (846,200 shs.}, concerns the breeding development of 
dual purpose—beef and dairy—cattle; Project^'^^Ji-i. 

istry laboratory with no specific products or activities mentioned; Project 2112 

(200,000 shs.) is a plant pathology laboratory to investigate plant diseases 

such as coffee berry disease, tobacco blight, wheat rust, aflatoxin in ground-

(2 m. shs.) is a soil chera-

>
3
<
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. Table 39

"V' •

Research and Training Division Programmes
«p ..

^gss/s;i’|Sr<’s3:i1 ‘fefe- ^ a,*-
r

iCode
No. Projcci Designation 1959,70 I 1970/71

/ !
— : 10,000.000 , 10,00^:^

127.3,00 j 12.700 I 140,000
- ! 104.000.' 104.000

2^:90.750 . 5.972,250 , 9.7.'3.750
240,0‘00 i 720,000 | 1.200,000

— I 400,000
300,500 ! 333,200

210,000 
320.000

■261,000 i 538,000 : 1,070,000
'300.0'.'i0 ' ■ — i . 500.000

1,500,000 ■ 3,303,000 4..305.000
2,000.000 i 6,116,000 ; 9,616,000
1,000,000.: 3,sos,oou j 4.sos,ooo

500.000 j 
2,000,000

. 1201 • N'sccinc Produ:tion Plant
4532 i linnrovcm=nt-or Local - Meat 

I Goals
4533 I I.T.provcmcnt of Local. Dairy 
4303 • RoraTTraininscimrerinew).’.’. , I'-

E
1,590,750

240,000

400,000

70,000

I Mbc.va, .\Iu5o;na 
4305 i Mobile Training Units. ■
4307 Primary Leavers Training 
4303 Dal.-y Training Centre...
4309 1 Kflfesrs-4hool.q;n:oionyi ...

43i3incwm!.a.¥.l-!.
4314'; Improycmenis to existing 

: -M.A.r.ls...............................

: Research, Knnduchi
2102 ' Nordic Research .Station, Mbc.va
2105 : Stih-station, piriga.^.............
2104 S'Ji'-station, Lyaniungu
2105 : Sttb.station, Mtivara.............
2106 ■ Suc.siaiion, llonga .............
2107 I Sab.station .............
2103 • Veterinary C.he.niistryExtcns on,

. Tonteke ......................
2109 1 Livestock Breeding Station,

• Mp-.vapvva .........................
2110 . Livestock Breeding Statian,

2111 I Ccnira"lSoil Laboratory ... j
2112 : Pl.tni Pathology Labor.a^ory ... '
2113 1 National Food and Nutrit on,,,

; Instituted ........................
2114 Plant Quarantine St.alion

, 2115 . Tsetse Control Research In.ti-

84,700 
140,003 
320.0.J0 I

I O
221.000
2CHJ.000

'1,500,000

i— 1,000.000
11,000,000 14,000,000

•700.000 2,120,000
6,334,000 8,334.000

— 741,000
— 130.000
— 390.000

175,000 580.000
3,500,000 4,300.000

— 80,000

405,000 ^ 846,200

— 200.000
2,000,000 2.000.000
200,000 200,000

4.446,000 ! 5,4^6.000
— j 650,000

132.700 I 732.700
3,191.200 ; 4,050,000

— 20,000
~ ’ 7,000

100.000 ; 300,OTO
6,692,500 7,692.500

— j " 168,400
1,555.700 ' 1.755.700
548,000 ; 1,651.300

— : 52S.OOO
— j soo.coo

1.300.000 j 1,700.000
550.000 ! 550.0tX>

4,(K>3.000 i 4,000,000

— I ■ 1,560.000

!
700.000 i 

l.OOO.Oi):) • 
136,000

' 108,0^ 
ISO.OOO 
500,000 1

.1
; ■80,000

241,200

1

20-0.000

200,000

&

1,000.000 1
650,000

E
100,000

20.000 
3.500 

100.030 ! 
500,000 I 
168,400 ,

500.000
888,800

I tutc i::

iili: . i
ili?:[^e?^S!:eriespp.eh
2122 ‘ Lake Tanganyika Fisher cs

Research ... .............
;i:5 • E-astCoastFcverConlrol ...
4413 ; T.A.M.T.U. ..............
4502 Extension .Aids Wopsliops ...
4414 i Acrieulture and Co-operat ve

i l•■i:^ls.............................................
4903 ■ Mobile Extension Vans
2123 , Ihasture Research h^tituto . ...
2124 Cashe v Research Statu n,

j Mtvvara ........................

3,500
100.000
500,000 ■ i... I

IE
lOO.O'-K)
551.600
269.000
500,000

200.000

100,000
551,700
259.000
300,000

200.000

1,500.000

I Total—Training and Reseat :h I 
1 PivUion........................I 13.66t.450 I 18.090.7:0 73.059,550 ' 109.817,750

Source: Tanzania-Second Five-Year Plan, Vol. II, 44.
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nuts, etCj- Project 2113, a National Food Science and Nutrition Institute

(5,446,000 shs.), is to improve standards of nutrition by the production of

"high protein food-stuffs;" Project 2115 concerning<''tsetse<r.controi research^

(732,700 shs.) would affect cattle in general as well as sleeping sickness in

humans; Projects 2116 and 2120 (4,080,000 and 7,692,500 shs^s^^spectively)

corn forestry research in general_jand make no mention of hardwoods or softwoods; 
. \

Project 2119 (30O,OO0H.sl)s.) concerns traditional village methods of food stor

age; and finally. Project 2123 concerns a Pasture Research Institute (4 m. shs.) 

to inves^gSte~grazing problems. The remainder of the projects is com^^tely ’ 
general in nature, or involves things like animal health or fisheries thl^^re 

not being considered in this analysis.

The last indication of national agricultural priorities in Tanzania to be 

studied here is the expenditures of the Parastatal Corporations. Although the 

Tanzania Government is to contribute only 25 percent (609 m. shs.) of their 

total funds, 41 percent (1,003 m. shs.) will come from .their own resources and 

34 percent (822 m. shs.) will come from external sources. These Corporations 

are directly in:^uenoed “by tl;e Government's policies and sq. their expenditures 

should be a fair indication of Governmental priorities.• The total list of 

Parastatal Corporations and their investments during the .gecond Five-Year Plan

I-::

-
m
»1 • -

con-

1?;

f
-ft

0.

u><■

- .

'A'- ’

\

■v-

are shown in Table 40 on the following page, 

agriculture or agriculture-based industries will be discussed briefly.

The National Agriculture and Food Corporation is to handle the large-scale 

production of foodstuffs. It has an in^

The ones that are involved in 53^

Si

»■

^i^nt program of 112.3 m. shs. during 

the Second Plan, which will be expended on four projects as follows:
ii-vMafia Coconut Scheme

Sugar Expansion, Kagera - Mtibwa
Basuto V.’heat Scheme

• Mbeya Abattoir (livestock butchering)

7.8 m. shs. 
94.0 m. shs. 
10.1 m. shs. 

* 0.4 m. shs.

Total 112.3 ra. shs.

YM
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<-Table 40
• ‘ •i Sr4r

(iii) PARASTATALS: INVESTMENT PROGRAMME (1969/74)
m’OOOShs. P ■:

1971/72-
1973/74

Total
1969/741969/70 1970/71

1 ' TANESC'O.................................. , ...
Nalioiul Dsvolc^pn-.cnt Corrorjiicm ... 
National Agricuiuire and hood Coipora- 

. lion - ... ■........................ •• ...

SlSlcTrudinsbrp.^aiic'n'” .
Tanzania bi-al Corrioralloft .............
Lint and SavJ Markciir.s no.ird..............
National .Aon.-ultnral Products Board ... 
Tanzania Tobacco Board........................

Nations?! Ho^sing‘c;vp™^o^ "! I" ..

National Parks ........................
National Co:npu:cr Corporation.............
Bank of Tan7aiiia........................
National Insurance Corporation..............
National Han.-: oi Comr.icrce .............
Naiiona Cc-opcraiivc R.ink ...
National D,'\clopn;cnl Credit .-Veency ...
Co-opcraiivcs ....................................
Others .............................................

319,020 ^456,948
780,7 J3 
112,300 
203.C04

43,819 94,109 *■

147,500 .154,000 794.587

3,568 6,.* 32 
20,( 20 
92,^71 
12,(00
25, (00 

7,{ 66
S8.;-20 
9,(-00 

TO, 00 
. 278,1-OO 

29.T40 
T.'jOO 
4, :70 

15, XX)
26, KM)

622 -f5.9.t0 7,090
17,00014.000
3,550

• 5.436 13,638
5.547 790 729

12,4.50 8,920 67,150 fj
7,SOO 500 700
1,740 590 7,770

-222,500
lS.6-90
2,000
1,055
4,500

18,000

27,500
4,450

28,000
6,500
2,000 
2,405 

• 5,320 
4.000

■ 1,110
5,180 .. >.*
4.000

SOO l.'.SO
1.624

3(>0- t 120
400 400 824

100, )00 
4. MX)

10.000
l,0tX)

11,000 79,000
2,0001,000

Total ... 29S.S44 364.500 1,624.514 2,287,858
N.D.C.A. (medium and long term

credit) ................................................
N.S.I.C.—net loading ........................

143,00027,700 26,300
COl 3.6747M

.727.I4.S i 391,500 I 1.715.577Total ... t 2.43-l.5:'3

Source: Tanzania Second Five-Year Plan, Vol. II, p. 17.
■t S <#>

sThe Tea Authority is to develop new activities pertaining to smallholder 

The expansion of tea production is given a high priority in the 

Second Plan, and objectives are to plant 24,000 additional acres of tea during

■v_-

producors.

the plan period and to process the output in Tea Authority controlled factor

ies.
i

Investments of 88.5 m. shs. are therefore planned for the Authority to
.-■T

expend of factories, nurseries, roads, etfei,,^s well as the establishment of
i

tea.

The Tanzania Sisal Corporation manages that part of the sisal industry 

which is publicly owned. It has an investment program totaling 92.5 m. shs., 

but only 79.9 m. shs. of this will be spent to promote sisal; 77.'9 m. shs. for

-• .-m
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sisal replantation on neglected.estates and 2.0 m. ,shs. for processing sisal
. ' • " * -f'/—

fibre into-ropes-and twine. The training 12.6 m. shs. twill be useddiversi

fy production into such fields as cattle ranches, cashewnuts, rice, tea, and an> 

' integrated maize and pig operation.

The National Milling Corporation manages the milling compag^s in Tanzania 

and has the responsibility of meeting the demand for milled flour at minimum 

prices. The investment, program of this corporation totals 10.1 m. shs., and 

includes direct ejcpenditures of 2.24 m. shs. oh wheat mills, 240,000 m. shs. 

on, a maize mill;,, and 90,000 m. shs. on three rice mills, 

investments is for general storage, al feed plant, a canning division, 

administrative matters.

1 ♦

The remainder c?f the. ' '

and"^ \r

^ ..
' . '*3 . 'The Lint and Seed Marketing Bpard is only concerned with cotton, 

on which the Plan plages considerable emphasis, 

ment progrcim of 12.0 m. shs., most of which will be expended on storage facili- 

Likewise, the Tanzania Tobacco Board will have to cope with the expansion

a crop

This board has a total invest-

ties. /»-

of this priority crop by investing in storage facilities, better marketing 

arrangements, and better processing equ, 

m. shs. is designed to fulfil these
An investment program of 7.1lent.

iquirements.
’i

"sThS major objective of the National Agricultural Products Board is to 

provide adequate storage facilities for the crops it handles and to thus avoid 

wastage and re-handling and marketing costs, 

this Board amounts to 25.0 m. shs.
The total investment program for 

Bag Stores and Silos for the three main 

food grains—maize, wheat, and rice—will-account for 19.5 m. shs. of that.

In addition, a storage silo in Sumbawanga will^e 

wheat mill there at a cost of 2.4 m. shs., a maize cleaning plant will cost 0.9 

m.: shs., and a groundnut selection plant will also take 0.9 m. shs. 

mainder is allocated for. "machinery."

■ff

built in conjunction with a

The re-
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The National Development Corporation (NDC) is’responsible for. manufactur-
' .. ' ■ V-. •

ing, processing, and mining activi^;ies in the public sector, 

by NDC during the plan period are expected to be TSO-S'-'m. shs®., and a list of ^ 

their projects and expenditures is shown below in Table 41. Those projects

ac^i^ty are as

Total investments

that .directly relate to a specific agricultural product or

follows:

\.

Table 41

National Developinent Corporation Investment Programme li

TomI 
Esiimjtcd 
Expenditure 

1959 70- 
.1973/74

PRnrcT 
Design.* tion

_ .. -rf

Taiuenm Tenne ,ics ................5.2j\iXQ
Coeit-El Dairs-'Irimtr.ei . .... 5.066.IX.*0
TaiCir.-ln ers Company n:..'07,0:0

iy Joiliacmii-"

DMien--.
Cashew process!.ig ...
Bicy.-.’es................
petercents ...............
Sawmills—deve apment 
Kcr^f prccesiir.;
Fruit and tfee able processing
Siccl diveriiniTsision ................
Salt expansion............................
Tcgry pbstics ............................
Shc^i c\pan«ion............................
Asbestos pipes and sheets 
l-ib;obo:*rd—maninacturc
Furniture ...............
Bieve’e tyros and lubos...

Parquet fiouring
Sisslbaci ...............
Starch—msinufaclure ...
Sisal ^.g-ets ...............
Totvels-manufacturc ...
Textiles diver:i!t:oaiion ...
Warp knitting stretch fabrics ...
Steel pipes 
Cement expansion 
Mailing .... ...
Car Hanc.-ics ...
I.P.S. D-aiidi.ag ...

... I

600.000 

yp
’llHi5.ooo.t»n

-... l.^^.OOD 
7,9Ca.0.i)

■■■' 'Si? 
■1=

2.7IO,(Kl.)
... i:,c>»,i>oo

*■ (... I

S
X

•%

«?•

. e
Total ... 750.7S3.COO

Source: Tanzania Second Five-Year Plan, Vol. Il) p. 77.
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a 5,066,000 sKS.Coastal Dairy Industries 

Sisal:

? 'V- ■

i
!• ■:

I
3
3,

Sisal Pump 
Sisal Bags 
Sisal Carpets

360,-000,000 shs. 
7,965;000 shs. 

13,000,000 shsV

i; 380,9^,000
Total shs.

Cashew Processing 600,000 shs.a
' . \

.Kenaf Processing 25,000,000 shs.

Fruit and Vegetable Processing 960,000 shs.
LI

% Wood Prodtfcts?"

Sawmills Development 
Fibreboard Manufacture 

. Furniture
Parquet Flooring

7,200,000 shs. ■' 
18,000,000 shs. 
5,000,000 shs. 
1,000,000 shs.

_ .. -v

Total 31,200,000. shs.
..

f And finally, the National Development Credit Agency is the government's

i principal institution for providing agricultural credit to-smallholders, mainly

through their cooperatives. The investment program of 1.6 m. shs. shown in 

Table 40 istonly forv^office "and housing accomodations and transport equipment, 

which gives no indication of priorities. Their.lending policy, however, does

give some indication:

At least 98 ra. shs. for flue-cured tobacco; seeds, fertilizers, etc;

51 m. shs. for farm machinery related to cotton, coffee, maize, wheat 
and tobacco;

i;
■s

about 38 m. shs. for the establishment of tea; «•

5 m. shs. each for dairy development, foi''poultty development, and for 
beef production and bee-keeping;

m
38 m. shs. for tea factories and cotton ginneries. 
(Tanzania, Vol. II, p. 59.)

Z
3
K
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i
% A summary of Tanzania's national agricultural priorites—similar to th^ise 

for Kenya and'Uganda~is shora in Table 42 on the following'page, 

sis was the hardest one

I
f
■S

*

li
i
f

This analy-

for distinguishing between priority classes; but the 

results are as follov/s: The Class I highest priorities. Cotton, Wheat, Dairy 

Development, Softwoods, Tea, and FluerCured Tobacco; jClass II,

J

f- i
-■ 1

*
Su^aif, Sisal,

and Maize; Class III, Cashewnuts, Coffee, Rice, Groundnuts and Oil Seeds/Beans,;■

fc--

3

Horticultural Crops, Rang^and Development, Beef Development, Hardwoods; ClassII
i IV, Coconuts, Kehaf, Farm Mechanization, Water Resources/Land Use, Pyrethrum, 

and Fire-Cured^bacco; and Class. V, Sorghum/Millet, Bananas, IJ 22)
and all others'.

.•r^£I
I

* . >4* •f
I
3

I
i
I
i
3

3

I
I s

i
3.'

Si

I
.1

f 22)
This analysis and the resultant priorities are generally supported by 

a USAID Appendix to their own study on AgriculTOial Research Needs of Tanzania, 
Agricultural Aspects of the Second Five-Year Plan," Appendix B. -In particu-' 

lar, the development expenditure figures agree pretty closely with those-in 
Table 42. See H.B. Sprague, et al. The Agricultural Research Heeds of 
Tanzania, United States Agency for International Development, Washington,

. D.C.i April 1971, pp. 179-188,

«■

s
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Footnotes From Table 42

•a?.(a) Includes grapes.

(b) See Tables 35, 36, 37, 38 and 39,
*■

(c) See Table 30.

(d) See Discussion of Table. 30. ^
• \

(e) Only for selected h^sitcultflfal crops.

. (f) See Tables 40 and 41.

(g) 31.2 m.j^dfisTin the. • Parastatal investment in general forestry activities 
•• ■■without being able’ to distinguish between hardwoods and softwoods.

(h) See the discussion just prior to this Table.'

(i) An additional 38 m. shs. is tq.be allowed; for cotton ginneries and tea 
factories.

1}

_ , -.f

(j) An additional 51 m. shs. is to be allowed for farm machinery for cotton, 
coffee, maize, wheat, and tobacco.

(k) See the discussion just prior to Table 30.

#9“
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I\ables 43, 44, 45, and 46 on the following pages are used to compare, the 

national agricultural and forestry priorities of Kenya,- Ugainda,’ and,Tanzania, 

as analyzed from their respective national development plans, to EAAFRO's own 

research priorities.

their order of priority, just as they were in the previous

i'

I

l In Table 1, BAAFRO's research projects are listed in

The na-chaptgj?.

tional priorities that 'Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania place on that project—as
■- e».

analyzed in this chapte^-are then listed across the Table; 'and a final columnv:
labeled the Balance of National Interest attempts to summarize which Partner

^ear to have more of an interest in the project due to tiieir- 

own'priorities. . Arabic number symbols-are used instead of Roman Numerals tce^

'I

State or State^,2ap:

indicate these na,tional priorities, but the highest priority is still indicated
- . If

by the number one. The symbols used in the fihal colimin have much the same 

meaning as they did in the previous chapter: R means that all three countries

are interested in this project to about the same degree; (note that this common

interest can be high or low); the interest is regionally balanced; k, u, and t 

mean that, respectively, Kenya, Uganda, or Tanzania is slightly more interested 

in this project than the other Partner State or States, but that there is still
S

some regional balance to it; K, U, and T mean that, respectively, Kenya, Uganda,

or Tanzania is much more interested in this Project than the other Partner State

or States, and that regional imbalance is fairly great.

In looking at EAAFRO's highest priority Class I projects, in Table 43, the 

first thing noticable is that two of the five projects in this class are of med

ium to very low priority in all three Partn^^^^^^^tes 1 None of the national de- '

velopment plans has much of anything to say about sorghum, and legumes—although 

mentioned and discussed—are not assigned a high priority, 

the projects in Class I that have regionally balanced interest in them actually 

are balanced because of a common low or dis-interest on the part of .the Partner

Therefore, two of
5

£
:
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Table 43

A COMPARISON OF EAAFRO AND NATIONAL PRIORITIES 
• BY EAAFRO PROJECTS IN PRIORITY ORDER -

:

!■
Balance of..

Uganda's Tanzania's NationalKenya's
Priorities Priorities Priorities Interest

'ERKFRO Research Projects 
In Order of . EAAFRO Priorities

I +

R ■ ■21 11.1 Sugar Cane Breeding _
1.2 Softwoods - Breeding ■
1.3 Sorghum Breeding 
1.4. Maize Breeding 
1.5 Legumes - Virus Survev^\.
11.1 Millet Breeding
11.2 Water Eesources/Land Us.e
11.3 Hard s Softwoods.- Decay
11.4 Basic Research.-''Herbarium

.IliTi Groundwater Resources ^
III.2 Maize - Siol Fertility 

• III.3 Horti*cultural Propogation - Quarantine
111.4 Tobacco - virus
111.5 Rice - Nematode
111.6 Rangeland - Compensatory Growth
III.'7 Rangeland - Nutrient Requi.rements
111.8 Softwoods - Insect
111.9 Softwoods - Root Rot

lll.io Sorchum/Millet Agronomy

Jc,t11 3
5 R5 4

\ 2 k,t •1 4
3 . R4 4
5 R5 • 4
45 u3

'ii o k,t •22.5 4
NA

!; 45 3
21 4I

I
3 R2 3
1 u, t- w4. 2
3 k2-, . 4'}?i

3 K,t1 5f 3 Kft1 5
i k,t13

k,t131i'
■r55 4

I
■3

3 K,t
K,t

1 5IV.1 Rangeland - Silage 
IV.2' Rangeland - Cultivation 
IV.3 Water Requirements - Selected Crops 

■ IV.4 Pulp and Paper Industry 
IV'.S Charcoal/Steel Industry ,
IV.6 Softwoods -'VfoolyVfiphid 
IV.7 Bean, Citrus s Banana - Nematode 
IV. 8 Bean Nematode
IV.9 Horticultural Cuttings - Quarentine 
IV.10 Sugar Cane - Chemical Control
IV.11 Basic Research - Herbarium_ _ _ _ _ _

Viheat - Tract Ele.ments 
Mechanized Cultivation - Seed Bed 
Natural Forest - Pin Hole Borer 
Softwc.ods -. Cypress Canker 
Rangeland - Body Composition_ _ _ _ _

31 5 ■
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States. Of "the three remaining projects in Class 1, Kenya and Tanzania'%eein^o 

interest in two of them. Softwood Tree Breeding and Maize Breeding,.

Both these projects are given a high-priority by both Kenya 

Only one Class I project, Sugar Cane Breeding, exhibits 

regionally balanced and high priority .interest from all Pander States.

have more
«:

p •

than .Uganda does.
'■s, and Tanzania, however.

a I
£

In Class II projects of. thc'^three eligible ones,- only one of them. Millet

Breeding, e.xhibits regionally balanced interest by the Partner States, but this
sis again another case of their common disinterest, as shown by the low priority 

they all'apxgn^'to this crop. Uganda seems to be more interested in wat^ 

resources/land use research them Tanzania or Kenya; but even their assigned pri- .

The national priority scores for the Hard and Softwoods- _ . Vority is not’high.

■ Decay projects are the averages of the separate hardwood and softwood priorities. I
While the effect of the inclusion of hardwoods has been to lower the national 

priority scores from their higher softwoods level, the balance of interest in 

■ this forestry research has stayed the same; Kenya and Tanzania appear to be 

more interested in this project than Uganda. Although the latter two projects 

exhibit some' imbalance in the rfational interest shown in them-, there is still

i

some dommon regional interest shown.

Class III projects nearly all exhibit some degree of national interest
f: 'A

I
I

5:
The only exceptions are the common disinterest already shoim for 

sorghum and millet, Sorghura/Millet Agronomy, and .the common medium-to-high

In projects

fil
imbalance.

i interest shovm for horticultural crops. Horticultural Propogation.

^ commented on, the work on Ground-

i".

f
on crops or activities which have already

■i
water Resources again appears to be of more interest to Uganda than, .to Kenya or 

Tanzania; the Soil Fertility work with Maize again appears to be of more in

terest to Kenya and Tanzania thm to Uganda; and .the two softwoods projects on 

insect defoliators and root rot disease also again appear to be of more interest
:
!

t
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to Kenya ai;d Tanzania than to Uganda. Tobacco is a 

.has a medium EAAFRO priority, but both Uganda and Tanzania have assigned it a 

high priority and are thus more interested in it than Kenya iS. Rice, on the 

other hand, is another medium EAAFRO priority item in which Kenya appears to be 
mo.re interested than either Uganda or Tanzania. Kenya exhibi€s^ much greater"

research subject, tliat oi^-y
- Jr ■

interest in the rangeland resear&b-Pxojects than does Uganda, with Tanzania in • 
the middle. ' \. ■

Most of the national priority bases for Class IV projects have already been 

discusseid 5}xdvi7~ In the case of project. IV.3, Water Requirements -
0

Se'^|ted

Crops, the national priorities for water resources research were used instead

of averaging-the priorities for the four crops investigated in this project.

. This was .because the discussion of the project in the previous chapter seemed 

to orient it more towards the need to 

Africa than to the specific crops themselves.

. V

conserve water in the dryer areas of East

Both projects IV.4 and IV.5 are 

o^ented toward industrial rather than agricultural or fdrestry priorities, so

the national priorities developed in this chapter are not applicable to them. 

Howeve:;, Kenya had^^allocated quite a substantial sum/ETf moner to developing a 

pulp and paper industry in the Broderick Palls area in their Development Plan, 

and this appeared to be .a quite high priority project for
■s

them. Tanzania and
Uganda, on the other hand, only mentioned the general opportunity for develop

ing such an industry, but allocated no funds and had no specific pi,ans. There

fore, it is indicated for project IV.4, Pulp and.Paper Industry, that Kenya 

appears to be much more interested in it «>
either Uganda or Tanzania. 

Similarly, Uganda's Development Plan is the only"one which discusses'the need 
for a charcoal/steel industry.

interest in this project is still probably quite low. 

indicated to be only slightly more interested in this project than

Ho money is allocated, however, and so Uganda's 

Therefore, Uganda is

are Tanzania

; if
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and Uganda. The national priorities for the nematode survey which has .focused 
on bean, citrus', and binana are impossible to score 

the individual crops. It is believed, however, that th 

Would be low in all cases and

The national priorities for horitcultural

' Ia
by>averaging priorities for ;

r
national priorities” ■ 

so the national interest would be regionally bal-

ese

3
anced. for the Bean-
Nematode project-instead of the soya bean or legume priorities, because it is

the vegetable bean foi\ canning and export that 
\ .

project. ,

crops are U!

seems to be the subject of this

Classprojects are so insignificant that the national interest in' 
them is not so important. The only project concerning wheat .is in ^^ass.

and both Kenya .and Tanzania appear to have a much greater interest in this 
than Uganda does.f All three countries app.ear to have a mcdium-to-low interest
in mechcinized cultivation.S Although this is the only research project EAAFRO 

area, it should be remembered'that the services of thecarries out in this

Machinery Coordinating Unit are quite extensive. tr-
National priorities for hard-

woods are used for the Natural Forest project, because the two 

always refer to the same gonditions.
tep:^ almost 

Tanzania appears to have more interest
ip

3
in these indigenous natural forest hardwoods than do either Kenya 

although even Tanzania's priority is still only at a medium level.

Summing up Table 43, when those projects in the top two priority classes 

that are of common ^interest are eliminated from consideration.

or Uganda,
■

I
S'

I it appears
thatjooth Kenya and Tanzania exhibit more interest in EAAFRO's top priority

f

i
projects than Uganda, due principally totter greater priorities assigned to 
softwoods and maize. The only project in tli^ classes which- exhibits

I
a common,

I high priority interest on the part of all Partner States is Sugar Cane Breeding. 
In Class III, this regional imbalance is reinforced. and due to the greater Ken-
T®" interest in rangeland research and rice. Kenya appears to have more interest

....t W.
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6
r

in these mediopi-priority EAAFRO projects than Tanzania does. ■Tanzania/ however, 
• ^ '.J-- , . V-

still appears to have more interest in this class.than Uganda. Much the'same is 

also true in Classes IV and V. Therefore, two points caii.be made; Based on an

r
ft-«■

4
a

¥
p

analysis of national agricultural and forestry priorities from their Development

Plans, (1) some of EAAFRO's top priority research projects do np€*^eem to be of ■■

much interest to any of the Partnel:..5tates, and (2) Kenya and Tanzania exhibit 
\

more interest in EAAFRO'^projects than Uganda, with Kenya's interest becoming

more disproportionately gpreater as the EAAFRO',s priority level goes down.
^ ...

, Another,/perhaps better, way to summarize th'e'se results is to examine 

■ Table 44 below. ' All of EAAFRO's research projects have been combined into'^?

Si

Is

'n

I

I

?■;

Table 44i,';

F:
A Comparison of EAAFRO and National Priorities 

By EAAFRO Priorities

Balance of
Uganda Tanzania National

Priorities Priorities Priorities Interest

Priority
Class

EAAFRO Research 
Foci

Kenya

i, 1 Softwoods 1 3 1 k,t
Sorghum s Millet

4 Rangeland^
Sugar Cane ,

5 4 5 R
II 1 5 3 , K,t

1 1 2 R
VJater Resources/
Land Use 

Maize

Horticultural Crops 
Legumes

5 3 4 u
III 1 4 2 k,t

2 3 3 R
4 ' 34 R

Tobacco
Rice
Hardwoods

4 2 1 u,t?;

IV 2 4 •3 k
4 5 3 t

Wheat
Farm Mechanization 
Other

2 5 1 K,T
V 4 3 4 R

Research Foci and ranked once again into five priority classes on the basis of 

the manpower devoted to the research projects on each particular focus, 

four or more EAAFRO officers were'working on softwoods oriented projects: three

Thus,
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'0

oTi

to four officers were working on Sorghum 'and Millet, Rangeland, and Sugar ,^ane
■. • . ■ ' ■ ■>g‘. .

projects; one-and-a-half to three officers were working oiV'Water Respurces/Land

Use, Maize, Horticultural Crops, and Legumes; one officer^was working on Tobacco," ■

Rice; and Hardwoods; and less than one officer was working on Wheat and Farm

Mechanization.

if

-.'f-

I
+

The conclusions from Table 44 are much the same â asfrom Table 43,

except that a greater.interest on the part of Kenyh is shown more in the top than

the medium priority projects due to the combining of relatively many medium to
A -

low priority EAAFRO projects into a Class II priority focus.
i!

Table 45 ^s^^y rearranges EAAFRO's projects and their national priority 

scores--into, EAAFRO divisions. In several cases, where there are.only a f^p^gro" 

jects in a division which all concern the same crop or activity, that one factor 

dominates.the balance of national interest in. the whole division, 

entire Sugar Cane Division exhibits high interest from all Partner States; the 

entire Sorghum and Millet Division exhibits low interest from all Partner States; 

the entire Maize Genetics- Division is of more interest to Kenya and Tanzania than

ii

Thus, the'S'

ii
to Uganda, but still exhibits some regional interest; the entire Plant Quarantine 

Service research exhibits raedj.um interest from all Partner States; and the entire
s

Animal Production Division exhibits great interest from Kenya, less from Tanzania
'i

but still some, and even less from Uganda, In the Forestry Division, the dominance 

of projects oriented towards softv;oods has influenced the greater interest exhibit

ed by Kenya and Tanzania. The Plant Pathology and Hematology and the Physics and

»

Chemistry Divisions both do work on a variety of crops and/or activities, and both 

divisions also seem to exhibit a reasonably 

Partner States.
ill-balanced interest from among -the

Table 46 on a following page attempts to compare regional and national 

agriculture priorities from the national viev/poiht; i.e., the national priorities 

as analyzed in this chapter are listed and the EAAFRO research priority assigned.S
3
X

. -I". . . . . . . . . -.  .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
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a

j
to the particular focus in Table. 44 is then shown along side, •If the national 

crop or activity is not covered at all by EAAFRO, the symbol p (zero) is u'fe^dj-
I

otherwise, numbers are used to represent the Roman numeral priority classes.

If My other regional oriented research agency or group besides EAAFRO is doing 

research in the specific crop or activity, that is also indicated, sim:e what

■

i ■ i

3
t

will be looked for i-n this table are gaps where no regional institution is doing 

research on a crop or activity of some interest to the individual Partner States. 

In examining Table 46, it appears that Kenya's'Class I, top priority needs

f

I

are reasonably well^_£oyered. EAAFRO is doing medium to high priority work in^j 

four of'the five areas, and- the remaining-crop, tea, is covered by the Tea
l: ■

search Institute of Sasr Africa, which is located right in Kenya at Kericho.
- . >f

Uganda's three top priority crops also scent covered,-but perhaps to a lesser

EAAFRO is working on only one of yicm, sugar cane, and cotton is welldegree..
I
* covered by the Cotton Research Corporation's research unit at Namulonge. But,

Si
I although the Tea Research Institute of East Africa does try to do work on a

regional basis, their efforts are heavily oriented towards their headquarters
3;

location in Kenya. Tanzania d^initely has some gaps for its top priority crops.
§

Flue-cured tobacco is a low priority crop for EAAFRO, and no one else is working

on it. Similarly, v;heat is a low priority crop for EAAFRO; and although a
1 Canadian aid team has been attempting to do vheat research on a regional basis.I

so far most of their efforts have been confined to Kenya. The Tea Research
it

Institute suffers from the same limitations in Tanzania as were described above
li

i
a

for Uganda. The Cotton Research Corporation does have a strong research unit

s reaSo
<5

stationed at Ukiriguru in Tanzania, so that is nably well covered, and re

search work on Dairy topics would be more appropriately done by EAVRO. 

Tanzania's six top priority crops or activities, however, EAAFRO is doing some 

high priority work on only one of them:

Out of

softwoods.
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■■f

In the Partner States' Class II priorities, few gaps seem apparent. . Botff
■ ■

■Horticultural Crops and Rice for Kenya are only medium or low priorities' for " 

EAAFRO, but there is some work being done. S‘
The Canadian wheat research unit at

Njoro is adequately covering that crop; EAVRO would more appropriately be con

cerned with beef research, and the Coffee Research Foundation locatejd^t

In Uganda's Class II priori

ties, the tobacco gap emerges'^^gain and, although'the Coffee Research Founda- 

tibn is meant to be a regional institution, it' is heavily oriented towards Kenya

I
‘n,

Ruiru

in Kenya should cover that crop reasona^l^well.

0
where it is locat^-r~^-Two of Tan2:ahia*s three Class II priority crops, Sugar.and 

■Maite, are being worked on by EAAFRO, and the third, sisal,' is a declining c^^ 

that is still important to Tanzania.

. likely be advocated even

•-*

More research.,on sisal, however, would not 

by Tanzania, because its" future is not bright.

For Class III, Kenya's medium rjriorities on cotton and pyrethriun are

partially covered by a small unit of the Cotton Research Corporation stationed 
there. Four of Uganda's five Class III priorities are worked on by EAAFRO,

■ although Farm Mechanization is a very low priority for EA^AFRO, and no one else

is working on_it. IThe Irjternational Hydrological Decade of the United Nations 

is also doing some work in East Africa on water reso.urces/land use. 

research is Tanzania's largest gap in Class III; neither EAAFRO 

is working on this crop.

Cashewnuts

nor anyone else

Coffee is covered to some extent by the Coffee Research 

Foundation, although this institution is heavily.oriented toward Kenya. With the
exception of beef, which EAVRO should be covering to some extent, all the remain

ing crops or activities. Rice, Legumes/Oil Crops^'>>Horticultural Crops, Rangeland, 

. and Hardwoods, .are worked on to some degree by EAAFRO, although its priorities 
for Rice and Hardwoods are low.

In the medium-to-high national priorities of the three Partner States, 

seems to be only a few gaps that need filling:therefore, there research on

j
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r pyrethrun and cashewnuts for, respectively, Kenya and Tanzania, might be<conr
■ ■ '■ ’ • , ■ ' V- ■

sidered; and it could be very important that work_being dofie on coffee, tea,

and wheat by other regionally-oriented agencies be expanded or^anore oriented
'I ■

to.ensure that they operate on regional basis. Many Class IV national priori

ties concern new crops or activities which cannot be considere<^i?€^ be nearly 

as important to the nation .as th^^^^lrgady established or proven successful ones.

these new Crops or,activities 'are mentioned in the development 

plans and some are allocated small sums of funding; they represent opportuni

ties for whic^esearch is especially important. ■ in examining Class IV 

. of the crops listed on which no EAAFRO or other agency research is b,ein^^i^®?fie

;

• . '1

Nevertheless,

, some

are as follows: 'Potatoes, Wattle, Cashewnuts,.Coconuts, Cocoa, and Kenaf. 

Work on these crops might be considered. EJyiFRO is already doing some medium-r 

priority vrark on Legumes/Oil Crops, and this might be expanded also.
1

P
I
I sr

-3

r
I
V
I

.-’i

I . ^

J

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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■
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Date of Birth:- ' March 21, 1940 
General Health: Excellent
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Educational Background:
High School Diploma: from Belle Plaine High School 

'■ Belle Plaine, Iowa' 
in 1958

from Valparaiso University 
Valparaiso, Indiana 
Major in Mathematics 
Minor in Sociology 
in 1963

from Northwestern Upiversity 
vnEvans’ton, Illinois

Department of Industrial 
Engineering and Management 
Sciences 

in 1969

<■

'V- ■«r

B.A.: )>

I
i

M.S. :

, ■ \.- -

(S.

Ph.D. Qualifyingi^ams and 
Admission tcf'Xandidacy:

o
from Northwestern University 

Evanston, Illinois 
bepartment of Industrial 
Engineering and Management 
Sciences i 

in 1970 _
Ph'.D. (Expected date of 

completion and awarding 
of degree):

i

June 1973

(A list of the graduate level courses taken at Northwestern 
University is on the attached page.)
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Graduate Level Courses Taken at Northwestern Universi i-.x)-: 
Depai'tnieiit

Fall Quarter, 1967 
lE/MS 
lE/MS
Anthropology 
Anthropology.

Winter Quarter, 1968 
lE/MS. - 
Anthropology 
Political, Sciignce

-
Spring Quarter, 1968 

lE/MS 
lE/MS .

PojjifTcal' Science 
.. - Easiness Adminis

tration

'i

' ■ Course Title 'v'- ■

Organization Theory 
Projects in R&D Management 
Economic Anthropology 
Traditional Political Systems

•

Field' Research in Organization Theory 
'Clsmmtrnity Change and Development 
African Political Systems

Seminar on R&D Management 
Selected Topics in IE/mS 
The New Nations

Seminar in International Administration

o

Fall Quarter, 1968 
IE/MS 
IE/MS 
Economics

_ „ -rf

Seminar ii^R&D Management 
•Organizational Design 
Rise of Industrial Society

Winter Quarter, 1969 
IE/MS 
IE/MS 
IE/MS 
Economics

Seminar in R&D Management
Organizational Design
Systems Simulation
Theories of Economic Development

Spring Quarter, 1969 
IE/MS , Jlesearch

.Fall Quarter, 1969 
IE/MS 
IE/MS
Psychology

Winter Quarter, 1970 
IE/MS

Management
IE/MS

Seminar in R&D Management 
Systems Analysis 
Social'Psychology

Seminar in R&D Management
Behavior in Organizational Systems
Analysis of Variance and Design of Experiments

Social Attitude^
Organizations in Their Environment 
Empirical Research in Organizational Behavior

Spring Quarter, 1970 
- Psychology 
Management 
Management

easurement

Other Courses (taken, but not for credit) 
Geography 
English 
History

;
Africa South of the Sahara 
Contemporary African Literature 
History of Science and Technology in American 
Society 

East Africa
Computer Programming - FORTRAN

History
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Professional and Work Experience:

September 1963 - December 1965: United States Peace Corps Vblunt&r ■
Secondary SchojDl^ Mathematj.cs teacher 

in Malawi (Africa) "

High School MatfieraaticS- teacher 
Bellflower High School 
Bellflower, California

Scientific Affairs OffiSir 
■ Office for Science and Technology 
United Nations 
New York -

February 1966 - June 1967:

•, - • - '1.’■j'

April - September 1969^^':

- \
1970^^:

Consultant
Office for.. Science and Technology 

. United Nations 
New York-

;n

January -1971 - May 1972^^ : • Visiting Research Associate 
Institute for Development Studies 
University of Nairobi 

. Nairobi, Kenya (Africa)

Consultant
National Science Foundation 
Washington, D. C.

Consultant

Office for Science and Technology 
United Nations 
New York

,^This>was a^special andvtemporary position to work on developing the 
framework for the "World. Plan of Action for the Application of Science and 
Technology to Development," which was the scientific component of the Second 
United Nations Development Decade - International Development Strategy.
(See United Nations Document Sales Number E.71.II,A.18.) (Mr. R. C. Desai 
was my superior.)

2)
Continued work on the "iJorld Plan of Action" and related topics 

while residing in Evanston.
^^During this period, I was carrying out the field research for my 

Ph.D. dissertation on "Some Aspects of ^gional (Multi-National) - 
Scientific Relationships in East Africaattached papers for more 
information.

■Ji

July 1972 - present^^:

October - December 1972^^:

S

rS (Mr. R. C. Desai was my superior.)

3
National

1
4)

This work involved the development of a new "Experimental R&D 
Incentives Program" for the NSF, in which the innovation process - from 
idea to utilization - in the pub-lic-and private sectors will be studied 
and experimented with. See the attached papers for more information. 
(Dr. Donald Cunningham was my superior.)s
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TECHNICAL PAPERS

;■ <•;•
'v- ■1' T.W. Schlle, "The ACAST Targets for Science and Technology in ihe World 

Plan of Action - In Perspective" -

T.W. Schlle, "Part I: The Nature and Quantity of R&D in the Developed 
Countries" -

■E

Ir-.
i
1 i T.W. Schlle, "Part II;

, Developed Countries Has Hurt Development in Developing Countr^s" -
Some Quantitative Estimates of How R&D in thi

I
T.W. Schlle, "Part III; Some Sfatis-ficai- Tables in R&D in Some Selected 

Developed Countries,'^*itechnical reports prepared for the Office for 
Science and Technology'\f. the United Nations, Expert Group on Sciem 
and Technology Targets for the International Development Strategy 
meeting, January 15 - 19 1973.
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INVITED PAPERS AND PAPERS SUBMITTED FOR PUBLICATION

<•
.

T.W. Schlie, et'al., "Organization and Funding of Applied Research-Instituted_ 
in Developing Countries," paper to be submitted for publication, lE/MS 
Ho. 69/18 (Rev. May 1972), May 1972.

T.W. Schlie, "Research on Social Science Research - Some Thou^ts and Ideas
from the Programme of Research on the Management of Research and Develop
ment," invited paper presented to the Workshop on the Co-ordinay^pn of 
'Production, Dissemination and Utilization of Social -Science Research 
Findings, Institute for Development Studies, Uni-versity of Nairobi, 
January 20-22, 1972. ^

T.W. Schlie, "Appropriate TechhdlogySome Concepts, Some Ideas, and Some 
Recent Experiences in Africa," paper submitted for publication, IE/MS 
No. 72/81, September 1972.

T.W. Schlie.6t A.H<^Rubenstein, "Applied Research and Technology Transfer in ' 
De-Veloping Countries," invited paper to be presented at the TIMS XX 
International Meeting in June 1973.
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THESIS AND DISSERTATION WORKING PAPERS
'v'- ■

T.W. Schlie, "Government Science Organizations and Federal-Erovincial
Relations in Canada," M.S. Thesis, IE/MS No. 70/67, De'cember 1-970.
-v ■ ■

T.W. Schlie, "Some Economic Aspects of Regional Integration Theory," 
dissertation working paper, 1971.

p

I
;

T.W. Schlie, "A Shor't,.History of Regionalism in East Africa," disserta
tion working paper, ,1971. ■.

T.W. Schlie, "The Benefits/^kitivitids of a Regional Organization and their 
Locational Implications," dissertation working paper, IE/MS No. 72/49, 
December 1971.

fj

T.W. Schlie, "A,.ease for the Study of Regional Research and Development 
Institutes in East Africa," dissertation working paper, IE/MS No. 
72/47, March 1971.

T.W. Schlie, "Some Aspects of Political Integration Theory," dissertation 
working paper, 1971.

T.W. Schlie, "The Organization of Regional Research in East Africa - The 
National Interview," dissertation working paper, IE/MS No. 72/48, 
February 1972.• ;

T.W. Schlie, "Some Aspects of Regional-National Scientific Relationships in 
East Africa - A Revision," Institute for Development Studies Working 
Paper No. 36, University of Nairobi, April 1972.
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DEPARTMENTAL AND PROJECT WORKING PAPERS
<•

- - . , . - . *'-■ ■ ■ 
T.W. Schlie, A.H. Rubenstein, & C.F.-Souds, "Semi-Controlled Experiments, ' 

Natural Experiments, and the National Science Foundation's Experimental 
Incentives Program," working paper for NSF/EIP, lE/MS'.No. 72/76, 

^September 1972.

T.W. Schlie, et al., "Potential NSF Proposal Selection Flow Diagrai^ Revision 
1," working paper for NSF/EIP, lE/MS No. 72/69, August 1972./^

T.W. Schlie, "Ideas on Proposal Sel^qcU^n,'' working paper for NSF/EIP, lE/MS 
No. 72/68, August l'^2.

T.W. Schlie, "Some Comments'^on Industrial Innovation to the Public Sector," 
working paper for NSF/EIP, August 1972.

p ■,

1.
■ ;• i:

1

)

i 0
T.W. Schlie, "l^-es-on Potential - Categories for Experiments," 

paper?for^SF/EIP, lE/MS No. 72/53, July 1972.
working

(!)
T.W. Schlie & A.H. Rubenstein, "A Possible Experimental Setting in EPA " 

lE/MS No. 72/58, July 1972.

T.W. Schlie & A.H. Rubenstein, "EPA Sponsored^R&D and the Emergence of a 
Pollution Control Industry in the United States - And the Response 
of the Public Sector in the United State to EPA Sponsored Demonstration 
Grants," lE/MS No. 72/101, November 1972.

T.W. Schlie, "Appropriate Technology Information Outline," lE/MS No. 73/9, 
January 1973.
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